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RINDERPEST.
By Paul G. Woolley.
[From the Scrum Laboratory of the Bureau of Science,
[INTRODUCTION.
Since the earliest days of American occupation in the Philippine
Islands, rinderpest has claimed the attention of the Government Its
ravages and the progressively increasing losses it had caused to the
industrial community, made the subject so important a one in relation
to the welfare of the Islands that soon after the organization of the
Government a laboratory was established to prepare serum in quantities
sufficient to control and. if possible, to eradicate the disease.
In the first years of this work, when non-immune cattle were more
easily secured, the opportunities for experimental work on this suhject
wwv circumscribed, because of the limited number of workers, the labor
entailed in the inoculation of serum animals and in the preparation of
serum, the lack of small animals, and of the apparatus for exact ex-
periments. Such work as was done was performed by Jobling and
published as a bulletin of this Bureau.1 Since the organization of the
laboratory has been completed, the use of protective inoculation against
rinderpest has become more general in the Philippine Islands with the
result that it has been difficult to secure animals which were certainly
siisceptihle to this disease and for this second reason the more recent
1 Publications Serum Laboratory, Hunan of Government Laboratories (1903),
4, and Annual Reports of the Superintendent of (lorernment Laboratories (1909,
1904), 2, 3.
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experimental work has also been curtailed. However, within the past
two years two regions in the Islands where cattle are obtainable and
where rinderpest has never been observed, have been discovered, namely,
Silmvan Island and the Babuyanes group, and from these islands rela-
tively non-immune animals have been secured for use although, even with
these sources of supply, such a large quantity of virulent blood has been
required for the production of serum, and the expense of experimenta-
tion with cattle has been so great, that the material available for in-
vestigation has been small. Nevertheless, some work has been done
and some observations made which seem to be of sufficient interest to
publish, even though they do not in all ways tend to support the prev-
alent opinions of the nature of the virus.
ETIOLOGY.
Rinderpest is a widely distributed disease. The original location
from which the infection has spread will doubtless never be ascertained,
for although European historians of the middle ages mention similar
Infections, no evidence exists of accurate observations in Asia or Africa
.in early times. DieckerhofFs treatise on the history of the disease
details what is known in regard to its early occurrence, from which it
seems probable that its original home was in the neighborhood of the
Black Sea and of the Volga, whence, in the course of years, it was in-
troduced into western Europe J following this, Prussia and the Danube
States, Hungary, Croatia, and Italy were attacked: Switzerland. France,
Holland, and England remaining free. Later still, with the appearance
of railroads and the possibility of rapid transportation, epidemics be-
came common in western Europe, and even England, Germany, and
Prance suffered severely. With the opening of Africa. India, China, and
the islands of the Eastern Archipelago, the disease was also observed
in this portion of the world and likewise introduced into virgin lands,
so that in the many parts of Africa. Asia, certain islands of the Malay
Archipelago and most of the Philippine islands, rinderpest is endemic
and subject to sudden outbreaks. Climate undoubtedly has little in-
fluence on its spread. It does not "give way before cold weather or
rain;" it is, Gelach and Littlewood say. more severe in cold and wet
weather than in warm and dry and Ernes maintains that "it spreads as
fast in a cold as in a hot season."
However, moisture surely has an influence on both the viability of the
virus and the spread id' the infection so that moist or rainy seasons
undoubtedly favor the dissemination of the disease.
(iamgee states that age exerts no influence on the susceptibility of an
animal to rinderpest and quotes Kersting as saving that, as a result of
inoculation, young calves and cows suffer most severely; lean or fat oxen
are also badly affected, while animals in moderate condition and at
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maturity appear to posses a greater resistance against the disease.
These statements do not seem to us to be strictly applicable to cattle in
the Philippine Islands. Our experience has taught us that calves are
satisfactory subjects for immunization, that milch cows or pregnanl
animals are less so, and that maturity plays no part in susceptibility.
Sex has no influence, it' the physical condition of the animal is normal.
Natural resistance, immunity, and susceptibility.— Rinderpest is a
disease of cattle and of some allied ruminants.
Man is immune, as arc cats, dogs, donkeys, rabbits, guinea pigs, rats, mice.
doves, bens, eagles, flamingoes, etc. (Koch. Nicolle and Adil-Bey, Tokishiga, and
Tartakowsky.) Sheep and goats are not completely immune, but they have a
natural resistance to the disease. However, in these animals as in others, there
are racial differences. Both species may show a rise of temperature after experi-
mental inoculation and if the blood is drawn at this time and used to inoculate
non-immune cattle, the disease may he produced. ( Kolle and Turner, Koch, Theiler
and Pitchford, Woronzow.) Sheep may he the means of spreading contagion as
Koch and Rogers have stated.
Hogs, camels, antelopes and buffaloes are not so highly susceptible though
any of these may have the natural or artificial disease.
Natural infection of bogs has been reported from Tonkin and Anna m by
(live and Fraimbault. Tartakowsky, in opposition to Refik-Bey, states that
camels are sensitive in a certain degree, but that they usually resist the disease
or only show mild symptoms. Mense, from his observations, concludes it to be
possible that buffaloes may die in large numbers, though Nencki and his fellow-
workers say that they are less susceptible than cattle. However, there is not
only the difference in immunity of species hut there are racial differences of
susceptibility and resistance.
In India, Rogers and Lingard found the hill cattle so susceptible that the
usual methods of immunization used in the case of animals from the plains were
of little avail with the former. These differences, as Sobernheim suggests, may
be a result of the endemic occurrence of the disease which, in the course of time,
has given rise to incomplete resistance but not to an inborn racial immunity.
Kolle has observed in the Soudan, and Pinching and Hitter in Egypt, that the
cuttle of those localities have a very slight, whereas those of South Africa have a
uniform susceptibility.
In the Philippines the variation is so great that, save in a few islands,
it can not in advance he stated without further experimental evidence,
whether the cattle are susceptible or not. In the Babuyanes group and
in Sibuyan, rinderpest has never been experienced, hut nevertheless
there is an apparent relative resistance to infection in the cattle from
these places. The same is true of the animals from certain parts of
Australia. The suseeptihility of American stock seems to he very great.
We have had a very bitter experience with such animals and have found
the usual methods of immunization, which are perfectly safe with Phil-
ippine cattle, to he extremely dangerous when applied to the former.
In this Bureau we have performed some experimental work in the
study of the immunity or susceptibility of laboratory animals.
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A scries of guinea pigs was inoculated with 0.5 cubic centimeter each of
virulent rinderpest blood. Three to four days later they showed increased tem-
perature which continued for twenty days. On the second and third days of
the fever, hlood was drawn from them and injected into Babuyanes cattle with
the result thai none of the latter sickened, although all showed a reaction. Later
inoculation of the cattle with .") cubic centimeters of virulent blood showed none
to have any appreciable degree of immunity.
The attempts i<> discover and isolate the organism.— In rinderpest,
as in all other of the diseases the etiology of which is not known, mam
observers have described organisms believed by them to lie the active
cause of the infection. Thus. Metschnikoll' and (iamaleia constantly
found in the ulcers of the fourth stomach of sick animals, hut not con-
stantly in the blood, bacilli which caused symptoms of rinderpest in guinea
pigs and calves. Simpson. Edington, Blin and Carongean, Saccharov,
Sadowski, Koncw and Trofinow, Semmer, Nencki, Sieber ami Wysni-
kiewicz, and Nencki and Siebcr, have described other bacteria, hut none
of these have been proved to he the causative factor.
The virus of rinderpest.-^The etiologic factor is at the present time
unknown in spite of conscientious labors of the best workers, extending
over a period of many years. However, it is certain that the infecting
agenl is contained in the secretions of the nasal passages, conjunctiva-,
intestines, and in the blood of infected animals, for with any one of
these the disease can he reproduced in other individuals. 'The most
certain method of conveying rinderpest is by the injection of infected
blood. In using the latter it has keen said that 1 500 is just as
effectual in producing the disease as is 1 cubic centimeter and that
with the former amount, non-ininiune animals may he killed. (Koch.
Kolle. Turner. Xicolle. ami others.) Prom our observations we are
able to confirm this dosage only in the eases of cattle which may be
called absolute non-immunes, as are the American cattle which we have
used. With native animals even from the above-mentioned iion-m fected
islands, this minimal dosage results in a variable incubation period and
a diminished intensity of the disease. Some of these cattle, but not
all. would probably die if infected with such a minimal dose, but in
some instances even 0.1 cubic centimeter of virulent blood will not
produce the disease and also the incubation time is noticeably shorter
after a do3e of .1 than after 1 cubic centimeter, yet the cattle from these
Islands are certainly non-immunes. (See cases. Chart 5, No. 931, and
Chart 2, No. 907.)
The viability of the virus. The virus of rinderpest from the blood or the
animal secretions mentioned above possesses little viability. Left at a fairly warm
room temperature it soon becomes inactive; it retains its activity longer when
it is placed on ice. but even under these circumstances the period is not very
"•real. The length of time during which it may be kepi in a viable condition
varies, according to reports, between three and thirty-two days, but our experience
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indicates ;i limit of from three to six. Kept at 36° to 40° C. it becomes inactive
after two .lavs (Theiler)
; dried blood may remain virulent for four (Koch) j
glycerine, phenol, and other antiseptic substances, even if used in minute amounts,
cause rapid deterioration (Koch. Theiler. Semmer-) ; if it is mixed with other
organisms it is quickly killed. The virus resists alkalies longer than it does
acids (Nicolle and Adil-Bey)
;
sun destroys it in five minutes (Braddon), but ordi-
nary daylight has little effect (Woronzow and Eckert). Semmer states that
material will remain virulent during four to six weeks at ordinary temperatures
ami that a spleen kept on ice was still capable of causing the disease after six
months. At 58° to 60° the virus loses its power ia a few seconds. ; ,t f>2° in
half an hour, and at :i7° to 4f>° C. there is a gradual loss. /„ vacuo the deterior-
ation is still more rapid (Nicolle and Adil-Bey). Semmer makes the statement
that the virus, heated to 47> to 50° C. during fifteen to thirty minutes, loses its
virulence hut will give a stable and lasting immunity. On the other hand. Nicolle
and Adil-Bey found that blood heated to 60° ('. lost its power of carrying the
infection and Would then not confer immunity. Semmer also states that a
temperature of -2(1° C. brought about an attenuation and Nicolle and Adil-Bey
found that blood kept in the cold for two months had lost all virulence.
Dilution witli different substances gives varying results. Virulent blood mixed
with glycerine becomes inactive (Koch). Xicolle and Adil-Bey found that 1/00
cubic centimeter of virulent blood diluted with l.f> cubic centimeters of normal
saline solution was capable of transmitting the infection, but if a like amount of
the former was added to 500 of tin- latter, the virulence was lost. Virulent blood
mixed with normal bile or bile salts retains none of its activity | Adani ) .
Purely physical processes may also have an effect. It is said that centrifugal-
i/.ed blood does not cause the disease (Kolle) and that detihrina te<l hlood will give
a temporary immunity (Rogers).
Experiment* on filtering virulent blood.—The results attained by experiments
on filtration vary. Nicolle and Adil-Bey state that the organism passes normal
Herkefeld and Berkefeld amincie lllters and )ersin found that the filtrate obtained
by patting rinderpest blood through ChamberUmd /•' candles would cause the
disease. On the other hand. Nicolle and Adil-Bey say' that the organism does
not pass a Chamberland F and Yersin says a Chamherland J? gives ; ,n inactive
filtrate.
Our experiments arc as follows:
In MX)."), four animals were chosen from a herd of native nonimmunes (Sibuyan).
One of these (Chart 1. No. 905) was used as a control and received no blood, but
was kept under exactly the same conditions as the others; another (Chart, 2,
No. 007) was used as a blood control and received 1 cubic centimeter of virulent
blood, diluted with ."> cubic centimeters of an 0.8 per cent saline solution; a third
(Chart :s. No. 008) was given 5 cubic centimeters of a filtrate from virulent blood,
which was collected by passing through a Pasteur-Chamberland F candle, under
a pressure of 1.7.") kilograms per square centimeter and then diluted with 6 volumes
of the same salt solution; a fourth animal (Chart 4. No. 904) received 100 cubic
centimenters of the unfiltered blood used for No. .!. The first bull had a normal
temperature during twelve days, at the end of which time it was inoculated with
80 cubic centimeters of virulent blood; it then reacted on the third day and was
bled to death three days thereafter; at autopsy typical lesions of rinderpest were
present. The second animal showed a reaction on the seventh day and a post-
mortem made some days later gave convincing proof of the presence of the disease.
The third one reacted mildly on the ninth day: three days subsequent thereto 60
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cubic centimeters of virulent blood were injected, the result being thai a typical
reaction was observed on the second day. followed by death two days later. At
autopsy, typical, but advanced, lesions were observed. Tins result seemed to
indicate that the disease was caused by the filtrate, so that, had the larger dose
of blood not been used, the animal might have recovered. The fourth bull suffered
a typical attack of rinderpest.
The conclusion must be drawn from these experiments thai small
doses of blood or filtrate were not satisfactory with the cattle we used
because, as was indicated above, their natural resistance is a great one.
For this reason the quantities were increased in later experiments.
In the next series fresh, citrated virulent blood was diluted with live times
its own volume of a 0.4 per cent saline solution and then filtered through a
new. sterilized I'asteur-t hauiberland bougie, under a pressure of :S kilograms
per square centimeter. Two native ( Sibuyan ) cattle received W cubic centi-
meters each of the filtrate and a control animal was given, subeutaneously.
.") cubic centimeters of the undiluted blood. On the fourth day after inoculation,
the control (Chart 5, No. 9:51 I developed the disease; it was subsequently bled
to death and ttie diagnosis established. One of the others (Chart <i. No. 938)
had a rise in temperature on the seventh day. was bled to death three days later
and the diagnosis of rinderpest confirmed; the second one (Chart 7, No. !>37
)
reacted on the eleventh or twelfth day and developed diarrhoea on the fourth day
thereafter, whereupon it was bled and the diagnosis of rinderpest made.
These cases, in view of our other experiences with small amounts of
virulent blood and delayed reaction, seem to SUggesI the virulence of
the filtrate. It should be added that the animals were kept under
similar conditions in regard to their food and environment hut that
the control was separated from the other two animals by a distance of ap-
proximately two miles and that no one in attendance upon the one had
any access to the others. In addition, ten other non-immune cattle which
did not contract the disease were stabled with the animals receiving the
filtrate, so thai their quarters had not become infected.
A third series was as follows: An animal received 30 cubic centimeters of
Bltrate from a chamberlain! I candle ( :i kilograms pressure per square cen-
timeter). A reaction was observed on the tenth day but on the third one there-
after the temperature again was normal. After receiving •"> cubic centimeters of
virulent blood, this bull showed a typical reaction, developed rinderpest, and died.
Apparently, to judge from these results, the causative agent of the
disease mav or may not pass through the pores of the Pasteur-Chamber-
land filter according to the conditions Burrounding the experiment.
More work on this subject is therefore necessary.
Experiments with defibrinated blood and with filtered bile.—Various experi-
ments have been made with defibrinated blood. Xicollc and Bey have published
the statement that filtered, defibrinated blood will not kill and will not give rise
to any immunity. Kolle, Turner, and Maberly agree with this view and add that
the residue on the filler may be virulent.
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Rogers, Maberly, and Verney state that the bile, which of itself may cause the
disease (Kolle), when passed through porcelain filters is harmless, and Maberly
adds that the residue which is lefi behind will give a temporary immunity
although it will not convey rinderpest. Rogers thinks that the filtered bile will
immunize, and Kolle believes that the residue may he infectious. Kolle used
samples of bile which were collected on Hie fourth or fifth days of the disease.
Owing to the results of those experiments, it lias generally been con-
cluded that the causative agent of rinderpest can not pass through the
pores of the finer porcelain (liters. If this he true it must he larger
than the organism of peripneumonia and should he visible (Joest).
Since it does not appear in the filtrate of blood which is sufficiently
diluted with salt solution to destroy the red cells, it has been thought
by some that it must he an intra-leucocytic organism (Nicolle and
Adil-Bev) and therefore, for the latter reason, it would not pass through
the filter.
Modes of conveyance and infection.— It has already been mentioned
that all the secretions of a sick animal are capable of causing the disease,
hut it has also been shown by Burdon-Sanderson and Koch, that al-
though the blood is infectious from the time of the rise in temperature,
the secretions are not capable of transmitting rinderpest until the first
symptoms of the disease, visible upon inspection, can he noted. This
fact, taken in connection with the viability of the virus, at least par-
tially indicates the commonest means of infection, as well as the most
usual modes of conveyance.
For many years it has been established that the introduction of
infected material into the body of susceptible animals, whether into
the blood or tissues or upon the mucous membranes, especially those of
the nose and mouth, will cause rinderpest and therefore, freshly infected
bedding, utensils, and other implements which have been used while
caring for cattle may he dangerous and the disease may also he conveyed
on the hands, feet, shoes, or clothing of the attendants. The possibility
of transmitting the infection by biting insects is also to lie considered
because the virus exists in the hlood. In the case of very Busceptible
animals, a very minute amount of hlood, when introduced beneath the
skin or mucous membrane, would convey the disease.
The length of time during which the virus may remain viable in the
soil and in stables is not determined. We know that physical condi-
tions promptly affect the life or activity of this virus, hut we also know
that stables or pastures may remain dangerous for long periods. The
cause of the continuance of this infection in such instances is not
known. Whether it he that insects are the important factor or whether
the virus remains for a long time in an active condition in the soil is
also not clear. This is the more curious, inasmuch as it does not show
any evidence of maintaining its viability in laboratory media prepared
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either from the waste substances <>f the body or from mixtures of nutrient
materials. I experimented unsuccessfully with media composed to
resemble the soil in their chemical constituents; neither was I successful
in cultivating an organism capable of causing rinderpest in media con-
taining bile, blood, lecithin, cholesterin, Ducleo-prote'ids, etc.
SYMPTOMS.
The first apparent symptom of the disease is a rapid rise of temper-
ature, after an incubation period of from three to six days. (Chart I.
No. 904.) This rise almost invariably appears between twenty-four
to thirty-six hours before any other symptom is apparent. (Chart 8,
No. 1.) The next one, at least in animals from the Philippines, is an
injection of the conjunctiva? which is immediately followed by a profuse,
sero-purulent discharge from the eves, often so irritating as to produce
excoriation in its course across the face. A varying degree of salivation
is also observed, hut in Manila, ulcers of the mouth or lips are rarely
seen. There is a somewhat profuse, fetid discharge from the nose.
With the onset of these symptoms, the appetite diminishes and is finally
completely lost; rumination ceases ami a rapid diminution in weight
follows; tin 1 coat is staring. The beginning of the diarrhoea varies:
it may he either early or late in the disease; in the usual course it becomes
muco-sanguinous, whereas the less virulent forms may run their course
almost to the end with n<» more than an ordinary, very fluid diarrhoea.
A peculiar odor of the intestinal discharges is almost characteristic of
rinderpest. When the disease is virulent, tenesmus becomes marked
and as a result, prolapsus of the rectum is of not uncommon occurrence.
Death occurs in collapse, following a fall of temperature; it usually takes
place between the sixth and eleventh days of the disease. (See cases.
Chart S, \o. 1, and Chart '.». No. ::.)
Abortion follows with regularity in the case of pregnant animals and
lactation ceases in milch cows.
The natural disease in Philippine native, non-immune cattle either
may show a gradually rising temperature, which reaches its maximum
on the second or third day; or a rapid rise to a maximum which is per-
sistent, with the exception of the morning fall, until the lethal drop:
or again a sudden advance, followed by a fall and a normal subsequent
temperature or, indeed, no well-marked rise at all. So far as our obser-
vation goes, there has been no case of the natural disease without
diarrhoea, which usually occurs between the fourth and sixth days.
The usual experience with the disease which is artificially produced
is a well-marked reaction. However, in some instances this has either
been very moderate or even scarcely perceptible; in a few there has been
a gradual, rising reaction and in hut one or two a sudden, moderate
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advance followed by as rapid a fall, after which the temperature only
varied within normal limits until it showed the quick, lethal depression.
In one such ease, no diarrhoea occurred, although an autopsy conclusively
demonstrated rinderpest to he present.
Our' observations in general may he condensed as follows:
(a) In native, susceptible animals, pastured on infected ground, rin-
derpest may appear at any time between the fifth and twenty-third days.
(Chart 10. Xo. <s:$!).)
(6) After inoculation with virulent blood, the disease appeal's between
the third and fourth days. (Chart 11, Xo. 932.)
(c) Diarrhoea becomes evident between the fourth and sixth days
after the onset of the fever. (Chart 11, 932.)
(d) The temperature may vary between ">!> A and 41°..S.
(r) Death is preceded by an ahrupt fall of temperature and occurs
six to nine days after the reaction. (Chart Hi. Xo. 839.)
MORBID ANATOMY.
There is some difference of opinion in regard to the characteristic
lesions of this disease. The European, South African, and Philippine
types of rinderpest differ in many points: perhaps it is true that none
of the morbid changes are constant and that they may vary in different
countries, epidemics, ami animals (Wallev).
The most constant alterations in the body arc emaciation, aero-purulent con-
junctivitis, congestion, and general inflammation or ulceration of the gastro-
intestinal tract, the latter changes being especially localized in the fourth stomach
and pylorus; however, the mucous membrane of the fourth stomach and of the large
and small intestine may simply show a diffuse reddening at the summits of the
folds. Petechia' arc encountered not only in the gastrointestinal epithelium but
also in the heart, kidneys, liver, and lymphatic glands. Often, the only demon-
strable lesions may lie those of the fourth stomach, pylorus, and upper part of
the small intestine.
In the Philippine Islands, as Jobling has mentioned, we rarely, if
ever, encounter the classical cutaneous eruption described in the Euro-
pean disease: it is also true that ulcerations of the nasal and oral mu-
cous membrane are rare, as are those of the patches of Peyer. In place
of this condition, a congestion is present in most eases.
The gall bladder is usually distended and contains a thin, greenish
bile. The vagina is always congested and the urinary bladder oc-
casionally presents a similar condition.
There are also no discoverable changes in the blood, unless, perhaps.
there is a leucopenia of mild degree. In cases in which diarrhoea is
severe it is certain that a general concentration exists, and in at least
some instances there is not only a relative hut also an absolute diminu-
tion in the Dumber of white blood cells. The following figures, which
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are compiled from the records of I>r. Ruediger, of the Scrum Labora-
tory, serve to illustrate the changes:
Normal cattle:
Average of 27 .
Leucocytes 7, 650 I
Red cells !i. 04:5, 000 700
Rinderpest cattle'
Average of 10.
Leucocytes 9. 820 1
Red cells !), 112,1100 027
Average of :* animals which had no diarrhom.
Leucocytes '••• 500 I
lied cells 7,740,000 815
Average of 4 animals with moderate diarrhoea.
Leucocytes 10,300 1
Red cells 8, 112,000 737
Average of :s animals with severe diarrhoea.
Leucocytes 0.400 1
Red cells 11.818,000 1,250
According to Reflk-Bey the leucocytes vary as follows: There is an initial rise
on the second or third day, a later decrease on the fourth to seventh, and a ter-
minal increase on the seventh to ninth; they are at a minimum on the day of
the initial advance in temperature. In most instances the mononuclear cells
do not increase at this latter time, hut do so steadily after the stage of diminution
of the leucocytes is passed. In some instances there is a mononuclear leucopenia.
The polymorphic leucocytes usually follow the path of the mononuclears.
In the earier Btagee of the disease the ulcers in the fourth stomach
are preceded by minute, red, hemorrhagic points which resemble those
seen in the early stages of intestinal amoebiasis in human beings. At
the site of these points, necrosis takes place with coincident thrombosis
of the blood vessels supplying the affected area; gradually, this process
extends, until finally an ulcer results which has a punched-oul ap-
pearance with its necrotic base lying- upon the muscular layers or even
upon deeper tissue; the sides and bases of these ulcers consist in many
instances of an almost homogeneous material which is partly granular,
staining diffusely and devoid of nuclei. In some places remnants of
polymorphonuclear leucocytes are seen. The tissue beyond this zone of
necrosis is (edematous and densely infiltrated with polymorphonuclear
leucocytes; the blood vessels are congested and the muscular libers are
eloudv and swollen. The mucous membrane at a distance from the
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ulcers is injected and thickened. Many bacteria can be found in the
sloughs adhering to some of the ulcers. Deeper in the tissues, although
stained carefully with both intense and delicate stains, no elements can
be discovered which from their relation could be supposed to be causa-
tive. Indeed, in -most cases there are no foreign elements in the deeper
parts of the lesions; I have been able to study hut few from the mouth
and these show nothing more than a circumscribed, superficial necrosis.
Many varieties of micro-organisms could he seen in the covering, co-
agulated material.
ASSOCIATION WITH OTHEB DISEASE8.
The association of rinderpest with other diseases has proven itself to
he. in many places, most important because excessive losses have oc-
curred as a result of the neglect of the danger arising from the com-
plicity of latent blood diseases such as Texas fever and trypanosomiasis.
We have had to deal with both of these conditions in the Philippines.
JobHng and I - have given an account of our experiences with American
cattle which wvw purchased above the Texas-fever belt in the United
States, in order not to introduce that disease into these Islands. These
animals were given two preliminary prophylactic doses of antirinder-
pestic serum, which were then followed by an injection of virulent blood
twelve days after the second inoculation. At that time we were not
aware that Texas fever was endemic in the Islands and so. unwittingly,
through the virulent blood infected the American cattle with the latter
disease. The result was disastrous, for the combined Texas fever and
rinderpest killed some of the animals. Since then we have had several
cases in Philippine and Shanghai cattle in which, during an attack of
rinderpest, flaring up of a latent Texas fever has occurred. (Chart 12,
Xo. 542.) The combination has resulted in the death of the animals.
We have had no difficulty with trypanosomiasis, chiefly for the reason
that we have always been aware of its presence and been prepared for it.
For a long time, we have made systematic examinations for the parasite
in all animals from which blood was to be taken for inoculation and
occasionally we examine every member of the herd. Trypanosomiasis
is widespread among the cattle in the Islands, but is most common in
the carabaos, which, strangely enough, do not generally Buffer any great
inconvenience from the infection, provided they are not herded together,
have good food, and are kept at work under normal conditions.
Lately, in the Island of Negros, the experience of the veterinary corps
with simultaneous inoculation against rinderpest in a district where
trypanosomiasis was subsequently found to exist, was most instruc-
tive. In 1904 Dr. Jobling had learned that the carabaos may harbor
'Publications, Scrum Laboratory, Bureau of Government Laboratories (1904) 14.
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trypanosomata with no bad effects in a large majority of cases, bul
the problem of the evil effects of the combination of these parasites
with rinderpest had never been encountered until toward the end <d'
1905, when a campaign by the Bureau of Agriculture was instituted to
inoculate by the simultaneous method all the cattle on the island men-
tioned above. At the beginning of this work the results were very
satisfactory, hut at a later period when the corps had advanced into
territory in the north of Negros the death rate rose to an alarming
extent and investigation showed the had results to be due to the inocula-
tion of trypanosomata which were present in the virulent blood. When
serum alone was used, or in cases in which there was no reaction to the
simultaneous inoculation, the cattle were not affected, hut it' a reaction
occurred the animals died without symptoms of rinderpest, bul with
enormous numbers of the parasites in the blood.
In Egypt, similar unfortunate results following the simultaneous
method of inoculation wrw observed, hut in tins case the complicating
diseases were 'Texas and h'hodesian fevers (Arloing).
'l'he most common complicating condition beside these parasitic blood
diseases is foot-and-mouth disease, which, although milder in Manila than
in the temperate climates, is nevertheless a very serious infection when
it occurs in conjunction with rinderpest. Ordinarily, simple foot-and-
mouth disease in native or Chinese cattle yields readily to treatment in
Manila, hut when it appeal's in conjunction with rinderpest, the combi-
nation is almost surely fatal and serum then has no effect upon the
course of the malady.
PROPHYLAXIS.
That there are in general but two methods of preventing the entrance
and spread of rinderpest, whether in a herd or a country, has now been
settled beyond doubt. These methods are those of immunization and
of quarantine. Naturally enough, were a perfect quarantine to he
established about a herd or about a country where the disease is un-
known, then the method of prophylaxis by immunization would he
unnecessary. However, unfortunately this is so rarely the case, that
resort must he had to the latter means of protection.
Methods of preparing serum.— In order to prepare a serum of high
efficiency it is at first necessary to product' in an animal an active
immunity against the disease. Various investigators have attempted
to accomplish tins result by using attenuated virus, hut with little
success. Heat and cold, light and air. and antiseptics have been tried,
by Neiicki, Scunner. Tokishiga. and others, hut. as Koch has said, the
susceptihilitv of the virus does not allow of even gradual attenuation.
The result of such chemical and physical methods is therefore to destroy
the virus and then all evidence of an immunizing process is wanting.
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Gerlach attempted to make use of sheep and goats for reducing the
virulence, bu1 these experiments did not result in any true attenuation,
for at a later date Koch, and Kolle and Turner showed thai in the
case of goats the lessening of virulence which might occur was of so
incomplete a degree that no practical result was accomplished, while
with sheep the virulence was. if anything, increased.
[f one can not obtain a. naturally salted animal with which to com-
mence operations, it is necessary so to produce the disease in one that
it will recover spontaneously and therefore become artificially immune.
Koch, in the course of his investigations in South Africa, discovered that lie
could accomplish this result by the injection of fresh bile, taken from an animal
Bick With rinderpest, into a well one. Later, lie found that the blood of salted
cattle would in some degree protect and that it might he used in combination
with virulent blood with good results. Having recourse to these two methods,
it was simply necessary to take a salted animal ami by the injection of more
virulent material gradually produce such a degree of immunity that the scrum
would he etiicient in small doses. Theiler and Pitchford. Danysz and Bordet,
Kolle and Turner. Nicolle and Adil-Bey, and others applied these methods with
most excellent results. Kolle and Turner used gradually increasing amounts of
virulent blood, injected at certain intervals beneath the skin of the cattle. Nicolle
and Adil-Bey used the more rapid method of injecting 4 to S liters of virulent
blood with
-i.") cubic centimeters of serum.
Still another method, introduced by Yersin. is that of peritoneal lavage, but
this has not been extensively employed.
The method in use at the Serum Laboratory of the Bureau of
Science.— In our work, the animals to he u^<\ for the production of
antirinderpestic serum are first inoculated with this serum in amounts
varying from oil to lot) cubic centimeters. After an interval of a day
or two. or sometimes perhaps after seven to ten days, they receive
from 1 to Ki cubic centimeters of virulent blood; after this injection,
others are given two weeks apart and in the following amounts: 50, 100.
350, 500, ami 1,000 cubic centimeters. The last injection having been
given, three bleedings follow- at each of which from 3,000 to 3,500 cubic
centimeters of blood are drawn, and when this has been accomplished,
1,500 cubic centimeters of virulent blood are once more injected. Ten
days thereafter three additional bleedings are made and again virulent
blood is \^v(\ in a dose of 8,000 cubic centimeters to be followed, as in
the other cases, by three bleedings. The same procedure obtains with
the subsequent injections of 8,500, 3,000, and 3,500 cubic centimeters of
virulent blood. A reaction, to be recognized by a rise in temperature.
should result after each injection of virulent blood.
Methods of producing immunity.—Generally speaking, there are three
methods of securing an immunity to rinderpest, namely, the active, the
passive, and the combined active ami passive (Sobernheim). The active
immunity is ordinarily of longer duration than the passive and in
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animals which have recovered from the natural disease, it is apparently
permanent.
The methods in use for producing active immunity are also three in
number.
I. Koch's bile method.— According to the results of Koch's experiments in South
Africa, 10 cubic centimeters of bile taken from an animal on the sixth to the
eighth day of the disease will, upon injection into a non-immune one. confer an
immunity which will persist for several mouths. The bile to be used must be
clean, greenish and frothy, and must be unmixed with blood; however, in follow-
ing this method the immunity is not demonstrable until about the tenth day after
the inoculation. Rogers, in order to render any bile from a rinderpest animal
available, has advocated its filtration, which would remove all organisms contained
in the Quid; however. Kolle and Turner have demonstrated that this method
could not he satisfactory, because, in order to produce an active immunity, the
organisms of rinderpest should be present in the filtrate. The bile method is
said to produce an active immunity I Kolle I. and it is maintained that the
organisms present therein are virulent, but that they are accompanied by sub-
stances which hinder their spread in the animal inoculated. The same results
can not be obtained with virulent blood and normal bile. Not all investigators
have bad as favorable results as Koch: those of Lingard and Rogers, for instance,
were negative, but this was possibly due to racial differences in the cattle. Inocu-
lation with bile lias no value as a curative method.
Tlie advantages of this method art' that no reactionary fever, suppres-
sion of lactation, or abortions are produced and that the operations can
be carried on in the field. The disadvantages are that immunity is not
established until the tenth day after inoculation, that the latter is not
permanent (four months. Haedicke), that a sufficient quantity of bile
may not he obtainable and that it is difficult t<> preserve, although per-
haps the observations of Nicolle and Adil-Bey, that bile desiccated in
the presence of sulphuric acid will keep indefinitely, may he continued.
II. llohlstock's modification of Koch's method which consists in giving the bile
inoculation a second time and then injecting virulent blood from ten to thirty
days thereafter has not found much favor, since Kolle and Turner liave shown
that there was no appreciable increase in the immunity conferred by this method.
III. Ellington's Glycerinated Bile Method, although it has found favor in some
places, has been condemned by Kolle and Turner on the ground that the glycerine
destroys the virus, and Hutcheon and Rogers state' that only a short passive
immunity is conferred.
Islington's procedure was to take clean bile after the sixth day of the disease,
and dilute it with an equal amount of glycerine; it should then be set aside for
eight days. Edington used 1.") to 50 cubic centimeters injected into the dewlap.
and followed this by a small amount of virulent blood (0.1 to 0.2 cubic centimeter)
two days thereafter (ten days later. Nocard and beclainchel. Rogers thought
that even foul bile might be used, since glycerine would destroy the organisms
present therein.
The advantages claimed for Edington's method were that a long im-
munity was conferred on all animals which had a reaction and a
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temporary one in the case of nearly all the others, and that the bile
could l)i> kept for a year (Edington), eighty-five days (Nicolle and
Bey), one hundred and sixty-two days (Rogers). The immunity lasts
for from two weeks to six months (Jobling).
The disadvantages were that no immunity appeared before the eight-
eenth day, that many animals did not react and that therefore they
would contract the disease from the blood inoculation and die, that two
inoculations were needed, and that it was necessary to bleed a sick animal
to obtain virulent bipod.
COMBINED METHODS OF IMMUNIZATION.
1. Scrum simultaneous method.—This depends upon the fact that when 1 cubic
centimeter of virulent rinderpest blood is inoculated under the skin of one side
of tlic body and a minimal efficient dose of immune serum is injected upon the
Other, the animal so treated experiences a very mild form of the disease and
recovers. (Chart 1:5. No. 921.) In !)(> per cent of the animals a lasting immunity
is produced, while upon the 10 per cent in which no reaction occurs, a transient
immunity is conferred (Kolle and Turner, Refik-Bey, Nicolle and Adil-Bey),
The advantages of this method are the immediate, permanent im-
munity produced in the majority of instances, and the transient one in
the others, more reactions are produced than with the bile method and
only one inoculation is necessary.
The disadvantages are found in the losses by death, which vary from
1 to 1 per cent (among !).0?7 cases in Cape Colony there was a mortality
of 1.1 per cent), in only temporary immunity in a certain proportion of
the animals inoculated, in the interference with lactation and pregnancy,
in the difficulty sometimes experienced in obtaining virulent blood,8 and
in the danger of latent blood diseases (Texas fever, trypanosomiasis,
foot-and-mouth disease).
This form of inoculation has been variously modified. Xeneki and
his co-workers, Sieher and Wysnikowitsch, advise giving the serum two
hours and Eutcheon administering it forty-eight hours after the virulent
blood, and then to watch the temperature and once more to administer
serum.
2. Deferred virulent blood method.
—Another modification and one
which is generally u^vd in our work, is to give the serum a day or several
days before the virulent blood. (See Chart 14, No. 106.) In using this
modification we also follow Roger's suggestion of carefully watching- the
temperature of the animals, and, if no reaction occurs after the in-
oculation, a second inoculation with 10 cubic centimeters (2 cubic cen-
timeters for calves) of virulent blood is made. This method requires
*To obviate this last difficulty it has been advised to use sheep to propagate the
infection, etc.
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more Labor than the other, but the mortality is less and more reactions
are obtained than by any other.'
It is neeessarv to standardize any serum for the race of cattle on which
it is to be used for the purposes of inoculation and to this end a number
of cattle should he inoculated each with 1 cubic centimeter of virulent
blood and with in. 20, 30, and 40 cubic centimeters of serum. 'The
efficient dose is the one which allows a febrile reaction to take place hut
after the administration of which the animal shows no other symptom
of the disease. In certain cases 20 cubic centimeters will accomplish
this result, at least this is as a rule the minimal efficient dose of serum
for the race of cattle with which we have to deal in the Philippine
Islands; however, even here it will he found that this amount will vary
with the racial susceptibility and in a number of instances must he much
increased.
Passive immunity by the use of serum.—The method for obtaining
passive immunization has been indicated in the section on preparation
of serum; its origin lav in the observation that the serum obtained from
naturally Baited cattle possessed a Blight immunizing power and that by
the ns( . of large doses, a temporary immunity could be established
which would protect otherwise non-immune animals against the natural
or inoculated disease.
Several workers, in continuing the study of the natural process, by injecting
successively increasing amounts of virulent blood into salted animals, were able
to produce a very efficient serum which could be used successfully in doses of in
to 20 cubic centimeters (Kolle and Turner). Such a serum is also stated to
possess curative power.
The immunity resulting by the use of serum alone is transient ; accord-
ing to various observers it varies from several weeks to a number ofD ....
months, depending upon the quantity employed which has been injected
into the animal ; 100 to 200 cubic centimeters may produce an immunity
which will last through the more extended period.
The advantages of the serum method are that there is no reaction,
that no unfortunate results follow in dairy or pregnant cattle, that it
1 In our work repealed injections of large amounts of ant iiinderpest ie serum
in certain races of cattle before active immunization with virulent blood and
serum have not given favorable results. These repeated large doses of serum
were employed in a number of American cattle in which it was considered advisable
to produce a passive immunity at a time when, owing to a long voyage or for
other reasons, they were not considered in a sufficiently good general physical
condition for active immunization. Many of these animals | which were inoculated
with repeated does of serum) and with virulent blood some days after the injec-
tion of the first large dose of serum, succumbed to a severe infection of rinderpest
or of rinderpest in combination with Texas fever.
Apparently, the repeated doses of serum produced antibodies in the animal
bodv. !'• C. F.
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will favorably modify a disease of one to three days5 duration, and that
the serum probably keeps well for long periods of time.8
Dsehnuknosky and Kupzis experimented on a process of desiccating
scrum, which they stated was satisfactory. We followed the method
advised by these writers and obtained a product which, while it was
apparently useful, was soluble with such difficulty that it was valueless
for rapid work in the field. Since the serum if kept in a cool place,
retains its activity for a sufficient time, we have adhered to the old
method of bottling it in liquid form.
Method of immunizing by defibrinated blood.—In addition to the
simultaneous method and its modifications, other systems have been in
vogue in certain localities. The best known of these consists in the
use of defibrinated, virulent blood, introduced by Danysz and Bordet.
The dosage varies from .30 to 200 cubic centimeters. Immunity is immediate,
there is no reaction, and the whole process can be carried out in the field. However,
the immunity is but temporary and the material must be perfectly fresh and
free from pyroplasmata, trypanosomata, etc. Danysz and Hordct in following
this procedure subsequently exposed the animals to infection. Nobernheim main-
tains that the method is not reliable, but Hutcheon has had success with it;
however, Theiler could immunize but 30 to 40 per cent of the exposed animals
by this method. A great disadvantage lies in rapid deterioration of the product.
I'll 10 COMPARATIVE VALUE OF Till'] METHODS OF IMMUNIZATION FROM AN
EPIDEMIOLOGICAL POINT OF VIEW.
Although rinderpest has great interest as a scientific study, it has in
all probability claimed so much attention among investigators because
of its economic importance. It is this side which naturally appeals
most strongly to the cattle owners, especially in countries or districts
where it is difficult to explain just what the meaning of immunization is.
[t is very difficult for the lay mind and especially for semi-educated
people to comprehend that it is not only for the present hut also for the
future as well that we must work. They insist that we simply tide
over existing epidemics, instead of combining such methods of work as
will prevent future ones.
The problem resolves itself into the treatment of clean and infected
herds in countries where the disease is endemic and in those in which
it is merely sporadic and dependent upon introduction from the outside.
In the latter case, even if the serum or bile method alone is used and
this means is supplemented by a strict quarantine against outside animals,
the spread of the disease can certainly be completely checked.
Greater difficulty undoubtedly arises in countries where the disease
is endemic, where new epizootics are constantly cropping out and where
the outbreaks are not apparently due to outside influences. Onder such
'Theiler and Bitter state the period to be four years.
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conditions not only must the disease be checked but active immunity
must be conferred on as many of the cattle present in the distrid as is
possible. In order to accomplish this result with a minima] loss of life
it is necessary to draw a careful distinction between infected and non-
infected animals. In our work, we have divided the cattle with which
we have dealt into a "noninfected" and a "contact" class. 'The latter
have heen treated with serum, to protect them if non infected and to
Favorably influence the course of the disease if they are infected. Later,
when it has heen possible, these have heen given virulent blood in order
permanently to protect them. This final inoculation has chiefly depended
on the owner's consent. In the case of clean herds, we have thought if
wise to use the simultaneous method of Kolle and Turner, giving serum
and hlood at the same time, or following the serum by the blood, as is
done with the animals at the laboratory. Up to the present, the
valuable suggestion of Uogers, which involves the regular taking of tem-
peratures of all animals inoculated, has heen insisted upon, in order that
the records of the animals might he complete and also in order that
the reaction necessary in the establishment of immunity should, if
present, be noted, hi the absence of this reaction we advise a second
injection of virulent blood.
During the early days of the rinderpest work in these Islands, much
of the work of inoculating was done at the laboratory corral. Persons
would bring their animals to this place and leave them until they were
ready to be returned. Owing to inexperience a mistake was made at that
time in not delaying the inoculation until the animals had been under
observation long enough to be sure they were not already infected with
rinderpest. During the first eight months, lli;5 cattle and carahaos were
inoculated at the laboratory; 114 received simultaneous inoculation and
of these 28 died, a death rate of .'52.55 per cent. These results were
explained by the fact that most of the cattle sent to the laboratory for
treatment had been shipped on infected boats and that probably they
were in the incipient stage of the disease when inoculated. Some of the
animals also came from districts in Borneo where rinderpest had never
heen encountered, and these, possibly, were abnormally susceptible to the
disease.
During the same time, 28 animals received serum alone and of these
four died, a death rate of 14.28 per cent: 11 were given symptomatic
treatment only and of these (i succumbed, a death rate of 54.51 per cent.
Such results show that, even in possibly infected animals, serum may he
of value, although in this instance the number of infected animals was
not known.
There was a mortality of 1:5.15 per cent from simultaneous inocula-
tion in calves; 15. S per cent among those to which serum alone was
given, and 100 per cent with the individuals which received symptomatic
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treatment only. Here again, as in the case of the cattle, the deaths
after serum treatment were higher than we might have wished, because
some of the animals were in the incubation period of the disease when
inoculated, but at the same time, the mortality was not so great as it
might have been had serum not been used, which is taken as an evidence
of its curative power. This subject will be dealt with below.
During the same period, from January 1 to August 31, 1903, 1,494
animals in the provinces received simultaneous inoculation; 42 of these
died, a death rate of 2.8 per cent. Of 776 which were given serum
inoculation, 48 died, a death rate of 6.1 per cent. Here again, the
curative value of the serum must be taken into consideration in ex-
plaining the percentage of loss among animals receiving serum only,
for undoubtedly many more were infected with rinderpest than suc-
cumbed to the disease.
During the succeeding year the task of inoculating in the provinces
was transferred to the veterinary corps of the Hoard of Health, so that
the records of the laboratory cover but part of the period included
between September 1. 1903. to August 31, 1904.
These records show that between September 1, 1903, to June 15,
1904, 3,117 provincial inoculations were undertaken by the simultaneous
method, with a mortality of 4.09 per cent; 4,4G4 with serum alone,
with a mortality of 0.11 per cent, or a total mortality for both classes
of 1.76 per cent.
During the months from April to August, 1903, there were 1,402
animals inoculated with serum or with blood and serum on the Island
of Tablas. The records of 1,12s cases are complete and show that of
507 inoculated by the simultaneous method but 6 died, a mortality of
1.18 per cent, and of 621 to which serum alone was given 35 died, or
5. 63 per cent. Here again, as in the previous instances, there is some
evidence of the curative value of serum.
The results of an attempt to immunize American cattle which were
shipped to the Islands for dairy purposes wen; disastrous, probably
because of their extreme susceptibility. (See Chart 15, No. 10, and
Chart 16, No. 2.) Upon their arrival in the Philippines all of them
received 200 cubic centimeters of a serum, 30 cubic centimeters of
which would protect native or Chinese cattle against the inoculated
disease. About twelve days later, some of these American animals
received the simultaneous inoculation— i. e., 30 cubic centimeters of
serum and 1 cubic centimeter of virulent blood. In any case, whether
they received virulent blood, or simply serum, all but a few sickened
and died of rinderpest and this in spite of early and late subcutaneous
and intravenous injections of serum. Indeed, one animal beside the
original dose of 200 received 730 cubic; centimeters of serum (in all
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930) with only this difference, thai she lived two days longer than the
others."
Undoubtedly, in some cases death was due to a combination of Texas
fever and rinderpest, but such instances were few. No difficulty was
experienced with the calves belonging to the same herd. To be sure,
the dosage of 30 cubic centimeters of scrum was used, but they resisted
the disease and were later given simultaneous inoculation with good
results.
Littlewood, utter an interesting experience in Egypt, says it is possible that
scrum, when injected into imported animals, does not afford the same protection
against rinderpest as it does in native herds, more especially if these animals
have been exposed to adverse conditions.
I believe that by a judicious use of the serum and simultaneous
methods, epidemics may he controlled and the cattle in a district im-
munized. In the absence of serum, glycerinated bile or defibrinatcd
immune blood may be used as Huteheon advises. He states that every
animal showing a rise of temperature should receive 100 cubic centi-
meters of serum, a procedure which is practiced in the Philippines.
For an animal which has recovered From the natural disease, he ad-
vocates the inoculation of 30 cubic centimeters of glycerinated bile, or
300 to 400 cubic centimeters of defibrinated blood. Be also advises,
as do we, that all infected animals should receive intravenous injections
of serum. He argues against the use of fresh bile in infected herds,
and believes that this procedure should be applied only in the cases of
Qoninfected animals.
Sobernheim and Haedicke believe that the two most valuable means of combating
rinderpest are the bile method of Koch ami the simultaneous one of Kolle and
Turner. The former is most applicable at the outset of an epidemic, in a country
where serum is not available, and the latter should be used extensively in a land
where the disease is endemic.
When it is necessary to immunize dairy cattle or pregnant annuals
the serum method is very valuable for temporary protection. Later,
the simultaneous method can be employed. It is also possible, by
carefully regulating the dose of serum, to follow it with very small
amounts of virulent blood without disturbing the processes of lactation
or pregnancy.
Finally, it must be borne in mind that in countries where certain
blood diseases are prevalent, it may be dangerous or impracticable to
use the simultaneous method.
•In all, 5G animals were in the herd which we attempted to immunize; of
these 34 were given virulent blood to produce active immunity, and '22 were given
serum only, but of the former class. 32 died ami of the latter 20. All of the
latter contracted rinderpest at about the same time or a few days after the
animals which received virulent blood, evidently because the infection spread in
the stable. The cattle were received on September 3, 1!>04, were given 200 cubic
centimeters of serum on September 9, and received simultaneous inoculation on
September 15.
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DIAGNOSIS.
The diagnosis of rinderpest in typical cases presents no difficulty.
It may be that in the early stages of an epidemic, the sudden rise of
temperature, the serous flow from the eyes and nose, the excoriation
caused by the tears, the congestion of the visible mucous membranes,
ami the severe dysentery may not furnish a sufficiently satisfactory
picture upon which to base a diagnosis and that a post-mortem examina-
tion will he necessary to decide the matter. The lesions are generally
characteristic.
Difficulty arises in those cases in which the temperature reaction is
slight and very transient and iti which the diarrhoea is late in appearing
and is not severe. In such instances an autopsy is necessary.
PROGNOSIS.
The prognosis in uncomplicated cases is bad, in complicated ones
even worse. If serum can be used in the early stages of the infection,
within twenty-four hours of the first rise of temperature, the chances of
recovery are good in all but very susceptible animals. The later in the
disease the serum is used, the graver is the prognosis.
TREATMENT.
The serum method is the only one known which is useful in treating
rinderpest, bid in order that it may have every chance for success, it
must be applied before the third day of the disease. The dose should
be 100 cubic centimeters injected subcutaneously or intravenously, pref-
erably the latter. The later the stage of the infection, the more
necessary it becomes to use the intravenous method. It is possible that
several injections may be necessary. (See Chart 1?, Xo. 538, to Chart
18, Xo. 555.)
Hutcheon says, and we agree with him, that no doubt exists of the
strong curative properties of fortified serum when it is used in the
early stages of the disease; furthermore, the experience of all workers
with serum is that a single large dose is much more effective than a
repetition of small or even medium ones and that the intravenous
injection in sick animals is more effective than the subcutaneous method.
Dr. Sorrel, formerly of the Serum Laboratory, in his experiments to
determine the curative value of our serum, has used as much as 500
cubic centimeters for one animal. In all the cases upon which the
serum was tested, the disease had passed its incipiency; the animals
had high temperatures, injected conjunctiva1
,
profuse discharge from
the eyes, and in some instances diarrhoea. Sixteen, in all of which
the intravenous method of injection was used, were treated, and of this
number 3 died. Three animals received 150 cubic centimeters; six were
given 300; five, 300; and two, 500 cubic centimeters. Piroplasmata
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were found in the blood and organs of all the fatal cases so that it is pos-
sible that death was the result of a combination of rinderpest and Texas
fever and was not. due to the former disease alone. These records seem
to show the curative value of serum, even in the advanced stages of
the disease; however, all the treatments were by the intravenous method.
If the serum is to be used beneath the skin, then the injection must
he given as early as possible. Kolle and Turner, Vcrney, iMaberly. and
others, have also spoken of the curative value of serum.
A LIST (IF II I K MOST IMPORTANT ARTICLES ON THE SUBJECT OF RINDERPKST.
Gamgee: The Cattle Plague (1866), London.
Dieckerhoff: Getchiehte der Rinderpest (1890), Berlin.
Kolle and Tinner: Zeitsoh. fiir Hygiene (1898), XXIX. 309.
Koch: Reiaeberiohte (1898), Berlin.
Kolle: Ergebnisse d. Ally. Pathologic, Lubarsch n. Ostertag (18991. VI. 470.
Rogers: Zeitsch. fur Hygiene (1900), XXXV, 59.
Ilutcheon: Journ. Camp. Path. (1902), XV, .300.
Dieckerhoff: Lehrbuoh dcr Speoielle Pathologie mid Therapie fiir Tierarzte ( 1903),
II, Berlin.
Xocard et Leclainche: Les Maladies microbiennes des Animnux (1903), Paris, 1.
Jobling: Publications of the Serum Laboratory, No. IV. Bureau of Government
Laboratories (1903), Manila.
Plehn: Dcr Staatliche Schutz gegen Viehseuohen, Berlin (1903).
Sobemheim: Handbuoh d. Path. Organismen, Kolle u. Wasaermann (1904), IV.
1240.
Arloing: Joum. Med. Yeler. et Zoo tech. (1905), LVIJ, 321.
Ilaedicke: Berl. Tier. Wooh. (1904), L.
Littlewood: Joum. Co,up. Path, and Ther. (1905), XVI 11. 312.
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[NTEODUCTION.
The writer, during portions of the months of August and September,
L905, was detailed from the Mining Bureau to make a preliminary geo-
logical inspection of the Lohoo region where some prospecting was being
carried on. Unfortunately, this reconnaissance was of necessity limited,
hut it is thought oven the incomplete data already at hand should he made
available. Furthermore, as very little literature and that not easily
accessible to the public, can be round treating of this portion of Batan-
gas Province, these notes may possess some utility at home, as well as
scientific interest abroad.
The able Spanish engineer, Centeno,1 has written of the Taal tuff
deposits, which extend partly into the district discussed in this paper,
hut he extended his observations to a region no farther east than the
puehlo of Batangas. Von Drasche 8 published some notes on the region
of southeastern Luzon, hut he likewise did not touch upon the Lohoo
country.
The field work done by the writer consisted primarily of an inspection
1 J. Centeno: Estudio geologico del Voloan Taal. Madrid, Tello (1885).
- I!, v. Drasche: Fragmente za einer Qeologie der Insel Luzon, etc., Vienna,
Gerold'a Sohn (1.87S).
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of certain prospeci work carried on by some prospectors from Batangas
on a group of twenty-one claims in the Loboo Mountains, and trips east
and west to the coast from these workings.
The site of these claims is indicated by crossed hammers on the general
map (PI. I), which lias been adapted from d'Almonte. They arc
situated on the headwaters of the Calbasahan River in the pueblo of
San Pedro, some 40 miles more or less from Lalangas, and about <»
from San Juan de Rochoc.
The writer wishes to acknowledge the many courtesies and valuable
assistance rendered by Messrs. Harris. Weeden, Weber, and others of this
cam]). Particular mention is due to Mr. Weber for the fossils shown on
Plate IV, and for several compass route surveys which may he of con-
siderable value in the future.
DISCUSSION.
Physiography.—The topography of this region is typical of moun-
tainous country in the Philippines. The Loboo Mountains rise rather
abruptly from a plain, with the steeper and shorter slopes to the east
and south. Save for a considerable break where the Loboo River cuts
through to the south, they extend as a chain continuously and approxi-
mately parallel with the coast, To judge from the trend of the range
and this break, one might infer a fault with considerable horizontal dis-
placement. However, no further indications of the latter have been seen.
The mountains themselves exhibit nothing which materially differs
from the usual erosion features of mountains in general: that is to say,
they are not of the faulted block type. Karpathian or Jura, etc., although
they approach more nearly the last. They attained their bulk and eleva-
tion from their particular mode of structure, which was that of a great
anticline of stratified rocks pushed up from below, when the old, igneous
stump slowly rose; following upon this rise there ensued the growth of
the mountain topography by which they attained to their present accen-
tuated relief.
The softer sedimentaries would produce rounded forms, while the
more resistent igneous core won hi form the backbone of the range and
stand up in peaks and sharp ridges.
Physiographically. the plain country possesses a particular interest.
It is a plain of deposition, made up of heterogeneous materials, has a
fairly even sky line and is being dissected by streams which run in deep
gorges. As the writer went overland from Calamba, through Lipa to
Batangas, ho had a good opportunity to study the materials of this plain
which on examination were seen to have been deposited in part from
volcanic showers and in part by streams.
The country just east of Batangas, toward the Loboo Mountains, is
an extension of the Taal tuff area. Its average elevation in the vicinity
of the latter range is about 1,000 feet, but this increases gradually to
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the north so that in the vicinity of Lipa it is between 1,500 and 2,000
feet. When one fides over this plain in any direction from the military
road, he finds it to differ widely from the suggestion of apparent
evenness obtained by a view from the highway. 'Phis old ash and tuff
plain is at many points broken by deep gorges which may be 100 to 150
feet in depth, with almost vertical walls, veritable gashes across the land-
scape. Everywhere, signs of a very youthful stage of topography and of
recent and rapid elevation of the plain are evident.
To the northward and westward of the Loboo region, lie the active
and extinct volcanoes of Taal. Maquiling, Malarayat, and San Cristobal.
These exhibit still another type of topography, which, however, lies
outside the scope of this article.
In this region, then, we have three distinct types:
(1) That of the Loboo—that is, mountains which are not volcanic.
(2) The plain.
(3) The volcanic.
Drainage.—The entire district is well watered, particularly so during
the time of the writer's visit, which was in August and September.
The records of the Antimonan meteorological station, which is the
nearest thereto, show a total rainfall from July. 1904, to July, 1905, of
95.25 inches, the three months of greatest precipitation being Septem-
ber, October, and November. As there is no station at Batangas, data
could not be obtained from that side of the range, but it is not probable
that the Loboo Mountains afford a barrier which is sufficientlv hhd)
and continuous to make the record materially different.
Table 1.
—
Meteorological data for Antimonan station, ./h/;/, 1904, to Jul*/, /nor,.
Month.
July
August ...
September
( October ...
November.
December _
January
February
__
March
April
May
.June
Total
Mean
tempera- Av,'™v7'
tore.
rainfall.
°c.
28.
2X.
26. 8
27.
26.
25. 5
25. .">
25.
6
27.2
27. 2
28. H
2«.
mm.
54.8
111.7
428.9
566. 2
536.
2
i<;»;. 8
78. •">
85. U
10. 1
281.2
77. (i
112.4
2, mi.
The four principal streams of the region are the Calumpan, flowing
into Batangas Gulf at Batangas; the Loboo. Rosario, or Pinacanauan
as it is variously called, debouching into the sea to the south near the
pueblo of Loboo; the Lanay. or San Juan, emptying to the east near
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Sati Juan de Bocboc; and the Calbasahan, the smallest of the four.
heading in the vicinity of the district where the present prospecting is
being carried on and flowing due east to the sea near Guinasepa.
Although the actual How of water lias not been measured on the Calba-
sahan, it seems fairly certain that at all times of the year theft' will be
a sufficiency to Bupply all of the ordinary mining needs, should such
arise.
Good harbors are to be found near Batangas, in Hatangas Gulf, and
at Layan. 'The one at San Juan is inferior, because of its exposure in
the time of the northeast monsoon. All this coast has been charted and
can be more critically studied from the Coast and Geodetic chart,
No. 4714.
Vegetation.—The Loboo Mountains are heavily clothed on both their
east and west slopes with a forest growth, some of the trees being red ami
yellow narra (Pterocarpus)
,
balete (Ficus), and the anahao palm {IAvis-
tona) : these are all of goodly proportions and quite abundant, so that it
will be easy to procure timber.
Large areas, on which the grasses talahib (Saccharum spontanea m)
and cogon (Imperata exaltata) run riot, are on the plains at the foot
of the mountains; occasional sampaloc (Tamarindus) and antipole
(Arlocarpus) trees are also seen.
General and local geology.—A summary of the general geology is
as follows: it is shown in the ideal section on Plate II:
PROVISIONAL, TABULAE STATEMENT OF STRATIGRAPHY.
KeoENT: Tuff and alluvial deposits.
PLEISTOCENE: TuflE deposits containing fragments of mammalian
teeth.
Pliocene: Limestone fossils with Bornean affinities.
M eocene: Sandstone.
Miocene: Shaly sandstone containing Vicarya callosa.
CTnconpobmity : Basal conglomerate.
Pre-miocene: (Igneous) Diorite with quartz fissure-veins, cuprif-
erous arid auriferous.
The basement rock of the region is one to which the field name of
diorite has been given— i. e., it has a granitic texture and contains
plagioclase-feldspar and hornblende as primary minerals. In some
places it was seen to xw^e upon a granite, in others it kept its strictly
dioritic composition but became very decidedly gneissic. The rock as
;i whole is decidedly coarse grained.
It is in fissure veins which cut this rock, that the minerals of economic
interest are found. As the diorite; in this region is all more or less
altered and stained with either iron or copper oxides and carbonates,
considerable difficulty was experienced in obtaining a good sample from
which to make a pet rographic examination.
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The diorite.—No. 1 : Section of gneissic phase of diorite from one-half
mile below Camp (Tonk. pueblo of San Pedro, Loboo Mountains.
Megascopic.—In the hand specimen, the rock is distinctly banded, the white
Wands consisting of plagioclase-feldspar ; the dark ones of amphibole. It lias a
decided granitic texture. Striations on the plagioclases are easily seen. The
average amphibole crystal measures from 2 to 4 millimeters in length.
The rock breaks with a rough fracture, but parts easily although somewhat
unevenly, along the zone of the amphiboles.
Microscopic,—The rock, when examined in thin section, shows idioniorphie
crystals of plagioclase by Michel-Levy's method of symmetrical extinction,
determined mainly as labradorite, and aetinolite (the grass green amphibole).
The labradorite belongs to that portion of the series of plagioclase-feldspars which
is characterized by the predominance of lime, and would he expressed by the
formula Ab2An,.
It is very plainly seen in a number of places in the slide that there has been
secondary granulation and cementation. This minute quartz tilling is undoubtedly
a part of the general and larger quartz cementation indicated more plainly in
the quartz fissure veins of the region.
Although the nature of our work does not. at present, permit of petrographic
study in great detail, a very rough attempt was made to classify this rock accord-
ing to the quantitative classification given by Cross, hidings. Pirsson. and Wash-
ington. 3 By this method, the proportion of salic to ferric minerals was found
to be 84.32 to 15.70 per cent, and from further inspection of the mineral con-
stituents, the write]' has provisionally placed it in the subrang hessase of 1 he
Dosalane class, but measurements on several more slides and a chemical analysis
would be necessary to make this classification entirely trustworthy. For the
present and for the purposes of this paper the term diorite is sufficient.
The sedir&entaries.—Above the igneous basement and host seen in
canyons near the mountains, is a basal conglomerate of varying thickness
with, in places, a shaly matrix, in others, coarse sandstone around pebbles
and even large bowlders of dioritic rock. Because of limited sections, a
thickness of more than .*>() feet was nowhere to be seen, hut if the observa-
tions of the writer in other parts of Luzon can he taken as a guide, it
undoubtedly greatly exceeds this figure. This conglomerate we believe
to be equivalent to that of the Agno and Bued river beds of Benguet, in
those places in which the writer has studied it with A. J. Kveland.
geologist, who has been working in that district.
A dark, coarse, sandy shale containing a suite of fossils having a
decided Miocene aspect lies above the basal conglomerate. One of the
latter is, in fact, Vicarya callow,, which, it may he said, represents one of
the milestones of Philippine paleontology. This one characteristic form,
together with the accompanying fossils, makes it almost certain that all
the sedimentaries lying stratigraphicallv above it are at least younger
than the Eocene. These questions will he considered more at length in
the discussion of the paleontology which is to follow.
As erosion to a great extent has removed these beds and as the
excessive formation of talus i\ur to weathering has concealed a great part
'Quantitative Classification of Igneous Rocks. University Press, Chicago. 1903.
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of those which remained, an estimate of the thicknesses of these forma-
tions without more detailed study is an extremely difficult one. This
shale may have had any thickness hetween 100 and 1,000 feet. Minute
lenl icular seams of lignite and pieces of resin are occasionally seen therein.
A limestone, also of unknown thickness, lies above this sandy shale, and
again, over the latter, a sandstone, hut owing to limited time, no close
investigation of the formations lying much above the shale horizon was
made.
The fossils shown by Plate III were collected by the writer from the
shale in the Lohoo River; those on Plate IV by Mr. Weber, of Batangas,
from the limestone, just above the latter, on the same stream. This
limestone is of a dirty, cream color: it resembles some horizons in Cebu
and occurs in rather thin, tissile beds.
A great thickness of most interesting deposits rests unconformably
above these typically marine sediments. These, in all probability, are
of volcanico-niarine origin. The rock in this region is called dhobie by
the American prospector, probably because he confuses it with the adobe
from the western part of the United States, with which, however, if must
not he confounded. The latter is generally an alluvial deposit derived
from weathered basic igneous rocks, whereas the former for the most
pari is a tuff of volcanic origin, which has been blown out and deposited
either in the sea or lagoons. Stratification is very pronounced in this
Batangas deposit, which is not the ease with the adobe of the Western
States of America. However, the chief difference is to he found in the
heterogeneous physical and nnneralogical aspect of the former, yet the
writer does not assert that there is no true adobe in this district; in fact,
in the northern part, in the neighborhood of Mount Maipiiling it occurs
typically.
These tuff deposits exhibit very different facies throughout their great
extent, in some localities they show a distinct stratification, while
distant only a few feet, no sign of this can he seen. One stratum may
he composed of extremely fine silt, with the layers above and below dis-
tinctly constituting a tuff which contains both tine and coarse materials,
Fragments of pumice, obsidian, and round concretions of fine clay
(lapilli) all may be encountered in one exposure.
A series of eight samples collected from an exposure near the city of
Batangas by Mr. George Weeden, of that city, shows the variations in
these deposits exceptionally well. All of these samples occurred in layers
varying from (i inches to several feet in thickness and cliffs of from 5(1
to 100 feet in height, and entirely composed of No. 7, have heen seen.
The following is a brief summary of the lithological characters of the
several beds, given in order from above downward :
No. 1 : Fine grained, almost a mud, but slightly vesicular, and possessing «li>
tinct stratification. Color, gray. Dark specks, which arc minute fragments of
volcanic glass, arc occasionally seen. It parts readily along the bedding plane.
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No. •!: Differs very little from the preceding, perhaps a little finer grained.
No. :i: Much coarser than No. 1. made up of black and yellow angular frag-
ments. Its matrix about the same as the body of No. 2. The black fragments,
on being broken open, are seen to be dull in color, exceedingly tine grained, not
glassy, but felsitic, also slightly vesicular. Occasionally an incipient sanidine
crystal can be seen.
No. 4: Very coarse, but with practically the same composition as No. 3. Very
loose and easily billing to pieces. Scoriaceous fragments more abundant.
No. 5: Dirty yellow in color, more coherent; concretions of tine yellow silty
material occasionally seen. It contains fossil teeth, probably of Bovidce.
Xo. (i: Practically the same as No. 3.
No. 7: Concretionary structure very pronounced. These concretions are usually
almost perfectly round and vary from only a few millimeters to 10 or 20 centi-
meters in diameter. Concretions composed of the same material as the matrix.
Xo. S: Appears altogether to lack the concretionary structure, at least this
is so in the hand specimen; otherwise it differs in none of its essentials from
Xo. 7. A slight efflorescence of a material which doubtless is sodium carbonate
has appeared since the sample was received at the Bureau.
This admirable series shows the difference in the conditions which
prevailed, hid at present we are unable to give any reliable data as to
the rapidity of change. Considerations of this kind, together with
questions as to the origin of the series, etc., will, it is contemplated, lie
taken up by another member of this Bureau in connection with his
work on Taal Volcano, with which these deposits are closely related.
This being the case, it is in this connection sufficient to state that
the tuff-covered area as shown by Centeno on his map of the year 188-").
extends beyond the limits given by the latter to the Loboo Mountain
area and even to the eastern slopes of the range.
'Flu's deposit, or series of deposits, is in some [daces very recent, as is
shown by the fossil rice blades, identical with those growing in the
fields to-day. which occur in it. so that at least one mighty cataclvsm
probably took place within the historic period and at a time when this
country had partly risen from the sea.
Reference to Plate II will suggest something of the field relations of
the tuff obtaining in this region.
ECONOMIC GEOLOGY.
Considering the stage of the prospecting which is being carried on in
this district, it might he premature to speak of the mineral veins as
ore deposits. The country might he fairly well mineralized, without
the occurrence of any workable body of ore.
For the most part, the metallic minerals are confined to veins of the
fissure type, hut some indications of lateral secretion in the country
rock itself are present. Two sets of veins appear to be more prominent
than the rest, the main one of these strikes in the direction of X. 70° \\
whereas the other trends X. 45° to :>?° \\ . By comparing the former
direction with the general trend of the Loboo Range (see map. PI. II)
it is seen that the two agree very closely.
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The gangue material of these veins varies, being for the most pari
quartz and a rock which owing to its altered eonditioB has so far eluded
any satisfactory classification. This second vein-stuff is greenish in
color with brown specks of aboul one-third of a millimeter in diameter
throughout the gangue. The writer is of the opinion that tins rock is
porphvritic the phenocrysts having decomposed to give the rusty-brown
specks. We were unable to work out the relation of this second type to
the quartz veins at the time of our visit to the district. Whether or
not they branch off from the former is not as yet determined, so that
this highly important point is left for future solution. The widest
quartz vein which was seen, measured from 4 to (> feet where it was
opened up on the •'Maze" claim; however, the average thickness of these
veins as seen in the present workings and outcroppings is not over 1 foot.
Ahout one mile down the ( 'albasahan River from Camp Cronk and
up a small tributary of the latter, termed Arizona Creek, a ledge was
encountered which in places more nearly resembled a pegmatite than
anything else, although on its borders it graded into the country rock,
becoming coarser grained and more abundant in the ferromagnesian
minerals laterally. This ledge measured lo feet in width. The sur-
rounding rock is decidedly gneissic. It is approximately vertical and
strikes \. 70° W. A sample taken from a cutting across the whole
face on assay showed only a trace of gold and 0.04 per cent of copper.
Main of the veins in this district are vertical, hut a number which
have a varying dip of from 30° to 89 c exist and in this locality this dip
almost invariably is to the west.
The following is a list of the minerals of economic value occurring in
these veins
:
1. Azurite. 5. Cuprite. 9. Molybdenite.
2, Bornite. <>. Malachite. 10. Proustite.?
S. Chalcocite. 7. Melaconite. 11. Silver.
4. Calcopyrite. 8. Gold.
The black oxide of copper seems to be the chief mineral of economic
value, although bornite in some places holds out good prospects. One
streak about two inches wide was exposed in a tunnel in the "KYina
Victoria" claim of Mr. Montague, which gave the highest values found
in this district. As this streak has every appearance of widening out
into a healthy vein, further development at that place might not be
amiss.
As a, rule the minerals occur in little patches and pockets through-
out the localities visited by the writer.
Molybdenite was found to a certain extent associated with copper
minerals, but confined more closely to the gneissic zone. It was
nowhere seen in workable quantities. However, it > discovery is very
interesting as it is believed this is the first authentic report of molyb-
denite from the Philippine Islands.
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Assays.— Previous to the writer's visit a small Dumber of samples had
been sent to this Bureau for analysis. They gave exceedingly favorable
results, ami upon this basis a provisional estimate of the probable cost of
mining and treatment of these ores was made for the prospectors in that
district. However, this estimate was held over until further sampling
had been done and some study of the region completed. The writer
regrets that the results of the assays and of the personal examination
of the district do not induce us to place any greai confidence in the
earlier sampling and reports from the camp in that region. However,
negative determinations are often as valuable from a commercial stand-
point as are positive ones and therefore we shall here give the results
of both samplings to show what erroneous ideas may be deduced con-
cerning a district even when it is the effort of the interested parties to
be perfectly honest, for the latter often mislead themselves as badly as
they do those who are on the outside.
Two tables (Nos. II and III), giving results of analyses follow, the
former of ores collected by prospectors and forwarded to this Bureau,
(he latter of samples taken by the writer and assayed by the same
assayer. 4
Table II.
Number. Gold. Silver.
1
Copper.
Per catt.
7.67
10.66
.4
17
1
{
Color, i Trace.
0.4 oz. \
2 __
3
•8.27 1
Color. Trace.
4
TabU III.
Number.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Gold, 08. Gold,
value. Copper.
Per cant.
Truer. 0.08
0. ()•"> 51.03 1. 21
.18 3.72 2.21
Trace.
.02
.(17
. 22.11
. 06 1 . 21 26.21
Trace.
Trace.
.61
.10
Trace.
Trace.
Trace.
Trace.
.03
1.15
.01
. 11
4 All assays are by Paul J. Fox. of this Bureau, to whom the t hunks of the
writer are due.
13814 1
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These samples were all taken according to the most approved methods
adopted by mining engineers and the strictest impartiality and caution
were observed.
From a limited examination, the best prospects at present are seen
to be the vein outcropping at the point from which sample No. 3,
Table IH. was taken and the thin hut rich streak where No. <>, Table
III, was secured. Both of these are. in the opinion of the writer, well
worth further development work. The ledge which yielded No. 3, from
its peculiar character, trace of values and width, might well he given
attention.
The gold ore is in part free nulling, as some of it was crushed and
panned, hut for the greater part, it is believed, it will prove to he
refractory.
Claims (tntl titles.— In this district there are twenty-one claims staked
out at the present time, although, to the writer's knowledge, no patents
have been issued. Because nothing beyond prospecting and assessment
work is being carried on in this place, an existing plat of the claims is
not published at this time; the latter shows the courses of the various
veins, hut owing to the exceedingly crude and in some cases inaccurate
compass surveys it would only he misleading.
This portion of the discussion will he concluded with the statement that
the work so far done on the mineral resources of the Loboo region is
too meager to allow us either to condemn it or to he carried away
with an exaggerated enthusiasm. The region, we firmly believe, merits
further exploration, hut beyond that we do not presume to advise.8
PALEONTOLOGY.
INTBODUCTION.
Although only a small number of fossil- are to he described in this
paper, nevertheless this is the first instance in which they have been
encountered in this district. They have, of themselves, a peculiar
interest and also a hearing on certain economic questions, ami finally,
their affinities with forms from neighboring parts of the Malay region
warrant their full discussion.
To the writer's knowledge, no fossils have been figured or described
from this portion of Luzon. A knowledge of them is absolutely essen-
tial for the complete and proper understanding of the relations of the
stratified deposits and of the latter to the igneous rocks. At present,
any economically valuable mineral deposits which may occur are likely
in the first instance to come from the igneous basement, hut occurrences,
small to he sure, of lead and gypsum in the sedimentary formations
appeal' to promise future values from these higher horizons and in the
' Since writing the above, specimens of very good looking copper ore ( chalcocite )
,
galena, and Btibnite have been brought in from the Loboo Mountains near Batan-
":is city. The country is. to say the least, well mineralized.
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delimitations of the latter, fossils play their most important part.
Furthermore, in this district as well as farther north in Luzon, some
small amount of prospecting has been done for coal and upon this
subject some deductions resulting from the study of the fossils of the
several districts and which may be found to possess practical value, can
be made. Concrete examples are always more convincing than abstract
statement. One may be given as follows: In all the coal fields visited
by the writer in Batan ami ('elm islands, the coal seams have been
found to lie stratigraphically below the Upper .Miocene beds. Now, in
the Batangas district, as well as farther north in several localities, we
have found beds with an Upper Miocene fauna resting just above the
igneous base. This means thai the Lower Miocene, Oligocene, and
Eocene are missing and from this, in turn, the conclusion must be
reached that coal beds corresponding to those of Batan, Polillo, and
Cebu are wanting in many of these localities. Great care should be
taken in interpreting this statement, which does not mean that coal
will not he found in northern Luzon, for it is known to occur in the
Zambalea Range and in the Cagayan Valley. On Plate III the most
typical of these Upper Miocene fossils are figured and these may be used
as indicators.
Description ok Species.
zoophyta.
I'CM.III.K.
CYCLOSERIS M. E. & -I. II.
Cycloseris hidalgi sp. now PI. IV. flg. ].
('. f..C. decipiens Mart.. Tertiarschicht. auf Java. /'/. XXV, fig. 8, p. I'/.l.
Thickness, 5 millimeters; diameter, ~>s millimeters. Circular, with radiating
septa arranged in cycles, [-VI. Number of principal septa. 48.
Thin, upper surface convex, slightly depressed in the center.
Locality: Limestone on Loboo River, Batangas Province.
Age: Younger Miocene.
KrrsAMMiicK.
BALANOPHYLLIA.
Fig. 2 (PI. IV) is a photograph of a very poor specimen, from the same bed as
that iii which Cycloseris was found, which I have provisionally called a Bala-
nophyllia,
FORAMINIFEBA.
ORBITOIDES d'Orb.
Description of genus.—Test discoidal, with circular or stellate contour, often
bent, exterior smooth or with radial stria', and composed of numerous concentric
annul! disposed about a primordial spiral of three to five whorls. The rinjjs are
divided by transverse partitions into small, rectangular chambers and the septa
and marginal cord are traversed by canals. Superimposed over the median series
of the principal chambers on both sides are several layers of Battened secondary
chamberlets, which are likewise disposed in concentric rings. (Zittel.)
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Orbitoides martini sp. imv. PI. IV, figs. l>. 7, and '.).
Specimen with edges somewhal broken. Disc-shaped, with Blight protuberance
in the center; often found bent and warped, rarely perfect. Surface perfectly
smooth. Section (fig. 9) Bhows no central chambers larger than usual, as is
the ease in some species of orbitoides. Chambers in the median line Lozenge-
shaped and with their long axes at right angles to those of the chambers in the
outer cycles. Diameter of individuals varies from 15 to 50 millimeters.
Locality: Limestone on Loboo Liver. Batangas Province.
Aye: Younger Miocene.
Similar forms arc plentiful in the limestones of (Vim. above the
Coal Measures.
GASTEROPODA.
TURBO Linn.
Turbo borneensis Bttg. PI. IV. figs. :i and 4.
Turbo borneensis Bottger., Die Eocanformation von Borneo. /'/. /. figs. .1
(Did '/, p. 11.
These are casts of individuals which arc almost identical with those figured by
B5ttger, though they are a trifle smaller. Height, 15 millimeters; diameter of
bottom whorl. 25 millimeters. These casts are very abundant both in Batangas
Province and in (elm.
Locality: Limestone on Loboo River. Batangas Province.
Age: Younger Miocene in the Philippines, though it is found in the Eocene in
Borneo.
Fig. 1 1. Plate IV. is probably a young specimen of this same species.
NERITA Linn.
Nerita punctata sp. nov. PI. IV. Bg. 8.
Thick ovoid, or semiglobose, imperforate. Surface marked by rows of small
nodes which are arranged perpendicular to the lines of growth. The figure on
Plate IV shows this specimen at natural size.
Locality: Limestone on Loboo River, Batangas Province.
Aye: Younger Miocene.
DRILLIA Cray.
Drillia ( ?) (Pleurotoma) weberi sp. nov. PL IV. fig. 10.
Imperfect specimen which has been provisionally classified as Drillia from a
comparison with Drillia allioni Hell, from the Miocene of Baden. Austria. As
verv few of the generic, to say nothing of specific, characters can be made out
on our specimen, this must remain with an interrogation attached to it.
CYPR/EA Linn.
Cypraea paniculus? Bttg. (young form).
Cypraea paniculus B6ttger. Die Eocanformation von Borneo. /'/. ///.
fig. 25, p. 22.
fig. 12 shows the size of this specimen, which is probably the young of paniculus.
Locality: Limestone on Loboo River, Batangas Province.
Age: Younger Miocene.
VICARYA d'Arch.
Vicarya callosa Jenk. var. semperi.
Vioarya (?) callosa Jenk. Quart, dr. Geol. Soc, Vol. XX. /'/. VII, /i<i. 5,
p. 57.
Vicarya callosa Jenk. Tertiarschich.ten auf Java, Martin. PI. XI, /i;j. -i,
p. 62.
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Vicarya callosa Jenk. Sammlungen des Geologischen Reichsmuseums in
Leiden, Vol. V, 1896, pp. 53, 69.
Also noted in Japan and India, but we are unable to give citations of the
literature.
Fig. I. Plate III. is a photograph (slightly enlarged) of a rather imperfect
specimen, but which still shows enough of the sculpturing to enable us easily to
identify it as belonging to this species. As the shaly sandstone from which il
was taken was exceedingly hard, the specimen suffered unavoidable mutilation.
This Batangas fossil is somewhat larger than those lioured by Martin from
Minanga and Dicamui brook in Luzon, but is about of the size of a specimen
which the writer examined in the museum of the Imperial University at Tokyo.
Japan. It is also of nearly the same dimensions as that described by Martin
from Java.
The characteristic features of all these specimens are the flattened whorls, the
row of stron» spines which are found next to the sutures, the sigmoida] growth
lines which have their deepest incurvation between the rows of spines.
The Batangas specimen possesses at least 10 whorls, its length is SS milli-
meters, width 3.5 millimeters, and the angle of spire is 27°.
Locality: Loboo River, Batangas Province.
Age: Upper Miocene.
STROMBUS Linn.
Strombus javanus Martin, var. nov. semperi. PI. 111. fig. 3.
Strombus javanus Martin. Tertiarschicht. auf Java. /'/. IX, fig. 2, p. '/?.
As this is a cast a very close comparison with Martin's figure can not be
made, and it is probable that, Mere the outer shell present, this would be found
to be not even a variety. At present the only difference is in the shape of the
whorls, those of the Batangas specimen being more rounded. The fluting on the
margin of the expanded lip can be seen very plainly. Height, :W millimeters;
width of bottom whorl, including expansion of lip. I!) millimeters.
Locality: Loboo Liver. Batangas Province, in shaly sandstone just above igneous
basement.
Age: Upper Miocene.
Fig. 13 is a cast undetermined, but which is found in great Qumbers
in the same beds with Vicarya callosa.
TAPES Megerle.
Tapes I '' ) lobooensis sp. nov. PI. III. fig. 1.
This cast has the Tapes outline and area of Tapes. Length. 30 millimeters;
height, IS millimeters.
So far as we know, this is the first instance of the finding of this genus in the
Philippines, and therefore we assign to it the specific name given above, although
we recognize its poor claims to the rank of a type.
Locality: Shaly sandstone beds of Loboo River, Batangas Province.
Age: Upper Miocene.
Tapes sp. indet. J'l. III. fig. ?.
Another poor cast of a fairly common form in same bed with T. lobooensis.
PTEROPSIS (Our.
Pteropsis (?) bullata sp. nov. PI. 3, fig. •">.
This is a fairly perfect cast of a very globular species of what we take to be
riernpsis. The heavy growth lines appear to be very characteristic and in this
species each ridge is made up of two and sometimes three minor ridges. The
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right valve is slightly larger than the left. Length, 25 millimeters; height, 21
millimeters.
Locality: Shaly Bandstone beds of the Loboo River, Batangas Province.
Age: Upper Miocene.
MACOMA Leach.
Macoma rosariana sp. nov. PI. Ill, li^'. 4.
Tin' cast of a very triangular form with a rapidly descending anterior margin,
marked by a prominent sinus parallel to this edge.
The figure docs not at all bring out the sculpture, hut there is enough on the
east to enable any one examining it to make out the rather prominent growth
lines to be seen as small ridges from 2 to :5 millimeters apart. Length of shell.
4.H millimeters; height, :i4 millimeters.
This form is not greatly unlike M. nasuta Carp, from the Upper San Pedro
series ( Pleistocene i . Los < erritos, ( alifomia.
It is quite difficult in these easts to distinguish between Tellina and Macoma.
In this case, the writer has considered the more triangular and blunter shape
and the rougher surface as indicating the latter rather than the former.
Locality: Shaly sandstone beds of the Loboo River, Batangas Province.
A^re: Upper .Miocene.
ARCA Lam.
Area nodosa Mart. var. nov. batanensis. PI. III. fig. 6.
Shell trapezoid, equivalve, with a wide amphiditic area, distant conspicuous
beaks, ami radial sculpture, a wide hyssal gape, a long, straight, transversely
dentate hinge line, with many similar teeth. (Zittel.) This shell, which is
the cominonesi form in the Tertiary as well as the Recent deposits of these
Islands, is quite similar to Martin's I. nodosa, however with the nodes not so
prominent. It measures 2u millimeters in length, 11 millimeters in height, and
the number of ribs is 22. The nodes are found only on the lateral ribs.
Locality: Shaly sandstone beds on Loboo River, Batangas Province.
Age: Upper Miocene.
The variety name of batanensis lias been given because of the great
abundance of this form in the beds above the Coal Measures on Balan
Island. P. 1.
The writer has not as yet seen any living form which is quite like this.
The living species are all nmeh larger. 'The Arcidce are slill the most
abundant of our Philippine marine mollusca.
LUCINA Brug.
Lucina sp. indet. PI. 1 1 1, fig. 8.
A cast of a species, as yet undetermined, with very prominent beaks. A portion
of the shell, still remaining, possesses a very line sculpturing consisting of parallel
growth lines.
Locality: Shaly sandstone beds on Loboo River. BatangaB Province.
Age : Upper Miocene.
SEMELE Sebum.
Semele (?) dalli sp. nov. PI. IV. fig. 5.
This specimen is somewhat more triangular than the Semelidce usually are.
but its sculpturing and the possession of a shallow sinus parallel to the anterior
margin make it resemble the form described by Dr. Doll in his "A Subtropical
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Miocene Fauna in Arctic Siberia." Proceed. I . 8. Nat. Museum. Vol. XVI,
pp. 471 47S.
Locality: Limestone beds on Loboo River, Batangas Province.
Age: Younger Miocene.
Table X». 1\' presents in brief the writer's present knowledge of the
distribution and relationships of the fossils described and figured. It is
well understood that much more might be stated if a completer acquaint-
ance with the literature were possible. As paleontologica] work in other
portions of the Islands is in progress, it is deemed best at the present
time to forego further comment on the material here presented.
Tablk IV.
—
Showing relationship <tu<l distribution of the Batangas fossils.
Name of fossil.N.i.
Found in Tertiary
of adjacent
countries.
Vlcaryacallosa* Jenk. Ill Java, Japan (Mio-
cene.)
HI
Relationship. Localities in Phil-ippines.
Tapes lobooensis sp
nov.
Strombus j a van us III
Mart. var. Semperi
var. nov.
Macoma rosariana sp. 1 1
1
nov.
Pteropsis? bullata sp. Ill
nov.
Area nodosa var. Ill
batanensis.
Tapes sp. indet III
Lucinasp. indet III
Cycloseris bidalgi sp. I IV
nov.
BalanophylliahylIia__ IV
Turbo born e c n s i s IV
Bttg.
Semele C!) dalli sp. IV
nov.
Nerita punctata sp. IV
nov.
Orbitoidcs martini IV
sp. nov.
Drillia weberi, sp. ; IV
nov.
Cypraea panlculus? IV
Bttgr.
Vicarya verneuili Batangas Prov-
D'arch. (Miocene ince, Cebn, and
of India). northern Luzon.
Tapes rimosa Phil. Batangas.
(Miocene, Java).
Strombus javanus
Mart. (Miocene.
Java).
M. nasuta Conrad
(Pleistocene, Cal-
ifornia).
Do.
no.
A. nodosa K. Mart. Batan Island: Ba-
(?) (Miocene, j tangas.
Java )
.
I
Batangas.
! Similar casts in
j
Do.
Benguet and < Y'bu.
C. dicipiens Mart. Batangas: Ben
(Miocene, Java). guet.
i
Batangas.
Borneo (Eocene) I Batangas: Ben-
guet in Luzon
and Cebn.
N. rumpbi Recluz
(Miocene, Java).
The genus is dis-
tributed from
New Hebrides to
Japan.
Borneo (Eocene)
.
Cebu; Batangas.
Batangas.
Do.
"CeriUiiiun nodulosnm living in Philippine waters is probably closely related to V. callosa. Like
wise ('. vnUjatiim from southern Europe, West Africa, and Cape of Good Hope.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
Plate I.
Diagrammatic section across portion of Batangaa Province.
Plate II.
Genera] map of portion of Batangas Province, showing the Loboo Mountains
(from d'Almonte
I
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Plate III.
(All figures slightly enlarged.)
1. Vioarya oallosa Jenk.
2. Tapes .lobooensis sp. nov.
.'{. Strombvs jovonus var. semperi var. nov.
4. Maooma rosariana sp. nov.
.">. Pieropsisf bullata sp. nov.
(I. Area nodosa var. batanensis.
7. Tapes? sp. indet.
8. Litciiiu sp. indet.
Plate IV.
(All figures Blightly enlarged.)
1. Cycloseris hidalgi sp. now
2. Indet. (one of the Eupsammida?)
.
'i. 4. Turbo born ecu sis Bttg.
5. Semele (?) dalli sp. nov.
(i. Orbitoides martini sp. nov.
7. Orbitoides martini (end view)
.
8. Nerita punctata sp. nov.
!>. Orbitoides martini (enlarged six diameters, from drawing).
1(>. Drillia weberi sp. nov.
11. Turbo borneensis (young form).
12. Cypraea paniculus i young form).
13. Internal cast of Vicaryat
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THri VEGETATION OF THE LAMAO FOREST RHSHRVH, II.
(Concluded from page 431.)
By II. \. Whitfobd.
From the botanical section of the Biological Laboratory, Bureau of Science.)
III. The Diptebocabpus-Shobea Formation.
On the south side of the Reserve there is a characteristic type of
vegetation between the two hundred and fiftieth and four hundred and
fifth meter contour lines; on the north, as shown by the map, the type
almost entirely disappears. Over 15 per- cent of the trees belong to
one species, Dipterocarpus grandiflorus (apitong). So characteristic is
this species that it was thought advisable to separate the forest where it
is encountered into a distinct formation, giving it the name of the two
principal species of Dipterocarpacece which are found there. (Pis. XXIV
and XXYIir.)
Description of Tabic X) II.'
The plot is situated at an altitude of 340 meters. It is on the top and slopes
of a rid^e and comprises an area of approximately 8,325 square meters.
Table XVII.
Name of plant.
Dipterocarpus grandiilorus-
Shorea polysperma
Memecylon eriule
Aporosa sphaeririophnra
Ternstroemia toqiiian
Diospyros pllosanthera
Santiria nitiria
Callophj Hum wallichianum
Shorea contorta
Cyclostemon microphyllum.
Eugenia glanclcalyx
Oimmmomum mercadoi
Aporosa symplocosi folia
Semeearpus perrottetii
Hopea acuminata
Quereus sp
Kayea paniculata
Litchi philippinenxis
Plectronia viridis
Euphoria cinerea
Shorea guiso
A. B.
182 15.7
134 11.5
94 8.1
81 7.
66 5.7
59 5.1
33 1.5
16 4.1
41 3.5
30 2.6
26 2.2
23 2.0
22 1.9
22 1.9
20 1.7
17 1.6
16 1.3
15 1.3
12 1.0
12 1.0
12 1.0
*The data upon which Table XVII is based were gathered by '1'. ES. Borden,
inspector in the Bureau of Forestry.
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Table XVII—Continued.
Name of plant.
Kllipanthus lozonlenais
Symplocos oblongifolia
Vatlca mangachapol
Bacc&urea tetrandra
Eugenia sp
Pandanus luzonensia
Anisoptera vidaliana
Calophyllum whitfordii
Gonocaryum tarlacense
Ormosia ealavensis
Enema heterophylla
Excoecaria pbilippinensis
Dimorphocalyx longipes
Kopsia longirlora
Litsea luzonica
Litsea fulva
Myristica philippensis
Sideroxylon duclltan
Talauma vilbiriana
Antide&ma edule
FiCUfl sp
Aglala liarinsiana
Champereia cumingiana
Eugenia sp
Eugenia sp
Grewia stylocarpa
Mangifera altissima
Pygeum latifolium
Shorea sp
Bterculla brevipetiolata
Linociera sp
Dnona clualflora
Aglala bordenii..
Albizzla procera
Ardlaia phUippinenBia
Artocarpus communis
Buchanania florida 1
Citrus liystrix
Cyathocalyx globosua
Dlpterocarpua vernicifluus
Ficus sp
Guioa sp
Ixora sp
[xora sp
Memecylon sp
Michelia patrvlflora
Mitrepbora ferruginea
Pabudia rhomboidea
Palaquium tenuipetiolatum
Etandia sp
Shorea sp
Voacanga sp
to 86 (unknown species)
Total (85)
» The following have less than 1 per cent.
B.
(*)
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Description of Table XVIII.
This table covers four plots in various situations in the Dipterocarpus-8horea
formation. A, a plot of 600 square meters situated at the junction of the main
ridge with a side one at an altitude of 410 meters. H, a plot in a partially open
place on a ridge at an altitude of :V.'A) meters; it comprises 4.">() square meters.
('. a plot of 750 square meters at the junction of a side ridge with the main
one at an altitude of 300 meters. I), a small plot comprising .'500 square meters
at 260 meters' altitude on a gentle sjope. E, total number of trees of each
species in all the plots. F, percentage of the same.
Table XVIII.
Name of plant.
Dipterocarpus grand Iflorus..
Calopbyllum walllchianum.
shorea polysperma
Bhorea contorts
Santiria nitiria
Diospyros pilosanthera
Lttsea fulva
Anlaoptera vidallana
Baccaurea tetrandra
Clnn&momum mercadoi
Cyclottemon mlcrophyllum..
Semeearpus perrottetii
Qonocarymn t&rlacense
Eugenia glaucicalyx
Hopea acuminata
Euphoria cinerea
Kopsia longiflora
Ormoaia calavenals.
Atalantia disticha
Aporosa sphaerldophora
Dipterocarpus verniclfluus _.
ElHpanthus luzoniensis
Kayea paniculata
Myristica philippcnsis
I'nona clusi flora
Aporosa symplocosi folia
Buclianania florida
Dimorphocalyx longlpes
Qrewia stylocarpa
Litchi philippinensis
Ncolitsea vidalii
Aglaia bordenli
Cascaria cinerea
Eugenia sp
Eugenia sp
Litsea luzonlca
I'alac) uiiim tenuipetiolatum..
Parkin roxburghii
Plcctronia sp
Quercua sp
Keinwartiodendron merrillli.
strombosia phlllpplnenalfl
A. C. D. F.
18.4
10.9
8.8
5.4
4.4
3.8
3.S
3.3
8.3
3.1
2.8
2.0
1.8
1.5
1.5
1.3
1.8
1.3
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
<)
L I'.ess than 1 per cent.
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Table X VII I—Continued.
Name of plant.
IS. Ziiyphus zonulatus
44. Antidesina edule
45. Caaearla fuliginosa
Hi. Champereia cumingiana
47. EuKoniasp
48. Kicus ruflcaulls
49. Gardnia binucao
50. Manglfera altlasima
51. Mitrephuru lanotan
52. Plthecolobium acle
58. Pygeum latifolium
54. Talauma villarlana
55. Ternstroemiii toquian ..
Total.
I). E.
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It will he seen from Tallies XVI] and Will that three members of
the Dipterocarpacew, namely, Dipterocarpus grandifloms, Shorea pply-
sperma, ami 8. contorta, comprise 31.6 per ceni of all the trees in the
plots measured. With the exception of Calophyllum wallichianum,
Santiria nitida, Eugenia glaucicalyx, and a few others, these trees make
up nearly the whole of the upper story vegetation. Attention has already
been called to the fact (see p. 1-20) that in this format ion these trees in
places form a similar crown class and that in correspondence with this
there is a less development of hoard roots. (See PI. X X I \ .)
'Frees which may reach a crown class slightly lower than the Dipterocar-
pacecs are Ternstroemia toquian, Diospyros pilosanthera, TAtsea sp., Cin-
namomum mercadoi, and others. Prominent, because of the three striking
hoard roots, is Eugenia glaucicalyx. (See Pis. XXII and XXVIII.)
A reference to the tables descriptive of the other formations will show
that with the exception of Dipterocarpus grandifloms all the species
found in this one are also present in others. In this plot Parkia
roxburghii, with two trees, reaches its highest altitude. Albizzia procera,
another species of the Bambusa-Parkia formation, is likewise represented
by one specimen and the upper limits of Pterocymbium tinctorium and
Pithecolobium acle are also found.
On the other hand, species which become more prominent in the next
formation higher up the mountain are introduced for the first time.
Prominent among these are Ternstroemia toquian, Plectronia viridis,
Symplocos oblongifolia, and Excoecaria philippinensis. In this forma-
tion Anisoptera vidaliana occupies a subordinate position and it .entirely
disappears from the forests a short distance above its upper limits.
The presence of Dipterocarpus grandifloms in a narrow bell at this
altitude, where it becomes the most important tree, is undoubtedly t\\\c
to more favorable climatic conditions than exist helow this altitude. Why
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it should not be represented by more specimens lower down 44 and why
it disappears almost entirely on the ridge leading to Limay Peak is not
known. The explanation of its scarcity in the. latter locality is probably
correlated with the extension of the Bambusa-Parkia formation higher
up the mountain in this situation. That the heat of the low country is
not too great for it to flourish is evidenced by the fact that on the east
coast of Luzon, where the dry season is less pronounced, it descends nearly
to sea level.
The topography of this formation is similar to that of the previous
one discussed— i. e.. it shows alternating prominent ridges and valleys.
With the exception of its non-occurrence on the steep slopes, where the
vegetation is thin and in the beds of the river canyons. Dipterocarpus
itself is not confined to any particular topographic type. At the extreme
upper limits of the apitong zone is a sharp knob where all the soil has
been washed off, leaving the half-disintegrated volcanic rock exposed on
the surface. On this area, out of GO trees noted, 18 were Quercus sp.j
11, Vatica mangachapoij 10, Shorea polysperma; !). Eugenia pallida; 5,
Symplocos oblongifolia, and the remainder Dipterocarpus grandiflontSj
Temstroemia toquian, Aporosa symplocosifolia, and Plectronia viridis.
All these species in this situation have much reduced leaves and the
trees show a tendency to become dwarfed. This plot is the lowest place
which was observed on the mountain, where exposure to wind dwarfs
the trees of the forest. The climbing bamboo (Dinochloa tjankorreh)
is characteristic on the open places on steep slopes. No other bamboos
are present in the formation. Young trees of the Dipterocarpacea with
Mi'inecylon edule, Aporosa sphceridophora, Diospyros pilosanthera, Uvaria
alba, Clao.ri/lon rubescens, CoaHaeum luzonicum, Leea philippinensis,
Litsea luzonensis, Dracaena augustifolia, and Tabernaemontana panda-
caqui form the undergrowth.
In its response to the xerophytic conditions of the dry season, this
formation differs from the Anisoptera-Strombosia one in having fewer
deciduous trees. Isolated specimens of Parkin, roxburghvi arc about the
only individuals which shed their leaves completely during a portion
of the dry season, but nearly all the trees show a thinner foliage.
Dipterocarpus grandiflorus completely changes its leaves during Jan-
uary and February, but simultaneously with the dropping of the old,
new ones take their place. At this season of the year the thick bed of
dead Leaves on the ground, the large, red. bud scales appearing with the
new leaves and the large, sweet-scented flowers of this species accentuate
its numerical importance. The ground itself is so completely covered
with fallen foliage that this characteristic, together with the thin under-
growth, reminds one strikingly of the forests of temperate regions in
the autumn. Plates XXIV and XX VIII will give some idea of the gen-
**Only one was noted in the Anisoptera-Strombosia formation and none were
observed above an altitude of 450 meters.
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era] appearance of the forest. In its other ecological characteristics the
Dipterocarpus-Shorea resembles the Anisoptera-Strombosia formation.
Summary.—1. Over 30 per cent of the Dipterocarpus-Shorea forma-
tion is composed of members of the Dipterocarpacece.
2. Corresponding with the greater rainfall. Less saturation deficit and
less heat, this formation, in contrast with those lower down the moun-
tain side, is less xerophytic. This is shown by the almost complete
absence of deciduous trees and by the greater leaf display among the
evergreens during the dry season.
3. The formation, as a whole, has a more regular profile.
4. In other ecological respects the formation resembles the Anisoplcra-
Strombosia formation.
5. For the first time a topographical situation is encountered where
exposure brings about a tendency to dwarf the trees—a tendency which
finds its best expression on the exposed ridges higher up the mountain.
IV. SllOKKA l'l.KCTUOXIA EoitMATIOX.
In striking contrast with the formation in which over :><> per cent
of the larger tree species are members of the Dipterocarpacem is the
one immediately above it in which this family is represented by only
16 per cent of the total number of trees over 4 meters in height.
Again, an under story vegetation is represented by a number of specie-.
Among the larger of these, the genus Shorca stands first and the rubiace-
ous Plectronia viridis is typical of a number of about the same height,
ami having the same ecological characteristic—that is, an ability to
withstand a considerable amount of shade, and therefore this has been
called the Shorea-Plectronia formation. In extent it lies approximately
between the 450 and 900 meter contour lines. Its upper limits are
marked by a rather sudden restriction of the Dipterocarpacem.
Description of Table XIX.
Plots in Shorea-Plectronia formation. A, a plot on a level bench of a side
ridge leading from the main ridge to the Lamao river. It comprises an area of
675 square meters. B, a plot starting at an. altitude of 675 meters and running
through a vertical distance of 30 meters. The slope is about 25° and the area
1.440 square meters. It is on the same ridge as A. Plots C, D, E. F, and (i.
each extending through a vertical distance of 30 meters, represent portions of a
narrow side ridge leading directly to the river at right angles to the one on
which are A and B. (', is on a slope of 42° and has an area of approximately
252 square meters; D, on a gradient of 40° and with an area of 336 square
meters: E, one of 44°. and it represents an area of 300 square meters; F, is a
still steeper slope of 4f)° on a narrow ridge between two ravines. It has an
approximate area of 250 meters. A canyon to the right of it, has a depth of IS
meters with perpendicular sides. G, is on a very steep and unstable slope
(over 45°); it has an estimated area of 300 square meters and ends at the
junction of two canyons. The first line tabulates trees over 4 meters in height:
the second, those under 4 meters; IT. is the total of trees over, and 1 of those
under 4 meters; J. represents the percentage in all plots of trees over 4 meter-.
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Table XIX.
Name of plant. | A. B. c. I). E. F. G. H. I. .1.
1. Plectronia viridis 10
8
8
43
11
16
20
9
20
7
5
5
8
25
13
28
17
22
23
115
43
Many.
Many.
Many.
45"
11.5
2. Short 'a polyspermia
.
8. Memecvlon edule
6
1
101
til
10.1
13
9
4
3
3
1
8
3
2
3
2
5
11
41
16
1
17
8
11
12
(i
*i
6
10
17
2
9
9
6
10
19
1 12
(i
10
5
6.1
4. Calophyllum whitfordil
1
2
8
5
7
4
1 57 5.7
5. Aporosa simploro.sifolia
6. Hopes acuminata
it;
4
10
25
22
7
5
1
4
3
1
12
5
3
1
1
53
43
5.3
4.3
7. Thea montana 1 41
57
Many.
Many.
16
16
45
--23"
8
5
15
15
11
16
29
ilf
i
4
11
9
7
4
"T
4
5 1
2
1
4.1
s. Quercus sp. 1 37 3.7
0. Eugenia glaueicalvx
10. Ternstroemia toqulan
17 1 2 1 1 33 3.3
5
1
4
T
4
5
2
4
2
2
8
4
15
5
3
5
5
4
3
2
10
2
2
2 8 5
10
1
2
4 32 2.3
11. Shorea contorta
12. Acer phillppinum
13. Eugenia acumlnatiadma
14. Cinnamomum mercad&l
15. Cyclottemon mlcrophyllum
10. Symplocoa oblonglfolia.
17. I'nona clusiflora
l.s. Aporosa sphaerldophora
5
5
11
22
6
1
1
1
r,
25
2
li
7
2
2
1
25
29
2.5
8
10
1
7
4
1
2
1
1
2.4
2.35 23
17 1.7
3
1
3
7
3
2
1 17 1.7
2 9
s
1
2
4
16 1.6
3 7
5
11
7
!
4
5
1
1
8
2
1
2
3
9
15 1.5
15 1.5
19. Dlospyroa plloaanthera
20. Ardisia nmrginata.
21. Casearia nlida
1
6
5
1
4
2 3
6
14
13
12
12
1.4
1.3
1.2
2 1 2 4
11
13
222. Crypteronia cumingiana 3 7 1.2
23. Bnchanania Borida 1 2
1
1
1
5
3
5
5
1
3
1
1
1
3
3
5
2
5
1
8
8
2
3
11
10
10
10
1.1
24. Baccaurea tetrandra 1
25. Senu'carpus pcrrottetii
1
1
36, Itea maerophylla 1
27. Eugenia ]>allida . 2
1
7
1
4
10 1
28. Santiria nitida
3
1 1 1 1
1
9 .9
29. Eugenia sp 4
J
3
3
1
3
1
3
1
1 8 .8
.830. Antidi'sma '.' sp 1
1
8
31. Agathli philippinensis 1
1
1 8 .8
32. Eugenia elnnamomea
. 7
1
7
7
. 7
33. Qtochidionsp 3 4 .7
1
MA
Table XIX—Continued.
Name of plant. A. \i. c. I). E. r. a. 11. ]. J.
1
2
2
2
2
5
i •;
16
I
0.6 !
85. Dipterocurpus vernintluus . ._
2
2
1
4
4
4
3
(i .0
2 6 .6
1 ;i i 5 .:>
3 1
4
1 .",
4
•")
3
2
2
1
16
Many.
4
2
1
1
.5
4
5
4
4
.4
4
3
.1
1 2 i
2
4 .4
2
1
—-
2
1
4
4
.4
1
3 1
1
. 1
2
9
1 3 .3
46. Polyoma philippinensls
47. Symplocoa ferroglnea
4 2 1
3 3 .3
.32
2
1
1
3
3
l
1
2
1
1 3 .3
1 3 .3
3 3 .3
1
-
1 2 3 .3
2
"~6 2
2
(1
2
3
1
1
•"
1
1
1
3
1
.2
1
1 2
I
1
2 J
1 2 2
.2
1
2 2
I l 2 .2
2
1
2
2
.2
1
2 2 .2
2 2 .2
61. Pygeum latifollom
1
1 1 * • a
.
2 2 .2
1 1 2 .2
64, Cyclcwtemon monospermy . 2 2
•>
2
3
2
2
3
.2
'
1 1
.2
1
1
1 1
04 5
Table XIX—Continued.
Name of ]>lnnt. A.
[
K. C. D. E. F. G. H. ,. ,
ii7. Linociera corlacea 1
88, Kuphorbiaecie sp .. ..
7
1
5
1 8
5
2
1
•
69. C&seana cineraa 1
2
1 ]
70. Antidesma luciduni „ 1
1
1
71. Garugn Horibunda
1
1
1
1
. 1
72. Knema heterophylla ... 1 1
78. Litchi philipjiiriensis
1 1
1
1 1
1
. 1
74. Litsea sp . 1
2
1
.1
1
7;"). Planchonia spectabilis
1
1
1
1
1
1 1
.1
'
76. Antidesma leptocladum
.1
77. Ardisia botoierl 1 .1
78. Kugenia sp . 1 1 .1
79. Ficus sp
.. 1 1
80. Ficua hauili ? 1 1
81. Ficus sp_ . . 1 .1
.1
.182. Laportea luzonensis 1
83. Xauclea philippinensis 1 . 1
84. Pavetta barnesii 1
i
.1
8."). Machilus pliilippinensis 1 .1
88. Saurauia SUbglabra 1 - 1
87. Shores guiao. 1 .1
88. Turpinia potnil'era 1 .1
89. Villebr\inea trincrvis
<
1 .1
90. Unknown species
91. Unknown species 2 .2
Total . 111 305 1 n« 168 172 11)0.0
Description of Table XX.
Tliese plots are in various physiographic situations in the Sltorai-I'lectronia
formation. A is in the basin at the head of a ravine, one side of which is open.
The plot is on a very slight slope, comprises an area of 770 square meters and
is at an altitude of 528 meters. B is on the main ridge leading to the mountains,
here the ridge is broad, with a gentle slope; the plot has an area of 040 square
meters and is situated at an altitude of 570 meters. C is on an exposed slope
of the main ridge, with an incline of 25°. It has an area of about <>10 square
meters 'and is at an altitude of 500 meters. D is on a level ridge at an altitude
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of 400 meters and comprises an area of approximately 0-20 square meters. E
totals; K. percentage.
Table XX.
Name of plant.
1. Diocpyroi pilosanthera
2. Shorea eontorta
3. Litsea lazonica
4. Calopbyllum whitfordii
5. Meinecylon edule
6. Cinnainoinum mereadoi
7. Shorea poljiperma
s. Baccaurea tetrandn
9. Ternstroemia toquian
10. Santiria nitida
11. Eugenia sp
12. Aporosa sphaeridophora
13. Litsea sp
14. Ardisia boissieri
15. Calophyllum wallichlanum
10. Eugenia sp .
17. Hopea acuminata
18. Plectronia sp—
19. Thea montana
20. Eugenia aeumiiiatissiina
21. Plectronia viridis
22. Semecarpus perrottetii
28. Eugenia sp
24. Pheanthus cumingii
25. Aporosa symplocosi folia
26. Dipterocarptu vernlcifluua
27. Aeronyehia lauril'olia
28. Oryptoearya luzoniensis
29. Eugenia cinnamomea
30. Gonocaryum tariacense
31. Kayea ])aiiieiilata
32. Quercus sp
33. Symplocos elmeri
34. Unona clusifiora
35. Buchanania tlorida
36. Dysoxylum turczinanowii
37. ( loniothalainus sp
38. Lagerstroemia speciosa
39. Laportea luzonensis
40. Neolitsea vidalii
41. I'odocarpus blumei
42. Tabernaemontana pandncaqui.
43. Vatlca mangaehapoi
44. Aglaia bordenii
45. Antidesma edule
46. Ardisia philippinensis
47. Atalantia disticha
48. Anisoptera vidaliana
49. Casearia solida
50. Champereia eumingiana
51. Cyelostemon microphylluni __
52. Dlmorphocalyx longipes
B.
7.9
7.6
5.2
4.6
4.G
4.8
4.0
3.7
3.4
3.1
2.4
2.4
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
2. I
1.8
l.s
1.8
1.5
1.5
1.2
1.2
(»)
' Less than 1 per rent.
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Table XX—Continued.
Name of plant
53. Eugenia sp
54. Eugenia sp
56. Eugenia glauciealyx
56. Fagiira integrifoliola
57. Helieia philippinensis
.
58. Lttchi philippinensis
56. Buphorbiaceae sp
f>o. Mangifeta altiadma ._.
m. Linociera corlacea
62. Podocarptis neriifolius -
H3. Pygeum latifolium
(14. Sterenlia brevipetiolata
65. Shores guiao
66. Sideroxylon dnclitan ..
67. Tarrietia sylvatica
Total
B. C.
827
Composition of the forest.—An examination of Tables XIX and XX
will show that among the trees of the upper crown class the Diptero-
oarpacecB, represented by Shorea polysperma, 8. contorta, llopea acum-
inata, and scattered specimens of Dipterocarpus vemicifluus, Anisop-
tera vidaliana, Shorea guiso, and Vatica mangachapoi, comprise about
10. 5 per cent of all and reach to a height of 25 to 30 meters. Species
of Eugenia,45 although present in the lower formation, become more
prominent in this one. In some instances they reach to the height of
the dipterocarps, but usually they are considerably lower in stature;
about 10 per cent of the forests are composed of species of Eugenia
and among others having individuals of this class are Quercus (about
two species), Calophyllum whitfordii, C. wallichianum,^ Santiria nitida,
Agathis philippinensis, Oordonia fragrans, and isolated specimens of
other ones. Agathis philippinensis (almaciga) of the Pinacece reaches
huge dimensions, being in many instances 40 meters in height and
nearly 2 meters in diameter. (See PI. XXV.)
Memecylon edule, Diospyros pilosanihera , Aporosa symplocosifolia,
Thea montana, Acer philippinum, and Liisea luzonica arc the principal
representatives of the under-story species. Certain families, some of
wbich are present in the lower formations, now occur witb a greater
number of species and individuals. Among these, species of Rub uu-vac
stand out prominently. Besides Plectronia viridis, which gives a decided
tone to the undergrowth, there are Timonius arborea, Randia whitfordii,
R. fitzalani. and Nauclea philippinensis, which reach a height of over 1
45 The species of Eugenia arc difficult to distinguish by leaf specimens, hence
specific determinations have not been made in all instances.
40 The two species of Calophyllum overlap each other in their distribution at
the lower limits of tliis and the upper limits of the previous formal ion.
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meters, although they seldom are taller than 8. Rubiacece which do not
reach above 4 meters occur as scattered specimens of the genera Kno.rin
and Urophyllum, which are better represented on the exposed ridges at
greater altitudes.
Besides the larger trees of the Tkeacea7 , namely, Qordonia fragrans
and Terns! roemia toquian, the smaller one, Thea montana is very com-
mon as undergrowth. Memecylon edule of the Mdas!omatacca>, which
is also conspicuously encountered in all three formations below that of
the Shorea-I'lecfronia, is very common in this portion of the Reserve;
indeed, here it reaches its best development in size and numbers.
Relation of the composition of flie forest to topography.—The varia-
tion in the composition of the forest, just as is the case in the formations
previously discussed (excepting in the parang types, which are due to
artificial conditions), depends in the main on the physiographic situa-
tion. The topography in this situation is rougher than it is in the forma-
tions found at lower altitudes. This prevents the vegetation from
reaching the luxuriant condition which it would have 1 in a similar climate
but with a more stable topography; that is, at a point nearer base level
with its accompanying conditions. Again, as compared with lower
situations, the higher altitude of this formation renders any exposed
position more subject to the influence of winds, and thus a tendency
toward a dwarfed condition in the vegetation is brought about. It has
already been shown that the vegetation of a ridge peak (see p. 041) in
the Dipterocarpus-Shorea formation is partially dwarfed, and for Mari-
veles Mountain this tendency reaches its climax in one to be discussed
below and designated as the Eugenia-Vaccinium, but in comparison
with the latter it is much less pronounced in the formation under
discussion. At an altitude of }<><) meters there appears an exposed
ridge peak which has a thin soil and a strikingly xerophytic vegeta-
tion, which contrasts with the more protected one found in a slightly
lower saddle near by. Here members of the Dipterocarpacece are entirely
absent, although present in other situations at the same altitude within
tin 1 formation. Ternstroemia toquian, Then montana, Quercus ep.}
Eugenia robertii, and other species which are here encountered show a
leaf surface much reduced from that which they present when they
grow at an identical elevation in more favorable positions. The ruta-
ceous Acronycliia laurifolia with hard, and during the dry season,
partially deciduous leaves, the rubiaceous Tricalysia sp., and the melas-
tomaceous Memecylon a/fine, both shrubby and with bard leaves, are
among the common forms met with in similar physiographic situations
at a greater altitude on the mountain. Mingled with the above may
be found Scolopia luzonensis, Atalantia disticha, and Buchanania florida,
all found in xerophytic positions in the A nisoptera-Stroinbosia forma-
tion. Buchanania is especially marked by its very much reduced Leaves.
(PI. XLIII, A). Wierculia montana is the only free noted which for
(149
a few days during the dry season was completely deciduous. Another
plot, on a level bench of the main ridge at the same altitude and
in the same physiographic situation as that of A, Table XIX. lias
a much more xerophytie and open vegetation than it would be expected
to have, the difference apparently being caused by its greater exposure
to the wind. Again, on a slope of 2.")° on the main ridge a vegeta-
tion exists which reminds one very much of that of the Dinochloa
parang of the lower altitudes. Here Dinochloa tjankorreh is found
growing together with species of CalamuSj other procumbent lianas,
and small trees such as Casearia solida, Dysoxylon twrczinanowii and
others. Plot 11 Table XIX. has the same slope and depth of soil
and although at the same altitude, is much Less exposed. Plot 0,
Table XX, compares very favorably with Plot H, Table XIX, in all
particulars excepting that the former is much more subject to the
sweep of the winds; as a consequence it has a less mesophytic vegetation
and members of the Diptcrocarpacece are almost absent. In Plot C,
Table XX, Animptera viddliana reaches its highest altitude noted on
the Reserve. The examples which have been cited will suffice to
show that mere exposure has a tendency to make a less mesophytic and
a more open vegetation irrespective of soil conditions. Other things
being equal, the steeper the slope the more unstable and shallow will
be the soil and as a consequence the greater the paucity of arborescent
growth. A comparison of the plots analyzed in Table XIX emphasizes
this fact. In this instance the situations of the plots are approximately
the same in regard to exposure and altitude, but the slopes vary in degree
from a level ridge-bench to those having an inclination of from 25° to
over 45°. In those up to 10°, the members of the Diptcrocarpacew
together with other trees of the same crown class maintain the ascendency
with the associated shade species. In slopes of over 40°, these trees
become of less importance and when they do exist they seldom have
developed beyond the sapling stage. They are associated with smaller
and. during the dry season at least, less mesophytic or light-loving tree
species, such as Casearia solida, Buchanania fiorida, Scmecarpus perro-
tettii, Itea macrophylla, and others, all of which are nearly absent where
the slope is less steep. Crypteroftia cumingiana reaches its best develop-
ment on the edges of overhanging cliffs and probably because of a deep
and wide spreading root system it is peculiarly fitted to maintain a
foothold on unstable soil, although this tree is not found in places where
the exposure to wind is great. (PI. XXIX.) Precipitous slopes having
an inclination of over 45°, contain but little arborescent vegetation; they
usually form the sides of box canyons and are consequently more or less
protected from drying influences of direct insolation. Pidges such as have
been described, alternate with dee]) ravines the sides of which may be suf-
ficiently steep to be classed as gorges. The slopes of the former are
sparsely covered with forests and even when they are steeper than 50°,
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may have shelves which contain trees the presence of which prevents
more rapid erosion; the latter if unobstructed would render the slope so
unstable as to become entirely treeless. The rocky, dry bed of these
ravines is almost destitute of soil and correspondingly arboreal vegetation
is entirely absent. Indeed, save for a scanty growth of ferns and mosses,
vegetation of all kinds is wanting, although lichens are abundant on the
rocks. A number of causes combine to bring about this condition. 'The
lack of sufficienl soil alone would operate against the invasion of plants
from the slopes; during the dry season strong insolation increases the
xerophytic condition of the habitat, and in the rainy season the torrents
which periodically sweep through the bed of the ravine make the
situation an exceedingly unstable one. However, small side ravines
opening into the larger ones give a habitat of sufficient stability In
support, a rich vegetation. (See PI. XXX.)
Nearly perpendicular eroding banks of the Lamao and other rivers
show distinct types. If, as often is the case, these banks are exposed
to strong insolation from one side, the vegetation during the dry season
is confined to the small trees such as Gasearia solida, Brucea luzoniensis,
Villebrunea trincrvis, Jjeacosyhe capitellala, and the ferns, Polystichum
con i!folium, Polybotrya appendicalala . Asplenia m laserpiliifolinni
.
and others. Other herbaceous plants are scattered specimens of Bego-
nia rhombicarpa and species of Selaginella. During the rainy season
these become represented by a greater number of specimens; indeed,
in the more stable places on these walls, species of Selaginella and
Begonia form more or less dense growths. In every instance where
such banks are moistened by the seepage of underground water, the
habitat is favorable for the development of mesophytic vegetation which
is only slightly less luxuriant during the dry season. It is noteworthy
that the vegetation occupying such habitats is ecologically remarkably
uniform from the base to' the top of the mountain. Plates XXXI and
XXXI 1 show two such situations at different altitudes, one in the
Anisoplcra-Strontbosui. the other in the Sliorca-Plectronui formation.
The araceous Schizmatoglottis rupestris and Begonia rhombicarpa are
common to both situations. Plate X'XXIII shows two banks of the
Lamao River at f>00 meters' altitude; on the left there is no seepage and
consequently but little vegetation excepting lichens; on the right there
is seepage, with a resulting luxuriant growth of Schizmatoglottis and
the urticaceous Elatostema irliilfordii. The boulders in the river bed
of the larger streams (see PI. XXXIII) are entirely destitute of any-
thing except ei'iistaceous lichens and occasionally the fern, Gymnopteris
inconstans. This latter with, the creeping rubiaceous Gcopliila herba-
cea, Trichomanes javanieani . and a species of Selaginella constitute the
vegetation of the wet rocks of the small but persistent streams, or in
situations where the seepage is sufficient to maintain a wet atmosphere
as well as a wet soil during the entire year. On the walls of narrow
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box gorges, where seepage is eonsiant during the dry season and where
the insolation is low. delicate shade or mesophvtie plants, usually ferns,
are found. Here the tree fern. Alsophila contaminans is present and
the very delicate Lindsaya condnna forms thick growths with Micro-
lepia pinnata, Nephrodium cuspidatum; Schizmatoglottis, Geophila,
and Gymnopteris, already mentioned as occurring in similar ecological
situations, are also present. Two liverworts, Anthoceros grandis and
one undetermined species of this group, are the only ones noted here.
The temporarily less mesophytic conditions, due to steepness of the
slopes or to exposure, or to both, and the temporary climax mesophvtie
vegetation due to unstableness of topography, dampness of soil, and
low saturation deficit cited above are sufficient to show differences due
to topographic situation.
The formation is almost devoid of level stretches which at the same
time are not exposed. However, gentle slopes are present and where they
are not near to the odgc of ridges, they exhibit vegetative appearances
as nearly akin to the stahle climax condition as the climate is able to
support. Such slopes are encountered in the small cirque-like basins
situated at the heads of small streams, or still hotter on the south side
of the Lamao, near the head waters of the Camavauan and Alangan
rivers. It is here that the Dipterocnrpacece, especially Sltorea poly-
spermy 8. contorta, and Hopea acuminata, reach their best development.
Prominent, and reaching its largest dimensions (200 centimeters in
diameter), is Agathis phMppinensis, and. here also, the host growth of
Plectronia viridis, Podocarpus hlumei, and other associates of the second-
story vegetation is encountered.
The epiphytic vegetation, corresponding with the more favorable
climatic conditions, is more abundant in contrast with the formations
lower down. The most conspicuous of the epiphytes is the hird's-nest
fern, Asplenium nidus. (See PI. XXXIII.) This is present in pro-
tected places, such as parts of the forest well hack from the ridges, and
on trees and rocks in the canyons of the Lamao River and its tributaries.
The ruhiaceous ant plant, Myrmecodia echinata, is also present on the
limbs of the tall trees. Several undetermined orchids and the ferns
Davallia solida, Vittaria lineata, Anthrophyum reticulatum, and Pohj-
podium meyenianum are encountered, these species being more abundant
in the gorges near the stream than they are on the ridges, but nearly all
of these, as will be shown below, reach their best development at higher
altitudes.
Summary.— 1. In contrast with the lower formations, that of the
Sliorea-Pleclrunia shows a climate conducive to a more mesophvtie
vegetation. (See climatic data for Station <\, which is in this formation.)
2. Corresponding to these conditions the vegetation, as a whole, shows
a less tropophytic character than that in the lower formations.
3. However, physiographic situations show a marked variety in the
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Hal urc of the vegetation. On exposed ridges and steep, exposed slopes
it is decidedly less mesophytic and more tropophytic, although it is rare
to find trees entirely without leaves. Box canons and springy, protected
slopes show delicate mesophytic plants.
4. Because of the unstability of the topography, the luxuriance of the
vegetation is not as great as that which, were the physiography more
stable, the climate would lead one to expect.
A'. The EtJOENIA-VacCJNITJM FORMATION.
This formation includes that portion of the mountain lying above the
000-meter contour line.
Climate.—Its climate is distinguished from that existing helow hy two
distinct features which, so far as plant life is concerned, arc antagonistic
to each other. These are strain/ winds and a much higher relative
humidity. The former give rise to the peculiar, dwarfed condition of
the tree growth, the latter to the abundanci of epiphytic vegetation.
The influence of strong winds on the arborescent vegetation on the rim
of the crater and on the main ridges leading to.it is especially well
marked. Here, under these conditions of exposure, the vegetation receives
the full effect both of the northeast monsoon blowing across Manila Bay
and of the southwest one from the China Sea. A more detailed account
of the effect of these winds will he given after the vegetation of the
mountain top has been considered.
The fact that tin 1 relative humidity is higher in this situation, is made
evident by the frequent fogs which at night, ;is a general rule, hang over
the top of the mountain. The following readings, taken on clear days,
were made simultaneously at Station 3 and at various altitudes on the
main ridge:
Tablb XXI.
—
Relative humidity at <l[it't jrt>ni altitudes on Mount Mariveles.
Mar. 28
Mar. 24
.
Mar. 2!)
Mar. 31
Apr. ft
Apr. 6
Apr. 7__
Apr. 21-
,\ rerage of 8 readings -
Average of 6 readings.
Average of 2 readings -
Horn*.
9.00
12.30
7.30
12.30
S.30
3.10
8.00
3.00
8.20
9.20
2.30
1.30
9.00
II) CO
8.30
9.30
a. in.
p. in.
ii. in.
p. m.
a. m.
p. in.
a. m.
p. in.
a. m.
a. in.
p. m.
p. in.
a. m.
a. m.
a. m
,
ti. in.
Altitude.
640
meters.
914
meters.
1,066
meters.
1,250
meters.
9!
SI
75
77
52
75
62
71
98
80
85
82
54
82
60
81
89
76
91
77
76
91
86
78
85
82
83
73.8
82. I
80. ft
77.6
80. 4
86
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These readings, although few in number, clearly indicate a higher
relative humidity for the altitudes above 900 meters. This bears out
the observations winch have repeatedly been made that the stations above
900 meters were often in mist, whereas those below were not. The
following temperature readings were made simultaneously at different
altitudes :
Table XXII.— Temperature at different altitudes on Mount Mariveles.
1905. Hour.
Altitude.
640
meters.
914
meters.
1,06(1
meters.
1,250
meters.
Mar. 23
Mar. 24_. „ -
Mar. 29
Mar. 31
9.00 a. in.
12.30 p. in.
7.30 a. m.
12.30 p. in.
8.30 a. m.
3.10 p.m.
8.00 a. m.
3 00 p. m.
8.20 a. in.
9.20 a. in.
1.30 p.m.
2.30 p. m.
9.00 a. m.
10.00 a.m.
8.30 a.m.
9.30 a.m.
21.2
24.
2
20. 2
24.8
23.8
36. 5
24. 5
2ti. :.
23
23. 2
21.5
19. 2
21.4
18.r,
20.
21.4
25. ">
21.6
25.
4
20. 2
Apr. 6 .
19.0
21.0
24
25
23. 5
24.
5
20.0
21.4
21.5Apr. 21 .
•J 1.5
24
23. 4
23. 8
21.7
Average of 5 readings
—
21.1
...
20. 5
Unfortunately, no readings were obtained for the early morning
hours during January or February, so that the minimum temperature
on the mountain can not be ascertained. The lowest reading for
February at Station :> ((MO meters) is 17°.8 C. The greatest difference
in temperature observed between the station at 640 and that at 1,250
meters is o°.(>. If this same ratio had obtained when the reading
17°.8 C. was taken at the 640-meter station, then the temperature
would have been 14 .2 ('. at 1,250 meters. To judge from the above
calculation it is probable that the temperature of the top of the moun-
tain does not fall much, if any. below 14°. and it should be noted that
this is far above the danger point for tropical plants, because Molisch *7
has shown that members of the Qemeriacea, which belong in this class.
died only when a temperature of between 2°. 5 C. and 1 . 1 ('. was reached.
The margin between 14° C. and 4 .4C. is certainly a wide one and even
though it be true that the temperature on the top of the mountain
may fall below 14 while 1 the minimum for the existence of tropical
* Alolisch. H. : Das Kifiieien von Pflanzen liei Temperaturen Uber dem Eispunkt,
Sitzungber. Akad. WtN., Vienna (1S96), 105, part L 82 to 95.
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plants is higher than 4°.4 (J., yet it is not probable that the plants of
the lowlands are excluded from the top because of low temperature
alone.
The topography.—The topography is such as to offer no very stable
place for vegetation to gain a foothold. It consists of the knife-like
ridges, which seem to be characteristic of tropical, volcanic mountains
in a youthful stage of erosion, and precipitous slopes leading to the
principal streams which lie at the bottom of the canons separating
these slopes. The latter, in turn, are cut up into 'steep ridges and side
canons, the inclination of both of which in places may be very
precipitous. The side callous such as are found near the headwaters
of the Lamao River, during the rainy season, present waterfalls and
cascades, and the side ridges usually end in the precipitous walls of
the Lamao River canyon. ( l'ls. 1 and II.)
In contrast with the topography of lower altitudes, that of the top of
the mountain presents narrower main ridges and steeper side ridges
and canyons.
The ridge vegetation.—Eight plots were made, each one corresponding
to a definite physiographic outline on the main south ridge leading
from a peak ridge at 900 meters' altitude to Buena Vista peak (altitude
1,266 meters) on the rim of the crater, a distance of about 6 kilometers.
These plots were undertaken with the purpose of determining the nature
of the vegetation in this situation and of discovering, if possible, what
factors, climatic and edaphic, determine the differences.
Description of Table XXIII.
A is a plot approximately 8 by 45 meters at 900 meters extending through an
altitudinal range of 3 to 4 meters. It is an exposed peak, with soil composed
of clay, some loose rock, and a ha If -disintegrated outcrop of volcanic rock. B IS
a plot t! In - 37.5 meters at '.)()() meters' altitude on top of a hard, volcanic rock
with little soil. It is an exposed peak. (' is a plot 5 by 30 meters at !)I4
meters' altitude on a level ridge, not as exposed as A or B. The soil is a heavy
clav. with some loose rock, although it presents no outcrop. Plot 1) is irregular
in shape, comprising ahout 175 square meters on an exposed cliff which shows
a volcanic outcrop of rock, with a little shallow soil in places (altitude 1,034
meters). Plot E has an area of 7 by 45 meters on a level stretch, at 1,034 meters
in altitude. The soil is composed of deep clay, with targe bowlders which have
withstood weathering processes. F is a plot of 4 by 4S meters, on a bluff similar
to that of Plot 1), hut with slightly more soil (altitude 1,100 meters). G is a
plot of 4 by 50 meters at an altitude of 1.135 meters on a level ridge which
has a fair amount of clay soil, although semidisintegrated rock is near the sur-
face. Plot 11 with an area of 5 by 35 meters is at an altitude of 1.265 meters
(Buena Vista peak). The soil characteristics are similar to these encountered
in Plot A, but the exposure is greater. I is the total of each species in all plots;
• I. the percentage of each species in all plots. No trees under 3 meters are
included and none reached a height of over 15 meters.
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Table XXIJI.
Name of plant. A. B. C. I). E. F, G. H. I. I.
1. Eugenia coiiKCSta.. 1 ;> 3 30 25 64 9.18
2. Eugenia acuminatissima
3. Acronvchia lauiiiolia . ..
32 : 4 17 4 57 7.16
12 20
*
41 5.87
">. Vacclnium ctunlnglanum -.-
-
14 L. 2 3 6 6 7 2 40 5.73
15 1 7 4 6 33 4.73
6. Clethra lancifolia 6 9 8 5 28 4.01
7. Vacclnium jagori- _ .. 10 4 14 28 4.01
8. Leptospermum amboincnse
.
9. Mvrica rubra
-
"
11 8 5 24 3. 11
—
1
7 1 8 < 3 23 3. 29
lu. Bymplocoe confusa 2 9 11 22 3. 15
ll. Photlnia luzonenala 5 5 1 8 19 2.72
12. Decasperrnum blancol - l(i 16 2.29
13. itecasperrnum panlcnlatum.
1 1. Sideroxylon angusttfolium
4 9 3 16 2. 29
3 8 1 4 16 2. 29
15. Ternstroernia toquian .
10, Alstonia parvifolia . . .
4 10 2 16 2.29
7 5 1 13 1.86
17. Kurva acuminata . . .. .. 4 1 4 3 12 1.72
is. Ligustrum cnmlnglanum 6 5 11 1 . 58
19. Llnoclera coriacea
20. Polvosma philippinensis _.
21. Adlnandra luzonlca ..
11 11 1.58
1 4 4 2 11 1.58
i 10 10 1.43
22. Buchanania florida
23. Evodia retusa
.
5 5 10 1.43
5 5 10 1.43
2-1. llelicia philippinensis 10 10 1. 13
2">. Caseaiia crenata 3 6 9 1.29
26. Kxcoeearia philippinensis,-.
27. Scolopia crenata _ ._
9 9 1.29
1 8 9 1.29
28. Astronia rolfei . --_
29. Af,rathis philippinensis
30. Englehardtla subsimplici-
folia _ .-
1 4 3 8 1. 15
1 4 1 1 7 1.00
1 2 1 3 1.00
31. Eriobotrya ambigua --- 1 5 1 7 1.00
32. llelicia cnminglann .. 4 3 7 1.00
33. Leucosyke capitellata var.
eeltiriifolia . . _
7 1.00
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Table XXII I—Continued.
Name of plant. A. B. C. 1). E. F. G. H. I. .1.
34. Antidesma sp . . ___
86, Macliilus philippiiu'iisis . ...
6 (i 0. 8(1
2 1 1 2 6 .86
1 4 5 .72
3 1 1 .". .72
1 1 2 1 .72
4 .57
40. Catiarium villosum 2 1 1 .57
4 .:.7
1 2 1 ..".7
43. Viburnmn oriomtissiinimi 1 .57
8 1 4 .57
1 1 1
.43
3 .43
•
1 1 1 » .43
1 1 2
.29
2 ...... 2
. 29
2 2
.29
2 2
. 29
1 .14
I
i .14
1 .14
56. Kagraoa obovata ... . 1 .14
1 ............ .14
1
.14
1 .14
1 .14
00. Plectronia viridis 1 1 .14
1 1 .14
1 1 .14
63. Symploooa terrugioea -
ill. Biiachocarptu triqueter
1 1 I .14
' "'
1 1 .14
--
-L
1 1 .14
Total _ - - . 108 76 46 129 ,10 90 97 88 098 100.00
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Some striking contrasts and resemblances are shown in a comparison
of these plots. Of the 21 species found in Plot A (sec PL XXXIV) and
the 15 found in Plot II (see PI. J), only 3 are common to l>otli : one
of these, Polyosma philippinensis, is represented by 3 individuals; the
second, Myrica rubra, by 10 individuals, and the third, Quercus, by 1 1
in A and 2 in II: however, tins latter may represent two species. To
what then is this difference in vegetation due? It can not alone, if at
all, he ascribed to a lower temperature, for this factor is but a small one.
The depth and character of the soil are approximately the same, for
both plots have shallow soil composed principally of half-disintegrated
volcanic rock. Precipitous slopes on each of the sides of the ridges
characterize both situation-. The difference can not then he due to the
water-holding capacity of the soil, for if anything, as will lie shown
presently, the soil in the higher situation has more wafer than that in
the lower, yet the tree vegetation in the former is more xerophytic than
in the Latter—that is, the trees are more st aided and the leaves are harder,
smaller, and more leathery. This point is clearly demonstrated in the
species common to both situations: the oaks invariably have smaller and
harder leaves; a specimen of Calophyllum whitfordii, collected from a
stunted tree near Plot A. at lirst gave rise to the belief that this was a
species distinct from that found at lower and more protected altitudes
in the Shorea-Plectronia formation, but when fertile specimens were
collected in Plot TT from a still more stunted tree and with still more
reduced and hardened leaves, the series was complete, extending from
the comparatively mesophytic leaves taken from tall trees in the Shorea-
Plectronia formation, through the less mesophytic forms found near
Plot A, to the xerophytic leaves of that found on II. (See Pis. XLITI,
XLI\
. XLV.) The same may he said of othei species, such as Myrica
rubra, common to the three situations. (See PI. XLIV.) These grada-
tions can he extended so as to include many species not common to the
two plots under consideration, hut found in different ecological condi-
tions from the base to the summit of the mountain and which systematists
are tempted to, and often do. separate as distinct species, if ecological
gradations between the two extremes are not in their possession. (See
Pis. XLIII, XLIV, XLV.) These cases only illustrate; the fact which
has been so often emphasized for plants occurring in the temperate zone,
that species capable of sufficient plasticity can adapt themselves to condi-
tions in such a manner as to grow in various ecological situations. Bui
few have (his power of wide life-range, and so it happens that different
ecological aspects show different species, rather than different forms of
the same one. This latter fact is strikingly illustrated by the largest
number of individuals on the ridge under consideration. ( See PI. XLV.
)
Eugenia coiiyesta found in the upper five plots has orbicular, \^vy leathery
leaves, while Eugenia acuminatissima, in the lower four plots, has small.
43814 1;
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narrow ones of less xerophytic structure. Only in Plol D does the
distribution of these species overlap. Other trees with very xerophytic
leaves, found in the upper plots and not represented in the lower ones,
are Yaccinium jayori. Y cuinin</!nnuin, Lcpfosprmnim amhoutcnse, and
Clethra lancifolia, all low, scraggy trees with leaves very suggestive of
those of the licallt family to which two of them belong. Indeed, ecolog-
ically the forest of the ridge very much resembles the heath associations
so common in dry, sandy soils or exposed windy places of the north
temperate /one. except that here the plants are trees rather than Bhrubs.
There is a striking difference in the relative humidity of the two
situations. (See Table XXI.) Many visits to Plot A, when the weather
was clear at this locality, showed Plot II to be bathed in dense fog.
Often, an early morning journey from Station 3 to the top of the
mountain demonstrated Plots A and I) to he dry while above Plol l>
the vegetation would gradually become more and more wet, until near
Plot It it would he reeking with moisture. While this relative humidity
in itself tends to reduce the transpiration of the foliage of the trees and
to conserve the moisture of the soil, so as to render more water available
for absorption and thus to produce a les> xerophytic condition, yet it
is seen that the tree vegetation is more, rather than less, xerophytic. If.
then. soil, moisture, and atmospheric humidity can not explain the
ecological difference in the habitat for arboreal vegetation of the two
places, then it must he due to the greater influence of the wind in the
two situations. As one ascends the mountain, this becomes more and
more pronounced, the trunks of trees become shorter (see PI. XXXIV),
until in many places near the top of the highest peaks the trail becomes a
tunnel the to]) of which, composed of mingling branches of the trees, is so
low that one often has to stoop in order to pass through it. The branches,
also, in many cases, become more scraggy and crooked and the twigs
shorter and stouter. Again, especially in the case of Leptospermum
aiiiboiiiciisc (see PI. I), the branches have an arrangement in one or more
stiff, horizontal planes and known as the umbrella type, which, according
to Schimper,48 is an adaptation calculated to resist the strong winds.
This tree is invariably found on the most exposed places, where the
erosion is sufficiently rapid to keep the bed rock at or near the surface.
Its leaves are so reduced in size and so hard as to become almost like
coniferous ones in form ami texture. On the whole, the effect of exposure
on the arboreal vegetation on the ridge under consideration is such as to
obtain here, so far as stunted growth and reduction in leaf size is con-
cerned, the most xerophytic condition on the Reserve, not excepting the
extremely xerophytic vegetation of the sea beach dill's and the mangrove
swamps, and this condition is brought about notwithstanding the fact
ls Scliiiii]i(T. A. t". \V.: Pftnnzengeographie auf physiologischer Grundlage
(1898), English edition, translated by Fischer I 1903), 348.
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that, on the whole, the relative humidity and the rainfall are greater
and the average temperature is lower, all factors which are favorable to
mesophytic vegetation.
In the above discussion, two areas presenting approximately the same
soil conditions have been compared. It now is in order to discuss situa-
tions in which (lie altitude and exposure are the same, but in which the
soil conditions differ. In this respect Plots A and B offer admirable
examples. The former has already been described. Plol B is separated
from it by a ridge-saddle only. It is a large rock ( PI. XXXV) on three
sides standing I to i; meters above the ridge on which it is situated, on
the fourth grading more perceptibly into the ridge itself, although here
also it rises slightly above it. The upper surface is covered with a very
thin soil most of which owes its origin to vegetable decay. On this rock
the arboreal vegetation has established itself only because its fissures offer
opportunity for the former to maintain a foothold. Both I he dwarfed
condition and leaf surface of the trees which are present show this situa-
tion to be a more xerophytic one than that of Plot A. The species are
almost entirely different. Eugenia acuminatissima, represented by ;?2
individuals on Plot A, here has only four and these arc at the end of the
rock where the soil is deepest. Acronychia laurifolia, Decaspermtim
blancoij J), paniculatum, Ligustrum cumingianum, Leucosyke capitellata
var. celtidifolia, found in Plot P. are not represented in Plot A, although
Dearly all of them occupy places in a similar situation in Plot I>. winch
is on a rock cliff distant some % kilometers, at an altitude 150 meters
higher. Acronychia laurifolia and Decasperum paniculatum are good
illustrations of the deciduous habit in trees on the mountain and em-
phasize the xerophytic nature of the ridge habitat. Both these trees,
like the other species, have hard, xerophytic leaves. During the latter
portion of March and first part of April they are almost destitute of
foliage. The leaves of Acronychia, before they are shed. Cold or half
shut on the midrib, thus considerably reducing the transpiring surface.
Many other tree.- also show a more diminished leaf display during a por-
tion of the dry season than they do during the rainy one. Indeed, almost
without exception, as is true of the formation at the base and in more
xerophytic situations on the higher slopes, there is an interval of time
between the beginning of the shedding of the old leaves ami the appear-
ance of the new ones. This, in the aggregate, makes the forest canopy
much thinner during the dry months and is undoubtedly an adaptation
to prevent rapid transpiration.
On ascending from the slopes of the Shorea-Flectronia formation to
the lirst prominent ridge peaks, one finds a very sudden transformation
from the tall lives to the dwarfish arboreal growth of the ridge (see
PI. XXXIV and contrast it with PI. XXII). and apparently in confor-
mity with this change there is a still greater variation in the multiplicity
of the specie's and the individuals of the epiphytic vegetation. This
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change appears to be remarkably abrupt, because the lower lives render
the plants more visible to the casual observer, but in reality it is not so
great as at first it would seem to be. It has already been noted that to-
ward the upper limits of and in more favorable situations in the Shorea-
riertroiiia formation, there is a tolerably rich display of epiphytes, which
in tin' more closed places of the forest are confined to tbe large limbs of
the tallest trees, because the shade of tbe latter is so dense as to exclude
plants accustomed to places having more light. However, as the higher
and more exposed altitudes are reached and trees become lower, epiphytic
vegetation, represented by mosses, a few liverworts, and an occasional
orchid or fern, is found not only on the Limbs but also on the trunks
of the trees, so that, advancing from Plots A to TI there is a gradual
increase in richness of the epiphytes. This increase is in direct cor-
respondence with the rise in the humidity. As has already been men-
tioned, the region near the top of the mountain is more often enveloped
in a dense fog than are' the other parts and to this difference in
humidity the wealth of epiphytes can he ascribed. It is a well-known
fact that plants, especially orchids, which depend on the moisture of the
atmosphere for the water which they absorb, are not capable of con-
densing tbe vapor present therein but on ihe contrary, must have
condensed water for their needs—that is. the moisture must be accessible
to them in the form of rain or mist. In plants with absorbing organs
adapted to take up moisture from the air, and exposed alternatingly
to a very moist and a very dry atmosphere, xerophytic adaptations are
necessary.
For the purposes of this paper, the epiphytic vegetation of Mount Mari-
veles may be divided into three groups, viz. (1) plants with xerophytic.
photosynthetic organs and special adaptation for absorbing moisture;
(2) those with mesophytic leaves which, by assuming the so-called resur-
rection form, can withstand loss of moisture and (3) the forms with
xerophytic leaves and with no special adaptations for absorbing moisture.
The lichens and orchids belong to the first group, and these are classed
together because tbe velamen of the orchid roots, in times of drought
and excessive moisture, behaves in tbe same manner as does the fungus
element id' lichens. On the trunks of the trees situated at the mountain
lop hut \\'w lichens are found, because these more favorable situations
are quickly occupied by other less humble epiphytes; as a result the lichens
are confined to the faces of newlv broken rocks whereas ihe older ones are
as densely covered witli mosses, liverworts, and ferns as are the trunks
of the trees. 40 The trees of the lower altitudes, with trunks the bark
of which is smooth and not frequently shed, are often so thickly covered
with ci'ustaceous species of lichens as to render it almost out of the
49 Strictly speaking, of course plants growing on rocks arc lithophytes. Ecolog-
ically they arc like epiphytes anil arc here classified as such.
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question to determine the original color of the bark. A number of
gray Cladonia and Usnea-like lichens arc found on the branches of the
lives growing ;d higher altitudes, intermingled with the greener mosses
and liverworts. These may be soon hanging in festoons or as upright,
fruticose forms. However, in this situation the lichen vegetation is
comparatively insignificant. The orchid epiphytes, on the other hand,
are very rich in species and some of the latter are represented by many
individuals. Varied forms are exhibited. The most common one en-
countered above the 1,000-meter line is the grass-like Acoridium tenellum
(see PL XXXVI) and other species of Acoridium simulate the latter
but not so successfully. Species having exceedingly fleshy leaves are
very abundant, some forms with and some without their leaf bases
swollen into bulbs; others have creeping rootstalks embedded in the other
epiphytic vegetation. When this is the case, the velamcn may be poorly
developed or lie wanting altogether. Most humble is the small Taenio-
phyllum obtusion, with no leaves at all but with roots which act as
photosynthetic organs. In this respect the arrangement of its chloro-
phyll and protective (velamen) tissue is exactly like that in the fruticose
lichens, excepting that the side of the root next the substratum has no
chlorophyll. Some idea of the richness of the orchids in species can be
given by the following list: Corysanthes nicrriUi, Coelogyne sparsa,
Pholidata imbricata, Platyclinis glumacea, P. Jatifolm, Acoridium tenel-
lum, A. whitfordii, Cestichis philippinensis, C. merrilli, ('. compressa,
Ceratostylis philippinensis, Dendrobium maeraei, Eria </raciliscapos<(.
Phreatia luzonienses, Bulbophyllum hataanensis, B. enncatum, B. dasy-
petaium, B. lasioglossum, B. whitfordii, and a large number of species
not yet determined. (See Pis. XXXVII and XXXVIII.) The fact
that, so far as the ridge is concerned, there is scarcely a full-grown tree
to be found above the altitude of 1,000 meters widen has not twenty or
more specimens on it, will show the abundance of individuals.
The second group of epiphytes is represented by mosses, leafy liver-
worts, and the so-called "filmy" ferns (Trichomanes and Hymeno-
phylluM). All of these are plants having very delicate, mesophytic
leaves which, because of their texture, have the capacity of directly ab-
sorbing moisture, and which, during the hotter and drier parts of the
day. lose water to such an extent as to wither and curl up. (See
PI. XXXVIII.) They remain in this condition until the relative humid-
ity of the atmosphere increases to a sufficient extent to enable them to
recover their rigidity. These "resurrection" plants increase in abun-
dance of species and individuals with the rise in the frequency of fog
and relative humidity. Strictly speaking, the plants last mentioned,
like the orchids, can not be classed as epiphytes alone, for they may
grow on old logs and rocks. At the base of the mountain, compara-
tively speaking, there is a poor expression of moss, fern, and liverwort
vegetation. Here they either occupy positions at the bases of the trees,
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as is the case with the moss Taxithelium instratum, or on bowlders in
the streams when* the mosses Fissidens zollingeri, F. zippelianus, and
Ectropothecium and others are found. In the low altitudes, filmy ferns
of the genus Trichomanes are encountered only on shady, damp rocks
at the edges of the streams: however, as one ascends their beds, the
rocks become more and more covered with mosses; hut in such situations,
because of the swift currents in limes of high wafer, the type is poorly
represented. On the whole, the in frequency of these plants in the low-
lands and indeed helow the Eugenia-Vaccinium formation, is a note-
worthy fact and is in direct response to the dry conditions during a
portion of the year which favor what for convenience may he called
annual rather than daily tropophytes. In the ridge under consideration,
and helow 1,000 meters, the filmy fern vegetation is scanty and it ap-
pears only in the shade; above this altitude if becomes abundant and
it then increases with the elevation, however being always more abun-
dant in the shady rather than in the sunny spots. Eymenophyllum
multifidum, H. smithii, Trichomanes pallidum, T. b ipundatum , and
others are among the species present. (Sec PL XXXVIII.) On the
other hand, the liverworts and mosses are prominent features between
Plots A and D, although they are much more so from F to H. Indeed,
in these latter places, trees are covered with these plants from the bases
of their trunks to the ends of their twigs, where the leaves are usually
grouped. On rocks, fallen trees or limbs, and in every place in the
shade where the wash from the heavy rains does not prevent then'
occurrence, dense masses, which give such an aspect to the vegetation
called the "mossy forest," accumulate. Plates XXXVI, XXXVII, ami
XXXYIII show the richness of this forest in these epiphytes, and the
list of mosses and liverworts given helow indicate the number of species
which occur although, no doubt, only a small percentage of the total
number has heen collected: Hcpaticecc: Brazzania erosa, B. praerupta,
Lepidoza trichodes, Mastigophora diclados, SchistochUa cUigera, Fru-
llania integristipula, and F. orientalis. Mas,!: Dicmnoloma blumei,
Leucobryum sanctum, L. javense, L. angustifolium, Macromitrium cus-
pidatum, M. rcinwardtii, Rhizogonium spiniforme, Spiridens reinwardtii,
Aerobryum lanosum, and Sematophyllum cUtopungens.
The third group of epiphytes is largely composed of ferns/"' Many
of these arc facultative epiphytes and frequently the moss and liverworts
furnish a substratum for them. Since this substratum is alternately
dry and wet. the response to the severe conditions is found in their
50 Dr. E. B. Copeland, who is writing on the comparative ecology of the
Philippine ferns, informs me that epiphytic ferns which are not embedded in
moss usually have their roots covered with a felty mass of persistent root hairs,
and that these are often absent when the roots are so embedded. Sncli ferns
would then have special absorptive organs and would he classified with the
orchids and liverworts.
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xerophytic, sometimes partially tropophytic, leaves. Humata repens (see
PI. XXXVIII) is probably most common. It has a small, creeping
rhizome, usually buried in the bed of moss and other plants with which
it grows. Polypodium glaucum, P. palmatum, J', triquetum, I', accen-
dens, and others are similar to it in habit. Davallia solida and Oleandra
colubrina also have this creeping habit. The latter has connection
with the ground, and it sometimes reaches the tops of stunted trees;
its mottled, snake-like stem often not being buried in the living sub-
stratum. Prominent because of its size and abundance, is the bird's-
nest fern, Asplenium nidus. (PI. XXXIX.) It usually starts in a
crotch of a tree, where some vegetable debris has already accumulated
;
or in a knot hole, in which case it may encircle the entire trunk if
the latter is not too large; once established, the "nest*' part of the
fern accumulates an amount of soil sufficient to bury its roots. The
substratum so provided furnishes a favorable habitat for other ferns,
so that scarcely a specimen of the bird's-nest fern was noted which did
not also have present the long, pendant fronds of Polypodium subauri-
culatum. The strap-like leaves of Ophioglossum pendulum are present
with much less frequency. The living substratum, together with the
accumulated decaying vegetable matter and inorganic 'debris may in
places be so dense that shrubs like Rhododendron quadrasianium and
Medinilla ramiflora may start and live throughout their entire exist-
ence on the branches of trees. Seedlings of trees such as Eugenia
congedit, may also be present on branches of their own kind. (See
PI. XXXTX.) The bulbous base of the ant fern. Lecanopteris carnosa,
besides harboring insects, acts as a storehouse for moisture.
The vegetation, other than that of trees and epiphytes, also varies with
the plot, but those plots which are alike in physiography and atmospheric
moisture show a remarkable similarity. In situations which are too poor
or unstable to support tree vegetation, and which are not shaded by
overhanging cliffs, the grasses Gamotia stricta and Miscanthus japonicus
and the sedge Carex continua predominate. This is the case in places
in or near plots B, D, F, and H. Terrestrial ferns are represented by
a large number of individuals during the wet but are less noticeable
during a portion of the dry season. Among these may be mentioned
Dipteris conjugate which, in open places at the head of land slips, forms
colonies very much resembling those of the may-apple {Podophyllum
peltaium) so common in the eastern part of the United States. In
similar situations also thickets. 1 to 2 meters in height, of Dicranopteris
occur. On the ridge, dwarf specimens of the tree fern Cyathea caudata
are scattered, and just below the top of the rim of the crater are a few-
individuals of Marattia sambuevna.
The herbaceous svv(\ plants which are partly or wholly wanting during
a portion of the dry season are Colons multi/lonis. Scutellaria luzonica,
an unknown saprophytic orchid, and very rarely Arisaema polyphylla.
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Less herbaceous and with a portion of the leaves persistent is Desmodium
polycarpum ovcdifolia. Near the top especially on the slopes barely
sufficiently stable to hold soil, are dense groves of the Buffrutescenl
acanthaceous Strobilanthus merrUlii and 8. pluriformis with prop roots.
These species have mesophytic leaves which are shed for a short time at
least: the small green bracts of the inflorescence stalks, however, remain
persistent and perform the function of the leaves. Among the erecl
and scandent shrubs are the following: Chloranthus brachystachys, I)isn>-
calyx cybianthoides, Neslitsea zeylanica, Melastoma fusca, Memecylon
a-jfine. Medinella ramifiofUj Pittosporum odoratum, Pandanus whitfordiij
Then, montana, Viburnum sinuatum, Wichstroemia lanceolata, IT. oral",
and the following rubiaceous species: Heydotis clmeri, Urophyllum bata-
anense, I', acuminatum. Psijcltotria batuuncnsis, P. diffusa, P. rubiginosa,
Lasianthus bonleuii. L. obliquinervis, and Amaracarpus pubescens. It
will be seen from the above list that the Melastomacece and Rubiacea are
well represented in number of species. Two small palms, Pinanga elmerii
and I'. barnesii are found on the slopes, just beneath the top of the ridge,
the former near all the plots and the latter at the higher altitudes. The
liana vegetation is best represented by Freycinetia ensifolia which is on
nearly every tree in the closed, mossy forests: F. luzonica is less fre-
quently encountered. Hiptage luzonica. Strongylodon macrobotrys,
Dinochloa tjankorreh, and a number of species of ('alum us may be
mentioned among the lianas. Shrubs and vines with showy flowers are
represented by members of the Melastomacem; Melastoma fusca (shrub)
and Medinella coriacea (vine) are present and their large, red flowers
add color to the vegetation. The large, white, sweet-scented flowers of
Rhododendron vidalii and R. schadenbergii appear profusely near the
1.1 00-meter contour line.
The pitcher plant. Nepenthes alata. is found in open places in this
altitude and above. The sharp, knife-like rim of the crater ( PI. 1 )
between Buenavista and Cabcaben peaks shows dense tangles of this plant,
growing intermingled with Bhrubs and vines with here and there isolated
patches of DicranopteHs and an occasional Marattia. Specimens of the
Schefflera blancoi and Pittosporum resiniferum have the balete habit in
capturing and strangling trees, although the latter from the beginning
is a true liana and does not start as an epiphyte, as docs the former.
The upper portions of the main ridges leading to Cahcahen peak (outside
the Reserve) and to Caybubo peak fjiow conditions approximating the
ones just described.
Tlic vegetation of the slopes.—The slopes on either side of the Lamao
River canon (PI. II) show some resemblances to and many differences
from the ridge vegetation. The vegetation on the overhanging cliffs at the
ends of the slopes leading to the canyons have much in unison with plots
like T); for instance, the grass Miscanthus japonicus is common in this
situation and the shrubby species of Pittosporum odoratum and Acrony-
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chia laurifolia also predominate. The side ridges, as a general rule, consist
of a series of short, steep inclines with talus slopes at their liases. The tree
vegetation of the slopes consists of the taller and less xerophytic trees of
the ridge, together with other species which probably are not able to exist
on the more exposed places. Near these ridges the tree tops arc covered
with epiphytes, but these become much less common nearer the river hod,
where the fog is less dense. In one plot the following trees were noted
as being common: Eugenia congesta, Eurya acuminata euprista, Adin-
andra luzonica, Eugenia acuminatissima, Thea montana, and Glethra
lancifolia; these are intermingled with Pygeum latifolium, Palaquium
whitfordiij Eugenia bataanensis, Eugenia robertii, Agathis philippinensis,
8emecarpu8 sp., and others. In one place, nearly 75 per cent of the
stand is the myrtaceous Tristira decorticata.
r
l 'his species is also common
on and near the top of Limay peak, the vegetation of which is comparable
with that of the side ridges of the Lamao River, having- the same altitude.
but the extreme summit of this peak itself has only a stunted growth.
However, while the side ridges present a more mesophytic vegetation, as
is evidenced by loss stunted trees and the xerophytic leaves, the vegetation
in this situation, owing to the unstable conditions, does not reach the
luxuriance and the size which it would he expected to have as a result
of the climate. It is perhaps because of this instability, that more fallen
trees were noted in this region than on any other portion of mountain,
although it is one of the surprising features of tropical mountain vegeta-
tion that very precipitous slopes, Inning a grade of from 45° to 60°,
often are covered with a closed forest. Inclines of over 60° so often
crumble that few trees have a chance to gain anything more than a
temporary foothold thereon.
The side ravines near the headwaters of the Lamao Liver are very un-
stable. Where signs of ground water near the surface are in evidence,
speeies of mosses, 1 i verworts, ami ferns are present in such situations,
although the variety and the number of the individuals are much less than
they are on the ridges. The very large-leaved fern Dennstaedtia smithii
and the tree fern Alsophila contaminans arc encountered here, the latter
in the Lamao River canon itself reaching to a height of 8 or !) meters.
Cirque-like basins which are comparatively stable appeal' in many
places near the upper ends of the side ravines. Groves of Pandanus
wrayatensis are encountered in these situations and here also the tree
fern Cyathea caudata reaches its largest size, being from 2 to 3 meters
in height, the large. Lycopodium-lihe moss. 8piridens reintvardtii, usually
growing upon it. The undergrowth is characterized by rubiaceous
species and Hydrangea lobbii. The inside slopis of the crater are even
more unstable than are those of the Lamao River canon. Land slips
are numerous, and comparatively, these sides show but a thin stand; yet
when looked at from above, the closed foresl seems to prevail. This is due
to the fact that the foliage of the trees on either side nearly meet over the
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narrow rocky gulleys and ravines. However, nearly perpendicular "scars"
show a scanty growth of grass and of Light-loving ferns. The vegetation
on a "burn" a1 the head of one of these slides is worthy of mention because
it shows the presence of a dense mat of Funaria clavescens, a species
closely related to the Funaria which occupies similar situations in parts
of the United States, and here, strangely enough, the cosmopolitan
Pteridium aquilinum is also present. After a aslide v' has occurred,
the vegetal reclamation is rapid. In many places Funaria calvescens
is the pioneer. The grasses Miscanthus japonicus, Qarnotia stricta, the
sedges Hypolytrum latifolium and Carer continue,, and the ferns Pteris
tripartata and Pteridium <i</iii/iniint are among the other species which
may he mentioned as establishing an early foothold. 'These may he
closely followed by acanthaceous and rubiaceous shrubs. In on* 1 place,
Rubus moluccanu8j I!, rosaefolius, and B. tagallus were noted, while in
addition, scattered specimens of the euphorbiaceous trees Macaranga
cumingii and Homalanthus populneus are usually present, Melastoma
fusca being also an early comer. As the stability of the slide increases,
the composition finally partakes of the nature of the vegetation which
is Dearest to it.
Summary.— 1. The Eugenia-Yaccinium formation may he divided into
two parts; the exposed ridges and their less exposed, unstahle slopes.
'2. The ridge vegetation is characterized by stunted trees. t\iw to the
influence of the wind, and by its richness in epiphytes, caused by the
frequency of fogs.
0. The vegetation of the ridge is strongly suggestive of the 'heaths"
of the north temperate /.one, excepting that heath-like irvi^ replace
the shrubby growth of the latter region: and orchids, filmy ferns, and
liverworts are found in addition to the lichens and mosses.
1. The instability of the slopes prevents the best possible development
of the vegetation which the climate (exclusive of wind) might support.
5. At the same altitude, different physiographic situations show a
marked difference in the ecological character of the vegetation.
VI. Strand Formations.
The vegetation of the strand has been divided into two distinct types;
that of the sandy seacoast lying above high tide, and that of the muddy
shore situated between low and high tide. These two types, which are
often adjacent, have an ecological similarity, hut floristically they show
a decided difference. Our knowledge of the composition and of the
ecological adaptations of the strand vegetation is due in tin; main to
Schimper 51 and Karsten.62
H Schimper, A. F. W.: hoc. oit., 387—411, also. Die indo-malayische Strandflora,
Bot-Mittgn. Trop. ( lsiil). ;{.
"Karsten, ('•.: Ueber die Mangrove-Vegetation im Ekialayiachen Archipelago,
Bib, Hoi. (1891), 22.
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The 5 kilometers of coast line pertaining to the Lamao Reserve offers
insufficient data for a true conception of the vegetation of the seashore
of the Philippines, yet in this very situation a dilute expression of all
the formations of the strand winch have been made classic- by the work
of Schimper and others may be encountered. In order to render clear
the genetic relations of these formations it is advisable to make use of
data gathered outside of the area under consideration, and then to
classify the stages in the development found a, Lamao.
The material composing the beaches either is derived from rocky
promontories or is washed into the sea by streams. If the shore cur-
rent and waves are sufficiently strong to handle all this material then
no accretion to the shore line takes place, hi t if, on the other hand,
as is more often the case, the shore current can not bring this about,
then an encroachment of the land on the sea results with a consequent
development of new habitats for plants. If the shore current can not
take care of the liner particles of the mater al eroded from cliffs or
washed in by rivers, then obviously the heavier ones settle on the strand.
Thus the size of the material composing the beach is determined by the
power the current possesses of controlling the suspended matter carried
by it. and, as a consequence, pebbly, sandy, or muddy shore lines may
result. On some strands the very force which prevents the deposit of
fine particles, excludes the growth of nearly all vegetation between the
lines of low and high tide, so that, with the exception of scattered sea-
weeds, these places are destitute of vegetation. On the other hand,
where the hydrodynamic conditions favor the deposit of materials lighter
than sand, then they are also favorable for the establishment and growth
of vegetation. In such places the characteristic formation not found
anywhere outside of tropical countries is developed. Therefore, it will
be ^cvn that because of the physiographic forces at work along shores,
two distinct habitats are established. Following Schimper, with some
minor changes, the vegetation corresponding o these may he divided
into
—
1. Sandy beaches lying above high tide.
(a) Pes-caprcE formation.
(b) Rarringtonia-Pandanus format ion.
2. Strand, lying below high tide.
(a) Mangrove and Nipa formations behind sandy beaches.
(b) Mangrove and Nipa formations not behind sandy beaches.
a. Formations at the mouths of rivers.
/3. Formations at the base of cliffs.
1. SANDY BEACHES, ABOVE JIICIT TIDE.
(a) The Pes-caprce formation.—The beach is built, up most rapidly
at the mouths of rivers. In the case of the Lamao River, for instance,
two spits are at present being formed, one on each side; at high tide.
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their distal ends are submerged and since the littoral current and waves
are sufficiently strong, no vegetation lias gained a foothold. However,
at the proximal extremities, triangular patches of newly formed beaches
above high tide exist, and thereon the l>esl expression of the Pes-capra
formal ion can be observed.
The tropical cosmopolitan creeper, Ipomoea pes-capra, is almost always
present. This remarkable plant becomes established at a point lying
a few meters landward from the upper limits of high tide, and it may,
from a woody base, send out runners in all directions to a distance of
as much as 10 meters; these latter take root and thus may become new
centers; often their ends reach to the sea, whereupon the portion which
is bathed by the salt water is killed back. This plant takes possession
by runners and seedlings as rapidly as the beach is formed.
Other creepers found in this formation and having similar habitats
are Spinifex squarrosus (the porcupine grass) and the legume, Canava-
lia obtusifolia. These plants, in addition to a few weeds, are practically
the only ones to be observed on the strand at Lamao, although in similar
physiographic situations in other parts of the Islands a greater diversity
may be encountered.
The deposit away from the mouth of the river usually is formed
with less rapidity, and, correspondingly, the Pes-capr® zone then is
narrow or entirely absent, although in the older beaches in open places
its elements may anywhere be found, excepting at the foot of the cliffs
where it is usually wanting. Owing to the small size of the rivers of
the Reserve, a rapid formation of the beach does not take place. In
many parts of the Islands, where large streams flowing toward an open
coast enter the sea, the triangular patches of the Pes-caprm formation
become much larger, other plants, together with those mentioned, are
then present and low dunes none of which, in these Islands, according
to my observation, arc over 2 meters in height are formed, on which the
plants which have just been discussed act as sand binders.
(b) The Barringionia-Pandanus formation.—On older portions of
the beach, lying back of the Pes-caprce formation, or where this is
absent fronting on the border of the sea. is the woody vegetation of
the beach. This has been named by Schimper " the Barringtonia
formation, from Barringtonia speciosa. On the Lamao strand this
species is not present, although in similar situations it is common in
other portions of the Islands.'"' 4
The most striking plant of the beach of the Lamao Reserve and in
many other parts of the Philippines is Pandanus tectorius, and for this
reason the formation has been given the above name. Together with
-Loe. cit., 391.
r,4 Much of the original vegetation of the beach at Lamao lias been removed.
This species may have been present.
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Pandanus, Hibiscus tiliaceuSj Erythina indica and Terminalia catappa
are common. Less frequent are Pongamia glabra, Thespesia populnea,
and Heritiera littoralis. Shrubs such as Cerbera odollam, Morinda
citrifolia, and Clerodendron inerme occupy the edge or the more open
places of the beach jungle. The scandent shrub Quisqualis indica and
the semi-herbaceous vine Wedelia biflora are nearly always present. Near
small villages, where the beach has been cleared, the introduced thorny
Prosopis julifora has succeeded in gaining a foothold and in some
places it is the only woody species present. Occurring with it. but less
abundant, are Pithecolobium dulce and Acacia fcBrtiimana, both exotics.
Caiophyllum inophyllum which, in some places, appears on the open
sandy beaches is. for the Reserve, confined to a more protected shore line.
The only specimen of the valuable timber tree Intsia bijtiga (ipil)
which has been observed on the Reserve, was noted in this situation.
In clearings in the Barringtonia-Pandanus formation are Ipomoea
pescaprae, Canavalia obtusifolia. Spinifex squarrosus, and the weeds,
Yertionia chinensis, Grotalaria retusa. Scoparia dulcis, Aerua Janata.
Portulaca oleracea, Oynandropsis pentaphylla, and Datura fastuosa.
More extensive observations of the vegetation of this formation outside
the Reserve show that many plants enumerated by Schimper and others
for the Indo-Malay region are also found in the Philippines, although
a large number are not presenl in the limited area under consideration.
(See map.)
Genetic relations.—As the beach grows, the p ants of the Barringtonia-
Pandanus formation advance into the Pes-capras zone and eventually
replace its vegetation, although the latter may still exist in artificial open-
ings of the former. In the same way, the vegetation of the formation
lying behind the beach in time occupies the older portions of the latter;
thus, on the Reserve, the plants of the Bambusa-Parkia are present therein,
although here the artificial conditions render this relationship confusing.
Indeed, only the frontal /one of the beach shows a pure expression of
the Barringtonia-Pandanus formation. As soor as this is penetrated, the
character of the vegetation changes and relics of the former vegetative
condition are then shown only by scattered individuals of Pandanus and
the other species.
The beach Jiabitat anil flic ecological characteristics of the vegetation
thereon.—The beach is essentially a xerophytic habitat. This is sbown
by the stunted condition of trees, the umbrella habit of Barringtonia
speciosa and Terminalia catappa. the fleshy leaves of the Ipomoea, Cana-
valia and others, and the hard, xerophytic leaves of all the tree species.
The factors of the beach habitat which bring about the xerophytic
condition of the plants growing thereon are not definitely known. Prob-
ably a number of these are operative. Until lately it has been assumed
that the plants of the strand and dunes are all halophytes. Investiga-
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tiona made by Kearney 56 show that the salt content of some sea beaches
is indeed so low that he is justified in making the statement thai so far
as this factor is concerned, plants growing thereon are not halophytes.
Walker 5" in studying this question in regard to the Philippine islands
finds only a trace of salt in the soil of the sea beach, and tests made of
several specimens of sand from the Lamao strand confirm these results. 57
A surface soil, collected just at the upper limits of high tide, where
runners of Ipomoea are present, shows 0.25 per cent of sodium chloride:
one (i meters hack of this, where seedlings of Erythrina indica arc
abundant, gives only 0.004 per cent of salt; one 9 meters above high
tide had a content of O.OOo per cent, and a sample just beneath the
surface. '<J(5 meters inland, gave 0.003 per cent. Ordinary, cultivated
soil is known to contain from 0.02 to 0.2 per cent of sodium chloride.
It is therefore out of the question to assume that the salinity of the
strand has brought about the ecological adaptations for many beach
plants.
On the other hand, salt spray is known to he deposited in considerable
quantities on the leaves of trees growing near the beach. At any time
of the year this can be detected by taste, and it is especially noticeable
after a typhoon. It is a common observation that considerable quantities
of this spray will injure and eventually kill delicate leaves of plants not
accustomed to such habitats. During a prolonged typhoon in Manila,
comparative observations were made on Terminalia catappa, the natural
habitat of which is on the seacoast, and Artocarpus indsa} which has
much more delicate leaves and the natural habitat of which is in more
protected situations. The effeci of the salt spray on Terminalia was
hardly noticeahle, while the whole of the seaward, and much of the
landward, side of Artocarpus lost its leaves by a gradual withering, due
to the etTeel of the salt spray. Therefore, leaves of trees growing on the
frontal zone of the beaches must have characteristics which will enable
them to withstand the physiological drying effect of sodium chloride.
Coast lines are essentially windy places. Since no protection is offered
to the vegetation, the frontal zone is constantly being exposed to the
drying action of strong winds; in this respect it is comparable to the
habitat of the ridge vegetation on the mountain and the likeness finds
ecological expression in the stunted growth and the often "umbrella-
like" shape of the t \w>.
The incapacity of the sandy soil to hold water is well known and tests
of samples of sand from the Lamao beach, taken near the limits of high
r
' Kearney, T. II.: Air plants of sea beaches and dunes true halophytes! Bot.
Qaz. (1904). 37: 4:>4-4:?ii. Sec this for literature of the subject.
"•The coconul and its relation to production of coconut oil. Walker. II. S. .-
Phil. Jown. Science | 1906), 1 : 59.
'Analyses made by L. A. Salinger of this Bureau. The percentages given are
by weight of salt as compared with the air-dry weight of soil.
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tide, showed this to be but 81.96 per cent. Reference to the table on
page 426 will show this number to be less than one-half of that found
for the clay soil of the interior. The sand which was tested had a
humus content of 0.22 per cent, which is an exceedingly Low figure; soils
a few meters back of the situation from which these specimens were
taken gave a considerably higher Dumber, and consequently, their capacity
to hold moisture; is much better.
The sand of the Lamao beach shows a remarkably high percentage of
magnetite; in one sample, taken from near the mouth of the river. 76
per cent of the total was composed of this mineral, although farther from
the mouth, the percentage would probably be much less.
The effect of the dry season on the vegetation on the beach is marked.
During this period, trees such as Erythina indica for a time shed their
leaves and those of Terminalia catappa and Borringtonia racemosa red-
den and many of them drop before the new ones appear; the shoots of
Ipomoea and other creepers partially or wholly die back and herbaceous
weeds are nearly absent. Indeed, ns a whole, dur ng the season the thin
appearance of the foliage is even more noticeable than it is in the
Bambusa-ParTcia formation. The vegetative activity, after the initiation
of the rainy season, is as rapid as it is on the clay soil ; runners of Ipomoea
and Canavatia grow with amazing rapidity and seedlings of Prosopis and
other introduced trees in a short time form thick stands. During this
portion of the year both exotic ami native plants, derived from many
habitats which are much less xerophytic, do su mrisingly well in the
forest nursery which has been established on the beach. The under-
ground water level of the beach. 30 meters back from the sea, is a little
over '! meters below the surface and at the base of the cliff landward
from the sea it is much less. The roots of the trees of the Barringtonia-
Pandanus formation which I have examined, in a number of instances
reached to this level and so they have a constant supply of water upon
which to draw. Once the seedling stage passed, no tree having a deeply
penetrating root system would suffer from a lack of soil moisture on
such a beach.
Another factor which Is usually, and no doubt correctly, attributed as
a cause promoting the xerophytic structure of beach plants, is strong
light, because it increases the rate of transpiration. Copeland 58 has
shown that in Cocos nucifera the change from a light haze to full illumi-
nation frequently multiplies the transpiration by four, and this is
brought about by the fact that the leaf is heated above the temperature
of the surrounding air. More light, and consequently more heat, reaches
the leaves of plants on the beach than it does in the case of those situated
in less sandy soils, because the reflection from the bright sand is greater
M Copeland, E. 15.: On the water relations of the eoeonul palm, Phil. Journ. Set.
(1906). 1: 35-37.
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than it would be from darker earth; it is also true that the vegetation
overhanging the edge of the beach would have its transpiration increased
by the increase in the temperature of the leaf because of the reflection
from the water at high tide.
Schimper 89 calls attention to the fact that some beach plants are
among the trees most commonly cultivated in the Tropics. My observa-
tion shows that not only is this true but also that many sea-beach plants
arc present in certain inland habitats and that in most instances such
plants are more vigorous than individuals of the same species growing on
the shore.
On the Reserve, isolated trees of such coastal species as Erythrina
mdica and Pongamia glabra grow in the forest along streams consider-
ably above the influence of sea water and these trees growing inland
arc more vigorous than those growing mi the coast. Gycas cvrdnalis,
a common plant of the coastal region in many parts of the Philippines,
although not on the beach at Lamao. was collected from two localities
at about 900 meters' altitude. A grove of these trees is situated near
the top of Limay peak and the individuals there are more thrifty than
any I have seen on the beach. Ipomoea pes-caprm and Spinifix squar-
rosus are not confined to the strand, but also occupy positions beyond the
influence of the sea. Outside the Reserve (be following trees grow both
on the beach and inland: Casvarina equisetifolictj Termiualia catappa,
and Erythma indica. Terminalia, Erythina, Galdphyllum inophyllum,
and Barringtoriia speciosa are commonly cultivated in Manila and in
other places in the Islands. In all instances the most thrifty trees arc
those not situated on the seashore. It is evident that where beach
plants are propagated inland, they are more thrifty (ban individuals of
i he same species growing on the beach and that they can not be considered
xerophilotis in nature, though they are xerophytic. Ordinarily, the
struggle for existence in the better soils is too great for them and hence
they are driven to the coast, where their plasticity is such as to enable
them to adapt themselves to the severe conditions imposed.
It is well known thai most of the species common to the seashore have
fruits adapted for disposal by water currents. The cosmopolitan nature
of beach plants is to be attributed to this fact.
2. THE BTRAND LYING BELOW II KM! TIDE.
As the detritus, washed Into the sea by rivers reclaims land therefrom,
bars may be formed and eventually these may be built above the level
of the sea and in this way lagoons are eventually separated which, for
a greater or less length of time are kept open by the ebb and flow of tides.
Mud Hats which often are not cut oil' from the open sea. are formed in
protected bays or re-entrants, where deltas are in the process of building,
™Loc. tit., 91.
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but in these cases, owing to the fact that the breaker line is far distant
from the shore, an area of more or less quiet water intervenes. Wave-
cut terraces may be produced at the bases of sea c iffs, and these are often
sn covered with large boulders as to leave places between the latter fairly
well protected from the heavy action of the waves, when the terrace is
submerged at high tide. In a word, because of the absence of strong
waves, the physiographic situations which have been discussed offer a
favorable place for the establishment of plants. In the Tropics, these
places are occupied by the well-known Mangrove and Nipa formations.
Within the limits of the Reserve there are three physiographic situa-
tions, but, because of the precipitous nature of the coast and the small
size of the rivers, there is only a weak development of the Mangrove and
Xipa formations. The first stages of the life history of the swamps
produced by these plants are here encountered.
(a) The Mangrove anil Nipa-Acanthus formation behind, sandy
beaches.—Situated at the mouths of the Lamao and Li may rivers, there
are small areas having the Nipa-Acanthus formation. Although the
species comprising this are most in evidence, yet the elements of the
mangrove formation are not lacking. The early stages in the develop-
ment of the vegetation on the strand below high tide and behind beaches,
usually show among the first arrivals Nipa fruticans (see PI. XI), the
most important plant of the Nipa-Acanthus for nation. The fruits of
this palm have a remarkable capacity for being carried through long
distances by shore currents. It is not an uncommon sight to see germi-
nated seeds floating in the water near the beach, or lying on the latter
where they have been cast up by the waves but wl ere the dynamic condi-
tions on the strand are too strenuous to admit of their obtaining a foot-
hold. However, if they are carried into lagoon or tidal channels by the
flow of the tide, then in these more quiet waters young plants of this
species find a favorable place for development. Thus, newly formed
lagoons have Nipa fruticans among the first pioneers, although, in many
instances, grasses and sedge may precede the Nipa stage.
Plate XL shows a condition in which Panicum repe'ns, Fimbristylis
ferruginea, and Cyperus malaccensis form the brackish meadow. Such
habitats are usually rapidly replaced by the more shrubby growths of
several other plants, among which the shrubby creeper Acanthus ilicl-
folius, the hard, prickly, ilex-like leaves of which give a decided character
to the formation, may be mentioned. Often, the legumes Derris uli</i-
iiosii, Caesalpina nuga, and Dalbergia torta. all of which have their origin
in soils less salty than that in which Acanthus grows, are entangled
with the latter and with it. because of their scandent habit, they form
dense, jungle-like and thorny thickets, which are difficult to penetrate.
The ground rosettes of the fern Acrostichum aureum and the amaryll-
idaceous Crinuin asiaticum are scattered here and there in the open
4S814 1
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places. Among the trees, scattered specimens of Dolichandrone spa-
thacea, Xylocarpus granatum, Heritiera litoralis are clearly elements
of both the Barringtonia and the Nipa formations, but they are not
present in the best expression of the mangrove swamps. In small
rivers, the mangrove vegetation itself is wanting or poorly developed;
thus, at the mouth of the Lamao River, on the Reserve, only isolated
species of Rhizophora ronjur/ata, Avicennia officinalis, and Sonneratia
/hi ;/iilput were noted.
While no further stages in tbe development of mangrove swamps
behind sandy beaches are present at Lamao, yet in many parts of the
Philippines these are characteristically the feature of the vegetation at
the mouths of large rivers, behind bars along exposed coasts. Their
best expression shows the vegetation to be distributed in zones; Nipa
and its associates occupying the upper Limits of high tide, with none
of the elements of the mangrove format ion, and the latter situated in
the more deeply submerged parts of the tidal area. Irregular topog-
raphy, made by tbe smaller tidal channels, leaves hummocks at the
base of which the elements of the Nipa formation may be encountered,
on top are representatives of non-halophytic vegetation, while the channel
itself is occupied by species of BhizopJiora or Bruguiera.
(6) Mangrove and Nipa formations at the moat lis of rivers not
behind beaches.—The mouth of the Alangan River is in a re-entrant
across wbieli a subaqueous bar is being formed, which causes the breaker
line to be a considerable distance from the shore (see map) and in this
the water is comparatively speaking, quiet, especially on its south or
more protected side. Here a considerable development of the mangrove
formation which is advancing and which in time will fill up the re-
entrant, is seen near the mouth of the river. Considerable hydrodvnamie
force is present, so that much mud has not as yet been accumulated. The
substratum is consequently sandy, and this is especially true at the base
of the cliffs which will be discussed below.
While the best expression of mangrove swamps is found in muddy
deltas yet, as is often assumed, there is no reason to believe that such
a soil is requisite for their development, ft is far more true that the
hydrodvnamie factors which prevent the deposit of mud, also establish
a too strenuous habitat for tbe seedling stages of the mangrove species.
Other things being equal, the fives can thrive in Bandy soils.
(a) Mangrove formation* nl the mouths of rivers.—These factors
being combined at tbe mouth of the Alangan River, there is but a poor
expression of the mangrove element in that situation. The species
preseni are mostly Sonneratia pagatpat and Avicennia officinalis. Out-
side the Reserve, the best representation of this vegetation is found on
delta regions at tbe beads of protected bays. Here the hydrodvnamie
elements are such as to allow the rapid capture of the newly formed
mud flats. The greater the tidal area, the more extensive the advance
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of thai of the mangrove. In these places, as in the other situations,
the Nipa-Acanthus formation is at the upper limits of high tide.
Nearly all the species common to mangrove swamps which are found
in the Indo-Malavan region, are also present in the Philippines, although
not on the Reserve.
((3) Mangrove formation a I the base of cliffs.—On the Lamao Reserve
there are a number of shore promontories, at the bases of which wave-cut
terraces have been formed, and some of these are thickly set with large
bowlders offering a suitable place for the establishment of mangrove
plants. The shore currents earning the seeds or seedlings are likelv,
with the falling tide, to drop them in one of the interstices. The
following species were noted JEgeceras corniculatum, Sonneratia pa-
gatpat, Ceriops candolleana, C. roxburgiana, Bruguiera criopetala, and
Avid 1 mi in officinalis. The presence in this strenuous zone of a dilute
expression of the mangrove formation in protected patches conclusively
shows that the main cause for their absence in the tidal area near sandy
beaches is not due to the nature of the soil, but to the hydrodynamic
forces there present. However, because of the nature of the habitat
no closed mangrove swamps can he observed on wave-cut terraces; only
isolated trees are here and there encountered. It is even possible that on
more open coasts the protection afforded by the bowlders would not
be sufficient to allow the invasion of such plants.
Ecological characteristics of mangrove plants.—Schimper M has so
thoroughly treated the peculiar characters of mangrove plants that here
they need only he mentioned. They are as follows: Prevalence of
viviparous seeds, pneuniatophores, stilt roots, and leathery, usually op-
posite xerophytic leaves.
The habitat.— Undoubtedly, the main characteristic of the habitat is
its salty nature and to this the peculiar formation is due. Whether
other factors are operative in giving it this peculiarity is not known.
It is possible that, for the edges at least, the reflection of the light from
the water enhances the transpiration, but this would not be very effective
for the shaded portions. Contrasted with the plants found on sandy
strands, those of the mangrove swamps are undoubtedly ohligatively
halophytic. Observations extended over many n iles of beaches show
these forms to be only in salty, damp soils. Tt has been demonstrated
that many plants growing on beaches are facultative xerophytes, but it is
also true that many of them can also grow in salty -oils and are therefore
facultative halophytes. Copeland 81 has shown that the coconut roots
are, for a short time at least, adapted to resist salt water: whether they
could withstand such soils permanently is not known. However, purely
mangrove vegetation can not. for any length of time, exist outside of
salty soils.
w Loccit., 396-406. "Copeland: hoc. cit., 17.
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Genetic relations of tidal vegetation.—It has been seen that the tidal
estuaries of young rivers in the first stages show elements of the Nipa
vegetation and that this is followed by the mangrove proper. As the
delta formations grow, the mangrove captures the newly made portions
and it thus steadily advances seaward. In the meantime, the landward
portions of the swamps are being Idled by the normal erosive forces and
thus the habitat changes and with it. as a consequence, the plant forma-
tions. Thus the zone of vegetation behind, replaces Nipa and the latter
in turn advances on the mangrove. For the Reserve, this is the parang
of the region immediately behind these swamps. Had the original
vegetation in this situation not been removed, then it would take posses-
sion. Thus extensive areas, especially the deltas of large rivers which
formerly were occupied by mangrove and Nipa swamps, are now covered
with the mesophytic forests.
Sen-cliff formation.—The vegetation of the sea cliffs has no species
peculiar to this situation; rather it partakes of the characteristics of the
sandy beaches and of the regions behind them. The windy nature of the
habitat evokes a strictly xerophytic type. Trees such as Vitex HI I oralis
(molave) (See PI. XLI), which often occupy a place on tin 1 very edge
of the cliff, show a much more stunted growth than those in less exposed
places. Erythrina indica, Terminally catappa, ami Pandanus tectorius of
the beach plants often find lodgment on the cliff. The inland formation
furnishes Parkia roxburghii, species of bamboo, Oeltis sp., Scolopia
luzonensi&j Linociera cuming\ana} Mimusops elengi, Cyclosiemon cu-
mingii, Corrfia bhuicoi, Memecylon edule, Glochidon littorale, Erioglossum
rubiginosum, and others.
GENEB \1. CONSIDERATIONS.
Relations to climate.—It has been shown that as one ascends the
mountain from the seashore to the summit, distinct climatic belts are
encountered and corresponding to these belts are plant formations. The
elements of the climate which leave their imprint on the type of vegeta-
tion are distinctly those of moisture. From the base up to and including
the top, the rainfall and the relative humidity increase and the heat
sligbtly diminishes as one proceeds from below upward. Save on the
exposed ridge where the wind causes excessive transpiration, the climatic
conditions are for this reason rendered more favorable to vegetation and
therefore, one finds a forest more nearly evergreen situated well up on
the mountain than one does at its foot and correspondingly, the deciduous
and bamboo elements become less pronounced. It may seem presump-
tuous at this time to make comparisons with the vegetation of other por-
tions of the Islands, yet a hasty trip to parts of the east coast of Luzon
previous to and valuation surveys made on the east coast of Mindoro
since the collection of data for this paper, clearly show that the climatic
formations found well up the slopes of Mount Mariveles are in both the
other places near the sea level. This difference is in direct response to
the less-pronounced dry season in these situations. Thus, on the east
coast of Tayabas (sub-province Infanta) trees such as Dipterocarpus
grandiflorus of the Dipterocarpus-Shorea formation, Agathis philippi-
nsnsis of the Shorea-Plectronia and Tristira decorticata of the Eugenia-
Vaccinium are fairly represented in the forests below 100 meters. On
the east coast of Mindoro, Shorea polysperma and Shaven contorta are
n<>1 only present near sea level but in many places they have succeeded
in obtaining a foothold on old heath lines. In this portion of the Island,
also, Asplenium nidus, Ophioglossum pendulum and associated species
are present at the same lower altitude ami in the valley of the Tinguan
River, in the siih-province of Infanta, near sea level, Myrmecodia echinata,
Nepenthes alata, other related epiphytes and Decaspermum panicu-
Inliini. are encountered. These examples suffice to illustrate the fact that
many plants found on the upper slopes of the mountain are also present
near the level of the sea when the moisture conditions are favorable for
their existence in this situation. Again, so far as my observation goes,
in those places in which the dry season is less pronounced, the very
characteristic bamboo forests at the base of Mount Mariveles are entirely
absent, being replaced by forests which show a very much less deciduous
element. Thus, portions of the east coast of Luzon have no bamboo
forests, whereas they are present in other parts where the dry season is
pronounced. Parkia roxburghii, while it is found scattered in evergreen
forests on the east coast of Mindoro, nevertheless shows a change in habit.
Instead of being deciduous for two or three months, as is the case at
Lamao, there, in many instances, the new leaves appear as soon as the
old ones have heen shed, and on the dry, sandy soils of old beaches, the
interval of time hetween the shedding of old and the appearance of new
leaves was at the time of observation, never more than two weeks.
Relations to topography,—In the discussion o" each climatic forma-
tion, attention has heen called to the physiographic situations in which
the vegetation is less or more mesophytic. Thus, exposed ridges and
steep exposed slopes have not only drier soils hut drier atmospheres,
and consequently the vegetation in these places is much thinner and
more xerophytic. As the physiographic forces at work hring them into
more stable and less exposed conditions, their vegetation will lose its
xerophytic character and gradually assume that of the climax vegeta-
tion of the formation. The main rivers draining the mountain, cut
the climatic formations at right angles and in their beds and in the
canons thus formed, a local climate which is more or less nearly uniform
throughout the length of the stream, is produced. The ecological char-
acter of the vegetation throughout such river hods and those of the side
streams is alike and the latter shows closer relatioi s than are to be found
in any one formation in relation to the other vegetation in that formation.
This is due to both edaphic and atmospheric characters. The proximity
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of the underground water level to the surface makes a common habitat
for plants which require this condition. Thus, irrespective of altitude,
one finds plants which apparently belong to the low land extending up
the stream as Ear as the habital goes. Such (fees as Sarcocephcdus
cordatus, Bischofia trifoliata,, Mangifera altissima, and Eugenia Ivzo-
nensis are found scattered from near the sea level up to an altitude of
approximately 700 meters and they are seldom encountered in other
situations.
Ficus mmahassoB, other species of Ficus, Leucosyke capitellata, and
Pipterus asper are encountered in simdar situations from a point near
the level of the sea up to 900 meters and Eomonoya ripa/ria grows in
the bed of the stream itself up to the 500-meter line. (See PL XLII.)
No doubt, many of these plants would flourish throughout the entire
length of the stream, were the edaphic habitat which is necessary for
their growth existent at higher altitudes. Aside from the edaphic mois-
ture, the protected position of the canon renders the atmospheric mois-
ture more uniform and corresponding to this, trees and other plants
requiring moisture conditions obtaining in higher altitudes are also
present in low ones on the slopes of the canon farther down the moun-
tain and. at these altitudes, such trees and plaids are found in no other
situations. The tree fern Alsophihi coniaminans, the very large An-
giopteris crassipes, and other plants offer striking examples of this fact.
(See PL XX1Y.) indeed, the vegetation of the river bed and of the
canons in any one climatic formation resembles that of similar habitats
in the other formations more than it does that adjacent to it. As yet,
the river habitat of the Lamao Reserve is a narrow one. As the
mountain more nearly approaches base-level condition. Hood plains will
be established and thus the edaphic habitat having soil moisture near
the surface will be enlarged. A comparison of the Lamao River vegeta-
tion with that of the Bongabon River on the east coast of Mindoro,
where the base-level condition has nearly been reached, shows that
nearly all tree species, common and peculiar to the habitat near the
Lamao Uiver and on the lower slopes of the canyons, reach a much better
development near the Bongabon River Hood plain than they do near
the Lamao River. Indeed, the vegetation of the Bongabon River flood
plain is that of the Lamao River, spread out. of course, this larger
habitat offers space for more species, but practically all of those found
on the narrow margin of the Lamao River an 1 also present in greater
numbers near the Bongabon and there give character to the vegetation.
General conclusions.-—Schimper 8Z has divided formations into cli-
matic and edaphic, the one depending on the climate, the other on the
conditions of soil; thus, within each general climate, there are peculiar
conditions of soil such as those pertaining to the mangrove swamps and
"Schimper: Loc. <-i/.. Kit and 177.
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sandy beaches, which have an especial vegetation more or less inde-
pendent of the climate in which it grows. Cowles 03 enlarges this idea so
as to include all types of topography in the process of destruction and
which, consequently, in their present condition, offer unstable and there-
fore temporary habitats for plants. The vegetative condition will
become stable only when base-level conditions an; approximated. Thus,
the canons on the one hand have a temporary, mesophytic vegetation
and the steep slopes a temporary xerophytic one. The top of the moun-
tain is exceedingly unstable and therefore the vegetation is temporary.
Traced to its logical conclusions, the physiography of the entire
mountain is very unstable and therefore the vegetation is temporary.
With its destruction, it will pass to a more and more permanent condi-
tion and the vegetative types will he altered with the change in topog-
raphy; the climate will then also be different and will more nearly
approximate that at present prevalent at the base; and therefore the
erosive topography at old age will have a vegetative condition not unlike
that of the BambusctrParkia formation. Just before the death of such
a topography, the whole country will be brought nearly to a base-level
with the ground water not far from the surface. The vegetative condi-
tion will then be not unlike that of a delta region, of which there are
many fine examples in the Philippines. At death itself, the mangrove
swamps will probably prevail. Of course, the above are only theoretical
considerations, yet these erosive stages are approximated in different
parts of the Islands so that when logically united the genetic relations
of the different vegetative formations can he made clear.
(The work on which this paper was based was performed while the
writer was a member of the staff of the Bureau of Science. It was in
part written after his transfer to the Bureau of Forestry.)
03 Cowlos, H. C. : The Physiographic Ecology of Chicago and Vicinity. Bot.
Qaz. (1001 ). 31: 75.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
Plate XXVIII. On the left is ;i large tree of Shorea polysperma (tanguili), <>n
tlic right in background is Eugenia glaucicalyx. Other smaller
trees are Cinnamomum mercadoi and Baccaurra tetrandra.
Rattans (Calamus) are also present. Dipterooarpus-Shorea
formation.
XXIX. Narrow ridge between two ravines on the slopes of the main
ridge. See Table XIX, Plot F. On the left is a tree of
Cryteronia cumingii, in the center is Hopea acuminata (dalin-
dingan), and on the left is Quercus sp. Young trees of
Ardisia, Cinnamomum, Hopea, ami Cryteronia arc present.
A very unstable habitat in the Shorea-Plectronia formation.
XXX. A side ravine near the habitat shown in Plate XXIX. The
large fern is a Dninstaedtia species. The habitat is a newly
formed one well protected from strong insolation.
XXXI. View of the eroding bank of the Lamao River at 100 meters
altitude. At the base Nephrodium philippinense, above this
the aroid Schizmatoglottis rupestris. Freyoinetia ensifolia
is on the left. Begonia rhomb i^arpa is also present. Com-
pare with Plate XXXII. Anisoptera-Strombosia formation.
XXXII. Side ravine in Shorea-Pleotronia formation. Altitude about 600
meters. On the face of the dai ip rocks Oymnopteris incon-
stant is abundant, with a small species of Selaginella. In the
center is Schizmatoglottis rupestris, to the right is Polybotrya
appendiculata, and above is Freyoinetia ensifolia. Compare
with Plate XXXI.
XXXIII. View in the bed of the canon of the Lamao River. On the left
is a dry rock mostly showing lichens, on the right there is
more or less seepage From the rock. Here are found Schiz-
matoglottis rupesiris and the delicate urticaceous shrub
Elatostema whitfordii. On a tree in the background is
shown a specimen of the bird's-nest fern. Asplenia in nidus.
XXXIV. View of Ihi' "elfin" forest at 920 meters* altitude. Trees are
Eugenia acuminatissima var. parva, Machilus philippinensis,
Canarium villosum, Ewcoecaria philippinensis, Clethra land-
folia, and others. Eugenia-Vocoinium formation.
XXXV. View of rock outcrop. See Plot B, Table XXIII. Xote the
manner in which the roots of a Fious sp. hold the rocks. Tree
in center is Eugenia acuminatissima. Polypodium meyenia-
nuin on the rocks above. Note lichens on the rocks. Eugenia-
Yardn i inn formation.
XXXVI. View on the ridge at 1,100 meters. The grassdike orchid Acori-
diiim tenellum is growing on Eugenia congesta. Above
Acoridium is another orchid, Ceslieliis Bp.; on the left below
is a young specimen of the fern Cyathea caudata. Note
mosses and liverworts. KuijeniaA'areiniu iii formation.
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Plate XXXVII. "Elfin" forest near top of Mount MariveleB. The tree species
are mostly Eugenia oongeata, Adinandra Utzonica, and Vie-
oinium jagori. Note the rich developmeni of mosses, liver-
worts, and "filmy" ferns on the trunks of trees. Eugenia-
1 acoinium formation.
XXXVIII. Epiphytic vegetation on Mount Mariveles. Note the orchid (un-
known sp. ) on the branch of Leptoapermum amboinenae. On
this branch in the center is a seedling of Vocoinium jagori;
on the right, slightly out of focus, is the orchid Aooridium
tenellum. A moss, ASrobryum lonosum, and a small creeping
fern, Humata repens, are also common OH the same branch.
Below is a mass of the Filmy fern. Hymenophyllum sp., now
dried up. In this are II it inn/a, Selaginella, Rhododendron
quadrasianum, the moss Leucobryum jarcn.sc, and the liver-
worts Maatigophora diclados and Baezania praerupta. Euge
nia-Vacovnium formation.
XXXIX. Specimen of the bird's-nest fern Asplenium nidus growing on
Eugenia acuminatissima. Eugenia- Vaeoinium formation.
XL. View at the mouth of the Lamao River. Note the meadow in
the center, back of which is the .V ipa-Acanth us formation.
On the left are elements of both Nipa and Mangrove swamps,
in the background the bamboo Bambuea blumeana.
XLI. View of a sea cliff near the mouth of the Lamao River. The
large tree on the edge is Viteso Hi /oralis (molave), below it
on the right is Pandanus teetoriua. On the left, is Bambusa
lumanpao. The Waves and shore currents on the terrace at
the base are too strong to permit the mangrove vegetation
to obtain a foothold.
XLII. View in the rocky river bed of the Lamao River showing the
peculiar habit of Homonoya riparia. The Hoods of the rainy
season repeatedly strip this tree of its leaves. The fern
shown in the picture is CalUpteria eaeulenta,
XLI II. A Leaves of Buchanania florida. I. grows in protected posi-
tion at ISO meters; 2, taken from a tree growing on an
exposed ridge at 914 meters. I> Leaves of Odlophyllum
whitfordii. 1, taken from tree on a protected ridge at G40
meters; 2, taken from a tree growing on a protected ridge
at 1,100 meters ; :!, taken from a tree on an exposed peak at
914 meters; two thirds natural size.
XLIY. A—Leaves of Mi/rica ruhra. 1 and 2 from the same tree at
040 meters; 1, from the lower shaded branches, and 2 from
an upper branch; :5. taken from a tree at 1,150 meters. 1> -
Leaves of Ternstroemia toquian. 1, taken from a tree on
exposed peak at H20 meters; 2, from a tree on protected slope
at (140 meters; two-thirds natural size.
XLV. A— 1, 2, and 4, leaves of tree Eugenia acuminatissima ; 1, taken
from tree growing on protected slope at 040 meters; 2, at
815 meters, and 4, at 1,060 meters; 3, leaf of tree of
Eugenia acuminatiaaima var. parva, taken from a tree grow-
ing on exposed peak at 920 meters. L—Leaves of Eugenia
oongesta. C—1, leaves of tree of Leucosyke oapitellata var.
celtidifolia growing on ^\y:v of a cliff at 920 meters; 2. leaf
of Leuooayke oapitellata growing near the bottom of the river
canon at 0155 meters. Two-thirds natural size.
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A CATALOGUE OF PHILIPPINE HYMENOPTERA, WITH
DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES.
By Robert E. Bbown, S. J., Manila Observatory.
In 1885, Don Ramon Jordana published in Madrid a work entitled
"Bosquejo geografico e historico-natural del Archipielago Filipino/' in
which he tabulated all the species then known to belong to the Philippine
fauna. The order Hymenoptera was very poorly represented, no more
than some thirty species being given as having been met with in the
Philippines and none of these were characteristic. Ten years later, on
the occasion of the exposition which was held in Manila in 1895, Father
('astro de Elera, 0. P., published another catalogue of the fauna of the
Islands, which he entitled "Catalogo sistematieo de toda la fauna de
Filipinas conocida liasta el presente." This work is much more pre-
tentious and complete than that of Sehor Jordana, though it is somewhat
marred by the inclusion of many exotic forms which were contained in
the Museum of the University of Saint Thomas; and although Father
Flora explains this in the subtitle and notes the exotic species in the
body of the work, still, unless one has this constantly before one's mind,
the impression is gained that the number of Philippine species is greater
than it really is. In the catalogue of the Hymenoptera which is given in
the second volume, pages 238-247, Father Elera enumerates fifty-four
species as representing the known Philippine insects of this order. This
is not quite correct, as he had inadvertently overlooked a paper published
by Professor Emery in the Annals of the Entomological Society of
France in 1893 in which forty-one species of ants are recorded from the
Island of Luzon, principally from Manila and Antipole.
This then brought the Hymenoptera known in the Archipelago up
to the year 1895 to the number of ninety-five.
In 1903, Rev. William Stanton, S. J., at that time Assistant Director
of the Philippine Weather Bureau, began to study in his spare time the
Hymenoptera which he collected in the garden attached to the Observ-
atory. He discovered many forms which he did not recognize, and, being
unable to classify them owing to the lack of literature on the subject, he
sent his specimens to Dr. William Ashmead, of the National Museum.
Washington, who found that the great majority of the species were
entirely new to science and that almost all the remainder were not before
recorded from the Islands.
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Father Stanton continued the work till April. L904, when lie was
obliged to return to the United States, hut iii the short time he had been
collecting he had discovered no less than five new genera and Bixty-eighl
new species.
The descriptions of the earlier of these new species wrrc published
by Dr. Ashmead in the Journal of the New York Entomological Society
and of the later collections in the Canadian Entomologist and the Pro-
ceedings of the United States National Museum.
When Father Stanton left the Philippines, the writer continued his
work and as a consequence the number of new genera and new species
has greatly increased; in fact, from December to June, which constitutes
the best collecting season, the average of new species was one per day
and of new genera three every two months.
The number of species in the adjoined catalogue is 158. Manv are
included which were not contained in Dr. Ashmead's check list, as he
had apparently overlooked several recorded by Kohl, Ritsema, and Radosz-
howski, while species not hel'ore recorded from the Philippines are being
constantly discovered. However, this number does not represent the
complete hymenopterous fauna, for the writer has in his possession some
thirty-nine new species which have not as yet been described, while the
Entomological section of the Bureau of Science has many more on-
described forms.
After the name of the species discovered since L903 I have placed the
name of the collector and in the case of those found by Father Stanton
and the writer, M. 0., to show that they were obtained from the garden
of the Manila Observatory. At the end of the catalogue will be found
a list of some of the hosts from which a few of the new species were bred
in the Observatory.
Superfamily III. VESPOIDEA.
Family XXVII. CEBOPALIM3.
Subfamily III. Aporin^.
Tribe I. Anopi.iim.
TACHYPOMPILUS Ashmead.
Tachypompilus ashmeadii sp. nov. $ Length, 14-16 millimeters. Head,
thorax, and pint of abdomen black, last '.i segments of abdomen brick red, covered
with sparse pubescence, the pubescence consisting of straight, longish hairs; head
smooth, pronotum lightly rugose, Bcutellum, metanotum and abdomen finely
punctate, shining. Clypeus truncate, smooth. Scape stout, tirst joint of flagellum
twice as long as t lie second, front face Long, with a deep medial furrow. Anterior
face of metathorax convex, posterior face concave with the angles obtusely dentate.
\\ ings hyaline with nervules fuscous, median and submedian cells of equal length.
Three cubital cells, first almost triangular, second quadrangular and third very
large; hind tibia sparsely armed with spines, lirst joint of hind tarsi as long
again as any of the rest, claws reddish. Manila.
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Family XXXI. CHRYSIDIMS.
Subfamily I [. Chetsidin^.
CHRYSIS Linn.
Chrysis miri sp. qov. £ Length, 6.5 millimeters. Near to V. mendicalia
Cameron. Head, thorax, first and third abdominal segments, light metallic blue;
space around ocelli, a few punctures on collar and pronotum, medial area of
scutellum and second abdominal segment purple; round spot and apical margin
of third segment purple, with a transverse line on basal area of second segment,
dark purple.
Antenna black, the scape in front and two basal joints of lagellum light bronze
green; coxa- and femora of front legs metallic green; tibia? slightly green; tarsi
dark brown, tibia with slight cinerous pubescence; hind legs green, tarsi brownish.
Head and thorax with closely set, coarse punctures, with smaller ones scattered
up and down, the punctures larger on posterior portion of thorax, smaller on the
abdomen and very symetrically arranged. The ventral segments very finely punc-
tate, with a brown medial longitudinal ridge along all the segments.
Antennae thick, the third joint of the flagelhim as long again as the second.
Pronotum broad, very much rounded anteriorly, medial area of mesonotum sepa-
rated from the lateral areas by longitudinal rows of purple punctures; scutellum
and post .scutellum convex, posterior portion of post-scutellum very much rounded.
First abdominal segment with a medial wide and deep depression anteriorly.
Apical segment of third segment
-with 3 teeth, one on each angle and one in the
middle, the intervals between the teeth sinuate.
Family XLII. MUTILU DM.
Subfamily I. fcfuTiLLiKffi.
MUTILLA Linn.
Mutilla manilensis sp. now This species comes very near to .1/. ricinisxi ma
Gribodo but is differentiated by the size of the macula; and the hands of pubes-
cence on the third and fifth segments. J Length, 7.5 millimeters. Head broader
than thorax. Head and thorax coarsely, abdomen finely, punctured. Scape, femora,
head posteriorly, thorax and abdomen densely pubescent. Head, antennae, abdomen
and legs black, thorax red; pubescence on abdomen cinerous, on legs and antenna'
whitish.
The second abdominal segment above with 2 small, round, silvery maculae; the
third and fifth segments covered with transverse bands of silvery pubescence. The
first ventral segment with a prominent longitudinal carina, the fourth and tilth
segment* coarsely punctate posteriorly and striated anteriorly.
Mutilla parva sp. nov. Near to .1/. deoora Smith. $ Length. 4.r> millimeters.
Head and abdomen finely, and thorax coarsely, punctate and sparsely pubescent,
the pubescence consisting id" thin, long, curved hairs. Eyes, large, oval; thorax
very much rounded, abrupt anteriorly and with a steep slope posteriorly; head
and antenna' black, except the scape which is rufous covered with whitish pubes-
,
cence; legs, except the femora, and abdomen black, thorax red.
A small oval silvery-white spot in the middle above on the second abdominal
segment, a transverse band of silvery-white pubescence which is interrupted medi-
ally on its posterior margin, and the third segment also covered with the white
pubescence. First, third, and fourth ventral segments strongly longitudinally
carinate.
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Catalogue os Philippine Hymenoptera.
Order EYMENOPTEKA.
Suborder I. Heterophaga Ashmead.
Superfamily I. Apoidea.
Family I. AIM D.F.
Megapis dorsata Fabricius.
zonata Smith.
Apis indica Fabricius.
mellifera Linnaeus.
nigrocincta Smith.
unicolor Latreille.
Micrapis florea Fabricius.
Trigone biroi Friese.
Melipona laeviceps Smith.
Family II. BOMBID^E.
Bombus mearnsi Ashmead; E. A.
\fearns.
Family V. ANIT] K I PI [OR] DM.
Anthophora cingulata Fabricius.
zonata Linnaeus.
Kan uly VI. N"OM A 1)1 D.F.
Crocisa emarginata Lepeletier.
lamprosoma Boiaduval.
aitidula Fabricius.
Nbmada lusca Smith.
philippinensiB Vachal.
Nomia dimidiata Vachal.
Family VII. CERATINIDJ3.
Kylocopa dissimilis Lepeletier.
euchlora Perez.
fuliginosa Perez.
ghilianii Gribodo.
latipes Fabricius.
occipitalis Perez.
philippinensis Smith.
semolina Smith,
sulcifrons Perez,
rufescens Smith,
tricolor Ritsema.
1 1 i fascial a Gribodo.
vachall Perez.
Platynopoda latipes Drury.
tenuicornis Westwood.
Family IX. MEGACHILID^E.
Megachile ai rata Smith.
clot ho Sniit h.
hera Bingham.
lachesis Smith.
la( iceps Smith.
robbii Ashmead; M. L. Robb.
Ctenoplectra vagaus Cockerell.
Family X. STELLIDiE.
Coelioxys manilae Ashmead; M. 0.
philippinensis Bingham.
Kaniilv XI 1. AN UK FN 1 D.F.
(
'eratina compacta Smith.
hieroglyphica Smith.
impel ialis Ashmead; M. O.
philippinensis Ashmead: M. C).
sexmaculata Smii h.
tropica Ashmead : M. I ).
Allodape jucunda Smith.
minutior Ashmead ; M. 0.
philippinensis Ashmead; M. ( >. Prosopis tagala Ashmead; C. S. Banks.
Hoplonomia quadrifasciata Ashmead:
M 0.
Paranomia stantoni Ashmead; M. 0.
Ilalictus manilae Ashmead: M. ( ).
robbii Ashmead : ^^. L. Robb.
Family XIV. PR0S0P1 D.F.
Family VIII. X Y FOCOIM D.F.
Xylocopa aestuans Linnaeus.
adusta Perez.
amauroptera Perez,
bombiformis Smith,
bryorum Fabricius.
Superfamily 11. SPHECOIDEA.
Family XV. OX V BEL! D.F.
STotoglossa banksi Ashmead: C. S.
Hanks.
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Family XVI. CRABRONID^E.
Subfamily III. Crabeonin^.
Crabro quadriceps Bingham.
V('ll;llis KoM.
Subfamily IV. Rhopalin.2E.
Dasyproctus philippinensis Ashmead;
M. O.
Rhopalum albocollaria Ashmead; M. O.
Family XVII. PEMPHREDO-
XIDiE.
Psen algii Ashmead; M. 0.
Family XVIII. BEMBICIML
Bembex borrei Handlsch.
melancolica Smith.
Family XIX. LARRID^E.
Subfamily I. Lakrinje.
Nbtogonia laboriosa Smith.
manilae Ashmead; M. 0.
subtessalata Smith.
Larra aurata Fabricius.
Threosphex Btantoni Ashmead; M. 0.
Subfamily IV. Pisomx.e.
Pison lagunae Ashmead; M. <).; P. L.
Stangl.
punctatus Ashmead; M. O.
PiBonitus argenteus Ashmead; P. L.
Stangl.
Pisonoidea browni Ashmead; M. 0.
Family XX. PHILANTHIMJ.
Subfamily I. Cercerin^!.
Cereeris vafra Bingham.
Family XXI. TRYPOXYLID^E.
Trypoxylon bicolor Smith.
elongatum Ashmead; M. 0.
philippinensis Ashmead;
M. 0.
Family XXII. MELLINIM1.
Megalomma quadrieinetum Ashmead:
M. O.
Family XXV. SPHECID^E.
Subfamily 1. SPHEOINJS.
Sphex argentata Dahlbom.
aurulentus Fabricius.
{a) var. ferruginous Lepeletier.
(o) car. lineolus Lepeletier.
sericeus Fabricius.
sulci scuta Gribodo.
splendidus Kohl.
umbrosus Christ.
(a) var. plumbiferua Costa.
(b) var. rufipeimis Fabricius.
Chlorion lobatum Fabricius.
Subfamily II. Ammopiiilinve.
Ammophila atripes Smith,
coronata Costa.
Buperciliaris Saussure.
Subfamily III. Sceliphroninjb.
Sceliphron bengalensis Dahlbom.
madraspatauum Fabricius.
var. congpicillatum Costa,
violaceum Fabricius.
Chalybion violaceum Dahlbom.
Family AMPULICIM!.
Subfamily AMPULICIN^!.
Ampulex compressa Fabricius.
laevigata Kohl,
sonneratii Kohl.
Superfamily III. Vespoidka.
Family XXVII. CFIIOPALTILE.
Subfamily I. Pepsins.
Salius flavus Fabricius.
graphicus Smith.
pulchripennis Smith.
Hemipepsis tagala Gribodo.
l'allosoma fulgidipennis Saussure.
Pseudosalius bipartitus Lepeletier.
Caligurgus sericoaoma Smith.
Subfamily II. Aukntin.e.
Macromeris argentifrons Smith.
splendida Lepeletier.
violacca Lepeletier.
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Pseudagenia femorata Ashmead; M. 0. Family XXXI. CHRYSISIDiE.
imitator Ashmead ; M. 0.
Ashmead
; Subfamily II. Ciiuysisid.krufofemorata
M.O.
unifasciata Ashmead ; M.O. stilbum cyanurum Fabricius
Spilopompilus Btantoni Ashmead; M. 0.
Agenia cingulata Ashmead; M. 0.
Subfamily 111. AIM )I{| N. K
( Pom pi I i no').
Tribe I. .1 nopliini.
Tachypompilus ashmeadii Brown; M.O.
Family XXVIII. VESP1 U.K.
Subfamily 1. Yksimn.e.
Vespa analis Fabricius.
annulate Smith.
cincta Fabricius.
deusta Lepelet ier.
luctuoea Saussure.
nigripennis Baussui e.
philippinensis Saussure.
Proveepa dorylloidea Saussure
Subfamily II. I'olistix.i:.
Polistella tnanilensis Saussure.
Polistes dubius Saussure.
liebraeus Fabricius.
philippinensis Saussure.
learia ea^avauensis Ashmead; M. 0,
philippinensis Saussure.
speciosa Saussure.
Family XXIX. EUMENIDiE.
Subfamily I\'. Eumenina
Eumenes conica Fabricius.
curvata Saussure.
fulripennis Smith.
gracilis Saussure.
pomiformis Fabricius.
Rhynchium argentatum Fabricius.
atrum Saussure.
Lionotus dyselierus Saussure.
|iuuet urn Saussure.
xanthozonatus Ashmead; M. 0.
Ancistrocerus bizonatus Boisduval.
( )d\ lierus puncl inn Saussure.
amethystinum Fabricius.
splendidum Fabricius.
Clirysis fuscipennis Brull<5.
miri Brown ; M. (>.
oculata Fabricius.
rar. sumptuosa < rribodo.
triacantha Moscary.
Trichrysis aspera Brullfi.
Hedychrum Btantoni Ashmead; M. < ».
Family XXXI I. BBTHYLIDiE.
Subfamily I. Bktiiyliwk.
Dissomphalis tibialis Ashmead; M. 0.
Epyris tagala Ashmead; C. S. Banks.
Giniozus philippinensis Ashmead; M. I ».
Subfamily II. DBYiNiNiE.
Dryinus brownii Ashmead; M. 0.
stantoni Ashmead ; M. ().
Family XXXIII. TRYGONA-
LLDM.
TrigonalyB lachrymosa West wood.
Family XXXVI. S( OLI I D.F.
Discolia aureipennis Lepeletier.
erratics Smith.
modesta Smith.
Scolia aurulenta Smith.
capitata Querin.
grossa Fabricius.
manilae Ashmead ; M. < >.
modesta Smith.
procera llliger.
var. bimaculata Gribodo.
pseudoforaminata Gribodo.
quadrifasciata Fabricius.
i|itadri|>us< ulata Fabricius.
rubiginosa Fabricius.
Scutellaria Gribodo.
whiteheadii Bingham.
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Subfamily II. Eliding.
Elis albicollis Christ.
annulate Fabriciua.
aureicollis Lepeletier.
aurulenta Smith.
grossa Smith.
luctuosa Smith.
quadrifaaciata Fabriciua.
reticulata Cameron.
Liacoa analie Fabriciua.
Familv XXX VII. TIPHIIDJv
Tiphia compressa Smith.
intrudens Smith.
Family XLII. MUTILLIMl.
Subfamily 1 1. Mutillinje.
Mutilla accedena Sichel.
analis Lepeletier.
dimidiata Lepeletier.
discrete ( 'ameron.
luzonica Radoszhowski.
maculoaofasciata Sauaaure.
manilenais Brown; M. <>.
parva Brown ; M. (>.
philippinensis Smith.
aemperi Ashmead; M. O.
suapicioaa Smith.
Trogaapidia bicolor Ashmead; ('. 8.
Banks.
minor Ashmead ; C. S.
Banks.
Buperfamily IV. Fobmicoidea.
Family XLIV. PONERIDJE.
Subfamily I. Ponkkix.k.
Ponera luteipes Mayr.
Microponera nigriceps Ashmead; M. <>.
Subfamily II. PACHYCONDYLIN2E.
Diacamma geomel ricum.
r<ir. viridipurpureum Emery.
versicolor Smith.
Odontoponera denticulate Smith.
transversa Smith.
Bothroponera glabripes Emery.
uisi-i—
e
Family XLV. ODONTOMA-
CHUS.
Odontomachus haematodea Linnaeus,
infandus Smith,
papuana Emery.
Family XLVL MYBMICID^E.
Subfamily I. I'siudomvhmicix.e.
Sima allaborana Walker.
Subfamily II. MybMIOIN^.
Monomorium destructor Jerdon.
Pheidole simoni Emery.
Cremastogaster bicolor Mayr.
crassicornis Emery,
longiclava Emery,
ochracea Mayr.
semperi Emery.
simoni Emery.
Pheidologeton diversus Jerdon.
pygmaeus Emery,
par. albipes Emery.
Plagiolepis longipes Jerdon,
Tetramorium guinensis Talrimis.
pacificum Mayr.
xub.sp. Bubeoabrum Emery.
Solenopsis geminate Fahricius,
Family XLVIII. DOLICHO-
DFb'ID.E.
Dolichoderus bituberculatua Mayr.
tuberculatus Mayr.
Technomyrmei albipes Smith.
'Papilloma melenocephalum Fabriciua.
Family XLIX. FORMICIM).
Subfamily II. Cami'oxotin.e.
Camponotus cinerascens Fabriciua.
<ri<ras Latreille.
nigricans Roger,
pallidus Smith.
platypus Roger,
peimsylvanicns l)e Geer car.
japonicus Mayr.
quadrisectuB Smith.
Oecophylla smaragdina Fabriciua.
rar. subnitida Emery.
Calobopsis albocincta Ashmead; M. 0.
pubescens Mayr.
Dinomyrmex frigaa Latreille.
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PolyrhachiB abdominalis Smith.
aciculata Smith.
argentia Mayr.
armata Le Guillon.
bicolor Smith.
bihamata Drury.
cyaniventrus Drury.
dives Smith,
maligna Smith.
mayri Roger,
philippinenais Smith.
pubescena Mayr.
rastellata Smith.
sexspinosa Latreille.
trinaz Roger.
suhsp. javana Mayr.
siibsjt. Bayonensis Porel.
Subfamily III. FoiiMlCiNiE.
Plagiolepia longipes Jerdon.
Aphomyrmex emeryi Ashmead; M. 0.
Formica quadrisecta Smith,
rubra Fabricius.
Superfamily V. Proctotryi'oidka.
Family LIV. DIAPRIIDJB.
Diapria manilae Ashmead; M. 0.
palida Ashmead; M. 0.
philippinenais Ashmead; M. 0.
tagala Ashmead; M. 0.
(Jiilesus luzonicus Ashmead; M. 0.
Family LV. CERAPHEONID^J.
Ceraphron manilae Ashmead; M. 0.
Family LVI. SCELIONIM).
Subfamily IIJ. Tbl easing.
Prosacantha roherti Ashmead; M. 0.
Subfamily [V. Sceliontnjs.
Macroteleia manileusis Ashmead: M. 0.
Opithacanta manilae Ashmead; M. 0.
nigriclavata Ash me a d
;
M. O.
Telenomus catacanthae Ashmead: M. 0.
Hoploteleia pacifica Ashmead; M. O.
Hadronotus flavipes Ashmead; M. 0.
luteipes Ashmead; M. ().
Scelio philippinenais Ashmead; M. O.
Family LVII. PLATYGASTE-
RIDJ3.
Anopedias luzonicus Ashmead; M. 0.
Superfamily VI. Cynipoidea.
Family LVIIT. FIGITIDiE.
Subfamily V. EUCOELIN^!.
Pentamerocera pacifica Ashmead; M. ().
Ilexameroeera kiell'eri Ashmead; M. 0.
philippinensis Ashmead
;
M. 0.
Kleidotoma philippinensis Ashmead;
M. O.
Subfamily VI. Xystinje.
Loboscelidia rufescena Westwood.
Superfamily VII. Ciialcidoidea.
Family AGAONID^E.
Subfamily I. AGAONIK^i.
Kradibia brownii Ashmead; M. 0.
Family LXI. TORYMID^E.
Subfamily I. IiiATiMN^.
Sycoryctea philippinensis Ashmead;
M. O.
Philotrypesis ficicola Ashmead; M. O.
Subfamily IV. Podaokioxin.i:.
Podagrion philippinensis Ashmead; M. O.
Subfamily V. Megastigminjb.
Megastigmua immaculatua Ashmead:
M. 0.
Family LXIL CHALCIDID^E.
Subfamily J. LEUCOSPIDINiE.
Leucospis regalia Westwood.
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Subfamily II. Cilalcidin.e.
Chalcia albotibialia Ashmead; M. 0.
argentifrona Ashmead; M. <•.
banksi Ashmead; C. S. Banks.
obscurata Walker.
prodeniae Ashmead; M. O.
pulchripes Holmgren.
xerxena Walker.
Stomatocera sulcata Ashmead; M. 0.
Arretocera stantoni Ashmead; M. 0.
N'eochaleis tarsal is Walker.
Haltichella ludlowae Ashmead; Miss
('. S. Ludlow.
nasuta Holmgren.
validicornis Holmgren.
Dirhinus anthracia Walker.
auratus Asluncad; M. O.
Family LXIII. FURYTOMI D.F.
Euiytoma albotibialia Ashmead; C. 8.
Banks.
banksi Asluncad; C. S.
Hanks,
earinatifrons Ashmead ; M.O.
inanilae Ashmead: M. O.
systolodes Ashmead; M. 0.
Family LXV. EUCH AIM D.K.
Chalcura aegineta Walker.
casus Walker.
Family LXVI. M I SCOCi ASTE-
RISK.
Subfamily III. MlSCOGASTERlN^E.
Omerocerus pallidipes Ashmead; M. 0.
Nesotoxeuma petiolata Ashmead; M. O.
Family LXVII. CLEONTMIDiE.
Subfamily II. Cleonymin.3!.
Epistenia ania Walker.
feretius Walker.
Family LXVIII. ENCYKTID^.
Subfamily I. Eupelmin^.
Metapelma gloriosa West wood.
Calosotcr amenetus Walker.
Anastatus cyaneicollis Ashmead; M. 0.
stantoni Ashmead; M. O.
Eupelmus albipes Ashmead; M. 0.
Subfamily II. Excykti \.e.
Taftia prodeniae Ashmead; M. (>.
Howardiella tarsata Ashmead; M. ().
Ooencyrtus papilionis Ashmead; M. 0.
Coccidencyrtus manilae Ashmead; M. < ).
Aphidencyrtus pallidipes Ashmead:
M. 0.
Aphycus albiclavatus Ashmead: M. ().
Apterencyrtus pulchricornis Ashmead;
M. 0.
Exoristobia philippinenaia Ashmead;
M. O.
Family LXIX. PTEBOMAIJ DM.
Subfamily IV. Spalanuun m.
Nesospalangia aptera Ashmead; M. ().
Family LXX. ELASMTD7E.
Elasmus philippinenaia Ashmead; M. 0.
Family LXXI. EULOPHID^E.
Subfamily I. Entedonin^e.
Closterocerus brownii Ashmead; M". ().
Asecodes elasmi Ashmead; M. ().
Subfamily II. Apiielimn .1:.
Aspidiotiphagua aleyrodis Ashmead;
M. 0.
Subfamily III. Ti;ti; asth'iiix.e.
Tetrastichus flavobasalis Ashmead
;
M. ( ).
philippinensis Ashmead
;
M. O.
Tetrastichoides brownii Ashmead; .M. O.
manilensia Ashmead:
M, 0.
Ceranisus incertus Ashmead; M. 0.
Gyrolasia tagala Ashmead; M. 0.
Hyperteles flavipes Ashmead; M. 0.
Subfamily IV. ElAOHBRTINJB.
Nesolynx flavipes Ashmead; M. 0.
Euplectrus manilae Ashmead; M. 0.
philippinensis Ashmead;
M. 0.
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Superfamily VIII. [ohneumonoidka.
Family LXXIV. EVA Nil ILK.
Subfamily I. Evan idin.k.
ESvania annul ipes Ashmead; M. (>.
appendigaster Linnaeus.
impressa Schletterer.
verrucosa Schletterer.
Family LXXVI. ICHNEUMO-
NS
i ile.
Subfamily I. Iciinkimonin.h.
Tribe 1 1. Tohntumonini.
(Vat ichneumon manilae Ashmead; M. <>.
Elasmognatha cephalotcs Ashmead;
M. ().
Subfamily II. Cryptin^!.
Tribe 1 1. Phygadeuonini.
Apsilops nigriceps Ashmead; M. ().
[sotima albicincta Ashinead; M. <>.
albifrons Ashmead : M. <>.
cinci icornis Ashmead ; M. < >.
Tribe III. Hemitelini.
Chriodes oculatus Ashmead; M. 0.
Strepsimallus bicinetus Ashmead: M. (>.
Paraphylax fasciatipennia Ashmead;
M. 0.
ilavus Ashmead : M. 0.
Acanthohemitelea benjamin] Ashmead;
M. ().
Astomaspis metathoracicfl Ashmead;
M. 0.
Microcryptus praepes Bingham,
Olacustes alboannulus Ashmead; M. < >.
Bathythrix striatus Ashmead; M. <>.
Diatora prodeniae Ashmead; M. ().
Tribe VI. Oryptitti.
Agrothereutes albicoxis Ashmead; M. I ).
albipalpis Ashmead ; M. < '.
nigritarsis Ashmead
;
M. O.
unifasciatus Ashmead
M. O.
Agrothereutes verticalis Ashmead; M. 0.
Chromocryptus albomaculatus Ash-
mead; M. 0.
Tribe VII. Ueaostenini.
MesosteiiU8 leucozonatus Ashmead;
M. o.
Meaoatenoideus literatua Brulle.
octozonatus Ashmead
;
M. 0.
Subfamily 111. Pimim.in.k.
Tribe III. Lissonotini,
Atropha clypearia Ashmead; M. 0.
Amauromorpha metathoracica Ash-
mead; M. 0.
Tribe IV. Pimplini.
Xanthopimpla kriegeri Ashmead: M. 0.
Pimpla punet urn Krulle.
Colpomeria flava Ashmead; M. ().
Tribe V. Xoridifti.
Kxiegeria heptazonata Ashmead; M. 0.
Subfamily I V. Tkyimion in.k.
Tribe X. Metopini.
Metopius browni Ashmead; M. <>.
Subfamily V. Oimiionin.i:.
Tribe 1 1 . Ophiortini.
Enicospilus ashbyi Ashmead; Ashby.
paciflcus Ashmead; M. 0.
Tribe IV. .1 nomalini.
Atrometus minutus Ashmead: M. <>.
Tribe tVa. Nesomesochorini.
Nesomesochorus oculatus Ashmead;
M. ().
Tribe V. Campoplegini.
Champs longiventris Ashmead; M. 0.
papilionis Ashmead; M, 0.
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Tribe VIII. Mesochorini. Subfamily IX. Chblonin^.
Meaochorus philippinensis Ashmead; Chelonus albidnetus Ashmead : M
M. 0.
Tribe IX. Porizoniiii.
Leptopygua stangli Ashmead; 1'. L.
Stangl.
Temelucha philippinensis A a h m e a <1
;
M. 0.
Tribe X. Priatomerini,
Pristomerus flavus Ashmead; M. ().
Family lA'XVII. ALYSIID.K.
Subfamily 1 1. Alysiin.e.
Tribe 1. Al;/siui.
Aelisis pleuralis Ashmead; M. O.
Goniarcha malayensis Ashmead; M. Q.
Tribe 11.1 Uoen in i.
Asobara fOrsteri Ashmead; M. o.
Family LXXXVIII. BRACO-
X 1 1 )M
Subfamily I \'. Meteorin^.
Meteorus baeoorensis Ashmead; P. L.
Stangl.
brownii Ashmead; M. O.
Subfamily V. .Macijockntkin.h.
Tribe 1. Mocrooent rini.
Macrocentrus philippinensis Ashmead;
• M. O.
Subfamily VI. Helconin^:.
Tribe I. flclcouini.
Euscelinus manilae Ashmead; M. O.
Cenoooelius albitarsis Ashmead; M. ().
Subfamily VIII. Sigalphin^,
Pornicia annulipes Ashmead; M. 0.
semihyalinus Ashmead; M. O.
Phanerotoma albiscapa Ashmead; .M. ().
philippinensis Ashmead;
M. 0.
Subfamily X. Aiiatiiidix.i:.
Tribe I. Agathidini.
Cremnops collaris Ashmead; M. 0.
Tribe II. Mlcnxlhii.
Stantonia fla'va Ashmead; M. 0.
Subfamily XI. ('AiiDiociur.ix.i:.
Cardiochilea philippinensis Ashmead;
M. o.
Subfamily XII. Microoastebin^e.
Glyptapanteles manilae Ashmead; M. 0.
Apanteles manilae Ashmead; M. 0.
philippinensis Ashmead
; M. ( ).
Urogaster albinervis Ashmead; M. <).
opacus Ashmead; M. 0.
philippinensis Ashmead ; .M. I >.
stantoni Ashmead; M. O.
Mieroplitis manilae Ashmead: M. O.
philippinensis Ashmead
;
M. ().
Pseudapanteles agilis Ashmead; M. 0.
Subfamily XIV. Oimix.k.
Eurytenes nanus Ashmead; M. 0.
Opius eurytenoides Ashmead; M. 0.
deeeptOT Ashmead; M. 0.
philippinensis Ashmead; M. 0.
Biosteres longicaudatus Ashmead; M. 0.
Subfamily Braconinje.
Tribe 1 1. Braconini.
Mraeon al»nei Ashmead; M. ().
banks! Ashmead : Banks,
ricinicola Ashmead; M. < >.
trisignatus Kirby.
van Ashmead ; M. ().
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Microbracon luteipea Ashmead; M. O.
Habrobracon rugosiventris Ashmead;
M. O.
[phiaulax deceptor Smith.
lutcifrons Bmlle.
nigifrons Brnlle.
Hemiglypus flavua Ashmead; M. 0.
Tribe II I. Euwobraconim.
Browniua armatus Ashmead; M. 0.
Subfamily XVI. Rhogadin^.
Tribe II. Rhyaaalini.
I!li\ ssaluB unicoloT Ashmead; M. 0.
Tribe III. Rhogadini.
Rhogas melanosoma Ashmead; M. 0.
pacificus Ashmead; M. 0.
Tribe IV. Doryclini.
[schiogonus philippinensis Ashmead;
M. 0.
Tribe V. Hccabolini.
Subfamily XVI L Siwtiiixje.
Tribe T. Pamhol'nii.
Monolexis manilensis Ashmead; M. 0.
Tribe III. Spalhiini.
Spathius fuacipennis Ashmead; M. 0.
philippinensis Ashmead; M. 0.
Family LXXIX. STEPIIA NF1 >. F.
Stephanus coronator Fabricius.
indicus Westwood.
nigricaudatus Sichel.
sulcifrons Schletterer.
tarsatus Schletterer.
unicolor Sichel.
Suborder II. Phytophaga Ashmead.
Super family IX. Sikicoidea.
Family LXX. ORYSSIDjE.
Oryssua maculipennis Smith.
Family LXXXI. SI B I ( '1 1 L I :.
Tremex nigricollia Westwood.
Superfamil; X. Si'xam>kiii>.k.
Hecabolus ruflcepa Ashmead; M. 0. Paraselandria imitatrix Ashmead; tf.0.
rnfrocinctus Ashmead; M. 0. Senoclia albocoernlea Bingham.
BOMB OF THE PHILIPPINE HYMENOPTERA BBED IX THE .MANILA
OBSERVATORY, WITH HOSTS.
1. HYMENOPTERA.
Hosts.
Parasites,
Byoorytea philippinensis Ashm Kradibia brownii Ashm.
Philicrypesia ftcicola Ashm Kradibia brownii Ashm.
Closterocerus brownii Ashm Euplectras manilae Ashm.
Nesolynx davipes Ashm. Microplitis philippinensis Ashm.
Asecodes elasmi Ashm Elasmua philippinensis Ashm.
2. DIPTERA.
Anopedias luzonicus Ashm Lasioptera sp.
Exoristobia philippinensis Ashm. Exorista dispar.
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3. LEPIDOPTERA.
Pahasites. Hosts.
Chalcia albotibialis Ashm. Erionota thrax Linn.
Chalcia banksi Ashm Ticera caatanea Sevinhoe.
Chalcia prodeniae Ashm Prodenia sp.
Anaatatus atantoni Ashm Padraona chrisozona Plotz.
Eurytoma manilae Ashm Eggs of Attacus atlas Linn.
Taftia prodeniae Ashm Prodenia littoralis Boisd.
Ooencyrtua papilionis Aahm. Eggs of Papilio alphenor ('ram.
Coccidencyrtua manilae Ashm. Plusia eriosoma Doubl.
Exoristobia philippinensis Ashm Orgyia postiea Walk.
Euplectrus manilae Ashm Papilio alphenor Cram.
Euplectrua philippinensis Ashm Eucleid sp.
Charopa longiventria Ashm Papilio rumanzovia Each.
Charopg papilionis Ashm Papilio agamemnon Linn.
Meteorus brownii Ashm. Noctuid sp.
Apanteles philippinensis Ashm Pluaia eriosoma Doubl.
Apantelea atantoni Ashm. Pieris ida Cram.
Urogaster philippinensis Aahm Parasa lorquinii Peak.
Urogaater atantoni Ashm Tortricid sp.
Microplitis manilae Ashm Prodenia littoralis Boisd.
Microplitis philippinensis Ashm Melopsilus acteus Cram.
Chaerocampa oldenlandiae Fab.
Khyssalns unicolor Ashm. Tineid sp.
4. HEMIPTERA.
Badronotua philippinenaia Ashm. Eggs of Leptoglossus membranaceua
Fabr.
Telenomua catacantha Ashm Catacanthua cerrenoi Le Guillon.
Aapidiotiphagua aleyrodis Ashm Aleyrodes sp.
NOTES ON BIRDS COLLECTED IN MINDOKO AND
IN SMALL ADJACENT ISLANDS.
I'>\ Richard ('. McGBEGOB.
From the Zoological Section of the Biological Tjaboratory, Bureau of Science,
I am indebted to Dr. E. II. Porter, contract Burgeon, United States
Army, lor permission to publish the following lists of birds which are
based upon collections made by him in the vicinity of Bulalacao, Min-
doro, and on the small Islands of Sibay, ('alma, Libagao, and Semirara,
off the southeast coast of Mindoro. A few species are recorded from
Tambaron, but as this island is very small and but 5 miles off the
coast of Mindoro near Bulalacao, it does not seem necessary to deal with
it separately.
Dr. Porter was stationed at Bulalacao from May 19, 1905, to Feb-
ruary 24k, 1906, and most of his specimens were obtained in the vicinity
of that town. No visits were made to the higher mountains of Mindoro
and information concerning the birds of the smaller islands was gained
during short visits to them.
The collection contains specimens of all the species hereinafter re-
corded in the list of species collected and all of the new records for
Mindoro are based upon skins examined by me. For the lists of species
from the small islands (Semirara, Oaluya, Sibay, Libagao) 1 have, in
most instances, depended upon the field identification made by Dr. Porter,
as these species can be easily named on sight.
The ultimate destination of this collection is not known to me, but
as Dr. Toiler has taken it to the United States it will probably find
its way into some one of the larger museums in that country.
The Hand-List, referred to in the text and footnotes, is that by
McGregor and Worcester. 1 issued January, li)0(i.
The sequence of genera and the nomenclature of the present paper
are the same as in that publication.
Dr. Porter obtained specimens of thirteen species not hitherto re-
corded from Mindoro; their points of interest are mentioned in the
list of species collected.
1 Publications of the Bureau of Government Laboratories (now Bureau of
Science) , 36.
lit):
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LIST OF SPECIES NEW TO MINDOBO.
Rallina fasciuta.
Sterna boreotis.
Ochthodromus mongolus.
. Egialitis peroni.
Totanus curb in us.
A rdea sumatrana.
Egretta garzetta.
Xpi.-aet us pb ilippeti.sis
Hirundo striolata.
Oreocichlu porta.
Locust <ll <t fasciolata.
Mania oabanisi.
I 'roloncha everetti.
On Semirara 2 two species were seen, viz:
Cacomanti8 merulinus. Cinnyris jugularis.
For the island of Caluya Dr. Porter furnishes a list of twenty-two
species; of the most interesting bird, Zosterops, bul a single specimen
was killed.
LEST OK SPKCIKS NOTKD ON CALl'VA.
Streptopelia dussum ieri.
Sterna boreotis.
X ucticorax manillensis.
Tanyyna I hus lucionensis.
Halyoon gularis.
Halycon chloris.
Cacomantis merulinus.
Eudynamis mindanensis.
Hemichelidon griseisticta.
Hypothymis occipitalis.
halage niger.
Pycnonoi us goia rirr.
Cisticola exilis,
Acanthopneuste bon alis.
Artamus leucorhynchus.
Otomela lucionensis.
Zosterops sp.
Cinnyris jugularis.
Oriolus chinensis.
Saroops calrus.
Laniprocorax panaijensis.
('orotic philippiiia.
Nine common species were observed on Sibay
LIST OF SFECTES NOTED ON SI HAY
Osmo t rcron axillaris.
Osmotreron remans.
Hali/con gularis.
II ali/con chloris.
Cacomantis merulinus.
A rtatti us leucorhynch us,
Otomela luciont nsis.
Oriolus chinensis.
Sarcops calrus.
Ten species were seen and identified on Libagao, but the only one of
value is unrepresented by skins, so that its identity is open to question.
LIST OK Sl'KCIKS NOTK1) ON l.lliAOAO.
Streptopelia dussumieri,
Eurystom us orientalis.
Halyoon gularis.
Halycon chloris.
A rtamides mindorensist
Pycnonotus goiavier.
Oriolus chinensis.
Xareops calrus.
Lamprocorax panayensis.
Corone philippina.
-For previous lists of birds from Semirara and Sibay, soc McGregor, Publica-
tions of the Bureau of Government Laboratories (1905), 34, 25-27.
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LIST OF SPECIES COLLECTED.
Megapodius cumingi Dillw.
Bulalacao.
Excalfactoria lineata (Scop.).
Bulalacao.
Galius gallus (J,inn.)
.
Bulalacao.
Turnix fasciata (Temm.).
One female from Bulalacao. May, 1005.
Osmotreron axillaris (Bp.).
From Bulalacao and Slbay; the latter locality is a new one for this species.
Osmotreron vernans (Linn.).
Bulalacao and Sibay; the species has not been recorded before from Sibay.
Phapitreron leucotis (Temm.).
Bulalacao.
Leucotreron leclancheri (Bp.).
A specimen from Bulalacao, where the species is rare.
Muscadivora aenea (Linn.).
Abundant at Bulalacao.
Ptilocolpa carola (Bp.).
Bulalacao.
Myristicivora bicolor (Scop.).
Bulalacao.
Macropygia tenuirostris (Bp.).
Bulalacao.
Streptopelia dussumieri (Temm.).
Abundant in the vicinity of Bulalacao and observed on the Islands of Caluya
and Libagao; this is the first notice of the species on these two small islands.
Chalcophaps indica Gould.
Not uncommon near Bulalacao.
Hypotaenidia striata (Linn.).
At Bulalacao an adult female of this rail was taken December 7. and an
immature female was taken December 22, 1905.
Rallina fasciata (Rafll.).
A male of this rail, taken in .May. 190."), near liulalacao, makes an addition
to the list of Mindoro species.
Rallina euryzonoides (Lafr.).
A female specimen from Bulalacao, May, 1906, is similar to one of the same
sex from Cagayancillo, except that the tarsi and wings are longer.
Poliolimnas cinereus (Vieill).
A male was taken at Bulalacao. January 19, 190(5.
Sterna boreotis (Bangs).
This tern was common at liulalacao where specimens were collected; it was
'also observed about Caluya and the small Island of Tanibaron. The species
seems to be unrecorded from both Mindoro and Caluya.
Ochthodromus geoffroyi (Wagl.).
A male from Bulalacao, October 30, 1905. and a male from Tanibaron. Jan-
uary, 1906; small shore birds were particularly abundant along the beach on
Tambaron.
TOO
Ochthodromus mongolus (Pall.).
A female was taken (111 Tambaron, January 28, 1906; the species lias not been
previously recorded from Mindoro.
>£gialitis peroni (Bp.).
A female in winter plumage was taken on Tambaron, January 28, 1908; this
is the first time the species has keen noted for .Mindoro.
Totanus eurhinus (Oberh.).
The redshank is now recorded from Mindoro for the lirsl time on the strength
of a male taken at Bulalacao November '-!!>. 1 905.
Actitis hypoleucus (Linn.).
A female from Bulalacao, January 2."). 1906.
Ardea sumatrana Raffl,
A large heron in immature plumage, taken at Bulalacao, appears to belong
to this species, which lias keen recorded in the Philippines from Palawan and
Negros. The present specimen yields the following measurements: Culmen, 6.5
inches; tarsus, 6.5; tail. ~ At.
Egretta garzetta (Linn.).
A male was taken near Bulalacao, January 1. 1906 j 1 have seen birds, prob-
ably of this species, near Calapan, but the present specimen seems to be the
first to be recorded from Mindoro.
Nycticorax manillensis Vig.
Two specimens of the Manila night heron were taken on Caluya. from which
island it was not previously known. December 10, 1905.
Butorides javanica (llorsf.).
Bulalacao.
Ardetta cinhamomea (6m.).
Bulalacao.
Anhinga melanogaster ( Pennant I.
Common near Bulalacao.
Su la sula ( Linn.)
.
An adult female of the common booby was taken on board ship some ;{()(!
miles from San Bernardino Straits; approximate position, 15° north. kin east.
Accipiter manillensis (Meven).
A small Accipiter from Bulalacao is most probably of the above species.
Spizaetus philippensis Gurney.
One adult from Bulalacao; not previously recorded from Mindoro.
Spilornis holospilus (Yij.O.
Bulalacao.
Butastur indicus (Gm.).
Bulalacao.
Haliaetus leucogaster (Gm.).
• hie adult bird from Bulalacao: another bird of about the same size i>
doubtfully identified as the young of this species; its tail, however, is much
longer than in adult //. leucogaster.
Haliastur intermedius Gurney.
Bulalacao.
Elanus hypoleucus Gould,
One specimen from Bulalacao.
Microhierax erythrogenys (Vig.).
Two specimens from Bulalacao.
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Cerchneis. t
A specimen of a hawk, possibly a Cerchneis, was collected in Mindoro by
Dr. Porter. From the literature at hand, I have been unable to identify it
and must leave its name to he recorded in a future paper.
Ninox mindorensis Grant.
Two males and a female from Bulalacao do not differ from specimens collected
by me on the Rio Baeo, Mindoro; two are in the light phase and the third is
lightly washed with rufous on the under parts. Dr. Porter found the species
common in the vicinity of Bulalacao.
Prioniturus mindorensis Steere.
Bulalacao.
Tanygnathus lucionensis (Linn.).
Bulalacao in Mindoro and Caluyaj the latter island is a new locality for
this species.
Loriculus mindorensis Steere.
Bulalacao.
Eurystomus orientalis (Linn.).
Bulalacao; the species was also seen on Libagao, which is a new locality for it.
Pelargopsis gouldi Sharpe,
Bulalacao.
Alcedo bengalensis Briss.
Bulalacao.
Halcyon gularis (Kulil).
Halcyon chloris (Bodd.).
These two conunon kingfishers were obtained at Bulalacao in .Mindoro and
were also noted on Sibay, Libagao, and Caluya.
Penelopides mindorensis Steere.
Bulalacao.
Merops americanus P. L. S. Mullcr.
Abundant at Bulalacao.
Lyncornis macrotis (Vig.).
Several specimens of this fine goatsucker were taken at Bulalacao and one
was killed at Pola on the northeast coast of Mindoro.
Caprimulgus griseatus Wald.
Caprimulgus manillensis Wald.
Specimens of each of the above species were taken at Bulalacao.
Macropteryx major llartert.
One specimen from Bulalacao.
Salangana whiteheadi (Grant).
A single female swift from Bulalacao is most probably of this species, but
its somewhat bad condition prevents exact determination.
Salangana linchi (Jlorsf. and Moore).
One specimen from Bulalacao.
Salangana marginata (Salvad.).
Dr. Porter states that this species was abundant at Bulalacao, where he took
several specimens.
Hierococcyx fugax (Horsf.).
A male from Bulalacao. taken in May,
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Cacomantis merulinus (Scop.).
This common cuckoo was obtained a1 Bulalacao and was also noted on the
Islands of Caluya, Sibay, and Semirara.
Chacococcyx xanthorhynchus (Horsf.).
One specimen from Bulalacao.
Eudynamis mindanensis (Linn.).
• A female was taken on Caluya. December 10, 1005.
Centropus mindorensis Steele.
A female cuckoo, probably of this Bpecies, taken at Bulalacao, May IS,
1005, has the entire plumage creamy-white, the crown a trifle dusky. Dr.
Porter tells me that when collecting iii the Camarines Provinces, Luzon, in
1002 he took another white cuckoo.
Centropus javanicus (l)umont i.
Bulalacao.
Xantholaema haematocephalum (P. L. S. Miiller).
A young bird from Bulalacao. taken in May^
Yungipicus validirostris (Blyth).
Bulalacao.
Thriponax mindorensis Steere.
Three specimens were obtained at Bulalacao.
Pitta erythrogaster Temni.
Pitta atricapilla Less.
These two common ground -thrushes were obtained at Bulalacao.
Hirundo javanica Sparrm.
One male from Bulalacao.
Hirundo striolata (Boie).
A young male from liulalacao taken October 26 is exactly like a young bird
taken by me in Calayan. November 1. 1903. This is the first record of the
species for Mindoro.
Hemichelidon griseisticta (Swinh.).
A female was taken on Caluya, December 10.
Cyornis philippinensis Sharpe.
Bulalacao.
Hypothymis occipitalis (Vig.).
Specimens from liulalacao; the species was also observed on (aluya.
Rhipidura nigritorquis \ rig.
Bulalacao.
Artamides mindorensis Steere.
Specimens from Bulalacao; Dr. Porter saw birds on.Libagao which were
probably of this species.
Pericrocotus cinereus Lair.
One specimen of this migratory minivct was taken at Bulalacao. November 7.
Lalage niger | Foist er)
.
This species was obtained at liulalacao and observed on the Island of Caluya.
lole mindorensis Steele.
Bulalacao.
Pycnonotus goiavier (Scop.).
Bulalacao; also observed on Libagao and Caluya.
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Oreocichla varia (Pall.).
A male of White's thrush was obtained at Bulalacao, December 7, 1905. This
is the most interesting bird in the present collection, as the only previous
Philippine specimens are those noted by Tweeddale " from "the vicinity of
Manilla" and those collected by Whitehead in Lepanto, Luzon, at 0,000 to 8,000
feet elevation.*
Petrophila manilla Bodd.
Bulalacao.
Calliope calliope (Pall.).
One specimen from Bulalacao. January 1, 1906; one other was seen.
Copsychus mindanensis (Gm.).
Taken at Bulalacao and on the little Island of Tambaron.
Pratincola caprata (Linn.).
Rare at Bulalacao, where one specimen was killed.
Locustella fasciolata (Gray).
A male in yellowish plumage was taken at Bulalacao, October 15; although
the specimen is in poor condition, having been badly shot, I have no hesitation
in referring it to the above species which is now recorded from Mindoro for
the first time.
Cisticola exilis (Vig. and Horsf. ).
Specimens were taken at Bulalacao and the species was seen on Caluya.
Acanthopneuste borealis (Bias.).
Several specimens of this common migrant taken at Bulalacao in November;
it was also seen on Caluya and Tambaron.
Artamus leucorhynchus (Linn.).
This swallow-shrike was obtained at Bulalacao and was seen on Sibay and
Caluya.
Cephalophoneus nasutus (Scop.).
A male specimen of this shrike was taken at Bulalacao, February 2.
Otomela lucionensis (Linn.).
Taken at Bulalacao; also seen on Sibay and Caluya.
Zosterops sp.
A single female Zosterops taken on Caluya, December 10, 1905, can not be
determined from the material at hand; it is closely related to Z. richmondi of
Cagayancillo as well as to Z. aurciloris of Luzon and Mindoro.
Dicaeum papuense (Gmel.).
Bulalacao.
Prionochilus inexpectatus Ilartert.
One specimen from Bulalacao.
Piprisoma seruginosum ( 1',. & W.).
Six specimens were taken near Bulalacao.
Cinnyris jugularis (Linn.).
A young male Mas taken on Caluya and adults were taken at Bulalacao:
the species was also, seen on Semirara.
Motacilla melanope Pall.
Budytes leucostriatus Horn.
These two wagtails were killed at Bulalacao.
3 P. Z. 8. (1878), 429. * Ibis (1899), 5, 212.
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Anthus rufulus \ "it-ill.
Bulalacao.
Anthus gustavi Swinh.
A male from Bulalacao, October 21.
Munia jagori Martens.
A young female from Bulalacao, October 7.
Munia cabanisi Sharpe.
In a young bird taken at Bulalacao, January -!<>. the under parte are light
drab brown, a few feathers on the Hanks and under tail eoverts with the
characteristic markings of the adult plumage; upper parts earthy brown-.
edges of rectrioes washed with green. A young male of January lb is some-
what similar in color and has indications of the reddish-brown chin patch.
This species is an addition to the list of Mindoro birds.
Uroloncha everetti iTwccdd.).
This is another species of weaver finch added to the Mindoro list by Dr.
Porter, who took a specimen at Bulalacao on December lb.
Oriolus chinensis Linn.
Obtained at Bulalacao and seen on ('aluya. Libagao, and Sibay.
Dicrurus balicassius (Linn.).
Bulalacao.
Sturnia philippensis (Forster).
Specimen collected in the vicinity of Bulalacao.
Sarcops calvus Linn.
Collected at Bulalacao and seen on (aluya. Libagao, and Sibay.
Lamprocorax panayensis (Scop.).
Abundant at Bulalacao; also noted on (aluya and Libagao.
Corone philippina (Bonap.).
Numerous specimens from Bulalacao; also seen on (aluya and Libagao.
Corvus pusillus Tweedd.
A number of specimens taken at Bulalacao.
REVIEWS.
The Practice of Medicine. A text-book for practitioners ;ui<l students with special
reference to diagnosis
. and treatment. By James Tyson, M. D. Fourth
edition, revised and enlarged, with 240 illustrations, including colored plates.
CI., pp. 1305. Price. $5.50 net. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's Son & Co.
1900.
On the whole Dr. Tyson has given us a splendid book and the value of
this last addition is much enhanced by Dr. Smith's excellent chapter
on animal parasites and the conditions caused by them.
Diabetes, typhoid fever and a number of other diseases of which the
author has long been known as a careful student have received a most
thorough and satisfying consideration.
All discussions as to treatment are carefully revised and thorough;
the posit iveness with which drugs are recommended and the careful
details for their administration will do much to retain fast-disappearing
optimism in this branch of therapeutics.
One is somewhat surprised that the paratyphoid fevers should receive
such brief consideration and the discussion of some other diseases such
as Malta fever, amoebic dysentery, dengue, and even malaria, is hardly
satisfying, at least to those working with these infections in the Tropics.
It would seem that the recent literature on smallpox, splenic anemia,
splenomegalies in general, arterioschlerosis, and several other diseases is
of sufficient importance to give more of it attention in a book of this
character, revised as it is to 190(5.
W. E. M.
Nothnagel's Encyclopedia of Practical Medicine: Malaria, Influenza, and Dengue.
By Dr. Julius Mannaberg and Dr. O. Leichtenstern. Edited with additions
by Major Ronald Ross, F. U. ('. g., F. R. S.. ('. B. ; J. W. W. Stephens.
M. D., D. P. H., and Albert S. Griinbaum, M. D., F. R. C. P. Translated from
the German under the editorial supervision of Alfred Stangel, M. D.— CI.,
pp. 769. \Y. B. Saunders & Company, Philadelphia and London, 1905.
The volume of Xothnagel's Practice dealing with malaria, influenza,
and dengue, is of peculiar interest to the student of tropical medicine
by reason of the wide distribution and importance of the first of the
diseases treated and because of the uncertainty of the nature and symp-
tomatology of that disease so exclusively diagnosed in the Tropics, namely,
dengue.
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In connection with the section on the etiology of malaria it is observed,
under the head of methods of examination, that after giving in detail
steps for making unstained preparations, the statement is made that if by
reason of not Inning a microscope at hand or for any other cause it is
deemed advisable, dry preparations may he made and stained. This
attitude in almost all text-hooks on the subject of malaria, which would
appear to advocate the choosing of either the stained or unstained
preparation, is unfortunate—it is as if two rival methods were presented
and a choice had to he made between them. In distinguishing the dif-
ferent kinds of parasites, there is so much to he learned from a study
of hoth unstained and stained specimens that it would seem advisable
strongly to impress upon everyone who takes up the suhjeet to employ
hoth methods. While waiting for the completion of the staining, the
observer has a I'vw minutes which can profitably and without loss of
time be devoted to the fresh hlood and then later, the stained smear can
he studied with greater facility by reason of the information gained
from the unstained preparation. Especially as regards differentiating
young forms, there would seem to he no question as to the advantage of
the stained over the unstained preparation.
The Romanowsky-Zieman stain is greatly praised by the editor and it
is certainly most excellent. However, it has the same objection which
obtains to the well-known Leishman and Wright stains, of not keeping
well in the Tropics. When polychroming is done by precipitating silver
nitrate, as in Eorrel's bine, a much more permanent stain for the Tropics
is math 1 than is the ease where sodium carbonate or bicarbonate is
employed.
In view of the general tendency among those capable of speaking
authoritatively, to consider simply three forms of malaria, it would
appear unfortunate that in a work so influential it was deemed advis-
able to multiply the different species. The propriety of dividing the
parasites, the sexual form of which is manifested in crescents, into three
classes is certainly questionable and it is at least an unfortunate com-
plication for the novice in the study of malaria.
In the excellent chapter on malaria in its relation to the mosquito, in
the paragraph on differentiation of species will be found a concise and
comprehensive consideration of the points to be observed in examining
Anophelince and flu 1 confusion which may arise from attributing too
much importance to spots or attaching weight to the position of the
cross veins is clearly indicated.
Under the genus Myzomyid the same view is adopted as is given in
Theobald's monograph, namely, that 31. ludloirii Theob., is probably not
a distinct species, but only a variety of .1/. rossii (iiles. An examination
of a large Dumber of this common malarial mosquito of the Philippines
shows the constant presence of the characteristics presented by M. ludlowii
Theob., and its difference from M. rossii Giles so that it would appear to
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have greater claim to the distinction of a separate species than is the
case with many other ones of AnopheliniT.
Were it not that we have in the finding- of the parasite in the blood
a method of diagnosing sestivo-autumna] fever which rarely fails one
who has experience, the multiplicity of varying manifestations of this
type of malaria, as it is discussed in the chapter on pernicionsness,
would cause one forever to despair of diagnosing pernicious malaria from
an endless number of other more or less serious conditions. The article
is of value because it shows the possibilities of pernicious malaria, hut
it certainly is confusing. Again, were quinine given hypodermically
immediately after the microscopical diagnosis is made, it is believed that
these pernicious types would lose in importance.
In carefully reading over the portion of the hook treating of in-
fluenza, it is impossible for one familiar with dengue not to be constantly
asking himself whether by any possibility these two diseases may not he
identical. It is an easy matter in the comparatively mild cases of dengue,
where the eruption is abundant and after a typical differential count
of the white blood corpuscles, to feel reasonably sure that we are dealing
with a separate disease, but when we have in mind those cases, usually
considered as dengue, where the nervous manifestations are most pro-
nounced
—
particularly the intense depression—and where the eruption
and the count of the leucocytes have little which is characteristic, it
would seem to be only a distinction in name between this form of dengue
and influenza. Consequently, viewed in this light, the three-page table
of epidemiological and clinical differences between influenza and dengue
would appear to be superfluous.
E. R. S.
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STUDIES IN BERIBERI.
By Maximilian IIkk/.oc.
From the Biological Laboratory, Bureau of Boienoe.
INTKOIH'ITIOX.
The investigation of the many unsolved problems in beriberi, both in
regard to the character and the special and general features of the
disease, presents many profound difficulties. Almost all modern writers
have called attention to this fact. For instance, Wright, 1 in the introduc-
tion to Ids recent monograph on beriberi, savs:
Probably there is no disease whose etiology is so much a matter of speculation
as that of beriberi. Certainly there is no disease whose literature when read
leaves one in so great a state of mental confusion. Nitrogen starvation, pernicious
anaemia, infected fish and raw lish diet, arsenical, carbon dioxide, and miasmatic
intoxication, bacterial and plasmodial infection are amongst the many direct
causes put forward to account for it. They are hugely speculative or founded on
superficial or one-sided observation. Xo one of them is generally accepted. .Many
of them may and ought to be excluded as chief pathogenic factors.
Durham, 2 who succeeded Wright as an investigator of beriberi in the
Malay Peninsula, and who came to conclusions materially differing
from those of his predecessor, likewise emphasizes the great difficulties
encountered in the study of tins disease, and writes as follows:
The literature of beriberi is so great and at the same time so divergent, and
so contradictory are the views and records that have been given, that I have
1 Wright : An Inquiry into the Etiology and Pathology of Beriberi. Publications
of the Federated Malay States, Singapore (1902), May.
2 Durham, Herbert E.: Notes on Berberi in the Malay Peninsula and on Christ-
mas Island. Journal of Hygiene (1004), 4, 112.
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excluded it iis far as possible from these notes. When the day of complete
knowledge <>f the nature of beriberi sliall arrive, it must assuredly happen that
many of the hitherto published records will disappear, from their failure to
mention the circumstances which attend the real cause.
The present writer, after having investigated a number of cases <»i'
beriberi both from a clinical and pathological standpoint, occurring in
Manila between February, 1904, an. I August, 1905, was directed during
the latter month to proceed to Japan for the purpose of Btudying the
large amount of kdkJce material which had accumulated in the military
hospitals of Hiroshima and Tokyo during the late Russo-Japanese war.
A brief preliminary report concerning these studies lias already been
published in Ibis journal.* In the discussion which follows it is the
intention to present to the practitioner who may be called upon to
diagnosticate and to treat cases of beriberi, a systematic general outline
of the affection, and at the same time there has been included an account
of the investigations which have been carried on with the view of finding
the specific micro-organism which causes this disease and of confirming
or denying the recent claim of Okata and Kokubo concerning the dis-
covery of the causative factor of the malady. A detailed summary of the
first Japanese publication on the Okata-Kokubo kakke coccus was given in
my preliminary report. These Japanese army surgeons have published a
number of further contributions since this publication appeared and have
reaffirmed their statements as to the specific nature of their coccus. How-
ever, we can not confirm their claims, since we find that this organism
certainly is not the etiological factor in beriberi. In fact, none of the
bacteria and other micro-organisms from time to time proposed as being
the cause of this mysterious disease can be considered to be specific. I
have not. for obvious reasons, given a lengthy review of the literature
of beriberi. The greater part of it to-day is merely of historical interest.
DEFINITION.
Beriberi Polyneuritis endemica ( Baelz), Neuritis multiplex endemica
(Scheube)—may be defined as an acute, subacute, or chronic infectious
disease, characterized clinically by disturbances of the circulation, of
motion and of sensation, and associated anatomically with hypertrophy
and degeneration of the heart, of the peripheral nerves, and of the
voluntary muscles. 4
Herzog: Beriberi in the -Japanese Army During the Late War. Phil. Journ.
Science. February ( 1906), 1, 169.
4 A complete discussion of the nomenclature is given in Scheube's Die Krank-
heiten <lcr warmen Ldnder (1903), Jena, ami Die Beriberi-Krankheii (1894),
Jena. These two publications of Scheube include a summary of the literature of
beriberi up to 1903, comprising about TOO books, monographs, ami other articles.
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HISTORY AM) GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION.
The first undoubted mention of beriberi is made in a Chines.' work
of the second century of the Christian era, and a good description of the
disease is to be found in a Chinese text-book on medicine of the sixth
century. It is also possible that the disease may very early have ap-
peared in the Western Hemisphere, because two quotations from Strabo
and Dio Cassius, giving a description of a Roman invasion of Arabia in
the year 24 B. C, perhaps refer to an epidemic of beriberi among the
soldiers of the Roman army.
The disease is now generally prevalent in tropical and subtropical regions in
which as a rule the humidity is considerable. II is found in Asia, Japan (includ-
ing Formosa). China, the -Malay Archipelago and Peninsula, the Dutch Posses-
sions, and in Eastern India. It occurs on the eastern coast of South America,
particularly in Brazil, and a number of reports of its presence in Africa during
the last two decades have appeared. 5 Some isolated epidemics have also taken
place in England and Ireland, and sporadic, imported cases have been encountered
in Continental Europe, the United States, and Canada. It is also prevalent among
the native population throughout the Philippine Islands. During the early days
of the American occupation of Manila a few cases occurred among the white
troops, but for several years beriberi has certainly been of very rare occurrence
among the Americans, the author having only seen two cases dining two years.
One was in a teacher who had returned to Manila from Mindanao, the other in a
physician who for several years had been in charge of the Mindoro prison, which
formerly was one of the most notorious foci of beriberi in the Islands, but which
was abandoned some time ago.
THE ITHST EPIDEMIC OF BERIBERI IX THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.
It is somewhat strange that the records concerning beriberi in these
Islands date back only a few decades. Koniger 6 in 1884 reported
what lie considers the first invasion of the Philippines by beriberi, the
epidemic occurring during the year 1882-1883. In view of the fact
that the disease lias for many centuries been so widespread in Japan, it
is hardly credible that the Philippines should have been exempt from
it until 1882. Moreover, it is an bistorical fact that during the constant
feudal strife and the civil wars preceding the establishment of the
Fogugawa Sbognnate many impoverished Japanese frequently were forci-
bly exported to the Philippine Islands by Portuguese slave traders and
sold as slaves. Pesides, northern Luzon was once invaded by a Japanese
army. 7 It is generally claimed in the Philippine Islands that leprosy
" According to A. Plehn it has been observed in the latter country in the
following places: Reunion. Mauritius. Xossi-be, Zanzibar, Cope Colony, Senegal,
Angola, Congo State, German West Africa (Kamerun).
"Koniger: TJeber epidemisches Auftrcten von Beriberi in Manila. 1882-1883.
Deuttoh. Archiv. fiir Klin. Mcdizin (1884), 35, 419.
7 C-riilis: The Mikado's Umpire, 9th edition, New York (1900), 24(j and 254.
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was brought to the Archipeldgo from Japan, and under these circum-
stances it would hi' remarkable if beriberi had not been imported into
Manila before the date given by Koniger. However, the Latter author has
given us a very interesting report of what he considered to be the first
invasion of the Philippine Islands by the disease. His article may be
briefly summarized as follows:
"From August to October, 1882, Manila was visit. .,1 by a severe cholera epidemic,
Which there found a fertile soil and carried oil' between 15,000 and 20,000 victims
(the population of .Manila was estimated at 400,000). A panic occurred among
the native as well as among the European population, because cholera had not
been present since 1865 and as the mortality was more than 7") pel cent. Alter
the epidemic had subsided, on October 20, a terrible typhoon visited the city and
province and destroyed all the suburban houses built of light material. As a
consequence, almost the whole native population of Manila and its surroundings
was without shelter. In Manila alone, 60,000 families had lost their homes.
Nor was it possible rapidly to rebuild the destroyed houses and huts, since, fol-
lowing the typhoon, a Hood occurred and all the lower parts of the city and
province were under water for several weeks. Building material was scarce and
very expensive. By this time, while the cholera epidemic was still smoldering,
a new disease, which killed its victims in a few days or weeks, was noticed
among the inhabitants. The native and Spanish physicians did not recognize
the malady and the terror of the population increased. In some cases the disease
was connected with a swelling of the glands and it therefore was believed by
some to be a variety of bubonic plague. As soon as I saw the first cases, 1 had
no doubt that I was dealing with a particularly malignant epidemic of beriberi,
of which 1 had seen some cases in Japan. I caused a notice to be published by
the Spanish medical board, explaining that the prevalent disease was not bubonic
plague. The epidemic of beriberi rapidly spread in the province of Manila ami
along the coast to the neighboring territories. It remained stationary during
November and December and gradually decreased during January. When 1 left
.Manila during the middle of March the epidemic had very much decreased, and
there were also still present a number of sporadic cases of cholera."
"Beriberi had heretofore not been known in Manila. Whether the disease had
occurred at all at this place during the last three centuries might perhaps be
ascertained from a study of the friars' records. However, it was not known to
the inhabitants, including the physicians, some of whom had practiced in Manila
for more than forty years. 1 myself, during a practice of three years had never
seen a case of beriberi. This first appearance of the disease in Manila is of
particular interest because of the enormous mortality observed during the
beginning of the epidemic. This mortality is not surpassed by anything heretofore
reported and is higher than it is staled to be by almost all other observers. I
have no reliable .lata as to the percentage of beriberi mortality (hiring the first
month. There are at present no official figures of value, and if subsequently any
should appear they would not deserve any confidence. The general impression
existing among physicians as well as laymen during the first part of the epidemic
was that the disease was absolutely fatal. However, during the earlier part
of the outbreak 1 saw several cases which recovered. Still, 1 think that a
mortality of 00 per cent for the first month is by no means too high an estimate.
As to the total number of deaths 1 have only one reliable observation, according
to which during a period of a little more than two months, over 300 deaths
from beriberi occurred in Malabon. a place of about 25,000 inhabitants, situated
7 kilometers from Manila. However, it is probable that this place suffered more
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than any other in the vicinity. Tlie conclusion certainly appears justified that
the number of victims in the capital and the surrounding provinces reached
several thousand."
Koniger attributes the great mortality which he noticed in this
epidemic of beriberi to the distress existing among the natives and to
their very poor state of nutrition. Almost all of the cases were seen
among the poorer classes, the author observing only two among Euro-
peans, who, however, were also living under very unfavorable conditions.
xVmong the Chinese the number was small as compared with that among
the natives.
ETIOLOGY.
It is astonishing and at the same time embarrassing that the etiology
of beriberi, a disease so widespread and one which has been the subject of
such extensive investigations, is still but little understood, not merely as
to its specific cause but also as to other concomitant factors favoring
its appearance and spread. Manson, s in a recent article on this subject,
expresses his views as follows:
"It is a somewhat humiliating fact that although beriberi is a disease of first-
class importance in the Tropics, although it exhibits peculiarities in its epidem-
iology so striking that they seem to suggest that surely the cause can not be
hard to rind, and that although not a few investigators, medical and lay, have
diligently set themselves to find this cause, they are about as ignorant of its
true nature and of the medium in which it is applied and of the other etiologic
circumstances as was Hontius when he wrote about beriberi over two hundred and
fifty years ago. Quite recently there may have been some advances, but even these
recent advances are more in the direction of showing what beriberi is wot, rather
than in the direction of showing what it is."
Scheube, to whom, as well as to Baelz, we owe so much of our knowledge con-
cerning beriberi, believes that beriberi is aif infectious disease and not a disturb-
ance of the functions of nutrition caused by rice, fish, or insufficient nutrition, lie
points out that frequently strong, well-nourished young people suffer from
beriberi, that the disease occurs independently of nutrition and other conditions of
environment in certain well-defined districts, and that it is particularly prevalent
at the seashore and along the banks of large rivers. He believes that the disease
is not contagious, but that it may be and is carried along the lines of traffic by
railroads and by vessels. He calls attention to the fact of the frequency of beriberi
in places where human beings are crowded together, such as in prisons, schools,
and factories. He also states that observations have been made in Japan showing
clearly that the importation of a few cases of beriberi into a heretofore non-
infected district has been followed by larger outbreaks of the disease, a fact
which also has been reported by Robert Koch with reference to the introduction
of the disease into New Guinea by some laborers coming from a distance. Scheube
believes that beriberi is due to a micro-organism, either of a vegetable or of an
animal nature, forming a toxin which acts upon the nervous system. He empha-
sizes the fact that beriberi shows a predilection for certain races, being very
common among the Japanese, Chinese, and Malays and rare among the Europeans
*Manson: The Phophylaxis and Treatment of Beriberi, Brit. Med. Journ.
(1902), 2, 8.'50.
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and Americans living in the East. It is more common among males than among
females and it generally attacks individuals under .'!() years of age.
Manson's theory as to the origin of beriberi is that the disease is a neuritis
Caused by a toxin, the latter being the product of a germ operating in some
culture medium located outside of the human body. He believes that this toxin
does not enter the body in food or in water but is inhaled or introduced through
the skin.
Takagi, late surgeon-general of the .Japanese navy, still adheres to the theory
that- kakke is due to an insufficient diet, particularly to one containing a
large amount of rice. When he first studied the question of the etiology of
beriberi, the ratio of beriberi patients in the Japanese naval force in 1883 was
2'A\ per thousand. After the diet was changed, the number of kakke patients
in this branch of the Japanese service diminished, so that in 189H the ratio was
only 0.87 per thousand. However, it has frequently been pointed out that during
this period of time the number of kakke patients in Japan had also greatly
diminished in districts and among bodies of men where such a radical change of
diet had not taken place.
Experiments on several hundred prisoners in the Malay Peninsula during a
period of eleven months furnished conclusive proof to Wright that beriberi was
contracted, even though the diet was qualitatively and quantitatively correct.
He thinks that his experiments positively eliminate diet, as such, as a factor in
the causation of the disease.
Durham was struck by the fact that the well-to-do in and about the Federated
Malay States escaped the disease, whereas people who were in poor surroundings
were stricken, so that it was difficult not to believe that some food constituent,
when sufficient in amount, protected the nervous system. However, he also
noticed that beriberi may spread through a community in which the inhabitants
are taking a sufficiently nitrogenous diet, and in proof of this he cites the
instance of the prisoners in the gaol of the Federated Malay States. In spite
of all, he thinks it is difficult, if not impossible, not to believe thai the character
of the food ami the occurrence of beriberi are in some way related. Many of the
published records seem to indicate such a connection, although the records of the
I'uda gaol show that the old theory of nitrogen starvation can not be upheld.
Stanley (1. c.) remarks that in Shanghai. China, beriberi as a rule becomes
prevalent toward the end of the summer, lie saw 500 cases among the Chinese
prisoners in the municipal gaol and in three police stations from 1 SOS until 1002.
Most of these occurred among the long-term prisoners, in spite of the fad that
they lived under better conditions as regards ventilation, cleanliness, exercise,
and food than they did prior to their incarceration. Beriberi among the better
classes of the general population is rare in Shanghai. Stanley declares that he
is unable to answer the question why beriberi should be so much more prevalent
among the municipal prisoners than it is among the general Chinese population
of the city.
Sainbon ' thinks that an enormous amount of evidence has been brought forward
against the belief that rice diet is a direct causative factor in beriberi; how-
ever, this diet may be related to beriberi just as we now understand the
consumption of maize to be related to pellagra; but nevertheless, he believes that
the specific agent of beriberi lives within the patient's body. He finds the preva-
lence of the disease to be increased by a high temperature and an abundant
rainfall, and recalls that it is chiefly an affection of the common laborer, that we
are absolutely ignorant of the manner in which it is carried from place to place,
"Sambon: A Discussion on Beriberi. Brit. Med. Journ. (1002). 2, 835.
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and that, whatever might be the cause of the malady, we can not deny that diet
seems to have a potent influence on its frequency.
Two Japanese investigators. Ternuchi and Saiki,' have carried on some chemical
investigations on a beriberi case which showed (Edema, paralysis, hypaes-
thesia and other disturbances of motion and sensation. They found no inter-
ference with the digestion and absortion of nitrogenous food, but demonstrated
that the nitrogen excretion in the urine was much increased, the amount being
in excess of the nitrogen ingested. An increase in the amount of nitrogenous
food taken into the system was followed by a proportionate rise in the amount
of excreted nitrogen. These results are in opposition to some statements of
Scheube and Durham, according to whom proteid metabolism in kakke patients
is diminished. Careful urine analyses carried on in 43 cases of beriberi failed
to show either albumen or sugar.
Duerck n has recently studied beriberi in Sumatra, and his histologic investiga-
tions confirm the description of the profound changes in the peripheral nerves
and the skeletal muscles previously recorded by other writers. He advances the
following hypothesis as to the cause of these lesions:
"The ubiquitous character of the degenerative lesions in the peripheral nerves
and muscles and the absence of such changes in other organs compels one peremp-
torily to conclude that the harmful agent, acting in so specific a manner, can
not be a living organism either of a vegetable or of an animal type. One can
not, of course, exclude the possibility that the non-vital poison may enter the
body, perhaps through the intestinal tract by the aid of a micro-parasite. How-
ever, if this be so, the absence of an obvious primary lesion or primary reaction
is very striking. Lesions of the peripheral nerves caused by toxic substances are.
of course, frequent. In this connection we may mention degenerations and
inilammatory lesions due to alcohol, lead, arsenic, carbon bisulphide, ergotin. and
other intoxicants; and it is also well known that substances formed in the body
itself may, by processess of autointoxication, lead to lesions of the peripheral
nerves."
Yamagiwa " has recently reaffirmed his former statements regarding the
etiology of the disease in the following words: "Kakke or beriberi is an intoxica-
tion due to the daily use of boiled rice which has been improperly stored and
preserved. The intoxication causes a contraction of the small arterial branches
of the circulation. This again produces dilatation and hypertrophy of the heart,
local an;emia of the skin, mucous membranes, peripheral nerves, muscles, and
kidneys, and finally regressive metamorphoses in the tissues named."
Wright, in giving a summary of the theories regarding the etiology of the
disease, mentions the following: (1) Gelbke's theory that beriberi is due to
dry fish infected with a trichina; (2) that of M. Miura that it is due to the
ingestion of certain kinds of raw fish; (3) Grimm's theory that it is caused by
the ingestion of infected fish; (4) Takagi's that it is due to a pathogenic diet
in which nitrogen is deficient; (5) Ross's that it is the result of arsenical poison-
ing; (0) the belief that it is due to the ingestion of moldy rice; (7) Braddon's
theory that the ingestion of a specific organism which develops on growing rice
causes beriberi; (8) Manson's that it is due to a place germ, and (9) Ologner's
that it is produced by a hemic plasmodium.
10 These investigations have not been published. I am indebted to Professor
Shiga, of the Tokyo Institute for Infectious Diseases, where they were carried
on, for a communication concerning their result.
11 Duerck: Ueber Beriberi, etc. Munch. Mcdiz. Wooketuohrift. (1905), 52, 1913.
u Yamagiwa (and Yamanowchi) ; Ueber das wesen der Kakke. Salkowaki
Festschrift, Vvrehovo'B Archie, 156, 451.
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Views other than the above in regard to the etiology of beriberi are thai it
is an anaemia of a pernicious typo, that it is a mollified and secondarily changed
form of scorbutus, thai it is due to carbon monoxide poisoning, or that it is
caused by I 'urinaria duodenale or by Trichooephalvs dispar.
The following list gives the names of a number of investigators who have laid
claim to the discovery of the specific micro-organism of beriberi: Dekaeerda
(a bacillus), Taylor (a bacillus), Rost (a bacillus). Ogata (a bacillus), Van
Eccke (a coccus), Pekelharing and Winkler (a bacillus and a coccus), Wright
(a coccus), Dangerfield (a coccus), Glogner (an amoeba), Fajardo (a hffima-
tozoSn), and Okata and Kokubo (a coccus).
Wright, in his studies on beriberi in the Malay Peninsula, noticed that
although the disease is almost unknown among Europeans, a few authenticated
cases had been reported during the last ten years. In the Malay Peninsula the
disease occurs mainly among the Malays, Tamils, and particularly the Chinese,
and the greatest number of cases is found in the prisons. This author's theory
in regard to the etiology of beriberi is that it is due to a specific organism which
gains entrance to the body by the mouth, develops chiefly in the pyloric end of
the stomach and the duodenum, and produces a toxin, and that the latter being
absorbed, causes atrophy of the peripheral terminations of the afferent and
ell'erents neurons. He further believes that the specific organism is passed in
the fa'ces and then lodges in the doors and walls of confined places through
accident or through the careless personal habits of those affected by the disorder;
whereupon, provided congenial metcorologic. climatic, and artificial conditions
exist or there is close association from overcrowding, the organism becomes
virulent and. gaining entrance to the healthy body by means of food, gives rise
to an attack of the disease. Wright explains the fact that the germ remains
so closely focal by its being at once destroyed by the action of direct sunlight ;
he also assumes that the presence of carbon dioxide or some other gas is necessary
for its development in a virulent state. It seemed to him that the duration of
the active stage of the organism in the body is between three and four weeks.
He examined blood taken from 12 acute pernicious beriberi cases, from 36
simple acute ones, and from 27 in which a residual paralysis was existent, in
order to detect the specific organism of the disease, if possible. The blood was
first collected from the skin of the finger and lobe of the ear. and if a growth
occurred in the culture media a second specimen was taken from the median
cephalic vein at the elbow. The blood of IS Chinese not infected with beriberi
was examined by identical methods for control experiments. Wright concluded
that the few organisms which developed in the cultures in these two series of
investigations were contaminations derived from the skin and that they have no
relation whatever to beriberi. Some of these organisms, Wright states, had
previously been described by Pekelharing and Winkler and by Yon Eecke, who
had erroneously believed that they were associated with beriberi. It is interesting
to quote freely from Pekelharing and Winkler, who have claimed to have dis-
covered the specific cause of beriberi. They say: "In 15 cases we obtained a
growth of bacteria; from 12 patients a growth of micrococci] from 3, one of
rod-like bodies. The rods differed from each other in every instance. * * *
"In the 12 other cases the tubes inoculated with blood showed micrococci. These
developed best on the solid substances, where they formed a white bed with a
shining surface. This phenomenon was noticed in 1(1 cases hut in 2 of the cultures
a yellow color developed. '" * * Sometimes dill'erent bacteria were cultivated
from the same blood but this did not happen when agar-agar and blood serum
were used as the media. * * * The dill'erent colonies which developed on
the bed of gelatine did not at all resemble each other. On one occasion we found
seven colonies of micrococci, of which two consisted of a white and live of a yellow
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growth. * * * On several occasions we also noticed that, when we placed a
little of the old, white growth of micrococci which had been kept for some months
in a fresh soil of agar-agar, yellow growths of micrococci were developed which
sometimes grouped themselves in tetrad forms. But we can not draw hasty
conclusions from any of these observations. * * • Some further researches
will be necessary to decide whether the different forms of micrococci which we
obtained in our attempts at cultivation from the blood of sufferers from beriberi
are of different species, or whether they are not varieties of the same one.
Objections may be advanced that in these fifteen cases the bacteria did not occur
in the blood, but that they were collected by an accidental contamination during
manipulation and so entered the nutrient media."
It may be added that all of the animal experiments of the Dutch investigators
were entirely inconclusive in character.
.Stanley 13 examined the blood in 30 cases of beriberi occurring in Shanghai.
In each instance 1 cubic centimeter of blood was collected under aseptic
precautions from the median cephalic vein, and inoculated into various culture
media. In all, 150 cultures were made. All the tubes excepting two remained
sterile. These developed staphylococcus pyogenes aureus and Micrococcus tclra-
yenus. He also injected 1 cubic centimeter of blood from beriberi cases into
each of six rabbits. These animal experiments and others in which moldy rice
was employed were completely negative. Stanley concludes that the blood in
beriberi is sterile and that the organisms found by Pekelharing and Winkler do
not stand in any causal relationship to the disease. His experiments carried on
with the object of detecting whether a specific toxin was present in the rice were
likewise negative.
Ellis, 14 who had an opportunity in the government lunatic asylum of Singapore,
of studying a large amount of beriberi, made a number of blood examinations
in order to verify Pekelharing and Winkler's claims. However, he completely
failed to find a bacillus in the blood, and his cultures made from the spleen,
stomach, nerves, and other organs at post-mortem examinations likewise were
negative.
Glogner, 1 "' whose work on beriberi is frequently mentioned, says that the disease
is simply a multiple neuritis which is very common under tropical conditions,
but which also occurs in Europe, lie calls attention to the fact that whereas in
Europe, when the symptoms occur in connection with diphtheria, typhoid, lead
or alcohol poisoning, the etiology is generally obvious, in the Tropics the origin
of the malady is as a rule not easily detected. This author examined the blood
from the spleen of 98 cases of beriberi. He claims that in (i.'i he found extra-
globular bodies rich in pigment, which were different from the hsemaceba of
malaria. (ilogner regards these bodies to be the specific cause of beriberi.
Fajardo 1' has claimed the discovery of another protozoon in the blood of
beriberi patients which is very similar lint not identical with the malarial
parasite. He also regards this organism as the specific cause of the disease.
Host 17 observed an outbreak of beriberi in the Meeklita gaol, India, and which
occurred at about the same time that a disease attacked pigeons in the vicinity
13 Stanley: The Nature of Beriberi. Journal of Ifyyicuc (1902), 5, 369.
14 Ellis: A Contribution to the Pathology of Beriberi. London Lancet (1898),
2, 986.
15 Glogner: Ein weiterer Beitrag BUT Aetiol. der mult. Neuritis in den Tropen.
Virchow's Archir. (1895), 141,401.
"Fajardo; Von der Haematozoarie der Beriberi trad deren Pigment. Centralbt.
filr Bacteriol (1898), 1 Abt., 24, 558.
17 Post: The Cause of Beriberi. Brit. Med. Journ. (1002). 2, S;5f>.
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and caused paralysis of the wings and death among these birds. He believes
the cause of beriberi to be an angular diplobacillus, which is extremely resist-
ant to heat, a temperature of 220° F. acting for nine hours being necessary
to kill the spores. He claims to have found this same organism in the blood
and in the cerebrospinal fluid of a large number of beriberi cases. From blood,
it could be cultivated in broth, rice broth, and in ascitic fluid. It was very
motile and about the size of the tubercle bacillus. The organism was found in
hl.v rice as well as in the blood of beriberi patients. He believes that with
if he could produce in fowls, both by feeding and inhalation, a disease exactly
similar to beriberi in man.
Durham performed a number of experiments with the view of producing in
monkeys, guinea pigs, and rabbits a disease similar to or identical with beriberi.
His experiments included the feeding of dry fish and rice, injection of serum
from beriberi cases, the administration by the mouth to monkeys of the contents
of the gastro-intestinal tract of beriberi cases, to monkeys of dust from infected
localities, inoculation from throat to throat in monkeys, and attempts to infect
with bedbug bites. All the experiments were obsolutely negative. Durham
severely criticises Wright's claim of having produced beriberi in monkeys by con-
fining the animals in prison cells where the disease had constantly been prevalent
in man. and by feeding these animals with food mixed with the dust from such
cells, lie says that the neuritis observed in Wright's monkeys was due to
septic absorption from old, chronic ulcers and he further states that he him-
self observed the nerves in an advanced state of degeneration in monkeys
showing septic processes. Durham is inclined to regard the tonsils as the portal
of entrance of t lie specific virus of beriberi, and with reference to this point he
says: "Clinical observations of throats in two places. * * (iopeng 1'erak
and Christmas Islands, more than 1,000 miles apart, as well as in Kuala Lumpur,
seem to indicate that in early cases and in those which had recently come to hos-
pital there was a marked faucial redness. This condition was not associated with
tenderness or swelling of the lymphatic glands. Sterilized cotton, wood swTabs
mounted on wires were smeared on the throats of a number of patients and then on
the surface of agar media in Petri dishes. After twenty-four hours, or better
after forty-eight hours, remarkable numbers of small, low, translucent colonies
appeared on the plates. After ninety-six hours they measured only about 1 milli-
meter in diameter. Under a low power of the microscope they showed a well-
marked, distinguishing feature in that there were tiny loops of projecting organ-
isms around the periphery. Some plates were crowded with these small looped
colonies, and this almost or quite to the exclusion of other kinds of colonies.
Morphologically they assumed a somewhat streptococcal appearance being grouped
in short chains but there was a great tendency to the formation of involution
forms of a swollen, irregular, or rod-like character; no motility, stained by
( i rain's method."
However, Durham did not succeed in isolating the same organisms from the
dust of thi' cells, nor did he obtain it from the intestinal tracts of bodies dead
of beriberi. His attempts to propagate this organism in the second generation
failed. He found no evidence that mosquitoes or cockroaches spread the disease.
Durham believes that the dietetic or physiologic theory, the one of unsound food,
or of arsenical poisoning all appear to be insufficient to account for the spread
of the disease. His own observations prompt him to believe that beriberi is
communicated more or less directly as an actual infection from person to person,
or through fomites.
Tetamore 1s reports an epidemic among native prisoners in the United States
1H Tetamore: Burgeon-General's Report [or the Fiscal Year ending June SO, 1901;
Washington ( 1901), 236.
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military prison, Lingayen, Pangasinan, P. 1. This outbreak occurred between
October, 1900, and January, 1901. There were 141 persons attacked by beriberi,
of which 31 died. Bacteriological examination of tbe blood was made in 35
cases. The results, in general, were negative but in a few cases micrococci were
found which were not regarded as specific in their nature.
From the above statements it appears that the most careful attempts
to obtain a specific organism from the blood of beriberi cases have been
negative. It may also be mentioned that Robert Koch was unsuccessful
in isolating any specific bacterium.
Dangerfield 1 " has recently published a very elaborate report of 400 pages on
beriberi. On page 59 of his book he says: '-Since 1897 1 have been impressed
witli the constancy of digestive disturbances in all cases of beriberi, manifesting
themselves in the form of anorexia, gastralgia, vomiting, nausea, dyspepsia ami
epigastric pain on pressure. We have therefore studied this question carefully
in the living as well as in the cadaver. Later, we have intubated many patients
with Fauche de Beouf's stomach tube, in order to examine the gastric contents.
In almost all of our cases we have found cocci, both by the direct microscopical
examination and by making cultures in Jensen's fluid, after neutralizing the
gastric contents. Therefore, it is this method which one should preferably use
in searching for the beriberi coccus in the living. The pathological-anatomical
lesions of the gastro-intestinal tract are so characteristic that we have questioned
how it could be possible for them to have escaped the attention of other observers.
The bacterium of beriberi belongs to the family Coccacece and to the genus Micro-
coccus. It appears in the form of a spherical, perfectly round, isolated cell.
However, this form varies according to the stage of evolution of the bacterium." -°
Dangerfield states that the organism is found on the epidermis, in the soil,
in the air, in water, in the sputum, in vomited matter, and in the faeces, as well
as in the intestinal tract, in the stomach, and in the small intestine. Round
cells from 0.2 to 1.5 fi. Very unstable in virulence. Grow well at from 22° to
45° C. Do not live at 0° or above 100° C. They are obligate aerobic. Grow
rapidly at 37° C. on agar; however, during the first twenty-four hours, slowly.
Odor is disagreeable. No evolution of gas. Stain with difficulty by Gram's
method. Slowly decolorize by acid alcohol. Give indol reaction in young bouillon
cultures. Do not give the cholera-red reaction. Culture media are always alkaline
in all stages of growth. Bouillon becomes very slightly clouded with a slight
film around the edge of the surface. There is formed a milky, non-viscous,
white deposit. Grows poorly in glucose bouillon. On Roux plates the cultures
are white, shiny, creamy, and porcelain-like, with fringed margins and with a
paler color. Gelatin is liquefied slowly. Liquefaction does not begin before the
fourth day. On agar the coccus grows poorly at 18° to 20° C. The cells are
small. On Jensen's rice the colonies are white, peculiar, porcelain-like, cream-
like, abundant. On potato there is formed a beautiful, white, opaque, porcelain-
like growth, visible after forty-eight hours. On carrots, the growth is very poor.
showing degenerate cocci. On artichoke, the growth is good and gives after the
first day a beautiful, green color. It grows well in ascitic fluid. It gives beautiful,
white cultures on solidified blood serum. It grows in milk without coagulating it.
The most recent claim of the discovery of a specific germ for beriberi is made
by Okata and Kokubo, two Japanese army surgeons, who have had an excellent
opportunity to study the extensive outbreak of beriberi occurring among the
"'Dangerfield: Le Beriberi, Paris (1905).
20 For a complete description of the bacterium the reader is referred to the
original paper.
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Japanese soldiers transferred from Manchuria to Japan during the recent Russo-
Japanese war. These investigators have isolated a coccus, which generally assumes
the shape of a diplococcus but which may also at times present itself as a staphy-
lococcus. They confidently maintain that this organism is the causative factor
in beriberi.
The author, working in the Hiroshima Kakke Hospital under the
direction of Surgeon-Major Kokubo, lias had an opportunity to isolate
this identical organism from cases among soldiers Buffering from beriberi
in Hiroshima. A translation of Okata and Kokubo's first description
of the micro-organism, which they claim to be the etiologic factor in
kakke, has already beeu published in a previous number of this Journal.- 1
THE TIIKOKY OF ARSENICAL POISONING AS THE CAUSATIVE
PACTOR OK BERIBERI.
Among the theories brought forward to explain the etiology of beriberi
is that of arsenical poisoning. 1 shall consider it somewhat in detail.
A number of observers who have made .beriberi a subject of special
inquiry have noticed the frequency of this affection among workers in
tin mines. Occasionally, there has been a tendency to regard the disease
as a direct manifestation of arsenical poisoning.
Recently, Donald Ross" lias become an advocate of this theory. He calls
attention to the fact that the clinical symptoms of certain cases of beriberi are
extraordinarily similar to those shown by the victims of chronic arsenic poison-
ing which occurred in Chester and Manchester (England) in 1900 and which
were characterized by a multiple, peripheral neuritis; in fact, they resembled
what appeared to be cases of epidemic, peripheral neuritis. Following out
this theory, Ross " later reported a case of beriberi which clinically presented
features similar to those met with in the dry, paralytic form of the disease; it also
resembled the eases of arsenic poisoning observed in England in 1900. Professor
Dixon Mann examined a lock of hair from this patient and reported that he
found a considerable amount of arsenic. No arsenic had been administered
medicinally.
Enlarging upon his researches in this direction. Ross- 1 procured twenty samples
of hair from beriberi patients, mostly Chinese, from the Penang General Hospital.
'these were also analyzed by Dixon Mann, who reported that (i out of the 20
samples contained arsenic; two yielded more than a trace; and two each a
decided and a minute trace. The positive samples were nearly all from recent
cases of beriberi, the negative ones as a rule from the older ones. Ross draws
the following conclusion from the result.
"The probability is very strong that the Penang beriberi is arsenical, especially
when we know that the people there largely work in tin manufactories and are
brought closely into contact with arsenic."
-' i'hil. Journ. Science (1906), 1, 169.
-'Ross: beriberi and Chronic Arsenical Poisoning. London Lancet (1000),
2, 1077.
-
:l Ross and Reynolds: A Case of beriberi Probably due to Arsenic Poisoning.
Brit. Med. Journ. ( 1901), 2, 070.
"Ross: Arsenic in the Hair of Beriberi Patients from Penang. Brit. I/"/.
Journ. (1002). 1, 329.
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Further researches are given in a subsequent report* by the same author.
Eight samples of the hair of beriberi cases were procured by him from the
Singapore Asylum. The analyses made by Mann showed arsenic in the hair from
three recent cases and none in the live samples from older cases. Boss further
concludes that: "Whatever the truth may ultimately prove to be. the analyses
which Prof. Dixon Mann has made seem to suggest that the arsenic, after
producing the characteristic neuritis, has gradually disappeared from the hair
in some manner, or lias, perhaps, been cut away as convalescence lias advanced."
Manson (1. c.) in referring to the arsenical poisoning theory of beriberi calls
attention to the fact that the mere presence of traces of arsenic in the hair of
persons suffering from beriberi could hardly be advanced as a conclusive argument
of such an origin of the disease. While he is not prepared to deny the frequent
occurrence of arsenical neuritis in the Tropics, he feels quite certain that what
is generally considered as beriberi has nothing to do with arsenic and does not
represent an arsenical neuritis.
Dunham (1. c. ) believes that the results of the analyses reported by Boss,
in which only traces of arsenic were discovered, really oppose the arsenic bypot he-
sis and do not support it. He points out that out of many hundred beriberi
cases he encountered but one of herpes, such as is frequently found in arsenical
intoxication. While arsenic may be and is partaken of by many who are afflicted
with beriberi as well as by others, the analyses which have been made are
against the supposition that there is a connection between the two (clinically
more or less distinct) conditions of arsenical neuritis and beriberi. Upon
Dunham's suggestion, arsenic was given to a number of beriberi patients in large
doses. Xo favorable result was observed from this treatment, but several cases
recovered in spite of the heroic doses administered.
The question whether arsenic is or is not a normal constituent of the
human body is at present open to argument.
A. Gautier '-'" claims that in 200 tests he has always found arsenic in the
thyroid gland and in the skin and its appendages. His observations are con-
firmed by other French writers, viz: Lapierre, Paged Imbcrt, Badel. and Bertrand.
However, Gautier's statements arc contested and the presence of arsenic as a
normal constituent of the thyroid and the skin is denied by Hoedelinoser.-7 Cerny,™
and Zieinke."" The first-mentioned author, in his tests, adopted Gautier's tedious
method of digesting and oxydizing 100 grains of the tissues to be tested with
30 to 00 cubic centimeters of nitric acid and 1 cubic centimeter of sulphuric
acid, in older to prevent any possibility of losing arsenic by volatilization. In
spite of these precautions he could not detect arsenic and consequently refers
the results of the French observer to impure reagents.
In order to test the validity of Ross's claim, hair from some of our
heriberi patients was analyzed. The samples were taken from the heads
of ten native Filipinos, as follows:"" One from a fatal ease of acute, wet
"Idem.: Sonic More Instances of the Presence of Arsenic in the Hair of
Early Cases of Beriberi. Brit. Med. Journ. (1002), 2, 837.
'
-"(Jautier: Sur l'arsenic normal des aniniaux. Comp. Rend. lulu/. Soc. Biol.
Paris (1002). 54, 727; also Existence normal et origine de l'arsenic, etc., ibid.,
1242.
' Hoedelinoser : ZcitscJir. fUr Physiol. C'Jtemic, 33, 320.
»Cerny: Ibid., 34, 408.
"Ziemke: Deutsche Apotheker Ztg. (1002), 17.
m The analyses were made in the Chemical Laboratory of this Bureau, the
first in 1004 by ('. L. Bliss, the last nine by L. A. Salinger,, to both of whom
1 wish to express my thanks.
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beriberi, one from a fatal case of acute pernicious beriberi, and eight from
cases of subacute or chronic beriberi.
The first sample was shown to be negative by Mr. Bliss, but in order
absolutely to check bis result, tbe remaining nine were carefully tested for
arsenic, the method used having tbe following main features: From samples 1
to !*. about 1 gram of each was used for tbe determination; from the remaining
one. 0.5 gram was employed. Organic nfatter was destroyed in tbe usual way,
the solution then diluted, filtered, and evaporated witb sulpburic acid, tins
operation being repeated several times after tbe addition of a small amount of
nitric acid, until tbe fumes of sulpburic acid appeared. After all organic
matter had been destroyed, the test for arsenic was made in a small Marsh
apparatus. No trace of arsenic could be detected in any of tbe samples; a
control by tliis method was sufficiently delicate to detect 0.01 milligram.
The ten samples of hair from beriberi patients on analysis, therefore,
demonstrated the absence of arsenic.
ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS WITH THE 0KATA-K0KUB0 COCCI'S.
During the past six months 1 have extensively studied the Okata-
Kokubo coccus and the relation it bears. to beriberi. The results of these
experiments and of the investigations undertaken to find this identical
organism in beriberi cases occurring in the Philippine islands may be
summarized as follows:
Six strains were selected for cultural and animal experiments. Three
were isolated by Professor Okata from beriberi autopsies; one was a
culture grown by Professor Koknbo from the urine of a kokke patient
and two were isolated by myself from the urine of kakke patients in
Hiroshima, in which place 1 was working under the direction of Professor
Kokubo. One of the last two cultures exclusively showed cocci of the
large type. The six strains were grown on the following media: agar,
alkaline to litmus: agar, alkaline to phenolphthalei'n
;
glucose-agar;
litmus-lactose-agar ; litmus-milk; bouillon alkaline to litmus; bouillon,
alkaline to phenolphthalei'n; Dunham's peptone solution; gelatine;
potatoes. All the cultures were kept in the incubator between 34° to 36
except the gelatine tubes which were maintained at a lower temperature.
A study of the growth of the different strains on the variety of culture
media employed, in general confirmed the description given by Okata and
Kokubo in their first paper. However, a i'vw minor differences were
noticed. These wcw as follows:
Examination of gelatine cultures during the first two weeks showed no lique-
fact ion.
After twenty-two days on this medium the following conditions were noticed:
Stem Kokubo, heavy growth, superficial liquefaction;
Stem Herzog (large cocci), scanty growth, no liquefaction.
Stem Herzog, very abundant growth, liquefaction.
Stems Okata, I. II. and III. scanty growth, no liquefaction.
Non-inoculated control tube. Xo liquefaction.
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After fifty-six days:
Stem Kokubo, Abundant growth. Very advanced liquefaction.
Herzog {large), scanty growth, no liquefaction.
Herzog I. very advanced liquefaction, like stem Kokubo.
Okata L II. Ill, no liquefaction.
Control tube, no liquefaction.
The original communication states that the Jcakke coccus grows in milk
without coagulating the casein. Our tests in this respect show:
After twenty-two day*' growth in litmus milk:
Stem Kokubo, media fluid, red, little coagulation.
Herzog {large), fluid, red. moderate coagulation.
Herzog I, fluid, red, marked coagulation.
Okata I. //. ///, fluid, red. very little coagulation.
After 56 days, all litmus milk tubes were red and the degree of coagulation
was as follows:
Kokubo, moderate coagulation.
Herzog (larfie), marked coagulation.
Herzog I, marked coagulation.
Okata /, //. ///, marked coagulation.
Therefore, a Her a longer period of growth, all stems showed marked
aeid formation and a varying degree of casein coagulation. The control
tube after fifty-six days had shown no changes. On the other media
the cultures presented the features already described by Kokubo and
Okata. None of them formed any gas in glucose or lactose media.
The following animal experiments were made:
First series.—On November 20, 1905, twelve monkeys (species Maca-
CU8 cynomolgus) were inoculated with the 6 stems, as follows:
Allium] number.
Monkey No.
—
1473
Date. Amount.
1474
_
1475
1471).
1477-
147,s_
HX1_
Nov. 20,1905
.... do.
do
do
do
do
Nov. 22,1905
c. c.
1
14S2_
1483-
1511.
_do.
.do.
_do_
Culture.
1512.
1513.
.do.
_do-
5-day-old bouillon culture,
second generation of
original Japanese cul-
ture, intni]ieritoncally.
do
do
do
do
do
'2-day-old bouillon culture,
second generation of
original Japanese cul-
ture, intraperitoneally.
do
_—do
6-day-old bouillon culture,
second generation of ori-
ginal Japanese culture.
— .do
— -do
Stem.
Kokubo.
Do.
Herzog (large;
Do.
Herzog [.
Do.
Okata I.
Do.
Okata II.
Herzog I.
Herzog large
Kokubo.
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These monkeys were kept under observation during fifty-two days.
They never developed fever, paralysis, swelling- of the lower extremities,
difficulty of respiration, nor any of the other symptoms of beriberi. They
were, in fad, never otherwise than well, they ate normally during this
period, and were discharged from observation on January 12, 1906.
Second series.—On March 15, 1906, twelve monkeys (species Macacus
cynomolgus) were inoculated with the 6 stems, each animal receiving
intraperitoneal!} 2 cubic centimeters of a 9-day-old bouillon culture.
The animals were of both sexes, and included young ami full-grown
individuals.
Animal number.
Monkey No.—
1886
1887
1888
1889
1840
1841
1812
1848
1841
1846
1846
1847
Amount. Stem.
Kokubo.
Do.
Okata l.
Da
Okata li.
Do,
Okata III.
Do.
Heraog l.
Do.
Hefzog (large).
Do.
These animals were kept under observation for over one month. They
remained perfectly well during this time.
Third scries.—Twelve half-grown guinea pigs were inoculated on
February 26, 1906, as follows: Three standard oesen of a 6-day-agar
culture were suspended in 10 cubic centimeters of physiological salt solu-
tion. Each guinea pig received 1 cubic centimeter of this suspension
intraperitoneally or subcutaneously, as shown by the following table:
Animal number. Amount. Stem. Inoculation.
Guinea pig No.
—
1800
Standard
oat,
0.3
.3
.8
.3
.3
.8
.3
.3
.3
.3
.3
.3
Okatn i- - - -- Intraperitoneallv.
1807 do Subcutanenuslv.
1808 Okata 11— - -. Lntraperitoneally.
Subcutaneously.
lntraperitoneally.
Subcutaneously.
lntraperitoneally.
Subcutaneously.
Intraperitoneally.
Subcutaneously.
Intraperitoneally.
Subcutaneously.
1809
1810
do
okata II1_. ....
1811 do
1812 Kokubo ___ .
IS 13 ____do
1814
1815 do
1810
1817 do
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The animals were kept under observation for nearly two months. They
remained well and did not develop any disease.
Fourth series.—On March 15, 1906, twelve young guinea pigs were
inoculated intraperitoneal!)-, each with 1 cubic centimeter of a 9-day-old
bouillon culture of the different stems, as follows:
Animal number. Amount. Stem.
Guinea pig No.—
1893_
c.c.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Kokubo.
Do.
Okata I.
Do.
Okata 11.
Do.
Okata III.
Do.
Herzog 1.
Do.
Herzog (large).
Do.
1894
1896
1896. _
1897 -
1898 .. .
1899. __ ..„ _.
1900. .
1901 ._ .
1902
1903
1904
These animals were kept under observation for over one month. They
remained well.
Fifth series.—On March L5, 1906, twenty-four young rabbits were
inoculated, each receiving intraperitoneally 1 cubic centimeter of a
9-day-old bouillon culture of one of the <i stems.
Animal number.
Rabbits Nos.
—
1 St 19-1872..
1873-187<i__.
1877-1880...
1881-1884...
1885-1888...
1889-1892
__.
Amount.
C. c.
1
1
1
1
1
1
Stem.
Kokubo.
Okata I.
Okata II.
Okata III.
Herzog I.
Herzog (large).
The twenty-four animals wore kept under observation for over one
month. They remained perfectly well.
Sixth series.—On March 16, 1906, twenty-one rats (mostly of the
species M ns decumanus but also a number of .1/. rait us) were inoculated
intraperitoneally. each receiving a 9-day-old bouillon culture, as follows:
Kats Xos. ]S4S to IS.")!) each 1 cubic centimeter of stem Kokubo, and rats
Xos. I860 to 1868 each the same amount of Okata No. II.
March 22. a. m. Rat No. 1S4S died during the previous night. JJody mil
vet putrid, very miicli emaciated. On section a "ravish white floccule, the size
nf a millet seed, was found on the surface of a loop of the small intestine:
44510 2
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otherwise no pathological changes were observed. The fioccule was composed
of leucocytes and endothelial cells, and contained innumerable, small diplobacilli.
Cultures were made from this fioccule and from the spleen and heart's blood.
The tubes inoculated from tbe fioccule developed a small bacillus, but no cocci.
The small intestine of this animal had evidently been wounded during the
intraperitoneal inoculation. The cultures from tbe spleen and heart's blood
were negative.
March 27, 1906. Rat No. 1841) was found dead in the morning. Body much
emaciated, already decidedly putrid. On post-mortem examination there was
found a caseous abscess the size of a very small bazelnut in the anterior body
wall opposite the lower ribs of the left side. This abscess contained many
slender, non-acid proof bacilli. Tubercle bacilli were not found.
The following rats died subsequently: No. 1860, March 27; No. 1861, March 27;
No. 1863, March 28; No. 1856. April 7; No. 1859, April 10. Smears from
the different organs and inoculations of culture media were made from each
animal. In no case was it possible to regain from the tissues the cocci which
were inoculated on March 15, and there appears to be no doubt that the inoculated
organism had nothing to do with the death of the experimental animals. It
may be stated that a number of the laboratory rats not inoculated but living
under the same conditions, died at about this time. The other animals of this
series inoculated with the kalcke coccus remained alive; none of them developed
any symptoms of beriberi.
BLOOD EXAMINATIONS OF UUIUBERI CASES IN MANILA.
Blood examinations in twelve cases of beriberi were made by the author
during the years 1904 and 1905 with the object of obtaining the specific
micro-organism of the disease from the blood, if it was present therein.
These examinations gave a negative result and no detailed record of them
has been preserved. Since my return from Japan, over forty additional
blood examinations have been made, and detailed records of these have
been kept. On December 7 and 9, 1905, ,'59 male inmates of Hospital B
of Bilibid Prison, who were suffering at this time with all types of
beriberi except that of the most acute, pernicious variety, were examined.
Some of the cases were of the wet, hypertrophic type, others of the dry
and atrophic variety; in certain ones all of the more prominent symptoms
of beriberi were still present; in others, convalescence was well advanced.
These blood examinations were undertaken with the assistance of Mr.
Charles B. Hare, at that time a member of the staff of the Biological
Laboratory.
The method of procedure was as follows:
The skin over the median cephalic vein of the elbow was cleansed with soap
and water, bichloride solution, and alcohol. The vein was then pierced with a
hypodermic syringe needle and from 1 to 2 cubic centimeters of blood withdrawn
and at once injected into a lOO-cubic-centimeter flask containing 50 cubic cen-
timeters of slightly alkaline bouillon. The cultures were then incubated at :!7°
and kept under observation for several weeks.
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Thirty-three of the flasks remained permanently sterile. In six, a
growth developed in which the following organisms were isolated.'11
Culture No. 2 developed a coccus, No. 4 a staphylococcus, No. 13 a large
staphylococcus, No. 10 a spore-bearing bacillus, No. 26 a large diplococcus, arid
No. 37 a medium-sized, slender, spore-forming bacillus. All of the above stained
well by Oram's method.
The four varieties of cocci which were obtained have not as yet been
very extensively examined as to their cultural properties. However,
none of them seem to he identical with the cocci brought from Japan,
and experiments made with them with the object of producing beriberi in
animals have all been negative, as will be seen from the following table:
Seventh .scries.—Twelve monkeys, each received intraperitoneal^ one-fifth of
an oese of an agar culture in 1 cubic centimeter of physiological salt solution, as
follows
:
Organism isolated Organism isolated
. r
. „ ,
from Bilibid from Bil ibidMonkey No.— beriberi case No.— Monkey No.— beriberi case No —
1655 2 1661 IS
1656 2 1662 13
1657 4 1663 26
1658 4 1664 26
1659 L9 1665 37
1660 19 1666 37
These monkeys were well during the days following the injections and
they neither developed symptoms of beriberi nor manifested appearances
of any disease.
In a case of hypertrophic beriberi,' 1 - which quickly terminated fatally,
a blood examination was made January 20, 1900, five days before death.
(See necrospy No. 1636, page 747 of this article.) At this time the
patient presented all of the symptoms of an acute and profound case of
beriberi. The examination included anaerobic cultures.
About r> cubic centimeters of blood were withdrawn from the median cephalic
vein. Two flasks containing 50 cubic centimeters of bouillon were inoculated,
each with 1 cubic centimeter of blood. One was kept aerobically. ami the other
in a hydrogen atmosphere, anaerobieally. Several agar tubes were likewise inoc-
ulated from the blood, some of which were also developed aerobically, and some
anaerobieally ( Buchner's pyrogallic acid method being used). The cultures were
left under observation during from four to five weeks. They remained per-
manently sterile.
Apparently, all of the cultures from this case had remained sterile,
but the possibility was considered that perhaps something ultramieroscopic
in character and which did not give rise to any changes in the culture
media, detectable by either ordinary macroscopic or microscopic examina-
"The cultures are designated by the same numbers under which the 30 cases
of beriberi were recorded.
"Occurring in the Civil Hospital.
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t ions, mighl have developed. Hence, 6 monkeys were inoculated From
the culture media, which had been kept both aerobically and anaerobically.
Eighth series.—
Animal number. Date. Amount. Culture.
Monkey No.—
1717 Feb. 2, 190*5
c c.
1 Aerobic culture A.
1718 do 1 Anaerobic culture A.
1719 do 1 Aerobic culture B.
1721) . . do 1 Anaerobic culture B.
1721 . .. .... _ _ do 1 Aerobic culture I).
1722 - - - do 1 Anaerobic culture I).
These animals never showed any sign of disease and remained per-
manently well.
Before the bouillon cultures from the above case of beriberi were used
for inoculating the animals recorded in the preceding tallies, subcultures
from the tubes were made on agar. These were preserved in the incu-
bator both under aerobic and anaerobic conditions. After four weeks
it was noticed that each of two of the tubes had developed a single colony.
The one which had been kept under anaerobic conditions contained
large, yellow cocci, which later also grew aerobically; the aerobic tube
showed a dirty, grayish-brown, very tenacious colony composed of bacilli.
which stained very irregularly, and appeared morphologically somewhat
like diphtheria bacilli from an older culture. After transplanting a
portion of this growth to a fresh agar tube the remainder of the colony
was rubbed up with 15 cubic centimeters of sterile salt solution: with
this verv imperfect suspension, which contained comparatively large
tlocculi. six monkeys were inoculated, each with about 1.3 cubic centi-
meters of fluid.
Ninth scries.—
Animal number.
Monkey No.—
1826
1826
1S27
1S2S
1829
1880
I laic.
Mar. 7,1906
do
....do
do
do
do
Suspen-
sion.
c. c.
1.80
1,80
1.80
1.80
1.30
1.30
'I'he animals remained permanently well.
Cultures were made from the internal organs in a number of post-
mortem examinations of beriberi cases and examined with the view of
ascertaining whether the identical coccus brought from Japan was present.
Most of these were negative. An acute case of beriberi died at Bilibid
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Hospital after an illness of only a fvw hours and the necropsy (No. 1634)
was performed two hours after death. Cultures taken from the very
much enlarged spleen developed colonies of a pale-yellowish diplococcus
which, in most media, showed considerable similarity to the cocci brought
from Japan. From these cultures live rabbits were inoculated.
Tenth scries.—Three of the animals (1747, 1748, 174!)) received intraperi-
toneally 1 cubic centimeter of a 2-day-old bouillon culture, and two (1750 and
1751) received subcutaneously 1 cubic centimeter of the same culture. These
animals, which were under observation for two months, never showed any signs
of disease and remained permanently well.
In order to prepare an anti-serum for the purpose of making agglutina-
tion tests, other rabbits were inoculated with the Kokuho coccus in suc-
cessively increasing doses. All of these animals remained well. One of
the rabbits, when finally hied, after having beeu injected at intervals on
numerous occasions during a period of seventy-eight days, furnished a
serum of only very low agglutinating power.
On March 7, 1906, a post-mortem examination (Xo. 1074) was made upon the
body of a young Japanese who had been ill but a few days. The clinical diagnosis
of acute, pernicious beriberi was confirmed at autopsy. During this examination
two agar tubes were inoculated from the cerebrospinal fluid obtained by puncture
at the third lumbal- vertebra with a sterile syringe, and another was inoculated
from the heart's blood. Pieces of the wall of the stomach and of the duodenum,
together with some of the gastric contents, were placed in a flask containing
several hundred cubic centimeters of alkaline bouillon the latter was then
heated to 80° ('. and kept at that temperature for about ten minutes. It was
then cooled in the refrigerator and subsequently incubated. It developed a
spore-forming bacillus. The tube inoculated from the heart's blood remained
permanently sterile, and the tubes inoculated from the cerebrospinal fluid
developed colonies of different bacilli, evidently contaminations.
Monkeys and rabbits were inoculated on March 26, 1906, with the cultures
obtained from the above necropsy (No. 1674), after the latter had grown in the
incubator for nineteen days. Of the bouillon culture 1.5 cubic centimeter was
injected intraperitoneally. of the agar cultures six normal oesen were rubbed
up with 20 cubic centimeters of salt solution, and each animal received intra-
peritoneally 1.5 cubic centimeters of this suspension, as follows:
Eleventh scries. (March 2(\.)
Monkey No. 191(>
.
Monkey No. 1917
Rabbit No. 1918...
Rabbit No. 1919__
Monkey No. 1920.
Monkey No. 1921
Rabbit No. 1922...
Rabbit No. 1923...
Monkey No. 1924 .
Monkey No. 1925
.
Rabbit No. 1926__.
Rabbit No. 1927...
Animal number. Quantity. Culture.
c. r.
1.5 From .stomach.
1.5 Do.
1.5 Do.
1.5 Do.
1.5 Cerebro-spinal 1
1.5 J)o.
1.5 Do.
1.5 Do.
1.5 Cerebro-splnal 2
1.5 Do.
1.5 Do.
1.5 Do.
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One rabbit (No. 1919) and one monkey (No. 1!)17). which had received l.~>
cubic centimeters of the bouillon culture obtained from the stomach, died.
Monkey No. 1917 was found dead March 29. The post-mortem examination
revealed nothing characteristic; smears from the organs showed a very small
diplococcus, absolutely unlike the Okata-Kokubo coccus both in morphology and
in cultural properties.
Rabbit No. 1919 was found dead on March .'SO. The autopsy showed a
peritonitis with blood-tinged fluid in the abdominal cavity; the liver contained
numerous microbic foci. The cultures inoculated from the organs developed a
large, spore-forming bacillus, Btaining by (iram's method.
SPECIAL PATHOLOGY.
Baelz, Seheube, X. Minra. Yamagiwa, and Pekelharing and Winkler
have particularly advanced our knowledge of the special pathology of
beriberi.
Pekelharing and Winkler,3
'
1
after giving due credit to Baelz and Seheube for
having first shown that the principal seat of the disease in beriberi is the
peripheral nervous system, point oul that the changes in the nerves are not of
the nature of an inflammatory, but of a degenerative, process. Their conclusions
read as follows:
"Anatomical examination is in perfect accord with the inference drawn from
clinical observation, that beriberi is a multiple neuritis. An extreme and very
extensive affection of the peripheral nerves predominates, and as one approaches
the central nervous system, the pathological evidence id' nerve change diminishes.
The anterior roots of the spinal nerves are always healthy; but in the posterior
roots one sometimes meets with a slight atrophy of the fibers, which is always
infinitely less on the proximal side of the intervertebral ganglion than on the
distal prolongation of the nerve. In the spinal cord some variations of secondary
importance are met with in the large nerve cells of the anterior cornua. but
more constant still is a slight loss of fibers in the extension of the posterior
roots in the two radicular zones, unaccompanied by any swelling of the axis
cylinder, granular degeneration of cells, or multiplication of nuclei. We consider
that we have established the claim that beriberi should be ranked among the dis-
eases that are described under the name of multiple peripheral neuritis. However
highly we esteem the work done by Baelz and Seheube. we consider that
the proof has only now been given by us, inasmuch as we have clearly demon-
strated that the nerves are attacked in the very first phase of the disease, and
our anatomical observation has undoubtedly confirmed this a fleet ion of the
nerves in a very great number of cases. In every beriberi patient some symptoms
of degeneration, as well as of regeneration, in the peripheral nerves can often
be found."
Pekelharing and Winkler also demonstrated that beriberi is not a form of
pernicious anemia, as had previously been claimed. They made a number of
systematic blood examinations and proved that neither an oligocythemia nor an
oligochromasia of a marked degree was present. A number of other authors
(among them Wright) have later confirmed the results of their investigations
in this respect. Wright estimated the haemoglobin and made blood counts in 26
cases of beriberi. A moderate amemia was found in several cases. The number
of red-blood corpuscles varied from 4,600,000 to 6,120,000, and Hie leucocytes
from U.7-20 to 7,<>00.
" Pekelharing and Winkler: Beriberi, English edition (1893), London.
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Yamagiwa,34 after a study of a largo autopsy material, enumerates the most
important pathologic changes in beriberi as follows: (1) Dilatation and hyper-
trophy of the right ventricle, and dilatation of the left; fatty metamorphosis
of the myocardium; (2) degeneration of the peripheral nerves; (3) atrophy and
degeneration of the skeletal muscles; (4) parenchymatous degeneration of the
kidney; (5) hydrops. In other words, all the pathological changes in kakke are
regressive in nature, with the single exception of the hypertrophy of the
myocardium.
Yamagiwa, assisted by Yamanouchi,88 recently has investigated the claim of
Glogner—i. e., "that beriberi is primarily a disease of the heart and skeletal
muscles (fragmentation) with a loss of continuity of the elastic tissue of the
vessels, particularly of the pulmonary artery and its branches." The Japanese
authors from their histologic studies conclude that Glogner's statements are
not at all tenable and that the elastic fibers of the pulmonary artery and its
branches are practically intact in beriberi.
In seven beriberi necropsies Plehn (1. c.) found the liver in six presenting
the changes of interstitial hepatitis and in one, those of chronic congestion with
secondary induration. This observer is therefore inclined to look upon the inter-
stitial hepatitis as an important morbid change in beriberi.
Hermann Duerck, 36 who also lias recently studied beriberi in Sumatra, states
that the surrounding connective tissue, the fine connective tissue— i. e., the endo-
neurium—the myelin sheath, and even the axis cylinders of the nerves are all
affected and that alterations are to be found even in acute cases. In the instance
of a Chinese coolie, sick only fourteen days, who complained mainly of dyspn.oa
and palpitation of the heart, disturbances of locomotion increasing almost to
complete paralysis were present. In this case sections of the vagus nerve showed
almost complete degeneration of the myelin sheath, with irregularly fringed
fragments, or with fragments resembling portions of a rosary. In other places
the axis cylinders were entirely devoid of their myelin sheaths, many of which
were found collapsed and with the neurolemma nuclei increased. The axis
cylinders were spirally twisted, irregularly undulating and in some places even
broken up into fragments. The heart in the same case was dilated and resem-
bled a flabby, thin-walled sac. Microscopically, the myocardium showed most ex-
tensive changes. The muscle cells were attenuated, having been pushed apart
by a homogeneous, glassy mass, in which small, undulating clefts containing
cell nuclei surrounded by some granular protoplasm were occasionally seen. A
high magnification revealed the fact that this homogeneous substance was a
degeneration product of the fibrils of the heart muscle cells. In many places
there could very distinctly be seen a direct transition of the striped substance
into the hyaline mass. The muscle cells were also separated longitudinally into
a number of fine, parallel bands. This process resulted in the picture (if free
nuclei surrounded by a small amount of granular sarcoplasin. The bands evidently
had undergone hyaline degeneration and the hyaline material included the nuclei,
with a small amount of sarcoplasm. According to the report, the degeneration of
the nerves could be followed step by step by the melting of the hyaline sheath,
vacuolation, and the formation of honeycombed or foamy masses. Large cells, evi-
dently leucocytes loaded with some of the degenerated hyaline, were found in the
immediate neighborhood of the capillaries which supply the endoneural connective
"Yamagiwa: Beitrage zur Kemitniss der Kakke. Yirchow's Arch (1899)
156, 461.
"Yamagiwa and Yamanouchi: Qeber das Wesen der Kakke. Salkoioski Fest-
schrift.
"Duerck: Ueber Beriberi, etc. MUnoh. Mediz. Wochenschr. (1905), 52, 191:}.
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tissue. The neurolemma nuclei were enlarged and proliferated, and the prolif-
erating endoneurium had given rise to fibrous tissue. The voluntary muscles
of the body also showed profound changes. Individual libers could be seen,
twisted spirally and drawn together between other muscle fibers, which were still
well preserved. The Barcolemma nuclei were much increased. The sarcolennna
sheath was partly retracted from the contents; it also in many places showed
irregular protrusions. The contractile protoplasm had been expelled in the shape
of circumscribed, roundish masses which no longer showed any striatum.
SUMMARY OF THE PATHOLOGY.
The following is a general outline of the special pathology of beriberi,
summarized from a study of the literature on the subject and from that of
a number of fatal cases examined by the author in Manila during the
past three years
:
'Idle bodies of patients dead of beriberi generally promptly develop
marked post-mortem rigor. However, in cases winch succumb slowly to
the atrophic type or in which complicating, wasting diseases, such as
tuberculosis, amoebic dysentery, malaria, etc., are present, the post-
mortem rigidity may he quite insignificant; this, however, is the excep-
tion and not the rule. When death has occurred very rapidly, as in
the acute pernicious variety, the author has observed the post-mortem
rigor develop very early and to become as strong as that met with in
fulminating cases of Asiatic cholera or bubonic plague. According to
M. Mi lira, post-mortem rigidity generally shows itself in beriberi within
two hours after death, reaching its maximum within live or six hours
post-mortem and lasting for a considerable period of time. The skin of
the corpse is pale, with cyanotic patches scattered here and there. Oc-
casionally cutaneous hemorrhages may he observed. On section the super-
ficial veins discharge a huge amount of dark, fluid blood and in the
majority of cases, excepting only those of the atrophic variety or of long
standing, the subcutaneous tissue is (edematous and exudes a considerable
amount of serous fluid. The subcutaneous oedema is usually best marked
at the anterior thoracic region and over the anterior surfaces of the lower
extremities. 1 lydroperieardiuin, ascites, and hydrot borax are very fre-
quently encountered in beriberi autopsies. I lydroperieardium is the
most common of these serous effusions. The average of the post-mortem
figures given by Scheube. Lodewjik-Weiss, Pekelharing and Winkler,
and Vamagiwa, in a total of 256 cases, shows (>(> per cent of hydroperi-
cardium. The author has likewise found hydropericardium in the
majority of his autopsies on cast's of this disease. Subepicardial and
subpleural petechia' tire also not infrequently encountered.
The heart, of ;dl the internal organs in beriberi, most constantly shows
very characteristic changes. The myocardium, as a whole, is hyper-
trophic, and the hypertrophy is usually most marked in the right ventri-
cle; but the left one may likewise be enlarged. The organ is then in-
creased in size in all of its diameters and in its weight. The average of
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the latter in !>;> cases of beriberi reported by Yamagiwa was :?(!8 grams,
whereas the norma] Japanese heart weighs from 250 to 300 grams. The
right ventricle was hypertrophic in 73 of these 93 cases, the average diam-
eter being (i.l mm., compared with a norma] diameter of 2 to 'A mm. The
right ventricle, in particular, is generally not only hypertrophic but
also markedly dilated, so that there is present a relative insufficiency of
the tricuspid valve. All of the chambers generally contain a large
amount of dark, fluid blood. Chicken-fat clots are also generally found
in the heart in atrophic cases in which the death struggle has been
protracted. The coronary veins are much dilated. The myocardium
may he normal, but often it is Found to be more or less cloudy and
mottled, in consequence of diffuse, fatty degeneration.
As a rule, the lungs are (edematous, congested, and contain little air;
however, occasionally they are emphysematous, and we have also seen
some cases in which they were exceptionally collapsed and dry. At times.
some catarrhal bronchitis may be observed and in some cases, where the
pneumogastrie lias been profoundly affected, aspiration pneumonia has
been seen. In beriberi the spleen shows no changes characteristic for this
disease. It is true that in the Tropics a considerable enlargement has
frequently been observed in beriberi ; but tins must be looked upon as a
mere coincidence, because one must not forget that in tropical post-
mortem material, no matter what the immediate cause of death lias been,
enlargement of the spleen is very frequently found. However, in beriberi
this organ often sbows cyanotic induration of a moderate degree. The
kidneys, in acute cases, are markedly congested, and some cloudy swelling
and fatty degeneration are frequently observable. The Liver is generally
swollen and congested. Where chronic passive congestion lias lasted
for some time, on section we find the characteristic appearance of a
nutmeg liver.
In many cases of beriberi, particularly those of the subacute variety
which have not lasted too long, we find great hypersemia of the gastric
and duodenal mucosa. Occasionally, eccliymoses are even found in
the mucous membrane of this organ. Ellis :!7 reports that be found
the lining membrane of the stomach congested in .'51 out of 57 fatal
cases of beriberi, and in most of these it was intensely congested,
especially on the ridges of the corrugations. In four instances there
were blood (dots present in the stomacb, possibly due to the persistent
vomiting from which the patient bad suffered prior to death. This con-
dition of the gastric and duodenal mucosa has so impressed several
observers tbat they bold the stomacb and duodenum to be the portal of
entrance of the specific virus of beriberi. We have, like others, observed
tbis hyperemia in most of our necropsy cases; but we are inclined to
"Ellis: Contribution to the Pathology <>f Beriberi. London Lancet (1898),
2, 985.
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look upon it as a purely mechanical, passive process due to general
venous congestion, which often finds so marked an expression in the
condition of the liver. The small intestine, excepting the duodenum,
and the large intestine show no particular changes in beriberi.
'I'lic peripheral nerves, particularly those of the Lower extremities, are
almost without exception profoundly affected in this disease, but the
changes are rarely noticeable to the naked eye. The changes found on
microscopical examination clearly indicate that the most characteristic
anatomical morbid process in beriberi is the degeneration of the peri-
pheral nerves. This observation was first made by Baelz, Scheube, Miura,
and Yamagiwa, and has later been confirmed by a considerable number of
observers, including Pekelharing and Winkler, Wright and Duerck.
Summary of the hi&topathological changes.—In summarizing the
histopathologic^! changes the following lesions should be emphasized:
The myocardium usually shows a more or less incomplete loss of the
striation of its fibers. The latter are finely vacuolated, although larger
vacuoles are also occasionally seen. Fragmentation and segmentation
are generally present but it is not justifiable to attach as great a signifi-
cance to these lesions in beriberi as Glogner has recently done, because
they are so frequently found in a variety of diseases that they are not
of specific importance. Among the changes in the myocardium must
also be mentioned an occasional increase in the interstitial connective
tissue. The lungs show no characteristic histological changes, but, in
cases where there has been much congestion and (edema, dilated and
densely filled interalveolar capillaries are present and the alveoli them-
selves contain a granular or coagulated, homogeneous material. Oc-
casionally there is an increase of the interalveolar, the perivascular, and
the peribronchial connective tissue. The spleen shows no characteristic
changes, but an increase in the connective tissue, more or less endothelial
proliferation and crowding of the pulp spaces with blood elements are
frequently encountered. In the kidneys, as emphasized by Yamagiwa,
are usually found cloudy swelling and fatty degeneration of the tubular
epithelia. In uncomplicated cases, these parenchymatous changes are
usually of a moderate degree. In the liver there is a great congestion
of the intralobular capillaries, with fatty degeneration and cloudy swelling
and even complete necrosis of the parenchyma cells. A change in the
liver, to which Plehn has recently attached considerable importance, we
have met with almost without exception. It consists of interlobular.
inflammatory foci, composed of small, round cells which infiltrate the
interlobular fibrous connective tissue. In fact, Plehn speaks of an inter-
stitial hepatitis in beriberi. The mucosa of the stomach and duodenum
exhibits dilated and congested vessels and in a number of cases a profound
eosinophilia has been present. In the cases in which tin 1 eosinophils
were increased the presence of uncinaria could be excluded, and it is
possible that this eosinophilia may have a certain significance in beriberi.
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The most characteristic histological changes in beriberi are found in
the peripheral nerves. Here, a degeneration of the myelin sheath occurs
which varies from insignificant alterations to the most profound lesions.
The myelin sheath is broken up into balls and beads, becomes gradually
honeycombed and finally entirely disappears. Where it is profoundly
altered, the axis cylinders likewise show distortion, irregular outlines,
coiling up, or complete disappearance. These changes have been so
completely described on a number of occasions and particularly by
Yamagiwa and recently by Duerck, that it is not considered necessary
here to give any further description of them. A proliferation of the
neurolemma nuclei is generally associated with the degenerative changes
in the myelin sheath and the axis cylinder. However, I have never found
any changes of an inflammatory nature and agree with those who think
that the morbid processes in the peripheral nerves in beriberi are purely
degenerative in character. 1 have seen the profound degenerations in
the peripheral nerves from very acute cases which Duerck has described.
Tbis seems to point to the fact that the poison of beriberi, whatever it
may be, accumulates in the body and then leads to a sudden explosion.
It is clear that such fundamental alterations in the nerves as are seen
in acute, pernicious cases, can not have been produced during the few
hours or days in which the disease apparently has continued, it is more
probable that they are due to an agent which has accumulated during a
certain period of time without leading to any manifest symptoms. In
the more chronic cases, degenerative changes are also seen in the muscles
supplied by the peripheral nerves and in these instances the voluntary
muscle fibers are found with indistinct outlines and striatum, and the
sarcoplasm is either homogeneously swollen or shrunken away from the
sarcolemma.
Rumpfe and Luce and Wright have also described degenerative changes
in the axis cylinders and nerves of the cord and the latter mentions altera-
tions in the ganglion cells of the spinal ganglia.
POST-MORTEM RECORDS AND HISTOLOGICAL STUDIES OF A NUMBER
OF CASES OF BERIBERI.
The following post-mortem and histological studies of a number of
cases are included for the purpose of illustrating the pathological types
of the disease
:
Case No. 1.—Acute pernicious beriberi with advanced degeneration of periph-
eral nerves.—Necropsy No. 1547, November 24, 1905: Lope Jacob, a Filipino
prisoner in Bilibid penitentiary, had been working in the prison during
November, 1905. As far as was known he had not been recently ill. During
the night of November 2:5 lie was attacked with palpitation of the heart,
shortness of breath, weakness, and anxiety. At 1 u. m. liis condition became so
alarming that lie was taken to Hie prison hospital. Here he rapidly failed and
died at 5.25 a. m.
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Autopsy five hours after death: Bod; of native about 20 In 25 years old.
Rather Btrong, heavy set; normal development; cutaneous surface slightly oedem-
atous; Blighl pitting on pressure over tibial region; rigor mortis moderate
in upper extremities; very marked in lower ones and jaws. On section, the fat
and the subcutaneous tissue are found to he moderately oedematous. Muscles
very moist and of a pale-pink color. Superficial veins discharge much dark,
fluid blood. The peritoneal cavity contains 650 cubic centimeters of a (dear.
amber-colored Quid, The diaphragm reaches to the lower border of fourth rib.
Pericardial fluid considerably increased. Heart contains a large amount of dark
fluid blood, also chicken-fat (dots. On the anterior surface of the right ventricle
are seen a number of small, confluent, subepicardial petechias; right auriculo-
ventricular opening easily admits four fingers; right side much dilated:
myocardium of right side moderately hypertrophied; pockets of pulmonary valves
deep; left ventricle slightly hypertrophied; myocardium of fair consistency, of a
genera] pink color with here and there a slight yellow mottling: valves in general
normal. Endocardium smooth; at the beginning of the aorta a few atheromatous
spots; coronary arteries normal: weight, 305 grains. Lungs collapsed; poor
in aii'; grayish-pink in color with some purplish-blue spots on posterior surface
of lower lobes. Pleurae smooth: no adhesions. Lungs on section, dry; poor in
blood; bronchia] glands not enlarged; bronchial mucosa normal. Larynx normal;
tonsils hypertrophied and congested; crypts deep and ragged. Spleen, tense.
capsule transparent except over a small, circumscribed, opaque and thickened
patch in the middle of the posterior border. On section, of a dark, chocolate-
brown color and congested; pulp of good consistency; trabecule and follicles
both distinct; follicles enlarged: weight. :>(ir> grams. Kidneys: perirenal fat
oedematous; both kidneys normal in size; capsules smooth; color, pinkish-gray;
consistency increased; on section, congestion of a moderate degree is seen, the
surface is dull, slightly yellowish, pelves smooth, relation of cortex to medulla,
normal. Ureters, normal. Suprarenals, normal in size, deeply pigmented.
/{ladder contracted, mucous membrane pale. 1'rostate small and normal. Xtom-
ach diiil duodenum normal in outline and size, mucosa quite markedly hypersemic;
pancreas normal. lAmer swollen, capsule transparent, purplish-blue with yellowish
mottling, lobules indistinct, congested; gall bladder and bile ducts normal.
Intestines: serosa pale and shining; wall of entire tract is (edematous. Mucosa
of small intestine, except that of duodenum, pale: that of large intestine, swollen
and hyperieinic. the hyperemia not being uniform hut generally present as
small, irregular patches at the apices of the folds, and particularly well marked
at the ileocecal valve. Brain: weight 1,375 grams; dura adherent, thickened
ami opaque. Pacchionian granulations large; fluid in ventricles normal; brain
tissue slightly hypenemic, otherwise normal. Peripheral nerves, pneumogastic,
obturator (crural branch), and popliteal have a normal appearance.
Anatomical diagnosis.—Hydro-pericardium,, dilatation and moderate hyper-
trophy of the riyht. moderate hypertrophy of the left ventricle, moderate fatty
degeneration of the myocardium, subepicardial petechias, enlargement and con-
gestion of the spleen, congestion, fatty and parenchymatous degenerations of
the kidneys and liver, marked liyyera m ia of the gastric and duodenal mucosa,
chronic catarrhal iu/lam mat ion of the mucosa of the large intestine: ascites.
General oedema of the subcutaneous connect ire tissue. Acute pernicious beriberi.
MlCBOSCOPICAL EXAMINATION.- The lihers of the myocardium show a somewhat
indistinct striatum, the longitudinal striae in particular are hazy and not sharp.
The interstices between the tihers are rather wide; fragmentation and variolation
are occasionally seen. Kidneys: the vessels of both cortex and medulla arc
moderately congested: glomeruli normal, but the lining epithelia of the con
voluted tubules of the cortex generally show a marked degree of cloudy swelling.
Suprarenale : vessels highly congested, cells of the zona fascioularis highly vacuo-
lated. Liver: the parenchyma cells show a moderate degree of fatty infiltration
and degeneration. The interlobular connective tissue exhibits acute, inflammatory
foci, composed of small, round cells. Spleen normal, ]>ul]> spaces densely tilled
With blood. Here and there one sees a pigmented malarial parasite; eosinophilic
cells are very numerous throughout the sections. In the stomach, the duodenum
and also in the large intestine the vessels of the mucosa are highly congested and
the eosinophiles increased, hut otherwise the organs are normal. The eosino-
philic cells are found in largest numbers in the lower strata of the mucosa, next
to the muscularis mucosa. Here are often seen from 150 to 00 eosinophilic
leucocytes in one field, one-twelfth oil immersion, ocular No. :i
; length of tube.
170 millimeters. The pancreas is normal. The tonsils are normal hut in the
recesses of the crypts there are found a large number of bacilli greatly resembling
those of diphtheria. Sections from both the crural and the popliteal nerves show
profound degenerative changes. The latter nerve is more markedly affected.
Pew intact myelin sheaths are visible. The remaining ones are nodular, beaded,
fragmented, and in a state of complete, foamy or honeycombed degeneration. The
axis cylinders are frequently irregular, shriveled, more or less twisted, or entirely
absent. The neurolemma nuclei are moderately increased. Inflammatory changes
are not present.
Case .\o. .1.—Acute pernicious beriberi.— Necropsy No. 1595, January :5. 1906:
Jorge Madulid. S3 years old. a Filipino prisoner in Bilibid, Buffered slight malaise
for several days before his admission to the hospital at about 4 o'clock on the
afternoon of January 2, 1906. At this time lie was very ill. suffering with rest-
lessness, shortness of breath, palpitation of the heart, and rapid and weak pulse.
His symptoms increased in severity and he died at 9.45 p. m.
Autopsy January ;5. 1906, fourteen hours after death: Body of a strong, well-
nourished male Filipino about 30 to 40 years old. The skin at the dorsum of the
feet and at the anterior surfaces over the tibia' is slightly (edematous. Rigor
mortis moderate. On section the superficial veins discharge a considerable amount
of dark, thud blood. The subcutaneous tissues are moderately (edematous, the
muscles pale-pink and moderately moist. The abdominal cavity contains about
50 to 100 cubic centimeters of a clear, straw-colored fluid. The pericardium is
considerably distended and contains 100 to 150 cubic centimeters of a liquid of
the same color. The heart is enlarged, particularly the right ventricle. Here
the myocardium measures from one-half to three-fourtjis of a centimeter in
thickness. Both sides of the heart contain much dark, fluid blood besides chicken-
fat clots. The auriculo-ventricular opening of the right side is considerably
enlarged and easily admits four lingers. Both the pericardium and endocardium
are smooth and the former shows a few. very small petechia;. The myocardium
as a whole is rather soft and flabby and of a pale-pink and grayish-yellow color.
The heart weighs 340 grams. The lungs are heavy, the pleurae smooth and trans-
parent, showing quite a number of petechia; and eechymoses. On section, the
lungs are dark, reddish-brown in color, highly congested, and very poor in air.
The mucosa of the larynx, trachea and bronchi is somewhat swollen, hyper.cinic
and covered with a thin, foamy, slightly blood-tinged mucus. The spleen is con-
siderably enlarged. The capsule is of a dull gray color, quite opaque, and here
and there shows circumscribed areas of peri-splenetic thickening. The resistance
of the organ is increased. On section, it is found to be dark, reddish-brown in
color and very much congested. The trabecule are very distinct and quite notice-
ably widened. The pulp is highly congested. The kidneys are normal in size.
grayish-pink in color on the surfaces and dull and somewhat grayish-yellow on
the cut surface. Ureters, bladder, etc.. are normal. The lircr is somewhat swol-
len, its margins rounded, capsule smooth, transparent and dark, purplish-brown
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in color. On section the organ discharges a large amount of dark, II n i < 1 blood and
the surface presents to a moderate extent the picture of a nutmeg liver. The gall
bladder contains a considerable quantity of dark, greenish-yellow bile, its walls
are somewhat (edematous. The mUCOUS membrane of the stomach and duodenum
is moderately hypersemic but does not show either petechia or ecchymoses. In
general, the intestines are normal. Pancreas is normal. The brain is quite
• edematous, somewhat hypenemic, but otherwise normal. The peripheral nerves
and skeletal muscles show no macroscopic changes.
Anatomical diagnosis.—Hypertrophy of the right rentricle, congestion and
oedema of the lungs, enlargement , fibrosis and congestion of the spleen, marked
parenchymatous degeneration of the kidneys, congest ion of the liver, hydroperi-
cardinal, ascitis, .slight (general irdcnia of the subcutaneous tissues, interna of the
brain. Acute pernicious beriberi.
MICROSCOPICAL EXAMINATION.—The myocardial fibers show a moderately clear
striation; here and there may be distinctly seen the fine dust-like vaeuolation
of fatty degeneration and the coarse vacuoles of fatty infiltration. Occasionally,
fragmented libers are met with. The nuclei arc generally sharp in outline and
well stained. The interstitial connective tissue is slightly increased. In the
pulmonary sections the vessels are all congested, particularly the inter-alveolar
capillaries. There is some increase of connective tissue around the veins and
arteries but the inter-alveolar connective tissue is not increased. Many of the
alveoli contain granular material, desquamated epithelia, few leucocytes and a
considerable number of erythrocytes ; some alveoli are completely filled with blood.
In the spleen the trabecule arc widened and the connective tissue of the pulp
is increased. \ considerable proliferation of endothelial cells of the pulp spaces
is discernible. The follicles are ill-defined. Malarial pigment or plasmodia are
not found. In the renal sections considerable cloudy swelling of the epithelial
cells is seen. In the hepatic sections the central areas of the lobules show com-
plete fatty degeneration and even necrosis of the parenchyma cells. Between the
lobules small, round celled subacute inflammatory foci are visible. The inner head
of the gastrocnemius shows no minute changes, the striation of the fibres is very
distinct, the nuclei well defined and well stained; in fact there are no signs of a
degenerative process. The degenerative changes in the peroneal nerve and
branches are moderate in degree but are characteristic. There is irregularity of
the myelin sheath, swelling, rarefaction, and vaeuolation.
Case No. d.—Acute pernicious beriberi.—Necropsy No. 1619, January 20, 1906:
Gregorio Plores, 26 years old, a Filipino prisoner in Bilibid, under a death
sentence, was admitted January 18, 1!)0(S. to the prison hospital. He complained
of weakness and shortness of breath. On admission at 8 a. m. his temperature
was :<ti°.8 ('.; pulse, 132; respiration. 32< During the afternoon the temperature
rose to :!7°.."i ('. A urine examination on the morning of January 1!) showed
specific gravity 1,018, acid reaction: albumen present in small amount, some
leucocytes and red-blood corpuscles. At 8 p. in. on January 1!) the temperature
was :tH° ('. At 8. "20 p. m. the patient suddenly died.
AUTOPSY forty-eight hours after death: Body of a medium-sized, fairly well-
nourished native. Post-mortem rigor well marked. Post-mortem lividity over
the dependent parts of the body and around the neck. Skin somewhat cyanotic.
On section, a considerable amount of a dark, fluid blood issues from the superficial
veins. The muscular tissue is fairly moist and of a good pink color. The
muscles of the calves are very soft and flabby. There is no marked (edema of the
subcutaneous connective tissue. The abdominal cavity contains a small amount
of clear fluid, but the pericardial fluid is*markcdly increased. Heart: The
pericardium is normal. The cpicardium, smooth; it shows a few small petechia'.
Myocardium somewhat hypertrophic, especially the right ventricle. Heart muscle
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<if fair consistency; Bomewhat grayish-pink but without any signs of marked fatty
or parenchymatous degeneration. Coronaries, highly injected. Weight (if heart,
315 grains. Lungs: the pleura are smooth. The anterior surfaces of the
lungs are rather pale, purplish-pink; the posterior surfaces are dark purple. A
few Bubpleura] ecchymotic spots are noticeable. The lungs are inflated, very
heavy and highly (edematous. The mucosa of the trachea and bronchi is
somewhat swollen, highly (Edematous, and the bronchial tree contains a consider-
able amount of a thin, somewhat blood-tinged, foamy liquid. Larynx normal,
with the exception of hyperemia of the mucosa, particularly of the epiglottis.
Tonsils, uvula, etc., normal. Spleen: somewhat enlarged, firm in consistency;
on section, dark hrown-red. Trabeculse, distinct; follicles, obscure. The kidneys
are both distinctly small, the right one larger than the. other. They are pinkish-
gray in color; capsules smooth, peeling off easily. On section, their surfaces
present moderately congested vessels. Relation of medulla to cortex, normal;
tubules decidedly grayish-white
; pyramids quite dark in consequence of vascular
congestion. Pelves very small, the left one contains a few drops of a creamy,
yellowish, purulent fluid. Ureters, normal. Prostate, normal. The bladder
is small and almost as solid and muscular as a uterus. Its muscularis measures
almost 1 centimeter in diameter, mucosa likewise thick, corrugated, somewhat
hypersonic, but otherwise normal. The organ contains a very small amount of
turbid urine. The ureters and the testicles are normal, but the prepuce is long
and its opening is not larger than a small pin head. The skin covering the glans
penis resembles a delicate mucous membrane. The inner surface of the prepuce
is covered with desquamated epithelium. The liver is normal in size, capsule
smooth, external surface somewhat mottled. On section, interlobular vessels
and capillaries much injected; rows of liver cells, pale gray. Gall-bladder wall
quite (edematous. Stomach and intestines: normal except that the mucosa of 1 lie
small intestine is very liyperaemic. Brain: normal; weight. 1.270 grams.
Anatomical ihaoxosis.— llydropcricardium, moderate hypertrophy of the
myocardium, subepicardial and subplcural petechia?, enlargement and cyanotic
induration of the spleen; parenchymatous nephritis, hypertrophy of the muscu-
laris of the urinary bladder, congenital phimosis, moderate chronic passive conges-
tion of the liver. Acute beriberi.
Microscopical EXAMINATION.—Tn the myocardium the striation of the cells
is generally very indistinct and in places completely obliterated; fine vaciiola-
tion is frequently seen and fragmentation is very pronounced. There is also
some increase in the interstitial connective tissue. In the pulmonary sections
the most marked histological change is found in the alveoli, many of which are
more or less completely filled either with a granular, or a homogeneous, coagulated
material, (serious exudate, coagulated by the fixing process). Some of the air
spaces also contain red blood corpuscles. The spleen sbows considerable increase
in connective tissue and some proliferation of the pulp endothelial In the
renal tissue the epithelia of the convoluted tubules generally show cloudy
swelling. The intralobular capillaries of the hepatic sections are injected, the
parenchyma cells in the central part of the lobule show fatty changes. The
interlobular connective tissue exhibits some small, round-cell periportal inflam-
matory areas. In transverse sections of the wall of the urinary bladder it is
found that the muscularis is not only very much thickened as a whole but
that the individual muscle libers are considerably hypertrophied. so that many
measure in length from 200-250 fi. Sections of the gastrocnemius show no
marked changes. The peripheral nerves (the popliteal and its branches), exam-
ined both in transverse and in longitudinal sections, show advanced degenera-
tion of the myelin sheath, consisting of irregularities, "rosary swelling," and
rarefaction. In places there is loss of the sheath.
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Case No. '/. Acute pernicious beriberi. Necropsy No. Hi(i;S. February 20, 1906:
Andres Rabamontano; residence, 346 Cabildo; native Filipino, IS years old;
died quite suddenly a1 11 a. m. February 1!», L906, without any previous illness.
Autopsy twenty-four hours after death: Body of a strong, muscular native.
The post-mortem rigidity is still marked, hut it is less strong in the upper
than in the lower extremities. Post-mortem lividity well marked, particularly
on the dependent parts and around the neck. The face is somewhat puffed,
the thorax and sides markedly (edematous; however, there is no appreciable
oedema of the lower extremities. On section, the superficial veins discharge a
large amount of dark, fluid blood. The subcutaneous tissues of the thorax and.
to a lesser extent, those of the abdominal walls are (edematous. The pericardium
contains about 300 cubic centimeters, the abdominal cavity about 400-450 cubic
centimeters of a clear, straw-colored, serous fluid. Heart: The myocardium
is hypertrophic, the wall of the rigW ventricle has a diameter of about It.li
centimeter, its walls are of a pink color with a few grayish-yellow spots. It
weighs :»4<) grams. Lungs: congested, (edematous, increased in consistency, and
on the cut surface rather dark brownish red in color. Spleen: capsule very tense.
grayish-reddish-purple color; cut surface, brown-red; pulp, rather Arm, does
not protrude: follicles and trahecuhc. distinct. Kidneys and lir<r: much eon
gested, somewhat increased in consistency, otherwise normal. Gall-bladder wall.
highly u'dematous; its mucosa swollen. Gastric and duodenal mucosa, moder-
ately hypereemic. Otherwise all internal organs normal. Nerves and skeletal
muscles show no macroscopic changes.
Anatomical diagnosis.—Hydropericardium, hypertrophy of the myocardium,
oedema, congestion and cyanotic induration of the lungs, congestion of the spleen,
kidneys, and liver, ascites, oedema of the subcutaneous connective tissue. Amir
pernicious beriberi.
Microscopical examination shows fragmentation of the myocardium (other-
wise the fibers are perfectly normal), cloudy swelling and fatty defeneration
of liver parenchyma cells; and subacute interlobular inflammatory foci. The
popliteal and peroneal nerves show a minor degree of degeneration of the myelin
sheath. (The nerves in this very acute pernicious case were removed, handled,
and fixed with greal care, so that the changes noticed are not due to artefacts.)
Case No. '>. Acute, wet beriberi with splenomegaly.— Necropsy No. 1225,
January 28, 1005: Examination seventeen hours after death in Bilibid Prison
morgue of the body of Placido Bajian, Visayan, :!4 years old. The patient had
been previously working with a gang of prisoners at Fort McKinley. A few
(lavs before his death he had been returned on account of sickness to the prison
hospital. Clinical diagnosis: Wet beriberi. Pulmonary oedema.
Autopsy. Body of a strong, well-nourished native, post-mortem rigidity well
marked: post-mortem lividity present over dependent parts. The skin over the
entire body is slightly (edematous and pits on pressure. On section the subcuta-
neous tissue discharges a small amount of serous fluid. The muscles are quite pale
and moist. Both the thoracic and abdominal cavities contain a few ounces of
slightly cloudy, serous fluid. Pericardium: smooth, transparent, contains a some-
what increased amount id' fluid. Heart: somewhat enlarged in all of its dimen-
sions, epicardium, smooth and transparent, subepicardial fat very moderate in
amount. Myocardium, soft and flabby. Both auriculo-veiitricular openings en-
larged in diameter: the cavities contain chicken -fat COagula and dark, fluid blood.
Endocardium: smooth, all valves normal, no atheromatous spots in aorta. Color
of myocardium, pale. pink, grayish-yellow, cut surface dull. Weighl of heart. 325
grams. Lungs: pleural surfaces, smooth, few old fibrous adhesions on the lower
lobe of the left side; when inflated, pale-grayish-pink except the posterior surfaces
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of the lower lobes, which are purplish-blue; in general they contain much serous
fluid, the lower lobes much dark blood. Bronchial and tracheal mucosa, smooth
and pale. Bronchial glands not enlarged. Spleen very large, weight 910 grams,
general configuration that of a normal spleen. Capsule, smooth, tense, not wrinkled;
in general, transparent, except over the left half of the upper surface where it is
nontransparent, grayish-white, considerably thickened. Bulp, moderately soft,
dark brown-red, cut surface smooth. Trabecular, quite distinct, broadened; fol-
licles, fairly distinct. Kidneys of normal size, capsules smooth, peel off' easily.
External color, bluish-purple ; cut surface, dark, pinkish-purple ; vessels, much
injected; tubules of cortex grayish-white; pyramids rather pale. Relation of
cortex to medulla, normal; pelves, normal; ureters and bladder, normal. Suprare-
nals, small, rather hard, dark-brown yellowish. Liver: large, greatly congested;
externally purplish; on section, brownish-yellow ; acini, distinct; interacinous
connective tissue possibly somewhat increased. Gall bladder and ducts: normal.
The former contains a considerable quantity of dark, greenish-yellow bile.
Pancreas: normal. Stomach and intestines : normal, with the exception of consid-
erable congestion of the gastric veins and a marked hyperemia of the gastric
mucosa. Intestinal mucosa in general pale, except that of the rectum, which is
somewhat hyperaemic. No amoebic ulcerations. Scrotum much distended. The
left side contains a hydrocele enclosing about 50 cubic centimeters of a straw-
colored, serous fluid. On the right side, the testicle is surrounded by a fibrous
mass about 0.G to 1 centimeter in diameter. The fibrous tissue is very tough and
is continuous with the tunica albuginea. The testicle contained in this fibrous
mass is small, but appears otherwise normal and not atrophic. Brain: the dura
mater is quite tense, amount of cerebrospinal fluid, large; brain pale but cedema-
tous, ventricles contain an increased amount of fluid. Otherwise the brain is
normal. Weight, 1,335 grams.
Anatomical diagnosis.—Moderate hypertrophy, dilatation and fatty degenera-
tion, of the myocardium, oedema of the lungs, splenomegaly and perisplenitis,
congestion of the liver, hydrocele <>( the lift side, chronic fibrosis of the right tunica
albuginea, genii at anamia, general, moderate oedema. Chronic or subacute, ivct
beriberi.
Smears from the spleen show neither malarial parasites nor the Leishman-
Donovan bodies.
Microscopical examination.—Myocardium striation quite distinct, no well-
marked evidences of fatty degeneration: fragmentation and segmentation pro-
nounced. Lungs: inter-alveolar septa broadened, many alveoli contain considera-
ble granular and coagulated serous material. There is marked vascular conges-
tion. Kidneys: considerable cloudy swelling of uriniferous epithelia. Spleen:
much increase in connective tissue, particularly of the trabecular; very little, if
any. endothelial proliferation: crowding of the pulp spaces witli blood elements;
moderate amount of pigment, no malarial parasites or Leishman-Donovan bodies.
The liver in this case, aside from great congestion, fatty degeneration of paren-
chyma cells, and a moderate amount of pigment, shows subacute interlobular
periportal inflammatory foci. The other organs examined (the stomach, pancreas,
suprarenals, testicles) show nothing abnormal. The popliteal nerve and branches
show the typical degenerative changes of the myelin sheath and axis cylinders.
Case No. 6.—Acute, wet, beriberi complicated by malaria.—Necropsy No. 1190,
May 23, 1905: Eustaquio Alvarez, a prisoner of Bilibid, 28 years old, native
Visayan, was suddenly taken seriously ill on May 21, 1905, and was admitted to
the hospital during the night of May 22, with a temperature of 37°. 5. The fol-
lowing morning at 8 o'clock his temperature was 36°.9. He complained of
shortness of breath ami weakness. On examination the pulse was weak, soft,
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easily compressible, and 100 beats per minute. After the patient had walked about
the room for a short time it increased to 141. The heart's area of dullness was
increased downwardly and to the rigid, and a systolic bruit could best he heard
at the base of the organ. The lower extremities were somewhat (edematous, the
skin pitting slightly on pressure. There was no pain complained of in the calves.
The patellar reflex on the left side was normal, that on the right accentuated.
On May 22 the condition of the patient became worse, the difficulty in respiration
increased, and the temperature at 8 o'clock in 1 he evening had risen to -'ii' . He
died at 2.30 a. in. on the next day.
AUTOPSY, eight hours after death. Body of a strong, well-nourished aative, no
deformities, medium weight, apparent age 25 to 30 years. Post-mortem rigidity
very marked, involving extremities, jaws and the muscles in general. Post-
mortem lividity present in the dependent parts of" the body. The lymphatic
glands are not palpable. On section, t he superficial vessels discharge a considerable
amount of dark, fluid blood and the subcutaneous connective tissue is found to
lie (edematous; the muscles are quite moist. The pleural cavity contains a few
ounces of clear, straw-colored serum. Both pleurae show a number of petechia'.
The hiiii/s in general form are normal and of pinkish-gray color. They are
inflated. On section, the blood vessels are found to be congested and a large
amount of watery fluid can be pressed out of the tissues. The trachea and bronchi
are normal but the epiglottis shows a few petechia}. Heart: the pericardium
contains a BOmewhal increased amounl id' clear, serous fluid. The myocardium
exhibits a. few spots of subepicardial haemorrhages; it is of normal consistency.
The right side is considerably dilated, markedly liypertrophied, and the whole
heart weighs 360 grains. It contains dark, fluid hlood and gelatinous clots. The
muscle is pink in color, with a few grayish-yellow spots. The coronary vessels
are tortuous and distended. The abdominal cavity contains about 300 cubic
centimeters of straw-colored, clear fluid. The mesenteric and post-peritoneal
glands are not enlarged. The spleen weighs 540 grams. Tt is very soft, dark
grayish-purple externally and on section dark brownish-black. The pulp is
very soft and protrudes over the surface. The trabecule and the Malpighian
bodies are not distinct. The liver is normal in size, somewhat increased in
consistency, surface smooth, externally reddish-brown. On section its vessels
discharge a considerable quantity of dark, fluid blood. The gall bladder, which
contains about two to three dozen small, very dark stones, is normal except that
its walls are very irdamatous. The kidneys are normal in size, their surface is
smooth, dark grayish-pink in appearance, consistency rather soft, capsules peel
off easily. On section the vessels appear moderately congested, the surface is
rather dull, tubules grayish-white. Ureters, bladder, pancreas, etc., normal. The
stomach and the intestines show nothing abnormal. Their mucosa i-. rather pale
gray as far as the stomach is concerned, but hypencmic in the small and huge
intestines. The brain is normal but quite (edematous. The ventricles contain
about 30 to 50 cubic centimeters of clear fluid. The peripheral nerves show no
changes.
Anatomical diagnosis.—Dilatation of the right side of the heart, moderate
general hypertrophy of the myocardium, oedema of the lungs and of the brain,
moth rule general anasarca, acute, parenchymatous nephritis, congestion of the
liver, colelithiasis, enlargement, pigmentation, am! softening of the spleen. Acute,
net beriberi (com filtrated, as shown by the microscopical examination, with <rstiro-
autumnal malaria)
.
Microscopical examination.—Myocardium: the fibers, aside from fragmen-
tation, show no changes. The nuclei are well stained and clear cut. Striatum
of the sarcoplasm is*' very distinct. In the lungs, the blood vessels are dilated
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and congested. Bere and there the connective tissue of the intra-alveolar septa
is increased. .Many of the alveoli contain desquamated cells and granular detritus.
In the Spleen the ]>nl]> spaces are much crowded with red hlood corpuscles, among
which are a moderate number of leucocytes. The follicles are not sharply defined,
the trabecules are thin, the connective tissue in general is not increased. Both
in the pulp spaces and in the follicles a considerable amount of extra- and intra-
cellular dark-brown pigment is encountered. Parasites of eestivo-autumnal
malaria are fairly numerous. In the liver, the interlobular capillaries are dilated
and filled with hlood. The parenchyma cells show some fatty and well-marked
cloudy changes. The most prominent histologic deviation from the normal type
is found in the interlobular connective tissue. Here we see a periportal inflam-
matory infiltration composed of small, round lymphoid cells, some ordinary
polynuclear and quite a few eosinophilic cells. Fine, dark, pigment granules
are seen all through the hepatic sections while the interlobular foci also show
coarser pigment granules. In these foci malarial parasites are likewise encoun-
tered. The renal sections show cloudy swelling of the tubular epithelia, with much
granular material: otherwise there are no marked changes. In the stomach, the
mucosa, which is otherwise normal, shows a moderate eosinophilia. In the mucosa
of the small intestine very large numbers of polynuclear eosinophils are present.
These cells are found throughout the mucosa; they extend into the muscularis
mucosa? and into the surrounding, loose connective tissue. The popliteal nerve
and its branches show but a very moderate degree of degeneration of the myelin
sheath, but some is undoubtedly present.
Case No. 7.—Acute beriberi complicated by malaria.—Necropsy No. 1074, March
7. 1908: Post-mortem examination at St. Paul's Hospital on the body of Okumura
Kakuzo, a Japanese, 18 to 20 years old. This man had been under observation
while sick at the hospital for two or three days. Absence of the patellar reflex,
paresis of the lower extremities and dyspnoea had been noted. A blood examina-
tion showed malarial parasites of the a'stivo-autunmal type. A few ova of
uneinaria duodenale were found upon examination of the stools. Clinical diag-
nosis, beriberi complicated by malaria. The patient died March at 8.30 p. m.
Autopsy.—Twenty hours after death: The body is that of a well-developed,
rather strong Japanese, well nourished, no anomalies. The anterior tibial sur-
faces of the legs show a few, shallow cicatrices. Rigor mortis, well marked.
Posterior surface of the body shows extensive areas of lividity. The important
lesions observed may he summarized as follows: The pericardial fluid is increased,
the heart is hypertrophied, and the wall of the right ventricle has a thickness
of from (i to 8 millimeters. The consistency of the myocardium is normal; the
color is pink, with a few yellowish spots. The Iwigs are (Edematous, but other-
wise normal. The spleen weighs about 450 grams. It is dark, purplish-gray
externally, and on section, of a light-reddish-brown color. The pulp is very soft
and protrudes over the cut surface. Follicles and trabecules are not easiiv
distinguished. The liver is large, swollen, grayish-pink in color with numerous
yellow dots. On the cut surface it is dull grayish-pink and the veins discharge
a considerable quantity of blood. The kidneys are normal in size, the capsules peel
off easily, and the cut surface shows a peculiar rose or pink color. The mucosa of
the stomach and duodenum is moderately hyperamiic. Otherwise the internal
organs are normal. No uncinaria are found in the small intestine.
Anatomical DIAGNOSIS.
—
Moderate hydropericardium. hypertrophy of the myo-
cardium, oedema of the lungs, enlargement, congestion and softening of the spleen,
hyperemia of the kidneys, congestion, fatty and parenchymatous degeneration
of the lirer. hyperatnia of the gastric and duodenal mucosa, acute pernicious
beriberi.
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During the post-mortem examination, two agar tubes were inoculated from
I lie cerebrospinal fluid obtained by puncture with a sterile syringe at the third
lumbar vertebrae. Another tube was inoculated from the heart's blood and pieces
Of the wall of the Stomach and of the duodenum with some gastric contents
were placed in a Mask containing several hundred cubic centimeters of alkaline
bouillon. The bouillon was then heated to 80° ('. and kept at that temperature
for about ten minutes. It was then cooled in the refrigerator and subsequently
incubated. (Experiments witli these cultures are reported above.)
Microscopical examination. The myocardial libers are a little hazy in stria-
tum and here and there finely vacuolated. Fragmentation is pronounced. The
aptotic sections show some increase in connective tissue, considerable endothelial
proliferation, and pigment, and a number of malarial parasites. Pigment
and malarial parasites are also found in the liver sections which also show some-
what extensive acute inflammatory interlobular foci. There is some granular
degeneration of the parenchyma cells. The sections from the stomach and duo-
denum show nothing abnormal. Those of the nerves reveal advanced degenerative
changes.
Case W 0.8.
.
—Subacute, icti beriberi. Necropsy No. 913, March 7. 1904 (history
kindly furnished by Dr. Q. B. Cook): Antonio Ybalio. a Filipino, policeman, .">0
years old. Precious history: Patient was ill in Civil Hospital from January
17 to .'50, 1004, and was treated for amoebic dysentery. At this time he com
plained of insomnia, pain in the abdomen, slight cough, and moderate fever
(I57°.7). There was no anasarca present. Am<eba> and ova of Triohooephalus
dispar were found in his stools on January IS. Treatment with quinine enemata
was instituted, under which he improved, leaving the hospital on January 30,
1904. The report of the stool examination at this time was negative for am<eba\
Present illness: On February 28, 1904, he again entered the hospital stating
that he had not been well since his illness in January, but during this time had
become weaker and weaker, swelling of his legs had developed, ami he had suf-
fered, in addition, with pain in the abdomen, anorexia, dyspiuva, insomnia, dif-
ficulty in locomotion, and constipation. Mis temperature was subnormal through-
out his present illness until just before he died, when it registered :!7.7 .
Physical examination: Expression heavy, face swollen, respiration labored;
general anasarca especially marked in feet and legs: abdomen, distended and
painful on pressure. Pain was elicited on pressure over tibia'. Apex beat,
forcible and displaced to left of normal position about 2 to 2.."> centimeters. A
double murmur of a blowing character could be heard most distinctly at the
apex. The reflexes were not tested. Course of illness and treatment : On admis-
sion he was given Liq. potass, arsen. gtts. (! three times daily, nourishing
diet, and a cathartic of magnesium sulphate when necessary. On March 1
the urine examination was as follows: Specific gravity, 1,023; acid: small
amount of albumen; urea, 26.46 grams per liter; sediment slight, very many
hyaline and a few granular casts. After receipt of this report the diet was re-
stricted; Fowler's solution omitted and infusion of digitalis and lithium citrate
given. His condition steadily grew worse and he died on March (i. 1904, at 11.30
p. m.
,\i roes-, fourteen hours after death: Bodj of a well-developed Filipino, about
35 to 40 years old. Post-morl em rigidity ami lividity well marked. The
integument is quite (edematous, particularly over the abdomen, the anterior
surface of the legs and at the dorsum of the feet, where the skin pits on
pressure. The scrotum is (edematous and swollen to about two to three times
its normal size. On both legs and forearms small, symmetrically placed pin-
head sized petechia' are visible, 'the sclera are somewhat icteric. On section, the
veins discharge a considerable amount id" dark, fluid blood. The subcutaneous
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connective tissue is (edematous, in places even gelatinous. On opening the
spinal canal and the cranial cavity, the dura is found to be tense, the amount
of cerebrospinal fluid increased. The vessels of the pia-arachnoid are injected,
and the brain itself is rather (edematous; fluid in the ventricles is increased;
otherwise, the brain and the cord are normal. The thoracic as well as the
abdominal cavity contains a moderate amount of clear, straw-colored fluid.
Pericardium: smooth, glistening, translucent, distended by an increased amount
of clear, serous fluid; probably three to four times as much as normally found.
The heart is large, soft, and flabby; dimensions, 16 centimeters from base to
apex, 12 centimeters from side to side, 7.5 centimeters from before to backward.
Visceral pericardium, smooth; coronary veins much injected, deep bluish-purple
in color; both auriculo-ventricular openings somewhat enlarged. Auriculo-ven-
tricular valves on right side not quite competent. Endocardium, smooth except
over the aortic valves. These are markedly thickened, somewhat nodular, and
slightly retracted toward their peripheral attachment. However, there are
neither loss of substance nor any adhesions. Beginning of aorta, ather-
omatous. Lungs: adherent by old fibrous adhesions, which are difficult to
separate. Adhesions present at the apices as well as at the diaphragmatic sur-
faces. Purplish-gray in color at the upper lobes, quite deep purplish at the
lower ones. On section, much blood and (Edematous fluid .escapes. The lower
lobes in particular contain a considerable amount of dark, fluid blood and very
little air. The bronchi contain frothy mucus. Mucous membranes of trachea
and bronchi, somewhat injected and swollen. Spleen: 10 by 8 by 5 centimeters.
Capsule, on the whole, smooth though slightly wrinkled; pinkish-red; on section,
dark-brown. Trabecular, well-marked; pulp, fairly soft, somewhat protruding.
Kidneys: 11.5 by by 5 centimeters; pinkish-reddish-purple; after removal
of capsules, which strip off easily, areas of a more grayish color are seen. On
section, cortex 3 to 9 millimeters; vessels, injected; tubules, grayish yellow
;
pyramids, dark brownish-red, much injected. Mucous membrane of pelves,
smooth; suprarenals, swollen, enlarged, quite soft, dark-purple in color. Liver:
rather small, pinkish-gray; capsule, smooth, translucent; center of lobules
appear as rather pale, shiny grayish areas. On section, color is in general rather
dark pink-purplish mixed with grayish-yellow. Vessels contain much dark blood.
(hill bladder: distended with turbid, dark green bile; mucous membranes, smooth,
no stones. Pancreas: large, rather soft; otherwise normal. Stomach: serosa
smooth, shining, transparent; veins much injected, particularly those radiating
from the lesser curvature; gastric mucosa thrown into prominent rugae, much
congested, of a pale, pink color with a hue of purple. Oesophageal mucosa,
likewise, though more moderately, injected. Intestines: the serosa is markedly
injected over the whole length; the process is more marked in the serosa of the
small intestine. Duodenum: mucosa, somewhat swollen; vessels, injected, pink-
ish-red in color. The mucosa of the jejunum and ileum is likewise injected,
though less than that of the duodenum. Peyer's patches distinctly swollen.
Appendix, normal. Large intestines, practically normal except slight injection
of the mucosa.
Anatomical diagnosis.—Hydropericardium, dilatation and hypertrophy of the
myocardium, chronic endocarditis of the aortic valves, atheromatosis of the aorta,
congestion and oedema of the lungs, hyperemia of the gastric and intestinal
mucosa, parenchymatous degeneration of the kidneys and liver, enlargement and
chronic congestion of the spleen, hydrothorax, ascites, general oedema of the
subcutaneous connective tissue. Subacute, tret beriberi.
Microscopical examination.—Myocardium: striation of fibers in places com-
pletely lost; fine and coarse vacuolation; granular degeneration very pronounced;
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fragmentation well marked in some places; many poorly stained nuclei. Pul-
monary alveoli contain much granular material; interalveolar capillaria, dis-
tended and densely ailed; peribronchial and perivascular connective tissue some-
what increased. Spleen: increase in connective tissue, considerable; proliferation
of pulp endothelia. Kidneys: tubular epithelia show cloudy swelling of a
moderate degree and extent. Here and there, granular material in tubules.
Otherwise, no changes. The liver in some parts shows great congestion of intra-
lobular capillaries with fatty and granular degeneration, necrosis of parenchyma
cells and interlobular, subacute inflammatory foci; in other parts, an advanced
necrosis and atrophy of parenchyma cells of the central areas of the lobules is
seen. The gastric and intestinal mucosa, aside from vascular congestion, shows
no marked changes. The popliteal nerve and branches show advanced degener-
ative changes and a marked increase in the neurolemma nuclei; however, no
inflammatory changes of any kind are present.
Vase No. I).—Subacute, net beriberi,— Necropsy No. 1536, November 17. 1905:
Agaton Caber, 24 years old. male Filipino, prisoner at Bilibid, died November 18
at midnight.
Autopsy twelve hours after death: Body of a strong, young male Filipino.
Post-mortem rigidity and lividity well marked. The whole surface of the body
is (edematous; this is most marked at the lower extremities, where the skin
pits on pressure. On section, the subcutaneous areolar tissue discharges a consid-
erable amount of a clear, serous fluid. The muscles are. moist and of a rather
pale-pink color. The pericardium is smooth and shiny, tensely expanded, and con-
tains an increased amount of clear, amber-colored pericardial fluid. The heart is
moderately enlarged. There is hypertrophy with some dilitation of the right
ventricle. Both sides contain chicken-fat clots; the tricuspid opening is somewhat
enlarged. The endocardium and the epicardium are smooth and otherwise normal.
The myocardium is of very fair consistency, dull-pale-pink in color. The heart
weighs 340 grams. Lungs: The pleural sacs contain an increased amount of
(dear fluid; the pleura' are smooth, they show a very few small, subpleural
petechia'. In general, the external color of the lungs is of a pink-purple,
except on the posterior surface of the lower lobes, where the color is a deep
bluish-purple. The lower lobes, on section, discharge much dark blood; the
upper ones are very eedematous. The pulmonary tissue is comparatively poor
in air. The bronchial glands are normal, the bronchi contain a considerable
amount of a thin, foamy fluid. The spleen is enlarged to about twice its normal
size; capsule, of a steel-blue color, very tense. The pulp protrudes slightly on
section. It is moderately soft, and much congested; trabecules, enlarged; fol-
licles, fairly well visible; color, dark-brown. Kidneys, normal in size; capsules,
smooth, pink-purplish with grayish-yellow mottling. On section, tubules grayish-
white, vessels moderately injected; relation of medulla to cortex, normal; pelves,
normal, capsules peel oil' easily; suprarenale, small, (edematous, quite intensely
pigmented; bladder, etc., normal. Stomach and duodenum, serosa slightly
hyperamiic ; mucosa, markedly so, otherwise nothing abnormal. Jejunum and
ileum, serosa and mucosa hyperaemic, intestinal wall as a whole somewhat
(edematous. Large intestine, normal. The peritoneal cavity contains a consid-
erable amount of clear, straw-colored fluid. The liver is somewhat swollen;
capsule, smooth, tense, dark-purplish-blue. On section, liver lobules indistinct,
yellowish mottling. Vessels discharge much dark fluid blood. Brain, (edematous.
otherwise normal. Weight. 1,385 grams.
Anatomical diagnosis.— Moderate hypertrophy of tin right si<le of the heart,
oedema of tin- lungs, moderate fatty degeneration of the kidney and liver,
enlargement of the spleen, hyperemia of the gastric and intestinal mucosa, oedema
of the brain, general moderate anasarca. Subacute, tret beriberi.
MicKo.scoi'KAi. examination1 .—The myocardial fibers show a fairly distinct
striation and some fine, dust-like vacuolation. Nuclei, well stained, fragmenta-
tion present to a moderate extent, interstitial connective tissue somewhat in-
creased. The pulmonary interalveolar capillaries and the vessels of the itt>if)s in
genera] are congested; the alveoli partly filled with a cellular and serous exudate;
the peribronchial connective tissue here and there somewhat increased. In the
spleen the connective tissue is much increased and the pulp spaces are crowded
with blood cells; outlines of follicles, indistinct. The tubular epithelia of the
kidneys show cloudy swelling and fatty degeneration, but in general only in
moderate degree. The hepatic sections show congestion of the intralobular capil-
laries, fatty degeneration of the cells in the center of the lobule anil interlobular,
periportal, subacute, inflammatory foci. A pronounced eosinophilia is found in the
mucosa of the stomach and of the duodenum. The degenerative changes in tin-
popliteal nerve and its branches are well advanced.
Case Ao. 10.—tiubaeute beriberi complicated With malaria and amabiasis.—
Necropsy No. lO.'iO. February 1. 1906 (history kindly furnished by Dr. G. B.
Cook). Donoso Coronel. a native Filipino of 45 years, light-house keeper in
Manila Bay, assumed the duties of his position some time in December, 1905.
Seven days after going to work in the light-house (according to the statements of
the patient, who appears to be quite dull mentally) he became sick, but remained
in the lighthouse for three more weeks, when he finally entered the Civil Hospital.
On admission, patient could not walk on account of partial paralysis of the legs;
his expression was heavy and he complained of pain in the abdomen; lower
eyelids, puffy, and lower extremities, (edematous, pitting on pressure. Pulse,
114, apex beat displaced outward and downward, the second sound at the apex
is prolonged and the second pulmonic sound is accentuated. There is visible
pulsation in the upper epigastric region. The patient complains of pain in the
abdomen and in the muscles of the legs and forearms. There is decided pain on
pressure of the calves. The legs are moved slowly and with difficulty, extension
of the feet and legs is weak; there is no ankle or wrist drop; the patellar rellexes
are absent. On admission, the temperature registered ;1S.5°. yEstivo-autumnal
malarial parasites were found in the blood and amoebae in the stools. On January
20 the patient was examined by the writer, who found all of the more typical
symptoms of subacute, wet beriberi. Some of the blood of the patient was drawn
from the median cephalic vein and used for incubation and for animal experi-
ments (reported above). The patient died February 1, 1900, at 4.20 a. m.
Autopsy four hours after death: Native Filipino of medium size and good
nutrition. Post-mortem rigidity marked; post-mortem lividity, beginning to
show on dependent portions of the body. The dorsum of the feet and of the legs
is slightly (edematous. On section, the superficial veins discharge a considerable
amount of dark, fluid blood. The subcutaneous connective tissue is slightly
(edematous. The pericardium contains about 100 cubic centimeters of a clear.
straw-colored serum; the pleural and the abdominal cavities, each several hundred
cubic centimeters. The heart is considerably enlarged in all of its dimensions.
The right auriculo-ventricular opening admits five fingers; the myocardial wall
of the right ventricle measures to 7 millimeters in thickness. The left auriculo-
ventricular opening admits three fingers, and the myocardium of the left side is
likewise hypertrophic. Epicardium and endocardium, smooth and otherwise nor-
mal. Myocardium of fair consistency, but pale yellowish-gray. Papillary muscle
of left side considerably hypertrophied. Lungs: collapsed, poor in air. bound
down by some old, librous adhesions; externally, grayish-pink with some
purple in the lower and posterior parts. They are found to lie rather dry
on section. The bronchi contain a rather thick, foamy liquid; the mucosa is pale
and not swollen; the bronchial glands are normal. The spleen, is enlarged to
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about twice the normal size; it is soft, intensely congested, dark brownish-
black; follicles and trabecular, distinct. The Kidneys are normal in size, rather
firm in consistency, pinkish-gray externally; capsules, smooth, peel oil' easily.
On section, tubules, grayish-white, slightly cloudy; vessels, congested; pelves,
normal; ureters, bladder, etc., normal. The mucosa of the Stomach is slightly
hypenciuic at the apices of the folds; that of the duodenum is likewise hyper
teniic. The ducts of the gall bladder are open. Liver: swollen, tense, grayish-dark
in color; on section, brownisji-yellow. The mucosa of the rectum and colon
is hyperamic and shows a few shallow ulcerations: otherwise, normal.
Anatomical diagnosis.—Hydropericardium, hydrothotxue, ascites, hypertrophy
(if the myocardium and dilatation of the right heart j congestion, hypertrophy and
pigmentation of the spleen, parenchymatous degeneration of the kidneys and
liver. Hypercemia of the gastric and duodenal 'mucosa; amoebic ulcerations, of
the large intestines. Subacute, wet beriberi.
Microscopical examination.—The myocardium shows an indistinct Btriation,
fine, with a coarser vacuolation here and there, fragmentation and segmentation
and some increase in connective tissue. The pulmonary sections show no pro-
nounced changes. In the spleen, a considerable amount of pigment and a moderate
number of malarial parasites are seen. The renal sections exhibit considerable
cloudy swelling of the uriniferous tubules. In the liver there is found congestion
of the intralobular capillaries, cloudy swelling and tatty degeneration of paren-
chyma cells and interlobular, periportal, subacute, inflammatory foci. The
stomach and the duodenum do not show any particular changes. Jn the large
intestine there are erosions and ulcerations with leucocytic infiltration of the
mucosa. Amoebae, however, were not discovered in the sections examined. The
degeneration of the peripheral nerves is very pronounced, there are irregularities,
beaded swellings, honeycombing, and sometimes a complete loss of the myelin
sheath.
Case A'o. 11.— ('hrouic. dry beriberi.— Necropsy No. Kill. January It). 1900:
Evaristo Rivera, a ;5~>-year-old Filipino, a prisoner at liilibid. was admitted to the
hospital on January •>. 11)00. lie had been suffering tor some lime t'r indefinite
symptoms and from muscular pains with some disturbances of motion. J lis case
was first diagnosed as muscular rheumatism. Later on, absence of patellar reflex,
enlargement of the heart toward the right side ami other symptoms suggested the
diagnosis of beriberi. On January 18, 1!)0G, at 8 a. m., the patient exhibited a
subnormal temperature of 35.1°, the temperature at noon had risen to 36.3
\
pulse SO, respiration .'iS. At 1.30 p. m. the patient died in syncope.
AUTOPSY twenty-two hours after death: Body of medium-sized, normally devel-
oped native, about 30 to 40 years old, poorly nourished. Rigor mortis: moderate.
Post-mortem lividity well marked on the dependent parts of the body. The
surface in general is moderately cyanotic. On section of the body, the superficial
veins discharge a considerable amount of dark, fluid blood. The muscles are
pale-pink, not very moist. The lymphatics are normal. The pleura of the
lungs are smooth. The lungs are inflated and of a very pale-pink color except
in (he dependent part where they are light-purple. They are highly (edematous
and on section a large amount of watery, foamy lluid escapes. The heart is
markedly enlarged. If weighs .'17(1 grains; the hypertrophy is particularly notice-
able in the right ventricle which is also considerably dilated. Its wall has a
diameter of about 7 to 8 millimeters. The chambers contain a considerable
amount of dark, fluid blood, and in addition chicken fat clots. The myocardium
is of fair consistency and of a pale, gray pink color. There are no evidences of
marked fatty degeneration. The pericardium and endocardium are smooth; no
ecchymoses or petechiae being present. The intestinal serosa, is rather pale, but
translucent; appendix, normal. .Mesenteric and post-peritoneal glands somewhat
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enlarged. The spleen is slightly enlarged, moderately indurated, dark, steel-gray
externally and on section, dark brown-red. The pulp is quite linn, the trabecules
widened and the follicles not very distinct. The liver is somewhat increased in
size, swollen and of increased consistency. Its capsule is smooth, transparent
and translucent. Externally, the organ is of bluish-purple color, with numerous
yellow7 streaks and dots visible through the capsule. The cut surface presents
the typical picture of a nutmeg liver. (Jail bladder and gall ducts normal.
Kidneys: normal in size. Capsules, smooth, peeling off easily; external color,
pinkish-blue. Consistency of these organs increased. On section, the blood ves-
sels are found to be moderately congested. Tubules are decidedly grayish-white.
the pyramids are moderately congested. The gastrointestinal tract is normal
except that the mucosa of the small, as well as that of the large intestine, is
much congested, so that the veins stand out very prominently. The congestion
is best marked in the first part of the duodenum. On dissecting out the popliteal
nerve and its branches on the left side, it is found that the sheathes show numerous
ecchymoses. Such ecchymotic spots also extend into the substance of the gastroc-
nemius muscle. The muscles of the calf in general are very tlabby, and of a pale,
grayish-pink color. The brain is very pale, the ventricles contain a moderate
amount of fluid; otherwise, the organ is normal. Weight of the brain, 1,165 grams.
Anatomical diagnosis.—Hypertrophy of the heart, particularly of the right
ventricle, oedema of the lungs, chronic cyanotic induratio>i of the spleoj,, congestion
and parenchymatous degeneration of the kidneys, chronic passive congestion of
the liver, congestion of the internal mucosa, ecchymoses into the sheath of the
left popliteal nerve and branches, general ana?mia, chronic, dry beriberi.
Microscopical examination.—The noteworthy changes found in sections of the
various organs are: Myocardium, no marked microscopic changes, except a mod-
erate increase in the perinuclear pigment. Spleen, considerable increase in the
connective tissue of the trabecular and of the pulp, some proliferation of pulp and
endothelia, crowding of the pulp spaces with erythrocytes; follicles, very indistinct
and ill-defined. Kidneys, cloudy swelling of epithelia of uriniferous tubules;
fibrosis and obliteration of some of the Malpighian tufts; however, no general
increase of connective tissue; fairly numerous hyaline casts in the tubules. Liver,
great congestion of the intralobular capillaries, atrophy and fatty degeneration
of the parenchyma cells in the center of the lobule. Some round cell inflam-
matory infiltration of the interlobular connective tissue. Gastrocnemius (inner
head), some of the muscle fibers have lost both transverse and longitudinal stria-
tion and are swollen and almost homogeneous; however, others are perfectly
normal in appearance. Popliteal nerve and branches, the degeneration of the
myelin sheath and axis cylinders is well advanced.
SYMPTOMATOLOGY.
Clinical types of the disease.—From a clinical standpoint, beriberi may
be divided into three main types, namely—the acute pernicious, the wet
or cedematous, and the dry of atrophic beriberi; however, this classifica-
tion is somewhat arbitrary: A rudimentary variety of the disease, in
which the symptoms are so mild that medical aid is generally not sought,
also frequently occurs in addition to these three well-defined types.
Malaise, weakness of the lower extremities, and increased heart beat on
slight exertion are usually noticed in these cases. These symptoms may
speedily and spontaneously disappear, or they may increase in intensity
and then lead to one of the well-defined severer types of the disease.
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In the acute, pernicious form, the onset of the symptoms is generally
rapid. The patient becomes ill, apparently without premonitory symp-
toms. A feeling of oppression develops in the chest, dyspnoea, forced
respiration, evidences of ureal venous congestion, frequent vomiting, and
the signs of rapid heart failure appear and death finally supervenes.
The dill'erent types of beriberi have been described by observers from
all localities where the disease is prevalent, hut they vary in (heir
predominance.
A. J'lcliu " recently observed a number of cases of beriberi in German Weal
Africa (KanicrunJ ; they were all of the acute, pernicious type, ending fatally
within from twelve to forty-eight hours. However, he states that Lichtenberg
previously bad seen subacute and chronic cases in the same territory. Plelm's
cases, witb one exception which was complicated by malaria, never showed any
elevation of temperature; they were characterized by dyspnoea, forced, frequent
respiration, violent action of the heart, Bmall, easily compressible, rapid pulse,
muscular weakness, and violent vomiting. Death occurred from paralysis of
the heart after the pulse had become imperceptible.
Both the (edematous and the atropine types generally develop in the
same manner. Preceding the actual outbreak of the disease there is a
period of malaise, during which a dull pain in the stomach, lack of
appetite, and a heaviness in the lower extremities and occasionally in
the upper ones are complained of.
Wright believes that the incubation period of beriberi is between ten
and fifteen days, although extreme paralysis and the other more marked
ell'eets of the virus may not manifest themselves until some days after
the first demonstrable symptoms of nerve lesions have occurred. One
of the earliest symptoms usually referred to by the patient, is palpitation
of the heart on slight exertion; next, pain in the legs is frequently
noticed, particularly in the calves, which soon become tender on pressure.
Later, the gait becomes unsteady: the patient walks as if it were difficult
for him to lift his feet from the ground, as indeed it is, the effect being
such that this gait has not improperly been compared to that of a man
walking in soft and very sticky clay, or to that of a man heavily dressed,
who has been in the water and whose clothes are weighted by the
amount of fluid absorbed. At this stage, in ird beriberi, an (edema of
the lower extremities is generally noticeable. It is particularly well-
marked over the anterior tibial region, over the dorsum of the feet, and
around the ankles. Jn these places the skin pits on pressure. In the
dry form there may be slight oedema at an early period in the disease,
but this is not well marked and is only transitory in character. The
lower extremities in this variety, instead of being swollen, become more
and more emaciated, the muscles become atrophic, and often indurated
:
"
1 'Idi 11 : Die acuten [nfektionskrankheiten bei den Xegern der iupiatorialen
Kiisten Westafrikas. Virchaw's Archiv. (H>o:{). 174, Supplement (Beriberi,
p. till.
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and contracted. Together with the disturbances of locomotion, those of
sensation simultaneously develop. Hypaesthesia of the lower extremi-
ties is the most common form of disturbance of sensation in beriberi.
It generally begins on the anterior, or external, surface of the legs and
frequently extends to the dorsum of the feet and toes. In other words,
it is found in the regions supplied by the peroneal and saphenous nerves.
Accompanying hypaesthesia, there is a subjective paresthesia. If the
skin of the patient is touched with a soft, camel's-hair brush, he has
the sensation of paper intervening between the skin and the brush. The
intensity and the extent of such sensations not only vary in different
individuals but also at different periods of time in the same one. 'These
disturbances have a tendency to extend upward from the feet and legs.
In the severer cases, the upper extremities are similary affected. The
face is rarely involved, but occasionally disturbances in sensation are
found around the mouth. True anaesthesia is rare, as is also hyperes-
thesia. The interferences with motility generally begin as a sensation
of weakness in the legs, which is first noticed in the calves and Later
on in the thighs. After these changes have endured for some time,
atrophy generally manifests itself, or it may appeal' even before distinct
paralysis becomes obvious. Usually, the anterior, sharp ml^c of the
tibia becomes more prominent, the ealf thin and flabby, and the thigh
gradually emaciated. When more or less contraction is associated with
the atrophy, the foot assumes an equinovarus position. In severe cases,
similar changes occur in the upper extremities. Paralysis of the lower
extremities is much more common than it is of the upper ones; but in
the severest cases both feet and hands, including the toes and
fingers, may be paralyzed. In such instances the hands and fingers may
occasionally be more affected than the feet. In the gravest types neither
the hands nor the fingers can be flexed toward the dorsum, and we
have complete wrist drop, as is the case in lead poisoning.
The electrical excitability shows various degrees of change, from a
simple diminution to complete degeneration reaction. According to
K. Miura," one can predict the result of the electrical reaction from the
position and movements of the foot and toes. If the foot can easily be
moved on the ankle joint, one finds only a diminution of electrical
excitability. If the toes, but not the foot, can be flexed dorsally, we
encounter only a partial degeneration reaction, but if neither the foot nor
the toes can he moved voluntarily, then it is complete. Paralysis of
the diaphragm and of the intercostal muscles occurs only in the severest
cases. Other nerves, besides those of the extremities which are so
profoundly affected in beriberi, are also more or less frequently involved.
Paresis of the muscles of the larynx is by no means rare; in fact, it is a
"' K. Miura: Notizen zur Symptomatologie der Beriberi. Centralb, fiir Neu-
rologic, etc., TokyOj April (1905), 6.
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very common occurrence in beriberi to find changes in the voice, such
as hoarseness and more or less complete aphonia. Paresis of the facial
nerves and of the nervus abducens has occasionally been observed, as
have also disturbances of the optic nerves, manifesting themselves by
central scotoma, and in rare cases by amblyopia. Among the late symp-
toms of beriberi, which in the advanced disease frequently become quite
prominent, are contractions of the muscles, particularly of the gastroc-
nemius.
If an early examination, both in the hypertrophic and in the atrophic
dry types, be made, the following symptomatology may be elicited
;
the pulse is generally rapid, somewhat irregular, rather weak, and
easily compressible. Upon exertion, which may even be so slight as tbe
act of sitting up in bed for examination, the pulse rate Increases 20 to 30
beats a minute. At times, quite early in the course of the disease and
frequently later, after if has existed for several days, the apex of the
heart, is found to be displaced upward and outward and the area of
visible heart beat to be enlarged. Percussion shows an extension of the
area of heart dullness toward the right and frequently even to the right
of the sternum. Where there is hypertrophy of the Left ventricle the
area of dullness is also increased to tbe left. Auscultation at the apex
of the heart frequently reveals some changes in the systolic sound, but
the most common alteration observed in beriberi generally is a marked
accentuation of the second pulmonic sound. At times a definite, systolic-
bruit may be beard at the apex; frequently a reduplication of the
second sound both at the apex and at the pulmonary valves exists. A
considerable number of cases of beriberi also reveal a musical sound
which may be heard over the crural arteries as was first prominently
pointed out by M. Miura.* This observer in some cases reported the
sound to be audible even at a distance of several feel from the vessel.
In the early stages of beriberi, sometimes up to the sixth or seventh day
of the disease, the patellar reflex is increased ; then a diminution develops,
and finally it becomes entirely absent. Even in cases which terminate
favorably, the absence of the patellar reflex may last for a long time and
may still be noticeable after the disturbances of locomotion have dis-
appeared. When the knee jerk begins to reappear, it then generally once
more becomes temporarily accentuated, finally returning to the normal.
Durham makes the following statements with reference to the patellar
refles in beriberi
:
Too little notice is, 1 think, taken in most books of the preliminary exagger-
ation of the knee jerk, which so commonly precedes the loss thereof. Whether
the knee jerk is ever lost without a previous sta^o of increase I am not able
40 M. Miura: Der diastalische Arterienton. Zcitschr. d. Mcdiz. Gcs. zu Tokyo,
Jan. (1891), and Mittheil. d. medie. Fakult&t, Univ. zu Tokyo (1898), No. 2,
4, 71.
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to say, but observations of a number of patients .showed that, given the increase,
it may remain and never disappear before the patient's apparent recovery, or
it may slowly decrease to absolute loss, or it may disappear rapidly in a few-
days, giving way to complete absence. Recovery of tbe knee jerk after loss
seems to be a very slow process, but that it is eventually regained there can be
no doubt, if the history of having had the disease in several prisoners and others
is to be believed. Increased response to a blow of the muscles seems to obtain
generally after the diminution of knee jerk has occurred.
It has already been mentioned that the muscles of the calves of the
leg are frequently painful and very tender to pressure. The skin, partic-
ularly of the lower extremities, shows disturbances of sensation. 'There
is general hypeesthesia or paresthesia and less frequently complete
anaesthesia. In mild cases the urine is somewhat decreased in amount,
and in severe ones considerably so. The diminution is sometimes very
great and the daily amount passed may fall below 100 cubic centimeters.
The specific gravity in such cases is increased, but not proportionately
to the great diminution in amount. Albumen is generally not present.
However, when it is observed, only traces occur. Sometimes, though
rarely, a complicating nephritis develops in the later stages of beriberi
and then albumen is constantly found in the urine. Indiean is very
frequently observed in the urine in the acute and cedematous varieties
of the disease.
According to most authors, the temperature in uncomplicated cases
of beriberi is either normal or very slightly elevated. Whenever we
have met with a fatal case of this disease, in which there was, inter rilaui
.
a marked rise in temperature, on post-mortem examination we have
found some complication, generally either amoebic dysentery or malaria.
In cases of the (edematous or of the atrophic form, which progress un-
favorably, the dyspnoea and the difficulty in respiration increase and the
resulting, grave circulatory disturbances find their expression in a
superficial venous congestion, with visible, throbbing veins. While con-
sciousness is preserved, the dyspnoea and the suffering, progress, and the
face of the patient sometimes presents a picture of* grave anxiety, such as
may be seen in true angina pectoris (arteriosclerosis of the coronary
arteries), and death frequently occurs quickly in consequence of heart
failure.
Stanley 41 has drawn attention to the frequency of sudden heart failure
in diphtheria and in beriberi. His analysis of 341 cases of the latter
disease shows 72 fatal ones, of which 31 died of rapid heart failure. The
pulse tension was lowered in 254 cases, and dilatation of the heart
existed in 98. The second sound was reduplicated in 215 and the first
41 Artlmr Stanley: On Sudden Heart Failure in Toxaemic Conditions with a
Special Reference to Diphtheria and Beriberi. Brit. Med. Journal, (1903), 2
1 ().•{().
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in ;5-~>. There were cardiac murmurs in 84. In reporting his observa-
tions Stanley gives the following graphic description of heart failure
and of the heart symptoms in beriberi :
In both diphtheria and beriberi sudden heart failure is the must terrible com-
plication, and one in which, as a ride, no treatment is available in preventing
death. • " * In botli these diseases the occurrence of vomiting is almost the
invariable herald of a rapid, fatal termination by heart failure. Practically
Bpeaking, the main signs met with in heart failure occurring in any of these
conditions are vomiting, restlessness, lilac-tinted pallor, dyspnoea, increasing weak-
ness of the pulse, and coldness of the extremities. * * * The syncopal attack
is marked rather by duration than by intensity; loss of consciousness is rare.
:t * * The usual time of death from heart failure appears to be about the
end of the first week in diphtheria and toward the end of the first month in
beriberi. * * * The heart signs of myocardial degeneration arc lowered pulse
tension, feeble, short pulse wave, feeble heart impulse, short first sound and
relatively accentuated pulmonary second sound. The second sound is almost
always reduplicated. Reduplication of the first is not unusual and is the
cause of the cantering rhythm so frequently met with just before death. Some
dilatation of the heart is frequent but not invariable. The cardiac impulse is
usually feeble and. when there is dilatation, diffuse. Xot rarely the heart's
action is bounding and apparently forcible, but the actual circulatory output, as
measured by the pulse, is remarkably feeble by comparison, there being a marked
difference between the violent overaction of the heart and the small, feeble
pulse. Some change in the heart rhythm is invariable; changes in the length
of the pauses of the heart cycle being frequent and of great importance in prog-
nosis. Most common is a shortening of the long pause, giving rise to spacing
of the heart sounds. The relative shortening of the long pause may be of all
degrees up to tic-tac rhythm, where the short equals the long pause, so that the
heart sounds are equidistant. The change in the relative length of the two heart
pauses is almost always accompanied by a change in the character of the sounds.
the first sound becoming like the second in quality, losing its deep, so-called
muscular sound, and making more audible the valvular sound, which resembles
the ordinary valvular second sound. In this way the two sounds and the two
intervals tend to become alike. This tic-tac rhythm caused by the shortening
of the long pause—the recuperative intervals—indicates diminished cardiac recu
perative power, and prognosticates danger ahead danger of heart failure. J.ul
of worse prognosis is that condition where, in addition to the long pause being
shortened, the short pause is likewise shortened, so that the second sound follows
very closely on the first. This condition is almost always a fatal sign, and
occurs with or may be followed by heart failure. A condition characterized by
what may he termed delayed beats or "tumbling rhythm" is a common feature
of irregularity of the heart's action, both in diphtheria and beriberi. After a
series of regular heart beats, a pause occurs, followed by a sudden scramble of
two or more heart heats in order, as it were, to make up for lost time. This
gives rise to an intermittent pulse, because all the beats do not reach the pulse.
When the disease ends in recovery, the disturbances of circulation
decrease in intensity. In the wet form a profuse secretion of urine
occurs and the oedema gradually disappears. In both types which
progress favorably, the disturbances of sensation and the paralysis grad-
ually disappear and the patient regains the use of his limits.
Too
INFANTILE BERIBERI.
Hirota" first called attention to beriberi occurring among infants
suckled by mothers suffering from Jcakke. He gives a summary of 52
eases which he observed and enumerates the following as the most
important symptoms of the condition:
The heart's action is accelerated; the second pulmonic sound accentuated;
heart's area of dullness generally increased toward the right side; sound at the
apex sometimes dull; pulse rapid, soft, having the character of pulsus celer;
diastolic arterial sound sometimes heard over the crural artery, dyspnoea and
aphonia almost without exception present; vomiting, cyanosis, and oedema occur
very frequently; urine generally diminished; indican test sometimes positive,
no albumen; general condition characterized by depression, constant cryin<r and
groaning; sensorium, clear; no fever. The sensory and motor disturbances
of the patients could not be tested on account of their age.
Birota first medicinally treated a number of cases of this type of beri-
beri in children, who had been suckled by mothers sick with JcahJce, but
without success. However, he soon found that such patients rapidly
improved when taken away from their mothers and either given to a
healthy wet nurse or fed on artificial food. He therefore recommended
this procedure as the only rational therapy. However, it was successful
only when the disease bad not progressed too far.
The author has made inquiries among a number of practitioners in
Manila to ascertain whether beriberi in infants occurs in the Philippine
Islands under the same circumstances under which Hirota has observed
it in Japan. He has been repeatedly assured, for instance by Dr. Albert.
that such cases are not very infrequent. However, the suggested proper
therapy—i. e., of taking the child away from a mother (who frequently
only shows mild symptoms of beriberi)—is very difficult to carry out
in practice, since the people do not understand the necessity for such
a measure.
COMPLICATIONS AND SEQUEL.E.
The most common complications of beriberi are tuberculosis ami
dysentery, and in some localities, malaria. When these conditions coexist
the prognosis is usually very grave. Whereas most cases of beriberi end
in rapid recovery, some assume a protracted course and in the latter,
general weakness with or without anemia, difficulty in the use of the
lower extremities, contraction and induration of the muscles of the calf,
and also disturbances of motility in the upper extremities, diminution
and disturbance in the quality of the sensation, palpitation of the heart,
and rapid pulse may remain present for a long time. As a rule, these
symptoms all disappear under proper treatment and diet. It has been
"Hirota: Ueber die durch die Milch der Kakke (Beriberi) leidended Franc.
Verursachte Krankheit der Siinglinge. CentralU. f. Innere Mcdizin (1898), 19,
385; also Zeitschr. d. Mediz. Gcs. zu Tokyo (1891), 5.
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noticed in Europeans or Americans who have Buffered from severe attacks
of beriberi and who have returned to their native country during con-
valescence, thai the disease frequently assumes a protracted course, from
which recovery is very slow.
DIAGNOSIS AND DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS.
In many cases of beriberi occurring among the uneducated and ignorant
Asiatics, the diagnosis must be made exclusively from the objective symp-
toms, as an intelligible history is unobtainable. The most important
points to be emphasized are the following: The condition of the pulse
while the patient is at rest and before he has been at all disturbed ; and
(lie same after the patient has been subjected to some physical exertion.
If the patient is not too ill, he should be compelled to leave his bed and
to walk up and down the room a few times. While so doing, the
gait should be noted, in order to ascertain whether it presents the char-
acteristic appearance. The pulse should then once more be counted
because it is usually very excitable in beriberi, and its rapidity increases
wry markedly even on very slight exertion. The percussion and auscul-
tation of the heart are also of special value in the diagnosis of this disease.
Particular importance attaches to the enlargement of the right ventricle,
to the accentuation of the second pulmonic sound, and to a reduplication
of the second mitral one. The presence of hydropericardium, hydro-
thorax, and abdominal ascites is of considerable value in the diagnosis;
the increase of the patellar reflex in the early stages of the disease and
the loss of it in the more advanced ones is also import aid. The fre-
quency of pain in the muscles of the calf and of oedema in the legs and
feet lias already been referred to in the consideration of the symptoma-
tology. The great decrease or even the suppression of the urine in the
early stages of the redematous form of the affection is also a very im-
portant factor in the diagnosis; the disturbances of sensation and of
locomotion and the paralysis and contractions have been sufficiently
emphasized under the symptomatology. Scheube thinks that the diag-
nosis of beriberi in a majority of the cases offers no particular difficulty,
and that the most important symptoms to be looked for are hypfflsthesia
in eircumscrihed places (particularly of the legs and feet), oedema of the
legs and of the dorsum of the feet; pain on pressure in the muscles of
the calf; absence or increase of the patellar reflexes, palpitation of heart.
accelerated, easily excitable pulse, and increase of the number of pulse
heats after slight exertion,
Baelz and Miura'" particularly mention the following among the
diseases and their symptoms which might he confounded with beriberi :
Spinal myelitia: Increased reflexes; ankle clonus: paralysis of the extremities
without muscular atrophy; paralysis of the bladder and rectum: complete
a Baelz ami Mima: Beriberi oder Kakke. Mease, llandb. d. Tropenkrankheiten,
Leipzig (11105), 2, 140.
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anaesthesia, without pain in the muscles of the calf; no electric degeneration
reaction; no symptoms on the part of the heart and kidneys. In Landry's
paralysis there is fever at the onset, and pain in the head, with much perspira-
tion at the back and extremities. A study of the sensation and circulation
reveals nothing abnormal. Tabes usually should not be confounded with beriberi
or vice versa. In anaesthetic leprosy a thickening of the peripheral nerves and
true anasthesia is found and not hypasthesia which is generally encountered in
beriberi. In addition, in leprosy spots or nodules or diffuse thickenings of the
skin are usually encountered. Obviously, a careful search will reveal the presence
of the leprosy bacillus.
Certain cases of peripheral nephritis, depending upon chronic alcohol
or arsenic intoxication, may at times be exceedingly difficult to dif-
ferentiate from beriberi. Alcoholic neuritis should first be definitely
excluded before a diagnosis of beriberi is made in Europeans and Ameri-
cans living in tropical countries, where beriberi is prevalent, and who
present symptoms suggesting the possibility of an attack of this disease.
In Japan and the Philippine Islands, where beriberi is so frequent and
so well known, patients often consult the physician with the simple
statement that they are suffering with this disease. But, of course,
such a statement can not be accepted without verifying its correctness by
a proper examination.
PROGNOSIS.
The prognosis of beriberi varies greatly in different epidemics ami in
different localities. The disease is generally most fatal, like other infec-
tions, when it first invades an entirely new territory in which it has not
before been prevalent, or at least not been present for several genera-
tions. Scheube emphasizes the great uncertainty of the prognosis in
beriberi because, even in apparently very mild eases, a profound cardiac
disturbance may suddenly supervene. If this condition appears, then
the prognosis always becomes grave. On the other hand paralyses
per se are not indicative of a fatal issue. The mortality in beriberi also
varies very much in different epidemics, localities, and races. Among
the Chinese prisoners at Shanghai, according to Stanley, the mortality
is 20 per cent, but it has been 50 per cent among the Chinese patients
of the Hongkong Government hospitals during the last ten years. 44 The
death rate in cases developing in Bilibid Prison at Manila is likewise
quite high. However, in these instances the conditions are somewhat
exceptional and particularly unfavorable. With better surroundings
the mortality from beriberi is usually low. Among the troops in Dutch
India the death rate in this disease is given as between 2 and (i per cent;
with the English East Indian troops the figures are somewhat higher.
According to Scheube the average mortality in Japan is 3.5 per cent.
During the first year (1904) of the late Eusso-Japanese war, there were
44 According to a personal communication from Dr. M. V. Koch, physician in
charge of the Government Civil Hospital for Infectious Diseases, Hongkong.
44510 4
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sent from the front to the military reserve hospitals of Hiroshima, Tokyo,
etc., 50,340 Japanese soldiers sick with heriberi. Of these 1,024, or less
than 2 per cent, died. During the same period of time, among the troops
in Japan there developed 3,337 cases, of which only 4 1 died. So on the
whole, taking a very large material as a basis, the prognosis quoad vilam
is quite favorable in beriberi. However, nothing definite can be stated
in an individual case of beriberi, because a fatal termination in conse-
quence of heart failure may occur at almost any time during the course
of the disease. Unfavorable symptoms are: marked dilatation of heart,
great weakness and irregularity of the pulse and other grave disturbances
of circulation, circumscribed endem as on the trunk of the body, oedema
of the lungs, and particularly, persistent vomiting. The last symptom
is almost invariably the precursor of a rapid fatal termination, in conse-
quence of heart failure. The mortality in the acute, pernicious form
is always very high ; in the subacute or chronic, (Edematous type it is
lower than in the former, but higher than in the dry, atrophic variety. A
favorable prognostic omen is the appearance of a copious renal secretion
after a partial or complete suppression of urine. Acute, pernicious cases,
when fatal, always terminate by heart failure or asphyxia; in chronic
cases death results from paralysis of the respiratory muscles, but occasion-
ally from aspiration pneumonia or from general debility. The latter
event is particularly liable to take place when tuberculosis or amoebic
dysentery is present as a complication. The average duration of the
cases of acute, pernicious beriberi is very short, while that of those of
moderate intensity and of a moderately chronic character is perhaps
between three and six weeks. Besides the above there are a large number
of protracted cases, which extend over a period of months or even more
than a year. These are characterized by muscular atrophies and joint
fixations. However, generally even these cases, if properly treated and
if placed under proper hygienic conditions and given proper nutrition,
finally completely recover.
II has frequently been noticed in Japan, the Malay Peninsula, and
the Philippine Islands that if a patient who has had one attack of this
disease, and has completely recovered, is exposed to the same conditions
which brought on the first one, he suffers a second or even a third attack.
In this respect beriberi may perhaps be likened to pneumonia and some
of the other infectious diseases, which, in certain individuals after the
first attack, leave a predisposition to subsequent ones.
PROPHYLAXIS.
Our ideas on prophylaxis, in relation to beriberi, are still in a decidedly
unsatisfactory state. The observance of the ordinary rules of hygiene
and sanitation has frequently shown a. favorable influence in restricting
the spread of the disease. However, in other instances, beriberi will
prevail in certain localities and under certain conditions, in spite of all
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hygienic and sanitary measures. The late Eusso-Japanese war furnishes
a confirmatory example of this statement. The hygienic measures
adopted in the Japanese army proved sufficient to limit to a minimum
such diseases as typhoid, typhus, dysenteries, scorbutus, etc., but they
were of no avail against beriberi. Beyond all doubt there is one factor
which favors the occurrence and spread of beriberi in those countries
and among those races where it is at all prevalent, and that is the
crowding together of large numbers of persons into limited spaces, as in
prisons, barracks, schools, factories, mines, and ships. If beriberi appears
under such environment, the situations should, if possible, be abandoned
as dwellings, or at least the number of inmates should be decreased and
a thorough disinfection, airing, and drying should be undertaken. The
statements in regard to the effects of a change from a rice diet to some
other, as a prophylactic against beriberi, are up to the present time so
hopelessly contradictory that reliable conclusions can not be drawn from
them. Women sick with beriberi should not nurse children. Scheube
recommends as prophylactic measures, draining of the soil, a rational
sewer system, proper hygiene as to the supply of drinking water, ventila-
tion of houses, removal of beriberi patients, examination of ships before
departure and detention of persons afflicted witli beriberi or suspected of
having the disease.
TREATMENT.
There is no specific treatment for beriberi. A patient suffering from
this disease should be confined to bed. Even in mild cases in the early
stages of the disease, rest should be. insisted upon, since it is important
to reduce the heart's action as much as possible, in order to guard against
future and often unexpectedly grave cardiac complications. It has
generally been found very advantageous to administer the saline laxatives
in large doses during the first stages of beriberi. A favorite Japanese
prescription, used very extensively, is the following:
Magnesii sulfuric!
.30 to 50 grams.
Acidi muriatici diluti 1.5 to 2 c. c.
Tincturae amara' 4 c _ c
Aq. dest. q. s. ad. 200 c. c.
M. D. S. 30 c. c. three times per day.
This treatment should be continued during five to seven days, followed
by an intermission of a few days, after which it should bVrepeated.
Other laxatives and purgatives recommended are cream of tartar, in-
fusion of senna, Carlsbad salt, castor oil, and aloes and jalap pills.
Where there is marked oedema, Tkelz and K. Miura recommend potassium
acetate, potassium nitrate, or diuretin. Scheube has strongly advocated
the use of digitalis in beriberi, but most other observers consider it of
very doubtful value, and it has repeatedly been stated that in many
cases it has a decidedly injurious effect in that it helps to produce
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vomiting, greal anorexia, and nausea. In severe, acute cases with greal
weakness of the heart, Baelz frequently observed good effects from large
doses of cocaine given internally in amounts of from 0.05 to 0.15
or 0.20 grams per day. In acute or subacute eases, with signs of
dilatation of the right side of the heart, while the pulse is still good,
encouraging results have been obtained by withdrawing several hundred
cubic centimeters of blood from the median cephalic vein. However,
when the pulse has become weak, this procedure is dangerous, because
of the possibility of sudden heart failure. In the presence of dilatation.
venous congestion and a pulse which. is already weakened, the withdrawal
of blood by the aid of cups or leeches, applied over the precordial region,
is often followed by a speedy amelioration of the symptoms of circulatory
disturbance and of the difficulty of respiration. The author has seen
a considerable number of Japanese soldiers sick with beriberi who were
greatly benefited by this method of bloodletting. However, the improve-
ment is frequently only temporary and a repetition of the procedure
may or may not bring about good results, or the unfavorable symptoms
may increase in severity in spite of a temporary amelioration.
Where there is a very marked hyperesthesia (which, however, is rare in
beriberi), bromide of potassium or morphia internally or chloroform
externally are recommended. Vomiting and dyspnoea are frequently
greatly ameliorated by the hypodermic administration of small doses ol
morphia.
It is very important that the muscular atrophies and contractions, so
common in beriberi, should receive early ami proper treatment. How-
ever, it is not advisable to begin the latter as long as there is marked
eedenia of the affected extremities. When the (edema has subsided,
massage and passive movement are to be systematically practiced several
times a day. As soon as the patient is able to do so, and when there is
no longer any immediate danger of cardiac failure, moderate, active
exercise shonld cautiously be begun. Should such exercise lead to a
xcvx marked increase in the pulse rate, it should be postponed. The
atrophic muscles are to receive electrical treatment. When they still
react to the Faradic current, the latter is to be ^ed. Where there is
complete degeneration reaction, the galvanic one should be employed,
with the cathode situated peripherally over the nerve and the anode
centrally applied. In the use of the Faradic current, Scheube recom-
mends large sponge or roller electrodes, to be employed in a massaging
manner. When there is paralysis of the phrenic nerve. M\ Miura advises
faradization, one sponge electrode being placed over the epigastric region
and the other above and inside of the sterno-clavicular articulation, or
the two electrodes may both lie placed on the sides of the neck.
The diet in beriberi should he light and nutritious and should include
a considerable quantity of milk. Both in Japan and in -lava beriberi
patients frequently receive the adzuchi-bean (Phaseolus mungo var.
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radial us Bak.) as a part of their daily nourishment, and it is believed
that this has both a Favorable prophylactic and a curative tendency. In
Ilie Philippines, similar virtues are claimed for the monyo or mungo-bcan
(Phaseolus mungo \^.). Rice should, in private practice at least, be
entirely withdrawn from the daily diet of the patient. Alcohol in any
form is considered inadmissible in the treatment of beriberi and it
should be entirely withheld. A person sick with a severe type of beriberi,
accompanied by grave circulatory disturbances, should not under ordinary
conditions he removed to a distance. Even during the early stages of
recovery, a long railroad journey may bring on a relapse with severe
and dangerous heart symptoms. Cases which are mild from the onset
and serious ones after complete recovery, may with advantage be removed
from a heriheri-infected neighborhood to a high and dry locality free
from this disease, and a change of climate and return to a more bracing
atmosphere should be recommended to Europeans and Americans who
have suffered an attack.
CONCLUSION.
(1) Beriheri. kakke, or neuritis multiplex endemica is an acute, sub-
acute, or chronic disease, generally only prevalent in certain well-defined
territories. It is clinically characterized by disturbances of circulation,
of motion, and of sensation.
(2) Its most pronounced anatomical lesions are, first, hypertrophy
and degeneration of the myocardium and degeneration of the peripheral
nerves and skeletal muscles, and second, localized or more or less general
oedema, parenchymatous degeneration of the kidneys, liver, and inter-
stitial hepatitis.
(3) Beriberi is neither primarily a nutritional disturbance nor a
simple intoxication like lead, alcohol, arsenic, or similar intoxications
accompanied with multiple peripheral neuritis, but is an infectious
disease.
(4) Our animal experiments and blood examinations appear to in-
dicate very strongly that none of the claims brought forward for the
discovery of a speciiic micro-organism for the disease can be looked upon
as substantiated.
(5) While, in the absence of any positive evidence or proof, it is
perhaps dangerous to venture on an hypothesis, I would like to express
the belief that beriberi is due to an organism which gains entrance into
the human body, either directly or through food, and there produces a
toxin which in character and effect is similar to the diphtheria or tetanus
toxin and which by an accumulative action gives rise to the well-
characterized anatomical and histological lesions of beriberi.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
Plats T. Japanese Boldier in the Hiroshima Kakke Hospital. Dry, atrophic beri-
beri with advanced muscular atrophies, contractions, and pes equino-
varus.
II. Japanese soldier in the Hiroshima Kakke Hospital. Dry, atrophic beri-
beri. Paresis of the extensor muscles of the arms.
III. Native Filipino, prisoner in Bilibid Prison, Hospital B. Chronic, wet
beriberi. (Edema of the legs and of the dorsum of the feet.
IV. Three native Filipinos, prisoners in Bilibid Prison and patients in the
Main Prison Hospital. Chronic, wet beriberi. (Edema of the legs
and of the dorsum of the feet.
V. Native Filipino. Constabulary private. Acute, wet beriberi. Great
oedema of the legs and feet.
VI. Fig. 1. Acute, pernicious beriberi (Necropsy No. 1547). Longitudinal
section of the popliteal nerve; Weigert-Pal stain. Showing degenera-
tion of the myelin sheath. Low magnification.
Fig. 2. Acute, pernicious beriberi (Necropsy No. 1547). Longitudinal
section of popliteal nerve; Weigert-Pal stain. Showing rosary forma-
tion and honeycombing of myelin sheath. Medium magnification.
VII. Fig. 1. Acute, pernicious beriberi (Necropsy No. 1547). Longitudinal
section of popliteal nerve; Weigert-Pal stain. Showing various types
of degeneration of the myelin sheath. Medium magnification.
Fig. 2. Acute, pernicious beriberi (Necropsy No. 1547). Transverse
section of popliteal nerve; Weigert-Pal stain. Showing varying
degrees of degeneration of the myelin sheath. Medium magnification.
VIII. Fig. 1. Subacute beriberi (Necropsy No. 1636). Longitudinal section
of popliteal nerve; Weigert-Pal stain. Showing profound degenera-
tion of the myelin sheath. Medium magnification.
Fig. 2. Subacute, wet beriberi (Necropsy No. 91.3). Longitudinal sec-
tion of popliteal nerve, llaematoxylin-eosin stain. Showing pro-
liferation of neurolemma nuclei. Medium magnification.
IX. Acute, wet beriberi (Necropsy No. 1225). Section of myocardium.
Ha-matoxylin-eosin stain. Showing fragmentation and segmentation.
Medium magnification.
X. Fig. 1. Subacute, wet beriberi (Necropsy No. 913). Section of the myo-
cardium. Haunatoxylin-eosin stain. Showing loss of striatum vac-
uolation, and granular degeneration. Medium magnification.
Fig. 2. Acute, pernicious beriberi (Necropsy No. 1595). Section of the
liver. Haematoxylin-eosin stain. Showing fatty degeneration and
necrosis in the central area of the liver lobule. Medium magnifica-
tion.
45 The photographs of beriberi patients are from the author's original plates,
taken in Hiroshima, Japan, and in Manila, P. I. The microphotographs are by
Charles Martin, photographer of this Bureau, from sections prepared and stained
by F. H. Willyoung, of the Biological Laboratory, Bureau of Science.
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XI. Fig. 1. Subacute, wet beriberi (Necropsy No. 01.1). Section of liver.
Ilamatoxylin-eosin stain. Showing fatty degeneration and necrosis in
the central area of tbe liver lobule. Medium magnification.
Fig. 2. Subacute, wet beriberi (Necropsy No. 1536). Section of tbe
liver. Hsematoxylin-eosin stain. Showing interlobular, periportal
inflammatory focus. Medium magnification.
XII. Fig. 1. Acute, pernicious beriberi (Necropsy No. 1547). Section of
stomacb. Methylene blue-eosin stain. Profound eosinopbilia of mu-
cosa. Oil immersion.
Fig. 2. Acute, pernicious beriberi (Necropsy No. 1547). Section of
duodenum. Methylene blue-eosin stain. Profound eosinopbilia of
mucosa. Oil immersion.
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RL-A-TE XII.
NOTES ON FOUR BIRDS FROM LUZON AND ON A SPECIES
OF DOUBTFUL OCCURRENCE IN THE PHILIPPINES.
By Richard C. McGregor.
From the zoological section of the Biological Laboratory of the Bureau of Science,
Manila, 1*. I.)
Strix Candida Tick.
Two adult females and a full grown young barn owl were purchased
in Manila February 15, 1906. They were said to have been taken at
Bihang, La Laguna Province, Luzon.
The young bird, doubtless captured on the nest, is heavily covered with light,
ochreous down; face brown; feathers of ruff white with blackish brown tips;
rectrices and remiges partly developed. This specimen is of interest as it estab-
lishes the fact that the barn owl breeds in the Philippines. The eggs must have
been deposited early in January.
Antigone sharpei Blanf.
Mr. Worcester, in a letter dated April 25, 1906, has sent me the
following interesting notes concerning the habits of the above species
in northern Luzon:
It may interest you to know that 1 saw Antigone sharpei in large numbers in
Cagayan and Isabela during my recent trip through those provinces. I am
informed that these birds nest on the ground in May, contenting themselves with
scraping together and flattening down a little grass on which to deposit their eggs.
About August they lose their long wing feathers and when in this condition can
rise but a few feet from the ground. The people of Isabela then pursue them
on horseback and take them with lassoes, although according to the statements
of the hunters the birds, aided by their wings, run about as fast as deer.
Herodias timoriensis Less.
While examining some mounted birds at the shop of a Filipino
taxidermist I saw a white heron which belonged to the above species.
It was still fresh, having been killed the previous week. I noted the
following data:
Killed on the Laguna de Bay, Luzon, March 10, 1906. Sexed by the taxidermist
as a male. Entire legs and feet black; bill yellow. Dorsal plumes reaching
little beyond base of tail, the bird being in rather poor plumage. Tarsus, G.25
inches; bill from gape, 5.5; culmen from frontal feathers, 4.5.
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This species has not previously been recorded from Luzon, but a
specimen was obtained in Mindanao by Mearns and recorded in Pro-
ceedings of the Biological Society of Washington (1905) 18, 89.
Platalea minor Temm. and Schl.?
I am creditably informed of the recent occurrence of a spoon-billed
ibis in Luzon, although I have been unable to examine a specimen
myself. A Filipino taxidermist tells me that he saw specimens which
were obtained in January, 1905, not. Ear From Manila.
The plumage was white; the chin, lores, and a restricted area ahout the eyes
were unfeathered; the legs and feet were dark brown. Some six birds were killed
at one shot, but, unfortunately, they were eaten and neither skins nor any other
parts were preserved. As this taxidermist is familiar with Philippine birds, I
feel sure that his statements are reliable.
The spoon-billed ibis has been reported from Luzon, but we have no
certain evidence as to which species occurs, and none of the recent
collectors have seen it. We should be very grateful to anyone sending a
specimen or even parts of this bird to this Bureau, with particulars
relating to the date and place of capture. For the use of those likely
to encounter the species, I subjoin a short compiled description of
Platalea minor:
Plumage entirely white with a small crest; forehead, chin, side of face, and
area about eve unfeathered; bill, slate color, transversely haired with black;
inside of mouth black; bare skin of face black with a bright -yellow ochre patch
before the eye; iris blood-red; legs purplish black. Length from tip of bill to
tip of tail, 27 inches; bill, 7.2; last joint of wing, 14.(>; tail, 4.2; tarsus (i. e.,
from base of toes to next joint of leg), 4.75. The spoon bill is easily distinguished
by the shape of its bill, which is spatulate. The spoon-billed, or more properly
the shoveler, duck has a similarly shaped bill but in other respects bears no
resemblance to the spoon-billed ibis.
Chaetura sp.?
I have received the following note from Mr. Worcester relative to
the occurrence in northern Luzon of a giant swift
:
On the evening of March 25, just below the Tinguiane settlement of Dipadi on
the Ablug River, in the region commonly known as Apayao, I saw a flock of
giant swifts of the genus C'haclura, numbering some forty individuals. Nearly
all of them were flying in pairs, there being apparently only two or three old
bachelors in the (lock. The individuals of the several pairs did not seem to he
pursuing each other but were apparently flying together for the sake of socia-
bility. They were living very low. occasionally skimming along the surface of the
river and dipping into the water as they flew. Several individuals passed within
twenty or thirty feet of me. It was most aggravating to be obliged to lose this
very exceptional opportunity for collecting giant swifts, hut as 1 had no shotgun
with me 1 had to content myself with ohserving them as carefully as possible.
I looked in vain for the white spot in front of the eye. which is so characteristic
a marking of Chaetura dubia, recently discovered by you in Mindoro. However,
the flight of these birds was so extremely swift that this marking may have been
overlooked. All the individuals which were seen showed while markings on the
under tail coverts and Hanks. There was no light marking on the rump.
NOTES ON BIRDS FROM APO ISLAND.
By Richard C. McGregor.
Mr. Worcester, on November 2(3, 1905, accompanied by two Filipino
collectors from the Bureau of Science, made a landing on Apo, a small
coral island 24 miles west from Sablayan, the point nearest thereto on
the Mindoro coast.
Specimens of five species of birds were secured : with the exception of
Endynamis mindanensis these are all migratory species and none of them
gives us any clue to the zoological relationship of Apo.
Endynamis mindanensis (Linn.).
A male of the Philippine koel.
Turdus obscurus Gmel.
An adult male of this thrush. Mr. Worcester writes to me that "there
was a great flock of the thrushes, of which we secured a single good
specimen on Apo Island. They were evidently migrating and had
stopped in this place to rest."
Acanthopneuste borealis (Bias.).
One specimen of the northern willow warbler.
Horornis canturiens (Swinh. ).
A male specimen of this grass warbler.
Anthus maculatus Hodga.
A male of the spotted pipit.
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NOTES ON A COLLECTION OF BIRDS FROM BANTON.
By Riohabd C. MoGregob.
Banton is a small island situated somo 1(> miles directly north of
Tahlas. It has an area of 1 1 Bquare miles. It is of volcanic origin
and seems to be surrounded on all sides by deep water. Its surface is
quite broken, the highest hills reaching an altitude of about 900 feet.
Practically all of its forest land has been more or less completely cleared.
There are numerous coconut groves on the island, and there is also an
abundance of low scrub with occasional large trees, more or less com-
pletely isolated.
As no ornithological collector had ever before visited Banton, Andres
Celestino. an assistant collector of natural history specimens in the
Bureau of Science, was sent to that island in July, 1905. He collected
during the period between July 23 and August 12, obtaining specimens
of twenty-one species of birds.
Of these, Otus romblonis may or may not be of significance. At
present we have too little knowledge of the distribution of this species to
draw any conclusions from this occurrence. Ceyx bournsi, while un-
known from the islands north of Banton, is so widely distributed that
its presence there is of little importance. The presence of Loriculus
philippensis, Iole pkUippensis, and Zosteropx mnjeni indicates a close
relationship between Banton and the Luzon-Marinduque group.
LIST OF lilKDS FROM BANTON.
Streptopelia dussumieri (Temm.).
Two specimens of Dussumier's dove.
Chalcophaps indica (Linn.).
A female specimen of the Indian bronze-winged dove.
Otus romblonis McGregor.
Throe small owls, two males and a female, from Banton Island do not differ
from the type of the ahove species. The male has not been described hut it is
exactly like the female in coloration. Number 11040 in the Bureau of Science
collection is hereby designated as the male type.
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Measurements of Otus romblonis from Banton Island.
Number. Sex. Date. Wing. Tail. Tarsus.
11046 .. . .
V
Aug. 3
July 26
July 27
6. 25
0. 26
6. 86
3. .50
3. 13
3. 40
1.12
1.20
1.28
11047
11048
Loriculus philippensis ( 1'. L. 8. Mull.).
Four males from Banton July 23-28; two are in immature plumage, the others
do not differ from specimens of L. philippensis from Luzon.
Ceyx bournsi Steere.
One specimen of Bonrns's kingfisher appears to be typical.
Halcyon chloris (Bodd.).
One specimen.
Salangana troglodytes (Cray).
One specimen taken July 2 {.K
Salangana marginata (Salvad.).
A small swift taken July 26 is undoubtedly of this species.
Hierococcyx fugax (Horsf.).
A female from Banton, -Inly 28.
Centropus viridis (Scop.).
Several specimens.
Cyornis philippinensis Sliarpe.
One specimen.
Hypothymis occipitalis (Vig. ).
One specimen.
Rhipidura nigritorquis Vig.
One specimen.
Lalage niger (Forster).
A nest holding two large young \v;is taken on Banton July 30.
(PI. IT.)
i
This nest is an extremely slight structure with a very shallow cup, reminding
one of a dove's nest. The material of which it is constructed consists of small
plant sterns and tendrils with which are mixed a few bits of bamboo leaves; there
is no lining. The nest is 3 inches across the top and is but an inch deep by
outside measurement.
The two young which were nearly ready to leave the nest, are slate-brown above,
most of the feathers widely tipped with ochreous brown, those of the back with
a darker, subterminal band. The wing and tail feathers are black, with wide
white, or buffy-white, edges; lower parts white, spotted with black on the chin,
throat, breast, sides, and under tail coverts, these spots largest on the forebreast.
lole philippensis (Gm.).
Eleven fruit-thrushes from Banton, July 23 to August 12, are a trifle lighter
in color than Luzon specimens, but the difference is very slight; in measurements
they are mucb nearer philippcmis than guimarasensis, as may be seen by an
-(I
examination of the accompanying table. The specimens from Banton are in very
poor plumage, so that lengths of wing and tail are of little value but they are
here given for the sake of completeness. The interesting fact is that the Banton
bird is neither cincreievps nor mindorensis, although either of these species might
have been expected to occur in Banton, judging from its position.
Average measurements of 1<>U' guimarasensis and Tole philippensis.
Ncof
skins. Locality, Wing. Tail.
Exposed
cuimen.
Bill
from
nostril.
Tanas,
10 Mu.sbate and Ticiio 4. 20
8. 94
3, 56
s. fifi
0. 92
.81
.85
O.liT
.(il
.(il
0. 82
.78
.7ii
10 Murivelcs _„ ___
.__
5 Banton .. 3. 82 8. (i'2
Megalurus ruficeps Tweedd.
Three specimens.
Artamus leucorhynchus (Linn.).
A male and a female.
Zosterops meyeni Bp.
I can not distinguish specimens of the silver-eye of Banton from
numerous specimens collected in Calayan, Lubang, Vcrdc., and in Tarlac
Province, Luzon. Specimens from Bengnet Province, Luzon, seem to
be more dusky and may more closely resemble Zosterops whitehead* of
Lepanto Province than Z. mei/eni of Manila and vicinity. However, all
of our Bonguei specimens are more or less darkened from feeding in
burned timber and none are in fine plumage.
Young birds of various sizes collected in Banton, July 24 to August "2. do not
differ in color from the adult, except that the yellow throat patch is slightly
lighter.
Two eggs taken duly 25 are pale blue and unspotted; they measure in inches:
0.62 by 0.4!) and 0.68 by 0.49. A nest taken July 20 and containing one egg is
Composed of 1'me, yellow, plan) libers without lining: inside depth. 1.5 inches;
inside diameter, 2 inches. The egg is pale blue and unspotted; it measures 0.01
by 0.49 inch.
I
PI. III.)
Munia jagori .Martens.
One specimen.
Oriulus chinensis Linn.
Two females; one in badly worn plumage was taken July 30.
Sarcops calvus ( Linn. |
.
Five specimens of the bald headed starling from Banton; in a male (No.
10815 £) the chin and lores are light seal brown and two feathers on the throat
are pure white. Another specimen (No. 10814 5) shows the same variation in
color of lores and chin. Two others have a few brown feathers on the lores. No
other specimens in our large series from other islands show similar variations.
NOTES ON A COLLECTION OF BIRDS FROM THE
ISLAND OF TABLAS.
By Richard C. McGregob.
The birds of Tablas have heretofore been known only from the collec-
tion made on this island in 1892 by Mr. Worcester, aided by one native
collector. Two of the now species discovered by Worcester in Romblon,
namely, Iole oinereiceps and Dicaeum intermedium, were found by him
to inhabit Tablas also, while two additional new species, Rhipidura saull
and Chibia menagei, were discovered, the latter being by far the most
remarkable representative of its genus known to inhabit the Philippine
Islands.
As Tablas is an island of some size and still has a considerable area
of undisturbed forest remaining on the slopes of the high hills and low
mountains in its interior, it was hoped that other new species might be
discovered there, especially as Worcester was ill during the greater part
of his stay on the island and was consequently unable to do any collecting
himself.
Two assistant collectors From the Bureau of Science were accordingly
sent to Tablas, but although they worked diligently from August 15
to September 30, 1905, they did not discover any new species.
They did secure a fairly good series of specimens belonging to all
of the new species discovered by Worcester and increased those known
to inhabit Tablas by four, namely, Osmotreron axillaris, Oallicrex
ciiierea. Pemis ptUonorynchus, and Salangana marginata.
LIST OF SPECIES COLLECTED.
Osmotreron axillaris (Bp.).
Three specimens.
Phapitreron nigrorum Sharpe.
Eleven specimens.
Leucotreron leclancheri (Bp.).
Six specimens.
Muscadivora aenea (Linn.).
The "balud" of Tablas probably belongs to the variety calybura which
seems to be fairly distinct from true ccnea of Borneo.
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Streptopelia dussumieri (Temm.).
Two specimens of this common dove were taken in Tahlas.
Gallicrex cinerea (Lath.).
Four eggs from Badajos, September 4, I !)<).">. Measurements in inches: 1.53
by 1.11 j 1.60 by 1.09j 1.58 by 1.12; 1.56 by 1.10. Surface smooth, with a light
gloss; ground color, creamy-white. The few spots are of medium size, irregular
in outline and are scattered over the entire surface; in color they are dull
lavender and dull reddish-brown.
Lophotriorchis kieneri (GeofTr.) ?
A hawk from Badajos seems to be an immature male of the above
species. The following notes sufficiently characterize the specimen:
Lores and a wide stripe above eye black, separated from the cere by an exten-
sion of the white forehead patch, which also extends backward in a narrowing
line above the black eye stripe; long crest feathers blackish, with light tips;
rest of upper parts brown, nearly all the feathers with white or at least whitish
tips, most pronounced on crown, and secondaries and their coverts; head and
neck lightest brown, wings much darker: primaries and coverts, secondaries, and
reet rices almost black, the last with conspicuous white tips and banded as in
the adult, but more distinctly; quills also barred as in adult; entire lower parts
pure white except a patch of light-brown feathers on each Hank.
1
Spilornis panayensis Steere.
A male was obtained on Tahlas September 12.
Haliaetus leucogaster (Gin.) ?
A specimen from Tablas is probably the young of this species but it
does not agree very well with the descriptions. The identity of this
specimen does not in any away affect the known distribution of the
species, as the white-bellied eagle undoubtedly occurs in Tablas.
Pernis ptilonorhynchus (Temni.).
A female of the honey buzzard from Tablas, taken September 14,
is extremely pale in coloration, the short, scale-like feathers of the
lores being much lighter than in any of four other skins at hand. 'Phis
great difference might lead one to suspect that they represent two species
were it not for the known variation in this genus. Newton in his
article on the honey buzzard in the Dictionary of Birds, page 427, says:
"The species is still further remarkable for the great difference of coloration
exhibited by individuals belonging to it, which have hitherto defied all attempts
at, reduction to what passes for "law"; lint the widest variation is observable in
young birds of the year, while the assumption of an ashy-grey head is held to
indicate maturity."
Prioniturus discurus (Vieill.).
Five specimens.
Tanygnathus lucionensis (Linn.).
A male from Badajos.
'An adult male of Lophotriorchis kieneri taken in Sibuyan, dune 13, 1904, was
accidentally misnamed on the tag and therefore omitted from my paper on birds
of Sibuyan in Publications of i he Bureau of Government Laboratories (1904), 25.
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Loriculus bournsi McGregor.
Among 24 specimens of this Bpecies from Tablas there arc but -1 adult *
males and even these are not in perfect plumage. They show the
characters assigned to this species. 2
Eurystomus orientalis (Linn.).
A male of the oriental roller from Badajos, Tablas, August 22.
Ceyx bournsi Steere.
A pair of the Hourns's kingfisher.
Halcyon chloris (Bodd.).
Three specimens of the common green kingfisher.
Halcyon winchelli Bharpe.
Three specimens of Winchell's kingfisher.
I think the one described by Sharpe 8 was an immature bird. At any rate
the adult male is pure white below, as illustrated by a specimen in the present
collection from Tablas, August 31. The other two skins are marked female and
are in moult, the lower parts fawn color as described.
Merops americanus P. L. S. Midler.
Three specimens from Badajos, September 12, 1905.
Salangana marginata (Salvad.).
One specimen from Badajos, September 6.
Cacomantis merulinus (Scop.).
One specimen in mixed plumage. September 13.
Eudynamis mindanensis (Linn.).
Two males and a female.
Centropus viridis (Scop.).
Six specimens.
Xantholaema roseum (Dumont).
Nine specimens of the rosy barbet were collected.
Pitta erythrogaster Temm.
One specimen.
Pitta atricapilla Less.
The black-headed ground-thrush appears to have been abundant in Tablas, as
tbo collection contains ten specimens, in fine plumage.
Cyornis philippinensis Sharpe.
Two specimens.
Hypothymis occipitalis Vig.
One specimen.
Rhipidura nigritorquis Vig.
One specimen.
-McGregor: Publications of the liitreau of Government Laboratories (1904),
23, 16.
'Cat. Bds., 17, 255.
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Rhipidura sauli Bourne & Worcester. (PI. V.)
Three specimens of Saul's fantailed flycatcher.
Zeocephus rufus ((hay).
Two pairs of the rufous flycatcher.
Artamides mindorensls Steere.
Koiii- specimens.
Lalage niger ( Forster |
.
( >ne specimen,
lole cinereiceps Bourns & Worcester.
Twenty-one specimens of this line species from Badajos, August 15
to September 29.
Pycnonotus goiavier (Scop.).
A male.
Copsychus mindanensis (dm.).
An adult male from Badajos, September I ; two Eull-fledged young
from the same locality, September 8. The adult male has hill and tail
considerably longer than a male from Quisao, Luzon. The young differs
from the adult as follows
:
Head, neck, and hack dull black; chin, throat, and forebreast dull black with
a whitish spot Oil each feather: a lew glossy, blue-black feathers (if the adult
plumage on breast, back, and rump.
A set of throe eggs from Badajos, August 15, have the following
characteristics
:
Pale green, very heavily blotched with dark lavender and olive-brown: spots
crowded about the larger end and nearly covering the ground color. Measure-
ments in inches: 0.92 by 0.7(1; 0.92 by 0.70 j 0.94 by 0.70.
Megalurus ruficeps Tweed.
Three specimens.
Acanthopneuste borealis (Bias.).
One specimen from Badajoe, September 13.
Artamus leucorhynchus (Linn.).
A female.
Otomela lucionensis (Linn.).
Four specimens of the Luzon shrike I'rom Badajos. This and previous
records of (). lucionensis made by me arc not satisfactory, as many of
the specimens are, without douht, something else. Birds with the upper
parts earthy brown and the frontal half of the head grayish white, may
he referred with confidence to 0. lucionensis. However, there are other
specimens with no white frontal hand and with the upper parts strongly
cinnarrion-browTJ or even rufous, these can not he named without com-
parison with well-determined material. Specimens from the following
localities are believed t<> he true (). lucionensis:
Lainao. Bataan Province, and Manila. Luzon. ( uyo. Mindoro, Lubang, and
( iagayancillo.
The majority of the Philippine shrikes of this genua have the under parts
marked with dusky cross vermiculations, indeed it is very unusual to find an
individual entirely free from these markings.
Hyloterpe winchelli Bourns & Worcester.
Twelve specimens of WinehelPs thickhead.
Dicaeum intermedium Bourns & Worcester.
An extensive series of this little flower pecker from Badajos. Bourns
and Worcester* suggested the possibility that the Romblon bird might
prove to be distinct from those of Tablas, but I find no points in which
birds from the two islands differ; the heavier yellow wash on the throat
of some of the Tablas specimens is probably due to immaturity. The
young of I), intermedium does not differ from that of I), sibuyanicum,
already described by me. 5
Birds in immature plumage were taken from August 15 to September 1'.). The
first indications of the adult plumage is a small patch of orange feathers on
middle of breast. No. 1074!) J. Bureau of Science collection, taken at Badajos.
Tablas. September 5, 1906, is selected as the type of the young plumage.
/Ethopyga magnifica Sharpe.
Six specimens.
Cinnyris sperata (Linn.).
An immature male. September 5.
Anthreptes chlorigaster Sharpe.
Twelve specimens taken at Badajos in August and September are in
young or moulting plumage.
Anthus rufulus Vieill.
Two specimens from Tablas, August and September.
Munia jagori Martens.
( )ne specimen.
Oriolus chinensis Linn.
A male.
Chibia menagei Bourns & Worcester. (PI. IV.)
This very distinct species is represented by a number of skins taken
in August and September. Unfortunately, the magnificent tail feathers
are badly worn, this fact greatly injuring the appearance of the
specimens.
Sarcops calvus (Linn.).
Ten specimens.
Lamprocorax panayensis (Scop.).
Three specimens of the Panay starling.
4 Oct'. I'dp. Minn. Ac. 1, IS.
* Publications of the Bureau of Government Laboratories, 25, 18.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
Plate I. Stria Candida Tick, (young specimen).
II. Nest of Lalage niger (Forster).
III. Nest of Zosterops meyeni Bp. (with one egg).
IV. Ohibia mcnagei Bourns and Worcester.
V. Rhipidura aauti Bourns and Worcester.
VI. Rhipidura albiccntris Sharpe.
VII. Rhipidura eyaniceps (Cass).
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PLATE VII.
A NEW GENUS AND SPECIES OF CULICID>E.
By Chables 8. Banks.
[From the entomological section, Biological Laboratory, Bureau <>f Science.
Family CULICID^.
Subfamily TOXORYNCHITIN^E.
Genus WORCESTERIA gen. nov.
Head with closely applied, wide, flat scales (PI. I, fig. ]) and a very small
group of upright, truncated, bastonate scales (PI. J, fig. 2) having distal extremi-
ties crenulate, on extreme occiput, neaT nape; a tuft of six curved bristles project-
ing over eves; thorax and abdomen with flat scales; legs and palpi with narrow
Hat scales. Palpi in the J short. 5-jointed, fourth and fifth almost microscopic,
being, together, not as long as width of third joint, and less than ?, as wide as
preceding joints (PI. I, figs. :s and 4); in the £ 8-jointed, acuminate, reflexed
before middle, first joint composed of three segments anchyloscd and with but
faint evidence of former segmentation expressed by arrangement of scales (PI. I,
figs. 5 ami 6); proboscis long, tapering and curved as in Tomorhynohitea and
Megarhinus; distal segment bilabiate, prothoraeic lobes strongly swollen, each
bearing a laterally projecting, vertical row of curved spines; wing venation as in
Megarhinus, the first Bubmarginal cell % as long and h as wide as the second
posterior, its proximal angle very acute, that of the second posterior being rather
more rounded, the arrangement of the cross veins differs in the sexes, the super-
numerary being farther removed from the mid cross vein in the <$ than in the 5
and the mid cross veil! being also slightly shorter in the <$ ; the cyclic vein' very
prominent and two- parted, equally pronounced in both sexes, its curve, the reverse
of that in Megarhinut (PI. 1. fig. 7); metanotum longitudinally slightly sub-ate
on median line, densely pilose; abdomen bordered laterally with sparse hairs to
fifth segment, then having dense lateral tufts of variegated hairs; legs of both
sexes strongly spinose except last two tarsal segments; ungues of } simple and
equal; those of £ unequal, the larger unidentate on fore and mid legs, equal on
hind legs and very small: male genitalia having the bulbous basal segment
strongly setose, the distal segment long, very slender, double-curved, the apical
tooth being placed ventrally before the apex. (PI. 1. fig. 8.)
The type of the genus is IT. grata sp. now, described herewith.
I take grout pleasure in dedicating this now genus in a most interest-
;rou|» of insects, to Mr. Dean ('. Worcester, to whose personal efforts,m
1
I have adopted this term as a name for the vein which curves upward and
inward or is reflexed from the end of vein 5 into the anal cell in the Megarhinince
and Toworhynchit ina
.
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both through study and assistance, scientific research is lastingly indebted
in tlu> Philippines.
While this genus possesses characteristics of both Megarhinus and
Toxorkynchites, it is so entirely different from either of them in those
characters upon which these two genera are erected thai I have not the
slightest hesitation in placing it as distinct.
So much incertitude lias existed in the matter of palpal segmentation
that it is most gratifying to have been able to breed and study a large
series of individuals and by that means to have been able, by careful
dissections, to found the genus upon certainties. J fear that inability
to obtain large numbers of individuals in this as in other subfamilies,
has been the source of no little confusion as to important features.
I personally do not approve of one-speeies genera and should have
preferred studying species in the other genera of this subfamily before
forming this one, but I am certain that when such study is made other
species now supposed to belong to Megarhinus and Toxorkynchites will
fall here.
Worcesteria grata gen. et sp. nov.
Length J 12 millimeters, proboscis 7 millimeters, $ 10 millimeters, proboscis
7 millimeters, length of wing S.2r>-K.7r> millimeters; head, thorax and abdomen
dark, metallic brownish-blue, the head ami mesothorax being lighter blue laterally
as are the prothoracic lobes and the dorsal ridge of the first abdominal segment.
Legs variegated blue, wine-color and orange-yellow, the last color in the $ only,
the leg bands being different in the sexes and containing much white in the 0.
$, head with flat, light-greenish variegated metallic scales, a few dark,
crenulatelv truncated, bastonate scales on extreme occiput near nape (PI. I.
fig. 2); region of eyes with lighter scales; t> long, brown, curved bristles project-
ing over the eyes which are dark-wine-color or bronze in certain lights; antenna'
sparsely setose, the seta' on each segment not more than 5 in number, being
placed externally at the base of each; first segment covered basally with dark-
green, apically with white scales, second segment swollen basally, H length
of succeeding segments and having a dorso-internal tuft of greenish brow n scales
on basal half only; other segments with dens.', gray pile; palpi \ length of
proboscis, 5-jointed (PI. I, fig. 3), firsl segment as long as wide; second, about
four times length of first; third, nearly twice length of second: fourth and fifth,
extremely small, their combined length being less than width of third and their
width being less than \ that of antepenultimate. The apex of the third segment
is concave noi rounded, and receives the fourth to half its length (PI. I. tig. 4) ;
scales of palpi dark-purple, disposed in 2 groups giving the appearance of but
2 segments, the distal portion of each group is of white scales, those at the apex
completely covering the fourth and fifth segments: third segment strongly later
ally and apically spinose. there being :i large spines at extreme apex extending
beyond fifth segment (not shown in tig. 4). Fourth segment bears a single strong
spine. The denuded palpus is moderately pilose (PI. I. fig. 4). proboscis ii length
of body, when latter is normal | not shrunken), dark-purple or wine-color, with
strong iridescence; the distal segment bilabiate with sensitively setose apex.
Prothoracic lobes strongly swollen, occupying angle between head and niesono-
t inn. covered with scales of same color as those on head and with a vertical row
of laterally projecting bristles: pronotum with dark green, narrow. Hat scales
grading to very light-green laterally and cupreous on posterior margin: a single.
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irregular patch of pure-white scales covers the pluree; chetae as follows: a down-
ward and backward projecting group of brown bristles at middle of side of
pronotum, a group of golden brown over root of wing, and an ill-defined group
scattered between these two; scutellum with light-green, flat scales as on sides
of pronotum and a marginal row of golden bristles; metanotum very dark-brown,
longitudinally slightly sulcate on median line, and densely pilose.
Abdomen witli green scales dorsally on basal segments, purplisb or wine-colored
on apical, first segment nearly all white, save a dorsal green patch ; second and
third, green with lateral white patch; fourth, nearly all green with faint sugges-
tion of white laterally; fifth, as third but with some purplisb scab's and small
white tuft; sixth and seventh, purplish, the former having lateral tufts of white
and yellow, the latter, tufts of dark-brown ; eighth segment, subtriangular, with
green scales and yellow lateral tufts; venter, witli purplish or violet-brown scales.
the white patches of the dorsum being almost duplicated below, except on sixth
segment, which is as fifth.
Legs variegated and banded: coxa' with huge lateral patches of pure white
scales, femora with dark -green and white areas, the anterior being all green, the
middle internally whitish basally. the posterior, externally for nearly whole
length; anterior tibia' bluish-green externally with narrow, yellow stripe in-
ternally; mid tibiae golden-yellow except at apex which is dark-blue-green and a
mottled area externally at base, posterior tibia' all dark-blue-green except a
narrow, internal area in its middle: anterior metatarsi pure white with green at
base; mid metatarsi the same, minus the blue-green at base, only a faint sug-
gestion of which is left; posterior all dark-blue with white, mottled area over
their basal third; anterior tarsi purplish-brown-green except first, which is
white for nearly its whole length, then brown; mid tarsi white, except last
segment which is brown green
;
posterior tarsi same as anterior; ungues on all
legs simple and of about same size.
Wings fuliginous, and irridescent, the veins having bluish-purple scales; first
submarginal i length and h width of second posterior cell, its proximal angle
very acute, that of the second posterior rounded; mid cross vein nearer base of
wing than posterior. (PI. 1, tig. 10.) The cyclic vein very strongly developed
and curving from end of vein 5 upward and inward in first anal cell, its branch
curving downward and outward being partially parallel with wing margin.
(PI. 1, fig. 7.) llalteres nasally swollen, pale-yellow; knobs lighter, with few
dark scales.
£ similar in general coloring to J except as follows: Scutellar bristles dark-
brown, abdomen dorsally, dark-green basally to dark-purplish-blue apically,
second to fifth segments having only faint suggestion of white laterodorsally
;
anal tufts black in all segments except eighth which has a few golden bristles,
more evident ventrally. Yentrinn witli white, lateral patches on fifth and sixth
segments, occupying a total of I their width; on other segments a slight indica-
tion of these patches in form of a light line. Legs, with dark-blue-green scales
on all segments, a white longitudinal area on the posterior femora externally
and internally. The mid and posterior metatarsi and first tarsal joints have
light-green bands basally. otherwise all dark-blue-green. All hg S in £ and $
strongly spinose with exception of tarsal segments.
The eyes of the <$ are blue-black; the antenna- have first joints black, with
white pruinescence, the second twice as long and 1.5 times as wide as any succeed-
ing; all joints except last 2 with tine, brown pubescence and whorls of long,
dense, brown bristles at their middle; last 2 joints filiform and setose with
whorls of bristles from their bases; clypeus black with white pruinescence. its
margin bicrenate : palpi very long, % length of body and slightly longer than
proboscis, reflexed at their middle. 3 jointed (PI. T, fig. 5) and strongly scaled, the
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arrangement of the scales giving the appearance of 2 extra joints (PI. I, fig. 6),
the lirst Begmenl composed of .'{ anchylosed segments; genera] color, dark-blue-
green with scattered light-green scales on dorsal aspect; distal segment, strongly
acuminate and spined, as are the two preceding, at their apices only. Venation
of wings as in J except that mid cross vein and posterior cross vein are contigu-
ous ; supernumerary is farther removed from mid cross vein than in J. (Sec PI. 1.
figs. '•* and 1() for arrangement of cross veins.) The posterior cross vein appears
to lie unstable in its position, varying in J
1 and J '" specimens other than
the types, hut the same relative position of the ;> veins is maintained in the
sexes. Ilalteres hasally swollen, oehrnceous; knobs lighter with few dark hairs.
Genitalia having basal segment bulbous and strongly spinose-setose. the distal
segment long, slender, double-curved, the apical tooth being placed vent rally before
apex. (PI. I. fig. S.) Length of ^ 12-13 millimeters: length of wing 8.25-8.75
millimeters; length of palpi 7-7.5 millimeters.
Nbqbos Occidental, P. 1., Bago, Hacienda "Louisiana," Mailum, alt., 150
meters; and Cbbu, P. I.. Cebu. (Haiti:*, MoOregor, Coll.)
Time of flight, June, •July; adults from bred specimens, 24 dune. 1 !)()(>.
Types of ^ and $. No. 6071 in Entomological Collection, Bureau of Science.
Manila. P. I. There are IS cotypes in the collection.
The aame of this species is suggestive <>!' the fad that aside from its
beautiful appearance, it not only docs no! bite, lint its larva' destroy
enormous numbers of noxious forms of Culicidis, having fed most will-
ingly upon those of Culex fatigans Wied., Stegomyia Scutellaria Walk.,
var. samareiiMs Ludl., and 8. fasciata Fabr., var. nor., in the Laboratory
and in their natural habitat, upon those of at least two other, as yet
unidentified, species, one of which is probably Desvoidya sp. This insect
has been feared and is very easy to breed. A full description of its life
history and habits will soon he published.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
Pl.ATK I.
Pig. 1. Woroetteria (/raid gen. et sp. now. typical scale from occiput, x 400.
2. Bastonate scale x 400.
:!. Palpus of female. X 45.
4. Same showing apex of third segment and fourth and fifth segments.
X 200.
5. Palpus of male showing mid-stricture of first segment and remains of
anchylosed joint near base of same. X 15.
0. Palpus at. middle of its iirst segment showing stricture and arrangement of
scales to give appearance of articulation. The same scale arrangement
is found at base of first segment. X 106.
7. .Margin of wing showing position of cyclic vein. X 45.
<i. fifth longitudinal vein.
h. Sixth longitudinal vein.
0. Cyclic vein, with its branching.
S. Male genitalia showing basal and distal segments, the latter bearing apical
Ventral spines, and the harpes shown between basal segments as two
outward curving hooks. X 50;
9. Arrangement of supernumerary and cross veins in male. X 45.
I. Supernumerary.
IT. Mid cross vein.
III. Posterior cross vein.
10. The same of the female. The arrows in each case point toward apex of
wiiii;'. X 45.
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A CHANGE OF NAME IN COCClD>£.
By Charles S. Banks.
Since the publication of descriptions of certain new species of Coccidce
in The Philippine Journal of Science (1906), I, 230 et seq., my
attention has been called to the fact that Chionaspis Candida had already
previously been used by Green in the description of a species from
Australia. 1
In consequence of this previous use of the name Candida, I propose
to change the name of my species to Chionaspis iinlay'2 Banks in place
of Chionaspis caadida Banks as given on page 232 of The Philippine
Journal of Science and also on page 222 of the Journal in Part II
of "The Principal Insects Attacking the Coconut Palm."
1 Victorian Naturalist (1905), 22, (>.
'Inday (pron. in-die) : A Visayan term meaning "little one."
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The World's Anatomists: Concise Biographies of Anatomic Masters, from 300
B. C. to the Present Time, Whose Names Have Adorned the Literature of
the Medical Profession. By G. W. H. Kemper, M. D., Professor of the
History of Medicine in the Medical College of Indiana. Revised and enlarged.
Paper; 11 illustrations, 9 of which are portraits. Pp., xiv + 79. Price, $0.50.
Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's Son & Co., 1905.
This small bonk will find a place on the table of the anatomist or of
the general scientific worker in biological subjects, as a concise tabula-
tion of the names and of a few important facts in the careers of a
number who have worked in the field of anatomy.
It will also serve to assist somewhat in the study of nomenclature.
For the student of the history of medicine it will be of but little value,
as it is a tabulation and not a discussion from the historical standpoint.
Treatise on Diseases of the Skin for the Use of Advanced Students and Prac-
titioners. By Henry W. Stelwagon, M. D., Ph. D. Fourth edition, thoroughly
revised. Cloth; 258 illustrations in the text and 32 full-page lithographic
and half-lime plates. Pp., !]:}(>. Philadelphia: YV. B. .Saunders & Co., 1905.
Stelwagon's Treatise on Diseases of the Skin would appear peculiarly
adapted to the use of the general practitioner by reason of the clear
and concise manner in which the various affections are described. A
happy faculty of paragraphing, and in this way of presenting separately
the important questions to be considered in understanding a disease,
gives one a comprehensive grasp of the disease entity which is not always
obtained in works on skin.
The fourth edition of this excellent work is filled with plates and
illustrations which greatly assist one who is not a specialist in this
branch of medicine and the lack of which makes certain other similar
volumns less well adapted to the use of the man in genera] practice.
The paragraphs on diagnosis, under the heads of psoriasis and eczema.
impress one as most clearly expressed, and the entire article on eczema
is clear and to the point. The discussion of tuberculosis of the skin
and that of syphilis are of great practical value, and many of the
illustrations under these subjects are more instructive than columns of
written matter would be. The affections due to parasitic veasts and
molds are briefly but well presented, the article on blasfomycetic der-
matitis being particularly satisfactory.
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However, many of the diseases in which those working in the Tropics
are peculiarly interested receive little more than brief mention. Thus,
under the discussion of Delhi boil, or tropical ulcer, there is not even
a reference to the work of the various recent investigators of the etiology
of these widespread affections, no mention being made of the work of
\V light, Strong, or James.
Dhobie itch, the skin affection which in so many of the tropical coun-
triea peculiarly impresses ils characteristics upon the tourist, is described
in a general and rather misleading way.
After all is considered, it is necessary to admit that it would be
difficult to conceive of a work more to be recommended for the purpose
designated in the preface, namely, as a guide for those engaged in
general practice.
E. B. S.
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THE NON-CHRISTIAN TRIBES OF NORTHERN LUZON.
By Dean C. Worcester.
(From the office of the Secretary of the Interior, Manila, P. I.)
INTRODUCTION.
Iii this article the words "Northern Luzon" are used to designate that
portion of the island lying north of a line drawn due east from the city
of Manila to the Pacific coast.
Great confusion exists as to the classification and geographical dis-
tribution of the non-Christian tribes inhabiting this area. It would he
impracticable, within the limits of a brief article, to discuss all of the
different classifications which have heretofore been proposed and 1 shall
confine myself to three of the latest and most authoritative. In 1882
Prof. Ferdinand Blumentritt published his crVersuch ciner Ethnographic
der Philippinen," in which he recognizes one race and tribe, the Negritos,
and a second race, the Malays, which he subdivides into twenty-three
tribes. His classification by tribes stands as follows:
1. The Negritos.
Habitat: Principe, Isabela, Cagayan, North and South Ilokos, Abra, Pan-
gasman, Zainbales, and Bataan.
2. [OOBBOTES.
Habitat: Benguet, Lepanto, including the district of Tiagan and Bontoc.
3. BXTBAOS.
Habitat: The northern part of Tilas Cordillera, Tiagan, the northern
half of Lepanto and Bontoc on the northern wafers of the Rio Cagayan.
4. Altasanes and Ili.mutes.
Habitat : Nueva Vizcaya.
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5. Bujuanos.
Habitai : Isabela.
6. l'ANl II'I YK.S.
Habitat: Nueva Vizcaya and Isabela. "Perchance only a branch of the
Mayoyuos." *
7. 1 SIN AYS.
Habitat: The middle course of the Agno River.
H. Ibilaos.
Habitat: The region extending from the border line between Nueva
Vizcaya and Nueva Ecija to the vicinity of Baliran.
9. [longotes.
Habitat: Nueva Vizcaya, isabela, Principe ami northern Nueva Ecija.
10. MayoYAoS; also called QtJIAHGAHES, Punoianks. and Sh.ii'anks.
Habitat: Southern and eastern Bontoc and northern Nueva Vizcaya.
I 1. [1TJ0A0S.
Habitat : Left bank of the Magat River to the south and southwest from
Fural between Mayovao and Camarga in Nueva Vizcaya.
12. Gaddanks. (A considerable number of this tribe christianized.)
Habitat: The region bid ween the Magat River and the Rio Chieo.
13. Itetai-ankn.
Habitat: The territory to the cast of the Bu&OOS and thi' west of the
Oaddanes.
14. (illYMANES (QUYMANES, QUIAMANES).
Habitat: Territory north of the BuSOO Igorott, especially the eastern
slopes of the Cordillera which separates the Province of Abra from Cagayan;
the right bank of the Abra River to (he left of the Pusulgan River marks
the western limits reached by them.
15. Calaus or Itaven.
Habitat: Western Caravan from l'iat and TuaO on the south to Malaucg
on the north.
lti. GAMlNANliES and liAYAISONANES.
Habitat: Mountains east and north of Tuao, Province of Cagayan: may
be a branch of the Dadayaaa.
17. Dadayaos.
Habitat: Left bank of the middle portion id' the Rio Grande, Province
of Cagayan, extending into the heights near Cabagan.
IS. Naiiayuoanes.
Habitat : Region to the west of Malaueg on one of the northern affluents
of the Rio Chico, Province of Cagayan.
19. Aripas.
Habitat : Region between the Nagsiping and Tubang to the south of the
union of the Rio Grande and Pio Chico. Province of Cagayan; also the
southern pari of the mountain range which forms the watershed between
the Bio Grande de Cagayan and the Pio Apayao.
20. Cam.no as.
Haiti/at: The mountains where the Ari/xts dwell and farther north.
1 Blumentritt: Verttuch finer Ethnographic der Philippinen (1882), ,'!2.
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21. TlNUUIANES (Itanegas, Tinggianes, Tingles)
.
Habitat: From Candon in UokOB Sur to Mount Pacsan on the bonier line
between Cagayan and llokos Sur; also extending BOUtb to the neighborhood
of Santa Cruz and Namacpacan, so that they inhabit the Provinces of
llokos Sur, Abra, and Jlokos Norte.
22. Al'AYAOS.
Habitat: Valley of the Apayao River and northern portion of eastern
slope of the mountain chain which separates the Province of Cagayan from
llokos Norte, extending south to Malaueg.
23. Catalanuanes.
Habitat : CatalaiTgan River, one of the right branches of the Rio Grande,
in the Province of Isabela.
24. Irayas.
Habitat: The region to the BOUth of the Vatalaiujant's, chiefly on the west
side of tin- Cordillera of Palanan.
In 1890 Professor Blumentritt published his "Alphabetisches V"er-
zeichniss der eingeborenerj Stfcmme der Philippine!] und der vol- ihnerj
gesprochenen Sprachen." This list differs from that published in 1882
in the following particulars:
The Altamnes and Alimut arc given as separate tribes, as are the
Bayabonanes and the SUipanes, while (he following tribes not mentioned
in his first list are added:
Abunlon.
Habitat: Mountains of Zambales.
BU.NOANANES.
Habitat : Isabela and Nueva Vizcaya.
Il I MANGIES.
Habitat: Nueva Vizcaya.
ll.AMUT.
Habitat: Vicinity of Quiangan, Nueva Vizcaya.
Ilkahanes.
Habitat: Nueva Vizcaya.
lTAI.ONKS.
Habitat: Mountains of Nueva Vizcaya.
dUMANGIK.
Habitat: Central (?) Luzon.
PUNGIANES.
Habitat: Not given.
The total number of tribes recognized by Professor Blumentritt is thus
raised to thirty-six.
In 1899 a number of priests of the Jesuit mission of Manila col-
laborated to produce, for the use of the first Philippine Commission, a
very full account of the Philippine Islands, their resources, and their
people.3
- Published in Report of the Philippine Commission (1900), 3, 333-412.
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They recognized three races, the Negrito, the Indonesian, and the
Malay, of which only the Negrito and the Malay wen; believed by them
to be represented in northern Luzon. The Malay race they divided into
three snbraces—the Malay-Negritos, the Malay-Chinese, and the Malay-
Molianuncdans.
In order to facilitate comparison, I give these two lists in tabulated
form:
Name of tribe.
Habitat.
Blamentritfi list. Jesuit list.
Mountains of Zambales.
l'angasinau and Zambales.
Mount Adang in North Ilokos.
2. Adas
3. Adaugtas
Quiangan (?), Nueva Vizcaya.
Northweatem Nueva Vizcaya.
Northwestern Cagayan and neighboring parts of
North Ilokos and Abra.
5. Aripas Near Nacsiping and Tubang, Cagavan.
Mountains east of Tuao, Cagayan.
Eastern mountain chain of Cagayan, down to the
Pacific coast.
C. Attas
Isabela.
Nueva Vizcavaaud Isabela.
Eastern eordillera of Nueva Ecija; mountain*
bordering on Tarlaeand rauipanga; Cordillera
of Zambales; eastern mountains of North and
South Ilokos.
8. Buquiles Zambales.
Abra.
Siguey mountains, Abra, near Benang (Jesuits).
Valley of the Rio Chieo near Malaueg, Cagayan.
Between the Rio Grande de Cagayan and the
10. Busaos
Ablug River.
13. Catahinganes 18. Cataluligaties Watershed oi Catalaiigan River, east of llagan,
Isabela.
Moiinlains west of Cabagan, Cagayan.
Mountains from Baler and Casiguran to Capo
Engano.
Mountains east and north of Tuao, Cagavan.
Hi. Guiuaanes 16. Guinaanes Watershed between Abra River and Rio Grande
de Cagayan. Border territory between Isabela
and Abra.
17. Ibilaos 16. Ibilaos ... Border territory of Nueva Vizcaya and Nueva
Eeija.
17. it'ugaos Nueva Vizcaya and Isabela ( Blumentritt). Mis-
sions of Ituy and l'aningui, eastern Carra hallos
(Jesuits).
Nueva Vizcava.
ik [gorrotee. Benguct and Lepanto (Blumentritt). Abra, Pan-
gasinan. Nueva Vizcaya, Zambales, and Pain
panga (Jesuits).
Nueva Vizcaya in eordillera forming boundary
with Benguct.
Nueva Vizcaya.
Name of tribe.
Habitat.
Blumentritt's list. Jesuit list.
23. Ilongotes . .
24. Iravas
19. Ilongotes . Boundary region of Nueva Vizeaya and Principe;
also Nueva Eeija.
Western slopes of the eordillera of Palanan (Blu-
mentritt). Banks of River Ilaron and eastern
slopes of Sierra Madre on the side of Nueva Viz-
caya, Isabela, and Cagayan (Jesuits).
Nueva Vizeaya (Blumentritt). Panay (Jesuits).
Nueva Vizeaya.
Western Isabela and possibly Bontoc (Blunien-
tritt). Territory east of the Busaos, bounded
on the south by the Igorrotes of Benguet and
on the north by the Guinaanes (Jesuits).
Central (?) Luzon.
Southwest corner of Isabela and northwest cor-
ner of Nueva Vizeaya.
Territory west of Malaueg, Cagayan.
Different parts of Luzon (Blumentritt). Bataan,
North and South Ilokos, and Nueva Ecija
(Jesuits).
Western Nueva Vizeaya or Isabela.
Not given.
Comandancia of Quiangan, Nueva Vizeaya.
Po.
Abra and North and South Ilokos (Blumentritt).
Cordillera of Tila and Province of Abra
(Jesuits).
JO. Irayas T
21. Isinays25. Isinays
26. Itnlones
27. Itetapanes _
28. Juraangi _
23. Itetapanes ___
29. Mayoyaos
30. Nabavuganes
31. Negritos
_ _
82. Panuipuyes
33. l'ungianes
34. Quianganes
35. Silipanes
88. Tiiitfuianes 20. Tinguianes
It will be noted that the Jesuits enumerate but twenty-six tribes while
Blumentritt lists thirty-six. The Alimut, Altasanes, Bayabonancs, Bu~
juanos, Bungananes, Dadayag, Gamungan, Ifumangies, Ilamut, Ileaba-
ncs, Jumangi, Mayoyaos, Nabayuganes, Panuipuyes, Pungianes, and
Silipanes do not appear in the Jesuit list, and on the other hand the
Aetas, Attas, Buquilcs, Buries, Balugas, and Dumagas of the Jesuit
list are omitted by Blumentritt, and rightly so, as all of these peoples
except the Buries are Xegritos, while the word buric means tattooed or
painted and is used in describing certain tattooed persons. It is not a
tribal name.
In 1902 Dr. David P. Barrows, at that time Chief of the Bureau of
Non-Christian Tribes, wrote for the Census of the Philippine Islands
a history of the non-Christian tribes of the Philippines 8 in which he
makes the following statement
:
One impression that has gained foothold in regard to the tribes of the Philip-
pines I believe to he erroneous, and that is as to the number of distinct types or
races and multiplicity of tribes. Owing to the fact that nowhere in the Phil-
ippines do we encounter large political bodies or units, we have a superlative
number of designations for what are practically identical people. The tribe itself
3 Census of the Philippine Islands of 1903 (1905), 1, 453-477.
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as a body politic is unknown in this Archipelago. The Malayan has never by
his own effort achieved so important a political organisation. Such great and
effective confederacies as we find among the North American Indians are far
beyond the capacity of the Filipino of any grade. For example, among the
powerful and numerous Igorot of northern Luzon the solo political body is in the
independent community. * * *
Errors in nomenclature prevail everywhere in the Islands. Sometimes three or
four different terms have been applied by different localities or towns to identical
peoples, and all these designations have gone to swell the reputed number of
Philippine tribes.. Thus Blumentritt credits fully eighty-two such distinct tribes;
the Jesuits, who have been diligent collectors of information here, as everywhere.
report sixty-seven tribes, and the enumerators for the census turned in on their
schedules a total of about one hundred and sixteen dill'erent or differing titles,
which had to be explained and reduced to system.
Dr. Harrows, in his history, adopts the following classifications for the
tribes <>f northern Luzon :
NEGRITO RACK.
Tribe. NEGRITOS. (Synonyms: h'A. Eta. Acta. BaLTTQA, DOMAGAT,
Aitrxr.ox.)
Habitat: Cagayan, Isabels, Ilokos Norte, Abra, Nuevs Viseaya, Tayabai
(Principe and Infanta), Nucva Kcija. Bulacan, I'izal. I'angasinan, Tarlao.
Zambales, Pampanga, and Bataan.
MALAY RACE.
Tribe, [OOBOT.
Habitat: The Cordillera Central from the extreme north of Luzon to the
plain! of I'angasinan and Nueva Kcija.
Under Igorot, he employs various dialect gronp designations such as
the Qaddang, Dadayag, and Mayoyao, said to be divided solely by slighl
differences Of dialect. He states that the exact number of these groups
has not thoroughly been worked out, hut that he has personally studied
and collected vocabularies of twelve and believes that this number includes
all except minor variations and one branch in the extreme north of the
eordillera, called Apayaos. This last people, In 1 says, is on both slopes
of the eordillera, hut far more numerous on the Cagayan side.
Referring further to these dialect groups of people, he mentions the
following :
Dadayag.
Habitat: The head waters of the Rio Chico de Cagayan in Haves district,
Cagayan Province, where they occupy the low foothills of the Cordillera
Central.
(Jaddano.
Habitat: The region farther south, along the same foothills as the />(/
(hii/dj/, extending through [sabela.
KaLIN(1A.
Habitat: The region east, of the Dadayag and Qaddang.
liANAOS.
Habitat: The region midway between Balbalasan ami Labuangan, as well
as the Saltan River valley, all in the Province of Bontoe. They are regarded
by Dr. Barrows as the prototype of the present more civilized Timgian,
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BUNNAYAN'.
Habitat : Western pari of old Spanish oomandanoia of Quiangan.
SlLII'AX.
Habitat: Eastern part of old Spanish comandancia of Quiangan.
Mayoyao.
Habitat: Region on dividing line between Quiangan, in the Province of
Nueva Vizcaya, and the Province of Isabela.
Isanay.
Habitat: Mountains west of the civilized portion of Nueva Vizcaya.
TrNGUIANS.
Habitat: Abra and eastern mountains of llokos Sur and Ilokos Norte.
Kankanay.
Habitat: Northern Benguet and Amburayan.
Nabiloi.
Habitat: Southern Benguet and the district of Kayapa of the same
province.
Dr. Barrows states that for the purpose of ethnological classification
all these peoples represent one group. He then discusses what he terms
a very curious tribe of head-hunters known among the people of Nueva
Vizcaya as Ibilao hut sometimes designated as llongot.
Habitat: Head waters of the Bio Grande de Cagayan in Isabela Province,
Caraballo Sur Mountains, thence southeast through the mountainous portions of
Nueva Ecija and Principe.
This tribe he apparently does not regard as one of the "Igorot peoples."
lie next refers to the nomadic Malayan families living southward in
the montainous country north of Bizal Province and occurring also in
Amboe Camarines, Negros, and Panay. These people are designated by
him a wild ""type," and with other peoples are included under the designa-
tion llididnon. If he gives the Bukidnon tribal rank, as he apparently
does, Dr. Harrow's classification stands as follows
:
Race. Tribe. Dialect groups.
1. Negrito 1. Negrito.
'Oiiildang.
Dartayag.
Mayoyao.
Kalinga.
Banaos.
2. Igorot Hunnayan.
Silipan.
(ianay.
Tinguians.
2. Malay . Kankanay.
Nabiloi.
v
Apayaos.
3. llongot.
A. Ku kill lion.
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I am in entire accord with all that Dr. Barrows has said relative to the
superabundance of tribal designations. In a number of instances, two
or more have been given to the same tribe. The names Tbilaos and Ilun-
gotegj for instance, arc clearly two distinct designations for a single people.
However, I am of tbe opinion that there is another and much more im-
portant source of error. It is undoubtedly true that the ideas which
existed among the Spaniards as to the meaning of the word "tribe"' were
rather vague. Throughout the Cordillera Central the rancheria or settle-
ment is the social and political unit. Tn the head-hunting countries
rancherias of people of the same tribe were constantly at war with each
other, and the blood feuds between them were handed down from genera-
tion to generation. As a result, intercourse; between these rancherias,
was more or less completely cut off for scores of years. It was unavoid-
able that differences of dialect should develop under such circumstances.
Further study of the peoples of northern Luzon has shown that
such variations have appeared to a greater extent than Dr. Barrows had
been led to believe.
It was the usage of the Spaniards to designate as a tribe each group of
people which had a dialect, more or less peculiar, of its own. Further-
more, the custom which is widespread among the hill people of northern
Luzon of shouting out the name of a settlement when they desire to call
for one or more persons belonging to it, seems in many instances to have
led the Spaniards to adopt settlement names as tribal ones, even when
there were no differences of dialect between the peoples thus designated.
In criticising Professor Blumcntritt's classification, it must be remem-
bered that he has never visited the Philippine Islands. He is a compiler,
pure and simple, and when preparing his list of Philippine tribes has
been compelled to follow, more or less blindly, the persons from whom
he has derived his information. After nearly four centuries of Spanish
occupation and rule, extensive areas in northern Luzon remained entirely
unexplored at the time of the American occupation, and it has proved a
simple matter to find, in the northern part of the Cordillera Central,
extensive river valleys within which the face of a white man had never
been seen prior to that date. The alleged facts as to the inhabitants of
this region were necessarily hearsay when they reached the Spaniards,
and. second-hand hearsay when they reached Professor Blumentritt.
At the time their list of Philippine tribes was prepared, the Jesuits
had never occupied missions in northern Luzon, and no explorations had
been made by the Americans in that part of the island, so that they were
forced to digest, as best they could, the miscellaneous mass of information
prepared for them by Blumentritt and other writers.
Dr. Barrows had the benefit of personal acquaintance with many of
the peoples concerning whom he wrote.
In July, 1902, lie left Baguio, in the Province of Benguet, and traveled north
by way of Tublay, Kapangan, Balakbak, Kibungan, and Palina. Crossing into
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Amburayan he visited Bokohg, Tubaoo, Bagu, Balbalit, Lameo, Buania, Amilugan,
Bais and Alilem, the capital of the subprovinee. From Alilem he went to the
coast and north to Candon, thence to Salcedo, and by way of Barakbak and
Paltog to Tiagan; thence to Angaki and Cervantes, returning to Baguio by way
of Buguias and Daklan.
On September 24 of the same year, Dr. Barrows, accompanied by Dr. Albert
E. Jenks, again left Baguio for the north. They proceeded to Ambuklao and the
old oomandancia of Kayapa, visiting Losod, Wagan, and Limua in the latter
region. Tlience they went to Dupax in Nueva Vizcaya, passing through the
country of the few remaining uncivilized Isinays. From Dupax they traveled
to the llongot ranchcria of Baiyait, and thence to Quiangan by way of Bagabag.
From Quiangan they proceeded to Lagani, Banao, and Libung, returning to
Bagabag and crossing the mountains to Echague and llagan in Isabela. From
the latter place they went by the CatalaiTgan River to San Mariano, visiting
various Negrito and Kalinga rancherias. Returning to llagan, they traveled
to Cabagan Nuevo and thence to Bulana, the old mission station of Itaves, pass-
ing through the country of the Dadayags ; thence to Amiao, Nanung, and Minanga,
all on the Rio Chico; thence to Kagaiwan, and over the divide to Ablug in the
subprovince of Bontoc. From Ablug they went by way of Laguagan, Tokukan,
and Butbut to S ikasakan ; tlience to the rancheria of Bontoc, returning to Baguio
by way of Sagada, Cayan, Cervantes, Loo, Buguias, Adaoay, Kabayan, Daklan,
and Ambuklao.
On other occasions Dr. Barrows lias also traveled extensively in south-
ern Benguet and in Abra.
He was necessarily impressed with the absurdity of applying the host
of tribal names which had been assigned them to the peoples with whom
lie came in contact, and in preparing his ''history" he very properly
attempted to reduce the number in use. It does not appear, however,
that he had clearly in mind a definition of the word "tribe," and we find
him dividing the people into "tribes," "types," and "dialect groups,"
without informing us what he means by any of these terms.
Apart from this confusion of terminology, any classification which
unites such strikingly different peoples as the peaceable, industrious, and
highly civilized Tingians of Abra, the long-haired, warlike, head-hunting
Igorots of Bontoc, the short-haired, head-bunting peoples of Banaue,
Silipan, and Mayoyao, and the fierce and wild Kalingas in one "ethno-
logical group" seems to me fundamentally wrong. These peoples differ
in many of their physical characteristics; in the manner in which they
group their habitations; in their dress and manner of wearing their hair;
in their tattoo patterns; in their architecture and industries; in their
music and dancing; in their religious ceremonies; in their methods of
bead-hunting and in the ceremonies which follow successful head-hunts,
and in their customs relative to marriage and the burial of the dead.
While I am far from denying that they may have had a common origin,
or for that matter that their origin and that of the civilized tribes of
northern Luzon may. in the remote past, have been a common one, 1 do
maintain that any ethnological classification which groups together such
radically distinct peoples fails in the main object of such classification.
In addition to the explorations made by Dr. Barrows and Dr. Jenks,
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other extensive and important investigations have been carried on relative
to the non-Christian tribes of oorthern Luzon.
Dr. M. L. Miller, now Cliiof of the ethnological division of the Bureau of
Education, on November 3, 1904, left San Fernando, in the Province of Union,
and proceeded np the coast to Condon in South Ilokos. In the vicinity of
Candon he visited twenty-two Tingian randufriaa.
From tins place he again proceeded along the coast northward to Badoc and
Paoay, and near Badoc visited the Tingian settlement of Uguis. Ret inning to
Vigan, he went up the Abia River to Bangncd, and thence to Pilar by way of
Catebongan, visiting the 'Negrito settlement near the latter place. From Pilar
he passed through the settlements of San Jose, San Guillermo, Tui, and Balbalasan
to Guinaan. From Guinaan he proceeded to Baguio by way of Labuagan, Ting-
layan, Bontoc, Cervantes, Mancayan, Loo, Bugias, Daklan, and Ainbuklao.
On January 31, 1906, he went to Capas, in the Province of Tarlac, and thence
to O'Donnell and I ha in Zambales. Between lba and Santa Fe he visited five
Negrito settlements, and afterwards Aglao, an Ilokano settlement. He then crossed
over the mountains through Negrito territory to Florida Blanca. In February
of the same year he traveled to Tarlac and visited a Negrito settlement near
Mangatarem.
In April, 1900, he went to San Isidro and Cabanatuan, in Nueva Fcija, and
thence to Baler on the Pacific coast, passing through the country of the lUmgott
and Igorota.
Capt. Charles E. Nathorst, of tho Philippines Constahulary, lived for
some time among tin 1 IgoroU in southern Lepanto and, since his ap-
pointment as a Constabulary officer, has traveled very extensively in the
mountain country of northern Luzon.
lie has visited the Bontoc Igorot ronokeriaa of Amboan, liarlig. Lias, and
Balangao in southern and eastern Bontoc, bordering on Nueva Yizcaya ; the
h'<iliii<i<i rancherjas of Lubo, Mangali, Taloctoc, Tanglac, Liclic, Balantey, Bolo,
Salecsec, Calogney, Damijon, Dalugen, Book, Patiquian, Unas, and Baneng, which
are in eastern, northeastern, anil northern Bontoc, bordering on Cagayan, and also
the raneherias of Sesecan, Talalan, Balbalasan, Pasqual, and [nnanungan, in
northern and northwestern Bontoc. These rancherUH have a mixed population,
composed largely of Tingiatis who have intermarried to some extent with Bontoc
Igorot9, and luiliiHjas.
Captain Nathorst has been informed that south of Lubo is a Kalinga ranche-
ria called Gaiin, and south of Gain an Ifugao one called Dakalan, on the border
of Isabeln.
Capt. Samuel I). Crawford, who accompanied me from Laoag in North
llokos to Ahlug in Cagayan in 1906, has also made numerous expeditions
of his own through the mountains of northern Luzon.
Lieut. L. E. Case, of the Philippines Constahulary, was stationed at
Banaue in Nueva Vizcaya from January, 1903, to July, 1906, ami visited
nearly every rancheria in the northwestern part of that province.
My own more important trips through northern Luzon have been as
follows
:
In 1900: Manila to Baguio, Benguet, and return by way of San Fernando.
In 1001: Manila to Pozorubio, in I'angasinan ; thence to various settlements of
"new Christians," who proved to be Tingians, in the foothills of the Benguet
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mountains in the vicinity of Bozorubio and Rosario; thence to Baguio, Benguet,
by way of the coast route in Union, and the Naguilian trail; thence north by
way of the Igoroi settlements of Ambuklao, Daklan, Kabayan, Buguias, Adaoay,
Loo. Snyok, and Mancayan to Cervantes; thence to the coast and Manila, passing
through the Igorot settlements of Angaki and Concepcion en route.
In 1003: Manila to Bangued, the capital of Abra, from which point numerous
Tingian settlements were visited: thence to Cervantes in Lepanto, by way of
the Tingian settlements of Tiagan and Angaki; thence to Bontoc by way of the
Lepanto Igorot settlements of Kayan and Bagnan, and the Bontoc Igoroi settle-
ment of .Sagada ; thence to the Bontoc Igorot settlement of Mayinit and return;
thence to the Bontoc Igorot settlements of Talubin and Amhnan; thence through
the mountain range to the Ifugao settlement of Banaue, in Nueva Vizcaya, return-
ing to Bontoc; and thence by another route through the Bontoc and Lepanto
Igorot settlements to Kayan; thence by the route previously traveled to Cervantes,
and through Benguet to Baguio and Manila.
In 1005: From Manila to Bangued in Abra; thence to the Tingian settlements
of Manobo, San Andres, and Tui; thence over the Cordillera Central to Balbalasan.
and down the valley of the Sail an River through Sesecan and Patiquian to
Salecsec; thence north, through the Kalinga settlements of Gannaiin and Cliel
:
thence over a spur of the Cordillera Central to Mabaca, Umbali, Bunuan, and
Balanga, and down the hitherto unknown Mabaca River by wTay of Lapoc,
Kalaling. Madadnao, Kalaoang, Bagnang, Bontoc (a small Kalinga ranchcria,
not the capital of the subprovince of the same name), Took-Took, Manongnong,
Asiga, Uaged, Malagnat, Anunasian, and Pinakpook (Pinecpec) ; thence to Tuao
and Tuguegarao, in Cagayan, and up the Rio Grande to the Ilongot settlement
of, Dumabato in southern Jsabela; thence by way of Echague and Carig to
Bayombong, the capital of Nueva Vizcaya, north through the Quiangan and
Banaue settlements and over the l'olis range, to Bontoc, returning by the usual
route to Baguio and Manila.
In 100(5: From Manila overland to Laoag, in Uokos Norte; thence to Biddig.
and thence by river bed and trail over the Cordillera Central to Dallaoas, in
Apayao; thence down the Ablug River, through the rancherias of Dallaoas,
Cabugaoan, Lapoc, Abbil, Naguilian, Nagtuyangan, Dibagat, Palocago, Dipadi,
Xacagman, Madatag, Tamogac, Cabot ot, Pili, Masimut, Loeab, Nagbabalavan,
Nagsimbangan, Cabugaoan (there are two rancherias of this name on the Ablug
River), Atanani, Magapta, Bolo, Uaga, Puncian, Guenned, Bubulayan, Burayangan.
Tauit, and Maculaling. to Ablug; thence to Aparri. and by way of the Rio Grande
to 1 lagan and Cainu, in Isabels Province; thence to the Kalinga ranchcria of Sili
and the Ifugao rancherias of Mayoyao, Ayangan, and Banaue; thence to Bontoc,
Baguio, and Manila by the usual trail.
Governor Bias Villamor, who accompanied me on my 1905 and 1906
trips, has visited practically every settlement ot non-Christians in his
province and has made the direct journey overland from I lagan and Santa
Maria in Isahela Province, to Bangued, in Abra, stopping en route at
many Kalinga ami Ifugao rancherias.
Capt. Henry Knanher, of (he Philippines Constabulary, has made
numerous trips northward and westward from Malaueg, in the Province
of Cagayan, has thoroughly explored the Kalinga country hetween Ma-
laueg and Nagsimbangan on the Ablug Piver, and lias ascended the river
for some distance above the latter point.
It should further he remembered that there arc organized and effective
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governments in Benguet, Nueva Vizc&ya, and in the subprovinces of
Amhurayan, Lepanto and Bontoc, which collectively form the Province
of Lepanto-Bontoc. Covernor Pack, of Benguet, and Lieutenant-
Governor Hale, of Amhurayan, liavc repeatedly visited every settlement
under their jurisdiction. Governors Dinwiddie and Reed have done the
same in Lcpanto, as have Lieutenant-Governors Folkmar and Bckman
in Bontoc. Jn Nueva Vizcaya there remains practically no unexplored
territory, thanks to the efforts of Governors Johnson, Bennett, and
Knight, and of Lieutenant Case.
While the census enumeration of 1903 was in progress, a special effort
was made to ascertain the truth about the non-Christian tribes of the
Philippines, and much valuable information was obtained relative to
those of northern Luzon.
It is not too much to say that hardly a rancheria now remains in the
Cordillera Central and its foothills, except in the district of Apayaos,
which has not heen visited by Americans, while even in the latter district
twenty-nine of the more important rancheria* have heen visited. As a
result of those recent explorations, a large amount of reliable informal ion
has heen gathered, and it is upon this information and upon personal
observations that the conclusions hereinafter set forth are hased.
Doubtless much of the present confusion as to the tribes of northern
Luzon is ^\uv to the fact that those who have written concerning thorn
have used the word "tribe" with very different meanings. I will, at the
outset, endeavor to make plain the sense in which I employ it.
The Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia describes "tribe" as follows:
Tribe: (1) In Roman history, one of the three patrician orders, or original
political divisions of the people of ancient Rome, the Kamnes. Tities, and Lucercs,
representing respectively, according to tradition, the separate Latin, Sahine, and
Etruscan settlements, having at their union equal representation in the senate
and retaining their distinctive names for several centuries. Hence, (2) any one
of the similar divisions of a race or nation common in antiquity, whether of
natural or of political origin: as the tribes of Athens. (Ethnical tribes among the
ancients regarded themselves as enlarged families, and generally bore the name of
some real or supposed common progenitor. Such were the twelve tribes of the
Israelites, the tribes of the Dorians and other Greek races, etc.) (3) Specific-
ally, a division of a barbarous race of people, usually distinguishable in some
way from their congeners, united into a community under a recognized head or
chief, ruling either independently or subordinately. In general, the tribe, as it
still exists among the American Indians and many African and Asiatic races,
is the earliest form of political organization, nations being ultimately constituted
by their gradual amalgamation and loss of identity in the progress of civilization.
The characteristic of all these races (Uralian), when in the tribal state, is that
the tribes themselves, and all subdivisions of them, are conceived by the men
who compose them as descended from a single male ancestor. In some cases the
tribe can hardly be otherwise described than as a group of persons taken col-
lectively; any aggregate of individuals of a kind, cither as a united body or as
distinguished by some common characteristic or occupation.
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Webster's International Dictionary gives the following definition of
the word "tribe :"
Tribe: (1) A family, race, or scries of generations descending from the same
progenitor, and kept distinct, as in the case of the twelve tribes of Israel, de-
scended from the twelve sons of Jacob. (2) A number of species or genera having
certain structural characteristics in common. (3) A nation of savages or un-
civilized people; a body of rude people united under one leader or government,
as the tribes of the Six Nations; the Seneca tribe. (4) A division, class, or
distinct portion of a people from whatever cause that distinction may have
originated; as, the city of Athens was divided into ten tribes. (5) A family of
animals descended from some particular female progenitor; as, the Duchess tribe
of shorthorns.
Under the fourth alternative definition given in the Century Dictionary
any one of the several classifications which have been adopted for the wild
tribes of northern Luzon could be justified. On the other hand, were we
to adopt any definition which includes as an essential feature the existence
of a head or chief warrior of the tribe as a whole, we should be forced
to the conclusion that there is no such thing as a tribe in the Philippines
outside the territory occupied by the Moros.
I use the word in the following sense
:
A division of a race composed of an aggregate of individuals of a kind
and of a common origin, agreeing among themselves in, and distinguished
from their congeners by physical characteristics, dress, and ornaments;
the nature of the communities which they form; peculiarities of house
architecture; methods of hunting, fishing and carrying on agriculture;
character and importance of manufactures; practices relative to war and
the taking of heads of enemies; arms used in warfare; music and dancing,
and marriage and burial customs; but not constituting a political unit
subject to the control of any single individual nor necessarily speaking
the same dialect.
Where different dialects prevail among the members of a single tribe
it should be subdivided into dialect groups. The differences in language
between the people of different dialect groups of a tribe are of course far
less radical than are those between the people of different tribes.
Returning now to a consideration of the list of tribes published by
Blumentritt and by the Jesuits, I will endeavor by a concrete example
to show the absurdity of the conclusions to which one is led who follows
their classification.
Blumentritt assigns the following fifteen tribes to Nueva Vizcaya:
Alimut, Altasanes, Bungananes, Ibilaos, Ifugaos, Ifumangies, Ibnnul,
Ileabancs, llongotes, Isinays, Italones, Mayoyaos, Panuipuyes, Quian-
ganes, and Silipanes.
The Jesuits add the Igorots and the Irayas.
Nueva Vizcaya has been so thoroughly explored that no unknown tribe
can possibly exist there, and these explorations have shown conclusively
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that there are hut three non-Christian peoples in the province, viz: the
llongoU, the Tfugaos, and the Isinays, Of the remaining tribal designa-
tions employed by Blnmentritt, IbUaos and Itdlones are synonyms of
llongoisj Alimut and Ilamut are synonyms; and the Bungananes or
Bunnayanes, Mayoyaos, Quianganes, and Silipanei are all Ifugaos to
whom the names of their rancherias (or in the case of the Alimut, the
name of their river valley) have been applied as tribal designations.
The Altasanes, Ifumangies, lleabanes, and Panuipuyes do not exist.
In all probability these latter names were taken from those of rancherias
whieh have long since disappeared. While some of the Larger rancherias
in northern Luzon are very old, others are of recent origin and the names
and loeations of these settlements are constantly changing.
When descending the Saltan River valley in 1905 I was greatly puzzled
by my failure to find numerous rancherias shown on the Spanish map
which I was nsin<,r . As the Spaniards had a garrison at Kalbalasan, it
seemed that they should certainly have mapped correctly the rancherias
on the upper Saltan River. I inquired concerning the ones which seemed
to he missing and learned that the people of one had been decimated by
smallpox and the survivors had burned the houses and lied: those of
another had practically been exterminated by their enemies: those of a
third had moved in search of more extensive agricultural lands, and so on.
Meanwhile several new rancherias had sprung up. Therefore, it will
readily he understood how it is that in many instances no peoples can at
present he found answering to names which a few years ago were con-
sidered to he tribal designations.
To the lists of tribal names employed by Blumentritt and the Jesuits
which may he excluded from further consideration because no people can
at present he; found who apply these names to themselves must he added
the Addang, Adangias, Aripas, Bayobanan, Bujuanos, Gamungan, Iteta-
panes, Jumangi, Nabayuganes, and Pungianes,
As already stated, the term "Buries" of the Jesuit list is not a tribal
designation at all, while the separation of the Negritos into Abunlon,
AetaSj Adaugtas, Alias. Balugas, Buquiles, and Dumagas is hardly jus-
tified. It is true that the "roups of Negritos to which these names have
been applied differ more or less, these differences depending on the extent
to which they have intermarried with neighboring peoples ; and since
they have always adopted the languages of their civilized neighbors they
often speak different dialects as well; hut they have all attained to sub-
stantially the 1 same degree of civilization, or perhaps better, they all
continue to lack civilization to substantially the same degree and can not
he considered as belonging to different tribes when the word "tribe" is
employed in the sense in which I use it in this article.
I will not here further criticize the lists of Blumentritt and the Jesuits,
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but will stale that in my opinion the following tribes should be recognized
in northern Luzon:
I The Negritos. II The Ilongots (Ibilaos). Ill Tin: K a-
linoas. IV The Ifugaos. V The Bontoo Igorots. VI The
Lepanto-Benguet Igorots. VII The Tingians.
A word as to terminology. Dr. Barrows and Dr. Jenks in writing the
names of Philippine tribes have ordinarily used the same form for both
singular and plural, although Dr. Barrows at least has been very incon-
sistent in this matter. This usage has been allowed under protest in
printing his contributions to the Census Reports.4 There is some excuse
for it when the name of a tribe is of Malay origin, but it becomes absurd
when applied to names derived from the Spanish, as, for instance, Ne-
grito. When one is writing English rather than Malay it seems to me
well to form plurals in the usual way by adding "s" or "es" to the sin-
gular, and I have followed that usage in this article.
1 will now endeavor to describe briefly the several tribes above listed,
giving under each
—
1. The synonyms of its name as well as the names of peoples which now
exist or are supposed t<> have existed and have been given separate tribal
rank, and in my opinion are not entitled to such rank, but should be
classed as belonging to the tribe under discussion.
2. Its habitat so far as it is at present known.
3. A brief description of the physical characteristics of its members;
of their dress and ornaments, including ornamentation of the skin by scar-
ring or tattooing; of their buildings and settlements; of their hunting,
fishing, agriculture and manufactures; of their methods of warfare and
bead-hunting; of their arms; of their music and dancing; of their
marriage customs, and of their customs relative to the burial of the dead.
I shall not discuss folklore, or religious beliefs, or other ceremonials
except in so far as they are directly related to the subjects above
mentioned.
Tribe I. THE NEGRITOS.
SYNOXYMY.
ABUNLON Name applied to the Negritos of Zambales, especially when of
mixed blood.
ABU RUN. Name applied to the Negritos of Moriones, Tarlac.
ADANG. Name of a Negrito people which formerly inhabited !\It. Adang in
North Ilokos at the extreme northern end of the Cordillera Central. No such
people now exists.
ADANES. Synonym of Adang.
ADANGINOS. Synonym of Adtmg.
ADANGTAS. Synonym of Adang.
ADAUGTAS. Synonym of Adang.
'Census of the Philippine Islands of 190S (1905), 1, 45:5.
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A ETAS. The common name for Negrito*. \i has been applied more especially
to those of Cagayan, lsabela, Pampanga, Bulacap, and Bataan,
AGTAS. Name applied to the "Negrito* of lsabela.
AH ETAS. Synonym <»f Adas.
AITAS. Synonym of Adas.
ATTAS. Name applied to the Negritos of Cagayan.
BALUGAS. Name applied to the Negrito* of Nueva Ecija, Pampanga, Zam-
bales, 1 locos Sur, and Tarlae; especially to those of mixed blood.
BUQUILES. Name applied to the Negritos of Zambales.
DUMAGAT. Name applied to those of the Pacific coast of northern Luzon.
DUMAGAS. Synonym of Dumagat.
DUMANGAS. Synonym of Dumagat.
ETA- Synonym of Adas.
ITAS. Synonym of Adas.
PARAMES. Name applied to the Negrito inhabitants <>f a raneheria in the
municipality of Baggao, Cagayan.
HABITAT.
The Negritos are still numerous in the mountains of Bataan and Zambales
and in the eastern mountain chain of northern Luzon extending from Cape
EngafiO to Baler. They are found in limited numbers in the mountains of Rizal,
Bulacan, Pampanga, Tarlae, Pangasinan, and llokos Norte. A few still remain
in Nueva Ecija and Abra.
There is a considerable area between the Rio Grande de Cagayan and the Ablug
River in the Province of Cagayan which is populated almost exclusively by
Negrito*. They are also to be found in the former 00ma inlandas of Infanta and
Principe, which now constitute part of the Province of Tayabas.
DESCRIPTION.
The Negritos, generally believed to have been the aborigines of the
Philippines Islands, are racially distinct From the other tribes.
It is possible that when they have been more carefully studied we shall
find it is necessary to subdivide them into several tribes. At present,
next to nothing is known of those inhabiting the great eastern Cordillera
of northern Luzon, from the latitude of Baler to Cape Engano. How-
ever, the inhabitants of the remaining Negrito settlements in northern
Luzon are quite well known and are in every way so similar to each other
that there seems to be no sufficient reason for making any attempt to
subdivide them.
The Negritos, as is well known, are as a rule of dwarfish stature, but
contrary to the usual belief, many of them are well formed.
Among 77 Zambales Negritos selected at random and measured by Mr. Reed,
the tallest man measured 5 feet 2 inches, and the tallest woman 4 feet 11 inches.
The average height of 48 men was 4 feet 9 inches; that of 2!) women was 4 feet
inches. The shortest man measured was 4 feet 2 inches high, and the shortest
woman 4 feet.
The photographs of an adult mail and woman standing beside mo,
which are reproduced in Plate I, figs. 1 and 2, give a good idea of relative
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size. The types shown are full-blooded Negritos of Bataan. Unfortu-
nately, many of the persons measured by Mr. Eeed were of mixed descent
and some were even half-breeds.
The Negritos are of a dark, sooty-brown color and have woolly hair,
which is usually black but may be reddish-brown. The men often have
abundant beards and a thick growth of hair on the arms, chest, and legs.
(PI. IV, figs. 1 and 2.) They have broad and flattened noses, thick lips,
long arms, and in many instances prominent abdomens. They make no
attempt to dress their woolly hair, which stands out from their heads and
is allowed to grow until it gets long enough to be troublesome, when it is
chopped off with a bolo, or cut with scissors if they are fortunate enough
to possess any. (PL II, fig. 1.) Some .of the Bataan Negritos shave a
round spot on the crown of the head during the hot months of the year.
(PI. IX, fig. 1.) This, they say, is to let the heat out! Those of
Zambales occasionally shave the entire back of the head up to a line
extending from one ear to the other, over the top of the cranium.
(PI. XIV, fig. 3.)
The custom of pointing the front teeth is widespread among the
representatives of this tribe. The operation is performed not with a
file, as is commonly supposed, but in the following manner: A chip of
wood is placed back of the tooth to be operated on, the point of a bolo
is pressed firmly against the front surface of the tooth and the bolo is
struck a sharp blow with a stick or stone, so that a corner of the tooth
is chipped off. This operation is repeated on the -other side and an
artistic point is thus produced. (PL XXI, fig. 4.)
The Negritos do not tattoo themselves, but do ornament themselves
with scar-patterns, produced by making cuts through the skin with slivers
of bamboo. (PL XXIII, fig. 1.) Into these cuts, which are arranged
with more or less geometric symmetry, dirt is rubbed to cause them to
become infected and to produce large scars. The men may have scar-
patterns on their chests, backs, and arms; the women on their chests,
backs, arms, the calves of their legs, fronts of their thighs (PL XXV,
fig. 1), and sometimes also on their breasts and abdomens.
The normal dress of the Negrito men and boys is a clout of bark or
cloth (PL I, fig. 1; PL II, fig. 1) ; that of the women is a short skirt of
bark or cloth, reaching from the waist to the knees (PL I, fig. 1;
PL XII, fig. 1). However, as many of the groups of Negritos fre-
quently come in contact with civilized natives, they often acquire from the
latter articles of civilized dress of which they are very proud. Many of
the women habitually wear camisas or upper garments, which the ones
who are unmarried are very reluctant to remove.
Their ornaments are varied and characteristic. The most peculiar
ones are bamboo combs, which the women wear thrust into their back
hair; these are decorated with scratch-work patterns, which are black-
ened by rubbing grease and soot into them. In many instances they are
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provided with depending plumes of horsehair, to which bright-scarlet,
yellow and white feathers are fastened with hits of beeswax; these pinnies
are attached to the concave, or inner, surfaces of the combs by means of
the same material. (PI. XXV, fig. 4.) A highly characteristic Negrito
ornament consists of circlets of hoars' bristles, worn by the men about
the calves of the legs. (PI. X, fig. 1.)
Their other ornaments are earrings, hits of copper wire, buttons, bends.
pieces of looking glass, and similar things. Man; have no ornaments of
any sort. Like most of the other non-Christian peoples in northern
Luzon, they are especially fond of bright-scarlet cloth.
They often employ "medicines,'' consisting of leaves or herbs which are
pasted on their temples or thrust through the holes in their cars, and of
tubers or seeds which are strung on bits of creeper or rattan and hung
about their necks. (PI. XXIII, fig. 1.) These remedies are supposed
to be of value in curing colds, headaches and fevers.
They have practically no manufactures of their own. On occasion
they roll leaf tobacco into rude cigars for their personal use. They
fashion their bows and wooden-headed arrows and lances with bolos
obtained from the Christian natives. The arrow and lance-heads of iron
and steel which they sometimes possess are all obtained by purchase or
trade. They make no cloth or pottery and, so far as my observation goes,
do not even know how to make any fermented drink, although they are
at no loss to know the use to which such drink is commonly put and
when supplied with it by others promptly get intoxicated.
Most of the Negritos, while somewhat inclined to be mischievous and
thievish, are timid and peaceful. They have feuds among themselves,
but seldom make war on neighboring tribes. However, the people of
some of the settlements in the eastern cordillera of northern Luzon have
the reputation of being quite fierce and warlike. The bow and poisoned
arrow are the principal weapons used in war. (PL X, fig. 1.) The
Negritos are afraid of strangers and sometimes take "pot shots" from
ambush at persons who invade their territory without giving due warning
of their approach. Head-hunting is unknown among them.
Normally the Negritos are nomadic in their habits, and as a natural
result they do not build houses worthy of the name. Their dwellings
are mere huts with roofs of leaves or grass, under which there may or
may not be sleeping platforms of poles. (PL XXIX, fig. 2.) Such
huts can be constructed in a few moments and are of course abandoned
without regret. They are usually scattered here and there through the
forest, although occasionally a group of one or two dozen will be found
together. Governor Bias Villamor informs me that the largest settle-
ments of northeastern Luzon number forty to fifty families.
The Negritos subsist chiefly on game, fish, wild honey, and forest
products. In fishing they sometimes use small traps and sometimes bows
and arrows. I have found those of southern Isabela very skillful in
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the use of circular casting-nets, which they occasionally obtain from their
civilized neighbors. In hunting they employ dogs, and often, also, nets
into which deer and wild hogs are driven in order that they may be
lanced while entangled. They are very skillful in the use of the bow and
arrow and in their hunting employ poisoned arrows which bring large
game down very quickly, without rendering the flesh unfit for eating.
Snakes, lizards, frogs, and certain insects and insect larva- are prized by
them as articles of food.
Most of the Negritos do not practice agriculture at all. A few of the
individuals who have come in contact with the civilized natives, plant
camotes (yams) and squashes, and a still smaller number a limited
amount of mountain rice. Little or no cultivation is given to the crops
when planted, and it often happens that by harvest time their owners
have wandered off through the mountains to some point many miles
distant, thus losing the fruits of their labor.
In very rare instances small groups of Negritos settle in some par-
ticular locality and actually cultivate fields. In such cases they usually
build houses which, while but feeble imitations of those of their civilized
neighbors, are a distinct improvement over their ordinary huts.
Dogs and chickens are their only domestic; animals, and they have
few of the latter.
They are very found of music, although their instruments are of a
primitive sort. They make "jcw's-harps" and flutes from bamboo, but
their principal musical instrument is the copper timbrel imported from
China and known throughout northern Luzon as the gansa. (PI. LII,
fig. 4.) Bamboo violins and rude guitars are sometimes seen among
them, but dance music is almost always furnished by gansas alone. I
have seen men dancing on their knees and playing gansas at the same
time. (PI. LII, fig. 4.) The most characteristic Negrito dance is
the so-called circle dance, in which men, women, and boys group them-
selves about one or two of the older inhabitants of the settlement; each
person hooks two or three fingers into the clout or waistband of the skirt
of the individual in front of him and the whole company then begins
slowly to move in a circle with much stamping of feet and some shouting
and singing, the latter being usually performed with the mouth covered
by the hand. This circle dance, which is indulged in at funeral and
wedding feasts and on other important occasions, is often kept up until a
dusty path has been worn through the sod. (PI. LII, figs. 1 and 2.)
Various obscene dances of the Negritos have been described by travelers.
Many of these tales are obviously untrue, as are all stories to the effect
that these people go wandering through the forest in a state of absolute
nudity; but Dr. Thos. E. Marshall, formerly Chief Health Inspector of
the Philippine Islands, has described to me in detail an obscene dance
participated in by one woman and two men which he witnessed at night
in the mountains of Zambales. His word is above suspicion. I have
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neither seen nor heard of similar dances among any of the other northern
Luzon tribes.
Mr. Reed describes the following special dances which he observed
among the Negritos of Zambales
:
The camote dance, in which the performer, after some preliminary
fancy steps, goes through the motions of finding a camote patch, digging
the tubers, putting them in a sack, and shouldering it, all the time keep-
ing watch for the owner in order that he may not be caught stealing, lie
then cuts his way through the fence which surrounds the patch, attempts
to ford a river, gets into deep water, and loses his burden. The feet are
kept in rapid motion throughout this pantomime and the body is bent
forward in a crouching position, so that great physical exertion is involved.
In the bee dance, the performer finds a nest of bees, which is conven-
tionally represented by a piece of cloth tied to a pole. He then goes
through the motions of making a smudge, climbing the tree, and holding
the smudge under the nest. He is stung, retreats, makes other attempts
and finally succeeds in smoking out the bees and securing the honey,
whereupon he holds a feast.
In the torture dance, a person who represents the captive is bound to
a stake and the participants first execute a circle dance, with its usual
vocal accompaniments, around him. The movement soon becomes very
rapid, until the performers are leaping around in an apparent state of
great excitement. Finally, when worked up to a proper point they draw
their bolos, rush at the victim, and go through the motions of chopping
him to pieces.
In the lovers' dance, a man and a woman take part. The woman keeps
her feet moving in time to the music but remains in one place. The man
dances about her with various extravagant gestures, and the performance
is continued until both are tired out.
In the duel dance two men, armed with bows and arrows, have an
imaginary encounter. One of them ultimately succeeds in placing a
fatal shot, his opponent falls to the ground, the victor dances up to the
body and goes through the motions of cutting off the head Avith a bolo.
He then calls for the relatives of the dead man to come and avenge the
deed, but as no one appears he buries the head and body. Mr. Eeed
states that this dance lasts some fifteen minutes and that during this
time the man, who by previous arrangement was to be the victor, never
for a single instant pauses or loses step.
In practice the Negritos are ordinarily monogamous, but polygamy is
allowed and is not infrequently indulged in, inability to support more
than one wife being apparently the usual reason for not having a larger
number.
Among the Negritos of Zambales and Bataan, when a young man has
found a girl whom he wishes to marry, he informs his parents, where-
upon the family discuss her value, and after an agreement has been
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reached on this point the suitor or some one of his relatives goes to her
parents to ask if the suit will be favorably considered. If an affirmative
answer is received they return and a little later take presents to the father
of the prospective bride. If he is satisfied, he gives his consent. If
not, more presents must be forthcoming. Betrothals are made by
parents for children of very tender years, but actual marriage does not
take place until about the age of puberty.
The marriage ceremony varies in Zambales from practically none at
all in the Pinatubo region to a rather complicated affair in the vicinity
of Olongapo. In some cases, as soon as payment has been made for the
bride, a dance follows, after which the young couple go to their own hut.
In other rancherias there is a ceremony during which food is exchanged.
A mat is placed on the ground and on it is set a dish of cooked rice.
The bride and bridegroom seat themselves, facing each other, with the
dish between them. The man places food in the mouth of the woman and
she reciprocates, whereupon the crowd set up a shout and the ceremony is
held to be terminated. Sometimes the girl runs away and her husband
pursues her, calling to her to stop, and she ultimately does so.
I once witnessed a marriage ceremony among the Negritos inhabiting
Mount Mariveles, in Bataan Province. The bride and her friends hid
in the forest. The bridegroom and his friends searched until they found
them. The bridegroom then attempted to persuade the bride to go to
the place where the ceremony was to be concluded, beating a gansa,
dancing in front of her, and constantly retiring in the desired direction.
The bride had a piece of cloth which she kept drawn over her head and
face and she moved along the ground a few yards at a time in a squatting
position. When the sweet music discoursed by the bridegroom failed to
accelerate her progress sufficiently, he or his friends placed gifts a short
distance in front of her. Ultimately she came out into a clearing in
which a platform had been erected some 13 feet above the ground. An
inclined plane of poles led up to this platform. The relatives of the
bride gathered about her, armed with long rattans. The bridegroom
made a rush for her, getting soundly whacked in the process. He seized
her in his arms, and carried her up to the top of the platform, where both
of them sat down with their arms interlocked. Some of their friends
and relatives also mounted the platform. Others placed gifts at the
bottom of the inclined plane to persuade the couple to come down. Ulti-
mately they descended and squatted in front of an old man and an old
woman who had been detailed to give them "good advice."
Mr. Heed states that divorce is not common among the Negritos of
Zambales and that there seems to be a prejudice against it. My observa-
tion is that it is quite common among the Negritos of Bataan. It is
effected by mutual consent between the two persons interested, if their
respective families agree to the arrangement. Where there has been no
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fault on the part of either person the property is divided equally, but the
mother takes the children.
If a woman deserts her husband for some other man whom she prefers,
the new husband must pay a fine, and if lie can not be compelled to do so
the famil}' of the woman must pay back to the husband what lie gave
for her. If the new husband is caught, and is unwilling or unable to
pay the fine imposed, he may be put to death.
The dead of the Hataan Negritos are buried in the ground at some dis-
tance from the houses, after more or less elaborate ceremonies. The
graves are often fenced in to keep wild hogs away. The relatives of the
deceased watch the graves for some time and hold occasional feasts near
them.
The Zambales Negritos also bury their dead in the ground, wrapping
them in mats and placing them in graves 3 or 4 feet deep.
Unfortunately, there is little reason to believe that the Negritos can
ever be civilized. Attempts in this direction heretofore made in the cases
of individuals have usually ended in lamentable failure. Even children
who have been taken very young and brought up in christian families
have shown a strong tendency to return to a wild life.
Negritos have in many places been greatly imposed upon by the chris-
tian natives, and in not a few cases their children have been stolen from
them by the latter, nominally so that they might be christianized but
really in order that they might be brought up as slaves. Their parents
have revenged themselves on their civilized neighbors by raiding crops
and killing or running off cattle.
Under strong provocation they are entirely capable of doing murder,
but murderous attacks are usually the result of gross mistreatment.
For the present, at any rate, all that can be done for these little blacks
is to protect them from their civilized neighbors and persuade them to
refrain from making trouble when they are not themselves molested.
They are a fast disappearing people, but their numbers do not seem to
be diminishing as rapidly in northern Luzon as in other parts of the
Archipelago. The total number of Negritos in the Islands is commonly
estimated at 25,000, but while the whole northeastern coast line and the
Pacific cordillera of northern Luzon remain unexplored, and while we
do not even know whether true Negritos exist in the interior of Mindoro,
such an estimate is at the best but a mere guess.
Tribe II. THE ILONGOTS.
SYNONOMY.
IBILAOS. Name applied to tlio Ilongots by the Isinay people of southern
Nueva Vizcaya.
ILUNGUT. Synonym of Ilongots. Name applied by the Ilongots of Tayabas
to themselves.
ITALONES. The Qaddcm name for the llongoti.
LINGOTES. Synonym of Ilongots.
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HABITAT.
Southeastern and southern Isabela, especially along the head waters of the Rio
Grande de Cagayan; eastern Xueva Vizcaya; mountains along border between
Nueva Ecija and the old comandancia of Principe, now a part of the Province of
Tayabas; also the old comandancia of Infanta, now a part of the same province.
There are a few, small, isolated ranchcrias near Dupax, in Nueva Vizcaya.
DESCRIPTION.
The Ilongots are of Malay origin, showing, however, abundant indica-
tions of a considerable infusion of Negrito blood. In southern Isabela,
where they are in close contact with the Negritos, they still intermarry
freely with the people of the latter tribe. As a result, many of them
are dark-skinned, curly haired, abundantly bearded and of low stature.
(PL IV, iig. 3.) Some of them, however, seem to be nearly pure
Malays, and an occasional individual may be met with who has quite
sharp and regular features. (PI. IV, fig. 4.) The hair, which the
men as well as the women allow to grow long, is confined in a knot at
the back of the head, around which strips of bark or cloth are sometimes
wrapped. Many of the men wear over the hair and just above the
forehead in front, a net which, while keeping the hair out of their eyes,
also serves as an ornament. (PI. IX, fig. 2.) No other Philippine
tribe uses a hair-net of this sort.
The dress of the men consists of the usual clout and that of the women
of a skirt reaching from the waist to the knees. (PL II, fig. 2 ; PL XII,
fig. 2.) These garments are sometimes, though rarely, supplemented by
shirts in the case of the men and by camisas with the women, but the
latter articles, even if possessed, are worn only on state occasions.
The ornaments of the Ilongots are peculiar to, and highly characteris-
tic of, this tribe. I have referred to the curious hair-nets worn by the
men. Another common and peculiar ornament is a girdle made of small
cowries strung on bits of cloth or twine. The women and sometimes also
the men wear girdles of this type about the waist, or extending over one
shoulder and under the opposite arm. (PL XX, fig. 1 ; PL II, fig. 2.)
As the Ilongots are essentially an inland tribe, extending to the coast
only in Principe and Infanta, it is remarkable that these shell girdles
should be so generally distributed. They are highly prized, and must
be secured with difficulty. Another very characteristic ornament consists
of a round and concave piece of_mother-of-pearl on which black scratch-
patterns have been made. (PL XXV, fig. 5, a and b.) This is attached
by means of a bit of wire to the ear, usually to the cartilage of its upper
border. (PL VII, fig. 3.)
Still another highly characteristic ornament is an hour-glass shaped
affair made of copper wire, coiled spirally. It is worn by the women,
usually on the left arm but occasionally on the right, and extends from
the hand to the elbow. It is so heavy as seriously to interfere with the
use of the arm on which it is worn. (PL XX, fig. 1.)
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The Ilongots like to wear about the neck, the waist, or over one shoulder
and under the opposite arm, great coils of fine copper wire or of a fine
cord, the latter woven in ornamental patterns from strips of bark or fiber
stained in different colors. They are also very fond of wearing coils of
split rattan of a scarlet color, which they say is the natural one. (PL
VII, fig. 3.) They have other ornaments, consisting of tufts of bristles
or tassels of fine thread, to which, with infinite pains, they attach bright
bits of metal, feathers, etc. (PL XXV, fig. 5, b.) Many of the bristles
are ringed about with fine threads of bright colors. Tobacco pouches
of bark cloth are decorated with ornamental stitch-patterns of colored
thread and with bright-colored seeds. Lime-boxes of bamboo are some-
times ornamented with scratch-patterns, darkened after the Negrito
fashion with grease and soot. Elaborate armlets of polished bands of
metal of different colors are commonly worn by the men.
In short, the Ilongots display a high appreciation of ornaments, and
with the very limited means at their disposal show much patience and
ingenuity in fashioning them.
I have never observed Ilongots who were tattooed to any extent, but
Governor Villamor informs me that he has seen men whose chests were
covered with tattoo marks. They do not ornament themselves with
scar-patterns, as do the Negritos.
Some of their houses are fairly well constructed and of considerable
size. (PL XXX, fig. 2.) They arc built on piles set firmly in the
ground, or on the trunks of trees which have been cut off at a considerable
distance above its level. To enter a house one must usually scramble up
an inclined pole, which may or may not have notches cut in it. The
house often has an outside platform. The floor is made of bamboo or
of the smooth stems of saplings tied in place with rattan or creepers.
The sides may be low and open, or high and covered with palm or rattan
leaves or with grass. The roof is well thatched and has a good slope;
it ends in a short ridge from each end of which there projects a pointed
piece of wood, curving upward with a broad sweep. This form of roof
and type of roof ornament are peculiar to the Ilongots. Not all of the
houses have the pair of sticks projecting from the ridge of the roof like
a pair of horns, but most of the better ones are so decorated. While
some of the houses are wretched affairs (PL XXX, fig. 1), all, so far
as my observation goes, are better than Negrito huts.
In addition to their houses, the Iiongots make small, but well-
constructed, rice granaries, on the roofs of which often may be seen the
same curved and pointed pieces of wood which appear on those of their
dwellings.
These people often live together in considerable numbers. Their
houses are usually scattered irregularly about clearings made by girdling
forest trees and cutting and burning underbrush.
They keep dogs for use in the chase. Occasionally, also, they have pigs
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and chickens, but I have never seen any other domestic animals about
their settlements.
The manufactures of the llongots show a distinct advance over
those of the Negritos. They do not weave cloth, but make the so-called
bark cloth and also circular casting fish-nets, buying the necessary cord
and sinkers from the Christian natives. The women sew with a reason-
able degree of skill and embroider as well, in a rude fashion. The men
make head-knives, metal lance-heads and arrow-points, employing in
their blacksmith operations the usual double-barreled bellows and a
charcoal fire. They also manufacture many of their own ornaments, as
well as their wooden shields, and construct small wooden boats which they
handle quite skillfully in swift water. They grow, cure, and roll their
own tobacco.
They prepare oasi, extracting the juice of the sugar-cane with a simple
mill similar to that used by the Kalingas. (PL XL, fig. 2.) The
juice is then boiled for a short time and is put into ollas and kept. No
spices or fruits are mixed with it at any stage, and after fermentation it
becomes clear and ultimately quite sour.
The llongots are more warlike than are the Negritos, but are cowardly,
their attacks being almost invariably made from ambush. Feuds exist
to some extent between their different settlements, as well as between
llongots and Negritos. Christian natives who are forced to travel the
lonely mountain trails of their country are sometimes attacked and killed
by them, robbery being, it is said, the usual motive of the aggressors.
Occasionally, also, the llongots attack barrios of the civilized towns and
take a few heads to assure a good rice-crop for the coming year, or to
avenge wrongs received at the hands of the Christians. 4
Like the Negritos, the llongots depend largely on fishing and the chase
for their food supply. In taking game, they employ nets of their own
manufacture and use bows and metal-headed arrows and lances. Their
hunting arrows and lances are usually made with detachable heads
fastened to the shafts with strong cords. (PI. XV, figs. 3 and 4.) When
the barbed head of such an arrow or lance is fixed in an animal, the shaft,
dropping loose and catching in the brush or grass, impedes the escape of
the game.
The llongots are expert fishermen. They are very successful in the
use of circular casting-nets and are also skilled in spearing fish by
torchlight.
Their agriculture, while a distinct advance over that of the Negritos,
is primitive. They select a suitable piece of forest land, girdle the trees,
and chop down the brush. (PI. XXXVII, fig. 1.) When the trees have
4 Dr. M. L. Miller informs me that when llongots murder travelers on the trail
from Nueva Ecija to Baler, in Tayahas, they never rob their victims, even though
the latter may be loaded with goods, but content themselves with cutting off and
carrying away a hand or some similar trophy.
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died, the brush is burned and in the soil thus left bare are planted moun-
tain rice, squashes, gourds, cucumbers, and sometimes a few tomatoes and
a little sugar cane or egg-plant; bananas also arc grown abundantly. ]n
planting rice, the women make holes in the ground with specially shaped
and carved implements of hardwood, while the men drop in the seed
and cover it. (PL XXXIX, fig. 1.) The clearings are often quite ex-
tensive, although but little care is given to the growing crops, which
become buried in a tangle of vines and weeds. However, rice, which is
an especially valuable crop, is sometimes quite carefully weeded. \t is
harvested by cutting off the individual heads, which are tied in bundles,
placed on low platfroms, and protected from rain by thatches of leaves.
( PI. XXXVI, fig. 1.) It is said that the Ilongots of any given settle-
ment are unwilling to transfer their rice to their granaries until some one
of their number has taken a human head in order to assure a good crop
for the coming year.
Their arms consist of bows and arrows, broad-bladcd head-knives, and
lances with weak shafts and still weaker points which are hardly larger
than good sized arrow-heads. (PI. X, fig. 2; PI. XV, figs. 3 and 4;
PI. LX, fig. 2, a.) The shafts of their lances are ornamented with spiral
bands of metal or of vegetable fiber for about half of their length. The
shields are long and narrow, of very light wood, and are obviously designed
for stopping arrows. (PI. LXT, figs. 1, a and 2, a.)
The head-hunting of the Ilongots is of a rudimentary sort and may
perhaps fairly be considered as representing the first step in the evolution
of this particular form of sport. They usually cut off the heads of
their victims, but either leave them beside the bodies or throw them away
after having carried them for a time through the forest. They appar-
ently do not take them home to exhibit at a subsequent ceremony, as
do most of the head-hunting tribes. In taking heads the Ilongots use
a sharp, broad-bladed knife. (PI. LX, fig. 1, a.)
Their most common musical instrument is made of a joint of bamboo,
from the outer layer of which strings have been cut, and raised by means
of wooden bridges. (PL LIX, fig. 1, a.) A man holds the instrument,
while a woman plays it by striking these strings with two slender, curved
strips of bamboo. (PL LIU, fig. 1.) [n addition to this peculiar
instrument the Ilongots make and use the nose-Mute and the bamboo
mouth-organ.
The only dance I have seen was to the accompaniment of the bamboo
instrument just described. There was but one dancer, a man, who gave
a grotesque and exaggerated imitation of the movements of ambushing
and slaying an enemy and taking his head. (PL LIU, fig. 2.)
In another one described by Governor Yillamor, two or three men and
an equal number of women take part. The men form a line and with
outstretched arms dance around in a circle. The women never (inter the
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line, but dance at one side of it. The mouth-organ as well as the bamboo
instrument above described are used to provide the music.
The Ilongots are polygamous. One man may have several wives who
not infrequently all live together in one house. However, if he is
wealthy, he may construct as many houses as he has wives, the dwellings
being built close together. Many men also secretly keep queridas or
mistresses, but if this fact becomes known they are obliged to pay fines
to the relatives of their lawful wives, and this act also makes lawful wives
of their quei-idas.
The Ilongots not infrequently abandon their sick. They are said not
to use medicines for ordinary illnesses, but only in the treatment of
wounds and in connection with childbirth. They try to cure their sick-
by stuffing them with food.
When a death occurs, the members of the family mourn throughout
the ensuing night, keeping up a series of doleful cries which may be heard
at a great distance. Early the following morning they desert the house
in which the death occurred, leaving it not to return, but they take
with them all articles of value. The dead person has the dwelling
as his sepulchre. Sometimes, when the house of a sick person is large and
valuable and it is evident that he is likely to die, in order to avoid
abandoning the more pretentious structure a smaller one is hastily con-
structed and the patient is removed to it before death occurs.
The Ilongots punish robbery among themselves—that is, among the
people of a single rancheriu—by obliging the thief to grasp a piece of red-
hot iron. However, if a man from one rancheria steals from an indi-
vidual belonging to another, he is held to have committed a praise-
worthy act. A murder among the people of a rancheria leads to a feud
between the two families concerned. When a person from one settlement
kills a person belonging to another, war between the two rancherias
results. Adultery is punishable by line paid by the offending person to
the family of the one offended.
The anito images of the Ilongots 5 are made of grass or leaves and are
usually set up on river banks. After the necessary measures to propitiate
them have been taken they are abandoned or even burned.
In general it must be said of the Ilongots that, while superior to the
Negritos, they are of inferior intelligence and of a somewhat unreliable
and treacherous disposition, which makes them far more dangerous than
•The word unito is used by the lbilaos, the Kalingas, the Ifugaos, the Bontoc
Igorots, the Benguet-Lepanto Igorois, and the Tingians. Primarily it seema to
mean a spirit, and in very many cases the term is employed to designate the spirits
of the dead. It is also applied to images of men and women carved from wood
or made by tying leaves or grass together which have to do in one way or another
with efforts to secure the assistance of good spirits and to propitiate evil ones.
Gifts are made either to the visible images of anitos or to the invisible spirits
bearing the same name and various propitiatory ceremonies are performed, the
performance of such ceremonies being termed by some tribes "making anito."
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their little black neighbors. They keep very much to themselves, main-
taining only such intercourse with the people of the neighboring civilized
communities as may be necessary in order to secure salt, metal, cloth,
and a few other necessaries. However, the experience of Americans with
them has tended to show that they appreciate fair dealing and that when
their confidence has been won they refrain from hostile acts toward those
who have become the objects of it.
Probably, as in the case of the Negritos, there is little hope of doing
more for them than to protect them from the aggression of the civilized
natives and to cause them to refrain from hostile attacks upon others.
They constitute a sharply marked tribe, the members of which may
usually be distinguished without difficulty from any of their non-Chris-
tian neighbors.
The names Ilongots, Ibilaos, and Italones are designations for the same
people, and I have adopted the former because it seems to be the one in
more general use.
Tribe III. THE KALINGAS.
SYNONYMY.
A R I PA N ES. Synonym of Aripas.
ARIPAS. Name applied to the Kalingas who formerly lived near Tuhang,
Cagayan. No such people now exists.
BAYABONAN ( ?). Said to have been a tribe occupying the "mountains east
of Tuao, Cagayan." As the country east of Tuao, Cagayan, is a level plain, it
may well be doubted whether such a people ever existed. At all events they do
not now exist.
CALAGUAS. Synonym of Calauas.
CALAUAS. Name applied to the Kalingas occupying the heights in the neigh-
borhood of Malaueg and the valley of the Rio Chico, in Cagayan.
CALINGAS. Synonym of Kalingas.
CATALAN GAN ES. Name applied to the Kalingas living east of Ilagan, on
the Catalarigan River, in Isabela.
CATALAKT6ES. Synonym of Catalanganes.
CATATANGANES. Synonym of Catalanganes.
DADAYAGS. Name applied to the Kalingas living west of Cabagan Nuevo
and in the lower Saltan River valley.
DADAYAS. Synonym of Dadayags.
GADDAN ES. Name applied to the Kalingas of western Isabela Province, many
of whom were long since converted to Christianity and have become civilized.
GAMUNGAN. A name which has been applied to the uncivilized inhabitants
of the mountains "east and northeast of Tuao, in Cagayan." As no such mountains
exist, it is doubtful if there ever was such a people.
GAMUNANG. Synonym of Gamungan.
GAMUNANGANES. Synonym of Gamungan.
IRAYAS. Name applied by Blumentritt to the people living to the westward
of the Catalanganes.
KALIBUGAN. Name applied to certain Kalingas of Isabela Province.
NABAYUGANES. Name applied to the Kalingas living to the westward of
Malaueg, in Cagayan.
YOGADES. Synonym of Gaddancs.
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HABITAT.
The territory inhabited by the Kalingas is, broadly speaking, the eastern slopes,
river valleys and foothills of the Cordillera Central from the Saltan River north
to Dagara and to the vicinity of the valley of the Ablug River. In some places
they extend into the level plains of Isabela and Cagayan. There are several
important rancherias on the Santa Maria friar estate in the former province and
there is one north of Ilagan near the Rio Grande de Cagayan. There are a
number of others to the east of Ilagan in the level country and in the foothills
of the western slopes of the chain of mountains which borders the Pacific coast.
The line of demarcation between their territory and that of the Tingians of
Bontoc is a fairly sharp one, although there has been some intermarriage in the
settlements along the upper waters of the Saltan River. The Cordillera Central
separates the Kalingas from the Tingians of South and North Ilokos. They are
constantly at war with those of Dagara and the Apayaos district. They appar-
ently have not intermarried at all with the Negritos, and their territory, except
for the isolated rancherias near Ilagan and those lying to the eastward of Ilagan,
is bounded on the east by that of the Christian municipalities.
DESCRIPTION.
The Kalingas are of Malay origin. They are less well-known than is
any other northern Luzon tribe except the Ilongots. They are a cleanly
people, of medium stature and are physically well-developed. The average
member of the tribe may be recognized at a glance by his high cheek
bones, and especially by his peculiarly shaped eyes, which are set very
far apart. (PI. V, figs. 1 and 3 ; PI. IX, fig. 3.) No other Luzon people
have such eyes. The skin is brown, the hair black and usually straight,
but in some rare instances wavy. The men wear the hair long behind,
and banged across the forehead, with a cut extending from the level of
the bang along each side of the head over and considerably back of the
ear. The long, back hair is allowed to hang down. (PL IX, fig. 3.)
This method of cutting the hair is peculiar to the people of this tribe,
although a very similar style is followed by the Bontoc Igorots.
In spite of the remoteness of the regions which they inhabit, the
Kalingas are better dressed than the people of any other northern Luzon
tribe except the Tingians. The men wear the usual clouts, but in ad-
dition have short jackets, which, like their clouts, are often ornamented
with beadwork. Many of them have collars of beads. They also usually
wear blankets of silk or very gaily colored cotton cloth, which are knotted
over the right shoulder in such a way that the arm on the opposite side is
supported in a fold. A bag or sack which is opened and closed by
sliding silver or brass rings is often worn around the neck. (PI. X,
fig. 3; PI. VII, fig. 4.)
Huge holes are pierced in the lobes of the ears and stretched to receive
great rolls of gaily colored worsted or cotton yarn, or plugs of wood
which extend back along the sides of the neck in such a way as to turn
the lobes of the ears forward. When wooden ear-ornaments are used,
coins, pieces of brightly colored stone, or bits of looking-glass are inserted
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in the ends which are directed forward, or these ends are covered with
Iiieees of cloth embroidered in bright colors. (PL VII, tig. 4.)
The women wear skirts reaching from the waist to the knees, or, in
rare instances, even to the ankles; also camisas of brightly colored and
large-figured cloth of European manufacture, or of the handsome striped
cloth which they themselves weave. (PL XII. fig. 3; PL XVII, fig. 2.)
They wear clouts under their ski its.
That the habitual wearing of so many clothes by the women is a matter
of display rather than of modesty is shown by the fact that they discard
their camisas when at work, and if they have occasion to cross deep
streams, strip naked, regardless of the presence of men.
Nearly every woman or girl owns a pair of huge brass earrings of a
peculiar form (PI. XX, fig. 2) which weigh two to four ounces. The
part which passes through the ear is wrapped in leather or cloth to
prevent its chafing the flesh. Still more highly prized are large ear orna-
ments of mother-of-pearl, each shaped like a solid figure 8. (PI. XX,
figs. 3 and 4.) Many heavy necklaces are also worn. (P). XX, fig. 3.)
The beads most highly prized, called manding, are of agate and very
roughly made. (PI. XX, fig. 4.) They are apparently valued on account
of their age, and one of them is sometimes worth a carabao. .Next to
these in value come imitation agate beads of recent manufacture.
Many of the women have beautiful, long hair, which is hanged across
the forehead and worn in great coils about the head, being held in place
by numerous strings of beads. (PL XX, tig. 3.) On state occasions it
is the fashion to wear great switches of dead hair. (PL XX, fig. 4.)
Very wealthy women and influential men sometimes wear elaborate or-
naments of scarlet and yellow feathers. (PI. XX, fig. 4; PI. VIII,
fig. 1.)
The Kaiingas do nol tattoo themselves to any very great extent. The
women sometimes have marks on the throat or the forearms supposed to
bring good luck. (PI. XXIII, fig. 2.) The men are tattooed even less
than the women. Their marks are usually on the shoulders and are said
to be of no special significance.
Their settlements consist of groups of from three or four to a score of
houses, placed close together and often perched in some inaccessible spot
on a steep mountain side. (PI. XXVII, fig. 1.) Not infrequently they
are surrounded by wind-breaks of bamboo. The houses are of two types.
Those built on the ground are quite clean and are very substantially
constructed. The floors, which are raised five or six feet above the
ground, are usually made of well-cleaned stalks of runo grass tied close
together. The piles on which the houses stand, and their frameworks,
are of hard wood. The roofs, which on the inside have a concave curve,
consist ordinarily of an inner layer of closely tied and well-cleaned runo
stems over which is placed a very thick, outer layer of carefully laid grass
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thatch. These roofs must last for many years. The sides of the houses
of this type are usually made of hoards, hewn with great labor from thick
tree trunks. (PL XXXI, fig. 2.) I have never seen any wood-carving
on these houses, but am informed by Governor Bias Yillamor that the
inner surfaces of the side boards are sometimes carved. Where timber,
runo and grass for thatching arc scarce, the floors, sides, and roofs of
houses may be made of bamboo. Some of the bamboo roofs made of
joints laid like tiles are very remarkable affairs. (PI. XXXII, fig. 1.)
The Kalingas of Isabela often build their houses amid the branches of
trees which previously have been killed. These tree houses, which, as a
rule, are not very substantial, can be entered only by long ladders. The
latter are drawn up at night or when an attack is feared. (PI. XXXI,
fig. 1.) Granaries for rice are usually to be found near dwelling-houses.
The agriculture of the Kalinga shows a distinct advance over that of
the Ilongot. He often raises enough tobacco for his own use and some-
times has a little to sell. Occasionally, also, he raises small quantities of
cacao and coffee and barters them with his Christian neighbors. He
grows gabi (taro) and rice in irrigated fields, and on the mountain sides
cultivates camotes and .mountain rice which grow without irrigation.
Indian corn he sometimes raises upon a considerable scale. He usually
has a good supply of bananas.
He keeps dogs and chickens and in some instances cattle, carabaos, and
even horses, although ownership of the latter three kinds of animals by
Kalingas is rare, those of Taling and Xanong being the only ones who
raise any considerable number of cattle, carabaos, and horses. Cattle
and carabaos are kept for eating ami arc never worked, but horses are
sometimes used for riding.
The Kalingas do not use the bow and arrow, but occasional] v kill with
their lances a deer or a hog which their dogs have brought to bay. They
set fish-traps in the mountain streams.
Basi is indispensable to the successful celebration of a caftao and is
made by the Kalingas in considerable quantity. Their bouses usually
contain large, earthenware pots filled with this drink. The sugar-cam!
juice is pressed out by means of a simple apparatus similar to that used
by the Ihilaos. An aromatic bark is mixed with it, it is boiled until it
is of the proper consistency, and is then allowed to ferment.
Although many head-axes made by the Tinguians are imported into the
Kalinga country from the south, there are quite a number of good Kalinga
smiths who are fairly skillful in shaping weapons of iron and steel.
Some of the women weave cloth and many of them embroider quite
well.
The houses of the Kalingas usually contain quantities of glazed
earthenware pots, many of which are ornamented with raised figures of
dragons, but although porcelain and china plates and bowls are also in
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common use, I have never seen an individual of this tribe make pottery
of any sort. Apparently many of the highly valued earthen pots have
come from China.
Wood carving is not common. I have seen only scratch-work, black-
ened with soot and wax or grease, on bamboo lime-boxes, and ornamental
clothes-hangers of carved wood on which figures had been burned with
hot irons. Kalinga fireplaces are usually provided with carefully cut,
stone fire-dogs.
The Kalinga is a bold warrior and an inveterate head-hunter. His
arms consist of shield, head-axe (PI. X, fig. 3), and lance. The shield
is painted black, with red and yellow rattan lashings. It has three points
above and two below and is of a graceful form, peculiar to the people of
this tribe. (PI. LXT, fig. 2, &.) The head-axe has a slender blade with a
curved, cutting edge on one side and a long, projecting spine on the other.
The wooden handle is frequently ornamented with bands of metal of
different colors and has on it a projecting point under which the first
finger may be hooked to prevent the axe from slipping from the grasp
when it is carried blade down. Ordinarily it is thrust into the waistband
of the owner. It is a tool as well as a weapon. (PI. LX, fig. 1, b.)
The lances show a great variety of forms. Some of them have heads
of hardened bamboo ornamented with scratch-work designs and with
plumes of horsehair. Others have steel heads which may be plain or may
have two to six or even eight pairs of barbs. Many of the lance-shafts are
ornamented with horsehair plumes and with lashings or woven envelopes
of scarlet, yellow, and black rattan. (PL LX, figs. 2, b, c, &, and e.)
The head-hunting expeditions of the Kalingas are carefully planned in
advance, and a plan of campaign once formed is carried out as closely
as circumstances will permit. A band of forty or fifty warriors may be
on the trail for days before they reach their objective point. The combat
is usually begun from ambush, and is of short duration. The man who
first reaches the enemy is the leader. As soon as either side has a com-
batant down, it concentrates its efforts on saving his head and to this
end tries to get away with him as speedily as possible.
Warriors always make a determined effort to secure the heads of
enemies killed in battle and to carry them to their rancherias, where they
are immediately exhibited in bamboo baskets at the houses of the persons
who took them. These baskets, which are in general use among the
Kalingas and Tingians, are made in the following manner: A thick
piece of green bamboo of the proper length is sharpened at one end Bind
driven into the ground. The other end is split down for a foot and a
half or two feet in such a manner as to make a dozen flexible slats.
These slats are then separated and others are interwoven with them in
a horizontal direction so as to form a conical basket with its point directed
downward and ending in a solid stem of bamboo. A pair of partially
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completed baskets of this sort may be seen immediately to the left of the
small structure shown in Plate LXVII, fig. 1.
Returning head-hunters, if successful, are met by their friends and
neighbors, who make the air ring with the high-pitched ululating Kalinga
war cry.
The members of a war party who have not been lucky enough to secure
heads, hasten to their homes and return to the house of some more
fortunate companion, bringing pieces of bark cloth, which they dip in
the blood of a head and then hang over the doorways of their dwellings
in order to avert evil fortune in general and more especially the ven-
geance of the friends of the victim. (PL LXIT, fig. 1.)
A feast, held at the expense of those who have taken heads, begins at
once. It may last for seven or eight days. Shortly after arrival at the
home ranchcria the top of each head taken, including the upper part of
the skull, is removed and cut into as many pieces as there were warriors
in the party, one piece being given to each. The brains are then stirred
up with basi and the head, which serves as a drinking cup, is passed
around in order that all who desire to do so may partake of the grue-
some mixture. The first to drink is the man who took the head. It is
believed that those who partake thereby ward off danger of being punished
if they were members of the war party and in any event are protected
against illness.
The lower jaw is separated from the skull and kept for use as a gansa
handle, as with the Bontoc Igorots. That part of the skull which remains
is then put in a hiding-place, used in common by all members of the
ranchcria. This may be a hole in a tree, a cave, or an excavation in the
ground.
The feast is accompanied by dances which are sometimes decidedly
imposing affairs. The men and women form a circle about a level plot
of ground, in the middle of which a fire burns if the canao is at night.
An old man hands a handkerchief to some warrior who has distinguished
himself. This is a signal that he is expected to tell his story to the as-
sembly. Wearing his best clothes, and carrying a lance, head-axe, and
shield, he walks into the center of the circle accompanied by another in-
dividual who serves as a sort of dummy. He recounts his adventures
in a high falsetto voice, similar to that which Japanese actors use on the
stage. His remarks are staccato to an extraordinary degree, each word
being clipped off short. Each sentence is begun with a sharp outcry,
which sounds like the sudden yap of a dog. Not only does the per-
former describe his adventures, but he acts them out, going through the
motions of slaying the unfortunate dummy as he slew his enemy, taking
his head, etc. The crowd yells with delight and every now and then
some one gives the war cry. Meanwhile the basi is circulating freely, and
by the time the cafiao has been in progress for two or three hours, nearly
46941 3
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everyone is drunk. When the original performer has exhausted his
resources, he hands the handkerchief on to some one else who takes his
place. As" the night advances, the excitement becomes more ami more
intense and the canao not infrequently breaks up in a drunken row, in
the course of which men inflict serious injuries upon one another. How-
ever, it is generally understood that one is not responsible for what he
does when he is drunk at a canao, and little, or no, ill will seems to be
borne afterwards.
Annually, just before harvest, all of the skulls in the ranch cria collec-
tion are brought out and exposed in bamboo baskets throughout an entire
night. Old women conduct the ensuing ceremony in which the men are
not allowed to participate, although they watch it with interest. Before
inaugurating it, one of the old women sticks a lance in the ground in
front of the baskets containing the skulls and she and her assistants stand
behind it throughout the performance. Ultimately, one of them informs
the men whether or not it is necessary that they should go to war and
take more heads in order to protect their crops from a mythical big bird
which is supposed to come each year and devour them. As a matter of
fact the rice is eaten by many very small birds, but the Kalingas refuse
to believe that such small creatures can do so much damage and insist
that their crops are destroyed by a big bird which they have never seen.
The canao circle is the scene of more than the recounting and acting
out of warlike exploits. All important events and affairs which especially
concern the settlement as a whole arc discussed there, the man who has
the floor invariably speaking in the high, staccato tones above described.
Within this circle the dances arc also held. Although nose-flutes are
occasionally met with, dance-music is ordinarily furnished by a battery
of four or more gansas played with great energy and skill by men who
heat them with their hands. The dancing is participated in by women as
well as men. Ordinarily, one man and one woman perform at the same
time, but if the man is an especially good dancer, two or more women may
compliment him by coming into the circle with him. The darning is of
a decidedly vigorous sort and involves much jumping and noisy stamping
of the feet. Especially when slightly intoxicated, the Kalingas are prone
to insist that strangers enter the circle and do their share toward the
entertainment of the assembly by dancing or singing. If one is neither
a dancer nor a musician he may readily satisfy his audience by performing
a few sleight of hand tricks or burning a little magnesium wire or red
fire. Even a candle is in many rancherias a great curiosity.
The Kalingas do not, as a rule, have boats, but are excellent swimmers
and expert raftsmen, taking their bamboo raffs in safety down rapids
where one would expect them to be dashed to pieces. (PL LVIII, fig. 2.)
I have never seen any evidence of worship, or of attempts to propitiate
good or bad spirits, among the Negritos, but in nearly every Kalinga
settlement one will find some secluded spot where anitos are made.
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The method of "making emtio" practiced by the Kalingas is interesting.
A lance or head axe is stuck up in the ground and is surrounded with
bamboo baskets made by splitting the ends of green pieces of bamboo
into slats and then interweaving other pieces horizontally around the
bundle thus formed. In these baskets are placed flowers and dishes of
food, and the bushes in the vicinity, or the lance, may be hung with fresh
pieces of bark-cloth or with articles of clothing belonging to the persons
who take part in the ceremony. Anitos of this sort are made in giving
thanks for victory over enemies or for good crops.
Justice is administered in a Kalinga rancheria by a council of old men,
all crimes, even including murder when committed among the people of
the rancheria, being punishable by fine.
The Kalingas are polygamous and have more wives than do the mem-
bers of any other tribe of northern Luzon. A wealthy man may have
as many as seven helpmeets who may and often do live in one house.
They are said to get on well together, it being their wish that the
number of their people should increase as rapidly as possible and
polygamy being deemed a desirable means to this end.
The men also keep queridas on occasion, but always secretly. If the
wife or wives can prove that the husband is keeping a querida they bring
the fact to the attention of the old men of the rancheria, who impose a
fine on the guilty individual and collect it from him. He is not other-
wise punished, but his wife or wives may secure divorce from him if the
council of old men gives its consent. However, divorce is ordinarily
brought about by mutual agreement between the persons concerned.
The Kalingas are kind to their sick, and care for them until they die
or recover, treating them with roots and herbs and with baths. They
also hold such canaos and sacrifice such animals as their old medicine-
women may direct. If the medicines, the canaos, and the incantations of
the medicine-women prove of no avail and the patient dies, a funeral
feast is held to which all of the people of the rancheria are invited.
After a day or two of feasting, the dead person is buried under his house,
which is then fenced in, the head of the family remaining fully armed
inside the fence for a period of twelve or fourteen days. It is his duty
to kill any person who may enter the inclosure during this period.
Food and drink arc handed in to him by relatives. After the prescribed
time has elapsed, the fence is removed and the house is occupied again
as if nothing had happened. This ceremony is performed only in connec-
tion with the death of adult persons. If the individual who dies is un-
married, the house is fenced in and left empty for the prescribed period,
but no armed person remains on guard to repel intruders.
The Kalingas form a well-marked tribe. As previously stated, they are
readily recognized by their high cheek-bones and their peculiar eyes, as
well as by the style of hair-cut universal among the men. They also
differ from their neighbors in their house architecture, their weapons
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and head-hunting customs, their music, their dancing, and especially in
the character of their peculiar canaos, at which public events are discussed
and victories over enemies are celebrated.
They are strong, cleanly, brave, and intelligent. They are probably
less industrious than the Ifugaos or Bontoc Igorots, but are vastly more
so than are the Negritos or Ilongots. I do not believe that the checking
of head-hunting among them will prove to be a matter of any great
difficulty, and when they are once on good terms with their Christian
neighbors and thus gain a market for their products, they will pay more
attention to agriculture.
One former branch of the tribe, the Gaddancs, now forms an important
element of the civilized population in the Cagayan Valley, and there
would seem to be no good reason why the remaining wild Kalingas should
not follow in their footsteps.
Tribe IV. THE IFTGAOS.
SYNONYMY.
ALAMIT. Name applied to the Ifugaos of the Alamit River Valley. Quiangan,
Xueva Vizcaya.
ALIMUT. Synonym of Alamit.
ALTABANES. Synonym of Aliasancs.
ALTASANES. Name formerly applied to the Ifugaoa of northwestern Nueva
Vizcaya. No such people now exists.
AYANGAN. Name applied to the Ifugaos of the ranrhcria of the same name
in Nneva Vizcaya.
BUNGANANES. Said hy Blumentritt to he a warlike and possibly bead-
hunting tribe of Isabel a and Nneva Vizcaya. No such tribe now exists.
BUNNAYAN. Name applied to the Ifugaos of Quiangan and neighboring
rancherias.
EPOCAOS. Synonym of Ifugaos.
Gl LI PANES. Synonym of Kilipancs.
ILABANES. Blumentritt quotes Diaz Arenas as authority for the existence
of such a tribe in Nueva Vizcaya in 1S4S. It no longer exists.
I FUGADOS. Synonym of Ifugaos.
IFUMANGIES. According to Diaz Arenas, who is quoted by Blumentritt, a
tribe oi -Igorrolcs" of \ueva Vi/.eaya in 1S4S. No such people now exists.
ILAMUT. Synonym of Alamit.
IPUCAOS. Synonym of Ifugaos.
IRAYAS. Name applied by the Jesuits to the Ifugaos and Kalingas inhabit-
ing the banks of the River llaron and the eastern slopes of the Sierra Madre in
Nueva Vi/.eaya. Isabela, and Cagayan.
MAYOYAOS. Name applied to the Ifugaos of the rancheria of Mayoyao and
other neighboring ranoherias of Nueva Vizcaya.
PANIPUYES. Synonym of Panuipuyes.
PANUIPUYES. According to Blumentritt "a tribe of BO-called lgorrote$ to
to be sought in western Nueva Vizcaya and Isabela." Xo such tribe now exists.-
PUNGIANES. Classed by Blumentritt interrogatively as "a tribe of the
Mayoi/aos." No such people now exists.
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GUIANGANES. Name applied to the IfugctOQ of the rancheria of Quiangan.
The Jesuits have erred in stating* that these people are Malay-Negritos. They
show no indications of Negrito blood.
SI LI PANES. Xanie applied 1o the Ifuguos of Nilipan and neighboring ran-
cherias in Nueva Vizcaya.
HABITAT.
The Ifuguos occupy the whole of northwestern Nueva Vizcaya and
extend for a short distance into southwestern Isabela, where they have
several important rancherias,. So far as is at present known, their north-
ernmost rancheria is Pulay, in Isabela.
DESCRIPTION.
The Ifutjuos are a Malay tribe and physically are well-developed. For
their strong, muscular bodies they doubtless have to thank the pure air
and water of the rugged country which they inhabit, no less than the
tremendous exercise involved in going up and down its steep mountain
sides. (PL XIV, fig. 1.) They are well-proportioned people of me-
dium height, with dark-brown skins, straight hair, and typical Malayan
features.
The ordinary costume of the men is a clout, usually of cloth (PI. II,
fig. 4; PL XIV, tigs. 1 and 2) ; that of the women is a short skirt, con-
sisting of a piece of cloth wrapped around the body below the waist in
such a way as always to leave: the navel exposed. It may extend to the
knees, but often it does not. (PI. XII, fig. 4; PL XIV, fig. 2.)
Usually, both men and women are tattooed. (PL VIII, fig. 3;
PL XXIII, fig. 3.) The tattoo marks of the men are on the chest and
neck, but those of the women are on the arms only. The patterns differ
radically from those of the Bontoc Igorot. The tattooed Ifuyao may be
recognized immediately as such by the pattern of the markings alone.
The men wear their hair cut, the appearance being exactly that which
would result were a rather wide and shallow bowl pressed down on
the top of the head and the hair clipped up to its edge. This style of
cutting the hair is highly characteristic of the Ifugaos and is not in
vogue among the people of any other northern Luzon tribe. (PL IX,
fig. 4.) The women wear their hair long. It is usually drawn straight
back from the face on all sides and confined in a knot at the back of the
head. (PL XVII, figs. 3 and 4.)
The ornaments of the Ifutjaos are quite elaborate, and in some in-
stances are of considerable value. The men are especially fond of wearing
huge earrings of copper wire or beaten brass. (PL VIII, fig. 2.) They
also delight in coils of thick copper wire worn around the legs just
above the calves. (IT. II, fig. 4.) Their most highly cherished or-
naments are girdles made of handsomely carved opercula of sea-shells
'Report of the Philippine Commission (1900), 3, 358.
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(PL II, fig. 4; PL XI V, fig. 1) ; from each a pendant, also of opercula,
hangs in front. These girdles are very valuable and, if their wearers
are to be believed, are often the property of the settlement rather than
of the individual; their use seems to be confined to men of high rank
or of great wealth. The women wear armlets or leglets of copper wire,
earrings, bead necklaces, and strings of beads in the hair. (PL XVII,
figs. 3 and 4.) The beads are in some instances very large and of a white
stone resembling fine grained marble. (PL XXII, fig. 3.) Both men
and women occasionally wear in their hair white tail-feathers from cocks.
(PL V, fig. 4; PL XIV, fig. 2.)
The Ifugaos live in ranchcrius which sometimes number five or six
thousand souls. However, the houses of a given ranclwria are not
placed closely together, but are scattered about in little groups of from
four or five to a dozen or two, so that a settlement may extend along a
valley for ten miles. Doubtless one of the reasons for this arrangement
is that the people desire to be near their wonderful, terraced rice-fields,
in order to watch the supply of irrigation water and to prevent depreda-
tions upon their crops. (PL XXVI; PL XXXVII, fig. 2.)
Their dwellings arc built from 5 to 8 feet above the ground, on strong
piles which are often ornamented with rough carving. (PL XXXII,
fig. 2.) They have board floors and sides and thatched roofs. In the
peak of the roof there often is a small room in which rice and other
commodities are stored. At one side of the main living-room is a fire-
place made of earth and stones; the smoke escapes through the chinks
of the house as best it may. Over the fireplace and at its sides, are
grouped the skulls of animals killed in the chase or sacrificed at feasts,
and also, on occasion, the skulls of enemies whose heads have been taken
in war. Carved, wooden images, called anitos, are not infrequently seen
at the sides of the door. (PL LXIII, fig. 1.) The houses are usually
windowless. I have seen lizards carved in relief on the under surfaces
of floor boards.
At the side of the door may sometimes be seen a shelf on which are
placed the skulls of enemies. (PL LXIT, fig. 2; PL LXIII, fig. 1.)
At the corners of the house one also sees skulls of earabaos or pigs, carved
wooden imitations of carabao horns, bunches of dried grass, and some-
times human skulls. I have seen an ornamental frieze of alternating
carabao and human skulls on a level with the floor and extending half-
way around a house. Hanging from the floor timbers are neatly
woven baskets with small doors. In these the chickens are placed at
night to prevent their being stolen or carried away by civet cats.
(PL XXXII, fig. 2.)
The Ifugaos build rice granaries and also often construct, at a short
distance from their own dwellings, little grass-thatched houses with tight
hoard floors and sides, the crevices between the boards being chinked
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with a mixture of clay and carabao dung. (PL LXV, fig. 1.) In these
houses are placed the bodies of persons who die natural deaths. The
bodies of men killed in war must be buried in the ground.
The Ifugaos never use the bow and arrow, but when hunting hogs and
deer employ dogs to bring the game to bay, killing it with their lances.
However, they are by no means so dependent upon game as are the
Negritos and Ilongots.
Their agriculture is little short of wonderful, and no one who has seen
their dry stone dams, their irrigating ditches running for miles along
precipitous hillsides and even crossing the faces of cliffs, and their
irrigated terraces extending for thousands of feet up the mountain sides,
can fail to be impressed. (PL XXVI; PL XXXVII, fig. 2.) When
water must be carried across cliffs so hard and so broken that the Ifugaos
can not successfully work the stone with their simple tools, they construct
and fasten in place great troughs made from the hollowed trunks of
trees, and the same procedure is resorted to when cauons must be crossed,
great ingenuity being displayed in building the necessary supporting
trestlework of timber. The nearly perpendicular walls of their rice
paddies are usually built of stone, although near Quiangan, where the
country is comparatively open and level, walls of clay answer the pur-
pose and are used. The stone retaining walls are sometimes forty feet
high, and so steep are the mountain sides that the level plots gained by
building such walls and filling in behind them are often not more than
twenty or thirty feet wide. I know of no more impressive example of
primitive engineering than the terraced mountain sides of Nueva Viz-
caya, beside which the terraced hills of Japan sink into insignificance.
Water is led with the greatest skill from plot to plot, sometimes being
allowed to flow down the faces of the stone retaining walls and some-
times being led through subterranean passages which have their upper
openings in the middle of plots.
The Ifugaos keep hogs. Manure is carried from the hog-pens to the
rice-paddies and worked into the ground, which is carefully prepared
before planting and which continues to produce fine crops year after
year. The rice is always well weeded and thinned.
When the rice crop has been harvested, the irrigation water is often
shut off and the earth in the paddies raised into little mounds. The
water is then once more turned on, whereupon these little mounds become
miniature islands on which are planted garlic, beans, gabi, and other
vegetables, the water serving to keep away cutworms and crawling insect
pests.
The Ifugao raises tobacco in limited quantity and rolls his own cigars.
ITe makes a fermented drink from rice called bubud which is much
used at feasts and in ceremonials connected with the cementing of friend-
ship. (PI. XLI, fig. 1.) He also keeps dogs and chickens which are
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well cared for and carabaos which are allowed to run half wild and are
apparently not used as draft animals but are kept to be eaten at feasts.
I have never seen cattle or horses in an Ifugao settlement.
The Ifugao women weave very good cloth, usually of a dark indigo-
blue color with small, scarlet figures. The simple type of loom used by
them will be better understood from the accompanying illustration
(PL XLIII, fig. 2) than from a detailed description. It will be noted
that the warp is held taut by a broad belt which passes around the back
of the operator ami against which she leans; also that the shuttle is
passed by hand, the threads being held apart during the operation by a
piece of wood set on edge. When the shuttle has been passed, this piece
of wood is dropped on its side and drawn sharply toward the operator so
as to drive the thread into place. Although this method of cloth making
is slow, the narrow strips produced are often of very good quality.
There are among the Ifugaos many skillful workers in iron and steel,
although a smithy is not to be found in every rancheria. Some of the
settlements, notably Sapao, have a widespread reputation for the ex-
cellence of their steel and iron manufactures. The implements used
by the smith are of the simplest. He has an old iron hammer or two for
shaping, several heavy, stone hammers for flattening, and a rude, wooden
trough of water for tempering. His bellows consists of two vertical
wooden cylinders in which pistons, packed with feathers and rags, are
alternately raised and lowered by the operator. From each of these
cylinders a tube leads to a central pipe of bamboo or fire clay, which
extends to a little depression in the ground, filled with charcoal, in which
the ingot of iron or steel is heated. In spite of the primitive nature of
this plant the Ifugao smith turns out beautifully shaped and well-
tempered lance-beads and head-knives. (PL LX, figs. 1, c and 2, g, h,
and i.) He is also skillful in making metal pipe-bowls, which are cast in
clay molds.
The Ifugaos of Banaue, and doubtless of other ranclicrias as well,
manufacture excellent pottery which has a smooth, glazed surface.
They arc especially skillful in wood-carving. I have called attention
to the fact that the door posts, under surfaces of floor boards, and the
harigues or supporting piles of their houses arc often ornamented. A
house may be surrounded by a stockade, some of the posts of which are
carved in imitation of human heads. As one approaches a rancheria
he may find beside the trail anitos carved from the basal portions of the
stems of tree ferns and set there to keep watch for enemies. Skillfully
carved wooden images or anitos, which are supposed to be able to bring
good crops or good weather, may be found within the houses. They are
often bedecked with gifts consisting of earrings, rice-knives, etc., which
have been presented in the hope of propitiating the anitos. (PL XLVII,
%- 1.)
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The Jfugao cats his rice from a carved wooden bowl which may be
single or double, or may take the form of a large vessel with four small
ones attached to its perimeter. (PI. XLVI, fig. 1.) The large bowl
is used for serving boiled rice and the smaller ones hold salt, pepper,
tomatoes, etc., with which the rice may be flavored. Forks and spoons,
with handles carved in imitation of men and women, are in common use,
as are bowls on the covers of which are carved pigs, carabaos, or figures
of men and women. (PI. XLVI, figs. 2 and 4; PI. XLVIT, fig. 2.)
I have seen a lime-box made from a human bone, on which was scratched
a picture illustrating the manner in which the original owner of the bone
lost his life. (PI. XLVI, fig. 3, b.) Lime-boxes ornamented with elab-
orate scratch-work patterns are frequently seen. (PI. XLVI, fig. 3, a.)
Near, or under, the houses one sometimes finds large, artistically shaped
wooden resting-benches, each large enough to accommodate two persons
stretched out at full length. (PI. XLVI I, fig. 4.)
The Ifugao has been, and when not held in check, still is an inveterate
head-hunter. The head-hunting feuds are strictly rancheria affairs.
When some of the people of a given rancheria lose their heads, their
friends make little or no attempt to take vengeance upon the particular
individuals who took them but arc content to get the heads of any of the
residents of the settlement to which the aggressors belong. In the past,
each rancheria has, as a rule, been at war with every other for miles
around. Its people were ordinarily sufficient unto themselves and in
many instances had little intercourse with outsiders for scores of years.
It is doubtless due to this fact that a number of local dialects have
sprung up, and that the Ifugao people, who really form a distinct and
sharply marked tribe, have been subdivided into so many so-called tribes.
Heads taken in war are brought home by those who take them and are
exposed at feasts which last for varying periods, their length depending
upon the wealth of the victors and the importance of their victims. The
skulls are then carefully cleaned and are used as household ornaments
by those who took the heads, being either placed about the fireplaces, or
at the doors or outer corners of the houses, or in a row at the level of the
heavy floor timbers, or even, in some instances, hung in baskets under the
eaves.
The arms of the Ifugao consist of a long shield in the form of a
board, with a hand grip at the back, the lower end cut squarely off and
the upper bluntly pointed (PI. XI, fig. 1; PI. LI, fig. 5) ; a steel lance
with finely shaped head and wooden handle, reinforced with rattan
lashings which are often colored red, and a broad bladed knife attached
to a board sheath by means of one or two loose rattan lashings. The
knife and sheath hang from the waistband of the owner's clout. (PI. XI,
fig. 1 ; PI. LX, figs. 1, c and 2, g, h, and i.)
Small groups of houses are often surrounded by rice-paddies with high
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and almost vertical walls, which make the approach of enemies difficult.
(PI. XXVI.) It is said that in repelling an attack in the terraced
fields, bamboo lances, the points of which have been thrust into dead
animals, are ordinarily used for throwing. Steel lances are usually
reserved for thrusting, as they are too valuable to throw except in case
of great emergency.
The only musical instrument in common use among the Ifugaos is the
gansa, which is played with a drumstick. Tn the typical Ifugao dance
both men and women take part. They form a line, the dancers in front,
and the musicians behind, and march back and forth with many rhyth-
mical sidewise motions of the hands and arms and much Hexing of the
upper part of the body. This dance, which is common throughout the
Ifugao country, is radically ditferent from that of any other northern
Luzon tribe. (PL LIV, fig. 1.)
I once attended the funeral of a man who had lost his head. ( PI. LXIII,
fig. 2.) No gansas were used, but as the body was carried through the
fields, the chief musician beat a tattoo on a piece of hard wood suspended
by a cord in such a way that its vibrations were not interfered with. This
piece of wood was painted black with white stripes. Behind the chief
musician came five or six men carrying shields painted black, with zigzag,
white stripes, and after the leader had beaten out a few notes he would
stop while the men with the shields drummed a precisely similar series of
beats upon them with wooden sticks.
Whatever may be the theoretically proper matrimonial state of the
Ifugao, in practice he is not infrequently a polygamist. I have known
a number of old and influential men who bad wives of their own age
and also a liberal assortment of young qucridas.
The Ifugao wedding-dress is quite elaborate and striking. (PI. XXIV,
tig. 2.)
As already stated, the dead are sometimes buried in small houses
especially constructed for the purpose. Not infrequently they are buried
under the houses where they have lived, in the Tingian fashion, but the
body of a man who has lost his head in war is placed in the ground.
often on some lonely mountain top. (PI. LXIV, tig. 1.)
I employ the name Ifugaos for the people. of this tribe, because it has
long been in general use with reference to a considerable number of
them and seems to me more appropriate than any of the designations
derived from the names of single rancherias. Some of the Bontoc Igorols
call themselves Ipul-aos or Ifugaos, but no special significance attaches
to this fact, as the name Ipul-aos or Ifugaos means simply " people."
The Bontoc Igorots have always been known by the name of their prin-
cipal ranvher'm and of the subprovince which they inhabit, and, as pre-
viously stated, 1 have deemed it desirable to retain this name for them.
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Tribe V. THE BONTOC IGOROTS.
SYNONYMY.
The Bontoc Igorots are so sharply differentiated from their neighbors that they
have never been confused with any other tribe. Many of them apply to them-
selves and their neighbors the name Ipukao or Ifugao. This name means "people"
and is also applied by them to the short-haired inhabitants of Quiangan and
Banaue, who are most certainly tribally distinct from them. Inasmuch as it
has never been used in literature as a designation for the people of Bontoc, but
lias been so used for the short haired inhabitants of northwestern Nueva Viz-
caya, it seems to me best to retain the commonly employed name Bontoc Igorots
for the Bontoc people and to reserve the designation Ifugaos for their short
haired neighbors.
1 know no other synonymous designation for this people.
HABITAT.
The Bontoc Igorots are separated by the lofty Polis range of mountains from
the Ifugaos on the south and sout Invest, and there has been no intermarriage
with this tribe, with whom they have been at war for a very long time.
The line between their territory and that of the Kalingas and Tingianes on
the east and north is not so sharply drawn, and there has been some intermar-
riage with the people of both these tribes, notably with the Tingians of Guinaan,
Balatoc, and Balbalasan.
Captain Nathorst gives a list of the border rancherias of Bontoc visited
by him and characterizes their inhabitants as follows
:
Amboan. Southeast, bordering on Nueva Vizcaya. Bontoc Igorots.
Barlig. East by south, bordering on Nueva Vizcaya. Bontoc Igorots.
Lias. East by south, bordering on Nueva Vizcaya, Bontoc Igorots.
Balangao. East by south, bordering on Nueva Vizcaya, Bontoc Igorots.
Lubo. East, bordering on Cagayan or Jsabela. Kalingas ( ? ), Igorots.
Mangali. East, bordering on Cagayan. Comprising six large barrios.
Kalingas.
Taloctoc. East, bordering on Cagayan. Kalingas, Igorots.
Tanglac. Northeast, bordering on Cagayan. Kalingas and Bontoc Igorots.
Liclic. Northeast, bordering on Cagayan. Kalingas and Bontoc Igorots.
Balantey. Northeast, bordering on Cagayan. Kalingas.
Bolo. North, bordering on Cagayan. Kalingas.
Salecsec. North, bordering on Cagayan. Kalingas.
Calogaey. North, bordering on Cagayan. Kalingas.
Damijon. North, bordering on Cagayan. Kalingas.
Dalugen. North, bordering on Cagayan. Kalingas.
Bo-ok. North, bordering on Cagayan. Kalingas.
Patiquian. North, bordering on Cagayan. Kalingas and Bontoc Igorols.
Linas. North, bordering on Cagayan. Kalingas and Bontoc Igorots.
Baneng. North, bordering on Cagayan. Kalingas and Bontoc Igorots.
Sesecan. North, bordering on Cagayan. Kalingas and Bontoc Igorols.
Talaean. North, bordering on Cagayan. Kalingas, Tingians, Bontoc Igorots.
Balbalasan. North, bordering on Abra. Tingians, Kalingas, Bontoc Igorots.
Pascual. Northwest, bordering on Abra. Tingians, Kalingas, Bontoc Igorols.
Innanungan. Northwest, bordering on Abra. Tingians, Kalingas, Bontoc
Igorots.
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Governor Yillamor is of the opinion that the people of Lubo and
Tuloctoc are Igorols.
Dr. Jenks says that the Bontoe culture area stops short at Tinglayan,
but does not tell us whether he has visited the latter place or any of the
rancherias north of it. Of the rancherias listed by Captain Nathorst
the only ones which I have visited are Balbalasan, Talalan, Sesecan, Pati-
quian, and Salccsee.
In my opinion, Tingian blood is predominant in Balbalasan, Talalan,
and Sesecan, although that of the Kalingas, at least, is decidedly in
evidence and becomes predoniinanl in l'atiquian, while the inhabitants of
Salccsee are almost pure Kalingas.
More work must be done in several of these border rancherias before
any final determination as to the exact limits of the territory of the
Bontoe Igorots on the north and east can be reached.
The line between the territory of the Bontoe Igorols and that of the
Benguet-Lepanto Igorots is well defined, the first rancherias of the latter
tribe on the north and west being Quinali, Besao, Payeo, Bagnen, Bang-
nitan, Data, Sabangan, Bonayan, Pingad, Gayan and Namatec.
DESCRIPTION.
The Bontoe Igorots are a tribe of Malay origin. While one occasionally
sees individuals with curly or wavy hair, they do not show any of the other
characteristics of Negritos, and if their curly hair is a consequence of
the admixture of Negrito blood, such admixture probably occurred a ver\
long time ago.
The Bontoe Igorots have been so carefully and fully described by
Dr. A. E. Jenks, in his book entitled The Bontoe Igorot/' that any further
extended description would be superfluous, and the facts essential to this
discussion may be stated in summary form.
The men are of medium size, bid their muscular development is mag-
nificent, and they create the impression of being much larger than they
really are.
Thirty two individuals measured by Dr. Jenks averaged 5 foot 4& inches in
height. Of these, the shortest measured 4 feet 94 inches and the tallest slightly
more than 5 feet 9 inches. The average height of 29 women was 4 feet 9| inches,
the tallest woman measuring 5 feet 4] inches and the shortest 4 feet and three-
fourths of an inch.
The men are never corpulent and they are seldom very thin, except in
extreme old age. The body is distinctly narrower at the waist than at
the shoulders or hips. The buttocks are heavy, the legs straight, with
thighs and calves splendidly developed; the hands and feet are broad and
short; the skin is dark-brown, sometimes with a distinct, saffron tinge.
(PI. Ill, fig. 1 ; PI. XI, fig. 2.) Individuals who have joined the Con-
"Etlin. Kurv. rub., Manila, P. 1. (190.1), 1.
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stabulary and as a result have worn clothes and bathed with frequency,
have bodies so much lighter in color than their fellow-tribesmen that
their appearance when they divest themselves of their uniforms never
fails to create snrprise.
The breasts of young women are large, full, and well supported;
the hips broad and the waist scarcely narrower than the hips. The legs
are very strong and are usually straight, with large calves and coarse
ankles. The hands and feet are short and broad. (1*1. XIII, fig. 1;
PI. XXIV, fig. 1.) The women reach their prime at about twenty-three
years, and at the age of thirty are beginning rapidly to grow old.
The hair-cut of the men strongly resembles that of the Kalingas, from
which it differs only in that the cut extending over the ear is not usually
continued so far back as with the members of the latter tribe. The
hair over the forehead is banged squarely across, just as with the Kalingas,
but the back hair, while allowed to grow long, is usually worn in a coil
at the back of the head and is held in place by a cap, ordinarily of basket-
work, but sometimes of wood. (PI. IX, fig. 5.) Many of the men are
very elaborately tattooed (PI. VIII, fig. 4) and most of the women have
tattoo marks on the arms. (PI. XXIII, fig. 4.) Theoretically, the
people of an dto (one of the political divisions of a Bontoc town) may
be tattooed only when some person belonging to that dto has taken a
head. However, the suppression of head-hunting in Bontoc has con-
tributed to the breaking up of this custom, and undoubtedly a large
amount of tattooing is done at present when no heads have been taken.
In every rancheria there are one or more men who are skillful in
tattooing. The desired design is first drawn with a mixture of soot and
water upon the skin of the person to be operated upon, and the tattooer
then pricks the skin, following the lines of the design. After the design
has been pricked in, soot is rubbed into the wounds thus produced.
This causes the flesh to rise in great welts, which sometimes become in-
fected and cause serious trouble.
The Bontoc Tgorots recognize; three kinds of tattoo. First, that on the
breast, usually running upward from each nipple, curving out on the
shoulders and ending on the upper arms. This indicates that the person
so marked lias taken a head. Second, the tattoo on the arms of men and
women. Third, all other tattoos of both sexes. The women are tattooed
only on the arms.
Dr. Jenks states that tattoo marks on the face, arms, stomach, and
other parts of the body arc believed to be purely esthetic, but other
observers have remarked that it is often possible to determine from a
man's tattoo marks the rancheria to which he belongs. With the Bontoc
Igorots, as with a number of the other northern Luzon tribes, tattoo
marks, because of their supposed therapeutic value, are put on goiters,
tumors, and varicose veins.
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The people of this tribo do not blacken their teeth, as do the wild
Tingiatw of Apayao, nor do they chew betel nut.
Adult men usually wear a clout (PI. Ill, fig. 1), although its place
may be taken' by a girdle about the waist ami a bag attached to the girdle,
which hangs down in front and serves the double purpose of apron and
pocket. Very old men not infrequently have blankets, but young men
scorn to use them. In addition, every man has a small cap, usually made
of basket work, but sometimes of wood, which is worn on the back of
the head and helps to confine the back hair. (PI. VI, figs. 1 and 2;
PI. IX, fig 5.) In a few of the southern and western towns, where the
men have cut their hair in imitation of the Benguet-Lepanto Igorots. a
head-band is worn instead of this cap. In addition to the articles above
mentioned, many of the men possess conical rain-hats covered with wax
and thus made waterproof, and all have basket-work sleeping caps.
The ordinary dress of the women consists of a single, short piece of
cloth woven from bark fiber which is wrapped about the body and extends
from the waist to the knees. The opening between the two ends usually
comes along the outside of the right leg. This skirt is held in place at
the waist by a girdle of similar material. From the ends of this girdle
there project long threads on which are strung seeds resembling the
heads commonly known as "Job's tears." (PI. XIII, fig. 1.) Most of
the women also own cotton blankets, which are worn for warmth in
inclement weather and also when the owners are dancing. (I'l. L1V,
fig. 2.)
Women as well as men often strip before wading streams, and it is
not unusual to see adults of both sexes going about entirely naked during
rainy weather, or when engaged in dirty field-work.
Both men and women wear quite elaborate ornaments. Small holes
are pierced through the lobes of the cars and arc then stretched by forcing
into them a constantly increasing number of small pieces of wood, about
the size of matches, until they reach huge dimensions. (PI. KXI,
fig. 1.) Into these holes are thrust great rings of bamboo or blocks of
wood in which coins, pieces of metal or of looking-glass, or bits of brightly
colored stone may be set. At times, brass, silver, or gold ear ornaments
of a pattern resembling those seen among the Benguet-Lepanto Igorots
are used. (PI. VI, figs. 1 and 2; PI. XVII I. ligs. 1 and 2.)
The men often wear in their hair brass tobacco-pipes of more or less
elaborate design, from the bowls of which hang metal chains supporting
metal pipe cleaners. (PI. VI, fig. 1.) Huge earrings of metal are
sometimes seen and the spoons of the unwary traveler are apt to dis-
appear temporarily, reappearing later in the ears of the thief, after
undergoing a very complete metamorphosis. The men often wear about
the waist, chains of highly polished copper or brass wire (PI. Ill, fig. 1 ).
and about the neck, necklaces of seeds, boar's tusks, or dog's teeth.
Armlets of boar's tusks, worn above the elbow, are quite common.
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Perhaps (lie most highly treasured ornament of the men is made from
one of the valves of a pearl-oyster shell. (PI. Ill, fig. 1.) The for-
tunate owner of such an ornament wears it suspended from the waistband
of his clout or from a chain or girdle about the waist. Armlets and
leglets of copper wire arc common. Finger-rings are relatively rare.
I have seen men with pieces of coral thrust into their hair or through the
holes in their ears.
The women are fond of copper-wire armlets and leglets, but seldom
wear chains about their waists. Strings of beads or of dog's teeth and
bright-colored seeds are highly prized. (PI. XVIII, fig. 1; PI. XXIII,
fig. 4.) Unmarried women often wear flowers or bunches of green foliage
in the hair, which is carefully dressed and held in place by strings of
beads. The women do not ordinarily possess hair combs, but are very
glad to get them. Many save their loose hair and wear- it in the form
of switches. (PI. XXI, fig. 2.)
The houses of the Bontoc Igorota are usually closely grouped, forming
genuine towns which often number several thousand inhabitants. Bach
town is made up of a number of political divisions known as dtos which,
for want of a better name, we may call wards. The affairs of the (do
are presided over by a council of old men, and delegates from each of
these councils sometimes meet to discuss affairs which concern the town
as a whole.
hi each (do there ordinarily are three public buildings which may be
placed in close proximity to each other. (PI. LXIV, fig. 2.) One of
these, called the pabafunan, is the house of the (do ceremonials. It is
reserved for the men and boys of the dto, and women may not enter it.
Boys of more than three or four years of age and all unmarried men of
the dto sleep in the pabafunan. It consists of an open, stone court, par-
tially covered by a roof. About this court there may be trees, and one
ordinarily also sees posts on which rude images of human heads are
carved, or dead limbs of trees with the ends sharpened of the branches
which project upward. On these posts and sharpened branches the heads
of vanquished enemies are placed during the head feast. The pabafunan
is incidentally the men's club of the Bontoc settlement. In it the men
loaf when not busy at home or in the fields, and they naturally improve
the opportunity to exchange gossip and discuss current events.
The fdivi or dto council house is used as a place of meeting by the old
men, and other persons are not ordinarily allowed to enter it. It is
roofed over, and although often adjoining the pabafunan, is not in con-
nection with it, entrance being had by a separate and very narrow door.
In the fdwi are kept the skulls of enemies whose heads have been taken
by the warriors of the (do.
The Slag is the dormitory for girls, and unmarried femals of the dto,
of two or more years of age are expected to sleep there. It has but one
opening, a door some thirty inches high and often not more than ten or
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twelve inches wide. Its floor is covered with boards about four feet Long
by eight to fourteen inches wide, each board serving as a bed for one of
the girls. In some dtos the 6lag is lacking, in which case the girls go
to the olag of some other ato to sleep; or there may be two ulags, if the
number of girls and unmarried women is large.
The typical Bontoc family dwelling house is the place where a man.
his wife, and his children less than two years of age sleep and where the
entire family eats. In the rancheria of Bontoc it is practically always
constructed "on a fixed plan. (PL XXXIII, fig. 1.) The walls are
about three and a half feet high; the front wall is open in the middle;
the front and side walls are built of boards, but the rear one is of stone,
cb inked with (day. There is a post six or seven feet high at each of
the four corners of the building; the boards of the side walls are tied to
these posts, which also support the greater part of the weight of the roof.
There is no floor on the first story. On the left, as one enters, is a small
room partially marked olf by stones sunk in the earth. In this room
rice is hnlled, millet is threshed, and food is prepared for cooking.
Next to this room on the left comes one in which the food is cooked.
Down the center of the bouse extends a passageway and to the right as
one enters there is a shelf or bench on which are placed various household
articles.
At the rear is a sleeping box, extending from one side of the house to
the other, so that the side walls make its ends and the back wall forms
its back side. It has a front side and a top of wood, and is entered by
means of a small door. This box is sometimes lined on the inside with
stone, except at the point where the door gives entrance to it. It con-
tains sleeping boards for the husband and wife, and in one end of it a
tire is built for warmth. Many of the Bontoc Igarots suffer from serious
eve trouble, which doubtless has its origin in the constant irritation
Caused by the smoke in their sleeping boxes.
'Idle roof of the house extends nearly, but not quite, down to the level
of the sides and projects beyond them for some distance. In its peak
there are ordinarily two rooms, one above the other. Entrance is had
to flu; lower by means of a door and short ladder. It is used as a store-
room. The second room must be entered from the first. Tt is sometimes
used as a storeroom and sometimes stands empty. The roof of the house
is well thatched with grass. Under the eaves, firewood is stored.
Dwelling houses of very different types may be found in many of the
other rancherias of the Bontoc Igorots, and even in the settlement of
Bontoc itself, those inhabited by widows are sometimes mere huts.
The fish of the Bontoc streams are few in number and are usually
small in size, but the people manage to secure a considerable supply of
them either by catching them with their hands under stones in the streams
or by chasing them into wickerwork baskets or traps. (PI. L, fig. 1.)
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Traps are also set for jungle-fowl and for small birds and mammals.
Wild carabaos are hunted by large bands of warriors, who lie in wait by
their runways and attempt to spear them when they pass. This form
of sport is attended with a good deal of danger, as a wounded carabao is
a fierce and determined fighter. Dogs are sometimes kept for running
deer and hogs. Deer are relatively scarce in Bontoc, but hogs are quite
abundant. When brought to bay by the dogs, they are killed with
lances, the use of the bow and arrow being unknown among the Bontoc
Igorots. Deer and hogs are also taken in pitfalls and dead-falls.
The agriculture of the Bontoc Igorots, like that of the Ifugaos, is
very highly developed for a people otherwise so primitive. As the
country which they inhabit furnishes little game* and fish, they are very
largely dependent upon tbe fruits of agriculture for a livelihood. They
build wonderful irrigation dams and ditches and terraced rice-fields which
often extend far up the mountain sides. (PL XXXVIII, fig. 1.) The
ground, after being flooded, is prepared for planting with no other imple-
ments than sharpened sticks and the hands and feet of the laborers. Men
and women join in this work, and may not infrequently be seen working
side by side in a state of absolute nudity, their clothes having been dis-
carded in order to prevent injury to them by mud and water. However,
more frequently the women leave their girdles on, and attach bunches of
leaves or grass to them in lieu of skirts. (PL XXIV, fig. 1.)
The two principal crops are rice and camotes; the former grown under
irrigation, and the latter as a rule high up on the steep mountain sides.
However, in some cases a crop of camotes is grown on the rice-terraces
during the dry season, and in rare instances one sees terraces which are
given up exclusively to the cultivation of these tubers.
The Bontoc Igorots also raise a considerable quantity of millet, beans,
and maize. Their cultivated fields are fertilized with care. They have
well-established property rights over them and also have rules relative
to the use of irrigation water, which are designed to insure its equitable
distribution.
Eice is first sown thickly in seeding beds, and when it has sprouted
is transplanted by hand. During the entire period of growth it is
kept carefully weeded and is thinned out as occasion may require. After
it has headed, constant care is necessary to protect it from the depreda-
tions of hogs, monkeys, rats, and birds. In this, as in all other work,
the Bontoc Igorots display great patience and industry.
Before the rice harvest is begun, a brief ceremony is performed in a
pathway adjoining each plot where harvesting is to go on. Tall stalks
of ritno grass are then set as a warning to other Igorots that harvesting
is in progress and they must not pass that way. Persons violating this
rule are subject to heavy fines.
More attention is paid by the Bontoc Igorots to domestic animals than
is given by the Negritos, llongots, or Kalingas. Pigs are kept in large
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numbers and load a pampered existence, being provided with well-
thatched houses in which they may seek shelter from the sun or rain.
These houses open from yards sunken in the stone courts of the houses
of the owners. Cooked food is often prepared for the pigs and is served
to them from wooden buckets, in troughs of wood or stone. The pigs
thus carefully raised do not furnish a part of the ordinary food supply,
but are reserved for consumption at ceremonial feasts. Chickens are kept
in some abundance, and some of the more wealthy Igorots own carabaos
which are usually allowed to run in a half-wild state, so that it is necessary
to organize a regular hunt in order to kill them. They are never em-
ployed as draft animals but, like pigs and chickens, are eaten at
ceremonials. In a few of the settlements a small number of horses are
kept. They are not ridden, but serve as a source of food supply. Dogs
are raised in considerable numbers. Some of them are used by their
owners in hunting, but the majority are kept to be killed and eaten at
ceremonials. However, occasionally the ordinary bill of fare is helped
out with a little dog meat.
The Bontoc Igorots have manufactures of some importance. They
occasionally roll cigars, but as a rule prefer to smoke their tobacco in
pipes. They make basi in considerable quantity and sometimes have
enough not only to satisfy their own necessities, but to sell to others.
The apparatus used for extracting the cane-juice may properly be
dignified by the term "mill." It consists of two vertical, wooden
cvlinders, one of which is geared to the other. To the upper end of one
of the cylinders a long wooden beam is fastened, and men and boys fur-
nish the necessary motive power by pushing on this beam. (PI. XLT,
fig. 2.) The cane is fed between the cylinders and there is a receptacle
in which is caught the juice, which is subsequently boiled for six or seven
hours. A handful of vegetable ferment is then thrown into it and it
is allowed to stand for four or five days, when fermentation is complete.
The fermented liquid is then poured into large, earthen jars and tightly
covered. It will keep for four or five months, but ultimately turns into
vinegar.
The Bontoc Igorots also make another fermented drink, called tapuy,
from rice. They also prepare a very limited amount of cane-sugar.
The women roll strips of bark into coarse thread (PI. XL1T1, fig. 1)
which they weave into cloth on primitive looms. In a few towns they
weave cotton clouts and blankets of quite elaborate design and varied
pattern. The making of basket-wrork is one of their most important
industries. They weave not only basket caps for the hair, which are
made of brightly stained rattan and are often highly ornamental, but
rattan sleeping caps; baskets for serving food; for confining chickens;
for carrying rice and camotes; for rain shields, and for a variety of other
purposes. Pottery of very good quality is manufactured in several towns,
notably in Samoki and in Bitwagan. Other towns make clay and metal
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pipe bowls. Wooden pipes are manufactured by the people of all the
towns.
Head-axes and lanee-points are fashioned from iron and steel at Bali-
wang, and axes which, by a change in the position of the head on the
handle, can readily be converted into adzes are produced in considerable
numbers.
Ceremonial drinking cups and lime-boxes, ornamented with scratch-
work patterns, or with quite elaborately woven lashings of vegetable fiber,
are made from bamboo. Bowls, troughs, and ladles are fashioned from
wood, and pig-troughs are sometimes hollowed from stone. The elabo-
rately carved wooden spoons, forks, bowls, and other wooden dishes so
common among the Ifugaos are conspicuous by their absence. So called
anito posts, carved from tree-fern trunks, are sometimes seen in the fields
or beside the trail. (PI. XLVIII, fig. a.)
One town of Bontoc, Mayinit, has an important and unique industry
in the manufacture of salt from a brine which flows from boiling springs.
This brine is led to clay courts roughly paved with small stones and
roofed over to keep off the rain. It flows among the stones, evaporating
by its own heat and depositing its salt. When a sufficient amount has
been deposited on the lower surface of the stones, their position is reversed.
When they are entirely covered they are taken out, the salt is washed off,
and the strong brine thus formed is evaporated in kettles over fire. The
salt thus produced is made into cakes and dried and then becomes an
important article of Igorot commerce.
Until within a short time the Bontoc Igorots have been persistent head-
hunters, but this practice is now rapidly disappearing. Dr. Jenks states
that the possession of a head is in no way requisite to marriage, and that
the heads of enemies have no part in the ceremonies celebrated in order
to secure good crops, good health, or for other similar purposes; that
they do not affect a man's wealth, nor his supposed fortune in the world
to come. He accounts for the persistency with which head-hunting is
indulged in on the basis that a man desires to be considered brave by his
neighbors and his descendants, and that he also needs activity and
excitement.
It does not appear that Dr. Jenks had any opportunity personally to
investigate the head-hunting customs of the Bontoc Igorots. Informa-
tion received from other sources leads me to believe that the taking of a
head is of very real assistance to a Bontoc man in making a good match.
If the heads taken are of so little use, how are we to account for the
undoubted fact that the cash value of a head in Bontoc was, until recently,
a hundred pesos, a very large sum among such poor people ?
The Bontoc warriors are brave men, and instead of murdering their
victims from ambush, as do the Ilongots, they not infrequently send
formal challenges to the enemies with whom they wish to fight. When a
challenge is accepted, an open attack is made by the inhabitants of one
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town on the other. Challenges may be refused, and there are regular,
established procedures for breaking the peace between towns, and for
reestablishing it.
When a warrior takes a head, he usually returns at once to his town
and placing the trophy in a funnel-shaped receptacle fastens it to a post
in the stone court of the fdwi. A short ceremony lasting a day and a
night, at which a dog or a hog is killed, is immediately inaugurated, and
on the following night there begins a ceremony which lasts for a month.
At the outset the head is taken to the river and washed, the lower
jawbone is cut off, cleaned, and reserved for use as a gansa handle.
(PL LV, fig. 1.) On the evening of this day the head is buried under
the stones of the fdivi, while the ceremony continues. Endless dances
are held, and carabaos, dogs, hogs, and chickens are killed and eaten.
After the head has been buried for approximately three years, it is dug
up, and the skull, after being thoroughly washed, is placed in a basket
with other skulls and hung in the fdwi. (PI. LX1V, tig. 3.) Another
feast is celebrated at this time. The skulls are ultimately again buried
under the stones of the fdwi and, in fact, some of the rancherias do not
dig them up at all. The body of a warrior unfortunate enough to lose
his head is buried without formal ceremony under the trail leading to
the town of the man who took it. On the day following such a burial,
the people of the dto to which the victim belonged have a fishing cere-
mony, and eat fish for the evening meal. On the succeeding day they go
to a spot near the place where their companion lost his head and ask his
spirit to return to their town.
The Bontoc warrior is usually armed with a broad-bhided head-axe, a
steel-headed lance, and a good-sized wooden shield. (PI. XI, fig. 2.)
Lance-beads arc variously shaped, some of them being mere plain blades,
while others have from one to four pairs of barbs. (PL LX, figs. 2 /, fc,
/, and m.) In the ranchcrias of Amboan, Agawa, Sagada, and Tetepan
most of the warriors use head-knives or bolos instead of head-axes.
The Bontoc Igorots have a number of musical instruments, including
"jew's-harps" made of bamboo or brass, bamboo flutes and gaums. Of
these, the gansa, which is in such general use among the non-Christian
tribes of northern Luzon, is by far the most important. It is made
of copper or brass, and is suspended from a handle winch theoretically
should be and practically often is, the lower jawbone of an enemy killed
in a battle. (PL LV, fig. 1.)
The Bontoc Igorot does not beat his gansa with his hands as does the
Kalmga, Tingian, and Ifugao, nor with a bit of wood as does the Benguet-
Lepanto Igorot, but uses a well-fashioned, skin-covered drumstick.
He dances while he plays, and in the dance both men and women par-
ticipate. In one of the common dances the men form a long line which
winds in and out through the crowd of spectators, while the dancers
pound their gansas and execute some very fancy steps. This dance is
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participated in by women who do not join the line, but keep near it,
dancing with outstretched arms and with much rising on tiptoes and
descending on the flats of the feet.
In the head-dance, the chief actor goes through the motions of hunting
down and killing his enemy, taking his head, etc., dancing meantime to
the accompaniment of gansas played by men who at the same time
themselves dance, as do the women who happen to be near. (PI LIV% 2.)
In another dance the men form a line with their arms about each other's
necks, and the women form a similar one immediately behind them.
The man at the right holds in his hand a stick which he stretches toward
the ground from time to time. This dance is executed to the tune of
rather mournful singing by the participants, and is accompanied with
much flexing of the body and legs. (PI. LV, fig. 2.) It is said to
be performed in connection with funerals. All of the dances of the
Bontoc Igorots are spirited and striking affairs.
The Bontoc Igorot is monogamous. He has but one wife and is
usually faithful to her. However, he has the peculiar custom of trial
marriage, a young couple establishing a temporary union while the girl
is still living in the Slug and leaving future events to determine whether
this union shall become permanent. The advent of a child usually
settles the matter in the affirmative.
Unfruitful unions generally lead to divorce, separation being accom-
plished by mutual consent between husband and wife. In case either
party to a marriage deserts tlie other, he or she must pay a fine of one
or more rice plots or other valuable property. If either party dies, the
other must hot remarry for at least a year.
Theft, lying to shield oneself from the consequences of evil deeds,
assault and battery, adultery and murder are recognized as crimes by the
Bontoc Igorots. There are a number of interesting tests to determine
which of several suspected persons is guilty of a crime, but I will not
describe them, as we have not sufficient knowledge of sfmilar practices
among the other northern Luzon tribes to establish a comparison of
importance. However, it should be said in passing that one of these
is the rice-chewing test, in which each of the suspected persons is made
to chew a mouthful of raw rice, and to spit it out at word of command.
Each mouthful is then examined, and the person whose rice is driest is
considered guilty, it being supposed that the guilty one will be frightened
during the trial and that the flow of saliva will consequently be checked.
This same test occurs among the Tagbanuas of Palawan and the Mang-
yans of Mindoro.
The Bontoc Igorots believe that sickness and death are caused by
anitos. They have medicine for wounds, burns, and headaches. They
poultice boils and other sores, and make a salve of millet and charcoal
to use in curing the itch. Toothache is treated with salt mixed with
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pounded herbs. A decoction of certain leaves is used to cure smallpox,
but in ordinary cases of severe illness the measures taken are purely of a
nature calculated to appease the anitos who are believed to be making
the trouble.
Death is taken very quietly by the living. A woman weeps a day for
a child or a husband, but men do not weep over the^death of friends or
relatives. There is no long or loud lamentation as with the Ilongots.
The body, wrapped in a blanket on which are woven white anito figures,
is placed in a rudely fashioned chair and set inside the house, immediately
in front of the door. Feasting and drinking then begin and last for a
time which varies with the wealth and importance of the deceased.
There is no field work in an dto on the day when an adult person is
buried. The body is placed in a coffin and buried in the ground. When
the coffin has been lowered, th'e grave is filled as quickly as possible in
order to avoid evil portents, such as the crowing of cocks, the barking of
dogs, and the crossing of the trail by snakes or rats. The bodies of
persons of importance are buried at the outskirts of the town; those of
ordinary persons in the fields near their houses; those of children are
not placed in coffins. The bodies of very young children are buried close
to the houses in order that the children may be afforded protection.
After a burial, the relatives return to the house of the deceased and pass
the night there, a ceremony being performed with the apparent objet of
propitiating his anito. On the following day all the male relatives go
to some neighboring stream and fish. That evening they have a fish
festival to which all the ancestral anitos are invited. The second night
is also spent at the house of the deceased, after which the relatives retire
to their homes at night. The funeral rites last from two to eight days.
In general it may be said of the Bontoc Igorot that, although a pagan,
he is brave, industrious and intelligent, and is possessed of a strong sense
of humor which leads him at times to play practical jokes even upon
white men. He has shown himself rather docile in the matter of giving
up head-hunting. He responds readily to the discipline of military serv-
ice, and makes a good soldier. All in all, there is much hope that he
ultimately will make great progress in civilization and in material pros-
perity, but his intense conservatism will, at the outset, render such prog-
ress slow.
The boys are bright and learn rapidly. They also indulge in vigorous,
not to say rough, play, and laugh and shout like small American boys,
presenting in this particular a pleasing contrast to the silent and timid
children of the civilized towns.
I incline to believe that Rizal's statement that the hope of the Philip-
pines lies in the people of the mountains is worthy of more serious con-
sideration than has hitherto been accorded to it. At present, very few of
his countrymen are really interested in the work of civilizing the wild
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tribes. It is to be hoped that the number of such persons will increase
in the not very distant future. Meanwhile, the average wild man accedes
with much better grace to suggestions from a white man than to those
made by a civilized Filipino.
Tribe VI. THE BENGUET-LEPANTO IGOROTS.
The non-Christian people of the Province of Benguet and the subprovince of
Lepanto call themselves Igorot, and the name Igorots might, with entire propriety,
be assigned to them as a tribal designation were it not that no satisfactory name
for the Bontoc people except that of Bontoc Igorots has thus far been suggested,
and it therefore becomes necessary to distinguish between the Igorots of this sub-
province and those of Benguet and Lepanto.
SYNONYMY.
BENGUETANOS. Name applied to Igorots of Benguet.
IGUDUT. Synonym of Igorot.
YGOLOTES. Synonym of Igorots.
YGOROT. Synonym of Igorot.
HABITAT.
The entire Province of Benguet, including the former comandancia of Kayapa;
the mountains of that portion of Union Province which borders on Benguet and
Amburayan; the entire subprovince of Amburayan with the exception of the town-
ship of Sigay, where there are a number of Tingians; the hills bordering upon
Amburayan and South llokos, and the entire subprovince of Lepanto with the
exception of the townships of Angaki, Conception, and San Emilio, in each of
which there are considerable numbers of Tingians.
The rancherias inhabited by Benguet-Lepanto Igorots which border upon the
territory inhabited by the Bontoc Igorots have already been listed.
It should be noted that in the mountains of northeastern Benguet there live,
in inaccessible places, a people called by the Benguet-Lepanto Igorots "Busaos."
This word means "enemies" and is not a tribal designation. The people to whom
it is applied are Benguet-Lepanto Igorots and speak the Kankanai dialect.
DESCRIPTION.
The Benguet-Lepanto Igorots are of lower stature than are the Bontoc
Igorots and Ifugaos, but as a result of inhabiting a very healthful moun-
tain country they are remarkably strong and well developed. Many of
them have large and very beautiful eyes. Their skins are of the usual
dark shade of brown, although often darkened by earth and soot and by
long continued exposure to the sun. The men usually wear their hair
cut moderately short. The women bang the hair which hangs over the
forehead, but allow the rest of it to grow moderately long and wear it
hanging down their backs.
The usual costume of the men is a clout, supplemented, whenever the
means of the individual will permit, by a cotton blanket, which is
wrapped around the upper part of the body to protect it from the cold
breezes of the mountains. (PI. Ill, fig. 2.)
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At the present time many of the men have adopted civilized dress.
Old hats and blue flannel shirts are especially desired. Trousers they
don with some reluctance. It is considered etiquette for the presidents
and councilors of the rancherias to wear civilized dress during office
hours and on state occasions. Many of them discard their trousers as
soon as these hours are over, and some of them request vacations from
time to time in order that they may go back to their clouts and " rest.'"
The Benguet women, unlike those of any other. non-Christian tribe in
northern Luzon, habitually clothe the entire body. Their working cos-
tume consists of a skirt reaching to, or a little below, the knee, a long-
sleeved upper garment and a towel or a piece of cloth coiled about the
head in the manner of a turban. The poorer women, on state occasions,
and the wealthier ones when not at work, wear garments of brightly
colored cloth. Three or four skirts may be superimposed one over
another, like Japanese kimonos (PI. XIII, fig. 2), and the same holds
true of the upper garments. From childhood, the Igorot women are ac-
customed to carry heavy burdens in baskets on their backs. In order to
save their clothes, when carrying they usually put their upper garments
on with the back side forward, leaving their backs bare, so that the
wear from the baskets may come on their skins rather than on their
much-cherished clothes. Occasionally also, when at work in the fields or
in the privacy of their homes, they remove their upper garments, which
are, however, always promptly donned if a stranger appears.
The men of southern Benguet usually have the hair cut quite short all
over their heads and often wear pieces of cloth coiled around their heads
turban fashion. (PI. VI, figs. 3 and 4; PI. IX, fig. 6.) The women
usually bang their hair across their foreheads, but allow the rest of it to
grow moderately long and to hang down their backs. They almost
always wear towels or pieces of cloth bound around their heads so as to
form rude turbans, and if their hair is long enough to cause them an-
noyance when at work, it may be bound up at such time. (PI. XVIII,
figs. 3 and 4; PI. XXI, fig. 3.)
Both men and women are sometimes tattooed, the women more fre-
quently than the men. The tattoo marks are chiefly confined to the hands
and arms (PI. XXV, fig. 2), although sometimes they are made upon
goiters and tumors because of their supposed curative effect. The men
often have conventional tattoo marks, representing the sun., on the
backs of their hands.
They have few ornaments, but sometimes wear earrings of copper,
silver, or gold, and leglets of copper wire. A few of the men have metal
pipes, and many of them carry a set of metal toilet articles consisting
of ear spoons $>f different forms and pinchers for pulling hair from the
face or body. The women have ear-ornaments similar to those of the
men (PI. XXV, fig. 3a), and occasionaly bedeck themselves with beads.
Some of the women of Kabayan have thin bands of solid beaten gold
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which are worn between their lips and front teeth, completely closing
their mouths. (PI. XXI, fig. 3.) These gold bands are no longer made,
the ones which exist having been handed down by the ancestors of the
present generation.
In the vicinity of Suyok, large, and strangely fashioned, gold ornaments,
which, for want of a better name may be called brooches, are occasionallv
met with. (PI. XXV, fig. 3&.)
The Benguet-Lepanto Igorots usually live in well-defined settlements
(PI. XXVIII, fig. 1), although occasionally one finds single families
inhabiting remote and inaccessible mountain fastnesses. The dwelling
house may have a grass roof and sides and be placed on the ground, or
it may have board sides with a thatched roof, and be either placed on the
ground or raised several feet above it on piles. (PI. XXXIII, fig. 2;
PI. XXXIV, fig. 1.) Frequently it has a platform under the eaves, on
which the occupants sit during rainy weather. It is sometimes lighted
and ventilated by but a single door, but may have two or more doors and
several windows. It is almost invariably black with soot on the inside,
the cool weather of the mountains making a fire constantly necessary.
In the rancherias along the Bontoc border and in some of those in
Amburayan the houses are built on the ground, with low sides and very
high peaked roofs, each roof containing a small room, to which there is
access by a ladder and in which rice and other commodities are stored.
(PI. XXXIV, fig. 2.)
Pice-granaries and pig-pens are the only other structures ordinarily
made by the Benguet-Lepanto Igorots, unless, indeed, that name be
applied to the ceremonial platforms usually found near their houses, on
which are placed offerings to propitiate the spirits.
The boards and timbers used for house construction are hewed from
pine trees and are rarely carved or ornamented, although there are
exceptions to this general rule.
The streams of Benguet and Lepanto contain even fewer fish than
those of Bontoc and Xueva Vizcaya. Nevertheless, with traps and with
their bare hands the people manage to catch a few small fish (PL L,
fig. 2), and they sometimes spear eels of large size.
Deer and wild hogs, which are fairly abundant, are hunted with dogs
and killed with lances. The use of the bow and arrow is unknown
among the people of this tribe.
The agriculture of the Benguet-Lepanto Igorots is not so well developed
as is that of the Bontoc Igorots and the Ifugaos, although they some-
times construct quite extensive, terraced rice-paddies. The walls of these
terraces are almost invariably made of mud, but in the vicinity of Kaba-
yan, in Benguet, one sees stone walls. Camotes are the staff of life, rice
being more or less of a luxury. Camotes are usually grown on the steep
mountain sides, and after two or three crops have been raised the land
is allowed to rest for some time before being planted again. Tomatoes,
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squashes, and taro are grown to a limited extent. Fine bananas are raised
in abundance and good manges are to be had in the warmer valleys.
Considerable coffee is raised at Daklan and Kabayan, in Benguet.
(PI. XXXVIII, fig. 2.)
The Benguet-Lepanto Igorots keep dogs for hunting purposes and
for household pets and also bring in from the lowlands a large number
of these animals which they eat. They raise chickens and pigs in
considerable numbers, the latter being mostly reserved to be eaten on
state occasions. Their pigs, which are well cared for and sometimes
attain a large size, are of a type distinctly better than that of those kept
by the civilized natives of the lowlands. Carabaos, cattle, and horses
are raised in considerable numbers. The men are good horsemen and
ride skillfully either with or without saddles. (PI. LI, fig. 3.) They
have very little consideration for their horses, and often run them up and
down hill. Many of the women also ride. (PI. LI, fig. 1.) Chickens,
pigs, carabaos, cattle, or horses which die of disease are promptly eaten.
The Benguet-Lepanto Igorots roll their own cigars and prepare from
rice a fermented drink known as tapuy. Their manufactures of wood
are limited to images or anitos (PI. XLIX, figs. 1, a, b, c, and d), the rude
ladles and bowls or trays used in cooking and serving food (PI. XLIX,
fig. 2, c), carrying-boxes (PI. XLIX, figs. 2, a and &), and carved walking-
sticks, spoons and small, wooden dishes, which are produced in some
quantity by the people living in the vicinity of Bugias. (PI. XLVIII,
figs, c, d, and e; PI. XLIX, figs. 1 and 2.) The men have mined gold
for centuries. They work over the faces of exposed cliffs, when necessary
suspending themselves by means of rattans, and pick out the streaks of
rich ore which show free gold. This they dig with their crude iron or
steel implements, the use of powder being unknown among them. The
ore, after being dug, is crushed and panned.
Both men and women also wash gold from the sands of the streams,
and the women are especially famed for the skill with which they save
the very light float gold—a skill which American miners have found it
impossible to attain. The gold is usually sold in the form of dust,
although it is sometimes melted and run into ingots.
Many of the Igorots of northern Benguet and southern Lepanto mine
copper and smelt it by a process of their own. Prom the metal thus
obtained they fashion ollas and kettles which frequently are of large size.
The method employed in making kettles is kept secret by those familiar
with it, and numerous attempts on the part of Americans to surprise
coppersmiths at their work have proved abortive. At one time a consider-
able business was done in the vicinity of Suyok in making rude counter-
feits of Spanish copper coins, (flay molds were taken from genuine
coins, and into these molds the copper was run. These counterfeits,
although quite recognizable as such, circulated freely for some time
because of the shortage of small change.
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The Igorots of Bengnet make little or no cloth, but some of those of
Lepanto bordering on the Tingian country have learned the art of
weaving from their neighbors, and the same is true of some of the in-
habitants of the rancherias near the Bontoc border, who weave beautiful
blankets. Basket ware of good quality and in considerable variety is
quite generally manufactured.
The Benguet-Lepanto Igorots, both men and women, carry burdens on
their backs as do the Bontoc Igorots, differing in this respect from the
Ifugaos who, so far as possible, carry everything on their heads.
Although seventy-seven years ago the Igorots of Benguet offered armed
resistance to the Spaniards who first entered the province, they are now
the most pacific of people. When the first Spanish expeditions pene-
trated their territory, the Benguet Igorots seem to have used bows and
arrows, but this is no longer the case. In an emergency it is still pos-
sible for them to hunt up a few old shields and lances, but many years
have passed since they have made war on any other tribe or committed
any act of armed aggression. They do not take heads, and there seems
to be no evidence that they have ever done so. Their war shields were,
it is said, usually ornamented with the carved figure of a man. (PI. LXI,
figs. 1, d and 2, d.) Lances are far more commonly met with than shields
at the present time. They have been retained because they are useful in
hunting. In general, their heads are smaller and less well made than are
those of the lances of the Bontoc Igorots, which they resemble in shape.
The music of the Benguet-Lepanto Igorots is highly characteristic, and
several instruments are used in producing it. Of these the most peculiar
is a pair of long, slender-barreled wooden drums, open at one end and
having the other covered with pigskin or lizard skin. (PI. LVI, figs. 1
and 2.) These drums are played with the hands. The operator can
change the pitch of the tones produced by pressing his arm or leg, or both,
against the wooden barrel. The gansa, which is always used when music
is wanted, is played with a short stick or slat of bamboo. (PI. LVI,
figs. 1 and 2.) Usually there is also one musician who beats together a
stone and a bit of steel or iron. During certain months of the year a
Benguet Igorot woman will not go on the trail without carrying and
constantly playing the bamboo musical instrument shown in Plate LIX,
figs. 1, b and c. This instrument is carried in the left hand and is made to
vibrate by striking one of its prongs against the right wrist. The char-
acter of the sound thus produced is changed by thumbing the hole near
the septum at the undivided end. The Benguet Igorots are also fond of
vocal music. They sing frequently at their feasts and occasionally when
on the trail or resting beside it.
In the dance which is most commonly seen, a man with outstretched
arms from which blankets are hung_ represents a bird. He dances with
active movements of the feet and with much flexing of the arms, wrists,
and hands. His fair partner dances with her hands stretched upward
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and the palms turned forward. (PI. LVI, fig. 3.) Her steps are less
active than those of the man and she occasionally stoops forward until
the tips of her fingers almost touch the earth. At times she moves
forward by bending the toes, keeping her feot almost constantly in contact
with the earth.
The Benguet-Lepanto Igorots are monogamous. Children are be-
trothed at a very early age and often marry at the age of puberty or even
before. Strong attachments are not uncommon among the married
people and divorce is relatively rare.
Sickness is attributed to anitos. Very few native medicines are em-
ployed in treating the sick and great reliance is placed in cafiaos, at which
earabaoS; cattle, pigs, or chickens, according to the wealth of the sick
person, are killed. Gradually, however, southern Benguet representatives
of this tribe have learned the value of the white man's medicine, many of
them having been treated in the hospital at Baguio. A great triumph
was scored a short time since when the wife of an influential chief named
Mateo Cariho, was persuaded to place herself in the hands of an American
physician when she was nearly dead from dysentery, and was cured.
When a person dies, a funeral feast is held which frequently lasts until
the expense involved equals the value of all the property of the deceased.
While the feast is in progress the body is kept, usually in a sitting posi-
tion, in or under the house. It is ultimately placed in a wooden coffin
and removed to a burial place, which is often in a cave or under a great
rock. (PI. LXVI, fig. 1.) If the deceased is a distinguished person
his relatives visit his grave from time to time and bring him food and
drink.
The people of the Kayapa district in Benguet and the so-called Busaos
who inhabit the mountains near Buguias and Loo are the wildest represen-
tatives of this tribe. They show few indications of association with their
Ifugao neighbors, from whom they are separated by high mountains.
Along the Bontoc and Abra boundaries there has been some intermarriage
with the Bontoc Igorots and Tingians, with consequent confusion of
customs. However, on the whole the line between the territory of these
several peoples is quite sharply drawn.
While all the settlements of the Benguet-Lepanto Igorots have their
own governments, organized in accordance with the white man's law,
there still remain Igorot representatives of the families from which came
the chiefs of former days, who have more influence than have any of the
present elected officials. ISTot a few individuals of these families have
attained to considerable wealth.
All in all, the Benguet-Lepanto Igorots must be considered far more
highly civilized than any other non-Christian northern Luzon tribe except
the Tingians. Their boys are now attending school in considerable
numbers and arc proving to be bright pupils. For a long time they
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refused to allow their girls to go to school, but their prejudices have
now been overcome to sonic extent and an interesting experiment in the
education of girls is being conducted at Bagnio.
Tribe VII. THE TINGIANS.
SYNONYMY.
APAYAOS. Name applied to the Tingiane living in the district of Apayao,
Cagayan.
APAYOS. Synonym of Apayaos.
APOYAOS. Synonym of Apayaos.
BANAOS. Name applied to the Tingians of the upper Saltan River Valley and
the ranchcrias of Gninaan and Balatoc.
BURICS. Name applied to the Tingians of the Cordillera Central in northern
Abra
.
BUSAOS. Name applied to the Tingians of the mountains of Siguey, near
Benang, Abra.
EC NIG. Synonym of Itncg.
GINAN. Synonym of Guinaanfs.
GUINAANES. The name applied to the Tingians of Guinaan and neighboring
ranchcrias. The statement of the Jesuits that these people are Malay-Negritos
is incorrect. They show no evidences of Negrito blood.
GUI NAN ES. Synonym of Guinaanes.
I TAN EG. Synonym of Itneg.
ITAVEG. Synonym of Itncg.
ITETAPANES. Said by the Jesuits to be a tribe "contiguous on the south
with the Igorots of Benguct, on the north with the Guinaanes, and on the west
with the Jiusaos." No such people exist at the present time. In point of fact
this name was probably applied to the inhabitants of Tetepan.
ITNEG. The name universally applied by the Tingians to themselves.
QUINAANES. Synonym of Guinaanes.
QUI NAN ES. Synonym of Giunancs.
TINGGIANES. Synonym of Tingians.
TINGUES. Synonym of Tingians.
YTATAPANES. Synonym of Itetapanes.
HABITAT.
The stronghold of the Tingians is the subprovince of Abra, where they make up
approximately 50 per cent of the population. Numerous Tingian ranchcrias are
found in the eastern mountains and foothills of Ilokos Sur and Ilokos. Norte, and
the inhabitants of the Ablug River Valley, including the old Spanish comandancias
of Cabugaon and Apayaos and in general the district which has been known as
Apayaos, belong to this tribe. It extends south along the eastern slopes of the
Cordillera Central as far as Dagara. South of this point the Tingians give way
to the Kalingas, only to reappear again along the headwaters of the Saltan
River at Sesecan, Balbalasan, Balatoc, and Guinaan. In these latter ranchcrias
they have intermarried somewhat with the Kalingas and Bontoc Igorots. There
are considerable numbers of them in the rancherias of Tiagan, Concepcion, and
Angaki, in the subprovince of Lepanto, where they are living with Benguet-
Lepanto Igorots. The same condition of things prevails in the township of Sigay,
in the subprovince of Amburayan. Finally, there are a number of settlements of
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Tingians who luivo been converted to Christianity, in the vicinity of Rosario and
Poczorubio in Pangasinan, near the mouth of the Bued River canyon, and
strangest of all, there is a single Tingian rancheria called San Marcelo in the
Province of Nueva Ecija. A band of wandering Tingians has even been observed
by Dr. Barrows in Pangasinan.
DESCRIPTION.
The name Tingians or Tinguianes has long been applied to the non-
Christian inhabitants of Abra and to certain of those of the western
slopes of the eastern mountain ranges of Ilokos Norte and Ilokos Sur.
These people call themselves Itneg, and this appellation would be a fitting
tribal designation for them, but the name which I have adopted has been
so long and so generally in use that it seems undesirable to change it.
Many of the Tingians of Abra and of Ilokos Norte and Ilokos Sur arc
possessed of a degree of civilization quite equal to that of their Ilokano
neighbors, but the inhabitants of some of the settlements of Ilokos Norte
and Ilokos Sur and of eastern Abra are not far advanced in civilization.
Until very recently the wildest of all the known Tingians were the people
of Guinaan and Balatoc, in Bontoc, and of Balbalasan and other settle-
ments along the headwaters of the Saltan Biver.
The people of the district of Apayao have long been known under the
name Apayaos, although their immediate neighbors call them Kalingas.
On a recent trip through this hitherto almost unknown region I was
greatly surprised to discover that they were Tingians, but Tingians with
a degree of civilization comparable to that possessed by those of Abra a
century and a half or two centuries ago. They themselves trace their
ancestry without hesitation to the Tingians of Ilocos Sur, for whom
they still entertain friendship and whom they often visit. They call
themselves Itneg. A very large proportion of them speak Ilokano, which
is not true of the Kalingas; and, according to Governor Bias Villamor,
who accompanied me on this trip, the language which they use among
themselves is, with comparatively minor differences, that of the Tingians
of Abra. Governor Villamor further states that the costumes which
they wear at the present time are practically identical with old Tingian
ones which have been preserved in Abra for a century and a half. The
inaccessibility of the river valley in which the Apayao Tingians live
doubtless affords a satisfactory explanation of their having retained their
primitive dress and customs.
Of this tribe, then, we have a civilized and an uncivilized branch, the
people of the former being justly celebrated for their kindness and
docility, while those of the latter are equally well known as fierce head-
hunters.
On the average, the civilized Tingians arc perhaps somewhat smaller
in size than are the neighboring Kalingas and Bontoc Igorots. However,
the wild Tingians of Apayao, of Balbalasan, and of Guinaan are quite
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as large as their Kalinga and Igorot neighbors. One is at once impressed
with the fact that the Tingians of Abra are somewhat lighter colored
than are the people of the other non-Christian tribes of northern Luzon,
but this is doubtless in some measure due to their being a scrupulously
clean people who bathe with great frequency and thoroughness. Their
women are especially well-favored and attractive.
The Tingian type of face is very different from that of any other
northern Luzon tribe, and many of the men and women have peculiarly
sweet expressions, thoroughly in keeping with the mildness and gentleness
of their character.
Both the men and women of the more civilized section of the tribe
wear the hair uncut, the men confining their long locks at the back of
the head by means of handkerchiefs or bits of cloth tied like turbans
(PI. IX, fig. 9), while the women do up theirs nicely with strings of
beads, forming knots which are usually at the left sides of their heads.
(PI. XIX, fig. 4.) Among the Tingians of Apayao one not infrequently
sees men with the hair banged across the forehead after the fashion of
the Kalingas, but I have never observed the cut over and back of the
ear, which completes the Kalinga coiffure. (PI. IX, fig. 8.) The hair
is also sometimes ornamented with a wreath of scented grass. It is held
in place by a more or less elaborate turban which, when possible, is made
of bright scarlet and yellow cloth. (PI. IX, fig. 7.)
Tattooing is practiced to a considerable extent among the Tingians of
Ilokos Sur and Ilokos Norte and of Abra, and especially among the people
of Guinaan and Balatoc, who come in close contact with the Bontoc
Igorots. Among the people of Apayao elaborate tattoo patterns are rare,
if indeed they occur at all. I have never seen one. Most of the men
have a large tattoo mark in the form of a cuff on each wrist, sometimes
extending down onto the back of the hand. The only tattoo marks I
saw on women had been placed over goiters, presumably because they
were believed to have therapeutic value.
The typical dress of the Tingian men of Abra and of Ilokos Sur and
Ilokos Norte is still the clout (PI. Ill, fig. 3), although a large percentage
of the men have shirts and trousers, which they wear on festival occasions.
Nearly all of them wear hats called salacots. The typical dress of the
women is a neat skirt of white, cotton cloth, with an indigo-blue border.
(PL XIII, fig. 3.) This cloth is woven by the women themselves.
When at work they usually wear no other garment, but most of thein
have upper garments which are made short-sleeved so as to show their
remarkable arm ornaments, and are worn when they are about the
house, or at least on feast days and when they have occasion to visit
the neighboring, civilized towns. (PI XIX, fig. 4.) Under the skirt
is worn a clout, supported by coils of braided rattan cord, fastened
together in such a way as to remain spread over the hips of the Avearcr,
but to constrict readily into a bundle in front and behind, where the
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ends of the clout arc tied. (PL LIX, fig. 2, a.) This curious article
of dress is decidedly suggestive of the clout, supported by coils of braided
rattan cord (PI. LIX, tig'. 2, b), which forms the one garment of
married women among the mountain Mangyans of Mindoro. (PI. XVI,
figs. 1 and 2.)
The men wear few or no ornaments. At the most they have earrings.
or armlets or leglets of brass wire. The women have necklaces and strings
of beads which they wind into their hair, but their most remarkable
and characteristic ornaments are wristlets and armlets of beads which
often almost completely cover their wrists and arms to the shoulders.
(PI. XIX, figs. 3 and 4; PI. XXII, figs. 2 and 3.)
The women consider it a mark of beauty to have the middle of the fore-
arm constricted, and to this end tight armlets of beads are placed about
the forearms of little girls and kept there until the pain caused by the
constriction of the growing arms becomes unendurable, when other,
slightly larger, armlets are substituted. This leads to unsightly swelling
of the wrists, which is, however, fashionable. (PL XIX, fig. 4 ; PL XXI 1,
fig- 2.)
Old agate beads of considerable value are worn by the women about
their necks, and coins are often attached to their necklaces. In 1903, I
saw a necklace on which were strung four coins, each more than a century
old. (PL XIX, fig. 3.)
As one approaches the Bontoc border, the characteristic arm ornaments
are less frequently seen, and in Bontoc they are represented, if at all. by
a few bands of beads on the wrist and forearm.
The men of Apayao, in addition to a quite elaborately tied clout, wear
a short jacket and a turban which is by choice made up of alternating
bands of scarlet and bright-yellow cloth. (PL III, fig. 4.)
The dress of the Apayao women consists of a piece of cloth wrapped
around the body so as to form a short skirt, extending from the waist
to the knees. The line of contact of the two ends usually runs straight
up and down the front. Under the skirt is worn a clout, and on the
upper part of the body a long-sleeved garment which often barely
covers the breasts, so that there is quite a gap left between it and the
skirt. (PL XIII, fig. 4.) The women frequently wear turbans on their
heads. They are much more careful than are their sisters of Ilokos and
Abra about exposing the upper half of the body. (PL XIX, figs._ 1
and 2.)
Both men and women of Apayao often wear ornamental wreaths of
sweet-scented grass in their hair. (PL VII, fig. 1; PL IX, fig. 7.)
They are very fond of brass wire, which they fasten about their necks
or convert into armlets and leglets, but their most highly prized ornament
consists of a series of plates and pendants of mother-of-pearl, fastened
together with wire or strong thread, in a great mass, which is attached
to a cord about the neck and is worn sometimes hanging over the chest
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and at other times down the hack. This same mother-of-pearl ornament
is also worn by men. The women, like their sisters of Abra and Ilokos,
are inordinately fond of beads, which they string and wear around their
necks, in their hair, and on their wrists and arms. Probably the explana-
tion of their lack of the elaborate armlets worn by the Tingian women
of Abra may be found in the scarcity of beads from which to make
them. Miniature battle-axes are worn thrust into the hair or the turban.
They serve a double purpose, as ornaments and as implements for cutting.
(PI. XXII, fig. 4.) Agate beads are more highly valued than are any
others.
Occasionally one meets a man whose fingers are covered with gold,
silver, and brass rings, or one with very elaborate ear ornaments.
The more civilized Tingians build quite compact towns. Their houses
are frequently made almost entirely of bamboo and are roomy and scru-
pulously cleam. (PI. XXXV, fig. 2.) They are arranged along well-
defined streets. (PI. XXIX, fig. 1.) With the wild Tingians of Apayao
a large percentage of the houses have floors and sides of boards, hewn
with great labor from forest trees. The roofs, which are concave on the
inner side, are made with an inner layer of neatly cleaned stems of runo
grass, tied so closely together that they touch each other. Over this
come several inches of thatch and then two or three layers of bamboo, the
individual pieces being halved and laid with convex and concave surfaces
alternately turned upward. Over the layers of bamboo comes a very
thick one of well-packed thatch. A roof of this sort must last for many
years, and is perfectly water-tight. The houses of the Tingians of
Apayao are often framed with hard wood, and many of the boards are
ornamented with carvings. (PI. XXXV, fig. 1.) In some instances
eyes, noses, and mouths are cut out of the boards, so that rude effigies
of human faces are produced. (PI. XLVII, fig. 3.) Frequently the side
boards are perforated by round peepholes which enable the occupants
to observe people outside without exposing themselves.
Houses of the better class are invariably built on piles and raised well
above the ground. Some of the poorer houses of the Tingians of Apayao
are constructed entirely of bamboo, even the roofs being made of joints
of this useful plant. In addition to their dwellings, the Tingians of
Apayao construct riee-granai'ies (PI. XXXVI, fig. 3) and chicken-
houses. Those of Abra and Ilokos build quite elaborate rice-granaries
(PI. XXXVI, fig. 4) and sometimes construct stables for their domestic
animals. They also make miniature houses called balaua (PI. LXVII,
fig. 2), in and around which are given feasts in honor of their ancestors.
Although some of the Tingians of Abra and Ilokos fish and hunt on
occasion (PI. L, fig. 3), they are essentially an agricultural people and
depend for food far more upon the products of their farms than upon
those of fishing and the chase. They have extensive rice-paddies on
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fairly level ground and also cultivate tobacco, taro, Indian corn, and
cotton upon a considerable scale. Near their houses they often plant
fruit trees. In general it may be said that their agricultural operations
are often both more extensive and more successful than are those of their
Uokano neighbors. They raise carabaos, cattle, and horses in consider-
able numbers. Their horses are used for riding instead of for eating.
So far as my observation goes, the Tingians of Apayao have no irri-
gated rice-fields. They raise a very limited quantity of mountain rice,
which, after being threshed, is preserved in joints of bamboo over the
fireplaces in their houses. Upon the steep mountain-sides they grow
a considerable quantity of tobacco of excellent quality (PI. XXXIX,
fig. 2), and they also raise camotes, gahi, tomatoes, and squashes. Their
ranchcrias, even when high up in the mountains, are almost invariably
buried in coconut trees, and each has a group of palms with fan-like
leaves from which rain coats are made. (PI. XXVIII, fig. 2.) Cacao
in small quantity, but of fine quality, is usually found growing near their
houses.
All the Tingians roll their own cigars and make basi from sugar-cane
juice for use at their feasts and in ceremonials attendant upon the
sealing of friendship. The women grind rice between pairs of specially
shaped stones. (PI. LI, fig. 2.)
The Tingian women of Abra, Ilokoe, and Union spin, dye, and weave
cotton, making narrow strips of cloth of excellent quality which they
afterwards fashion into garments for themselves. (PI. XLIV, figs. 1,
2, and 3; PI. XLV, figs. 1, 2, and 3.) Most of the cloth used by the
Tingians of Apayao is obviously imported. However, some cloth, evi-
dently made by the women of that region, was seen by me.
Both the civilized and uncivilized branches of the tribe produce very
good basket-work. Their houses are well furnished with pottery. Some
pieces, decorated with dragons in relief and showing signs of being
very old, are probably of Chinese origin. They themselves, however,
make good pottery, ornamenting some of it with raised figures.
Many of the Tingians are quite skillful in working steel and iron, and
the head-axes used by the warlike Kalingas are largely made by their
more pacific neighbors of Balbalasan. (PI. XLTT, fig. 2.) The Tin-
gians of Apayao make their own steel and iron weapons (Pi. XLII,
fig. 1) and probably also brass pipes, which are not uncommon among
them.
Apart from the house ornaments above referred to, neither the civilized
nor uncivilized Tingians seem to do much wood carving and neither
branch of the tribe does any mining.
The civilized Tingians of Abra and Ilokos are the gentlest and most
pacific of people. Nearly all of them are entirely unarmed, although
most of the settlements can, on a pinch, produce a few rusty head-axes and
lances and an old shield or two. The people of the settlements over the
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Bontoc border are, as a result of dire necessity, more warlike. They
are forced to keep themselves armed and ready to repel Kalinga or Bontoc
Igorot raids. They therefore carry head-axes, lances, and shields. (PI. XI,
fig. 3.) Their shields and lances are similar to those used by the Bontoc
Igorots (PI. LXI, figs. 1, c and 2,.e; PI. LX, figs. 2, n and o) and their
head-axes to those used by the Kalingas. (PI. LX, fig. 1, e.)
The more civilized Tingians of Abra, Ilkoos, and Union have not taken
heads for many years. However, those of Guinaan, Balatoc, and Balba-
lasan have, until quite recently, been hearl-hunters, and those of Apayao
are still devoted to this form of sport. The latter section of the tribe
uses lances with long, slender blades (PI. LX, fig. 2, n), head-axes of
peculiar form (PI. LX. fig. 1. /; PI. LI, fig. 4), and shields each of
which consists of a rectangular board with a spine of wood projecting
from the center of each end. The body of the shield is black, and
on this are painted ornamental geometric designs in red and yellow.
(PI. LXI, figs. 1, f and 2, f.)
Scattered through the towns of the more civilized Tingians are to be
found numerous miniature houses in which are put food and other offer-
ings for the anitos or spirits, and beside the trails leading into the towns
may often be seen pieces of bamboo with their lower ends sharpened and
driven into the ground, and their upper ends split into a dozen slats,
which are held apart by other bamboo slats, horizontally interwoven
with them in such a way as to form small baskets. (PI. LXVII, fig. 1.)
Tn these are placed plates of boiled rice, chicken-livers, etc., as offerings
to the spirits or anitos.
The warlike Tingians of Apayao also exhibit in these baskets the heads
of their victims; eight heads were so displayed at the rancheria of Nag-
simbangan at the time of our visit to it. During my short stay in
Apayao I was unable to gather any reliable information relative to the
customs and ceremonies connected with the head-hunting of the men of
that region.
The musical instruments of the more civilized Tingians are the gansa,
which is played with the hands (PI. LVII, fig. 3), the bamboo mouth-
organ (PI. LVIL fig, 1), and the nose-flute of bamboo. The operator
of the latter instrument plugs up one nostril with a mass of soft vegetable
fiber, and blows the flute with the other (PL LVII, fig. 2) ; or he may
press the flute against the nose in such a way as to close one nostril while
he blows through the other.
The Tingians of Apayao make musical instruments of bamboo which,
for the lack of a better name, may be called " jew's-harps." A single
joint of caiia bojo is taken, one end is cut off, and more than half of one
side cut away so as to leave a projecting tongue. Near the septum at the
end of the joint a round hole is pierced, over which the thumb of the
operator may be placed. The projecting tongue is then struck upon the
head of a battle-axe and the musical tone produced by the resulting
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vibration can be varied by thumbing the hole pierced near the septum.
The men often play these instruments when on the march.
The dances of the civilized Tingians take place inside a typical caiiao
circle and are usually participated in by one man and one woman,
although if the man is an especially noted dancer, two or more women
may honor him by entering the circle and showing off their fancy steps.
Both men and women dance with handkerchiefs or larger pieces of
cloth stretched between their hands. (PI. LVIII, fig. 1.) The dance
music is furnished by gansas alone and is of a decidedly lively char-
acter, as are the dances themselves. The participants often evidently
try to dance each other down, and the exercise involved is so vigorous
that one or another of them is sure soon to give out. When a dancer
has had enough, he or she indicates the fact by giving a sharp snap to
the piece of cloth held in the hands and then immediately retires. If a
man is danced down by a woman, he is jeered by the crowd. Basi circu-
lates freely during the dancing. Tn fact, the Tingians will not attempt
to give a dance unless basi is to be had in abundance. The dancers
often add to their performances by composing extemporaneous songs
dealing with important current events, and they are frequently answered
in song by some of the spectators.
I was unfortunate in failing to see dances among the Tingians of
Apayao, but was told that they were similar to those of the people of
Abra. However, I did see gansas and nose flutes among them, and was
surprised to run across a long, wooden drum similar in shape to those
used by the Benguet-Lepanto Igorots.
The civilized Tingians are polygamous. The headmen may have two or
three wives, but this privilege seems to be quite strictly confined to them.
The men not infrequently keep queridas, but very secretly, for if the
facts became known, their wives may secure divorce from them and
compel them to pay heavy fines into the bargain.
Betrothals are arranged by parents between very young children. Tn
fact, in some instances, they are arranged prior to the birth of a child,
of course with the proper proviso as to its proving to be of the right
sex. The marriage ceremony among the Tingians of Abra is interesting.
After the preliminaries have been arranged between the families of the
bride and bridegroom the family of the bride invites that of the bride-
groom to come for her on a certain fixed date. The latter arm them-
selves with bolos on the. evening of the day before the one set and at
midnight feign an attack upon the house of the bride. The bridegroom
is the only person to enter the house. He leads the bride out by the
hand, releasing her at the bottom of the stairway. She accompanies him
to his house. On the next day her family follows her and a feast begins
which usually lasts for about four days, at the end of which time the
relatives of the bridegroom kill animals and distribute the flesh liberally
to the guests in order that, in their desire to carry it home, they may go
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away. The marriage can not take place until the bridegroom has a house
of his own.
A couple ordinarily has three or four children. The old man of the
rancheria baptises a new-born infant when it is two or three days old,
giving it the name of any object which particularly impressed itself upon
his mind as he was on his way to tlie ceremony or which happens to
occur to him at the moment. If he stubs his toe on a stone, for instance,
Stone may be the baptismal name. The Tingians have no family names.
They are very kind to their sick and take the best possible care of
them. They have some knowledge of the uses of medicinal plants, but
depend chiefly upon canaos or feasts in attempting to drive away the
evil spirits through whose influence they believe illness to be caused.
They have a great variety of canaos and each one has its peculiar
and characteristic sign. The sign of a feast, held in order to drive
away illness, is an egg balanced on the point of a lance thrust into
the ground. Obviously, much skill is required to make the egg stand
on a lance point and the lance must be placed in a very sheltered spot,
as a breath of air will cause the egg to fall. Hogs or other animals are
killed, according to the directions of the medicine man or medicine
woman who has charge of the case. The flesh of the animal sacrificed
is eaten, basi circulates freely, and the crowd is apt to get very drunk.
The feast ordinarily lasts one or two days. If the anito is not driven
away, but kills its victim, the body of the deceased may be kept in the
house for ten or fifteen days until the value of his personal property
has been expended on the funeral feast, or so long as any relatives are
still absent. (PL LXVI, fig. 2.)
The dead are dressed in their best clothes, adorned with their most
valuable ornaments, and are buried under their houses. When a very
poor man dies, if he has no property which can be disposed of in order
to meet the expenses of a feast, and no good clothes in which he may
be interred, he is buried at once near the outskirts of the rancheria.
The grave is protected with stones and logs and is sometimes roofed
over. (PI. LXV, fig. 2.) Children are buried soon after death without
any special ceremony, although the parents of a deceased child remain
silent, when in their houses, during a period of ten or fifteen days, out of
respect to its memory.
Near the dwelling houses of a Tingian rancheria there often may be
seen certain structures, some of which look like children's playhouses,
while others are nearly or quite as large as dwelling houses. Such
structures are known as balaua. (PL LXVII, fig. 2.) In one of them
the father of the family, or some person representing him if he is dead,
takes up his quarters for a period of ninety days after the conclusion of
a funeral feast. During this time he may not enter his own house. If
the deceased person was too poor to have a funeral feast the occupant of
the balaua must remain there for four or five months.
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Anniversaries of the deaths of adult persons arc celebrated annually, by
feasts held in and about the balauas.
The civilized Tingians know their own ages, differing in this respect
from the people of any other non-Christian tribe of northern Luzon.
In reckoning time they have weeks of seven days each, and months of
which there are eleven to the year. Their year begins during our month
of January, when the moon is a quarter full.
The Tingians of Abra have advanced further in civilization than have
the members of any other non-Christian tribe of the Philippines. They
are a most attractive people, cleanly in their personal habits, and of excel-
lent disposition. They are peaceable and law abiding to an astonishing
degree. Crime is almost unknown among them. Their towns are well
built and well kept. Their fields are often better tilled than are those
of their Ilokano neighbors. They save their money and some of them
become quite wealthy. They are anxious to receive the benefits of
civilization now that they may have them without being compelled to
change their religious belief, and there is hardly a rancheria in Abra
which does not have one or more schoolmasters, paid by local revenues
or by voluntary contributions. Considerable numbers of Tingian chil-
dren attend the public schools in the Christian municipalities in spite of
the hostility which exists between their people and the Ilokanos.
The rancherias of Abra and of North and South Ilokos have been
given independent governments of their owm, which have progressed very
satisfactorily. The Tingian is a born politician and thoroughly ap-
preciates being allowed to run his own local affairs.
While there have long been bloody feuds between the Tingians of
Apayao and their civilized neighbors, the fault is by no means all with
the wild people, and when order is once established throughout their
territory there is no reason why they should not advance rapidly in
civilization and in material prosperity, for they too are cleanly, intel-
ligent, and industrious. The degree of civilization to which they have
already attained is surprising when one remembers that they have been
almost completely shut off from the outside world from the date of the
discovery of the Philippines up to the present time.
A careful study of this section of the tribe would doubtless be well
repaid and would throw much light on the early history of the Tingians
of Abra and Ilokos, from whom the Apayao people are, according to their
own traditions, descended.
THE 1SINAYS, GADDANES, AND PEMONTADOS.
The inhabitants of southern Nueva Vizcaya, at the time when the
Spaniards first entered the territory now embraced in that province, were
called Isinays (Isnays, Isinac, Isinayas). Nearly all of them were sub-
sequently converted to Christianity, but on the eastern slopes of the
mountains which separate southern Nueva Vizcaya from Benguet and
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along the Padre Juan Villaverde trail there still remain a few wild
people called Isinays. I have never seen them. Dr. Barrows states that
they resemble the Benguet-Lepanto Igorots more than the Ifugaos, and
Governor Knight of Nueva Yizeaya says that they are very similar to
the former people. It is not easy to decide whether or not they originally
belonged to the same tribe and represent only a dialect group, but pending
further information relative to them I shall so treat them.
Many of the civilized inhabitants of Isabela and of Cagayan are
descended from a people who were called Gaddanes, and this name is still
sometimes used as a designation for the long-haired, wild people of these
two provinces. I do not believe that the Gaddanes were at any time more
than a dialect group of the Kalingas.
Dr. Barrows has treated the so-called Bemontados as if they constituted
a separate tribe. This is not the case. It is very generally true that
there will be found in the vicinity of non-Christian tribes in these Islands
renegade Christian natives who have abandoned civilized life and taken
to the hills. Not infrequently they marry women of the hill tribes
and have half-caste children, but I see no more fitness in assigning to
such people and their offspring the rank of a tribe than there would be
in following the same course with reference to the people of mixed blood
who are usually to be found in greater or smaller numbers wherever two
non-Christian tribes adjoin each other.
DIALECT GROUPS.
As I have already stated, it seems to me far wiser to class peoples
which are substantially alike except for differences of dialect in one tribe
and to divide them into dialect groups rather than to attempt to make
as many tribes as there are dialects spoken.
Were we to adopt the other basis it would lead us into manifest absurd-
ity in classifying the civilized tribes. While the Ilokanos of North
llokos, South llokos, Union, and Abra can understand each other after
a fashion, Governor Yillamor, himself an Ilokano, assures me that there
are very great differences in their dialects. This holds to even a greater
extent among the Visayans, yet no ethnologist thinks of dividing them
into Ilongos, Cebuanos, Guyunos, etc.
A considerable amount of new work must be done before a satisfactory
conclusion can be reached as to the dialect groups into which the seven
tribes of northern Luzon should be divided.
The Negritos have very generally adopted the language of their civil-
ized neighbors. This can hardly hold for the Negritos of eastern Cagayan
and Isabela, who, on account of the extent of the territory which they
occupy and their comparative isolation, must, it would seem, have a
language of their own ; but of these people we know next to nothing
at the present time. I saw about one hundred of them at Dumabato
in 1905 but had little opportunity to study them.
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So far as we at present know, the llongotes have but a single dialect,
but it is probable that those of northern Tayabas speak a different dialect
from those of Nueva Vizcaya.
The Ifugaos should be divided into numerous dialect groups.
1 n the absence of Liotuenant Case, who has lived among them for years,
I have no information to add to that gathered by Dr. Barrows and there-
fore provisionally adopt his conclusions as to the number of such groups
which should be recognized.
As yet we know very little as to the language of the Kalingas. The
people known as Dadayags and Calauas are said to have peculiar dialects,
as are also the Catalanganes.
1 have not sufficient information relative to the dialects spoken by
the Bontoc Igorots to be able to form any conclusions as to the subdivi-
sions of this tribe.
The two important dialects of the Benguet-Lepanto Igorots are Na-
baloi, spoken in central and southern Benguet, and Kankanai, spoken in
eastern and northern Benguet, in Amburayan, and in southern Lepanto.
There is, it is said, another dialect called Kataugnan, spoken by the
Igorots of central and northern Lepanto.
So far as concerns the Tingians, it may prove that the people of Apayao
form a dialect group and that those in the region of Guinaan, Balatoc,
and Balbalasan can be differentiated on account of peculiarities of speech,
but more work needs to be done before definite and satisfactory conclusions
on this subject can be reached.
ORIGIN" OF THE NON-CHEISTIAN TRIBES OF NORTHERN
LUZON.
1 agree with the conclusion reached by Dr. Barrows that the only races
to which we need give consideration in accounting for the origin of the
tribes under discussion are the Negrito race and the Malay race. Pos-
sibly an exception should be made in the case of the Kalingas, many of
whom have eyes which are decidedly suggestive of Chinese or Japanese
origin, but there is no direct evidence that central or northern Luzon
has ever been occupied by Chinese in large numbers, and if such occupa-
tion really occurred, a study of the language of the Kalingas should
show affinities with Chinese.
The Ibilaos are the only northern Luzon people who have intermar-
ried extensively with the Negritos, and in my opinion the influence of
Negrito blood may be left out of account in considering the origin of the
other tribes.
The Tingians differ physically in important particulars from the other
northern Luzon tribes and seem to have much in common with the
Mangyans of Mindoro and the Dyaks of Borneo, but there is no evidence
that they have had other than a Malay origin.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.
The halftone illustrations which accompany this paper are all from
absolutely authentic photographs. Of these, four were taken by Mr. Reed,
formerly of the Ethnological Survey, or by a photographer working
under his direction; two were taken by Dr. Albert E. Jenks, formerly
Chief of the Ethnological Survey ; two by Dr. M. L. Miller, present Chief
of the Division of Ethnology of the Bureau of Education; ninety-one by
the Government photographer, Mr. Charles Martin; and ninety-nine by
myself.
CONCLUSION.
It is my hope that this paper may serve to awaken interest in the
classification and distribution of the non-Christian tribes of northern
Luzon, so that the conclusions herein set forth may be verified or corrected
and that we may obtain further information relative to the people of
the several tribes.
A law has been enacted for the government of the settlements of non-
Christian tribes throughout the Philippine Islands, exclusive of the Moro
Province where special legislation is in force, and in many of the prov-
inces this law is rapidly being put into effect. A special provincial
government act, providing a government particularly adapted to the
needs of primitive people, is in effect in the Provinces of Nueva Vizcaya,
Lepanto-Bontoc, and Benguet.
Many of the Tingians of Abra and North and South Ilokos are already
the equals in civilization of their Ilokano neighbors. Their old customs
are rapidly being forgotten. On a recent occasion, when the members
of two important Tingian families attempted to celebrate a wedding in
the old-fashioned way, the party of bolo men which accompanied the
bridegroom when he went to bring home the bride actually created alarm
among the inhabitants of the settlement where that fair lady lived.
Head-hunting has almost entirely ceased among the Bontoc Igorots
and the Ifugaos. The Ilongots in Tayabas, Nueva Vizcaya, and Isabela
are gradually being brought under the control of the governments of
those provinces. Special governments will in the near future be estab-
lished for the Kalingas and the wild Tingians of Apayao.
It is therefore of great importance that the several tribes of northern
Luzon should be studied carefully and thoroughly before customs which
still prevail have been as completely forgotten as have the alphabets in
which several of the civilized tribes formerly wrote their languages.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
Plate I:
Figs. 1 and 2. Adult Negrito man and woman of Mount Mariveles, Province
of Bataan, taken with Mr. Worcester in order to show relative size. Their
dress is typical.
Plate II:
Fig. 1. A typical Negrito man of Zambales, showing physical characteristics
and dress.
Fig. 2. A typical Ilongot man of Nueva Vizcaya, showing physical pecul-
iarities, dress, and ornaments.
Fig. 3. A typical Kalinga man of lsabela, showing physical characteristics and
dress. Note this man's magnificent muscular development. His jacket,
ornamented with beads, and his clout similarly ornamented are of Kalinga
make.
Fig. 4. A typical Ifugao man of Banaue, Nueva Vizcaya, showing physical
characteristics, typical dress, and ornaments. Note especially the girdle
made from opercula of seashells, the beads about the neck, and the copper
wire ornaments on the legs.
Plate HI:
Fig. 1. A typical Bontoc Igorot man, showing physical characteristics, dress,
and ornaments. Note especially the pearl-shell ornament at his left side.
Fig. 2. A typical Benguet-Lepanto Igorot man of lresan, Benguet, showing
physical characteristics and dress.
Fig. 3. A typical civilized Tingian of Lanao, Abra, showing physical charac-
teristics and ordinary working dress. When in town this man would wear
a hat, shirt, and trousers.
Fig. 4. Two typical wild Tingian men of Aoan, Apayao district, Cagayan,
showing physical characteristics and dress.
Plate IV:
Figs. 1 and 2. A typical Negrito man of Mount Mariveles, Bataan, showing
physical characteristics. Note the full beard which has been close clipped.
Figs. 3 and 4. Two typical Ilongot men of Nueva Vizcaya. The one shown
in fig. 3 has a good deal of Negrito blood, while the one shown in fig. 4 is
an almost pure Malay.
Plate V:
Fig. 1. A young Kalinga man from Patiqnian, Bontoc, showing physical
characteristics. Note especially the woven rattan cap and bamboo ear
ornaments.
Fig. 2. A Kalinga man from near Ilagan, lsabela, showing physical character-
istics. This man has typical Kalinga eyes.
Fig 3. A young Ifugao man of Qiangan, Nueva Vizcaya, showing physical
characteristics.
Fig. 4. An Ifugao man of Banaue, Nueva Vizcaya, showing physical charac-
teristics. Note the white feather ornaments in his hair.
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Plate VI:
Fig. 1. A Bontoc Igorot man of Bontoc, Bontoc. Note the woven rattan cap
ornamented with dog's teeth and with a piece of mother-of-pearl; also the
metal tohacco-pipe and pipe-cleaner.
Fig. 2. A Bontoc Igorot man of Bontoc, Bontoc, showing physical character-
istics. Note the plug of wood in the ear.
Fig. 3. A young Benguet-Lepanto Igorot man of Bua, Benguet, showing phys-
ical characteristics. Note the short-cut hair and the turban.
Fig. 4. Chapdai, an old Benguet-Lepanto Igorot priest of Bua, Benguet,
showing physical characteristics.
Plate VII:
Fig. 1. A wild Tingian man of Aoan, district of Apayao, Cagayan, showing
physical characteristics and dress.
Fig. 2. A typical Tingian man of Manobo, Abra, showing physical char-
acteristics.
Fig. 3. An Ilongot man of Dumabato, Isabela. Note the long hair, tied up,
the peculiar hair ornaments, the ornament fastened to the cartilage of
the upper ear, the fine, braided cord worn over the right shoulder and
under the left arm, and the tobacco pouch of bark cloth ornamented with
seeds hanging down the back.
Fig. 4. A young Kalinga man of the settlement of Bontoc, Cagayan (this
settlement should not be confused with the settlement of Bontoc in the sub-
province of the same name). Note the plugs of wood in the lobes of the
ears, the bead collar, and the buttons sewed on the neck of the jacket as
ornaments; also the bag hanging about the neck, which is opened and
closed by sliding metal rings, the silk blanket knotted over the right
shoulder, and the head-axe.
Plate VIII
:
Fig. 1. The Kalinga chief of a settlement on the Rio Grande de Cagayan, near
1 lagan, Isabela. Note the hair ornaments of feathers, beads, and mother-
of-pearl; also the jacket of A'aHn^a-made cloth ornamented with beads.
Fig. 2. A young Ifugao man of Quiangan, Nueva Vizcaya. Note the huge
metal ear-ornaments and the girdle of opercula.
Fig. 3. An Ifugao man of Quiangan, Nueva Vizcaya, showing typical tattoo
pattern.
Fig. 4. A Bontoc Igorot man of Labuagan, Bontoc, showing typical tattoo
pattern.
Plate IX:
Views showing typical methods of cutting and dressing the hair in vogue
among the men of the several non-Christian tribes of northern Luzon.
Fig. 1. Negrito of Mariveles with hair cut short and crown of head shaved.
Fig. 2. An Ilongot of Dclapping, Nueva Vizcaya, hair uncut and confined in
front by a net peculiar to the men of this tribe.
Fig. 3. A Kalinga of Cagayan. Note the high cheek bone.
Fig. 4. An Ifugao of Quiangan, Nueva Vizcaya.
Fig. 5. A Bontoc Igorot of Bontoc, Bontoc, showing typical hair-cut and
ornamental, woven rattan cap on which are fastened a piece of mother-of-
pearl and two dog's teeth.
Fig. 6. A Benguet-Lepanto Igorot of Ambuklao, Benguet.
Fig. 7. A wild Tingian man of Aoan, Apayao district, Cagayan, showing the
hair confined by a tasseled turban and ornamented with a wreath of
fragrant grass.
Fig. 8. A wild Tingian man of Aoan, Apayao district, Cagayan, showing
typical fashion of wearing the hair.
Fig. 9. A civilized Tingian of Manobo, Abra.
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Plate X:
Fig. 1. A Negrito man of Mount Mariveles, Bataan. Note the boar's-bristle
ornaments on his legs.
Fig. 2. An llongot man of Canadem, Nueva Vizcaya, holding a hunting lance
and a bow and arrows.
Fig. 3. A Kalinga warrior of Bunuan, Cagayan. Note the shield and head-
axe, the silk blanket, the bead collar, and the bag worn about the neck
which is closed with sliding silver rings.
Plate XI:
Fig. 1. A fully armed Ifugao warrior of Banaue, Nueva Vizcaya. He carries
a typical Ifvgao shield, head-knife, and lance.
Fig. 2. A fully armed Bontoc Igorot warrior of the ranclteria of Bontoc.
Note the three-barbed lance, the shield, and the head-axe.
Fig. 3. Atumpa, the Tingian chief of Guinaan. Note his feather head
ornaments and typical lance, head-axe, and shield.
Plate XII:
Fig. 1. A typical Negrito woman of Dumabato, Isabela, with two children,
showing typical dress. Note the skirt of bark cloth.
Fig. 2. An llongot woman of Canadem, Nueva Vizcaya, showing typical
dress. Note the shell girdle and the fold of the skirt which serves as a
pocket.
Fig. 3. A young Kalinga woman of a settlement on the Rio Grande de
Cagayan near Isabela, showing typical dress. The jacket and skirt are
of Kalinga weave.
Fig. 4. An Ifugao woman of Quiangan, Nueva Vizcaya, showing typical
dress.
Plate XIII:
Fig. 1. A Bontoc Igorot woman of the settlement of Bontoc, showing physical
characteristics and typical dress.
Fig. 2. A Benguet-Lepanto Igorot woman of Baguio, Benguet, showing dress
of the women of the better class. Note the numerous superimposed skirts;
also the metal ornaments suspended from the chain about the neck.
Fig. 3. A young Tingian woman of Lanao. Abra, showing dress and ornaments.
Fig. 4. A wild Tingian woman of Masimut. district of Apayao, Cagayan,
showing dress and method of carrying young child.
Plate XIV:
Fig- 1- A young Ifugao warrior of Quiangan, Nueva Vizcaya, showing typical
dress and ornaments. Note the girdle of opercula, the ear ornaments, the
lance, and the rattan carrying basket which serves also as a raincoat.
Fig. 2. An Ifugao family of Banaue. Nueva Vizcaya, showing typical dress
and manner of carrying young children. Note the white cock's feathers
in the woman's hair.
Fig. 3. Two Negrito women, Zanilialcs, showing typical dress. Note espe-
cially the peculiar hair-cut of the woman at the left.
Plate XV:
Fig. 1. A typical Tingian woman of Guinaan, Bontoc, showing peculiarly
shaped clout-supporter made of braided rattan cord.
Fig. 2. A Mangyan woman of the Baco River country, Mindoro, showing
typical dress. The original costume of the Tingian women may have been
similar to that of the Mangyan women, the skirt having been added later.
Many of the Mangyan women on the Baco River are beginning to adopt
skirts, which they wear over their clouts.
Figs. 3 and 4. llongot arrows, two of which have detachable heads fastened
with cord to their shafts. Delapping, Nueva Vizcaya.
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Plate XVI:
Fig. 1. Full-blooded Negrito woman of Mount Marivolos, liataan, showing
physical characteristics, ear ornaments, and "medicine" about tbe nock.
Fig. 2. A so-called Negrito woman of Abra. iShe really has a large amount
of Malay blood.
Fig. 3. Ilongot woman of Oyao, Nueva Vizcaya, showing physical character-
istics, method of dressing the hair, and ear ornaments of mother-of-pearl.
Fig. 4. Ilongot woman of Canadem, Nueva Vizcaya, showing physical char-
acteristics.
Plate XVII:
Fig. 1. Kalinga woman of a rancheria in Isabela near 1 lagan, showing phys-
ical characteristics and ornaments. She is wearing both imitation and
genuine agate beads. Note especially the peculiarly shaped eyes.
Fig. 2. A Kalinga woman of Sili, Isabela, showing physical characteristics
and typical dress and ornaments. Note particularly the beads in the hair,
the bead and mother-of-pearl ear ornaments, the agate necklaces and the
bead ornaments on the jacket.
Figs. 3 and 4. Two Ifugao women of Quiangan, Nueva Vizcaya, showing phys-
ical characteristics, ornaments, and method of dressing the hair.
Plate XVIII:
Fig. 1. A middle-aged Bontoc Igorot woman of the settlement of Bontoc,
showing physical characteristics and typical ornaments.
Fig. 2. A young Bontoc Igorot woman of the settlement of Bontoc, showing
physical characteristics and typical ear ornaments.
Figs. 3 and 4. Two young Benguet-Lepanto Igorot women of Pico, Benguet,
showing physical characteristics, typical dress, and manner of wearing the
hair. These women by preference use towels for turbans.
Plate XIX:
Fig. 1. A Tingian woman of Dallaoas, district of Apayao, Cagayan, showing
physical characteristics, typical dress, and ornaments. Note especially the
elaborate rings.
Fig. 2. A young Tingian woman of Dallaoas, district of Apayao, Cagayan,
showing physical characteristics and typical dress.
Fig. 3. Young Tingian woman of Danglas, Abra, showing physical character-
istics, typical dress, and ornaments. The light-colored beads on the armlets
of this girl were of solid gold. On her necklace were strung four coins,
each more than a century old.
Fig. 4. Young Tingian woman of Abra, showing physical characteristics,
typical method of dressing the hair, ornaments, and dress typical for those
Tingian women who live near the Christian towns or who come much in
contact with Christian natives. Note the constriction of the forearms and
the swelling of the wrists. These artificially produced deformities are
considered to be marks of beauty by the Tingian women.
Plate XX:
Fig. 1. Ilongot woman of Dumabato, Isabela, showing physical characteristics
and typical ornaments. Note especially the shell girdle, the heavy wire
ornament on the left forearm, and the fine, braided rattan cord about the
neck.
Fig. 2. Young Kalinga woman of Patiquian, Bontoc, showing physical char-
acteristics and ornaments. Earrings of tbe type here shown are in almost
universal use among the Kalinga women.
Fig. 3. Young Kalinga woman of a settlement on the Rio Grande de Cagayan
near 1 lagan, Isabela, showing physical characteristics and typical orna-
ments. Note especially the huge beads and large mother-of-pearl ornaments;
also the splendid head of hair.
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Plate XX—Continued.
Fig. 4. A very wealthy Kalinga woman of Tooktook, Cagayan, allowing elab-
orate dress and ornaments. Note the great mass of dead hair, the scarlet
and yellow feather hair ornaments, the bead collar, the typical ear orna-
ments, and the necklace of agate beads. When first seen this woman was
wearing only a very abbreviated skirt, but before being photographed she
adorned herself as shown.
Plate XXI:
Fig. 1. Head of young Bontoc Igorot woman of the settlement of Bontoc,
showing method of stretching the hole in the lobe of the ear preparatory
to the insertion of the characteristic ear ornaments. Additional pieces of
wood are inserted from time to time until a hole of the desired size is
produced.
Fig. 2. Old Bontoc Igorot woman of the settlement of Bontoc, showing
physical characteristics. Note the wrinkled skin, also the mass of dead
hair which she is wearing.
Fig. 3. Benguet-Lepanto Igorot woman of Kabayan, Benguet, showing physical
characteristics, typical dress, and especially a peculiar ornament of beaten
gold worn between the front teeth and the lips, and completely closing the
mouth.
Fig. 4. A Negrito man from the mountains back of Porac, Pampanga, showing
pointed teeth.
Plate XXII:
Fig. 1. Tingian woman of Balbalasan, Bontoc, showing physical characteristics
and especially tattoo.
Fig. 2. Young Tingian woman of Lanao, Abra, showing physical character-
istics and typical ornaments. Note especially the constriction of the left
forearm and the swelling of the left wrist produced by the arm ornaments.
Fig. 3. Arm of Tingian girl of Abra, showing ornaments.
Fig. 4. Wild Tingian girl of Dallaoas, district of Apayao, Cagayan, showing
physical characteristics, typical dress, and ornaments. Note especially the
beads, and the ornament composed of numerous pieces of mother-of-pearl
suspended from a bead collar about the neck. Note also the point of the
miniature head-axe projecting at the right side of the head. Such minia-
ture head-axes are worn by the women of Apayao as ornaments and are
also used for harvesting rice and for various household purposes
Plate XXIII:
Fig. 1. Full-blood Negrito woman of Mount Mariveles, Bataan, showing scar-
patterns on chest and abdomen, and "medicine" about neck and in left ear.
Fig. 2. Kalinga woman of Patiquian, Bontoc, showing physical characteristics,
and especially tattoo marks on the arms.
Fig. 3. Ifvgao woman of Banaue, Nueva Vizcaya, showing physical character-
istics, typical ornaments, and especially tattoo marks on the arms. Note
the peculiar fern-leaf pattern of these marks.
Fig. 4. A Bontoc Igorot woman of the settlement of Bontoc, showing physical
characteristics and typical ornaments and especially tattoo marks on the
arms.
Plate XXIV:
Fig. 1. Two young Bontoc Igorot women of the settlement of Bontoc, showing
usual rainy-day costume.
Fitf- 2. Ifugao man and woman of Quiangan, Nueva Vizcaya. Full-len"th
front views showing marriage costumes of the Ifugaos.
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Plate XXV:
Fig. 1. Legs of Negrito woman of Mount Marivelea, Bataan, showing scar-
patterns.
Fig. 2. Arm of Benguet-Lepanto Igorot woman showing tattoo pattern.
Fig. 3, a. Gold earrings of the Benguet-Lepanto Igorots of Suyok, Lepanto.
Rings of this general form, made of gold, silver, copper, or brass are in
very general use among the Benguet-Lepanto Igorots, Bontoc Igorots, and
Ifugaos.
Fig. 3, b. Peculiar brooch-like ornament of solid gold found in the
posses-
sion of a Benguet-Lepanto Igorot woman of Suyok, Lepanto.
Fig. 4. Negrito woman of Mount Mariveles, Bataan, showing bamboo hair
comb with attached horsehair and feather ornaments.
Fig. 5, a. Four Ilongot earrings of mother-of-pearl ornamented with scratch-
work.
Fig. 5, b. Two peculiar Ilongot ear ornaments.
Plate XXVI:
View of two of the numerous groups of houses which go to make up the
Ifugao settlement of Banaue, Nueva Vizcaya. Note the remarkable system
of terraced rice fields, which at this point extend up the mountain sides
to a great height.
Plate XXVII:
Fig. 1. The Kalinga settlement of Bunuan, Cagayan.
Fig. 2. The Bontoc Igorot town of tfumader, subprovince of Bontoc. Note
the series of rice terraces extending far up the mountain side.
Plate XXVIII:
Fig. 1. A Benguet-Lepanto Igoroi settlement in Kayapa, Province of Benguet.
Fig. 2. View of the site of Masimut, a settlement of wild Tingians on the
Ablug River, district of Apayao, Cagayan. Like all the settlements on
this river, it is buried in coconut trees so that the houses can hardly
be seen. Note the camotc fields extending nearly to the top of the hills
in the background. In the foreground are some of the bamboo rafts on
which Mr. Worcester and his party descended the river.
Plate XXIX:
Fig. 1. Part of the Tingian settlement of Tui, Abra. Note that the houses
are grouped along a well-defined street.
Fig. 2. A typical Negrito house with some of its occupants, Tauit, Ablug
River, Cagayan.
Plate XXX:
Fig. 1. An Ilongot house of the poorer class, Delapping, Nueva Vizcaya.
Fig. 2. An Ilongot house of the better class, Dumabato, Isabela. Note the
peculiar horn-like wooden ornaments extending from the peak of the roof.
Plate XXXI:
Fig. 1. A Kalinga tree house near I lagan, Isabela.
Pig. 2. A typical Kalinga house at Lbel, Cagayan. Note the very thick
thatch; also the fire wood under the eaves in front.
Plate XXXI I:
Fig. 1. A Kalinga house with bamboo roof, Bunuan, Cagayan. Note the
adze marks on the boards.
Fig. 2. A typical Ifugao house, Quiangan, Nueva Vizcaya. Note the baskets
in which chickens are confined at night. Note also the shoulders on the
four corner timbers of the house. These are to prevent rats from climbing
the timbers.
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Plate XXXIII:
Fig. 1. A typical Bontoc Igorot bouse of the settlement of Bontoc. Note tin;
firewood under the eaves.
Fig. 2. A Benguet-Lepanto Igorot house of the better class, Bagnio, Benguet.
Plate XXXIV:
Fig. 1. A Benguet-Lepanto Igoroi grass house of the poorer class. Packdal,
Benguet. Note the ceremonial platform at the left corner of the house.
Fig. 2. A Benguet-Lepanto Igorot house, Bagnan, Lepanto. Note the high-
peaked roof.
Plate XXXV:
Fig. 1. House of a wealthy wild Tingian of Bolo, district of Apayao, Cagayan.
Fig. 2. House of a civilized Tingian of Daguioman, Abra.
Plate XXXVI:
Fig. 1. An Ilongot tem[)orary rice granary, Dumabato, lsahela. It is said
that rice is stored in this way until the people of the settlement take a
human head, in order to assure a good crop for the coming year. The
rice is then transferred to a permanent granary.
Fig. 2. Bontoc Igorot rice granary, settlement of Bontoc.
Fig. 3. Wid Tingian rice granary, Bolo, district of Apayao. Cagayan.
Fig. 4. Rice granaries of civilized Tingians, Baac, Abra.,
Plate XXXVII:
Fig. 1. An Ilongot clearing, Oyao, Nueva Vizcaya.
Fig. 2. Ifuguo rice terraces near Quiangan, Nueva Vizcaya. Note the group
of houses at the right, protected from the sudden approach of enemies by
the terraces.
Plate XXXVIII:
Fig. 1. Bontoc Igorot rice terraces, Bulugan, Bontoc.
Fig. 2. Coffee and rice terraces of Benguet-Lepanto Igorots, Kabayan, Benguet.
Plate XXXIX:
Fig. 1. Ilongots of Oyao, Nueva Vizcaya, planting rice. The woman makes
boles in the ground with a hard-wood stick, the man drops in seed and
covers it.
Fig. 2. Tobacco field of wild Tingians of Dallaoas, district of Apayao, Caga-
yan. Note the steepness of the hillside.
Plate XL:
Fig. 1. Tingian rice fields, Abaya, South Hokos. Tingian houses at the right.
Fig. 2. An Ilongot basi mill. The long pole on which the operator is resting
his hands is pivoted between two sticks. The longer end is made to vibrate
by the treadle on which his right foot rests. Sugar cane is placed on the
block of wood under the short end and the juice which is pressed out runs
through a trough into an earthen jar and is subsequently boiled and allowed
to ferment.
Plate XLI
:
Fig. 1. An Ifugao basi mill, Qiangan, Nueva Vizcaya. This mill works on
the same principle as the one shown in Plate XL, fig. 2. Note the shoulders
on the supporting timbers of the house.
Fig. 2. Bontoc Igorot basi mill turned by man power, settlement of Bontoc.
Plate XLII:
.
Fig. 1. Smithy of wild Tingians of Masimut, district of Apayao, Cagayan.
Fig. 2. Tingian smithy. Balbalasan, Bontoc. Note the iron shaping-hammer
and tongs used by the smith, the heavy stone flattening-hammers. the fire-
clay conduit into which the bamboo tubes from the bellows lead, and at the
right the smooth stone for sharpening and the trough of water for tem-
pering.
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Plate XLII1:
Fig. 1. A Bontoc Igorot woman making thread by rolling strands of fibrous
hark over her knee. Finished thread in the foreground. A bundle of
unrolled strands of bark at her feet. Settlement of Bontoc.
Fig. 2. An Ifugao woman weaving, Quiangan, Nueva Vizcaya.
I 'la ik XL1V:
Fig. J. A Tingian woman ginning cotton, Bulilising, Abra.
Fig. 2. A Tingian woman beating ginned cotton on a earabao bide in order to
prepare it for spinning, Tiagan, Lepanto.
Fig. 3. A Tingian woman spinning. Tbe top-like affair which she holds in
her right band is spun between tbe band and calf of the leg and made to
whirl on the bit of cloth 6n which its lower end rests.
I'iatk XLV:
Fig. I. Young Tingian girl of Baac, Abra, skeining cotton thread.
Vi<Z. 2. Tingian woman of Tiagan, Lepanto, dyeing cotton thread with indigo.
Fig. :i. Tingian woman of Baac, weaving.
Plate XLVI:
Fig. 1. A typical Ifugao food bowl, Banaue, Nueva Vizcaya.
Fig. 2. An Ifugao carved, wooden bowl, Hanaue. \ueva Yi/caya.
Fig. 8, a. An Ifugao lime-box of bamboo, ornamented with scratchwork, Banaue,
Nueva \'i/.caya.
Fig. 3, b. An Ifugao lime-box made from a human bone. Note the drawing
on the upper end of the bone showing how its original owner met his death,
Banaue, Nueva Vizcaya.
Fig. 4. A peculiar Ifugao carved, wooden bowl, Banaue, Nueva Vizcaya.
I'i.atk XLYJI:
Fig. 1. An Ifugao anilo supposed to possess the power of insuring good crops,
Banaue, Nueva Vizcaya. Note the knife for harvesting rice under the
right arm, also the large, brass earrings. These things have been presented
to the anito to propitiate it.
Fig. 2. An Ifugao wooden bowl, carved in imitation of a pig, Banaue, Nueva
Vizcaya.
Fig. .3. Carved boards from the house of a wild Tingian of Dallaoas, district
of Apayao, Cagayan.
Fig. 4. An Ifugao carved, wooden resting bench, Quiangan, Nueva Vizcaya.
Plate XLVI II:
Fig. a. Top of a Bohtoc Igorot anito head post. Photographed beside the
Bontoc-Talubin trail in 1903.
Figs, b, e, d, and 9. Samples of Bcnguct-Lcpanto Igorot wood-carving from
Buguias, Benguet.
I'i.atk XLIX:
Fig. I a, b, 0, and <1. Benguet-Lepaut o Igorot anitos.
Fig. 2, a and b. Wooden carrying boxes worn suspended from the right
shoulder and hanging under tbe left arm.
Fig. 2, c. A food-bowl with auxiliary bowls for holding condiments.
Fig. 2. (I. A wooden food-bowl.
Plate L:
Fig. I. Bontoc Igorota fishing, settlement of Bontoc.
Fig. 2. Benguet-Lepanto Igorot girls fishing, Trinidad River, Benguet.
Fig. ,'5. Civilized Tingiuits fishing, San Andrez, Abra. Note the man in the
act of throwing the circular casting-net.
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Plate LI:
Fig. 1. A Benguet-Lepanto Igorot woman on horseback, Tublay, Benguet.
Fig. 2. A Tingian woman grinding rice between stones, Nalapadan. Abra.
Fig. :5. A Benguet-Lepanto Igorot man mounting a horse, Pico, Benguet.
Fig. 4. Three styles of head-axe in use among the wild Tingians of Masimut,
district of Apayao, Cagayan.
Fig. 5. Back view of an Ifugao shield, Banaue, Nueva Vizcaya.
Plate LI 1 :
Fig. 1. Negrito circle dance, Zamhales.
Fig. 2. Negrito circle dance, .Mount Mariveles, Bataan.
Fig. 3. Negritos of Zamhales doing buck and wing dance.
Fig. 4. Negritos of Mount Mariveles, Bataan, playing gansus and at the same
time dancing on their knees.
Plate LIU:
Fig. 1. Ilongots playing bamboo musical instruments, Dclapping, Nueva
Vizcaya.
Fig. 2. An Ilongot executing a war-dance to the tune of a bamboo musical
instrument, Delapping, Nueva Vizcaya.
Plate LIV:
Fig. 1. A typical Ifugao dance, Quiangan, Nueva Vizcaya.
Fig. 2. A Bontoc Igorot head-dance, settlement of Bontoc. The man at the
extreme right who holds a head-axe in his right hand is the principal actor.
Note that the women who are dancing all wear blankets.
Plate LV:
Fig. 1. Two Bontoc Igorot gansa players. Note their drumsticks, also the
handles of their gansas consisting in each case of a human lower jaw;
settlement of Bontoc.
Fig. 2. Bontoc Igorot funeral dance, executed at Manila by people from the
settlement of Bontoc.
Plate LVI:
Fig. 1. Musical instruments of Benguet- 1^epanto Igorots consisting of a
wooden drum with skin head ; a gansa with boar-tusk handle and a wooden
stick for use in playing the gansa.
Fig. 2. Benguet-Lepanto Igorot musicians. The jar at the left contains
tapuy, a fermented drink made from rice with which both musicians and
dancers frequently refresh themselves.
Fig. 3. A typical Benguet-Lepanto Igorot dance. Note the woman with the
palms of her hands turned forward and the man with the blankets over
his shoulders.
Plate LV11
:
Fig. 1. A Tingian woman of Balbalasan playing a bamboo mouth organ.
Fig. 2. A Tingian man of Manobo, Abra, playing a nose-flute.
Fig. 3. Tingian gansa players of Balbalasan. The gansas, the handles of
which are hooked into the belts of the men's clouts, are beaten with their
hands.
Plate LVI II
:
Fig. 1. A Tingian dance, Padangita, Abra. Note the feather ornaments on
the heads of the dancers and the blankets in their hands. When one of
the dancers wishes to stop dancing, that fact is indicated by giving the
blanket a sharp snap.
Fig. 2. Kalingas of Tooktook, Cagayan, taking a raft down a dangerous rapid
of the Mabaca River.
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Plate LIX:
Fig, 1, a. llongoi bamboo musical instrument.
Fig. 1, I) and o. Bamboo musical instrument of the Benguet-Lepanto Igorota,
constantly played by the women when on the trail during certain months
of the year.
Fig. 1, (/ and e. Bamboo flutes of Benguet-Lepanto Igorota.
Pig. 1, /'. Bamboo Jew's-harp <>f Benguet-Lepanto Igorota, An entirely similar
instrument is used by the Bontoc Igorota.
Fig. 1. '/. An Ifugao carved, bamboo lime-box, Banaue, Nueva Vizcaya.
Fig. 2. ". Clout supporters of braided rattan worn by Tingian women of Alua,
North and South llokos and Bontoc.
Pig. 2. b. (lout supporters, of braided rattan and plain rattan respectively,
worn by Maiiggait women of the Baco River, Mindoro,
I'l.ATE LX:
Fig. 1. it. llongoi bead-knife and scabbard. Oyao, Nueva Vizcaya.
Fig. 1. h. Kalinga head axe.
Fig. I.e. Ifugao head-knife and scabbard, Mayoyao, Isabela.
Fig. 1, d. Bontoc fparol bead-axe, settlement of Bontoc.
Fig. 1. c Tingian head-axe, Guinaan, Bontoc.
Fig. l f f. TIead-axc of tjpe used by wild Tingian* of the Apayao district.
Cagayan.
Fig. 2, a. llongoi lance. Dumabato. Isabela.
Fig. 2, b, c, (/, c. and /'. Kalinga lances. Isabela. Note the shafts which are
ornamented with highly colored, woven rattan and with horsehair. Note
also the different forms of head. That shown in Fig. 2, f is of bamboo.
Fig. 2, g, h, and i. Ifugao lances, Nueva Vizcaya. The steel heads of these
lances were made at Sapao.
Fig. 2, ;', 1c, I, and m. Bontoc Igoroi lances, showing different styles of head;
sett lenient of Bontoc.
Fig. 2, n. Lance of a wild Tingian of B&asimut, district of Apayao, Cagayan.
Fig. 2, 0. Lance of a wild Tingian, northern Bontoc.
Plate LXI:
Fig. 1. Front views of typical shields belonging lb the following tribes: a,
lUmgota; b, KaUngas; c, Bontoc Igorota; <l, Benguet-Lepanto Igorota; e,
Tingiona of Guinaan, Bontoc; /'. Tingiona of district of Apayao, Cagayan.
Fig. 2. Back views of sbields shown in fig. 1.
Plate LXI I :
Fig. 1. Entrance to a Kalinga bouse of Bunuan, Cagayan. showing bloody
emblems over the door. Each piece of bark cloth with a blood-stain on
it indicates that the owner of the house lias participated in a headhunt
during which one or more of bis companions took heads. Bark cloth,
dipped in the blood of such a head and hung over the door, is supposed to
avert the vengeance of the friends of the beheaded warrior and to keep oil'
illness.
Fig. 2. An old Ifugao warrior of Quiangaii. Nueva Vizcaya, with a part of his
collection of enemies' skulls.
Plate LXJII:
Fig. 1. Entrance to an Ifugao house of Banaue. Nueva Vizcaya, showing anito
door posts, and skulls of enemies beheaded by tbe owner of the house.
Fig. 2. A beheaded Ifugao warrior being carried out on his shield for burial,
Banaue, Nueva Vizcaya.
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Plate LXIV:
Fig. 1. Grave of a beheaded Ifugao warrior on the crest of a mountain above
Ayangan, Nueva Vizcaya. The lance indicates the fact that the occupant
of the grave was killed in battle. Note the anito made of grass. The
two bamboos projecting upward are part of the stretcher on which the
body was carried. It has been interred in a tunnel leading into the hillside
and the stretcher stands vertically against the end of the tunnel. Note
the steep mountains in the background. They form typical Ifugao country.
War-trails lead along their treeless ridges and cultivated fields in many
instances extend to their very crests.
Fig. 2. Public buildings of an ato of Bontoc Igorols. Talubin, Bontoc. Note
the dead tree with sharpened branches on which heads may be placed
while the head-feast is celebrated. The stone court of the pabafiinan
was occupied by the aio council at the moment the picture was taken.
Fig. 3. A basket of skulls from a Bontoc Jgorot fdwi, settlement of Bontoc.
Plate LXV:
Fig. 1. An Ifugao burial house, Banaue, Nueva Vizcaya.
Fig. 2. The grave of an impecunious Tingian man, Balbalasan, Bontoc.
Plate LXVI:
Fig. 1. Burial place of Benguet-Lepanto Igorots, Bagnio, Benguet. Note the
wooden coffin carved in rude imitation of a carabao.
Fig. 2. Tingian mother mourning over her dead daughter, Ablug, Bontoc.
Note the ornaments worn by the daughter. They were doubtless buried
with her.
Plate LXVI I:
Fig. 1. Small structure of the sort in which the civilized Tingians place
offerings for the anilos. Such little buildings are numerous about the
outskirts of the civilized Tingian towns. Note the two conical, bamboo
baskets at the left of this structure. Offerings are also placed in these
baskets.
Fig. 2. A Tingian balaua, or house in which annual festivities are held in
honor of deceased relatives. After the death of an adult person the head
of the family is obliged to sleep in the haJaua for three to five months
during which period he may not enter his own house; Daguioman, Abra.
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PLATE LXVII.
PHILIPPINE COALS AND THEIR GAS-PRODUCING POWER.
By A fain J. Cox.
{From the Chemical Division, Bureau of Science.)
Although coal occurs so abundantly in the Philippines, native coal is
used only sparingly as a fuel. It has been employed on the small vessels
plying along the coast with fairly satisfactory results, but, largely owing
to the undeveloped condition of the mines and the difficulty of transporta-
tion, it has come very little into competition with the coal imported from
Japan and Australia.
The Philippine coals are deposits of the so-called black lignites but arc
superior to ordinary lignite in every respect. It is rather the exception
for .these coals to have a brownish color and they never show a woody
structure. In appearance they are usually black and shiny, much resem-
bling bituminous coal, but have a slightly lower calorific value than the
latter. On the other hand, they have a much higher calorific value than
ordinary brown lignite.
A great many formula' which have been found to approximate the
truth have been proposed 1 for the calculation of the total amount of
heat obtainable on the combustion of coals, from their ultimate analyses.
Dulong's formula is said to give results with a probable error not exceed-
ing 2 per cent—that is, they differ by not more than 2 per cent from the
value obtained by experiment in the bomb calorimeter.
Fewer attempts have been made to derive a formula for the calculation
of the calorific value of coals from their proximate analyses. In 1896
Goutal 2 deduced a formula from the calorific determinations of some
GOO coals of different kinds, by which the results of calculation in nearly
every case agree within 1 per cent with those of experiment. Gill !
says that the results upon a series of American coals varied less than
2 per cent from those obtained by the calorimeter. Such a formula is
'Formulae of Dulong, Gmelin, Cornut, Ser, Scheurer-Kestner and Meunier-
Dollfus, Ann. Chim. Phys. (1886) (0), 8, 2(i7 ; and JJunto, J. f. Qasbeleuchtung,
34, 21-2G and 41-47.
2 Rev. d. Chim. ind. (1896) 7, 65.; Compt. rend. Acad. d. sc, Tar. (1902) (12).
135, 477 470.
3 Gill, A. H. : Gas and Fuel Analysis for Engineers, New York (1902), p. 00.
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purely empirical and depends on the volatile combustible matter of one
coal having the same calorific value as that of every other coal of the
same percentage composition, which fact is questionable. The facts
expressed in Table X of this investigation show that this statement is
more or less true, and since the error from this source can influence only
one factor, it is thought that an empirical formula of sufficient accuracy
may be obtained which will be of some assistance to practical workers.
The formula as proposed by (louial is as follows:
P= 81.fl C+oV where,
P—The beating power in calories,
C*=a Percentage of fixed carbon, as determined by analysis.
V— Percentage of volatile combustible, as determined by analysis.
a=An empirical value, varying with the percentage of volatile combustible
to total combustible matter in the coal— i. e.,
per cent volatile combustible
100
—
(per cent moisture+per cent ash).
The values given are as follows:
When the percentage of volatile
combustible to total combustible
matter is equal to
—
Then a is equal to
—
5 145
10 130
16 117
20 100
25 103
30 OS
36 04
40 85
The numbers given by Cental have not been carried far enough to be
of any assistance in determining the calorific power of Philippine coals.
1 have therefore collected proximate analyses of coals, on which calorific
determinations have been made, of the same grade as those from this
Archipelago, from as many sources 4 as possible and have calculated
values for a from them. The total number of analyses used in this
collection was 150, and the results of calculating by means of these
numbers agreed in nearly every case within 1.5 per cent with those deter-
mined by experiment. The numbers are as follows:
4 U. 8. G. 8.t P. P. 48 (1905), 1; W. Virginia G. 8. (1003), 2; Maryland G. 8.
(1005), 5; V. 8. G. 8. 22d An. Rep. (1000-1001), 3; U.S. G. 8. Bull. 218 (1003).
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When the percentage of volatile
combustible to total combustible
matter ia equal to
—
Then a is equal to
—
25 102
•27.5 97
30 02
32.5 87
35 82
37.5 77
40 72
42.5 07
45 63
47.5 59
50 58
52.5 —
55 56
As yet we have not sufficient data thoroughly to test the accuracy of the
formula when applied to coals of this region. Greater discrepancies
between calculated and determined values have been noted on the coals
analyzed in this Bureau than on the 150 others. In two of the deter-
minations the results of the calorimeter tests fall 12 per cent below the
calculated calorific values. These are both outcrop coals, and like many
of our poor coals they probably contain carbonates which lose their carbon
dioxide on ignition. In such cases the volatile combustible matter is
largely volatile rather than combustible. The average variation of a
scries of eight, which is thought to be representative, is exactly 1 per cent;
hence it is thought that the formula will give approximate results for
average coals.
The oldest and largest deposits of Philippine coal known are on Batan
Island,5 Cebu, and Polillo, although it occurs in greater or less quantities
in Negros, Zamboanga, Mindoro, Surigao, Rizal, Xueva Vizcaya, and
Samar.
In order to give a more accurate idea of these districts I have sum-
marized the analyses made by this Bureau, and give them in the following
tables. The calorific power has been figured according to the formula
P = 81.5 C
-f- "V where the values of a are as given above:
"Smith W. D.
:
The Coal Deposits of Batan Island. Bull. Min. Bur., Manila
(1905), 5.
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TABLB I.
—
Outcrop and ttpp<'r-l>ed coals of Baton Island.
6
H
«
a
t
s
2
6
X!
3
c
i
o
2
2
|
X!
s
o
V
0)
xl
o
>
c
o
X!
u
1o
X!
<
o
h
o
o
o
3
X!
55
o
H
s
9
ft
X!
ii
'E
B
X!
a,
|
X!
Oh
d
oE
'>
iE
be
a
S
'3
0)&
03
S
'u
o
"3
o
•e
V
1
3
o
"3
*
>
|
J
&H
+
>
to
si
E
"3
1 3908 6.08 40.36 51.21 2.32 4.00 1.30 '6,775 44.1 1 . 270
brown.
2 227 5. 00 42.21 49. 70 3. OS 0.22 0.05 0. 52 6,695 45.
9
1.178
3
4
5
C
3907
1638
1637
2396
7.40
9.4
6.90
5.80
40.84
38.5
36.
9
41.2
48.06
43.8
40.0
44. 5
3.70
8.3
16.20
8.5
Light gray _ 1. 62 1.33
1.37
6,470
5,945
5,455
6,080
45. 9
46.7
48
48.1
1.177
1. 137
1.085
1.080
0.33
0.42
7 8806 9. 53 41.56 44. 86 4.05 Brown . 2.37 1.30 6,125 48.1 1.078
8
g
2397
3908
6.00
5.10
42.2
38 28
44.0
39 84
7.8
16.78
0.49
1.11
6,080
5,506
49
49
1.044
1.042Light
brown.
1.34
10
li
4096
226
20.80
18, 60
37
37.73
37.3
88. 10
4.9
5.66
1.13
0.87
1.36 5,210
5,309
49.8
49.8
1.008
1.0100.48
12 8907 17.18 39.08 38.25 5. 19 White 1.15 1.32 5, 397 50.
6
o. 880
13 3908 15. 33 42. 05 40. 45 2.17 Yellowish
brown.
1.08 1.36 5, 750 51 0.962
14 3662 11.09 44.02 10.67 4.22 2. 88 1.40 5, 845 51.9 0. 924
16 3907 11.35 45.75 41.01 1.89 Brownish
gray.
2.00 1.31 5,965 52. 7 0.897
16 3907 12. 18 42.84 37.96 7. 02 White 1.97 1.37 5,554 53 0.887
17 3908 18.30 40.44 35.88 5. 38 LIf ht
brown.
0.38 1.31 5,250 53 0.887
18 2348 11.48 40.26 34.76 13. 50 0.83 (1. 06 0.45 5,135 68. 0.862
19 3662 14.82 43.28 37.06 I.M 1.33 1. 52 5, 486 53.8 (). 867
20 3907 17 88 41 32 34 77 6.03 L ight
brown.
2.10 1.32 5, 170 64.1 0. 842
21 3907 17. 56 42. 72 35. 56 1. 16 Brown 2. 23 1.37 5,315 51.11 0.833
22 3907 9. 86 17. 68 :!s. 80 3. 67 Gray 2. 73 1.29 5, 855 55.1 0.817
23 3907 18 96 43 14 32. 79 5. 11 2. 15 1 . 30 5, 105 56.8 0. 762
24 8907 17 77 45 18 32.71 1 31 Light
brown.
2.00 1 . 33 5,220 58 0. 724
25 3908 17.06 50.73 29.12 3.09 Brown 1.24 1.32 5, 180 63. 0. 574
26 2348 10.69 50.47 26. 39 2. 45 0. 54 0.12 0. 53 4,945 65.7 0. 523
27 3907 17. 22 51.08 25. 77 5. 93 Light 2. 16 1.35 4,912 66.
5
0.505
brown.
'Percentage of volatile combustible to total combustible matter.
b
Fixed carbon.
Volatile combustible.
Calorimeter calories, 6,487.
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Table II.
—
Drill samples or lower coal seams of "Baton Island.
T3
M
a N
"0 0)
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3 A tA B5
g
J3 m tm a .«
B o 3
o oj
o
a
H
99
3 3 o'u Ebe d
O
fa
6
6
it
o
XI
a! o
o
H A
o
' o
"3 3o
A
ft
A
a
o
'3
8
"3 >
S
+
d
N
V
3Z hJ > E < O H Ch
-
ill O > £
1
2
3001
8661
5.02
5.39
38.68
86. 28
54. 42
48.28
1.28
10.10
0. 14
0. 26
1.35
1.46
7, 085
6,387
41.6
42.9
1.405
1.333
3
4
3(161
2780
5.38
5.82
39.62
40.29
51. 96
52. 40
8. 0!
1.49
0. 11
0. 66
1.37
1. 58
6, 875
6, 960
43.2
43.4
1.312
1.301Orange
5 2780 5.74 39.98 48.88 5. 40 Yellow 0.66 1.57 6, 525 45. 1.223
6 3661 5.08 42. 03 50. 31 2. 58 0. 25 1.41 6. 775 45.6 1.197
7 2369 6.3 39. 4 46.8 7.5 White 0.53 6, 320 45.
7
1.190
8 2370 6.4 39. 7 46.5 7.4 do 0. 45 6,295 46. 1.172
9 3(161 5.03 40.82 47. 15 7.0 0. 15 1.41 6, 355
6, 125
46 4 1 156
10 2371 6.5 40. 6 46.0 6.9 White 0.
6
46.8 1.133
11 2780 5.89 39. 68 45. 04 9. 39 Brown 0.97 1.57 6, 115 46.8 1.133
12 2780 5.17 41.28 45. 91 7.64 do 0. 96 1.64 0, 195 47.3 1.112
18 2780 5.47 40. 23 44.51 9. 79 Gray 2.17 1.53 6, 020 47. 5 1.107
11 2780 5.83 40. 16 43. 82 10.19 do 2. 69 1.60 5, 950 47.8 1. 090
15 3491 4.53 45. 89 46.96 2. (12 White 0. 59 1.43 6,515 49.4 1.025
lli 3(161 5.10 45. 86 44. 20 4.84 0.18 1.40 6,285 50. 8 0. 965
17 3661 4.88 45.47 43.09 6. 56 0.12 1.47 6,200 51 -i 0.947
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1
1
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Tabli V.— Outcrop and upper-bed oodU o/Negroe.
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6
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4
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9
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o. 08
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0. till
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Table VI.
—
Outcrop <iml upper-bed coals of other localities.
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ZAMBOANGA.
427
2348
4.64
6.90
38.38 55.19
39.9] 18. OH
1.78
5. 16 0.62 0.01
1.27 7,401
.... 6, 160
41.0
I 1. 137
45.4 1.205
MINDORO.
1337 13. 82 40. 69 41.62 I 3.87 Reddish 0.74 5,771
8URIGAO.
• 402
2848
17.37 141.80 33.44 ' 7.38
'
' I
9.35,51.22 20.73 18.60 2.66 0.03
5, 080
4,464
66. 5
71.2
0.800
0.404
RIZAL.
6 358 1.75 38.19 47.86 12.19
7 2318 6.88 38. 69 47. 90 5. 53
8 2348 5. 19 31.69 37. 16 22. 96
9 4028 8.17 19. 32 36. 58 6. 93
0.74 o.OO 0.53
0.86 0.04 !0.96
0.43 I I
6, 335
6,400
5, 022
5, 710
44. I
41. 7
62. 7
57.4
1. 252
1. 238
J. 071
0. 7 13
NUEVA VIZCAYA.
31,7
2570
13.61 36.56 31.71
14.25 53.09 127.64
18.12
5. 02
Light
brown.
Brown
4,683
5, 186
53. 5 0. 868
0. 520
TAYABA8.
12 2348 11.04 38.87 27.06 23.02 0. 45 0. 07 1.50 4,358 58.9 0.690
BAMAR.
18 40.6 31.6 2.6 I U,865 0. 778
PHILIPPINE COAL (SOURCE UNKNOWN).
1123 13.89 32.71 40.23
3195 2.98 10.90 46.98
3915 '24.80 32.4 36.3
1831
J
4.30 |28.5 30.8
12.70 '29.30 30.76
13.03 41.73 42.78
11.91 42.68 38.93
3702
4743
4743
4833
4773
28.1
16. 10
34. 4 30.
42.30 34.2
13.16
9.08
(i. 50
36. 4
27. 24
2.46
6.48
7.5
7. 1
Red ! 0.77
Brown 1.35
Reddish
Red
do i 6.07
' 0.15
0.26
1.37
1.32
5,567 6,888
6,395
j4,887
4,205
'4,248
6,980
5,620
4,992 1,420
— 5,170
44.8
46.6
47.2
48.1
18. 8
49.4
52. 3
53. 4
55.4
1.230
1.148
1.120
1.081
-1.050
1.025
0.911
0. 872
0. 809
S84
T.m'.i.e VII.
—
Anaiytet offoreign c<><il
AUSTRALIAN.
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4216
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u
2.47
2.0
2.7
2. HI
32.15 58.20
32. 6 156.
6
31.7 54.
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2. 19 36. 53 53. 02 7.96
2.94 36. 57 51.37 9. 12
2.71 38.63 53. 66 4.98
Gray
do
Yellowish
brown.
Reddish
Brown
0.22
1.0
0.86
0.8
0.88
7, 559
6, 087
7,330
7, 255
(i, B96
6, 806
6, 910
0, 975
6, 770
7,100
86. 6
36.6
37.
88.
2
40.6
40.8
41.6
41.9
JAPANESE.
229
1207
228
2540
1207
2781
2779
2540
3781
2346
3113
2346
2510
1207
1207
3411
1033
2526
3288
2346
2527
1.71
3.43
2.38
2.48
2.89
2. 64
2.81
3. 05
2. 03
1.87
2. 49
1.88
2.91
2.56
1.26
2. 10
2.1
2.78
2. 48
1. 86
2. 66
25. 53
00. 06
38. 27
39.82
37. 68
39. 26
38.77
37.67
39. 25
40.34
39. 12
40.53
38.71
39. 65
38.36
39.51
38.1
42.88
40. 66
67. 06
55.51
52. 58
53. 02
50. M
51.91
60.86
49.31
50. 68
51.85
50. 26
51.73
48. 01
49. 03
5.70
5. 00
6.77
4.68
S.93
6. 19
7.57
9.94
7.45
5. 94
8.13
5.86
10.37
8.76
47.13 13.25
48.19 10.20
15.W 13.90
51.11 3.23
17.20 9.(16
40.16 39.45
40.34 35.94
18. 53
21.06
1.810
1.737
1.704
1.604
1.460
1.450
1.421
1.390
Reddish
0.14
1.64
0.21
0.24
0. 69
0. 56
0.88
0.42
0.28
1.07
0.32
0.42
0. 33
7, 970
7,140
6,880
7,015
6,660
6,880
6, S20
6, 530
6,710
6, 855
6,660
8,868
6, 375
27.6
39.4
42.2
42.8
42.8
43.1
43.3
43.3
43.7
43.7
43.8
44.0
44.7
41.7
44.8
45.
1
45.3
45.6
46.3
50.4
52.8
Reddish—.
0.03 0.45
1.70
Gray 0.02 0.21
Gray 0.77 — --
0.39
0. 49
1.38
0.47
2.90
0.36
1.11
gray.
0, 27
1
6, 436
6, 166
6,890
<;, 050
5, 605
5, 2 15
Light
brown.
6, 652
Light
brown.
0.44
2. 630
1.588
1.375
1.335
1.335
1.828
1.313
1.309
1.290
1.388
1
. 288
1.276
1.241
1.239
1.230
1.221
1.206
1.192
1.160
0. 9S3
0. 892
INDIAN.
3546 2.04 35. 16 52.00 10.80 Light gray. 0.62 0,796 40.3 1.480
The upper heds of Philippine coal which have thus far been discovered,
and which outcrop at certain places, should for the greater part be classed
under the name sub-bituminous, which lias recently been adopted by the
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United States Geological Survey. The question of the proper classifica-
tion of coals of this class has often been the subject of discussion," but
the new name, in a single word, gives the best idea and is therefore
satisfactory.
The moisture, as shown by our many determinations, varies from 5
to 20 per cent in coals otherwise having common properties. From this
it is self-evident that any classification attempted on the basis of water
content would be entirely false, and in no way applicable to these upper
beds.
The fuel ratio and the content of volatile combustible, or of fixed car-
bon which is a proportional ratio, are not wholly satisfactory as a basis of
classification, but for practical purposes are of much assistance, as can
be seen by an examination of the above tables. These classifications are
the best winch can be obtained from proximate analyses. Probably the
best simple method for a scientific arrangement is by means of the
calorific values as determined in the calorimeter, but as yet we have not
sufficient data at hand for this purpose.
Other systems based on the ultimate analysis of coal are important,
hut neither can any of these be considered thoroughly with reference to
Philippine coals for the same reason. Proximate and ultimate analyses
and calorific tests of a sample of Batan Island coal were made 7 at St.
Louis, Missouri, during the operation of the Fuel Testing Plant of the
United States Geological Survey. The analvses are as follows:
Content.
Proximate-
Ultimate
I
Moisture
Volatile combustible
Fixed carbon
Ash
Sulphur
Hydrogen
Carbon
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Ash
Calories
British thermal units.
Air-dried
sample.
Sample as
received.
7. 06 22. 21
•13.94 36.77
13. 44 36. 3<i
5. 66 4. 65
1.3G 1.14
5.56 6.46
02. 91 52. 6(1
1.33 1.11
23. 29 33. 98
5.56 4.65
6,101 5, 107
10, 983 9,193
A comparison of the above proximate analysis with those of many
samples made in this laboratory, and published in Table I of this report,
demonstrates that the sample now under consideration is almost a perfect
average of the published table, and it is believed to be a fair average of
the upper beds of Batan Island coal. The carbon-hydrogen ratio, cal-
culated from the ultimate analysis, is =11.35. By adjusting this
Collier A. J.: U. 8. (1. 8. Bull. 218, (1903) 58 et seq.; Smith, W. D.: hoc. cit.
7 By Mr. P. M. Stanton.
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value in the scheme proposed by Mr. M. R. Campbell in a chapter on the
classification of coals oil a basis of their carbon-hydrogen ratios 8 this
sample falls into its proper place—i. e., a sub-bituminous coal.
Reference to Tables I and II shows that the coals represented by
Tabic II arc superior to those of Table I, when judged from the stand-
point of the usual criterion for steaming purposes. In time it is ex-
pected that a much better quality of coal will be developed from the lower
beds, as is indicated by the drill sample analyses. At present, practically
all the coal which is mined in the Archipelago is that taken out by the
natives for local consumption. However, coal from Batan has been sub-
jected to careful, systematic tests by the United States Army transports
Ghukong, Sacramento, and Palawan, and Polillo coal has also been care-
fully tested by Government employees at the Insular Cold Storage and
Tee Plant 10 with very satisfactory results. Several other steam tests
on a large scale have been attempted by private persons, but as the equip-
ment of the steam boilers was not designed for this class of fuel the
results were very unsatisfactory. A furnace with a short fire-box,
planned for a high-grade steaming coal, which burns with a short, hot,
smokeless flame, is entirely unsuited to Philippine coal. The fire-box
must be greatly lengthened or else a large part of the fuel value of the
volatile combustible matter, which approximates 50 per cent, will be
lost. This accounts for the fact that the temperature of the escaping
gases of many smokestacks is 450° C, when in a carefully and economic-
ally operated plant it should not exceed 310° C.
How best to utilize the coal deposits of this country is a question
which has long attracted attention; however but little progress has been
made toward its solution. Eecently experiments with a producer gas
plant 11 have given unusually promising results. It was at first thought
impossible successfully to use lignites in a gas producer, but these fuels
worked well and the gas had a higher calorific value than that from any
other coal which was used. For instance, it was at first supposed thai
New Mexico coals could not be used to advantage in the manufacture of
producer gas, but later the best results were obtained from lignites of
even poorer quality than those from New Mexico.
Coal converted into producer gas and burned in a gas engine resulted
in a gain of efficiency of from 110 to 14-1 per cent 12 over the same coal
burned in a carefully operated Heine boiler. A simple engine was used
in making the boiler tests. The efficiency of these tests might have been
8 U. S. G. B., P. P. 4S (1906), 1, 156.
"Coal Efficiency Report," furnished by the military secretary. Hull. Min. Bur.,
Manila (1906), 5, 47 et seq.
1D
-77ie Far Eastern Review, Jan. (1906).
11 U. 8. G. B., P. P. 48 (1906), 3.
'-The result from one coal from the Indian Territory.
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increased by substituting a compound engine; but the fact must not be
overlooked that there is even a greater chance of increasing the efficiency
by improving the gas engine, which is still new and unperfected.
Some of the lignites of the Philippines contain sulphur in sufficient
quantity to injure a boiler in the course of time. The United States
(Jeologieal Survey lias shown that similar coals from the United States can
he used satisfactorily when they are converted into producer gas, and it is
thought that all native coals can be utilized in that way. The results
given by the producer gas plant on Kentucky coals were satisfactory,
although the report says that the percentage of sulphur was very near
the limit allowable for the purifying apparatus. The amount of sulphur
contained in these coals was over 4 per cent, whereas of all the Philippine
coals analyzed in this laboratory (over 100), none have contained such
a high percentage of sulphur.
The majority of our coals have been classed as non-coking. This
Bureau has made several attempts to obtain a satisfactory coke, but has
not yet succeeded. If we are successful in securing such a one from
the Philippine coals, it may have too high a sulphur content to be used
in an iron furnace, but it could be utilized in other ways. However,
although the sulphur might interfere in some respects, the coals appear
to be in every way suitable for use in a producer gas plant. The fact
that they are non-coking lias an advantage in this method of their utiliza-
tion. The ash can be discharged easily and there will be no clogging of
the furnace.
To assist in the demonstration of the efficiency of the coals of the Phil-
ippine Islands in the manufacture of producer gas, their gas-producing
power upon dry distillation has been investigated. A proximate or an
elementary analysis of a coal is not by.any means a good criterion as to
the amount and quality of gas which can be obtained from it, for one
must know certain physical properties which can not be determined by
an ordinary analysis. Attention has already been called to the fact 1
'
1
that, in consulting most of the written works on gas manufacture, the
chemist finds only a description of a rather large amount of special
apparatus which is designed for use in the gas works. However ingenious
the apparatus may he, it is generally too expensive and too cumbersome
for the purposes of the scientific chemist. The instructions accompany-
ing the apparatus leave nothing to the skill and judgment of the analyst.
One publication,14 after mentioning the size of a cast-iron D-shaped retort
to he u^cd. says
:
On starting a tot of a sample of coal it is of course very essential that an
average sample is taken and small pieces, about the size of a walnut, used. Three
quantities of 2.24 pounds each will he found sufficient to give a reliable opinion
i:t llhodin, J. G. A.: J. tioc. Chem. Ind. (1002), 19, 12.
"Phillips: Engineering Chemistry, London (1902).
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as to the value of the coal. The retort must be first got up to a bright red heat
before the charge is introduced and must be maintained at this temperature
during the whole of the distillation.
The instructions arc to take an average sample, but there is very
serious doubt in my mind if this is consistent with the limitations of
"lumps the size of a walnut" and of approximately a kilo. In consider-
ing this question' I can see no reason why work on a smaller scale,
selecting the sample more carefully, crushing the coal to smaller particles,
and quartering to a sample of 40 or 50 grams should not give as good or
even much more accurate results than would such approximate work (lone
on the large Laboratory scale recommended by Phillips. The work of the
committee on uniform chemical analyses 1 "' indicates that a gram, if
properly selected, is an excellent sample of a ton of mineral, and a
mineral is much harder to sample than coal. There seems to he no
reason then why a carefully prepared sample of 40 or 50 grams is not
ample, and this brings the size of the apparatus within the range of the
ordinary chemical laboratory.
The method, as given in the above quotation, is representative of many,
and it seems that one of two things must happen in charging the retort,
cither some of the volatile hydrocarbons art 1 lost before the apparatus is
closed, or the retort cools down in the charging. As a matter of fact
these methods have been criticised by gas manufacturers as being apt to
give low results both as to quality and quantity of gas. With a cool
retort, which can he heated only gradually, the products of the aromatic
series, such as toluene, naphthalene and anthracene, which ought to go
into the gas, go into the tar. It is thought that both of these difficulties
are eliminated and the yield, more nearly like that obtained in a com-
mercial way, by using the apparatus described below.
Description of the apparatus.—Plate 1. X and X' (the latter is not shown in the
figure) are two combustion furnaces, fitted together so as to form one continuous
piece of apparatus. J? is a piece of galvanized gas pipe of ].."> centimeters inter-
nal diameter capped at one end, and about .'? centimeters from the other end is a
water jacket. 10 Into the open end of the iron tube is fitted a rubber stopper,
carrying a glass tube which delivers into the top of a Efreaenius tower ((') filled
with glass wool. The lower hole of the Fresenius tower is fitted with a rubber
•topper, Carrying a Ceissler three-way BtopOOCk (D).." To one long tube of this
stopcock are connected, by means of a second Qeissler three-way stopcock. (K).
two manometers (F and Q), the former to indicate the degree of exhaustion and
the latter the return to normal pressure. A Qeryk air pump and a gasholder
(K) are connected by means of an ordinary three-way stopcock to the other arm
of the Geisaler three-way stopcock (I)). Between the three-way stopcock and the
air pump are imposed two drying tubes, the first containing calcium chloride
,r\/. .1///. Cham. Sue. < 1906), 28, 22:5.
'"The apparatus worked splendidly with non-coking coals, but a coal retort of
this size might be troublesome with coking coals.
'J The only advantage which a Qeissler three-way stopcock has over an ordinary
T-tube is to facilitate the discovery of leaks in the apparatus.
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and the second phosphorus pentoxide. All of the rubber tubing and rubber con-
nections are of vacuum tubing and all joints are sealed with a solution of rubber
in carbon disulphide.
Manipulation of the apparatus.—After the apparatus has been shown to be
tight, it is disconnected at A and the sample of coal weighed by difference into
the iron tube B from a 40-centimeter bulb tube. By this means the inner sur-
face of the iron tube is kept free from coal to a considerable distance from its
open end. The apparatus is again connected as shown in the figure. The gas-
holder (K) is completely filled with water and the stopcock closed. With the
stopcock (H) in the position shown in the figure, the air is exhausted from the
apparatus. The air is then exhausted from the tube connecting H and K into
the apparatus and the apparatus again exhausted to a pressure indicated by
the manometer (F). In the meantime, the eight burners on the right in the
illustration have been lighted and that portion of the furnace raised to a red heat.
The water is next allowed to How through the jacket, and the iron tube (15) is
put in place in the furnace with the water jacket close to the furnace cover.
As soon as the iron tube is red, the number of lighted burners is gradually
increased and before long the distillation begins. As soon as the pressure within
the apparatus is equal to the atmospheric pressure, the gas is turned into the
gas holder (K).
The rate of the production of the pis is regulated by the rapidity with which
the number of lighted burners is increased. The best yield is produced with
this apparatus when the rate of production is 100 to 200 cubic centimeters per
minute. With the use of a higher temperature than that of the experiment,
such as is used in a large gas works, this rate could be greatly increased. With
this apparatus all of the distillation products must pass through the red-hot
iron tube and therefore the quantity of tar is not increased at the expense of
the gas, as is apt to he the case in the majority of miniature gas works.
Thr' water discharged from the gasholder is carefully measured as soon as all
the gas has been driven off from the coal. When the apparatus has uniformly
cooled to a known temperature the volume of gas is corrected to atmospheric
pressure.
Condition of conducting tests.—No pyrometer was at hand, therefore
it was necessary to construct one in order to road the distillation tem-
perature. The apparatus was made in the following manner:
An ordinary Schaffer & Budenberg pressure-gauge was fitted to a piece of gas
pipe of 1 centimeter internal diameter about half a meter long, capped at one
end, bent to a right angle in the middle and surrounded by a water jacket
close to the pressure-gauge. The gas pipe was filled with mercury and the steel
tube of the pressure-gauge with an inert gas (carbon dioxide) to prevent oxida-
tion. When the mercury expands, this gas is compressed, the tube of the pressure-
gauge straightens out, and the indicator moves over the gauge face. The usual
scale of the pressure-gauge was covered with white paper and the pyrometer
calibrated by determining its highest point by immersion in a crucible of melt-
ing aluminium. For more accurate work, the calibration may be effected by
using the following melting anil boiling points:
Aluminium 050°
Sulphur 448°
"
Mercury 300°
Naphthalene 218°
Water 100°
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A uniform temperature was maintained in the combustion Eurnace
throughout all the distillations and this was shown by the pyrometer to
bo 62A . 1S
The possibility of maintaining an average, uniform temperature in the
Tropics is not a serious problem. All gas measurements and gas analyses
were made at 30° and all data arc given at this temperature.
It was not possible to exhaust the air completely from the apparatus,
but from its known capacity (864 cubic centimeters) and the pressure!.
as read by the manometer (F), the amount of air contaminating the gas
was determined and is given in column 3 of the experimental results.
The coal analyses were made according to the directions recommenced
by the committee appointed by the American Chemical Society.
11
' In
the determination of volatile combustible matter it has been found that
these give very inaccurate results. The committee state that the most
serious objection brought against their method is that the rapid heating
causes mechanical loss in the case of certain non-coking coals; that no
evidence has been given as to the amount of such loss, while in the light
of certain experimental determinations which are described, they state
that the loss can only have been insignificant. It has been observed in
this laboratory that the error from this source on our coals is very large,
possibly amounting to a few per cent in some cases. It has also been
found that this could be largely, if not entirely, eliminated by expelling
the moisture and most of the volatile matter at a low heat before sub-
jecting to "the full flame of a Bunsen burner for seven minutes." Four
to live minutes' gentle heating is sufficient to do this. With this excep-
tion the official method has been followed in detail.
U A value of (100° was approximated by judging the color of the iron tube in
the furnace. However, such results are unsatisfactory, as there is a large per-
sonal e<iuation to be considered as well as tbe degree of illumination under which
the observation is made. The table used was thai constructed by Iff. Pouillet,
given in Kent's Mechanical Engineer's Pocket-book, New York (1903), page 454,
as follows:
,
Color of iron. Degrees C.
incipient red beat 625
Dull red beat 700
incipient cherry-red beat sou
Cherry red beat 000
Clear cherry-red beat boon
Deep orange beat 1,100
Clear orange beat 1,200
White beat 1,300
Bright white heat 1,400
Dazzling white heat | "
"\/. Am. Chctn. Soc. (1899), 21, 1116-1182. -/. Hoc. Chan. Ind. (1900),
19, 174.
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The gas analyses were made according to standard methods. The
methane and hydrogen were determined by explosion over mercury and
the nitrogen by difference.
The calorific value of the coal was figured according to the formula
given on page 878.
The calorific value of the gas was calculated at 30° from the following numbers
of J. Thomsen: 20 For the heat of formation of water from hydrogen, Thomson-'
obtained, as an average of three very closely agreeing numbers, the value ILO+
O— ILO+68,388 calories. The heat of combustion of methane has often been
determined and the number obtained under the most painstaking conditions by
Thomsen,1'2 and a fair average of the reliable values of other investigators is.
CH4+40= C0 2+2ILO+21 1,900 calories. The heat of combustion of ethylene,
according to the measurements of Thomsen, is C2H4+ 60=2CO,+2H,0+ 333,300
calories. The number obtained by Thomsen for carbon monoxide has not been
used, but by preference the round value recommended by Ostwald, 23 which lies
between those obtained by J. Thomsen"4 and Berthelot,25 i. e., CO+0= CC>2+
08,000 calories. One gram molecule of a gas= 22.32 liters under standard
conditions.
The following factors have been figured from the foregoing data : 20
Calorics per c. c.
Carbon monoxide (CO) 2. 744
Heavy hydrocarbons (C„II,„) 27 13.455
Methane (CH 4 ) 8.553
Hydrogen (H,) 2. 750
The gas-producing power of five native coals has been determined.
For the purpose of comparison a very superior, coking, Australian
steaming coal has also been investigated.
RESULTS.
A sample of coal from Batan Island 28 gave the following results:
20 Thomsen, J.: Thermochemisohe Untersuchungen, II.
21 Idem: Loc. cit., 44; Pogg. Ann. (1873), 148, 368.
23 Idem: Loc. cit., 94.
23 Ostwald, W.: Lehrbuch ailg. Chon. p. 173.
21 Thomsen, J.: Loc. cit., 284.
"Berthelot: Ann-. Chim. Pltys. (1878), (5) 13, 11.
2,1 If it is desired to compare in any way these numbers with those of the
Beport on the Operations of the Coal-testing Plant at the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition, St. Louis, Mo., 1904, U. 8. G. 8., P. P. 48 (1906), 3, Producer-gas,
etc., it must be remembered that in each of the last three lines on page 1004
"per c. c." should read, per percentage-content.
27 All the heavy hydrocarbons are assumed to be present as ethylene. This
probably gives too low a result, but the error is on the conservative side.
2S This was taken from the southeastern end of the island. It is a well-known
fact that the coals from this region are of a much poorer grade than those from
the western end.
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Proximate analytic of the ooaL
aj Calculated
2 calorie*
—
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15. 10 10. 89 40.10 3.98 0.22 5,630 7,015 50. 45 0. 935
I'rinlnrtinii a/ gas (tfl liters).
Weight of
coal in
grams.
Yield of
gas.
Air in gas.
Actual
yield of
gas.
Actual
yield of
gas per
kilo of
coal.
41.021 16.107 0. 057 16. 110 865, 955
Anatyrii of gas.
Cm rbon
dioxide
(CO,).
Heavy
hydro-
carbons
(C„H.,„).
Oxvgcn
(o2 ).
Carbon
monox-
ide
(CO).
Methane
(CH 4 ).
Hydro-
gen
(H2 ).
Nitrogen
<N2 ).
Analysis of gas as ob-
tained (per cent)
Calculated analysis of gas
as produced
25.
9
26. 04
2.3
2.31
0.5
0.43
14.1
14. 15
16.86
16.9
35.3
35.
4
5. 05
4.77
Calories per liter.
Calorific value of the gas as obtained 3,115
Calorific value of the gas as produced 3, 125
A sample of coal from Gebli gave the following results:
Proximate analyst* of the coal.
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X calories—
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12. 12 43.70 41.24 2. 94 0.04 5, 917 6, 965 51. 45 0. 944
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Production of gas (in liters).
Weight of
coal in
grams.
Yield of
gas.
Air in gas.
Actual
yield of
gas.
Actual
yield of
gas per
kilo of
coal.
47. -100 16.217 » 0.757 14.460 305. 020
A nab/sis of gas.
Carbon
dioxide
(CO,).
Heavy
hydro-
carbons
(C„Hta ).
Oxygen
(O,).
Carbon
monox-
ide
(CO).
Methane
(CH 4 ).
Hydro-
gen
(H»).
Nitrogen
(N2 ).
Analysis of gas as ob-
tained (per cent)
Calculated analysis of gas
as produced
n.-s
14.4
5.2
5. 48
1.75
0.7
9.8
9.8
24.2
25. 40
39.2
41.3
7. or.
2. SO
Calories per liter.
Calorific value of the gas as obtained 4,082
Calorific value of the gas as produced 4,295
A sample of coal from Polillo gave the following results:
Proximate analysis of the coal.
6 Calculated
calories
—
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o
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V
X
* 8 o "3
3
s > fcl < H o o > fe
5.58 40.99 47.04 6.39 5, 925 0,735 .tc, c. 1.174
Production of gas (in liter*).
Weight of
coal in
grams.
Yield of
gas.
Air in gas.
Actual
yielil of
gas.
Actual
yield of
gas per
kilo of
coal.
44. 690 14.338 0.008 14.330 320. 048
2U During tins experiment the apparatus leaked so that the number of cubic
centimeters of air lias been assumed to be that given and is nearly equal to the
quantity of air originally exhausted from the apparatus.
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Analysis of gas.
Carbon
dioxide
(CO,).
Heavy
hydro-
carbons
((•„H,„).
Oxygen
Carbon
monox-
ide
(CO).
Methane
(CH*).
Hydro-
gen
(H,).
Nitrogen
(N«).
Analysis of gas as ob-
tained (per cent)
Calculated analysis of gas
8.4
8.4
8.1
8.1
0.7
0.7
8. 95
8.95
82.
7
32.7
40.5
40.5
0. 06
0. G5
Calorific value of the gaa, 5,251 calories per liter.
A sample of coal from Negros gave the following results
:
Proximate <t><<ihtxi.s of the oocd.
6 Calculated
j= calories—
3
B
V
$E
3
3>
i
3
2 U
d
E
3
t) 8§ > + 03E
2 a! 5 A
** 8 u "a
O
* £ <5 H O > c
18.95 32. 80 31.07 17.59 0.0 4,402 8, 886 51.1 0.%0
Production of gat [in liters).
Weight of
coal in
grains.
Yield of
gas.
Air in gat
Actual
yield of
gas.
Actual
yield of
gaa per
"kilo of
coal.
49.706 13.400 0.100 13.300 2C7. 570
Analysis of gas.
Carbon
dioxide
(CO,).
Heavy
hydro-
carbons
(C.H*).
Oxygen
(0,).
Carbon
monox-
ide
(CO).
Methane
(CH,).
Hydro-
gen
lib).
Nitrogen
(No).
Analysis of gas as ob-
tained (per cent)
Calculated analysis of gat
17.3
17.14
3.2
3.21
0.2
0. 05
7.1
7.15
M, 15
34. 43
34.2
34. 18
3. 85
3.24
Calories per liter.
Calorific value of the gat as obtained 4,490
Calorific value of the gaa as produced 5,427
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A sample of coal from Zamboanga gave the following results:
Proximate analysis of the coal.
3 Calculatedcalories
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a a
Aao 5
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"3
o
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3
s > * < H O > £
6. '.18 89. 87 48.00 5. 15 o.o<; 6, 127 7, 804 46. J 1.204
I'roduction of gas {in liters).
Weight ol vipldof
eoal in ^ " '' o
grams. BI" '
Air in gas.
Actual
yield of
gas.
Actual
yield ol
gas per
kilo of
coal.
44.09
;
13.518 0.008 18. 510 302. 806
Analysis of gas.
Analysis of gas as ob-
tained (per cent)
Calculated analysis of gas
as produced
Carbon
dioxide
ICO,,.
10.1
10.1
Heavy
hydro-
carbons
(C.Hfa ).
Oxygen
6.
2
0. 66
0. 65
Carbon
monox-
ide
(CO).
9.5
9.5
Methane
(CH4).
Hydro-
gen
(H,).
85.
6
3G. 1
Nitrogen
(N,).
86.4 1.65
Calories per liter.
Calorific value of the gas as obtained 5 ih:.
Calorific value of the gas as produced 5' 135
A sample of coal from Australia :; " gave the following results:
Proximate analysis of the coal.
<U
fi d
s t-
a O
a
5
a ij 3
6 I 6
P
1c * 5 -
"5 > + G
X A
a > E < H •^ PM
2.28 35. 31 50. 25 12. 1(1 0. 09 6, 560 4 1 . 26 1.423
•"This was taken from the laboratory supply. It is a coking coal and was
therefore analyzed according to Hie official method.
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Production of gat (i» liters).
Weight of
coal in
grams.
Yield of
gas.
Air in gas.
Actual
yield of
J?as.
Actual
yield of
gas per
kilo of
coal.
43.714 10. 018 0. 058 9.960 287. 845
AnatysU of gas.
Carbon
dioxide
(CO,).
Heavy
hydro-
carbons
Oxygen
(O.,).
Carbon
monox-
ide
(CO).
Methane
(CH 4 ).
Hydro-
gen
(H,).
Nitrogen
(N2 ).
Analysis of gas as ob-
tained (per cent)
Calculated analysis of gas
as produced
6.9
0.24
G.3
0. 34
0. 85
0.73
5.0
5.03
41.8
42.06
37.1
37.34
2.05
2.17
Calories per liter.
Calorific value of the gas as obtained 5, 583
Calorific value of the gas as produced 5,016
The gas which supplies the Bureau of Science is not made from coal,
but from a mixture of equal parts of petroleum and crude oil. For some
time a mixture of petroleum and "Cape Axle Oil" lias been used for this
purpose. Coconut oil in the place of "Cape Axle Oil" was formerly
found sal is factory. Tbe oil is gasified by dropping under considerable
pressure into a retort heated to a bright cherry-red beat. The gas pro-
duced in tbis way burns witb a long, smoky flame in spite of tbe fact that
it is mixed witb 30 per cent of air at tbe generator. r l 'bis gas would make
a splendid enricber for others which are deficient in illuminating power.
An analysis of a sample taken from tbe tap on duly 86, 1906, gave results
showing a wide difference between it and coal gas as follows:
Analysis of laboratory supply.
Carbon
dioxide,
(CO,).
Heavy
hydro-
carbons
(CnH2n ).
Oxygen
(O,).
Carbon
monox-
ide
(CO).
Methane
(CH 4 ).
Hydro-
gen
(H2 ).
v, 1Nitrogen
(N,)
:
Per cent.
1.00
Per cent.
21.9
Per cent.
5.9
Pi r ct ill.
0.8
Per cent.
35.
1
Per cent.
3.1
Per cent.
29.
2
Calorific value of the gas, 7,705 al calories per liter.
No calorimetric determinations of tbe gases could be made, but a table
which sbows their comparative beat values is given below. The combus-
11 This number becomes 8,020 when the value used in (lie calculation of the
heavy hydrocarbons is thai given by Payne, H. L., ./". Anal, and App. ('hem.
(1893), 7, 233, when the "illuminants" are derived chiefly from tin- decomposi-
tion of mineral oil.
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tion was effected in a Bunsen burner with a constant flow of air, regulated
empirically by trial with Polillo gas, and a flow of pis regulated to deliver
approximately T liters in live minutes. The apparatus used was an
ordinary uninsulated copper hath protected from drafts and containing
1 liter of water. The amount of heat lost by radiation was of course
very Large, hut by conducting the experiment in each case for exactly
five minutes and raising the water over the same range of temperature,
viz. from 30° to about 50°, the results are thought to show the relative
calorific value of the gases. The heat value of the water hath, as deter-
mined, is 1(>0 calories for each increase of 1 in temperature. It was
also calculated :1 - from the weight and specific heat of the materials of
which it is constructed and a very concordant result obtained.
Table VIII.
—
Comparative heat mine of the gases (Attained.
Name of gas.
Volume
of gas
burned
in liters
at 7C0
mm. pres-
sure.
Increase
in tem-
perature
of the ap-
paratus
in de-
grees C.
Heat Im-
parted
to the
water in
calories.
Heat im-
parted
to the ap-
paratus
in cal-
ories.
Total
heat ab-
sorbed in
calories.
Heat ab-
sorbed
for each
literofgas
burned
in cal-
ories.
Calcu-
lated
calorific
value of
the gas.
Heat
lust by
radiation
in cal-
ories.
Batan Island
coal -- _ _
Cebu coal . _ .
Polillo coal
Negros coal
Z a m b o a n g a
coal
7.21
7.110
7.28
G.88
6.98
5.78
6.35
15.0
17. 5
21.0
1S.0
22. 5
21.0
30. 6
15, 000
17, 500
2-1,000
18,000
22, 500
21, 000
30,500
2, -100
2,800
3, 840
2,880
3, 640
3, 300
4,880
17,400
20, 300
27, 810
'20, 880
20, 100
24,360
35, 580
2, 414
2, 780
3,824
3,037
3,740
4, 210
5, 570
3, 115
4, 082
5, 2.54
4, 490
5, 135
5, 588
7, 705
701
1,302
1,430
1,453
1,395
1,373
2,135
Australian coal-
Laboratory oil__
It would have been better to have regulated the flow of air so that, in
each case, the combustion of the gas would have heeii as nearly complete
as possible. The gas generated from Batan Island coal contained a less
amount of combustible matter than that derived from the other sources
and, with the fixed supply of air. a more perfect combustion was ob-
tained. On the other hand, the gas generated from oil for laboratory
use contained a very large percentage of heavy hydrocarbons, and in this
case the fixed supply of air was insufficient to effect total combustion.
Discrepancies from both of these sources have heen included in the last
column representing the heat lost by radiation. Nevertheless, the third
from the last column of the table represents fairly well the general
relation which the calorific values of the gases hear to each other.
Perhaps the relations above determined can hotter he appreciated if
placed together and expressed in a more comparative way, as follows:
M Ostwald-Luther : Physiko-Chemische Messungen (1002). 191.
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Taiii.k IX.
Name of gas.
ISatan coal
Cebu coal
Polillo coal
Negroa coal
Zamboanga coal
Australian coal
.
Actual yield of gas
per kilo of coal.
In liters.
866. 066
30.",. 020
320.618
267. 570
302. 806
227.815
In cubic
feet.
12.922
10. 770
11.322
9. 448
10.674
8. 045
Actual yield of gas
per kiio of com-
bustible.
In liters.
In cubic
feet.
Actual yield of gas
per kilo of volatile
combustible.
In liters.
162. 256
359. 100
864.246
359. 350
314.035
264.820
15. 97
12. 07
12.88
12. 69
12.15
9.39
864.880
697.986
782. 260
826. 088
768. 227
645. 270
In cubic
feet.
30. 89
24.66
27. 60
29. 14
20. 77
22. 22
Calories
per liter.
1,126
4,295
5/254
1,527
5, 135
5,610
The quantity of' carbon dioxide in each of the gases is sufficient to
render it non-luminous. This inert body can easily be removed or
diminished in quantity in practical work by slaked lime, but no attempt
was made to do this as it would give a distorted idea of the actual con-
ditions. As this is the chief noxious body in the gases, perhaps a better
idea of the relation existing between them can be obtained when they are
calculated as free from it.
Table X.
—
Oat free from carbon dioxide.
Source of coal.
Yield per kilo
of coal.
Yield per kilo of
combustible.
Content of desirable
constituents.
Calo-
rics
per
liter.
Calorific
value of
gas pro-
duced per
kilo of
combus-
tible in
calories.
In liters.
In cu-
bic
feet.
In liters.
In cu-
bic,
feet.
e„u._,„. CO. CII 4 . Ho.
Batan Island . 270. 000
201.097
2 15. II'.U
""0. 906
271. 772
215.0.27
9. 50
9.22
10. 37
7.81
9.60
7. 50
884.488
307. 390
333. 648
296.680
309.287
248.826
11.81
10. SI
11.79
10.48
10.92
S. 40
/'. ct.
3. 12
6.4
8. 85
3.9
0.. 9
6.7
P.ct.
19.2
11.45
9.77
8.66
10.6
5.4
P.ct
22. 8
29.8
35.7
41.7
39. 5
44.7
P. ct.
47.8
48.2
44.2
41.8
40. 5
39. 7
4,225
5, 020
5, 730
5,488
5,710
5, 970
1,413,000
1 , 542, 000
1,910,000
1,620,000
1,768,000
1,485,000
Polillo —
Zamboanga ... .
Australia
Average of
Philippine
316.299 11.17
Perhaps the results of the last column of Table X become more intel-
ligible when attention is called to a piece of research done in 1891 by
Mahler." Commentry coal 3i was distilled on a large scale by the Paris
"Mahkr, Pierre: Oompt. rend. Acad. d. sc, Par. (1891), 113, 862.
34 An ultimate analysis published in Handbuch der cliemischen Tcchnologie, by
O. Dammer, 4, 52, shows that Commentry gaa coal is of a much better -tad.'
than the Philippine coals. The analysis of Patau Island coal has been calculated
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Gas Works and the yield of gas per kilo of coal had a total calorific value
of 1,898,870 calories. The other results of the table arc comparable to
the quantity and quality of the gas produced from American and English
coals as shown in the following table:
Table XL 85— das from American bituminous coal.
Source of coal.
Yield per kilo
of coal,
Yield per
kilo of com-
bustible.
Content of desirable constituents.
In
liters.
In
cubic
feet
...
-
o„u L,„. CO. on,. II,,.
Westmoreland, Pa
Sterling, Ohio
Despard, w. Va __
Darlington, Ohio.
Petonia, W. Va...
Grahamite, W. Va
882.
377. 5
886.
471.0
685.
10.82
10.70
10. 93
9. 97
13.42
15.25
Per cent.
406.0 11. SO 4.5 to 7. 5
400.0 11.33 4. 5 to 7. 5
413.5 11.71 4.5 to 7. 5
372.5 ' 10,56 4. 5 to 7. 5
545.0 15.43 4. 5 to 7.
5
551.5 15.50 4. 5 to 7. 5
Per cent.
2 to 11
2 to 14
2 to 14
2 to 1
1
2 to 14
2 to 11
Per cent.
31 to 43
31 to 43
31 to 43
31 to 43
31 to 48
31 to 13
Per cent.
38 to 48
88 to 48
38 to 18
88 to 48
88 to 48
38 to 48
Table XII.m—Gas from English bituminous coals.
Source of coal.
Llantwit
Aberbeeg
Abercarn
Radstock
Caleford
Hartley
New Pelton
Hindley Field.
Lydney
Throncliffe
Oasforth
Average of English coals.
Yield per kilo
of coal.
Yield per kilo of
combustible,
In liters.
In CUbic
feet.
In liters. to cubic
feet.
279. 5 9.87 294.0 10.39
250. 2 9.04 208. 2 9. 40
350. 3 12.49 372.6 13.18
201. 10.41 312.0 11. or,
273. 6 9. 66 290.3 10.48
302. 10.07 313.0 11.00
301.5 10. 05 310.0 10.95
309. 10. 91 325. 7 1 1 . 51
273. G 9. 00 291.4 10.30
302. 10.07 313.3 11.07
288. 2 10.19 305. 10. 7s
809 3 'o 09
from the air-dried sample (see p. 885) to figures free from water and other
impurities. The comparative analyses are as follows:
Commentry gas Batan Island coal
coal (per cent). (per cent ).
82.92 73.08
5.30 5.54
11.78 21.38
( 'arbon
Hydrogen
Oxygen and nitrogen
35 Calculated from Kent's- Mechanical Engineer's Pocket-book (1903). table on
page 652.
M Calculated from Phillips's Engineering Chemistry (1902), table on page 323.
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Since the Philippine coals used in this study were of the upper or
outcropping bods, in which naturally the percentage of ash and especially
of moisture, due to climatic conditions, is higher than the average, it is
only fair in comparing the results with those of other lands, to do so on
the hasis of the yield of pis per unit of combustible matter. It will
he seen from Tables X . XI and All that the yield compares favorably
with American gas coals and the average, by a small amount, exceeds the
average 1 yield from English coals.
The regions represented by this investigation include the largest coal
fields of the Islands and show wide distribution. Since the character
of the coal in the Philippines and the facts of the gas tests are so nearly
the same, conclusions may also he drawn from these results regarding
the other regions. Furthermore, it is probable that equally good or even
better results could he obtained from a study of the other coals.
An investigation of the by-products of the distillation of these coals
has not been made, but it can be stated that the yield of tar is compara-
tively small.
The producer-gas plaid depends not only on the production and utiliza-
tion of the ordinary coal gas hut also on the partial combustion of the
fixed carbon which, in an ordinary gas plant, is left behind. Carbon
monoxide, the product of the partial combustion, is of comparatively
low calorific value, much lower than that of the gas produced from the
volatile combustible matter. This explains the results of the work of
the United States Geological Survey which show, when viewed from the
usual steaming standpoint, that the quality of the producer gas "improves
as one descends in the scale of quality of a coal, the best results being
obtained from brown lignite." The same tendency is noted in the gas-
producing power of native coals, as shown below:
Source of the coal.
Zamboanga
Batan Island
Cebu
Negros
Polillo
Seating power
of the com-
bustible in
calories.
7,305 i'
7,015 jj
6,MS i
6 MS [
<">, 7861
1
Calories per
liter of gas.
5.710 i*i
5,020 *1
5,483 S£
5,73of!
C '
Total heating power
of gas produced per
kilo of combustible
in calories.
1,768,000 ||{
1,418,000 ";
1.512.000 *|j
1 £36 IKK) II;
1.910. 000
1
j
This fact is of importance to the Philippines as it suggests a method
for the utilization of the low-grade fuels. The disposition of the outcrop
coal, which must be mined in opening up the works, and the use of the
slack is the question now to be considered and the problem which we
must solve. Mv investigations have been made with outcrop coals of a
low fuel ratio, with the particular object of determining their utility.
The above results show that the coals tested have satisfactory gas-
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producing power and could probably be used in a producer plant with
excellent results.
Physically, the Philippine coals are ideal to handle in a producer
furnace. They do not swell, they hum steadily, form no clinkers, and
the ash would easily he removed automatically. Since the quantity of
ash in a producer plant is of no material consequence, it seems probable
that dirty coals could he used in this way to great advantage. It is also
probable that the outcrop coals used in a producer-gas plant may become
as valuable as the host grades of coal used in a steam plant.
With a satisfactory scheme for the utilization of the upper and poorer
grade of coal, the mines can successfully he operated and the deeper
coal can he used for steaming where a producer gas plant is impracticable.
For the production of power, the utilization of our low-grade and outcrop
coals for producer gas seems much more promising than any other scheme
which has vet been devised for their use.
Cox : Philippine Coals, Etc.] [Phil. Journ. Sci., Vol. I, No. 8.
on
.
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Plate 1.
NOTES ON A COLLECTON OF BIRDS FROM
PALAWAN ISLAND.
By Richard C. McGregor.
From the zoological section, Biological Laboratory, Bureau of Science.)
During the months of December, 1905, and January and February,
1906, Messrs. Celestino and Canton, assistant collectors in the Bureau of
Science, collected birds at Puerto Princesa and Tinabog in the Island
of Palawan. Tinabog is situated on the east coast, some 25 miles north
or Puerto Princesa. The collection contains good series of the charac-
teristic Palawan species and makes a very considerable addition to the
number in the Bureau collection. One species obtained, namely, Hypo-
tamidia striata, lias not, it is believed, previously been recorded from
Palawan.
LIST OF SPECIES COLLECTED IN PALAWAN.
Megapodius cumingi Dillw.
A young bird, inches in length, collected December 19 at Puerto Princesa,
has the secondaries, wing coverts, and scapulars barred with fulvous.
Treron nipalensis (Hodgs.).
Two males and a female from Puerto Princesa, December 14-19.
Osmotreron vernans (Linn.).
Eight specimens from Puerto Princesa.
Muscadivora aenea (Linn.).
Several specimens. The fruit pigeon of Palawan has been described by Blasiua
under the name Carpophaga cenca palaicancnsis.
Myristicivora bicolor (Scop.).
One specimen from Puerto Princesa.
Macropygia tenuirostris Bp.
A male from Tinabog.
Spilopelia tigrina (Temm. and Knip.).
Three adults and one immature bird from Puerto Princesa, December 5-9;
one adult specimen from Tinabog, January 17. This species seems to be very
scarce in the Palawan group and to occur in the winter months only.
Chalcophaps indica (Linn.).
Two specimens of this ground-frequenting dove from Puerto Princesa.
Hypotaenidia striata (Linn.).
A female, taken at Puerto Princesa, January 2, seems to be the first specimen
of this species recorded from Palawan.
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Amaurornis phcenicura (Forster).
A fine male specimen was taken at Tinabog, January 17; the only previous
record of this species for Palawan was made by Platen.
/Egialitis dubia (Scop.).
Tinabog, January 18, one female in badly worn plumage.
Actitis hypoleucus (Linn.).
One specimen from Tinabog, January 15.
Ardea sumatrana Raffe.
An adult male heron taken at Tinabog, January 23, agrees very well with
the description of the great slaty heron given by Gates in his Birds of British
Burmah, 11, page 244. Total length of specimen in the flesh, 53 inches; wing.
19.25; tail, 6.75; tarsus, 6.50; culmen, 7.10.
Butastur indicus (Gm.).
A specimen taken at Puerto Princesa, December 0.
Syrnium whiteheadi Sharpe.
A female example of Whitehead's barred owl in fine plumage was taken at
Puerto Princesa, December 1G.
Cacatua haematuropygia (P. L. S. Mull.).
A female of the Philippine cockatoo from Puerto Princesa.
Prioniturus cyaneiceps Sharpe.
Twelve specimens of the bine-headed racket-tailed parrot were taken at Puerto
Princesa in December and January. The females in this series have the
feathers of the chin, and to a less extent of the throat and breast, matted
with a resinous gnm, which injuries their appearance as specimens; the males
are practically clean and in smooth plumage.
Tanygnathus lucionensis (Linn.).
A female from Puerto Princesa.
Pelargopsis gouldi Sharpe.
Three specimens from Tinabog, Palawan, have been compared with a male
from Mindoro and a female from Lubang. So far as I can determine these all
belong to the species described as P. gouldi.
Alcedo bengalensis Briss.
One male from Tinabog.
Ceyx euerythra Sharpe.
An adult female from Tinabog, January 12; a pair of immature birds from
the same locality, January 13.'
Gymnolaemus lemprieri Sharpe.
A male from Puerto Princesa.
Caprimulgus macrurus Horsf.
Six specimens of this goat sucker were killed in Palawan- during January and
February; three are from Puerto Princesa and three from Tinabog.
Caprimulgus jotaka Tennn. and Schl.
Bourns and Worcester obtained a specimen of this species in Palawan and
one was collected by me in Calayan; the present collection contains the third
known Philipppine specimen, a female from Puerto Princesa, December 29.
This specimen differs from the one from Calayan in having a greater number
of bars on primaries and rectrices; the measurements of the two are equal.
1 For full description of the various changes in plumage of this species see
Bourns and Worcester, Occ. Pap. Minn. Acad. (1894), 1, No. 1, 45.
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Salangana whiteheadi ((hunt).
Three small swifts from Puerto Princesa, belong without doubt to tins species.
Salangana troglodytes (Gray).
Two specimens of this small swift were taken at Tinabog.
Chaetura gigantea (Temm.).
Specimens of this large swift were taken at Puerto Princesa, December 20,
January ,3, and February 3; at Tinabog specimens were taken January 22 and 24.
Surniculus lugubris (Horsf.).
A female from Puerto Princesa, December 20, and a male from Tinabog, Jan-
uary 18. Shelley 2 characterizes 8. vehttinus as "having the head, back, throat,
and breast velvety black, with absolutely no trace of white on any of the tail
coverts and a distinct, narrow, white, basal edging to the tail feathers." A male
of velutinus from Balete, Mindoro, has the under tail coverts tipped with white,
but not barred as in lugubris; on the other hand the two specimens of <S'. lugubris
from Palawan have narrow, white, basal edgings to the tail feathers but these
edgings are not distinct as they are in the .Mindoro specimens of »S. eclat inns
before me. The specimens from Palawan have each a white feather on the
nape; this is absent in the specimens of 8. velutinus. There seems to be very
little difference in the size of these species. The greatest variation is in the
gloss of the wings and tail and their coverts which in 8. vehttinus is bluish
and in 8. lugubris is greenish.
Cacomantis merulinus (Scop.).
Puerto Princesa.
Chalcococcyx xanthorhynchus (Horsf.).
Two males of the emerald cuckoo from Puerto Princesa. One taken December
20 is in adult plumage; the other taken three days earlier is in mixed plumage,
the throat and upper breast with white and green barred feathers of the young
and violet feathers of the adult about equally represented; a few feathers of
the hind neck, barred with white and green. Primaries 1, 3, 5, 8 in one wing
and 1, 3, 5, 0, 9 in the other wing are of the young plumage: nearly all second-
aries and the greater secondary coverts are green and rufous. There seems
some probability that the name C. amethystinus (Vigors) will have to be
adopted for the Mindoro bird. The Palawan bird is certainly distinct from
that from Mindoro and the latter should be recognized as a subspecies. Vigor's
bird came from the "neighborhood of Manilla" and it is not unlikely that all
the specimens from the Philippine Islands (excluding the Palawan group)
belong to C. amethystinus. Tweeddale' recognizes Vigor's name, subject to
revision on the basis of actual material to be compared.
Measurements of three male specimens of Chalcococcyx.
Locality. Wing. Tail. Exposed
culmen.
Mindoro _ . . ...„_..„_.. 4.0-1
3. 66
3. GO
2. 72
1. 66
2. 54
0.07
.58
.57
Palawan
Do
Centropus javanicus (Dumont).
A female from Tinabog, January 18, has the under parts buff, blotched with
black; feathers of flanks and thighs, barred wit 1 1 black.
3 Cat. Ji<ls. n 19, 230.
'Trans. Zoo/. 8oc, 9, Kit), 101.
V,
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Dryococcyx harringtoni Sharpe.
Five specimens of this curious coucal from Puerto Princesa.
Tiga everetti Tweedd.
A male from Tinabog, January 11; a pair from Puerto Princesa taken in
December.
Chrysocolaptes erythrocephalus Sharpe.
A female from Puerto Princesa, December 20.
Mulleripicus pulverulentus (Temm.).
Two males and two females from Tinabog, January 22.
Pitta atricapilla Less.
Puerto Princesa.
Hemichelidon griseisticta (Swinh.).
One specimen from Puerto Princesa, December 18, 1905.
Cyornis lemprieri Sharpe.
Specimens obtained at Puerto Princesa and Tinabog, Palawan.
Hypothymis occipitalis Vig.
The black-naped flycatcher was obtained in Palawan.
Rhipidura nigritorquis Vig.
The black-necked, fantailed flycatcher was obtained in Palawan.
Zeocephus cyanescens Sliarpe.
A series of nine specimens from Puerto Princesa and Tinabog.
Culicicapa helianthea (Wall.).
Two specimens taken at Puerto Princesa in December.
Artamides dificilis Hartert.
Two specimens from Puerto Princesa and one from Tinabog.
Pericrocotus igneus Blyth.
A male from Tinabog, January 11, 1906, differs from the description 4 in
the following points: Four central tail feathers black, not "two;" "the broad
vermilion sub-basal band which traverses the wing" is absent from the first
four primaries, not from the first and second only. The inner web of each
primary, except the short first, bears a yellow patch.
Lalage niger (Forster).
Puerto Princesa.
jtgithina viridis (Bp.).
Fifteen specimens from Puerto Princesa collected in December and January.
Chloropsis palawanensis Sharpe.
A fine series of this curiously colored species was obtained at Puerto Princesa
and Tinabog.
Irena tweeddalii Sharpe.
Twceddale's fairy bluebird was taken at Puerto Princesa and Tinabog.
Microtarsus melanocephalus (Gm.).
Nineteen specimens from Puerto Princesa taken in December, January, and
February.
Cri niger frater Sharpe.
Seven specimens of this bulbul were obtained in Palawan, December 11 to
January 31. In this species the rectrices are clear-brown, without the greenish-
yellow wash shown in the plate.8
4 Sharpe: Cat. Bds., 4, 78.
''Ibid., 6, PI. V.
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Ciniger palawanensis Tweedd.
A male and a female of this smaller Criniger were taken at Tinabog, Jan-
uary 19.
Pycnonotus cinereifrons Tweedd.
A large series of specimens was obtained at Puerto Princesa.
Turdinus rufifrons (Tweedd.).
Four specimens from Tinabog, January 11 and 12, agree with Tweeddale's
description and plate.
Anuropsis cinereiceps (Tweedd.).
This curious species is represented by two males from Puerto Princesa, De-
cember 14, and one male from Tinabog, January 12.
Mixornis woodi Sharpe.
Specimens from Tinabog and Puerto Princesa. In the description" of this
species no mention is made of the numerous obsolete cross bars on the tail
feathers.
Cittocincla nigra Sharpe.
A good series of specimens of this species from Puerto Princesa, December
5 to January 31; one specimen from Tinabog, January 12.
Acanthopneuste borealis (Bias.).
A specimen of the willow warbler from Tinabog.
Artamus leucorhynchus (Linn.).
One female from Puerto Princesa, December 13.
Otomela lucionensis (Linn.).
Three shrikes in more or less barred plumage were taken at Puerto Princesa
in December and January.
Hyloterpe whiteheadi Sharpe.
Puerto Princesa and Tinabog.
Pardaliparus amabilis (Sharpe).
Specimens from Tinabog and Puerto Princesa.
Callisitta frontalis (Swains.).
Fourteen specimens of this nuthatch from Tinabog and Puerto Princesa are
all in fine adult plumage. Probably this is Xitta frontalis palawana of Hartert.
Dicasum papuense (Gmel.).
Three specimens from Puerto Princesa.
Prionochilus johannae Sharpe.
Specimens from Puerto Princesa and Tinabog.
/Ethopyga shelleyi Sharpe.
This beautiful little sun-bird was found botli at Puerto Princesa and Tinabog;
a number of specimens in fine plumage were taken in December and January.
Cinnyris aurora Tweedd.
One specimen from Puerto Princesa.
Arachnothera dilutior Sharpe.
Eight specimens of Sharpe's spider-hunter from Puerto Princesa, taken in
December and January.
Anthreptes malaccensis (Scop.).
A good series from Puerto Princesa and one male from Tinabog.
•Sharpe: Ibid., 7, 577.
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Budytes leucostriatus Horn.
Three specimens. It is possible that Philippine birds of this genus belong
to the recently described liudyics /hints alasccnsis of Ridgway.7
Anthus rufulus (Vieill.).
One specimen of this common pipit from Puerto Princesa.
Anthus cervinus (Pall.).
Three specimens of the red-throated pipit were taken at Tinabog, Palawan,
in January.
Anthus gustavi Swinh.
One specimen from Puerto Princesa. taken December 20.
Uroloncha everetti (Tweedd.).
A male and female from Puerto Princesa, December 29.
Oriolus chinensis Linn.
An immature female from Puerto Princesa.
Oriolus xanthonotus llorsf.
Twelve specimens obtained at Puerto Princesa and Tinabog, December 12 to
.la unary 23, are in fine plumage.
Chibia palawanensis (Tweedd.).
Three specimens of the Palawan drongo taken at. Puerto Princesa in Decem-
ber are in perfect plumage.
Buchanga palawanensis Whitehead.
Two males from Tinabog and four specimens from Puerto Princesa; one of
the last taken December 9, 1905, is immature, having acquired but few of the
dark, slate-blue feathers of the adult. The old feathers are dark smoky-brown.
Specimens from Culion and Paragua do not differ from each other.
Eulabes palawanensis Sharpe.
Ten specimens from Palawan; an immature female taken at Puerto Princesa,
December 22. lias the bill lighter and more yellowish than the adults.
Lamprococorax panayensis (Scop.).
Tinabog and Puerto Princesa.
Corvus pusillus Tweedd.
A female from Puerto Princesa.
'Bull. 50, U. S. Nat. Mus., Bds. N. and M. Am., pt. 3, S. "Winter specimens
from the Philippine Islands apparently belong to this form (alascensis) , but owing
to the fact that no winter specimens undoubtedly belonging to this subspecies are
available for comparison their identification is uncertain." Op. cit., p. 10.
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THE CULTIVATION AND PATHOGENESIS OF AMOEBAE.
By W. E. Musgrave and Moses T. Clegg.
(From the Biological Laboratory, Bureau of BcietMX.)
CONTEXTS.
I. Introduction.
II. Biology of Amceb2E.
1
.
Bevie\v of recent literature.
2. Methods of reproduction and life cycle.
.'5. Morphology, classification, etc.
(a) Amoeba* as a whole.
(6) Ectoplasm.
(c) Endoplasm.
(d) Nucleus.
ILL Cultivation.
1. Methods and material.
2. Pure cultures.
IV. SYMBIOSE8 AND SYMBIOTIC ORGANISMS.
1. Extraneous or saprophytic.
2. Cultural.
'.I. Intestinal.
{a) Saprophytic.
(6) Parasitic.
4. The higher animal tissue symbioses or true parasitism.
5. The alterations in symbioses.
(a) Increasing processes, parasitism, virulence.
(b) Decreasing processes, saprophytism, avirulence.
V. Pathogenesis ok Aihkile.
1. Critical review of some recent literature.
(a) Amoeba' in healthy persons.
(b) Pathogenic and non-pathogenic amoeba'.
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V. Pathogenesis of Amosbm—Continued.
2. Original work.
(a) Experimental anuebic colitis.
(b) Experimental amoebic abscesses of liver.
(c) Experimental amoebic abscess of tbe omentum, spleen, lung,
etc.
(d) Experimental annebic sept icawnia.
(e) Immunity.
(/) Amoebic lesions (bow produced)
.
VJ. Summary.
I. INTRODUCTION.
Since our first publication in 1904, on the cultivation and etiologic
significance of amoebae, 1 a number of articles dealing with the subject
have appeared which in the main have been confirmatory of our results.
Our own work has been continued and. in addition to confirming the
observations given in the first paper, enough new facts have been estab-
lished to make further publication at this time desirable. As we have
absolute control of the large clinical and pathological material of St.
Paul's Hospital and free access to that of Bilibid Prison Hospital as well
as to numerous other less important sources, our opportunities have been
all that could be desired.
In studying the more purely biological problems connected with this
subject, we have felt the lack of advice and association with a trained
zoologist, and for that reason have avoided discussing much that is
interesting and definite in the study of cultures of amoeba;. However,
there are a number of points in this connection which have clearly been
established, and, notwithstanding the fact that the results differ in certain
instances from the expressed views of sonic eminent zoologists, they are
given with full conviction of their accuracy, together with the experi-
mental proof.
The most important question dealt with in this paper (and it seems
to us that this is the keystone to the whole problem of amoebic infection)
is the property, possessed by apparently saprophytic amoeba? from the
outside world, by virtue of which the amoebae become so modified by
successive stages and changes in their environment or by symbioses that
they become true parasites for monkeys, guinea pigs, and human beings.
Our experiments demostrate beyond doubt that this is the property of
many amoebae and this fact makes clear much which has formerly been
confused about the pathogenesis of amoeba?.
As much of this work is so closely connected with the observations and
conclusions given in our original paper, it is suggested that the reader
consider that article in connection with this one.
' Amebas: Tlieir Cultivation and Etiologic Significance, by W. E. Musgrave.
M. D., and Moses T. Clegg, Publications of the Hunan of Government Labora-
tories, Biological Laboratory, Manila (1904), No. 18.
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II. BIOLOGY OF AMGBB2B.
In addition to the strictly biological problems, such as the determina-
tion of species, life cycle, etc., there are others more nearly bordering
upon pathology, the accurate determination of which is vital to an un-
derstanding of the disease-producing properties of the parasites. This,
for example, is shown in divisions of species into pathogenic and non-
pathogenic ones. We do not like to take issue with the zoologist upon
the establishment of species, but when he carries his work as far as the
determination of the pathogenicity of individual species, we feel justified
in entering the discussion and in so doing it may be necessary, in meet-
ing the issues involved, to use some criticism of a destructive character
upon questions which are purely zoological, without offering a remedy.
To this extent only will we invade the field of the zoologist, with the
exception of considering views which bear directly upon the medical
aspect of the subject.
Many discussions of life cycles, classifications, and methods of repro-
duction of amoeba;, of interest to medical men, have been published from
time to time, but these have largely fallen into disuse from lack of con-
firmation and therefore need not be entered into here.
REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
In 1903, the late Prof. F. Schaudinn 2 contributed valuable information on this
subject, which at once attracted much attention. Many of his observations have
repeatedly been confirmed, while other of bis statements have been elaborated by
subsequent writers. Schaudinn established a new genus, Entamoeba, to include
those amoebae found in the human intestine, and in this new genus he described
two species E. coli and E. histolytica; the former the so-called barmless com-
mensal and the latter a true dysentery producer.
Briefly his observations were as follows:
The genus Entamoeba includes the amoeba? which inhabit the intestine of man.
Two species are described, one pathogenic and the other non-pathogenic ; they
may both at times be found in the same diseased intestine, but obviously not
together in a normal bowel.
E. coli (the type species) is considered to be harmless and perhaps to be the
one reported by Losch,3 but first accurately described by Casagrandi and Barba-
gallo. E. histolytica is the pathogenic species and is identical with Jurgen's
cat amoeba.
The chief characteristics of these two species are as follows:
E. coli, when at rest, shows no sharp distinction between ectoplasm and cudo-
plasm, but this differentiation occurs to a moderate degree in the pseudopodia of
the moving parasite.
The nucleus is centrally placed, vesicular (during the vegetative stage), and
has a distinct, compact, nuclear membrane. In the center of the nucleus is a
nucleolus, which is formed of plastin and chromatin. Other chromatin is also
2 Arb. a. d. k. Gsndhtsamte, Berl. (1903), 19, 547-576.
3 Schaudinn states that Losch's description is so incomplete that he is unable to
say whether Losch had first encountered E. coli or E. histolytica; however, he is
inclined to believe from Losch's description that E. coli was the species described.
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distributed in the nuclear cavity as an achromatic network. Multiplication
takes place by fission and spore formation. In reproduction by spore formation,
the chromatic substance of the nucleus divides into eight parts and, after solution
of the nuclear membrane, these become arranged in the protoplasm of the amoeba
as daughter nuclei, and from these nuclei young a nucha- eventually always result.
This reproduction is brought about in a complex manner, somewhat as follows:
During the encystment of the amOBba, fructification occurs. The nucleus disides
mitotically, and from the resulting two nuclei two pain of daughter nuclei arc
formed in such a manner that each pair has an element from each original
nucleus which has been produced by mitotic division. After wandering in the
protoplasm for a certain time, these two pairs of daughter nuclei coalesce, so
that we again have produced a cell with two nuclei. After a time these nuclei
again part by primitive mitosis, giving rise to four nuclei and this process is
finally once more repeated, giving an amoeba with eight nuclear cysts. About
each of these new cysts protoplasm collects, and from them eight young amoeba
develop in the next host.
E. histolytica differs sharply from B. coli in having a distinctly formed ecto-
plasm, which is very retractile and tenaceous. This latter property of the ecto-
plasm of this amoeba enables it to penetrate between the epithelial cells lining
the mucosa of the colon.
The nucleus of V. histolytica is poor in chromatin and it therefore is difficult
to recognize; it changes its shape easily and is always e\ccntrically located.
This amoeba multiples by fission and a kind of budding or sporogony, the
nucleus dividing amitotically. Under unfavorable conditions spores are formed.
The nucleus expels some chromatin into the endoplasm, degenerates, and may then
be seen to be extruded from the parasite. As the little masses of chromatin
approach the periphery, the ectoplasm becomes bulged out and finally the particles
of chromatin, with little masses of protoplasm measuring from 3 to 7 fi in
diameter, are cut off and become separated from the remainder of the amoeba,
which now dies. These masses contain a concentric, thread-like structure, secrete
an opaque membrane and the further processes of development finally become
invisible. These bodies constitute the new infecting agent.
The paper of Schaudinn attracted a great deal of attention and some
more recent observers have confirmed his results; others have accepted
them as established and a few, in addition to confirming his principal
observations, have elaborated other characteristics which distinguish
between the speeies. Among the latter, Charles F. Craig's work 1 may
be noticed.
Craig's conclusions, broadly speaking, confirm those of Schaudinn,
but he proposes E. dysenteries as the name of the pathogenic species.
His descriptions differ from those of Schaudinn somewhat in minor
details and he adds a number of other distinguishing points which arc
intended to render the determination of species more practicable from
a simple microscopical examination of the fasces.
Craig's summary of the differences between these species is as follows:
Fresh pkepauation.—8%90.—B. dyscntcria- usually considerably larger than
E. coli.
Color.—E. dyscntcria' considerably lighter in color and much more refractive
than E. coli.
*Am. Med. (1905), 9, S54, 897, 973.
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Protoplasm.— /•;. dysenteric!' : Shows well-marked distinction between ecto- .and
endoplasm. Tliis is more marked in the moving organism. E. ooli: Never a
sharp distinction between ecto- and endoplasm, even when the organism is moving.
/;. dysenteries: Ectoplasm much more refractive than endoplasm; the opposite
is true in E. ooli. E. dysenteria' : Ectoplasm finely granular; E. ooli structureless.
E. dysenteria': Usually has one or more vacuoles; E. coli rarely shows a vacuole.
Nucleus.—E. dysenteries: Nucleus usually invisible and when present contains
but little chromatin and lias no marked nuclear membrane. E. coli: Nucleus
almost always visible, shows a well-marked, rather thick, nuclear membrane
which is very refractive to light. Nucleoli and a large amount of chromatin
present.
Contained bodies.—E. dysenteries often contains large numbers of red blood
corpuscles, crystals, bacteria, etc. E. eoli rarely contains red blood corpuscles
(never more than two or three) ; crystals, bacteria, etc., also diminished.
Motility.— E. dysenteri<r: .Motility more marked and definite. E. coli: Motility
very sluggish often difficult to distinguish. (This point alone is sufficient to
distinguish between these organisms in fresh specimens.)
Stained specimens.—Protoplasm.—E. dysenteria' : Ectoplasm takes much
deeper stain than endoplasm. E. coli: Endoplasm takes much deeper stain than
ectoplasm. (This point alone is diagnostic.)
Nucleus.—E. dysenteria' : Ectoplasm composed of tine granules, in alveolar
structure. E. coli: Ectoplasm structureless. E. dysenteries: Endoplasm shows
huge granules in alveolar structure. E. coli: Endoplasm composed of much
smaller granules. E. dysenteria': Nucleus stains much less intensely than E. coli.
E. dysenteria': Amount of chromtain also much smaller and often no nucleus
can be demonstrated.
Reproduction.— JSoth reproduced by simple fission; also E. dysenteria' reproduces
by process of budding. Portion of nucleus is extended, chromatin is diffused in
protoplasm, and eventually collects in small clumps around the periphery of the
organism. These are then given off with portions of protoplasm as young
amoebae. E. eoli reproduces after cyst formation. Eight small amoeba1 are
formed within the cyst which breaks down and liberates them.
"These organisms are so easily'distinguished that there should be no difficulty
in differentiating them by experienced laboratory men."
Our own observations have had the advantages accruing from the
study of cultures of amoebee. These cultures have included steins from
the dysenteric intestine, from the stools of patients without diarrhoea, and
from water, vegetables, and other extraneous sources. After careful
observation of more than one hundred cultures from these different
sources, and extensive experimentation on animals, together with a study
of the parasites in stools and tissues, we can not avoid questioning the
justification for establishing the two species, "E. coli" and "E. histolytica/'
We do not at all question the multiplicity of both genera and species
of amoeba?, both within and without the intestines of men, but it does
seem as if more work should be done before any classification can be
substantiated.
Whatever may be said concerning the general classification, when it
comes to the establishment of a harmless species, "E. coli," and a patho-
genic one, "E. histolytica," the supporting data given are insufficient, as
will be shown when the pathogenicity of amoeba) is discussed.
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METHODS OF REPRODUCTION AND LIFE CYCLE.
It seems fairly certain that there are at least three, and perhaps four
methods of reproduction of amoebae, but whether or not some or all of
them are common phenomena of the same amoeba, or whether they are
different in different species it is difficult to determine.
In cultures, simple fission is easily observed and it is a common
property of all amoebae which we have studied. A second phenomenon,
somewhat resembling the above, but which is much more rarely seen,
is that of budding, by which a small portion of the amoeba is separated
from the parent parasite apparently without interfering in any way with
the motility or other evidences of life of the original organism. In more
than one instance we have seen two of these buds given off in succession
before we lost sight of the parent.
A third form is that following encystment of the parasite.8 Encyst-
ment, under certain circumstances, is the property of many, if not of
all, amoebae, and of course further reproduction occurs from the cysts.
In many cases this certainly takes place by some process of sporulation,
sporogony, or schizogony. In others another method, to be mentioned
below, appears to result.
We have never been able actually to observe sporulation, although
cultures of encysted amoeba? shortly after transplantation to fresh media,
contain vegetative forms which often are exceedingly small and numerous.
Apparently another method of reproduction, or revegetation, occurs
from the encysted stage. In this a single, motile amoeba escapes from the
ruptured cyst. We have observed this phenomenon a number of times
in cultures, and believe the observation to be accurate. A number of
changes take place before this process is completed, and among them we
have noted an increased activity of small granules within the encysted
amoeba, and these granules, while still in active motion, become arranged
around the periphery, while the nucleus becomes more prominent. The
cyst wall then changes to a less dense and more transparent consistency.
Finally, it ruptures and a motile amoeba escapes. The old cyst wall
remains for some time as a foreign body in the culture medium.
Lastly, we have cultivated two amoebae which do not encyst even in
cultures several months old. One of these has now been in artificial
media for about two years and only lately has begun to form imperfect
cysts.
HOBPHOLOOT, CLASSIFICATION, ETC.
In addition to differences in the methods of reproduction, other distinc-
tions between amoebee have been described from time to time. These relate
to practically everything which may be observed from the study of any
one of these parasites. They refer to:
(a) Amoeba; as a whole.—Size, color, shape, and motility. Number,
size, shape, and contents of psoudopodia.
5 Perhaps tliere are oilier forms of reproduction as well.
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(b) Ectoplasm.—Density. Tenacity and dictinction from endoplasm.
Color and refraction. Contents, granules, and other elements.
(c) Endoplasm.—Presence of, absence of, or variation in size and
number of granules. Color and refraction. Presence or absence of
red blood corpuscles and other formed, foreign elements. Number, size,
and contractility' of vacuoles. Spore-appearing bodies.
(d) Nucleus.—Location, shape, size, and variations in the amount of
chromatin. Presence or absence of nuclear membrane and nucleolus.
In order to obtain the most complete data, it is necessary as far as pos-
sible to study the above characteristics in all stages of the life cycle of
the parasites.
(d) Amozba? as a whole—Size.—The dimensions of amoebae vary be-
tween wide limits, but probably from 3 to 40 fx in diameter would be the
minimum and maximum of size in cultures, and this variation is almost,
or quite equalled when the parasites are observed in stools and in the
tissues with amoebic lesions. In the naturally encysted stage, the varia-
tion is much less, being from about 8 to 30 or perhaps 35 fi. The expla-
nation of the differences in measurements between amoebae in the encysted
and in the vegetative stages is as follows
:
All amoebae are smaller when they are encysted than when in motion.
The smallest sizes, often seen in the vegetative stage—that is, the ones
below 8 to 10 fx in diameter—are almost surely young parasites, and
these do not naturally encyst until they are older and larger. Under
certain adverse conditions, such as an extreme lowering of temperature,
even the smallest and youngest forms may be driven to assume a cystic
appearance, and, of course, under such circumstances they are exceedingly
small. However, this change is not a true cyst formation, but micro-
scopically it may be impossible to distinguish from real encystment.
Formerly the variation in size of arruebse was considered to be of
importance in determining species, and especially in separating the so-
called pathogenic from the non-pathogenic types. However, more recent
writers have attributed less importance to it, contenting themselves with
the statement that "E. histolytica" is in general larger than "E. coli." In
our former work we have remarked that measurements of the parasites
could certainly not be used in the determination of species. However,
after more extended experience, it begins to appear as if measurements,
if they could be made with parasites of equal age and in the same environ-
ment, might become an important factor in determining species. The
trouble, of course, would be the difficulty of being sure of the age and
environment of the amceba3.
With cultures grown from a single amoeba, and hence pure, the indi-
vidual examples vary much in size, particularly in the vegetative stage.
In the encysted stage this variation, although present, is much less when
amoeba; on the same plate culture are considered. Between one culture
and another of the same amoeba there may be a greater difference,
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which, under certain circumstances, may be quite decided. This varia-
tion illustrates the difficulty or impossibility of securing a constant
environment. Therefore, until the subject is investigated further, the
size of amoebae can not be used as a diagnostic character of species
and the value of such determination in differentiating between so-called
pathogenic and non-pathogenic varieties is of still less importance, as we
will point out in another part of this paper.
Color.—The shades of amoeba?, which vary from greenish to dull
grayish, have been noticed almost from the time of their discovery. The
variation has been explained in many ways and has repeatedly been
pointed out as an aid in the determination of species.
Schaudinn and his followers have again brought this question into
prominence in reference to the classification of these protozoa, by regard-
Log the difference in color as one of the important distinguishing points
between the harmless and the pathogenic species of amoebae which they
found in the human intestine. The variation in color in amoebae is very
noticeable, but we are not prepared to accept such differences as being of
any value in determining species; rather it is an index of environ men I.
Jn frequent examinations of the stools from a single patient, we have
often noticed the increased greenish refractiveness taken on by the
parasites as the character of the stool changed from the watery, diarrheeal,
blood-free discharge of the early stages to the dysenteric stool of a more
established infection. In the bloody, mucous stools the greenish coloration
of amoebae is often quite pronounced, but as the case progresses favorably
under treatment, with the disappearance of blood this color is gradually
lost and during convalescence we may observe amoebae which are dull-
grayish in color and of an opaque appearance. Again, in addition to the
variation in color due to, or intimately associated with the absorption of
blood serum or other haemoglobin-containing substances by the parasites,
we have variations which apparently depend upon the presence of bile
in the environment. In cases of dysentery, upon the progressive disap-
pearance of bile from the faeces, we have repeatedly noticed the gradual
change to a dull-grayish color, by amcebflB which before that time had
shown a most marked, greenish refraction. Amoebae seen in liver and
other abcesses usually conform more closely to the color accredited to
"E. coli" than they do to that assigned to "E. histolytica." Other influ-
ences may also play a part in this phenomenon observed in amoebae from the
infest inc and other parts of the human body. However, the incontrovert-
ible arguments against the supposition that certain colors or differences
in refraction are of diagnostic importance in distinguishing between
different species of amocbas are found when we work with cultures of
these parasites.
In cultures, amoebae may be changed from one color to another. These
colors are as different as any which have been mentioned in the literature,
and this phenomenon can be repeated almost at will by such simple
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variations in environment as the addition or subtraction of blood, blood
serum, bile, certain types of bacteria, etc.
Tn view of the above observations it is perfectly evident that amoebae
found in a healthy intestine, or even in one in tbe early stages of disease,
would be very likely to have a grayish color, regardless of tbe pathogenicity
of the rhizopods.
Shape and motility.—All amoebae assume a great variety of shapes
when in motion but when at rest, or encysted, they are invariably spherical
or slightly oval. The oval shape is well marked and fairly constant
in cultures of our amoebe "V;" this rhizopod also has an unusually
prominent nucleus. Motility varies greatly, even in cultures of pure
species, and from our observations it seems to depend, at least partially,
upon physical laws. It may be quite rapid, or very slow; continuous,
or, more frequently, intermittent. An alternating protrusion and with-
drawal of pseudopodia may continue to take place for some time, without
any change in the position of the amoeba. This period of comparative
rest may be followed by one of great activity, but more usually it precedes
tbe resting or encysted stages.
Although progression is usually associated with the protrusion of
pseudopodia, quite active motility can at times be observed without such
protrusion. This progression is accomplished by a protrusion of the whole
side of the amoeba, which is followed by the remainder of the parasite in
what appears to be a kind of rolling process; this motion may be kept
up by an individual for some time, to be followed later by the usual
pseudopodia! motility. On the other hand, tbe parasite may encyst,
without again showing true pseudopodial formation. In this class of
amoeba one is particularly apt to notice currents of the protoplasm which
are usually of a vortical nature, formed within tbe parasite.
The actual distance traveled by amoebae and the rate of locomotion
may very closely be determined from cultures, by inoculating in tbe
center of a plate containing the media, as was described in our first
publication, and then watching the rate of spread toward the edges of
the Petri dish. These measurements permit us positively to state that
a great variation exists in the rate of locomotion. In cultures of some
amoebae, the surface of the media will be traversed in from forty-eight
to sixty hours, while in others, during three or more days only a small
area will be covered before encystment of all the parasites takes place.
To judge from these observations, if rate of locomotion be of value in
determining species, then such determinations are not in harmony with
the other characteristics which are given for the differential diagnosis of
"E. coli" and "E. histolytica."
The formation of pseudopodia is probably a common property of all
amoeba?, and the size, shape, number, etc., of these protrusions may vary
between wide limits.
In size they range from almost thread-like projections to large, oval
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bodies which constitute one-third or more of the central mass of the
amoeba. Their shape varies from the perfectly sharp-pointed spinous
type of Celli and Fiocca to a very broad, flat, oval, or even to a narrow,
undulating type, which may run around the surface of the amoeba, having
very much the appearance of the undulating membrane of a monad, just
prior to its encystment.
The number of pseudopodia which may be present on an amoeba at
any one time may vary from one to five or more, and frequently pseudo-
podia pertaining to a pseudopod may be seen.
Whatever the type or the number of pseudopodia may be, their general
structure and contents vary but little. The outer coating is formed by
the ectosarc, and the contents consist of a portion of the fluids of the
parasite alone, to which, as the projection grows larger, may be added
portions of the endosare, and sometimes vacuoles, foreign bodies, etc.,
and, very rarely, the nucleus of the amoeba. In some instances, the
endosare follows the ectosarc in its protrusion so closely that a line of
demarcation can not be distinguished and, indeed, it may seem as if the
ectosarc was being pushed out by the endosare.
One very important point, which we have not seen noted elsewhere,
is the change in the elasticity of the ectosarc itself during the formation
of the pseudopod. The portion of this organ which covers the pseudopod
is often much thinner and correspondingly denser than it is in other
places, and with very large pseudopodia or where several are present,
this stretching of the ectosarc may be sufficient to increase considerably
the linear measurements of the surface of the amoeba itself.
This fact may be brought out quite distinctly by staining the moving
amoeba with a very dilute solution of neutral red, which sharpens the
distinction between ectoplasm and endoplasm, without in any way interfer-
ing with the motility of the parasite. This phoenomenon may also be
confirmed by a study of parasites which have been quickly fixed and
stained with their pseudopodia well formed.
The character of the pseudopodia varies just as much in cultures of
pure species of amoebae as it does in those which are not pure. One of
our first amcebse obtained in culture, while showing only lobose pseudo-
podia in the stool from which it came, when it was first grown on
artificial media developed perfect, spinous pseudopods, and later would
at times develop the spinous and again the lobose type. In the intes-
tinal contents of animals inoculated with it, only lobose pseudopodia
were observed, but in subcutaneous abcesses produced by inoculation of
similar cultures the spinous variety was frequently present.
(b) Ectoplasm.—This elastic structure surrounds the outer portion of
the amoeba. It varies in thickness from about one-third of the diameter
of the parasite to a very thin streak, almost a line. Its distinctive
appearance is probably only completely developed in the full-grown
parasite.
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Jn genera] appearance it is usually somewhat more dense than the
endoplasm, particularly on its outer border; it may appear as a homo-
genous structure, or again may present a granular appearance without
color, or may be of a grayish or greenish tint. Its association with the
internal parts of the amoeba may be so close that no line of demarcation
can be made out, or again it may stand out with perfect clearness, entirely
separated from the endoplasm.
In young amoebae of whatever species the distinction between ectoplasm
and endoplasm is rarely demonstrable, and even in adult types or
in encysted forms this may be very difficult. In old, encysted amoebae
the density of the ectoplasm appears to increase and its contraction
causes a wavy appearance which, together with the slight, brownish color
which may also be present, may with age give a picture comparable with
that seen in ascaris eggs. (Fig. 29, in Publications of the Bureau of
Government Laboratories, Biological Laboratory No. 18.) At times, it
may seem perfectly structureless, or thicker and denser on the outer
margin, shading off toward the center of the parasite, or in some
instances it seems to have a sharp, well-defined inner membrane as well as
an exterior one. Often, particularly in this latter type, it contains a few
or many granules of assorted sizes, distributed in its substance.
This part of the amoeba is probably a much more complex structure,
both histologically and functionally, than it is generally accredited to be.
Numerous observations tend to show the correctness of this conclusion.
At times, during the vegetative stage of the amoeba, it allows the
passage into and out of the parasite, of bacteria, red blood corpuscles,
and of other foreign, formed elements of considerable size, and again,
during the encysted stage of the organism, it proves to be almost, or
quite, impervious to the most powerful staining reagents.
It is a fact that no satisfactory staining reagent for encysted amoebae
has been found. The ectoplasm may be most intensely stained by almost
any common dye, but there is very little penetration to the interior
structures. On the contrary, this is not true in the vegetative stage,
and an almost equally large number of stains may be used, which will
even color the interior structures more intensely than they will the
ectoplasm. This, 'in our opinion, depends more upon variations in the
ectoplasm than upon changes in the other structures of the parasite
with reference to susceptibility to stains.
Further corroboration of this fact is found by a study of the action of
dilute solutions of neutral red upon amo'bas. Solutions of this substance,
so dilute that the color in a drop can scarcely be detected by the eye, when
°We must not forgot here that it is possible that these bodies never actually
penetrate the ectosare, but that folds of this membrane envelop them, so that
they are only apparently in the amoeba;, in a manner comparable to the relation
between the peritoneum and the abdominal organs.
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allowed to come in contact with motile amoeba} arc quickly taken up In
quantities sufficient to stain various internal portions of the amoeba a
decided pink color, without at all staining the ectosarc. In resting
amoeba tins process is much slower and less complete, and here, in ad-
dition, the ectosarc is usually stained. However, in encysted types this
stain docs not penetrate to the interior of the parasite, but may slightly
color the cyst wall. When, at times, one is fortunate enough to see a
ruptured cyst in the culture, the neutral red, entering through the open-
ing, colors the contents and often the inner portion of the ruptured ecto-
sarc. This observation tends to show that the variations in staining are
due to permeability of the ectosarc rather than to changes in the inter-
nal structure of the amoeba and further indicates that the outer portion
of the ectosarc itself is more dense and resistant than the inner.
A further most Interesting phenomenon with neutral n^] solutions may
sometimes be noted in motile amoebae, in which the first granules to show
color may be those in a persistent pseudopod. If this is due to the thinned
portion of the ectosarc being more permeable, which appears to be the case,
it might also further indicate that, in addition to the function of locomo-
tion which the pseudopodia possess, we must consider them as playing a
part in the metabolism of the parasite—such as the absorption of food.
Some, at least, of the numerous phenomena of the ectosarc may be
explained by physical laws and their application to the age, environment,
etc., of the parasite. However, in addition to this we probably have
changes due to vital metabolic phenomena and perhaps others due to
variety in species.
(c) Endopla8m.—The endoplasm is probably composed of a network
and of fluids in which are embodied the nucleus, vacuoles, spores, granules,
and other vital parts of the parasite, often together with red blood cor-
puscles, bacteria, and other foreign bodies. The proportionate amount
of endoplasm as compared with the whole parasite varies with its envi-
ronment and the stage of its life cycle in which the observation is made.
Apparently its quantity is smallest and its density greatest in the
encysted stage of the amoeba. In the small, young parasite if appears
homogeneous, and stains easily and intensely, but at later stages it often
begins to show granulation, vacuoles, foreign bodies, etc., until in the
encysted condition of the amoeba it often appears to be contracted and
more sharply distinct than at the beginning. It may or may not be dis-
tinguishable from the ectoplasm; sometimes the distinction is well
marked and the outer margin may appear almost as if surrounded by
a limiting membrane. There may be no apparent color in the endo-
plasm, or, again, various shades of dull-grayish or greenish refraction may
be noticed. This variation in color and refraction has already been dis-
cussed. Amoeba? from cultures may be made to take on the so-called
"diagnostic," greenish refraction with almost as much certainty as they
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will take on a pink tint after the introduction of very dilute solutions
of neutral red.
The granular material of the endoplasm may he entirely absent or
abundant, and the variation in size of the granules is also decided.
These bodies, if present, are not visible in the encysted amoeba 1
. Their
composition and significance is not understood, but in some instances,
at least, they appear to be chromatic. They probably have some function
in the metabolism of the parasite and they may eventually be of value
in species determination. Vacuoles are never seen in the young amoeba
nor in the encysted one. One or more, however, of different sizes may be
present in the adult parasites, and they are usually most numerous just
before encystment.
Quite frequently these vacuoles contain numerous, small, actively
motile granules. The significance of the vacuoles is not fully under-
stood. However, Mouton, working with cultures of amoeba?, showed that
one of the vacuoles was contractile and that this one contained a digestive
ferment. Vacuoles are more constantly present and more numerous in
cultures of sonic amoeba? than they are in others.
The inclusion of red blood corpuscles, bacteria, and other foreign-formed
elements under certain circumstances by some amoeba? is a rather frequent
phenomenon, and one difficult to understand. However, as has been
stated in some of our previous communications, it is probably largely
a 7nechanical process. In cultures, amoebae are often not tolerant of
solutions containing blood, but by starting with very sumiII amounts and
gradually increasing the percentage of blood in the medium a condition
may be obtained in which the parasites will engulf red blood corpuscles
apparently exactly as they do in the intestine. This observation is
facilitated if blood poor in haemoglobin be used. The process, whatever
its significance, positively is not confined to one particular morphological
type of amoeba; it can not be used as a differentiating characteristic
between pathogenic and non-pathogenic species, and finally the oft-
repeated statements that red blood corpuscles are digested by the amoeba?
is without foundation in fact. The damage which such cells manifest
when extruded from amoebae, as they always are before encystment, has
not been produced by any digestive process but. aside from some probable
changes due to the mechanical action of the parasite, are damages which
were present when the cell was ingested. We have watched amoebae
containing red blood corpuscles for hours without seeing any evidence
of a specific action of the amoeba? upon the corpuscles.
It is simply absurd to employ a small difference in the number of red
blood corpuscles which two different amoebae may happen to have within
them, as a factor in species diagnosis. This is emphasized when we
remember that it is not very uncommon to find one, two, or even as many
as four red blood corpuscles in one of the common monads in a dysenteric
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stool. The reasons governing the inclusion of red blood corpuscles by
amoebae will be discussed in the chapter devoted to the pathogenic char-
acter of the parasites.
Bodies which appear like spores may often be seen in the endoplasm
of adult amoebae and in the resting and encysted forms. At times, the
arrangement and general appearance of the bodies strongly suggest their
being spores, which they probably are, but at other times the picture is
not so clear. Whatever the nature of these bodies, they apparently have
to do with reproduction, but as we have not been able to follow Schau-
dinn's observations, nor to establish definitely their course and action,
we do not desire to discuss the subject further at this time.
(d) Nucleus.—A nucleus is probably present in all amoebae, but in
some it is difficult to see it and in others impossible to do so, and further,
in the case of amoebae, it may at one time easily be observed and at another
not found. It may be spherical, oval, vesicular or irregular in outline
;
located centrally or excentrically in the parasite; it varies considerably
in size and in the amount of contained chromatin. A nuclear membrane
may be very distinct or barely visible and there may or may not be a
visible nucleolus.
It will be remembered that one of Sehaud inn's strongest points of dif-
ferentiation between "E. coli" and "E. histolytica" (except the distinc-
tions based upon the modes of reproduction) was founded on observations
upon the nucleus. In "E. histolytica" the location was always eccentric,
the shape round, of small size or not visible, the chromatin small in
amount and the nuclear membrane indistinct. In "E. coli" the picture
was almost the complete opposite.
These observations are not altogether true when pure cultures of a
single species of amoebae are considered. The variation in the characters
mentioned in such pure cultures is sufficiently great to make at least
their diagnostic importance questionable. That Schaud inn's conclusions
are not always true in regard to amoebae in sections from lesions in the
bowel and liver may be amply observed by any one sufficiently interested
to study such sections.
In summarizing this mass of fact and theory concerning the biology of
amoebae, it is readily seen how difficult it is to systematize the points in
such a way as to justify classification. Wo have failed to follow Sehau-
dinn or others in their species determinations, and it appears that many
important premises upon which their conclusions were based are not
borne out by our work. It seems to us that more work must be done
before a satisfactory classification of these protozoa can be made, and
until such a time we prefer and believe that we are fully justified in
retaining the name Amoeba coli Losch, to represent those amoebae which are
found in the intestines of human beings.
The bearing these observations have upon the pathogenicity of amoebae
will be more fully discussed in the appropriate part of this paper.
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III. CULTIVATION.
METHODS AND MATERIAL.
Our general plan and technique for the cultivation of amcebaB has not
materially been altered since our first communication on this subject."
A few changes in the details have been made, most of which have been
designed to meet special conditions. These are brought out in the next
two chapters, in which pure cultures and symbiosis are discussed.
Up to the present time we have cultivated over two hundred stems of
amoebae from water, soil, vegetables, fruits, and other extraneous sources
;
from the stools of man and other animals; from the dysenteric ulcers
examined post-mortem; and from various experimental amoebic abscesses
in animals. We have also, in cases of amoebic cystitis, grown the para-
sites from human urine and twice from liver abscesses in man. In the
latter cases there were both bacteria and amoebae in the abscesses, and,
in one case, cultures made from the discharges after operation were only
successful on plates which had previously been inoculated with cultures
of the bacteria found in the liver abscess.
No difficulty, as was mentioned in the first paper, has been experienced
in cultivating any amoeba from water, soil, or other extraneous source.
However, the problem with those from the human or other animal
intestine is not always so simple, and in a certain number of such cases
we have even been entirely unable to grow the parasites. The most
important point to he considered in this connection is that this statement
is equally true no matter whether the colon infection is a natural one or
whether the amtvbce were originally introduced in the intestine from
cultures in which they were multiplying profusely. To a certain extent
at least, this difficulty is brought about by inability to produce satisfactory
symbiosis; a further discussion of the causes underlying this phenomenon-
will be given in the appropriate portion of this paper.
We have found that, whereas when first isolated the parasites thrive
best in neutral or slightly alkaline media, this preference can be altered
by carefully and gradually increasing the acidity, and by this method
the amoebae eventually can be made to propagate in surroundings in
which the percentage of acid is greater than it is ever found to be in the
normal stomach; it is also true that encysted amoebae, after days of
exposure to quite strong acid solutions, will again develop when they are
placed upon satisfactory media.
This renders it evident that vegetables and other substances contami-
nated with amoebae can not be rendered harmless by treatment with weak
acids and that the ingestion of acids can not be relied on as a prophylactic
measure. This statement is rendered the more positive by the fact that
our experimental work has shown that such measures are of even less
fl Publications of the Bureau of Government Laboratories, Manila (1904), No. 18.
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avail against the protozoa in the encysted slate, and this latter phase of
their life cycle is in reality the most dangerous one, even if it is not the
only period in their existence when they are a serious menace.
PURE CULTURES.
Pure cultures of amoeba, which will continue to propagate in media
free from other living microorganisms, have not been obtained. Thai
this fact is due to difficulty or inability to free the amoeba; from
other associated organisms without injury to the protozoa, has been stated
by others, and we formerly tentatively concurred in the belief, but this
position must now be abandoned.
Perhaps the easiest and simplest method is to get the protozoa m
culture with some delicate bacterium and then place the cultures aside
until all the bacteria are dead. Bacteria grow very poorly on media
suitable for amoeha>, and some of them, such as 8pr. ch<>tenv, pneumocoeci
etc., die very quickly under such surroundings unless frequent trans-
plants are made. This process may be hastened by still further reducing
the amount of nutritive substance in the amosbflB medium.
Other methods by which we have succeeded in obtaining amoebffi pure
and free from bacteria on artificial media are as follows;
Sometimes, in old. encysted cultures, the bacteria which are present may be
destroyed by heat and the amoeba- still retain their viability. This is shown by
transplants when they are in this condition made to media which contain a
satisfactory symbiotic bacterium. The bacteria in an old, encysted culture may
sometimes be destroyed, without killing the amicba cysts, by the careful use of
certain antiseptic solutions, such as benzoyl-acetyl peroxide, succinic peroxide
acid, formalin vapor, chloroform, etc.
In some instances success in separating and obtaining living amoebae, free from
bacteria, can be obtained by using (lie plate methods described in our first paper
for securing amoeba together with a pure culture of bacteria. For this purpose
the original method is only altered in the particular that the bacterial rings,
after being made on the plate and the organism allowed to develop, are then
killed by exposing the plates to a temperature below the melting point of the
agar. The plates are then inoculated in the usual manner within the ring, with
the mixed cultures. Occasionally, under these conditions, the amoeba not only
grow through the dead bacteria but also leave the living ones behind them, and
in this manner may be found encysted at a sufficient distance from living bacteria,
to allow of their being removed with a platinum loop.
Amoeba free from bacteria may also often be obtained by the injection of
the mixed cultures into the livers of monkeys or subcutaneously, and then inocu-
lating subsequent animals with the contents of the abscesses thus produced until
finally an abscess is obtained in which the amoebae are found to be bacteria free.
The most satisfactory method is the one which consists in allowing the bacteria
to die out of a culture, leaving the encysted amoebae behind.
In considering the above-mentioned means of separating living amoebae from
their symbiotic organisms in cultures, it must always be borne in mind that the
amoeba1 encyst under such conditions and do not multiply.
By these methods numerous working cultures of amoebae, in large num-
bers and free from bacteria, may be obtained. That the amoebae arc free
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from other organisms is easily shown by plate cultures, and that they arc
capable of further multiplication is also easily demonstrated by transfer-
ring them to media inoculated with a satisfactory symbiotic organism.
Multiplication will then be renewed.
Upon a few occasions we have succeeded in obtaining some slight
multiplication by transferring the organisms from such pure cultures
to other sterile media, but the reproduction in all cases has been very
limited and it always entirely ceases after a few transplants have been
made, whatever the source of the amoeba or whatever the medium em-
ployed ; nor have we been more successful in using various special media,
some of which contained various enzymic and other organic extracts.
Details of all these experiments would hi' tedious and unprofitable, but the
following brief summary indicates the scope and extent of this line of
work
:
( 1
)
Amoeba were grown from a head of cabbage, and in order to demonstrate
whether or no an extract of tins cabbage would be a medium for amosbse free
from bacteria, the cabbage was rapidly macerated with sterile water and filtered
through a porcelain filter. The result was negative. Again, such an extract,
inoculated with the bacteria in symbiosis with the amoeba, kept for twenty-four
hours and then filtered, would not nourish the amoeba1 .
(2) Amoeba1 from liver abscesses and the intestine would not thrive in various
filtered extracts from human and animal livers, although these proved excellent
culture media for bacteria.
(3) Various extracts from, and emulsions of, bacteria foiled to prove satis-
factory media even where the symbiosis between the amoeba and the living bacteria
of the same stem was all that could be wished. Some encouragement in this
direction was obtained in the following way:
Amoeba growing in symbiosis with Spr. choleras seemed at first to 1m 1 splen-
didly nourished by the cholera vaccine prepared by autolytic digestion according
to R. P. Strong's method. 7 When the living bacteria were also present even in
small numbers, this substance certainly exerted a most favorable influence upon
the amoeba, but with bacteria free cultures such effects were very transitory.
(4) Liver and other animal tissue extracts obtained in a sterile manner
furnished no better results than the filtered products.
(5) Various preparations of blood and the serous effusions of man and animals
proved unsuccessful.
((i) Gelatin cultures of Bpr, cholera' after liquefaction, killed by heat or
chloroform, were not satisfactory media for the amoeba which were propagating
with the living >Spr. cholera! of the same stem.
IV. SYMBIOSIS AND BYMBIOTIC ORGANISMS.
KXTIIANEOCS OK .SAPROPHYTIC SYMBIOSIS.
Amcebffi in water, soil, on vegetables, or in any other location outside
thi' animal body, have 1 never been found except in association with other
microorganisms.
The variety of such organisms is very great, including bacteria, yeasts,
T Publications of the Bureau of Government Laboratories, Biological Laboratory,
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and other parasites, and this flora in many instances is constantly subject
to changes caused by the deposition of other varieties and by dust and
rain. Even in large bodies of water, like the Manila city supply, I he
bacterial flora changes from time to time, hut amoeba are almost always
present.
In all these situations there undoubtedly exists a symbiosis between
the amoebee and some (but not necessarily all) of the other micro-
organisms present. This association is not as fixed as it becomes in
amoebae after cultivation, because the changing flora makes it necessary
for this symbiosis also frequently to change. Work with cultures has
shown positively that amoebae are capable of such alterations provided
they are brought about gradually.
The proof that a symbiosis with other organisms is present in all
conditions where amoeba? are found outside of certain situations in the
bodies of the higher animals and that this association is often a chang-
ing one which necessitates constant readaptation of the amoeba? to new
conditions, is important because of the bearing it will have in the study
of the higher symbioses. Most of this proof will be furnished when
Symbiosis in cultures is discussed, but a few points may properly be
emphasized here.
If pure cultures are made of all the different organisms found in a
body of water which, for example, contains the usual assortment of
amoeba and bacteria, amoebae from the original source will grow well in
some of these cultures, poorly in others, and not at all in the remainder.
If this experiment be repeated several times with the same cultures
and the same water, it will sometimes he found that divers bacteria will
form the best cultures at different times or that amoebae will develop on
two or more widely dilferent bacteria at the same time. This fact most
probably indicates the presence of different strains of amoebae—that is,
amoebae varying in the sense that the symbiosis is dilferent and that
they may be found in the same body of water at the same time. It is
further emphasized by the following experiment:
Plate cultures of all t lie cultivable bacteria, etc., are made from a body of
water, which also contain! amOBbse. Four large flasks of the water are now-
taken and sterilized to kill all microorganisms, including aniielne. Two of these
llasks are inoculated with the bacteria originally grown from the water and the
other two left sterile. After standing a few hours to allow the bacteria to
develop, the flasks are inoculated as follows:
One sterile flask and also one of those containing bacteria, with a small quantity
of water from the original source (which water contains both anm-ha- and bac-
teria). The other two flasks are inoculated with water from some second source,
which water also contains anKBbSB.
The amoebae from the first water will develop in both flasks in which
they have been inoculated, whereas those from the second source will
often develop only in the sterile flasks. At times, the natural symbiosis
of the amoebae from both sources is so similar that they will develop in
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all the llasks, and again, at times, nothing will develop in the flasks inocu-
lated with bacteria because the symbiotic organism has been lost * in
working with the mixed cultures.
COXTUBAL SYMBIOSIS.
In this connection we have little that is new to add to the statements
made in our first publication. In cultures, as is the case elsewhere,
excepting in stages in which the amoeba is absolutely parasitic, the
symbiosis of these protozoa with other living microorganisms is constant
and definite.
In mixed cultures of bacteria with amoebae, the symbiosis may easily
be proved to exist with but one strain of the organisms winch are present.
in some cases, where the amoebae have recently been isolated from extra-
neous sources, the selectiveness of this symbiosis may not be so marked,
and again, even from these sources, the association may be so sharp and
definite that the addition of certain organisms to the culture will destroy
the amoebae, notwithstanding the fact that an abundance of their sym-
biotic germs remain in the culture.
This antagonism of amoebae in culture to certain bacteria was noted
in our first publication, and has been repeatedly verified since. This
was first brought out sharply by our discovering that one of our amoebae
refused to grow in the presence of l>. violaceus mandla Woolley, no
matter what its symbiosis was at the time the bacillus was introduced into
the culture. However, later, by close attention to the methods previously
described for altering the symbiosis in cultures, this amoeba and />'. rioia-
ceus were grown together in pure symbiosis. We have had similar
experiences with several amoebae and with different bacteria since the
above was published, and in each instance the original, apparently
marked antipathy between the amoebae and bacteria could be overcome.
Repeated and carefully controlled experiments have fully demonstrated
the accuracy of these observations, and in addition have developed some
interesting points in the character of this altered symbiosis. Both the
specific character and the property by which amoebae may change their
symbioses in culture are very important points winch, as we shall
presently prove, have a very suggestive bearing upon the process of
amoebic infections in animal tissues.
While a. satisfactory association with some living microorganism seems
essential to the propagation of amcebce in artificial media, it does not
appear that such organism is used us a food by the parasites, but rather
that some product of metabolism due to the association , or some enzyme
produced, is what actually nourishes the ama'ixv.
In young, healthy culture's of amoebae and any bacterium, the germs,
upon examination of either fresh or stained specimens, are rarely found
"That is, it lias become overgrown or destroyed in Borne other way.
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within the amoebic protoplasm. This observation is further borne out
by the fact that in any culture the most active amoeba? arc found along
the margins of the culture where the bacteria arc also not so numerous.
However, when the cultures arc older, and in the more advanced
portions of plate cultures which are two or three days old, where both
amoeba? and bacteria are more numerous and where many of the amoeba?
arc older and the bacterial reproduction less active, we often do sec
amoeba? containing bacterial bodies. Again, amoebae in culture may be
made to take up red blood cells, granules, and foreign matter of various
types. This phenomenon is most frequently to he seen in the type of
old amoeba? which has just been mentioned and, as with the bacteria, it
seems to us that this process of engulfing visible matter is rather due to
a lack of select ivenoss shown by degenerating amoeba? than to a type of
assimilation connected with the nourishment of these protozoa.
Amoeba?, tilled with bacteria and other foreign matter, niav often be
seen rapidly to disintegrate under the microscope, and before encysting
they invariably extrude all of these foreign bodies.
INTKSTINAL SYMBIOSIS
.
(a) Saprophytic.—There can be no reasonable doubt but that Specific
and definite symbiosis plays as great a part in the propagation and
development of amoeba? in the colon as it does in the test tube, and it is
true that the intestinal symbiosis is a changing one due to frequent
alteration in the bacterial flora of the bowel, just as it is in the altering
bacterial growth in water or vegetable substances. The microorganisms
forming the intestinal flora during health arc largely saprophytic, and in
this respect the flora does not differ largely from that of other sources in
which amoeba? are found.
Therefore, it would seem that the propagation of amoeba? which reach
the colon alive would depend largely upon whether satisfactory symbiosis
could he found there or, in other words, whether there might he present
in the bowel, at the time of the entrance of the amoeba?, a sulhcient
number of bacteria similar to those forming the protozoan's last extra-
neous or test-tube symbiosis to continue its nourishment until it could
adapt itself to the changed environment. Or again, there might be
carried along with the amoeba upon its entrance into the gastro-intestinal
tube enough of its former intimate surroundings to allow rapid multi-
plication to take place and to establish foci of its last symbiosis in the
bowel, before destruction of the parasites could take place.
It would seem that when a satisfactory symbiosis has been established
in the bowel by either of the above methods and when amoeba? are prop-
agating in the intestinal tract, their multiplication might continue
indefinitely, and under certain conditions which we do not understand
this condition might exist without any injury to the intestine, dust to
what extent this actually occurs it is extremely difficult to determine.
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Up to tliis point we have been discussing what might be called sapro-
phytic or artificial symbiosis in the bowed, and in this connection it makes
no difference whether the amoebae which are introduced are obtained from
the head of a cabbage or the amoebic liver abscess of a dysentery patient,
whether they are "E. coli" or "E. histolytica" and whether they are to
multiply for a while with their symbiotic bacteria and finally pass out of
the bowel or whether they are later to develop a true amoebic ulceration.
(6) Parasitic.—We will now discuss the second type of intestinal sym-
biosis, which is the connecting link between all which has been brought
out on this subject and true parasitism or animal tissue symbiosis, which
is next to be considered.
In this type, through changing symbiosis and other metamorphoses,
we reach the condition in which amoebae, instead of multiplying in the
lumen of a healthy bowel are. by the aid of or association with bacteria,
growing and propagating in lesions of the intestinal wall, or perhaps,
while having the same bacterial symbiosis, in liver or other abscesses.
The exact method by which these changes are brought about is not
understood any more than are the causes of changes in the virulence of
bacteria, but that such changes from amoeba; and bacteria in a normal
intestine to the same ammboB and bacteria in amoebic lesions in the bowel
and elsewhere occur, and finally thai this evolution maij proceed to the
elimination of the bacteria, while aniwbic lesions are still produced in
animal tissues, is established beyond the shadow of a doubt.
We are fully cognizant of the importance of the statement that amoebae
may change from a saprophytic to a parasitic existence, but after several
years of careful experimentation we do not see any other interpretation
of the results. Whether the amoebae in question were ever true sapro-
phytes may be doubted, but many of them surely came from sources in
which there was no apparent evidence of present or of past parasitic
environment, and we have never yet worked with an amoeba which could
not be changed from a bacterial association to one with an animal tissue.
There is much in recent literature which bears upon this subject.
For example, we can quote R. Koch's explanation of the specificity of
certain trypanosomata for specific animals, and Theobald Smith's
thoughtful communication upon the biology of the tubercle bacillus.
Smith believes that the parasitism of the tubercle bacillus is best and most
often developed in the lungs, because, after entrance the tubercle bacillus
at first has a more or less saprophytic environment in which to propagate,
and in this way it is able to survive for a sufficient length of time grad-
ually to take on a more parasitic environment,- due to close association
with the animal tissues.
Whatever our interpretations of our findings may be. it is a fact that
amoebae which probably have been multiplying indefinitely in a bacterial
symbiosis may: (1) continue indefinitely in such bacterial environment.
(2) they may change from a bacterial to a mixed bacterial and tissue
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symbiosis in the intestine or liver, and (3) this change may he altered to
true parasitism by the elimination of the bacteria, and tissue invasion and
destruction by the parasites still take place.
TRUE PARASITISM.
We do not Frequently find amoebae, without the presence of other liv-
ing microorganisms, propagating in and associating with definite lesions
in animal tissues and it is probable that such conditions, when they do
occur, are examples of errant types or other unusual circumstances.
In all intestinal lesions, and in many liver and lung abscesses, there
arc present, in addition to amoeba?, one or more varieties of bacteria, and
cultural experiments demostrate that under these circumstances a definite
bacterial symbiosis often exists between the amoeba and some of the
organisms which are present, whereas at the same time the amoeba exists
in partial tissue symbiosis. In other instances, even in mixed amoebic
and bacterial lesions, the association of the bacteria seems no longer to
hi' necessary for the life and action of the amoebae, for no symbiosis with
any of the bacteria which are present can he found by cultural methods.
It is probable that, in these cases, the amoeba? have taken on a symbiosis
with the animal tissues; in other words, have become true parasites and
that tin 1 presence of the bacteria is without significance.
In naturally acquired amoebic infection in animals, the parasitism
rarely goes beyond the compound bacterial and amoebic stages referred
to above. However, true parasitic infections free from bacteria, do
occur in natural infections and they may be produced artificially.
Evidences of true parasitism in natural infections are found in bacteria-
sterile abscesses of the liver, brain and other portions of the body, and in
two instances, upon which a special report will be made at a Later time, we
have found true amoebic septicaemia. In one of these cases the or-
ganisms were associated with bacteria and P. westermanii in multiple
abscesses, but in the other no other microorganisms could be cultivated
from the circulating blood which contained the amoebae.
In this latter case, amoebae were found in the blood from the median
cephalic vein and from the juices of a swollen leg. the swelling of which
we believe to have been due to amoebic thrombosis. Amoebae were also
encountered in the small abscesses which developed on the skin of the leg.
The organisms from the circulating blood remained alive in cultures for
some time, but would not grow on transplants.
ALTKHATIONK IN SYMIUOSIS.
It has already been shown, both in our first paper and in this one,
that satisfactory symbiosis is necessary for the propagation of amoebae
whether they an 1 in a mud puddle or in an abscess of the liver. It is
also established that this symbiosis is often a changing one in natural
surroundings and that variations in environment may be made at will in
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cultures by following simple requirements. Furthermore, it is probable
that the conditions governing successful changes in symbiosis in artificial
media are very similar to those taking place in nature and that conclu-
sions drawn from such changes are sound. If living animals are used
instead of culture media, alterations in symbiosis within their economy
are just as apparent as they are in the test tube. It is by changing
symbiosis that true parasitism, with its far-reaching results, is established.
However, at present the important point is to show that amoebae of
various morphologic conditions and from many sources may be deviated
from saprophytic surroundings to true parasitic environment; it is also
desirable to determine whether or not tins process is reversible.
(a) Increasing processes.—An amoeba from water, soil, vegetables,
animal intestines, or some other source may be cultivated in pure species
with bacteria, as has been described in our previous paper. This amoeba
may then be obtained with a pure culture of bacteria and this bacterial
symbiosis may be changed at will from time to time. Under certain cir-
cumstances, previously described cultures of this class may be fed to mon-
keys or to man, and amoebic infection of the colon result. Such cultures
may also be injected subcutaneously or into the livers of monkeys, and
compound amoebic and bacterial abscesses result. The amoebae may again
bo cultivated from both of the above sources. If they are taken from
the intestine, the original bacterial symbiosis may be satisfactory, but if
the infection is of several days" standing then some other bacterium
from the monkey's intestine may be necessary. This shows that while
the symbiosis is still bacterial, it lias changed from the one originally
introduced. The amoebae may also be recultivated from the mixed liver
abscesses, if the bacteria are still present, but in this case the bacteria,
which were introduced with the amoebae will be found the most satisfac-
tory symbiotic organism, and usually the only one with which growth
may be obtained.
If the liver abscess is allowed to remain undisturbed for some time or
still better, if the contents of such an abscess is used to produce a second
one by direct inoculation into another monkey, the cultivation of the
amoebae becomes more difficult and after a time is rendered impossible,
notwithstanding the fact that the original symbiotic bacterium may be
still present in the pus and that this organism is the one used on the
culture media.
We therefore conclude from these results that, as in other instances,
the svmbiosis has changed in the liver abscess, and as there are no micro-
organisms present other than the ones which were introduced, we also
conclude, and experimentation [troves this to be correct, that the change
in svmbiosis in this instance is one which has been formed with the liver
tissues—that is, represents true parasitism.
In other words, notwithstanding the fact that the original bacterium
which was introduced is still present in the abscess, it is now no longer
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necessary for the life of the amoeba. The latter has become a true
parasite and is living at the direct expense of its host. If an amoeba
is grown with a bacterium such as B. typhosus, which is capable of
producing a bacterisemia in monkeys, and if such a culture is injected
into a monkey two or three days after the animal has previously heen
infected with the same strain of H. typhosus, then we often obtain mul-
tiple, localized abscesses, which are sometimes so extensive as to suggest
a genera] infection. Often such abscesses will contain amoeba1 and
B. typhosus, but at times only the rhizopodia will be found. Amoeba1
from such abscesses may usually be recidivated in symbiosis with />'.
typhosus. This, together with the necessity of a previous bacterial in-
oculation of the animal, shows that notwithstanding the fact that the
lesions which are produced are anatomically amoebic, bacteria are still
playing a part, though a very indefinite one, in the symbiosis.
If the contents of such abscesses as these are injected directly into
a second, healthy monkey, there may or may not be a single abscess at
the place of injection but, contrary to the results of the first experiment,
no extensive infection is observed: but if, as with the first, this second
monkey has previously been given a typhoid bacteriamiia, then the same
far-reaching infection may result. However, there is one difference in
the second monkey, namely, the presence of bacteria is much less evident,
and it may be impossible to reclaim the amoebae by culture. In a third
or fourth monkey, inoculated directly from the abscesses in the second or
third, the previous bacterial inoculation may be dispensed with, and
rather extensive infections, free from bacteria, may sometimes still be
obtained. In other words, a true parasitism on the part of the amoebae
has been established.
Such infections may be transmitted from animal to animal during
two or three transfers, rarely through more. The amoebae can not be
cultivated from these sources by using our present means any more than
they can be from the bacterially sic rile liver abscesses in man.
The facts outlined in the above general statement of the building
up of the pathogenicity of amoebae have been repeatedly verified by many
and large series of experiments which seem to us to be conclusive. One
series is given here and others will be found summarized in Chapter Y :
No. 1.—Monkey (.1/. oynomolgua) inoculated in the peritoneal cavity with a
suspension of an encysted culture of amoebes and the bacteria cultivated from
cabbage.
No. 9.—Monkey (.1/. ct/nomoh/us) inoculated directly into the liver with pari
of the culture used in No. 1.
After seven days both animals were killed. No. 1 was normal and No. 2
showed an abscess of the liver, from which amosba; and bacteria were reclaimed
by culture.
No. .J.—-Monkey (.1/. oynomolgut) inoculated in the abdominal cavity with an
encysted culture from the liver abscess of monkey No. 2. After seven days the
animal was killed and found normal at autopsy.
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No. '/.—Monkey (.1/. cynomolgus) inoculated in the abdominal cavity with an
encysted culture of the original cabbage amoeba in pore symbiosis with li. typhosus
No. '>.—Monkey (.1/. cynomolgus) inoculated directly into the liver with the
same culture as that used for No. 4.
At autopsy, one week later, No. 4 was found to be normal and No. 5 showed
a liver abscess from which amoeba' and li. typhosus were obtained by culture.
No. (>.—Monkey (.1/. cynomolgus) was inoculated in the abdominal cavity with
an encysted culture from No. 5.
No. 7.—Monkey (.1/. cynomolgus) was given, subcutaneously, 2 cubic centi-
meters of a bouillon culture of B. typhosus and twenty-four hours later was
inoculated in the abdominal cavity with the same culture as was used to
inoculate No. 6.
At autopsy, one week later, No. <> was found to be normal with the exception
of a small abscess in the abdominal wall, and Xo. 7 showed multiple abscesses
in the omentum and liver, and one in the lung. These abscesses contained amoebae
and bacteria, but only the B. typhosus grew on culture.
No. H.—Monkey (li. cynomolgus) inoculated in the abdominal cavity with the
contents of an abscess occurring in the omentum of No. 7.
No. <).—Monkey (.1/. cynomolgus) which had eighteen hours previously received
2 cubic centimeters of a bouillon culture of B. typhosus was inoculated in the
same manner as No. 8.
At autopsy, four days later, both these monkeys showed amoebic abscesses in
the omentum, but the infection was much more extensive in No. !).
(b) Decreasing the virulence; arirulence.—Another consideration in
this connection which is second in importance only to that brought out
by the power of amoeba? to increase in virulence under proper environment,
is the question of the loss of virulence by these protozoa.
In discussing this portion of the pathological hiology of these organ-
isms, hoth the question of symhiosis and of direct virulence must he kept
in mind, just as it is when the increase of virulence is considered. We
have already shown the great difficulty, and often the impossihilitv, of
causing amoebae to return to a condition at all like their former mixed
environment, when once they have been grown on solid media in pure
cultures of bacteria. This is even true when all the blown facts concern-
ing symhiosis are borne in mind and are used in attempts gradually to
induce the parasites to return to their former mixed association. Pure,
mixed cultures may occasionally he transferred from solid to liquid media
in the same pure symbiosis, but attempts to introduce other organisms
and thus to have mixed bacterial cultures usually result in the disap-
pearance of the amceba>.
Similar results are obtained when working with Bymbioses in the higher
animal tissues. Although amoebae may he changed from symbiosis with
one bacterium to that with another in cultures, after animal infection
has been brought about, growth on artificial media is usually only possible
with the organism which was present in the amoebic lesion in the animal.
If the animal infection is continued for a sufficient length of time to
allow symbiosis with the tissues or juiees of the body to he established, then
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the amoebae arc not roelainiablo by culture, even though the exact bac-
terium which may still be present in the lesions is used for symbiosis,
and when the strict amoebic lesion free from the bacteria is established
it is usually impossible to grow the amoebae from it by any of the known
methods.
Similar results are obtained in a stud;/ of riralenee. J usl so long as
it is possible to cultivate an amtvlta with its associated liacteria, no mat-
ter how active it mat/ be in animal tissues, its virulence mat/ be decreased
upon artificial media.
One of our most virulent amoeba? (11524 of our first report), when
last used at the time that report was written, would, in combination with
Spr. cholera, produce very active amoebic lesions. After nearly two
years of cultivation on artificial media, it was apparently non-virulent
and, in order to restore it to its original condition, its virulence had
to be reproduced as in the first instance. Before the restoration of its
virulence it would not produce lesions in animal tissues; afterwards
it would.
This susceptibility of amoebse to a change of environment is of great
practical importance in its application to naturally contracted amoebic
infection. If our conclusions are correct, the most dangerous amoeba? are
the ones which live saprophytically in mixed environment, because the
gastro-intostinal tube is surely rich in bacterial and other organisms and
amoebae of the kind mentioned above would be the only ones which would
be likely to form or to find satisfactory symbioses in such a place. Such
s//mbioses are necessary and must precede a more parasitic existence in
the intestinal lesions.
It is extremely difficult, to judge from our observations, to understand
how an amoeba which has once become a strict parasite, or even a very
selective one in mixed, tissue lesions, can be able to thrive in the mixed
environment into which it is necessarily thrown upon leaving the body.
Such amcebaa would be extremely dangerous if their transmission were a
direct one or if the conditions were nearly to approach such a case; but
wluai they are discharged into water, sewage, etc., their tenure of life is
probably ended, and, while these statements are not proved, it is at least
possible that in considering prophylaxis in amoebic infection the more
virulent types derived from lesions in animal tissues are the least to be
dreaded.
V. PATHOGENESIS.
It may be remembered that in our first publication the literature relat-
ing to the important question of the pathogenesis of amoeba? was summa-
rized under four headings, as follows:
(1) Amoabce are harmless; (2) they intensify or alter lesions already present
(they are secondary invaders) ; (3) there are pathogenic and non-pathogenic
amcebee; (4) all amcehse are. or may become, pathogenic.
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At that time we concluded that none of the first three views had been
established beyond criticism and that pending a complete solution of the
matter, the fourth was the only safe one to consider from the standpoint
of public health in the Tropics.
Before entering upon a discussion of our continued work on this sub-
ject, a few communications winch were not considered in the first paper
or which have appeared since, will he reviewed. The most important
article which deals in part with the pathogenesis of amoebse is that of the
late Prof. K. Schaudinn, which appeared before our first paper, but which
was not accessible to us at that lime. The other recent papers have
largely been confirmatory of Schaudinn's observations.
The conclusions of Schaudinn which bear upon the subject under discussion
were based upon the following observations: (1) Amoebse, always corresponding
to the description of K. coli, were found in 20 to 66+ per cent of the stools of
healthy people (people without clinical manifestations of diarrhoea) which he
examined. (2) These amoebse, when injected in the recta of kittens, did not
produce disease. (3) Amoebae corresponding to his description of E. histolytica
were only found in the stools of people with clinical dysentery. (4) These aunebae
when injected into the recta of kittens produced dysentery. (f>) "By studying
fresh sections of the intestine infected with /•;. histolytica it is easy to observe
the amoebae pushing themselves between the epithelial cells of the mucosa."
Charles P. Craig, in San Francisco, found /-,'. coli in 65 per cent of the stools
of healthy people and in 50 per cent of those of patients Buffering from diseases
other than dysentery, and he has informed me verbally that he has found them
in the stools of 70 per cent of healthy soldiers examined in Manila. His pub-
lished conclusions confirm and elaborate Schaudinn's. They are:
(1) The intestine of man may be infected with two varieties of amoebse, a
pathogenic ( E. dysenteries) and a non-pathogenic one (/,'. coli). (2) E. coli is
found in 65 per cent of healthy intestines and in .">0 per cent of those having
other diseases, if a saline cathartic is given. (."{) These organisms can easily
be distinguished in both fresh and stained specimens. (4) They differ widely in
their manner of reproduction. (.1) /•;. dysenterice, when fed in milk or injected
into the recta of kittens, produce typical amoebic ulceration. (0) The same pro-
cedure (5) with /•;. coli gives negative results. (7) Similar experiments with
the intestinal bacteria alone do not produce dysentery.
It will be noticed that, with the exception of Schaudinn's statement under sub-
head No. 5, there is nothing in any of these observations or conclusions which
has not already been stated many times by different writers. They were also
summarized in our hist publication. The statement of Schaudinn in paragraph 5
is a most remarkable one and open to criticism.
We have already dealt extensively with all the points brought out in
these new investigations,' 1 but as Schaudinn's work lias attracted so much
attention it seems justifiable again to discuss some of his important
conclusions.
Granting for a moment that amoebae may he present i?i the healthy
colon, how can this fact warrant the conclusion that these amoebse are
' hoc. cit.
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harmless or of a non-pathogenic species? Malarial parasites may lie
found, upon repeated examinations, for months in the hlood of indi-
viduals living in malarial zones, without chills and fever, or without
any other recognizable departure from health ; trypanosomata may he
present for long periods of time in apparently healthy cattle, carahaos,
guinea pigs, or rabbits; filaria may he ohserved for years in the circulat-
ing hlood before clinical symptoms develop: hut in these eases no one
would argue, for example, that the malarial parasite was a harmless
commensal.
In discussing the question whether amoeba? multiply in the normal
intestine we wish, before detailing our new work, once more to call atten-
tion to our original communication in which we concluded that, while
amoeba? may occasionally he found in stools from a healthy person, the
fact of their proliferation in a normal bowel for a period greater than the
longest incubation period of the disease, had not been proved. In view
of the statements of Schaudinn, Craig, and others, that amoeba are so
prevalent in the intestines of healthy people, we have again studied
several series of cases occurring in all classes of people found in these
Islands, and have been unable to find evidence requiring us to change our
previous conclusions. Indeed, we could not in a single examination of
the fares, find amoeba? in 70 per cent of real cases of dysentery, to say
nothing of examinations of healthy people.
These series, which have been undertaken to determine the prevalence
of amoeba? in the intestine, have not dealt with the question of whether
or not this situation is a normal one. The series are as follows:
( 1 ) Five hundred and eighty-seven eases from Bilibid Prison Hospital, includ-
ing all nationalities, were examined. Aimehiasis is quite prevalent in this prison.
Of these 154 contained amu'lnv. or 26+ per cent. Of 38 consecutive autopsies from
the same hospital during the time the above examinations were being made. 10 or
42+ per cent showed amoebic infection of the colon.
(2) In another series of 100 cases, three examinations were made from one
week to ten (lavs apart; of these ,'i!) contained anueba\ Of 'M per cent.
(.•{) Of 318 American patients in the Civil Hospital, mostly admitted because
of some gastrointestinal disturbance', 57 were positive, or 14+ per eeid ; among
(i!) native patients in same hospital, 11 were positive or 17+ per cent.
(4) Of 14,"{ stools of American patients examined in the clinical laboratory of
Si. Paul's Hospital, by Mr. 0. Lindquist, resident pathologist to the hospital.
44 per cent were positive; among 217 native patients, SI per cent were positive.
These examinations were largely among patients suffering with diarrhoea or
dysentery.
(5) Of thirty examinations in the biological laboratory by other members of the
stall' from stools sent in. as a general rule, by private patienls Buffering from
dysentery or diarrhu'a, 7 were positive, or 23+ per cent.
In addition to differences in the percentage of infections discovered
by stool examination, which differences must at least in part he due to
the personal equation when the examinations are conducted among
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similar classes of people in the same country,19 we must always consider
whether a bowel from which the stool to be examined is taken is diseased
or not. As was stated in our first paper, Ave can only accept data in this
connection which have been secured after a careful clinical M\u\y sup-
ported by autopsy records in each case, because it is only after these
precautions are taken that certainty as to the absolutely healthy condition
of the bowel can be reached.
Amcebffi may he found in the stools of patients who give no clinical
evidence of disease, under the following conditions:
(1) In every ease of amoebic infection there is an incubation period, or a
time intervening between the entrance of the amoebae and the production of lesions,
during which the organisms may he found in the stools. This incubation period
may be several months, as was demonstrated in our original communication, and
it is not improbable that it may sometimes he for years.
(2) In many cases of genuine amoebic infection, after careful treatment, the
patient apparently and in some instances surely recovers. There is a disappear-
ance of all clinical symptoms, and an autopsy following death from intercurrent
disease will establish the fact that a cure has been effected, and yet amoeba have
been found in the stools for months, or even for a longer time. We have
repeatedly observed this to be a fact, and R. P. Strong and others in Manila
have also noticed it.
C.l) Our records show a number of cases in which it is conclusively proved that
amoebic infection may occur and yet the patient recover without ever having
manifested any external symptoms of the disease during life, the fact of amoebic
infection only being confirmed by autopsies performed when the patients have
died of other causes. In these cases the organisms would have been found in
supposedly healthy persons during life. Indeed, the presence of scars and of
other evidences of a healed, antecedent amoebic ulceration of the colon is quite
a common post-mortem finding in general autopsy work in the Philippine Islands.
(4) Another class of cases resembling the one just described is that in
which the infection is slight and the recovery so complete that even a subsequent
autopsy would reveal nothing abnormal. That this may be the case is proved
be our experience with the other class which has just been described, in which
the diagnosis is only possible after' an autopsy made possible by death due to
an intercurrent disease which occurred during the mild, amoebic infection.
(o) There is the considerable percentage of cases of true aimebiasis in which,
because of the location of the lesions, the extremely chronic character of the
disease and for other reasons, long periods of time have elapsed during which
but slight or no clinical manifestations of infection were evident. The absence
of diarrhoea or dysentery in these instances is noticeable. This type of infection
is so frequent that we shall shortly report fifty cases, with autopsies.
((i) Finally, it is probably true that in a certain number of cases amoebee
continue to multiply in the human intestine for days, months, or possibly years
without ever producing ulceration in the bowel. Such cases, if they do exist, are
not of great frequency and it would he difficult, or impossible, to separate them
during life from the five groups mentioned above.
Even if such cases were more frequent and if it were easy to establish their exist-
ence it would seem much more rational to attribute the failure to infect to the
'"The probable influence of climatic conditions, particularly upon the white
man in the Tropics, must not here be lost sight of.
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lack of a satisfactory symbiosis or environment for 1 he parasite or to the very
complex question of tolerance or immunity on the part of the host, exemplified
ill so many ways in other parasitic infections of man. rather than to attribute
this phenomenon entirely to a lack of pathogenicity on the part of the amosbtt.
In discussing the question of the existence of pathogenic and non-
pathogenic amoeba Schaudinn, as we believe largely owing to false
premises, lias once more gone over tin 1 ground covered by the older work-
ers, which was reviewed in our first publication, and he has again main-
tained it to he possible to divide amoebae into two types, pathogenic and
non-pathogenic.
In the first part of this paper we have noted the zoological considera-
tions upon which he established these two classes, and while we are
unable entirely to follow his observations, we dislike to take issue with
that part of his work, and this is particularly the case because, as we
stated in our previous paper, it is not unlikely that several species of
amoeba will probably he found to exist in the intestine, and it is also
probable that more than one species may he found to he concerned in the
production of lesions in that organ. However, we disagree with the
classification of "E. histolytica" and "A'. coli'
1
as being respectively
pathogenic ami non-pathogenic for the following reasons:
AmcelNB which may he Observed in the stools from patients who have
no symptoms of diarrhoea or dysentery (the so-called healthy individuals)
are not confined in their characteristics to those given for "tf. coli." Pro-
tozoa answering more nearly to Schaudinifs "K. histolytica " are surely to
he isolated from the above class of cases, ami probably with almost
as great frequency as "E. coli." An amoeba which we have in culture
(11524 of our first paper) at one time was very virulent, producing
dysentery when it was ingested by monkeys or man. After ahout three
years of cultivation on artificial media, no lesions could for a time he
produced with this organism, although the exact technique of our first
inoculations was repeated. This amoeba lias again become virulent by the
manipulations which we have \\M'(\ to produce animal infection with all
classes of these protozoa.
It is also true that amoeba answering partially to the description of
••/•;. coil" may, and often are, the only ones to he found in the faces, in
ulcers, or in sections from some of the most severe cases of the infection
in man. Cultures of amoeba of this class can he so manipulated as to
produce amoebic ulceration of the colon in monkeys and in man, and
furthermore they can he made to produce multiple aimehic ahscesses in
the lungs, liver and omentum after intraperitoneal inoculation.
One of our amoeba is a very satisfactory type of "K. coli." It has a
prominent central nucleus, it is a slowly moving organism, its ectoplasm
and endoplasm are diflicult to differentiate, and in many other char-
acteristics it conforms to the type. With this organism, which is one
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of our most recent cultures isolated from vegetables purchased in a
Manila market, we have produced liver abscesses in monkeys after intra-
peritoneal inoculation.
ORIGINAL WORK.
In our first publication conclusive evidence was given of the pathogenic
character of amoebae in producing ulcerative colitis in man and monkeys.
We now wish to offer more evidence upon this point and in addition to
show that the amoeba is capable of a very definite parasitism. Further-
more, we wish to demonstrate that morphologically the organisms which
produce this colitis may resemble either "A7 , coli" or "E. histolytica " as
they are described by Schaudinn and that they may be isolated from a
variety of sources. It is almost impossible to conceive of man ever before
having been in any way associated with some of these sources.
We have used cultures of encysted amoebae in all of our experiments,
because we have long been convinced that these are the most certain to
be infections.
INTESTINAL I NFECTION.
81MMAHY OF EXPERIMENTS. 11
(1) If amoebae from any source are cultivated on artificial media, and
the encysted cultures are then k'<\ to monkeys by means of a stomach
tube, after a variable time the stools of some of the animals will contain
the organisms. The usual symptoms of infection are observed, and at
autopsy the lesions and parasites characteristic of anuebiasis will be
found. However, in the cases of many of these animals no bad results
follow the introduction of the organisms and amoebae are never found
in the stools. In others, after the infection is established, the animal
may finally entirely recover and the amoebae disappear.
In still another class, amoebae after a certain incubation period, may be
found for a time, finally to disappear from the stools without any visible
symptoms of infection. However, if the animals are killed, in some
of them amoebic lesions will be found in the colon. One monkey which
was infected in the manner detailed above developed on amoebic abscess
of the liver which was found at autopsy, and in another an abscess of the
lung was observed.
The percentage of infections to be included in this class of experiments
does not appear to be materially inllenced by the type of the symbiotic
bacterium which was present in the cultures, nor are the results very
different when the amoebae are in symbiosis with more than one variety
of bacteria. If large doses of the symbiotic bacteria alone are first \\h\
to the animals for several days and if then the culture of the amoebae and
the bacteria is ingested, the percentage of infections is increased.
11
N<>e also Publications of Hie Bureau of Government Laboratories Manila
(11)0.1). No. 18, 70-7U.
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(%) The percentage of infections is greater than it is in animals
fed in the manner given under L, if suspensions of cultures of amoebae
are inoculated directly into the caeca of monkeys by hypodermic injec-
tions, either after opening the abdominal cavity or by direct puncture
through the abdominal wall.
However, even by this method anuel.ic ulceration does not always
follow, the results being influenced by the same agencies which cause
a
variation in the feeding experiments.
(3) Amoebic infection can he produced in monkeys by
rectal injections
Of cultures qf the organisms, hid the results of this procedure
are less
certain than they are when either of the other two methods is employed.
The study of the influences which govern these results has not brought
satisfactory conclusions.
We have practically abandoned experiments which depend upon in-
troducing the organisms into the gastro-intestinal canal, because a more
accurate method, which we will presently describe, has been developed
by us. In the intestine the conditions for the study of amoebic
or other
infections are very complex and show little beyond the proof that am. chic
olcers may he produced by the introduction of cultures of the
protozoa;
therefore, experimentation on other organs of the body serves
more easily
to solve the question of the pathogenicity or non-pathogenicity
of the
organisms.
Our work in specilic regard to the intestine seems to have established
the following:
(a) Amoebffl are the causative agents in certain
infections of the
bowel.
(/>) Bacteria play an important part in this process by
furnishing
svn.hioscs for the amu-ha> during the establishment of a more
genuine
parasitism.
(r) In many of these infections true parasitism probably
is not
reached in the bowel, for here, even in the anuehic
ulcers, the bacteria
still help in the formation of a symbiosis. In this respect
hacteria may
be considered to influence the fundamental etiological
agent. Certain of
the pathogenic hacteria which are in symbiosis with the amoeb*
must
certainly also take a more active part in the
etiology of the lesions.
Combinations with this class of organisms usually influence the
sympto-
matology of the disease and they mav always he recognized
in the
histological studv of tissues taken from such cases.
(,/) It is also true that pathogenic bacteria which are not
concerned m
the anuel.ic svmhiosis may enter the intestine and play
a part in the
suhsequent course of the amoebic lesions, and therefore it
is probable,
although it is not proved, that the simplest and purest amoebic
lesion of
the bowel is one where* pathogenic organisms are
.ml present ami in
which the bacterial svmhiosis takes place with a non-pathogenic
bacterium.
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(c) In this connection it must be remembered that the conjunction of
otherwise harmless bacteria, in close association with amoeba?, may pos-
sibly increase the virulence of the bacteria themselves.
(/) Morphologically, the types of amoebae which will produce lesions in
the intestine are not confined to those described &s "E. histolytica/'
indeed, they may as closely follow "E. Coli" and we must therefore
conclude that, in so far as pathogenicity and non-pathogenicity are
concerned, the species "E. coli" and "E. histolytica" have not been
established.
LIVEE INFECTIONS.
The intestinal infection of man and animals surely represents the
lowest type (often a mixed one) of the parasitism of amoebae, just as
the lung infection represents the lowest order of parasitism of the tubercle
bacillus, as has recently been pointed out by Theobald Smith in his
classical article on the biology of the tubercle bacillus. As witli the
latter, the rhizopod here finds a nearer approach to its former saprophytic
surroundings. For these reasons, consumption is the most frequent type
of tuberculosis, just as intestinal infection is the most frequent one of
amoebiasis. In the case of the latter, this type of infection is the pre-
cursor of almost, if not all of those in which a higher type of parasitism
is manifested, and which is expressed in the form of liver and lung
abscess; abscesses in the brain and in other organs and in the occasional,
errant, general infection of which we will shortly publish two cases.
SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTS ON INFECTIONS OF THE LIVER.
(I) Tf monkeys arc inoculated directly into the liver with mixed
cultures of bacteria and amoebae, abscesses arc 1 produced in a certain per-
centage of the cases. These abscesses may contain amoebae and bacteria
in kind like the ones injected, or again only the amoebae may be present.
Such abscesses are influenced somewhat by the type of bacteria in sym-
biosis with the amoebae and in some instances only bacteria are found in
the abscesses.
When bacteria, which of themselves will not produce liver abscess, are
used in symbiosis, then it is found that decided differences in the per-
centage of abscesses produced with different amoebae occur, but the
percentage of successful results with any given culture of amoebae may be
increased by certain variations in the conditions. This is made evident
by the following summary of our results.
If amoebae are transplanted directly to culture media from an abscess
produced in the manner just mentioned and then injected into the livers
of other monkeys, abscesses in the latter are produced with greater
certainty. An increase in virulence would therefore seem to be produced
by this variation. Similar results are obtained by injecting the contents
of the abscess from the first monkey directly into the liver of a second
48040 3
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animal, but if this last direct inoculation from animal to animal is
continued, the bacteria are gradually eliminated, and finally bacteria-
free amoebic liver abscesses result. However, by using this procedure
the percentage of infection is again somewhat decreased, until in every
series of animals in which we have tried it. infection will finally no longer
occur. This failure to infect is difficult to explain, but as it also occurs
in other experiments which produce strict parasitism, we are inclined
to look on it as an expression of the errant role which absolute parasitism
forces upon these protozoa.
On the other hand, if the symbiotic organism is one like />. typhosus,
capable of producing bacteriremia in monkeys, and if, from twenty-four
to forty-eight hours before the liver inoculations, the animal is injected
Bubcutaneously or intraperitoneally with a pure culture of B. typhosus,
then a maximum percentage of abscesses is produced and the infection
can be kepi active from animal to animal, no matter whether the infecting
material be taken from subcultures or be transferred by direct inoculation
of the pus from one abscess into the liver of the next monkey. In these
cases secondary abscesses are also sometimes found in the lungs and occa-
sionally in the spleens of the animals inoculated.
It is more difficult to product' an intestinal infection with subcultures
from abscesses produced by any of the above methods than it is with
amoeba which are grown from saprophytic sources or from the intestine.
The reasons for this—at first sight rather astonishing—observation are
obvious From what has gone before, for although the parasitic character
of the amoeba has been raised, its selectiveness has also increased to a
point where it rarely finds a satisfactory symbiosis in the saprophytic
flora of the intestine. It is now easy to understand why the older workers
hail so much more difficulty in infecting animal intestines with the
contents of amoebic liver abscesses than they had with the amoebae from
the dysenteric intestine.
INTKAPKHITONKAl. INFKCTION.
Infection by the injection of cultures of amoebae into the peritoneal
cavity is more difficult than it is by inoculation into the liver, and it is
rarely accomplished without some preliminary treatment of the cultures
and of the animals. However, with proper care, a most extensive amoebic
infection of the omentum and other abdominal structures may be ob-
tained in monkeys and in guinea pigs.
(1) If cultures of amoebae from various extraneous sources or even
from the bowel are injected directly into the peritoneal cavities of healthy
monkeys, infection almost never occurs, and this is true regardless of the
symbiotic bacteria present, but
—
(a) If, for example, a culture of amoebae and B. typhosus, which has
failed to infect by inoculation in the abdominal cavity, is first inoculated
into the liver, and subcultures are then made from the abscess, these sub-
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cultures will sometimes produce infection when they are injected into
the abdominal cavity.
(h) If the subcultures are injected into the abdominal cavity of a
monkey or guinea pig which six to sixty hours before that time lias been
inoculated, with B. typhosus, then abscesses are much more Likely to be
formed in the omentum and elsewhere. In one series of experiments
they were produced in four out of live monkeys. These infections are
sometimes very extensive, many abscesses may occur in the omentum and
also in the liver, spleen, abdominal wall and lungs. It is impossible long
to continue these infections from animal to animal by employing sub-
cultures, because after the first, or at most the second animal has been
used, the amoeba? present in the abscess will no longer grow on artificial
media, even in symbiosis with the original B. typhosus. However, the
infection may be continued through live successive animals by direct in-
oculation of the abscess contents of one animal into the peritoneal cavity
of the next one, the latter having previously been infected with />.
typhosus. After the second or third animal has been injected, then the
preliminary treatment of the monkey by inoculation with II. typhosus
may be omitted, but the infection can then be continued through no more
than two additional animals. We can not explain the failure to con-
tinue this high parasitic type of infection by intraperitoneal injections
any more than we can similar infections in the liver, but it is probably
due to similar causes, which may be the inability of an organism which
normally is saprophytic to continue an existence of absolute parasitism.
INTHAVKXOCS I NFECTION.
Infection occurred in one out of three monkeys which were inoculated
intravenously with encysted mixed cultures of amoeba* and 11. typhosus,
obtained from an experimental liver abscess. These monkeys had previ-
ously been inoculated with II. typhosus alone. In the one positive result,
the lesion consisted of two small amoebic abscesses in the lung and one,
about 5 millimeters in diameter, in the spleen. We have already en-
countered two cases of general infection in man. However, in one of
these the distribution was the same as that of an associated parasite,
/'. irrstcniiunii. and seemed to be due to a Lymphatic rather than to a
blood distribution.
IMMUNITY.
The influence upon the production of lesions by bacterial immunity
possessed by animals against the symbiotic bacteria in amoebic cultures
has not, as yet, received the attention the subject deserves.
It may he recalled that it was brought out in our first publication that,
whereas abscesses were produced in the livers of a certain percentage of
monkeys by the direct inoculation of cultures of amoebae and Spr. cholerm,
that such an abscess did not occur in one monkey which had previously
been immunized against that organism. It was furthermore noticed
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that no infection could be produced by abdominal inoculation into
animals on occasions when the bacteria were destroyed by I'feiffer's
phenomenon. In the more recent work which we have just been dis-
cussing, in cases in which the infection of either the liver or abdomen
was aided by previously infecting the animal with the symbiotic bac-
terium (11. typhosus), it was found that the best results were obtained
if the amoebic inoculation was performed at a no greater interval than
twenty-four to sixty hours after the preliminary bacterial infection.
Positive results were less certain if several days were allowed to elapse
between the inoculations, than when healthy animals were used.
These observations lead so directly to a discussion of the interesting
problem of immunity in general against parasitic infections, which we
are not prepared to undertake at the present time, that we. here only
wish to record these preliminary observations on the influence of a de-
stroyed bacterial symbiosis upon the parasitism of the associated amoibce.
tiik rooDuonoH of lesions.
Having established the fact of the true parasitism of amoebae, not only
in the production of the intestinal lesions, but also in the liver and other
tissues of the body, it becomes important to examine carefully the
manner in which these lesions are produced.
Practically all which has been written upon this subject deals with
intestinal infection, and the majority of writers consider that the
amoebs penetrate the mucosa in a mechanical manner and reach the
deeper structures, where lesions begin. Schaudinn also expresses this
opinion and describes how, in fresh sections of the intestine, he has
seen "E. histolytica" penetrating between the epithelial cells of the
mucosa by means of the psoudopodia thrown out by the dense, tenacious
ectosarc. Our observations lead us to differ not only with Schaud inn's
interpretation of the conditions but also with his conclusions.
In our studies of sections from many cases of anuebiasis we have
never as yet seen any evidence of intestinal infection in which the
mucosa was intact. The primary lesion is always of the mucous mem-
brane and the epithelial cells always suffer. Of course, because of the
extensive undermining which often occurs in the submucosa, one can
find areas in which the mucosa is intact over deeper lesions for consider-
able 1 areas, but lesions of this kind are not early ones, and when exam-
ination reveals the point of entrance, in that portion a diseased patch
of mucosa will always be found. Indeed, we have been so fortunate as
to observe lesions so close to their initial stage that only the mucosa
showed changes. 12
"These have been described by Woolley and Musgrave in Publication* of the
Biological and Serum Laboratories, Bureau of Government Laboratories, Manila
(1906), No. 32, and also in ./. Am. Mr,!. 1 88. (1005), 45, 1371.
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To judge from the facts which have been brought out in this work,
wo conclude that the manner of invasion is similar to that belonging to
other infections. The primary action seems to be due to a toxic
secretion which is a product of the amoebic symbiosis, acting upon the
exposed cells of the mucous membrane. It is likely that, in addition to
considering the chemistry of symbiotic products, we can not ignore the
receptive condition of the cells themselves, influenced, as they may have
been, by their evironmcnt. It is probable that the mechanism of the
intestinal infection does not materially differ from that taking place in
the liver and other organs, excepting that it is more complex because of
the mixed and changing environment to which the amoeba? are exposed.
In discussing the production of liver abscess it has already been pointed
out by Musgrave l* that something more than the mere presence of patho-
genic amoebae in the liver is necessary before abscess formation takes
place. It was shown that the presence of amoebae in the liver, after the
colon has already become ulcerated, must be of very frequent occurrence.
When the data brought out in this paper arc considered in this con-
nection, two facts stand out prominently: (a) Only a comparatively
small portion of actual amoebic infection of the liver results in abscesses
or the production of any other changes which we can at this time call
specific; (b) abscess formation and the bio-chemistry of amoebic lesions
in general is a complex phenomenon not yet fully elucidated. Prob-
ably it depends, ,at least partially, upon related alterations which occur
both in the parasites and in the involved tissues.
VI. SUMMARY.
In comparing our observations with some of the recent literature upon
the biology of amoeba! it appears that the establishment of two species
of amoeba' for the human intestine is hardly sustained by the data given.
While the multiplicity of species of amoebae inhabiting the human
intestine is not questioned, it is found by working with cultures of pure
species, grown from a single amoeba, that variations in some of the charac-
teristics are as great, as are many of those given by some authors for
species determination.
We have not actually observed the entire life cycle of any amoeba, but
known forms of reproduction are: (I) Simple fission and less frequently
budding during the vegetative stage, and {2) one or more forms of
reproduction from an encysted stage either by some type of sporulation,
sporogony, or schizogony or by a phenomenon which lias been observed
in cultures, namely, the escape of a single amoeba from a ruptured cyst.
The size of individuals of pure species of amoebae in culture varies with
the age and environment of the parasite. Jn the same plate culture all
ages and sizes are found in the vegetative stage. In naturally encysted
u Phil. Journ. Science (1906), 1, 552, 55:}.
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cultures the size is more nearly uniform in the same plate, but more varia-
tion is found between two or more different cultures of the same amoeba.
The color and rofraetiveness of amoebffi are largely an index of environ-
ment and may be altered in cultures by simple methods. In the stools
of dysenteric patients such alterations are observed in the changing con-
ditions of the bowel content. Shape, motility, and pseudopodia forma-
tion are, at least in part, influenced by physical laws and the environment
of the parasite.
The quantity, refractiveness, and relative distinctiveness of the ecto-
plasm and endoplasm are of doubtful value in the determination of
species, and the inclusion of numbers of red blood corpuscles and other
formed elements by the endoplasm surely is not confined to one species of
amoebae as classified.
The shape, location, amount of contained chromatin, of the nucleus
and the prominence of the nuclear membrane, have been given as
important points in differentiating between "E. coli " and "A
1
, histolytica"
but we have not been able fully to confirm the published observations
nor always to harmonize them with other points in species determination.
In summarizing this mass of fact and theory concerning the biology of
amoebffi, it is readily seen how difficult it is to systematize the points in
such a way as to justify classification. We have failed to follow Schau-
dinn or others in their species determinations, and it appears that many
important premises upon which their conclusions were based are not
borne out by our work. It seems to us that more work must be done
before a satisfactory classification of these protozoa can be made, and
until such a time we prefer and believe that we are fully justified in
retaining the name Aniivba coli Liisch, to represent those amoebffi which
are found in the intestines of human beings.
The general plan for the cultivation of amoebffi has not been much
changed from that given in our first publication.
Amoebffi may easily be grown from water, soil, vegetables, and other
extraneous sources. It is somewhat more dillicult to cultivate them from
the intestine of man or animals, and this is true whether the infection has
occurred naturally or the parasites have been introduced artificially.
From liver and other tissue abscesses, whether occurring in the course
of the intestinal infection or produced by inoculation, growth is still more
difficult and often impossible.
Pure cultures of amoebffi which will continue to propagate in media free
from other organisms have not been obtained. This is not due to failure
to free the cultures from bacteria without injury to the parasites, for
this may be accomplished with comparative ease.
Amoebffi, outside of certain locations in the human or animal body,
are always associated with other microorganisms, and experiments demon-
strate that a more or less definite symbiosis exists between the parasites
and some one or more 1 of these organisms (usually bacteria).
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In the intestine such a bacterial symbiosis is still more definite and
select. This specificity of the bacterial symbiosis increases with the
parasitism of the amoeba until, sometimes in the bowel and usually in
liver and other abscesses, the bacterial symbiosis is eliminated and the
amoeba assumes the role of a strict parasite living directly at the expense
of the host.
We have been again unable to find amoebae as prevalent in the stools of
human beings in Manila as have been reported for this locality and for
other countries during the last few years.
The presence of amoebae in a healthy bowel is not a convincing argu-
ment against the pathogenicity of these parasites, but so far as the Philip-
pine Islands are concerned, the continued propagation of amoebae of any
kind in a healthy bowel is surely an infrequent occurrence. The difficulty
of recognizing a "healthy intestine" has been pointed out, and we have 1
discussed some of the conditions which may lead to error in diagnosis.
We must question the justification for establishing a pathogenic and a
non-pathogenic species of amoeba? from the data given for the differentia-
tion between "E. cull" and "E. histolytica." The reasons for this have
been fully set forth in the article, some of the important points being as
follows: Amoebae found in the stools of so-called healthy people do not
always conform to the descriptions given for "E. coll." Amoebae found
in scrapings or sections from dysenteric lesions of the bowel, liver, and
elsewhere do not always conform to the requirements for "E. histolytica."
Cultures of amoebae answering more nearly the description given for
"K. coll" can, by methods described in this paper, be made to produce
amoebic ulcerative colitis in man and monkeys and abscesses of the liver,
omentum, spleen, and lungs in monkeys. In cultures, single species of
amoebae are often found which are characterized by possessing a combi-
nation of some of the features which have been described as distinctive
for different species. Amoebae from many extraneous sources, and pre-
sumably saprophytic, may be cultivated on artificial media, and with such
cultures ulcerative amoebic colitis may be produced in man and animals
and abscesses brought about in the liver, lung, omentum, spleen, and
muscular tissues of animals.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
In figs. Nob. 1 to !), inclusive, the magnification in all is exactly 800 diameters.
The reader is requested while examining these reproductions to bear in mind
the characteristics which have been designated as distinguishing between "E. coli"
and "E. histolytica."
Figs. Nos. 1 to ."5, inclusive, photographs of amoeba "7." This amoeba was
grown from vegetables and is a pathogenic parasite. With cultures of it we
liave produced amoebic colitis and amoebic abscesses in the liver, lungs, omen-
tum and spleen of animals.
No. 1. Forty-eight-hour transplant, inoculated from an old, encysted culture.
No. 2. Twenty-four-hour transplant from No. 1.
No. 3. Twenty-four-hour transplant from Xo. 2.
The amplification in these three pictures is exactly the same (800) and
shows the variation in size in a pure species of amoeba. This is quite decided
between the encysted forms in No. \ and the vegetative form in No. 3. In
No. 1 are shown fully developed eysts. others in which reproductive changes
are appearing, ami several small vegetative forms which have escaped from
cysts. Encysted amoeba may also be seen, showing the rather dense, prominent
ectosarc sharply distinguishable from the endoplasm as in Sehaudinn's "E. his-
tolytica" but, on the other hand, in the same ama4>ai the prominent central
nucleus with a distinct nuclear membrane, as in "E. coli," may also be seen.
Early reproductive changes are shown in several of the amoeba?, and in these the
line of demarcation between ecto- and endoplasm is less marked. Xo. 2 shows a
cyst containing a single young amoeba and another ruptured cyst from which an
amoeba is about to escape. This phenomenon was also shown in figs. 2!) to :52 in
our first report. No. .'i represents a vegetative form, probably a young but full
grown parasite; except in the large pseudopod which is thrown out, the distinc-
tion between ecto- and endo-plasm is not sharp, and the nucleus accredited to
"A', coli " is also present.
Figs. Nos. 4 to ti, inclusive, photographs of amoeba "cabbage." This amoeba was
grown from cabbage and is a very pathogenic parasite. With cultures of it
any of the lesions described in this paper may be produced.
No. 4. Forty-eight-hour-old transplant, showing young vegetative forms and
an early cyst.
No. 5. Twenty-four-hour transplant from an old, encysted culture, showing
four old cysts and two bunches of young amoebae freshly liberated.
No. 0. Vegetative form of figs. 4 and 5. The ectoplasm is prominent in the
encysted forms in figs. 4 and 5, and in the fresh cyst in tig. 4 the
differentation from endoplasm is distinct. None of these amoebee
show a nucleus. In the vegetative form of the same amoeba in tig.
we have the prominent nucleus described for "E. coli" as well as the
lack of differentiation between ecto- and endo-plasm.
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Figs, N<>*. 7 to 9, inclusive, photographs of ainn-ba "11524." A description of
this amceba will be found in our first report. It was grown from the stool of a
dysenteric patient.
No. 7. Old, encysted culture, showing distinction between endo- and ectoplasm
and absence of nucleus.
No. s. Transplant from NO. 7, showing two cystic and three vegetative forms.
No. it. Transplant from No. 8, showing full grown vegetative form. The
spinous pseudopodia formation, which was distinct in the specimen
viewed under the microscope, is barely visible in the photograph.
The nucleus which was very distinct is slightly out of focifs.
In this connection attention is invited to figs. 7 to 11. inclusive,
of our first report, which are also reproductions of this same anneba.
Fig. No. 10. Twenty-four hour-old transplant from growing culture of an amoeba
from a dysenteric stool. Amplification about 1,200. Showing very prominent
nucleus with heavy nuclear membrane and nucleolus situated eoomtrioattff.
The distinction between ecto- and cndo-plasin is usually very sharp in tliis
ainieha. and its motility is as a rule very sluggish.
Mttbgrave axii Cleoq : The Cultivation, Etc. | [Phil. Joubn. Sci., Vol. I, No. 0.
Fig. 1.
MuSGRAVK AND CLEGG : THE CULTIVATION, ETC.] [PHIL. Journ. SCI., VOL. I, No. 9.
MlJSGRAVK AND CLK(i(i I Tl£K CULTIVATION, ETC.] [PHIL. JOTJHK. BCI., Vol,. I, No. 9.
MUSOUAVK AND CLEGG I THK CULTIVATION, ETC.] [Phil. .Toukn. Sci., Vol. I, No. 9.
MlJSGRAVE AND CLEGG : THE CULTIVATION, ETC.] [PHIL. JoURN. SCI., VOL. I, NO. 9.
THE TYPES OF BACILLI OF THE DYSENTERY GROUP.'
By V. K. On no.
(From the Institute for Infectious Diseases, Tokyo, Japan.)
INTRODUCTION.
The etiological importance of Bacillus dysenteries (Shiga) as the causa-
tive factor in dysentery was first proved in Manila by Flexner (1),
Strong (2, 3), and Musgrave (3), and Strong strictly distinguished
between two types of dysentery, viz, the bacillary and the amoebic. The
latter type, as a rule, pursues a chronic course and amoebae can generally
be discovered at all times in the stools, whereas the former is an acute
disease, the causative factor of which is Bacillus tli/sciitcritr. Bacilli of
apparently identical characteristics were later isolated from dysenteric
stools in Europe, Asia, and America, so that to-day the etiologic impor-
tance of Bacillus dysenteries in sporadic, endemic, and epidemic dysentery
has become fully recognized.
Subsequently, in the year 1900, when the papers of Flexner, Strong,
and Musgrave had already been published, Kruse (4) reported on an
epidemic of dysentery occurring in Laar, Germany.
At that time Kru.se thought he had encountered an organism which differed
from the Shiga bacillus. This led to a further discussion of the subject of
differentiation by Shiga and by Flexner. who claimed motility for Bacillus dysen-
teric, and by Kruse who had never observed this phenomenon in any of his
cultures. In June, 1901, Kruse (5) contributed a second paper in which lie
concluded that Flexner's bacillus was probably closely related to, but still a
variety of the species he (Kruse) had isolated, and, although he had not examined
Shiga's cultures, he believed from the similarity in the description between
Shiga's and Flexner's organisms and from the geographical situation of Japan
and the Philippines that the two cultures were identical, and consequently that
his own and Shiga's bacillus were very similar organisms. In this same paper
lie also reported on epidemic dysentery in insane asylums and from some cases
of this nature he isolated organisms which could not be distinguished morpholog-
ically or culturally from the genuine dysentery bacillus, but which differed from
it in their serum reactions. J5y a careful comparison of their action with the
1 Read before the Section of Bacteriology. Hygiene, and Infectious Diseases of
the Japanese Medical Congress, March 4, 1!)0<>.
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serum of dysenteric patients and with immune serum from animals, he not only
showed that these organisms differed from the dysentery bacillus he first Isolated
but that they apparently constituted a second variety or species.
Therefore, druse was the first who drew attention to the variations
in the agglutinability of the dysentery bacillus. On the basis of this
distinction, and in spite of the similarity in morphology and in all cul-
tural properties, known at that time, between Bacillus dysenieria and
the organism isolated from cases of institutional dysentery, be proposed
to designate the latter as pseudo dysentery bacillus.
The investigations of Spronck (0) seemed to confirm this distinction, he
having isolated a similar organism from patients suffering with dysenteric symp-
toms in Utrecht (Holland), in which, however, the clinical manifestations were
not so typical as those encountered in acute, epidemic dysentery. However,
Flexner (7) and later Vedder and Duval (S) opposed this view and emphasised
the fact that the variation in agglutinability was only one of degree ami that
there was agreement in other properties.
In September, 1902, Duval and Basset (!>) reported on the etiology of the
summer diarrhoeas of infants. From such cases they isolated an organism which
they believed to be identical with B. dysentcriw not only in morphology, cultural
features and pathogenesis, but also in its reaction with specific serum. Park and
Dunham (10) next isolated an organism which produced indol in peptone solution
and which, while it agreed in its agglutinative reactions with the Flexner strain
found in Manila, differed in this respect from the one Shiga obtained in
Japan. Hiss (11) and Klopstock (12) endeavored to differentiate dysentery
bacilli from typhoid and colon bacilli by taking advantage of the distinct reac-
tion in fermentation.
The studies of Lent/. (14) and of Hiss and Russell (ir>) further emphasized the
cultural distinctions between 1 he different dysentery bacilli and the variations
in their agglutinative reactions. These investigators found that two types of
bacilli could be distinguished, one which fermented mannite and the other which
did not cause acid production in this medium. The agglutinative reactions of
these two types indicated further that the so-called "pseudo-dysentery" bacillus
regularly fermented mannite, while the other, the original type of H. dysenteric?
,
was unable to act upon that substance.
Martini and Lent/. (13) a short time after, made additional studies upon the
agglutination of these two varieties of dysentery bacilli, in which they employed
the serum of a goat immunized to the "Shiga'* strain of the bacillus. Their
results are interesting in showing that such a serum agglutinates only the
"Shiga"-" Krusc" epidemic variety in high dilutions, but that some other
strains of dysentery bacilli (all of which do not attack mannite) agglutinated
in lower ones of 1:2;") to 1:50. On the basis of this difference in agglutination
and in behavior toward mannite, they uphold the distinctions proposed by Krusc
between the so-called "dysentery" and "pseudo-dysentery" bacilli.
Park and Carey (Hi) called attention to Hie fad that all varieties of dysentery
bacilli (obtained from dysentery cases), which produce indol in large amount
and which develop acid from mannite, distinctly differ in their agglutinative
reactions from those which do not act upon mannite and which produce no indol,
or only a trace of that substance.
(Jay ( 17) . in a study of the types of dysentery bacilli in relation to bacteriolysis
and serum therapy, repeated the experiments of Lentz and of Hiss and Etussell
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and confirmed their results as to the action of the bacilli on mannite. As
regards the bacteriolytic action of serum upon the two types, he showed that
the bacteriolysis in vitro takes place when correspondence exists between the type
of bacilli and of immune serum, irrespective of their strain, and it fails to occur
when the types are not in conformity. This view was also supported by Martha
Wollstein (18), who, in the examination of the stools of one hundred and fourteen
infants Buffering from infantile diarrhoea found dysentery bacilli in thirty-nine
cases. Thirty-eight of these fermented mannite and maltose and produced indol.
while one. obtained from the most severe case, did not ferment niannite, thus
agreeing with the "Shiga" type.
Park, Collins, and Goodwin (10) in May, 1904, published a paper dealing with
the group of dysentery bacilli and the varieties or organisms which should be
included in it. The results of their agglutination and absorption tests indicate
that the bacilli isolated by themselves and others may be separated into at
least three types or varieties. These display differences in their fermentative
characters, and the grouping thus arrived at substantiates the classification based
on the fermentation test which was made by Hiss. The first type is represented
by the original "Shiga" strain. None of the bacilli belonging to this class
produce indol (with the exception of a trace) and they do not ferment niannite.
maltose, or saccharose. The organisms composing the second type ferment mannite
with the production of acid, but do not split maltose or saccharose in peptone
solution or produce indol. The bacilli of the third type approach nearest to those
of the colon group, since they not only produce indol and actively ferment
mannite but also act energetically upon pure maltose and feebly upon saccharose.
Animals injected with each of these types develop specific immune bodies and
agglutinins, all the bacilli agreeing in cultural characteristics. In consideration
of all the facts, they add that it seems incorrect to designate the niannite fermen-
ting groups as pseudo-dysentery bacilli.
Hiss (20) by comparing the fermentative action of the different strains on the
five carbohydrates (dextrose, maltose, saccharose, dextrin, and lactose) and
alcohol mannite, succeeded in giving what seemed a reliable classification and this
division also accorded witli the observed agglutinative phenomena. His conclu-
sions are as follows:
(1) The bacilli of dysentery fall into four major groups which have fermen-
tative and agglutinative characters distinguishing them from one another.
However, sub-groups, due to differences in agglutinative characters alone, may
occur among cultures having the same fermentative functions; so far as has
been determined.
(2) The four major groups are as follows: The first, represented by the
Shiga-Kruse bacillus, ferments dextrose readily and at times maltose, after
many days; the second one, represented by Hiss's "Y" bacillus, ferments dextrose
and alcohol-mannite (maltose and saccharose may be fermented but not with
ease)
;
the tjiird, represented by Strong's Philippine culture, ferments dextrose
and mannite with ease, saccharose is fermented with comparative readiness (and
maltose at times slowly)
; the fourth, represented by Flexner's Manila culture,
ferments dextrose, mannite, maltose, saccharose, and dextrin with ease.
(3) Agglutination and absorption tests show that the agglutinative characters
of these different groups are specific.
The American observers are generally inclined to consider the so-called
acid and non-acid types of dysentery bacilli to be of equal etiological
importance and some of them regard the differences between the two
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types as insignificant, but in spite of the observations of all of these
authors, the (lernian observers have usually considered the Kruse type as
the only one which has a causal relationship to acute dysentery. I think
this view is held because of the fact that in Germany no attempt has been
made to observe the fermentation reactions more in detail or more com-
pletely to compare the agglutinative and bacteriolytic characters of the
different strains.
Lenta ("21) in his last paper on this subject, although recognizing the
acid bacilli as probably being the cause of a variety of acute, epidemic
dysentery, agrees with durgens (22), Morgenroth ($3), and other authors
in refusing to consider these bacilli in the same group with the so-called
non-acid bacilli (Shiga-Kruse strain), lie says, in his contribution to
Kolle and Wassormann's "Handbueh dor pathogenon M icrobrganismen"
:
Nach den Untersuchungerj von (Jay, Park and Carey, beaonden aber nach den
aeueren Porachungen von Morgenroth, Jurgena sowie Deycke and Reschad Effendi,
gewinnt es inuner mehi an Wahrscheinlichkeit, daaa auch der von Plexner aui
den Philippinen gefundene Erreger der Ruhr angeaprochene Bacillus als selb-
Btindiger Krankheitaerreger neben dem Shiga-Kruaescherj Ruhrbacillua auf dor
Erda weit verbreitet und im Stande iat, Ruhrepidemien Rerybraurufen.
But again he adds
:
Aul diesen linstiiiid (d. h. Agglutinationaverhaltnieae) ist auch die irrige
Annahme von Shiga, Kruae, Plexner and Poulerton auruckaufuhren, daaa di<-
von Shiga, Kruse. Plexner and Strong gefundenen Sttbchen untereinander iden-
tiach aeien, ein [rrthum, au dem ale dadurch verfuhri wurden, dass sie Rekon-
valeaaentenaerum turn Nachweiaa der Identitai dieaer kultureU Behr "ahnliehen
Baeterien" verwandtail.
However, after considering the results of my own experiments, which
will be related in this paper, I can not regard Lent//s view as correct,
nor can I see any reason for considering any organism which causes dysen-
tery to be a pseudo-dysentery bacillus or for the justification of the use of
the terms acid and non-acid dysentery bacilli.
Instead of accepting the views of Lent/, and of Kruse, it seems rather
that we are compelled to consider the dysentery bacilli of all types
(fifteen, according to my observations) as constituting a single group
of dysentery organisms; in which, however, variations in toxicity, viru-
lence, and even pathological properties between certain strains may exist.
The object of the present paper is to communicate the results of a
comparative study of the fermentative properties and the agglutinative
and bacteriolytic reactions of the different strains of bacilli which are
now general I v considered to be the etiological factor m acute dysentery
and the allied intestinal conditions. The results of the examination
of the virulence, the pathological-anatomical lesions produced, together
with the clinical features of the human cases of infection with the dif-
ferent strains, will lie considered elsewhere.
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STRAINS OF DT8BNTEBY BACILLI STUDIED.
hi order to render my observations as complete as possible, I determined
to collect as many different strains of dysentery bacilli as I could. Some
of these were obtained from countries other than Japan, namely, from
Korea, Manchuria, and the Philippine Islands; others were isolated
from patients of the Japanese fleet during the Russo-Japanese war and
from those of the Russian Baltic Meet who by capture fell into the hands
of the Japanese naval and military surgeons. In all, seventy-four strains
were collected. Among these were:
Four strains from this institute, one of the original "Shiga" type and three
so-called "acid bacilli" (one isolated from a ease of laboratory infection).
Four strains of Manchurian dysentery bacilli, three of the non-acid type, and
one of the acid. These were obtained through the kindness of Dr. S. Hata, a
lieutenant surgeon of the Japanese military service, who isolated two of the
cultures in Rioyang and the other two at Gaiping. The strains were carefully
identified by me (24).
Three non-acid bacilli isolated from cases of dysentery among sailors of the
Japanese squadron while it was lying in the Yalu Sea.- The strains were sent
to me by Dr. 1. Hirano, fleet surgeon of Imperial Japanese navy.
Two non-acid strains from the Philippines which T owe to the kindness of
Dr. Strong, of Manila, who isolated and verified them.
Five strains from Korea, one of the non-acid and the other four of acid types,
for which 1 have to thank Dr. Momose (25), who isolated them in an epidemic
among natives at Chinkaiwang.
One non-acid strain from Shizuoka. situated near Mt. Fuzi. which, with
Dr. Owada of this institute, I isolated in an epidemic occurring in that place.
Two non-acid strains which Dr. llara (26) and 1 isolated from an epidemic
in Kanagawa in 1904.
One non-acid strain which I isolated from a case of sporadic dysentery (in
1905) at Fbara, a province of Tokio perfect me.
Two strains from Port Arthur (non-acid type) for which J owe my thanks
to my colleague Dr. Oshida, Burgeon of the Imperial Japanese army, who isolated
them from cases of dysentery contracted in the army before Port Arthur.
Six acid strains obtained from Russian patients on board the Russian Baltic
fleet after their capture. For these I am indebted to Dr. Oshida (27) who, after
the sietfe of Port Arthur, investigated the subject of dysentery at Ninoshima
Quarantine Station.
Three strains from Wakayama, one of the non-acid type and two others of the
acid type, which I isolated in an epidemic of dysentery at Wakayama, near Osaka
in 1905.
Forty-one strains of dysentery bacilli, all of the acid type, which 1 isolated
(28) in the last epidemic in Tokio (July. 1904-August, 1905.) Most of these
were isolated from very severe cases of acute dysentery, but some of them were
obtained from cases of so-called winter diarrhoea, in 1905."
2 This was the only epidemic of dysentery in our navy during the Russo-Japanese
war.
3 Five cases of the latter affection, one of which died and upon which an
autopsy was performed, were reported by me (29) and the organism isolated
was described as a new type of dysentery bacillus. This was placed in an
intermediate position between the acid and non-acid types. These observath
show the incorrectness of the distinctions of the two types proposed by Lentz.
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One strain from Kyoto of the add type which was isolated hy Dr. Yoshida (80),
Who regarded it as a variety of the dysentery bacillus (Shiga). The organism
was identified hy me.
A comparison of all these cultures revealed the fact that they could
not he distinguished one from another, either culturally or morphologic-
ally, although minor differences wore shown to exist, particular in their
characteristics in artificial culture media.
In addition to the agglutination test, the action of bacteriolytic immune
serum upon all the strains was studied, since this is perhaps the most
important test for the differentiation and identification of bacteria. This
was performed in vitro, as the virulence of the different strains varied
greatly.
TYPES AS DETERMINED BY FERMENTATION.
All the strains of dysentery bacilli mentioned above have been cul-
tivated for many generations on artificial media (common agar). In
many instances in which the organisms were isolated by myself, the first
fermentation tests were made immediately upon isolation; in others this
was impossible, as the organisms were sent to me suhsequent to their
isolation. Multiple tests as proposed hy Hiss have been made, ami the
final tests of all the strains were performed more than a year after their
isolation, because my investigations on this subject continued for about
one year. Whenever unexpected reactions or appearances were mani-
fested, fresh plate cultures were made to determine the purity of the
original culture and the experiments were repeated with the various colo-
nies. The same results were invariably obtained. Dextrose, maltose,
saccharose, dextrin, lactose, and alcohol-mannite were the fermentable
substances used. The tests with galactose, hevulose, and inulin were
omitted since, according to Hiss, no differences of value as distinguished
from those obtained with dextrose, were shown to exist on cultivation
in this medium, and none of the bacilli fermented inulin with acid
production.
' The common peptone-water solution was used as a nutrient medium, to which the
carbohydrates were added in sufficient quantity to form a 1.3 per cent solution,
as suggested by Lentz. Merck's preparation of litmus, highly purified, was used
in all the experiments and was added in sufficient amount to form a 0.0 per cent
solution. The peptone medium was composed of 0.5 per cent sodium chloride and
1 per cent peptone I sic.] in 100 cubic centimeters hydrant water; it was sterilized
in the usual manner and its reaction tested and. if necessary, it was neutralized.
Sugar was then added and the medium placed in tubes and sterilized for from
ten to fifteen minutes on three consecutive days. The color of the medium is
of a light blue. A sufficient acid production changes the medium to a red color
;
when acid is formed to a less extent, the color is altered to purple. The variations
in composition of the nutrient media to which the sugars were added, and the
variations in the salts present, which Hiss undertook were not performed by me
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because of the slight differences which Hiss found. Ail the observations were
made at a temperature of 37° C. and were continued for fifteen days.
'Fable I shows the results of the comparative fermentation tests of the
fifteen typos of dysentery bacilli with five carbohydrates and with alcohol
mannite during fifteen days. The results of the tests made with the
other strains are omitted because they showed no variations in fermenta-
tion differing from those of the fifteen types enumerated. Table 1 1 gives
the same results expressed in a somewhat simpler form.
Table I.
Type. Name.
Dextrose. Mannite. Maltose.
1 3 5 7 10 15 1 3 5 7 10 15 1 3 5 7 10 15
A
B
C
D
K
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
Shiga
Port Arthur
Yalu
4-
+
1-
+
-i
+
+
+
+
+
4-
4-
4-
4-
+
4-
+
+
t-
1
4-
;
+
+
+•
+
+ -
+
+
+
+
4-
4-
+
+
+
-f
+
+
+
4-
+
+
+
4-
4-
4-
+
4-
+
+
4-
+
4-
+
+
+
+
+
-j.
4-
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-1
+
+
-1-
+
+
+
+
+
4-
4-
+
-r
+
+
-f
+
+
4-
+
4-
+
+
-i
H
+
+
4-
4-
4-
4-
4-
+
+
+
f
+
4-
-1-
4-
+
4-
+
4-
4-
4-
+
4-
4-
+
+
+
+
4-
+
4-
+
±
4-
4-
4
4-
4-
4-
4'
+
4-
4-
4
4-
4-
+
+
4-
+
4-
+
-1
4-
4-
4-
Rio-Yang II__
Korea I
Wakayama I_
Tokvo I
Korea II . . .
Rio-Yang I
Baltic II
Tokyo III____
Yamaguchi --
Tokyo IV
Korea III
Kvoto
Type. Name.
Saccharose. Dextrin. Lactose.
1 3 5 7 10 15 1 3 5 7 10
+
+
+
±
4-
4-
15
4-
4-
4-
4-
1
+
4-
1
!
3
t
5
+
7
±
+
4-
4-
±
10
i
+
+
4-
15
4-
-
4-
4-
A
B
C
I)
K
F
G
H
I
.1
K
L
M
N
()
Shiga . . „
Port Arthur..
+
i
+
+
±
4-
±?
+
+
4-
4-
4-
4-
+
+
4-
H
4-
4-
4-
+
4-
+
+
+
1
+
+
4-
+
4-
+
+
4- +
s ?
4-
i
+
+
4-
+
+
+
4-
Rio-Yang II__
Korea I .
Wakayama I
Tokyo I
Korea 11
Rio-Yang I_
Baltic II
Tokyo IIh___
Yamaguchi __
Tokyo IV____
Korea 111 ____
Kyoto. . —
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Table II.-
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-Tlw type* ofdgeentery bacUH thawing tin' teenUt infermentation after
fifteen dat/s.
Type. Name. Dextrose. Mannite. Maltose. Sa
rose'."" 1
1,<>xtrin - Lactose.
Shiga
Port Arthur.
Yalu
Rio-yang II -
Korea I
Wakayama I
Tokyo I
Korea II
Rio-yang I __
Baltic II
Tokyo III ._
Yamaguchi
.
Tokyo IV .„
Korea III ___
Kyoto
Practically the same results were obtained after a period of seven days,
but after this time not so much variation in fermentation takes place.
Hiss divided dysentery bacilli into four types, basing his classification
upon the results of his fermentation tests after five days. If, from
the results of my observations upon fermentation after five days, I should
attempt to separate the types of dysentery bacilli, it would be necessarv
to recognize at least thirteen of these, as Table III shows. However,
this would obviously be incorrect because of the incompleteness of the
observations.
Tabu III.—Showing the remit* offermentation teett made upon thefifteen type* of
dyeentery bacQh' afterfive dayt.
Type. Dextrose. Mannite. Maltose. Saceha
rose.
Dextrin. Lactose.
A and D + —
B + — + — — —
+ — — + — —
K + — — — — +
r + — — — + +
G and .1 + + — — — —
II + + — + — —
I + + + + — —
K + 4- — + + —
L + + + + + —
M + -1 + — — _
N + + - X + +
o + 1 + — + —
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The above results may be summarized as follows:
The organisms studied fall into fifteen groups by reason of certain
differences in their power to ferment carbohydrates and alcohol mannite.
The first group, or "A" type, is represented by the " Shiga." which ferments only
dextrose; the second, or "B" typo, by the culture "Port Arthur." which was
isolated by Dr. Oshida from Russian military officers suffering from acute epi-
demic dysentery. It attacks maltose in addition to dextrose, producing acid. •
The third, or "C" type, is represented by the culture which I have called
"Yalu." It was isolated from a few dysentery patients among sailors of the
Japanese squadron cruising on the Yalu Sea. The type ferments saccharose in
addition to dextrose.
The fourth, or "D" type, is the culture " Rio-yang 11," which was isolated after
the siege of Rio-yang from a patient near that place in Manchuria. It is capable
of fermenting both dextrose and dextrin.
The fifth, or "E" type, is designated as "Korea I" and ferments both dextrose
and lactose. It was isolated by naval fleet surgeon Dr. Momose from a patient
at Chin-Kai-wang, Korea.
The sixth, or "F" type, is represented by the culture " Wakayama I," which
I isolated in an epidemic at Wakayama (situated about 20 miles distant from
Osaka). The organism attacks saccharose, dextrin, and lactose in addition to
dextrose.
The seventh, or "G" type, is represented by the culture " Tokyo I," which
ferments dextrose and alcohol-mannite. This type was first isolated by Flexner.
and afterwards was classified by Hiss as Type II and by Park, Collins, and
Goodwin as Type III. The strain with which my experiments were made was
obtained in Japan by Kawaguchi and Tsuchiya, but at the time of its isolation
it was thought to be identical with the "Shiga" type. Later I studied its exact
characters and afterwards Dr. Futaki (31) (1903), Nakajo (32), and Tsuchiya
(33) (1904) also reported upon them. This type is identical with the "Y" type
of Hiss and Russel.
The eighth, or "H" type, is represented by "Korea II," which differs from the
type "G" in fermenting saccharose. This organism is identical with the "Strong"
type of Hiss (first isolated by Strong).
The ninth, or "I" type. \i illustrated by the culture " Rio-yang II," which,
besides dextrose, also ferments mannite, maltose, and saccharose.
The tenth, or "J" type, is represented by the culture " Baltic II." This organ-
ism ferments not only dextrose and mannite, but also dextrin. This type was
studied by military surgeon Dr. Oshida; it was isolated from captured Russian
naval officers suffering from dysentery on board the Baltic fleet after the battle
of the Japanese Sea and was sent by him to me.
I am justified in considering it as a strain having a different source from those
of the same type isolated in Japan, since the Russian patient from which it was
obtained had not been in Japan nor in communication with that country.
The eleventh, or "K" type, is represented by the culture "Tokyo TIT." which
differs from type "J" only by the fact that it ferments saccharose.
The twelfth, or "L" type, is represented by the culture " Yamaguchi," which
differs from the "O" type only in not fermenting lactose.
The thirteenth, or "M" type, is represented by the culture " Tokyo IV." which,
besides dextrose and mannite, also ferments maltose and lactose. The fermenta-
tion, except in the case of lactose, is usually rapid, being distinctly manifest in
twenty-four to forty-eight hours.
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The fourteenth, or "N" type, is represented by the culture " Korea III." which
attacks dextrose, saccharose, dextrin-lactose, and alcohol-mannite. while it does
not fenneiil maltose.
Tlie fifteenth, or "()" group, is that represented by "Kyoto" as the type. As
we have seen, this organism lias the ability, besides mannite, also to ferment
dextrose, maltose, saccharose, dextrin, and even lactose. The organism is the
same as that of " Duval." group of Duval (34).
These fifteen types of dysentery bacilli may again be divided into two
major groups according to their different behavior in regard to the
fermentation of alcohol-mannite, the members of one not fermenting and
those of tlie other attacking mannite witli the production of acid. The
first major group (so-called non-acid bacilli) comprises organisms cor-
responding to the ones descrihed by Shiga-TCruse as the cause of epidemic
dysentery. Types "A," " B? " 0," " D," " E," and " F," which I have
studied, belong in this group. Among them only the "A" and "BM types
were carefully identified by previous authors, whereas the other four have
been recognized by myself. The second major group (so-called acid ba-
cilli), separated from the first by their power to ferment alcohol-mannite,
is composed of organisms which may again be separated into nine groups
by their different action in fermenting other carbohydrates. Among
the nine groups which ferment mannite only, four have been found in
Europe and America. These are "G" type ("Y" type of ITiss), "H"
type (Strong's type of Hiss). "LM type (Harris type of Hiss), and "O"
type ("Duval" type of Duval), while the other live have been identified
by me in different strains obtained in Japan, Korea, Manchuria, and from
the Baltic fleet.
However, this method of division, into non-acid and acid types of
the bacilli according to their power of fermenting alcohol-mannite,
can not be considered to be a correct one. As we have seen, even among
the two major types all the strains differ from each other in their power
to ferment the different carbohydrates, but these characteristics are not
sufficiently regular to enable us always to divide them distinctly. On
the other hand, moreover, when we come to study the agglutination and
bacteriolytic reactions of the different strains, we find that a division
into similar groups is not justifiable. Arguing from my observations,
I can set 1 no reason for the separation of the acid and non-acid bacilli
into two distinct groups as proposed by Lent/, and no justification for
designating any bacillus among the group of organisms which causes
dysentery as a ^pseudo-dysentery" bacillus as proposed by ICruse. Tt
seems to me that we are rather compelled to consider all fifteen types id'
the dysentery bacilli as comprising a single group and constituting the
whole of this group of organisms and to admit that minor distinctions
which sometimes irregularly occur may exist between the different
strains.
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STUDIES LX AGGLUTINATION,
As soon as I had determined, by fermentation tests, that the fer-
mentative properties of the fifteen types of dysentery bacilli were not of
such a nature as to allow us always to separate them distinctly and that
their separation, based upon their action upon alcohol-mannite, did not
always conform to their division into the same groups if founded npon
their agglutinative reacthms, I undertook a careful comparative study
of the agglutination reactions of all of these cultures toward animal
immune serum.
In most instances, although tests were made with the other strains,
only the reactions obtained with the fifteen already referred to and
tabulated will he given in the tables, excepting in particular instances.
Rabbits in most cases were used for the preparation of the serum since
they are the most convenient laboratory animals for immunization and
because, according to the German authors, these animals do not produce
secondary agglutinins, and therefore their serum is best suited for the
differentiation of these organisms. Goats and horses were employed in
only a few instances.
As the organisms fermenting mannite are generally not very patho-
genic for these animals, their immunization is a simple matter. Only
two or three strains of the same type were used for immunization. The
so-called non-acid types were as a rule toxic for rabbits and, unless great
care was taken, the animals died from the introduction of either the
dead or the living cultures, but among these types of bacilli, some strains
were encountered which were not so toxic, even when they had hut
recently been isolated. The most satisfactory results in the production
of sera were obtained from the administration of very small, primary,
subcutaneous doses of living cultures, as advised by Hiss, allowing full
recovery of the animals to take place before a second injection of an
increased dose was given.
The technique employed in the agglutination experiments consisted
of the macroscopic test carried on in small test tubes.
Suspensions of agar cultures, eighteen to twenty hours old, were made in 0.8.>
per cent of sodium chloride solution. 8 cubic centimeters of saline solution being
always employed for 8 milligrams of agar culture. The quantity of suspension of
the cultures and serum in the tidies was always made up to 2 cubic centimeters,
0.5 cubic centimeter of suspension (that is. 0.5 milligram of agar culture) being
employed. Twenty-four hours was the limit of the test. The results determined
by the use of the macroscopic method were as follows (see Tables IV. V, VI) :
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Tabli IV.—Agglutination with lerumfrom a rabbit immunized against "Tokyo T"
strain, "G" type (acid on maiinite).
Type. Organism.
Shiga
Port Arthur
Yalu
Rio-yangll.
Korea I
Wakayama_
Tokyo I
Korea II
Rio-yang I..
Baltic II
Tokyo III__.
Yamaguchi.
Tokyo IV—
Korea III
Kyoto
Serum dilutions.
Maiinite
group.
Non-acid
Acid-
+ +
Limit of
agglu-
tination.
-(1-20)
1-20
-(1-20)
1-75
-(1-20)
1-20
1-500
1-500
1-75
1-750
1-40
-1,000
1-750
1-750
-1,000
Table V.
—
Agglutination with serum from a rabbit immunized against "Rio-yang J,"
"7" type (arid on maiinite).
Type. Organism.
Shiga
Port Arthur.
Yalu
Rio-yang II _
Korea I
Wakayama I
Tokyo I
Korea II
Rio-yang I ...
Baltic II
Tokyo III
Yamaguchi _
Tokyo IV ...
Korea III
Kyoto
Serum dilutions.
Mannite
group.
Non-acid __
Add.
+ +
Limit of
agglu-
tination.
1-40
-(1-20)
-(1-20)
1-20
1-40
1-40
1-100
1-500
1-100
1-40
1-300
1-200
1-20
1-200
-(1-20)
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Table VI.
—
Agglutination of the fifteen types of dysentery bacilli with sera of type "0,"
"(?," "L" {rabbit, goat, and horse sera).
Type. Organism.
Shiga
Port Arthur
.
Yalu
Rio-yang II.
Korea I
Wakayama I
Tokyo I
Korea II
Rio-yang I _.
Baltic II
Tokyo III ...
YamaguchL.
Tokyo IV—.
Korea III
Kyoto
Antidysenteric serum.
"Kyoto" "Tokyo I"
(rabbit). (goat)
1-40
-(1-20)
-(1-20)
1-20
-(1-20)
-(1-20)
1-75
1-500
1-40
1-75
1-40
1-300
1-100
1-300
1-1,000
1-40
1-20
1-40
1-100
1-75
1-20
-5,000
1-500
1-750
-2,000
1-200
1-500
-2,000
-1,000
-(1-20)
"Yama-
guchi"
(goat).
1-40
1-20
1-75
1-40
1-40
1-40
1-300
1-75
1-100
1-200
1-40
1-300
1-300
1-500
1-300
'Tokyo I'
(horse).
-(1-20)
-(1-20)
-(1-20)
1-100
-(1-20)
-(1-20)
1-2,000
1-1,000
1-500
1-2,000
1-750
1-300
1-1 , 000
1-1,000
1-4,000
Mannite
fermenta-
tion.
Non-acid.
Acid.
Upon examining the results of the agglutination tests tabulated above,
we see that in all cases we apparently find a distinction between the
strains which ferment mannite and those which do not. This is the
reason why most authors have agreed to Lentz's and Martini's proposal
to distinguish between the acid and non-acid types according to their
powers of fermenting mannite. While in some instances my results are in
accord with those of Lentz—i. e., in those sera which were gained by
the immunization of rabbits, goats, and even horses, against strains " D,"
" G," " H," " I," " L," and " O," some of which are described in the
above tables (Tables IV, Y, and VI), in most instances my results are
opposed to his views; particularly is this true with the sera which T
have obtained by the immunization of animals against the other types
of the bacilli, as the following table shows
:
Table VII.
—
Agglutination, of the fifteen type* of dysentery bacilli with dysenteric
immune serum prepared from several strains.
Type. Organism, Mannite fer-mentation.
Rabbits' immune serum. Goats' immune
serum. Horse
immune 1
serum
"Shiga.""Port
Arthur."
"Korea
III."
"Tokvo
IV."
"Shiga." "Rio-yang I."
A
B
C
I)
E
F
Shiga. .
,
Nonacid__,
1-600
1-400
1-600
1-1,000
1-1,000
1-600
-(1-20)
-(1-20)
1-20
1-500
-(1-20)
-(1-20)
-(1-20)
1-20
1-40
1-5, 000
1-40
1-2, 000
1-2,000
1-1,000
1-500
1-3,000
1-750
1-2,000
1-500
1-500
1-750
1-200
1-1,000
1-1,000
1-1,000
1-1,000
1-1,000
1-6,000
1-1,000
1-1,000
Port Arthur
Rio-vangll. ...
Wakayama I
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Table VII.
—
Agglutination of thefifteen types of dysentery bacilli with dysenteric
immune serum preparedfrom severed strains—Continued.
Type. Organism. Maimite fer-
mentation.
Rabbits' Immune serum. Goats' Immune
serum. Horse
immune
serum
"Shiga.""Fort "Korea
Arthur." III."
"Tokvo
IV."
"Shiga." "Rio-yang I."
<;
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
Tokyo I.
Acid
1-80
1-000
1-SO
1-200
i-ioo
1-200
1-20
1-200
1-100
1-500
1-2,000
i-aoo
1-300
1-2,000
1-2,000
1-800
1-2,000
1-1,000
1-7, 500
1-1,000
1-750
1-5,000
1-7.50
1-750
1-5, 000
1-500
1-2, 000
1-750
1 1 000
1-7.50
1 •> mm
1-300
1-2,000
1-1,000
1-500
1-2,000
1-2,000
1-500
1-2,000
1-2, 000
Korea II _.
Rio-yang I.._ ..
Baltic II
1-3,000 : 1-5,000
1-100 1-300
1-200 1-1,000
1-750 1-5,000
1-500
,
1-750
1-2,000 1 1-5, 000
1 7 500 i ioo
Tokvo III
I
Yamaguehi-
Tokvo IV
Korea III ...
Kvoto ._
In Table 711 we see the high agglutination of "Korea IP (an acid
strain) produced by dysenteric immune serum prepared with 'Tort
Arthur" culture (a non-acid strain). Vice verm a similar result in
agglutination was obtained with dysenteric immune serum prepared with
"Korea III" (an acid strain) on "Rio-yang 1 1" (a non-acid strain).
It may also be seen that immune scrum "Tokyo IV"" (an acid strain)
has the power to agglutinate "Bio-yang II" and "Wakayama I" (non-
acid strains) in very high dilutions even with dysenteric-immune rabbit
serum, which is designated as a "differentiating serum*' by German
authors. With the immune serum of goats and of horses, as Shiga and
some German authors have reported, there is very little difference in the
agglutinative reactions between both the acid and the non-acid types.
In addition, a study of Table VI] will reveal the results of the agglutina-
tion tests of all fifteen of the strains of dysentery bacilli witb immune
serum of rabbits, goats, and horses; by a glance it may at once be seen.
that there is no apparent distinction in agglutinative reactions between
the so-called niannite fermenting and non-ferment ing organisms and
that no such distinction can corroctlv be made.
STUDIES OX BACTKRIOLY8IS.
Bacteriolysis by immune serum being an important method in the
identification and differentiation of bacterial species, it seems strange to
me that most authors who have studied the differentiation of the types
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of dysentery bacilli have made ho use of it. However, (Jay has employed
this method in his study of the types of dysentery bacilli. He found
that bacteriolytic differences existed which seemed to distinguish the
two types, recognized at that time as sharply as the other tests hitherto
employed. But, unfortunately, the bacilli which were obtained by him
were of just those types which were in a condition to give him reactions
suited to these distinctions. Jf he had been able to collect and study
many strains of dysentery bacilli from other sources, he would have dis-
covered that there were no- constant agglutinative and bactericidal reac-
tions by means of which the two types could be distinguished. As has
already been mentioned, in my researches a great number of strains of
dysentery bacilli from different sources were studied. Having found
that the agglutinative tests did not bear out the classification of the acid
and non-acid bacilli into two distinct groups of organisms, I determined
to study the bacteriolytic reactions of all these cultures with the serum
of immunized animals. As has already been mentioned in the discussion
of the agglutinative reactions, in the study of the bacteriolytic reactions
tests were made with other cultures besides the fifteen strains already
referred to. However, only the reactions with the latter strains have
been tabulated.
As Shiga has already shown, the bacteriolytic power of antidysenteric
serum can best be demonstrated in vitro by the method devised by Neisser
and "Wechsberg. The authors found that a fixed amount of normal
serum containing complement, of itself incapable of causing bacteriolysis,
will destroy a given amount, by weight, of a specific organism in the
presence of a definite quantity of complement-free immune serum (as
Table VIII shows). The addition of an amount of immue serum
greater or less than that exactly requisite, will allow of more or less
unrestricted growth of the organisms. The growth obtained when the
quantity of immune serum is too small is explained upon the basis of an
insufficiency of bacteriolytic amboceptors, and where there is a surplus
of immune serum, upon the basis of an excess of amboceptors, through
which the complement becomes deviated from the bacteria] cells by union
with the free amboceptors.
As Tables VIII and IX show, each type of bacillus is bacteriolyzed
under the conditions given above with the inactive antidysenteric serum,
plus fresh guinea pigs* and horses* serum, respectively, containing com-
plement.
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TABU! Yl^.—I><tc^t>riolymsof"(;<tij>i!l</^ , (".1" type) with serum from tone, ",S'/m/a"
{"A" type).
0.002 milligram fresh agar culture "Shiga" bacillus
in 1 cubic centimeter salt solution.
1 c. c
lc. C
1 c. c
1 c. o
1 c. c
1 c. c —
1 c. c
1 c. c
1 c. c
1 c. c
1 c.
1 ('.
1 c. <•
Control, no bacilli
Control, no bacilli
"Shiga"
dysenteric
immune
serum,
comple-
ment free.
None.
0.1 c. c.
None.
0.1 c. e.
0. 05 c. C.
0. 025 C. c.
0.01 c. c.
o. 005 e. c.
0. 0025 c. c
0.001 c. c.
0.0005 c. 0,
0. 00025 c.c
0.0001 c. c
None.
0.1 c. e.
Fresh
normal
guinea
pig
serum.
None.
None.
0.2 c. c.
0. 2 c. c.
0. 2 c. c.
0.2 c. ft
0. 2 c. c.
0.2 c. c.
0.2 c. c.
0.2 c. c.
0.2 c. c.
0. 2 c. ft
0.2 c. c.
0.2 c. ft
None.
Plate
colonics
after
five
hours.
Innumerable.
Thousands.
Innumerable.
Do.
Do.
Thousands.
One thousand.
Hundreds.
Do.
One hundred.
Almost none.
Few.
Hundreds.
None.
Do.
Table IX.
—
Bacteriolysis of "Rio-yang I" ("7" type) with terumfrom rabbit,
'"Tokyo I" ("G" type).
0.002 milligram fresh agar culture "Rio yang'
bacillus in 1 cubic centimeter salt solution.
1 c. c
1 ft c
1 c. c
1 c.
1 ft c
1 c. e
1 c. c
1 e. c
1 c. c
1 c. c
1 ft c
1 c. c
1 c. c
Control, no bacilli
Control, no bacilli
"Tokyo I"
anti-dys-
enteric
serum.
comple-
ment free.
None.
0. 1 c. c.
None.
0.1 c. c.
0. 05 c. c.
0. 025 e. ft
0. 01 c. ft
0. 005 c. c.
0.0025 c. ft
0. 001 c. c.
0. 0005 c. c.
0.00025 c.c.
0.0001 C C.
None.
0. 1 c. c.
Fresh
normal
horse
serum.
None.
None.
0.2 c. c.
0.2 c. c.
0. 2 ft c.
0.2 c. c.
0.2 c. c.
0.2 c. c.
0.2 c. c.
0.2 c. c.
0. 2 c. c.
0. 2 c. ft
0.2 C C.
0.2 c. c
None.
Plate
colonies
after
five
hours.
Innumerable.
Do.
Thousands.
One thousand.
One hundred.
None.
One hundred.
One thousand.
' Thousands.
Do.
Innumerable.
Do.
Do.
None.
Do.
The results obtained by the use of a fixed amount of homologous
immune serum sufficient to bring about the destruction of a definite
amount of culture of B. dyscntorw in the presence of a sufficiency of
complement are shown by Tables VIII and TX. These are the only
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examples of bacilli from Manchuria (Rio-yang and Gai-ping) which I
tested with the anti-dysenteric serum of our Government institute.
Experiments in cross bacteriolysis were also performed—that is, the
action upon a non-acid strain by an immune serum prepared with an
acid strain, or vice versa, was studied. In these experiments 1 have used
only the sera of rabbits and have purposely avoided the employment
of those of goats and horses, since it has been stated that these animals
sometimes furnish large amounts of secondary agglutinins.
In the tables only the final results are given, since it seemed desirable
at the same time to compare them with those of fermentation and agglu-
tination.
Table X.
—
Bacteriolysis of tJie fifteen types of dysentery bacilli with rabbit sera immu-
nized against "Tokyo I" ("F" type, Hiss,) "Rio-yang I," and "Yamaguchi"
("Harris" type).
Type
Dysentery
bacilli
marked
according
to their
source.
Mannite
fermenta-
tion.
A Shiga .
B Port Arthur
C Yalu
D Rio-yang I
E Korea I
F Wakayama I_
G Tokyo I . .
H Korea II
I Rio-yang I
J Baltic II
K Tokyo III .___
L Yamaguchi
M Tokyo IV
N Korea III
Kyoto. ...
Non-acid
__
Acid_
Anti-dysen-
teric serum, "Tokyo
I" (acid).
iC
4 i S
Bacteriolysis.
Limit of
agglu-
tina-
tion.
-(1-20)
1-20
-(1-20)
1-75
-(1-20)
1-20
1-500
1-500
1-75
1-750
1-10
-1,000
1-750
1-750
-1,000
Anti-dysenteric
I
Anti-dysenteric
serum, "Rio-yang serum," "Yama-
I"(acid). guchi" (acid).
8 8
iH CO
Bacte-
riolysis.
1-40
-(1-20)
-(1-20)
1-20
1-40
1-40
1-100
1-500
1-100
1-40
1-300
1-200
1-20
1-200
1-600
8 ^
Bacte-
riolysis.
Limit
of ag-
gluti-
nation.
— -(1-20)
— -(1-20)
— -(1-20)
— 1-40
— 1-20
— -(1-20)
— 1-100
H- 1-1,000
_. 1-40
1-75
1-100
+ 1-1, 000
.. 1-75
+ 1-300
+ 1-300
On the examination of the above table, we see that, under the condi-
tions stated, no cross bacteriolysis is obtained between both types. But
this is only the case when they are treated with anti-dysenteric serum
from "G" type ("Y," Hiss), "I" type, and "L" type ("Harris" type) of
dysentery bacilli. If we observe the bacteriolysis with anti-dysenteric
serum from bacilli of the other types, we can see that the cross bacteri-
olysis between both is produced.
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Tablb XI.— Bacteriolysis of the fifteen types of dysentery bacilli witJi anti-dysenteri
hotse serum, "Tokio /" &nd "Shiga."
Type
Dysentery
bacilli
marked
according
to their
source.
Shiga ___
Port Arthur. ._
Yalu
Rio-yang II
Korea I
Wakayama I
Tokyo I
Korea II
Rio-yang I
Baltic II
Tokyo III
Yamaguehi
Tokio IV
Korea III
Kyoto
Mannite
fermenta-
tion.
Non-acid
Anti-dysenteric serum,
"Tokyo 1" (acid).
i
i i
Bacteriolysis.
Limit of
aggluti-
nation.
Acid.
-(1-20)
-(1-20)
-(1-20)
1-100
-(1-20)
-(1-20)
1-2,000
1-1,000
1-500
1-2,000
1-750
1-300
1-1,000
1-500
1-1,000
Anti-dysenteric serum,
"Shiga" (non-acid).
Limit
of ag-
gluti-
nation.
Bacteriolysis.
1-1,000
1-1, 000
1-1,000
1-4,000
1-1,000
1-1,000
1-300
1-2,000
1-1,000
1-500
1-2, 000
1-1,000
1-500
1-2, 000
1-2,000
The last table, XI, shows that with anti-dysenteric horse serum the
evidences of "cross bacteriolysis" between both types can also be obtained.
[f we omit the results with tbe "D" type (Rio-yang II, non-acid) we
should be led to the wrong conclusion, namely, that cross bacteriolysis
did not exist in the bacteriolysis with the anti-dysenteric horse serum
of the "Q" type (Tokyo 1)»; this would also be the case with the horse
serum from "A" type (Shiga), and if, in these tests, we had not the
results with "H" (Korea II) and "K" (Tokyo III) we would arrive at
the same faulty conclusion. It therefore is apparent why bacteriolytic
tests have frequently led various authors to conform to the opinions of
Lentz. In Table XI we can also see the nonconformity of the fermen-
tation and agglutination tests with the bacteriolytic reactions. We can
observe the positive bacteriolysis of the non-acid type "D" (J\io-yang II)
with anti-dysenteric serum from the acid type and the negative reaction
of types "C" (Yalu) and "F" (Wakayama I) with the homologous—i.e.,
non-acid—anti-dysenteric serum from "A" (Shiga). A further study
of Table XI T will reveal a number of other cross bacteriolytic reactions
and also many negative ones with the homologous anti-dysenteric sera.
Among the latter we will also find that the "AM (Shiga) type shows no
evidence of bacteriolysis by the anti-dysenteric, rabbit serum 'TV (Port
Arthur).
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Table XII.—Bacteriolysis offifteen types of dysentery bacilli with rabbit sera immunized
against "Port Arthur," "Tokyo IV," "Baltic II," and "Kyoto."
Type.
rype.
Anti-dysenteric serum, Anti-dysenteric serum
"Port Arthur" (non-acid). "Tokyo IV" (acid).
'
Dysentery bacilli
named according to
their source.
Mannite fer-
mentation.
Shiga
Port Arthur
.
Yalu
Rio-yang II .
Korea I
Wakayamu I
Tokyo I
Korea II
Rio-yang I _.
Baltic II
Tokyo III ...
Yamaguchi
.
Tokyo IV
Korea IH
Kyoto
Non-acid
=
' S
Limit of
aggluti-
nation.
Bacteriolysis.
Acid_.
1-600
1-400
1-600
1-1,000
1-1,000
1-400
1-80
1-600
1-80
1-200
1-100
1-200
1-20
1-200
1-100
J. I
Bacteriolysis.
Limit of
aggluti-
nation.
-(1-20)
(1-20)
(1-20)
(1-20)
1-20
-(1-20)
1-200
1-100
1-75
1-300
1-10
1-100
1-300
1-100
-(1-20)
Dysentery bacilli
named according to
their source.
Mannite fer-
mentation.
Shiga
Port Arthur._
Yalu
Rio-yang II .
Korea I
Wakayama I_
Tokyo I
Korea II
Rio-yang I._.
Baltic II
Tokyo III....
Yamaguchi . _
Tokyo IV
Korea III
Kyoto
Non-acid
Anti-dysenteric serum,
"Baltic II" (acid).
Bacteriolysis.
Limit of
aggluti-
nation.
Anti-dysenteric serum.
"Kyoto" (acid).
Acid
-(1-20)
1-20
1-40
1-5, 000
1-40
1-2, 000
1-7, 500
1-1, 000
1-750
1-5,000
1-750
1-750
1-5, 000
1-500
1-2, 000
Bacteriolysis.
Limit of
aggluti-
nation.
1-40
-(1-20)
-(1-20)
1-20
1-0-20)
-(1-20)
1-75
1-500
1-40
1-75
1-40
1-300
1-100
1-300
1-1,000
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From all these experiments we can conclude that bacteriolysis ol the
differed strains mi vitro may lake place irrespective of the type,
whether acid or non-acid, and also irrespective of whether the immune
serum lias been prepared with an aeid or non-acid strain. On the hasis
of these facts, and in view of the results of the fermentation and ag-
glutination tests, I must again emphasize that I can sec do reason what-
ever for recognizing two distinct groups of bacilli as suggested by Lentz.
namely, those which ferment mannite and those which do not, nor for
distinguishing between the so-called "dysentery" and "pseudo-dysentery"
bacilli as proposed by Kruse. Furthermore, these results are in conform-
ity with those of Flexner, Strong, Gay, and other American authors.
in showing that both types of dysentery bacilli have equal etiological im-
portance and that the differences hetween them are unimportant
In the preceding pages I have demonstrated that there are fifteen
varieties of dysentery bacilli, nine of which ferment mannite and six
of which do not. I have also proved that the separation of these varieties
into two groups according to their power of fermenting mannite can not
he made in conformity with their agglutinative and bacteriolytic reac-
tions, and, in addition, T have endeavored to test the comparative aggluti-
native and bacteriolytic reactions of bacilli which have the same prop-
erties in regard to fermentation. Among the seventy-four strains of
dysenterv bacilli which have been isolated in Japan, Korea, Manchuria,
from the Japanese and Baltic fleets, and in the Philippine Islands, four
are of the "A" type ("Shiga"), six of the
aL" type ("Yamaguchi"),
and seven of the "I" type ("Rio-yang I"). As Tables XIII, XIV, and
X V show, the several strains of the same type do not possess homologous
agglutinative and bacteriolytic reactions against the homologous anti-
dysenteric serum.
Table XIII.—Agghtimation ami bacteriolysis ofbacUH of the tarn tm><- utih "SMfi»"
("J") with tlir x«>ii>' ttra.
Bacilli tested.
Anti-dysenteric serum (rabbit serum):
"Shiga" ("A" type, non-acid)—
Agglutination
Bacteriolysis
"Kyoto" ("O" type, acid)—
Agglutination
Bacteriolysis
"Port Ar-
thur II."
(i(X)
-(1-20)
0.01
"Galping
I."
600
o. 006
-(1-20)
0. 00f)
"Shiga.
1,000
0.001
0.001
"Philip-
pine I."
t')00
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Table XIV.7-—At/!//nfi)i<ttif,), rim/ bacteriohftit of bacilli of the tame type with
" Y<iiii<tgnc/n ,, ("L" type), with sera "B" and "0."
Bacilli tested.
Anti-dysenteric serum (rabbit se
rum):
"B" (non-acid)
—
Agglutination
Bacteriolysis
"O" (acid)—
Agglutination
Bacteriolysis
"Ari-
saka." yo." "Okabe."
200 —(1-20)
0.0025
300
0. 005
-(1-20)
-(1-20)
-(1-20)
0. 005
'
'Toya-
ma."
200
0.01
20
0. 0005
"Yama-
guchi."
-(1-20)
0. 05
20
0.001
"Odo-
masa."
•(1-20)
0. 0005
-(0-20)
0.005
Table XV.
—
Agxdutination and bacteriolysis of bacilli in the name type with
"Rio-yang I" ("J" type), with sera "B" and "O."
Bacilli tested. "Ito." "Iiji-
na."
"Mori-
shita."
"Miya-
ke."
"Baltic
I."
"Ota." "Rio-yang I."
Anti-dysenteric serum (rabbit se-
rum):
"B" (non-acid)—
Agglutination
40 80
0.01
80
0. 0005
200
80
0.0025
40
40
0.025
-(1-20)
0.01
-(1-20)
0. 025
20
80Bacteriolysis
"0" (acid)—
Agglutination .
Bacteriolysis
It is interesting to compare the reaction of 'Tort Arthur II" and
"Philippine I" strains (see Table XIII). These organisms have the same
properties in regard to fermentation as has the "Shiga" strain ("A"
type), but they do not react with positive bacteriolysis to anti-dysenteric
serum from the "A" type (Shiga). On the other hand, the "Port
Arthur II" and "Gai-ping I," which behave like the "Shiga" ("A" type)
in respect to fermentation, react with positive bacteriolysis to anti-
dysenteric serum against "Kyoto" strain ("O" type). In addition, the
"Philippine I" strain shows a high agglutination (1-200) but the
"Shiga" only a low one (1-75) to this same serum. However, the Shiga
organism shows a higher degree of bacteriolysis (0.001). This same
phenomenon is not rare among the strains of two of the other types
("L" and "I"), as Tables XIV and XV show.
Tables XVI and XVII demonstrate that the same phenomena are
obtained among selected strains of the same type, which show the same
fermentative reactions during five days, and from these experiments we
can conclude that even among strains of the same type in fermentation
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there is no conformity between the agglutinative and bacteriolytic re-
actions. It is also theoretically unreasonable to suppose that all three
receptoTS (fermentative, agglutinative, and bacteriolytic in the bacillus),
which are entirely dill'erent in their nature, must always he exactly in
conformity with each other in one bacterial cell.
Taiu.i-: XVI.—Agglutination and bacterioty*i> of bacilli which are "/'lie tame type as
".I" (Shiga) in fermentation reaction* during fbe da/y$, with the same $erd.
Bacilli tested.
•Port Ar-
thur II."
"ShizU-
oka."
"Port
Arthur."
"Shiga." •'Philip-pine I."
"Tokyo
X."
Anti-dysenteric serum (rabbit se-
rum):
"Port Arthur" l"B" type, non-
acid)—
2,000
0.001
-(1-20)
0. 05
1.000
0. 0025
-(1-20)
0. 005
too
0.0006
-(1-20)
000
40
0.026
1,000
-(1-20)
MX)
0.0001
|
20
0.025
•Kyoto" ("0" type, acid)—
Tabus XVII.—Agglutination and bacteriolysis of bacilli which are of the mane typt at
"7" (Rio-yang I) in fermentative reaction* during five days, with the same sera.
Bacilli tested.
Anti dysenteric serum (rabbit se-
rum):
"Port Arthur" ("B" type, mm
acid)—
"Mi
yake."
"Baltic." "Ota." "Okabe."
"Toya-
ina."
"Oto-
lllftSIl,"
SO
0. 0025
40
10
0. 025
200
-(1-20)
0. 025
20
-(1-20)
-(1-20)
0.05
200
0.01
20
0. 00026
-(1-20)
0. 00(15
"Kyoto" ("0' 1 type, add)—
Agglutination
It is very interesting to compare the relation of the
bactericidal re-
actions between the fifteen types. In Table Will, where only six are
selected, we can follow the "cross bacteriolysis" between
the types. The
positive sign running obliquely from each corner above to the other
one
below and crossing is very Btriking. From all these observations
we are
compelled to consider all fifteen of the types as belonging to
a single
group of the dysentery bacillus.
The fact that these fifteen types of dysenteric bacilli are morpholog-
ically and culturally similar and that they show hut slight
variations in
fermentation, agglutination, and bacteriolysis may perhaps
he useful in
the future in advancing our knowledge of systematic bacteriology,
a
subject which is at present very obscure.
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Table XVIII.
—
Cross bacteriolysis of tix types of dysentery bacilli tested
with homologous sera.
Sera and type.
Non-acid sera:
"A"
"D"
"F"
Acid sera:
"G"
"H"
"O"
Non-acid bacilli.
"D." "F."
Acid bacilli.
+ +
+
I +
O."
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.
Tn order that complete observations might be obtained, 74 strains of
dysentery bacilli were isolated, collected, and identified from several
sources, Japan, Korea, Manchuria, the Philippine Islands, and the
Japanese and Baltic fleets (during the Russo-Japanese war). Upon a
comparison of all these strains it was found that they could not be
distinguished from one another either by their morphological or cultural
properties, although minor differences were shown to exist in their fer-
mentative powers and their reaction toward immune serum.
In my experiments I was not satisfied in attempting a differentiation
of the different types of bacilli, based on the fermentation and agglutina-
tion reactions alone, but in addition their bacteriolytic action toward
immune sera was employed.
(1) The results of the study indicate that the great majority of the
bacilli which have been isolated during the past few years from cases of
acute dysentery (not due to amoebae) must be considered as being the
exciting factor of the disturbance. The organisms which have come into
my possession and which have been isolated as the cause of dysentery may
be separated into fifteen groups which have fermentative characters dis-
tinguishing them one from the other, six not fermenting, and nine
fermenting mannite (so called non-acid and acid bacilli.)
(2) The mannite fermenting types are widely scattered over the world
and certainly cause characteristic sporadic cases and epidemics of dysen-
tery. The form of the disease caused by them is often severe. On the
other hand, the non-fermenting ones often give rise to milder cases of
infection (as in Manchuria).
(3) The grouping of the different organisms, according to the dif-
ferences in their powers of causing fermentation, does not correspond to
that which results from differences observed in agglutinative and bac-
teriolytic action with specific immune sera. The anti-dysenteric rabbit
48040 5
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sera, prepared with Bo-called non-fermenting bacilli, often agglutinate
strains which ferment mannite in the same or in higher dilutions than
they do other organisms of the non-fermenting type, and \rice versa. The
same phenomena can also be confirmed by bacteriolytic lests, the so-
called "cross bacteriolysis" usually taking place between bacilli termed
both acid and Qon-acid.
(4) In consideration of all the above facts it seems to me that no
reason exists to separate the dysentery bacilli Into two distinct groups,
the acid and non-acid, as proposed by Lentz, and I can also see no jus-
tification in designating any bacillus which causes dysentery as a "pseudo-
dysentery bacillus'" according to Kruse. We are compelled to consider
the fifteen types of dysentery bacilli as constituting a single group.
Finally, 1 take great pleasure in acknowledging my indebtedness to
Professor Kitasato, director of the (iovornmenf Institute for Infectious
Diseases in Tokyo, for many suggestions and kindnesses; 1 am also under
obligations to Dr. Shiga for important suggestions and kind assistance.
I desire also to express my obligations to \)v. Strong, director of the
Biological Laboratory, Bureau of Science, Manila: Dr. Afoinose and
Dr. Hirano. naval fleet surgeons of the Imperial Japanese Navy, and
Dr. I lata and Dr. Oshida, military lieutenant surgeons of the Imperial
Japanese Army for courtesies shown by them in sending me materials
for this study. My thanks are also due to Dr. Ilidaka for assistance in
my experiments.
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A LIST OF PHILIPPINE CULICID/E WITH DESCRIPTIONS
OF SOME NEW SPECIES.
By Charles S. Banks.
(From the entomological section, Biological Laboratory, Bureau of Science.)
The mosquito problem in its relation to human pathology has assumed
such gigantic proportions in all parts of the world during the past decade,
and species and genera have-been found in such large numbers, especially
throughout tropical regions, that Little wonder attaches to the discovery
of a very great number of species within a comparatively brief period in
the Philippines. Osten-Sackcn, in his "Diptera from the Philippine
Islands, brought home by Dr. Car] Semper," 1 gives:
Culex, several species, damaged.
Megarhina, one male; determined by Walker as M. immiscricors Wk., although
abdomen and legs do not agree with his description. It may be amboinensis Dol.,
although the agreement is not perfect.
Padre Casto Elera 2 gives in addition Culex pipiens Linn., as occurring
in all parts of the Archipelago and Corcthra manilliensis Schiner, 3 so that
up to the year 1895 the knowledge of just what species of Culicidce occur
in the Islands was, to say the least, wvy indefinite.
The work of the surgeons of the United States Army in various parts
of this region brought under their observation many forms with which
they were not familiar, and naturally they were led to send them to
persons whose knowledge of the group would enable them to identify the
species found and give the physicians working here some idea as to the
possible prevalence of pathophoric forms. Among those who have done
most in the matter of identification of material are Professor F. V.
Theobald, Lieutenant-Colonel George M. Giles, I. M. S. (retired), and
Miss Clara S. Ludlow, the latter of the laboratory of the Surgeon-Gen-
eral's Office, United States Army, at Washington. They have also de-
scribed many new species from the Philippines, and it is therefore but
natural that in compiling a list of this kind I should have been very
dependent upon their publications.
1 Bcrl. Ent. Ztschr. (1882), 26, 96.
'Catalogo de toda la Fauna Filipino (1895), 2, 490, 491.
3 Keise der Xovara, Diptera ( 1868) , 30.
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In inv own work with mosquitoes I have already been able to collect
in hitherto unexplored regions several new species which will he added
to the already long list, and J feel sure that others will be discovered in the
material now on hand. Aside from the new speeies and one new genus,
forms not indicated by any of the above-mentioned workers as occurring
in these Islands have been collected, both in Manila and in the southern
provinces, as will he seen by consulting the bibliography given with each
species. Xo claim can be made Eor completeness of reference in all
cases, hut 1 believe that, with few exceptions, (lie works I have cited give
original descriptions. Where such are not given it was due to lack of
literature, a feature not always to he avoided in the Antipodes.
In all. 83 species, suhspecies. and varieties, including 1 as new species
or varieties, are ('numerated, embraced in 30 genera in <i subfamilies.
The Entomological Collection contains probably 8 as vet unidentified
species, so that the total numher will soon he not far from 95 per cent
of the Dumber of species found in the I'nited States and. as very little
work has been done in higher altitudes, the numher of species will,
within the next five years, probably he considerably further increased.
An interesting and valuable feature of the work being done on Philip-
pine mosquitoes is the Btudy of their life histories and habits. A great
diversity of habits, constant for members of a given species, is to be
found among those so far studied.
The form described in this paper as Stegomyia fasciata persistans
Hanks is of very great interest. It was at first supposed to he and
identified as 8. fasciata Fabr., by me, the material in each case having
been collected rather than reared. Later breedings developed a form so
unlike the descriptions of 8. fasciata Fabr., that, doubt arose as to the
previously identified specimens being 8. fasciata Fabr., although Theo-
bald and Ludlow had both reported 8. fasciata Fabr., from almost the
identical regions where the aberrant form was found. Great care was
exercised in mounting, and all specimens collected or bred were subjected
to examination, so that not less than 2,000 have passed beneath my lens.
Not a single individual was found among the perfect specimens, namely,
those in which the mesothorax was not in the least denuded, which did
not display ornamentation quite dill'erent from the descriptions of
8. fasciata Fabr. Unfortunately, it has not been possible for me to exam-
ine in recent years a specimen of the true 8. fasciata Fabr., so that 1 have
been obliged to depend upon the very careful descriptions given by Tlieo-
hald. Because of the character of his descriptions r feel all tin' more as-
sured in taking the stand that the form found here, while closely approach-
ing the type, differs from it sufficiently to he considered a suhspecies. the
constancy of ornamentation in the Philippine form being also a feature
in favor of separating it as distinct. If this suhspecies proves to be
distinct from 8. fasciata Fabr., and provided that 8. fasciata Fabr., can
not he demonstrated as being in the Islands, the importance of its
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distinctness might be of the greatest value in modifying the fear that
yellow fever, if once the germs were introduced here by infected persons,
would find a ready foothold.
However, it has already been pointed out by Strong 4 that a menace
lies in the future commercial intercourse between the yellow-fever region
of endemicity in the Antilles and the Isthmus of Panama ami the ports
of the East, including Hawaii. Guam, and the Philippines, when the
Panama Canal shall have been completed, from the possibility of intro-
ducing the infected Stegomyia fascia (a Fabr., which would then be able
to spread the disease by reason of the Stegomyia fasciata' Fabr., which
were by him supposed to be widely distributed in the Philippines.
Unless further search should prove the presence of this species in these
Islands, the fear of an epidemic would be unfounded unless Stegomyia
fasciata persistans Banks should prove to be able to convey yellow fever.
The study of a fine series of bred specimens of S. Scutellaria samarensis
TauIL, in this laboratory, in winch occur many beautiful variations, leads
me to the belief that there is a very close relationship between 8. Scutel-
laria Walk., and S. fasciata Fabr.. and that their true zoogeographical
boundary line lies in the vicinity of the Philippines, but a discussion
of this will be left for a future paper.
(VU(TI).E.
T. ANOPHELIN^E Theobald.
MYZOMYIA Blahchard (2).
1. Myzomyia bxtnesta Giles.
Anopheles funestus Giles, Mem. IAverp. Hch. Trap. Med. (1900), 2, f>0.
. Handbook of Gnats (1900), 102.
Theob., Mono. (Julie. (1901), 1, 178, PL IV,
fig. 13.
llandb. of Gnats (1902), 2d e<l., 318.
Myzomyia funesta (Jiles, Theob., Mono. Culic. (1903), 3, 34, PI. 2.
Theob., Gen. Inscctonim, Culic. (1905), 7.
_ Ludlow, Can. Ent. (1905), 37, 135.
Central and western Africa, Sudan; PAXPAKOA, (amp Stotsenberg,
Angeles, P. I. (E. /,'. Whitmore).
2. Myzomyia ludlowii Theobald, Mono. Culic. (1903), 3, 42, figs. 19-22.
Gen. Ins., Culic. (1905), 7.
Ludlow, Gam. Ent. (1905), 37, 135.
Pampaxga, Camp Stotsenberg, Angeles, P. I. (E. R. Whitmore) ; Ma-
nila, P. I. (758, 3603, 4022 Banks) (2229 Banks, Rchultze) (2161
Schultzc) (4554 P. G. Woolley)
.
This mosquito is by far t he commonest of the malaria group. It breeds
readily in salt water in the vicinity of Manila.
* Fourth Annual Report, U. 8. Philippine Commission (1903), 586 et seq.
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3. Myzomyia mangyana Banks, sp. now, I'hil. ,/ourn, tici. (1900), 1, 991.
Mindoro, Rio Eaco, Chicago, P. I. (32!K> It. C. McGregor).
4. Myzomyia rossii Giles.
Anopheles rossii Giles, ./. Trap. Med. (IS!)!)), 2, 03.
Handb. of Gnats (1900), 149.
Theob., Mono. Culic. (1901), 1, 154.
H<mdb. of Gnals. 2.1 ed. (1902), 311.
Anopheles vagus Donitz, Bcitr. c. Kcnnt. der Anophel. (1902), SO.
Myzomyia rossii Giles, Theob., Mono. Oulio, I 1903), 3, 45.
Theob.. 00*. r*«., OuHc. (1905), 7.
Philippine Islands.
5. Myzomyia rossii indefinita Ludl., Can. Ent. (1!)04), 36, 299.
Pangasinan, Camp Gregg, Bayambang, P. I. (W. P. Chamberlain);
GUIMARAS, P. I.
6. Myzomyia thorn ton ii Ludl., Can. Ent. | 1904), 36, 09.
.
Idem. (1904), 36, 299.
_ Theob.. Gen. Ins., Culic. (1905), 8.
Samar, Oras, P. I.; Mindanao. Cotabato, P. I. (•/. W. Thornton).
STETHOMYIA Theobald (4).
7. STETHOMYIA PALLIDA Ludl., Co*. Ent. (1905), 37, 129.
Pampanga, Camp Stotsenberg, Angeles. I'. I. {S. R. Whitmore).
PYRETOPHORUS Blanobard (5).
7a. Pyretophorus freerae Banks, sp. nov.. Phil. Journ. 8ci. (1900), 1, 993.
Manila, P. I. (5975 Hanks)
.
8. Pyretophorus minimus Theob.
Anopheles minimus Theob., Mono. Culic. (1901), 1, 186, fig. 55.
Giles, Handb. of Gnats (1902), 321.
Pyretophorus minimus Theob., Got. Ins., Culic. (1905), 9.
Giles, J. Trop. Med. (1904), 7, 305.
Pampanga, Camp Stotsenberg. Angeles, P. 1. [B. R. ^Yhitmore).
9. Pyhetopiiobus philippinensis Ludl., Can. Ent. (1905), 37, 135.
Pampanga, Camp Stotsenberg, Angeles. 1'. 1. (E. R. Whitmore)
.
10. Pyretophorus pitchfordi Giles, J. Trop. Med. (1904), 7, 305.
Pampanga, Camp Stotsenberg, Angeles. P. I. ( E. R. Whitmore).
Giles mentions this mosquito as coming from Uganda also, but I can
find no other reference to it in literature.
MYZORHYNCHUS Blanchard (7).
11. Myzorhynchus harhirostris Van der Wulp.
Anopheles barbirostris V. d. W.. Leyd., Mus. Notes (1884), 6, 48.
Theobald. Mono. Culic (1901), 1, 146,
PI. A.
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11. Myzorhynchus barbirostris Van der Wulp—Continued.
Myzorhynchus barbirostris V. d. W., Theobald, Ibid. (1903), 3, 86.
Ludl., Can. Ent. (1905), 37, 135.
Pampanga, Camp Stotsenberg, Angeles, P. I. (E. R. Whitmore) ; Rizal,
Manila waterworks, Camp 320, P. I. (5205 Banks, Schultze) ; Manila,
P. I. (57G2 Banks) ; Ft. McKinley, P. 1. (5783 C. F. Craig).
12. Myzorhynchus pseudobarbirostris Ludl., J. N. Y. Ent. Soc. (1902), 10, 127.
.
. Theob., Gen. Ins., (Julie. (1905), 10.
Can. Ent. (1905), 37, 135.
Pampanga, Camp Stotsenberg, Angeles, P. I. (E. R. Whitmore)
.
13. Myzorhynchus sinensis Wied.
Anopheles sinensis Wied., Aussereurop. Zireifl. Ins. (1828), 547.
Theob., Mono. Culic. (1901), 1, 137. PI. XXXVII,
fig. 146, & PI. A.
. Giles, Handb. of Gnats (1902), 305.
Myzorhynehus sinensis Wied., Theob., Mono. Culic. (1903), 3, 89.
Giles, J. Trop. Med. (1904), 7, 305.
Theob., Gen. Ins., Culic. (1905), 10.
Pampanga, Camp Stotsenberg, Angeles, P. I. (E. R. Whitmore).
14. Myzorhynchus vanus Walker.
Anopheles vanus Walker, J. Proc. Lmn. Soc. Lond. (1860), 4, 91.
Anopheles sinensis annularis Theobald, Mono. Culic. (1901), 1, 142.
Myzorhynchus sinensis annularis Theobald, Ibid. (1903), 3, 90.
_ Gen. Ins., Culic. (1890), 10.
Pangasinan, Camp Cregg, Bayambang, P. I. (W. I'. Chamberlain);
Manila, P. I. (3723, 3800 R. C. McGregor) (4553 P. G. Woolley)
.
NYSSORHYNCHUS Blanchard (10).
15. Xyssorhynchus fuliginosus Giles.
Anopheles fuliginosus Giles. Handb. of Gnats (1900), 1st ed., 160.
jamesii Liston, Ind. Med. Gaz. (1901), 441.
leucopus Donitz, Insekten Borse (1901), 5, 37.
fuliginosus Giles, Theob., Mono. Culic. (1901), 1, 132, PI. 1,
fig. 3.
Handb. of Glials (1902), 2d ed., 298.
Nyssorhynchus fuliginosus Giles, Theob., Mono. Culic. (1903), 3, 93.
Ludl., Can, Ent. (1905), 37, 135.
PANQASINAN, Bayambang, 1*. 1. (W. P. Chamberlain).
16. Nyssorhynchus philippixensis Ludl.
Anopheles philippinensis Ludl., J. Am. Med. Assn. (1902), 39, 426.
J. N. Y. Ent. Soc. (1902), 10, 128.
Nyssorhynchus philippinensis Ludl., Theob., Gen. Ins., Culic (1905), 10.
Abra, San Jos6, P. T.
CELL I A Theobald.
17. Cellia kochii Donitz.
Anopheles kochii Diinitz, Insekten Borse (1901), 5, 18.
Theob., Gen. Ins., Culic. (1905), 11.
Federated Malay .States, Sumatra, Java, Philippines.
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II. MEGABHININ^ Theobald.
MEGARHINUS Kobineau-Desvoidy (1).
18. Megabhinus- amroinensis Doleach., Nat. Tijdsoh. Ned. Indie ( L864), 14, ."581.
. Osten-Sacken, BerlinerEnt. Zteohr. ( 1882),
26, 90.
Elera, Oat. de toda la Fauna i-'ilip. ( 1895),
2, 490.
_ Giles, Handb. of Gnats (1992). 270.
Theob., Gen. Ins., Culic. (1905), 13.
Osten-Sacken says that .1/. immisericors may be M. amboineneis and
Padre Elera gives it as distinct.
19. Megabhinus lewaldii Ludl., Van. Ent. (1904), 36, 233.
Guimabas Island, Balog, P. I. (L. I. Lc Wald).
III. TOXOKIIYNCUITIN^E THEOBALD.
TOXORHYNCHITES Theobald (1).
20. TOXOBHYNCHITEK I M M [8KBI00B8 Walk.
Megarhinua immisericora Walk.. ./. Proe. J, inn. Sue bond. (1860). 4, 91.
regiua Thwaites, Idem. (1804). 8, 102.
aublifer Doleschall, Hat, Tijdsohr. Ned. Tnd. I 1804). 14, 382.
Rlegarhina immiaericors Walker. ./. Proc. Linn. 8oo. Lond. (1805), 9, 7.
Bfegarhinus immiaericors or amboinenaia, Dol., Oaten-Sacken, Berk Ent.
Ztschr. (1882), 26, 96.
Mega rh inn immiaericors Walk.. Elera, Oat. de h><i<i la Fauna Filip.
(1895), 2, 490.
Mega rh in us imniisericors Walk.. Theob.. Mono, Culic. (1901), 1, 225.
gilesii Theob., Idem. (1901), 227.
immisericora or amboinenaia, Dol., Giles, Handb. of Gnats
(1902). 273.
Ceylon, India. Malay Peninsula, and East Indies.
Osten-Sacken says "one <$ determined by Walker as .1/. iminiscrii-orx
Walk., although abdomen and lege do not agree with his description. It
may be amboineneia Dol., although the agreement is not perfect." Padre
Elera copies the two species mentioned by ( >sten Sacken as each being
found in the Philippines.
WORCESTERIA Banks (2).
21. Wobcestebia gbata Banks. Phil. Jovm. Soi. (1900), 1, 780.
NSOBOS OOOIDKNTAX, Pago, I'. I.. Hacienda "Louisiana," Maihini (0071
Banks) ; Ckbv, Cebu, P. I. (5720 McGregor).
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IV. 0ULICIM3 Theobald.
MUCIDUS Theobald (2).
22. Mucidus Mucious Karsch.
Culex mucidus Karsch., Ent. Nachr. (1887), 25.
Mucidus mucidus Karsch., Theob., Mono. Culic. (1901), 1, 272.
Giles, Handb. of Gnats (1902), 349.
. Theob., (Jen. Ins., Vulic. (1905), 17.
Swan River, Delagoa Bay, Whydah, western Africa; Manila, P. J.
(404 P. Q. WooUey).
DESVOIDYA Blanchard (5).
23. Desvoidya FUSCA Theobald.
Desvoidea fusca Theobald. Mono. Culic. (1903), 3, 135, figs. 75, 76.
. Ludlow, Can. Ent. (1905), 37, 134.
Desvoidya fusca Theobald, Gen. Ins., Culic. (1905), 18.
Kuala Lumpur: Pampanga, Camp Stotsenberg, Angeles, P. I. [E. R.
Whitmore)
.
24. Desvoidya fusca joloen.sis Ludl.
Desvoidea fusca joloensis Ludl., Can. Ent. (1904). 36, 236.
Jolo, Join. P. I.
Blanchard in suggesting this generic name 5 gave it as Desvoidya in
honor of Robineau-Desvoidy.
25. Desvoidya obtubbans Walker ? 1861.
Culex obturbans Walker, I'roc. Linn. Boc. Loud. (1800), 4, 91.
Culex ventralis Walker, Ibid. (1801 ), 5, 144.
Armigeres obturbans Theob.. Mono. Culic. (1901)* 1, 323.
. ventralis Walk., Giles. Handb. of Gnats (1902), 385.
Desvoidea obturbans Walk., Theob., Mono. (Julie. (1903), 3, 138.
Ludl.. Can. Ent. (1905), 37, 134.
Desvoidya obturbans Walk., Theob.. C,cn. Ins., Culic. (1905), 78.
Ceylon, southern and northern India, Malay Peninsula, East Indies,
China, Japan, Formosa ; Pampanga, Camp Stotsenberg, Angeles, P. I.
(E. R. Whitmore).
26. Desvoidya panalectoros Giles.
Stegomyia panalectoros Giles, ./. Trop. Med. (1904), 7, 368.
Armigeres panalectros, Theob., Mono. Culic. (1901), 2, 317.
Giles., Handb. of Gnats (1902), 386.
Desvoidea panalectros Giles, Theob.. Mono. Culic. (1903). 3, 139.
Desvoidya panalectros Giles. Theob.. Gen. Ins.. Culic. (1905), 18.
Perak (Wright), Calcutta (Giles); Pampanga, Camp Stotsenberg,
Angeles, P. I. (/;. R. Whitmore)
.
5 Comptcs Rendus Hebdorn. des Sea nets et Memoires de la Soc. de Biologic de
France (1901), 53, 1046.
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STEGOMYIA Theobald (6).
27. Stegomyia amesii Ludlow.
Stegomyia nivea amesii Ludlow, J. N. 7. Ent. Soc. (1903), 11, L39.
amesii Ludlow, Theob., Gen. Ins., Culic. (1905), 19.
'28. Stegomyia aurostriata Banks, sp. nov., Phil. Journ. Sci. (1900), 1, 996.
29. Stegomyia crassipes Van der Wulp.
Culex crassipes Van der Wulp, Dipt, der Midd. Sumatra (1892), 9.
Stegomyia crassipes Van der Wulp, Theob., Mono. Culic. (1901), 1, 320,
PL XXXIV, fig. 134.
. Giles, ./. Trop. Med. (1904), 7, 307.
Theob., den. Ins.. Culic. (1905), 19.
Thayetmyo, Upper Burmah (Watson), Soeroelangoen (Van der Wulp) ;
Pampanga, ("amp Stotsenberg, Angeles, P. I. (E. R. Whitmore).
30. Stegomyia desmotes (Hies, J. Trop. Med. (1904), 7, 307.
PAMPANGA, Camp Siotsenberg, Angeles. P. I. (/v. It. Whitmore).
31. Stegomyia fasciata Fabr.
Culex fasciatus Fabr., et auctt. in litt.
Stegomyia fasciata Fabr., Theobald, Mono. Vulie. (1901), 1, 289, PL XIII,
figs. 49-50.
Giles, Handb. of Gnats (1902), 372.
Ludl., Can. Ent. (1906), 37, 134.
All parts of tropica] world. Pampanga, Gamp Stotsenberg, Angeles,
P. I. (E. R. Whitwore).
I have never found this species, nor has it been brought to me by any
collector. 8. fasciata persistans Banks, subsp. nov., is the form which
1 have always obtained in various parts of the Philippines.
32. Stegomyia fasciata persistans Banks, subsp. nov., Phil, Journ. Boi. (1906).
1, 995.
Manila, P. I., Iloilo, P. L. Negros Occidental, Bago, P. I., Hacienda
'•Louisiana," and Mailum (5773 Banks); Ft. McKinley, P. I. (Craig)
and various collectors elsewhere.
The most abundant day-flying mosquito in this region and a vicious
biter.
33. Stegomyia gakdnerii Ludlow, Can. Ent. (1905), 37, 99.
Mindoro, Bulacao, P. I. (F. Gardner) ; Pampanga, Camp. Stotsenberg,
Angeles, P. I. (B, R. Whitmore).
34. Stegomyia leucomebes Giles, J. Trop. Med. (1904), 7, 367.
Pampanga. Camp Stotsenberg, Angeles, P. I. (E. R. Whitman )
.
35. Stegomyia functolateralts Theobald, The Entomologist (1903), 36, 156.
Giles, J. Trop. Med. (1904), 7, 307.
Gen. Ins., Culic. (1905), 19.
Queensland; Pampanga, Camp Stotsenberg, Angeles, P. I. (E. R.
Whitmore) .
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36. Stegomyia scutellaris Walk.
Culex Scutellaria Walker, /. Proo, Linn. Soc. Lond. (1859), 3, 77, et
auett. in litt.
Stegomyia Scutellaria Walk., Theob., Mono. Culic. (1901), 1, 298, PI. XIV,
fig. 53.
Giles, Ilandb. of (luats (1902), 374.
Ludlow, Can. Ent. (1904), 36, 299.
Pangasinax, Camp Gregg, Bayambang, P. I. (W. P. Chamberlain).
This species, as also the succeeding, is not mentioned in Theobald's
Culicidse in "Genera lnsectorum"—for what reason I do not know, unless
it was an oversight.
37. Stegomyia scutellaris samabensis Ludl.. ./. A7 . Y. Ent. Soc. (1903).
, Can. Ent. (1904), 36, 71.
Ibid. (1905), 37, 134.
Samar, Leyte, Mindoko, Iloilo, P. I., Negros Occidental, Bago, P. I.,
(0007, 6040, 6086, 6088 Banks); Manila, P. I., Ft. McKinley, P. 1.
(Craig) and various collectors.
This seems a widespread mosquito in the Philippines and conforms
always with Miss Ludlow's description. S. scutellaris Walk., has never
been found hy me nor brought in by collectors. The entomological collec-
tion, Bureau of Science, contains some very interesting varieties of this
subspecies, all bred from the same lot of eggs and to be described later.
It would seem very probable that these species— i. e.. 8. scutellaris and
8. fasciata—may be very closely related and possibly intergradation may
occur. This, however, will be treated at a later date.
38. (?) Stegomyia sexlineata Theobald, Mono. CuUo. (1901), 1, 308, fig. 94.
_ Giles, Ilandb. of Gnats (1902), 377.
,
— Giles, J. Trop. Med. (1904), 7, 367.
Trinidad, W. 1.; Pampanga, Camp Stotsenberg, Angeles, P. I. (E. R.
Whitmore)
.
Giles is not certain of the identity of the specimen so labeled in his
list referred to above. This form was first recorded from the West
Indies.
39. Stegomyia striocrura Giles, J. Trop. Med. (1904). 7, 367.
Pampanga, Camp Stotsenberg, Angeles, P. I. [E. R. Whitmore).
SCUTOMYIA Theobald (8).
40. Scutomyia nivea Ludlow.
Stegomyia uivea Ludlow, Ar . Y. Ent. Hoc. (1903), 11, 139.
Can. Ent. (1905), 37, 134.
Scutomyia nivea Ludl., Theobald, Gen. Ins., Culic. (1905), 19.
There appeal's to be a confusion of this species with Stegomyia amesii
Ludl., in "Genera lnsectorum."
41. Scutomyia nonscripta samarensis Ludl., J. N. Y. Ent. Soc. (1903), 11, 138.
_ Theob., Gen. Ins., Culic. (1905), 19.
Philippine Islands.
'.is.;
HULECOETOMYIA Theobald (12).
42. HULECOETOMYIA PSEUDOTAENIATA Cilcs.
Stogomyia pseudotaeniata Ciles. The Knlorn, (1901), 192.
Theob., Mono. Cnlic. (1901). 1, 312,
fig. 31 2.
Handb. of Gnats (1902), 379.
Theob., Gen. Int., Culie. (1905), 20.
India; Rizal, Manila waterworks, Gorge Camp, 1'. 1. (5596 Bonis).
This is the first record of this species as from the Philippine Islands.
1 hied the specimens under conditions similar to those mentioned by
Giles. It was common in January at. the locality cited.
GRABHAMIA Theobald (21 ).
43. Gbabiiamia spenceiui Theob.
Culex spencerii Theob.. Mono. Culie. | 1901). 2, 99.
Giles. Handb. uf (Snals (1902), 431.
Grabhamia spencerii Theob., Mono. Culie. (1903), 3, 250.
.
. C,cn. Ins., Culio. (1905).
Canada. Idaho; Philippine Islands.
This is evidently quoted as from the Philippines in error in "Genera
Insectorum."
CULEX Linnaeus (24).
44. ClLKX ANMLlFKUl S LudlOW.
annulifera Ludlow, J. X. ) . Ent. Hoc. (1903), 2, 141.
,
iuinuliferus Ludlow, Can. Ent. (1904). 36, 72.
_ annulifera Ludlow, Ibid, (1904). 36, 299.
I'ancjasinan, Gamp Gregg, Bayambang, 1'. I. (W. P. Chamberlain)
.
45. Culex concolok Desvoidy. Mem. <le la 800. d'Hist. Nat. de Park (1825), 4,
405.
. Theob., Mono. Culie. (1901), 2, 107. PI. XXVIII,
figs. 109, 110.
(Jiles, ,/. Trop. Med. ( 1904). 7, 368.
Theob., Gen. Ins., Culie. (1905), 29.
l'AMPANGA, Camp Stotsenbcrg. Angeles. I'. I. (/,'. R. Whihnore)
.
Theobald states that the genus relation of this species i> si ill uncertain.
46. Culex FATKiAxs Wiedmann, Aussereurop. Ztoeifl. Ins. (1828). 10.
Culex aestuans Wied.. Ibid. ( 1828).
' purgens Wied., Ibid. (1S28), 9.
pallipes Meigen, Syat. Besvkr., 8upp. (1838).
_ anxifer Coquerel (Bigot). Ann, Hoe. Ent. Fr. (1859), 112.
Heteronycha dolosa Arribalzaga, Dipt. Argent, (1890). 56.
Culex macleayi Skuse. Proe. Linn. Hoe. Y. 8. Wales (1890). 1745.
Culex akusei Giles, Handb. of Gnats (1900), 292.
.
Thoob., Mono. Culie. (1901).
Giles, Handb. of (hints (1902), 438.
.
Theob., Mono. Culie. (190:5). 3, 225.
Theob., Gen. Ins., Culie. (1905). 28.
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46. Culex fatigans Wiedmann—Continued.
Asia, South, Central, and North America. West Indies, Africa, southern
Europe, Australia, Oceanic Islands: Manila, P. L, Iloilo, P. I., Cavite,
P. I., Negros Occidental, Bago, P. I. (751, 765. 6001, 6005, 6092
Banks) and various collectors.
This is one of the commonest night-flying mosquitoes in the Philippines.
It hides by day in clothing and clothespresses.
47. Culex fbagilis Ludlow, ./. N. )
. Ent. Sue. (1903), 11, 143.
Philippine Islands.
48. Culex Gelidus Theohald. Mono. Culic. (1901), 2, '20. PI. XXIV, tig. 93.
— Giles, Handb. of Gnats (1902).
Ludlow. Can. Ent. (1904), 36, 299.
Gen. Ins.. Culic. (1905), 26.
Southern and central India. Ceylon, Federated Malay States; Pangasi-
nan, Camp Gregg, Bayambang, P. 1. Ml'. P. Chamberlain).
49. Culex gelidus cuneatus Theohald, Mono. Culic (1901), 2, 22, fig. 159.
- Giles, J. Trop. Med. (1904), 7, 368.
-_ Gen. Ins., Culic. (1905), 26.
Southern India, Federated Malay States; Pampanga, Camp Stotsen-
berg, Angeles, P. I. (E. R. Whitmore)
;
Manila. P. I. (4398, 4471, 5740,
5760 Banks).
A fairly common mosquito living at twilight and during early evening.
50. ( ?) Culex hibsuteron Theobald, Mono. Culic. (1901), 2, 98, figs. 196, 197.
Culex hirsuteros Giles, llundb. of duals (1902), 451.
Giles, ./. Trop. Med. (1904), 7, 368.
hirsuteron Theob., Gen. Ins., Culic. (1905), 27.
Virginia, Woodstock. 1'. S. A. (E. C. Pratt); Pampanga, Camp Stot-
senberg, Angeles, P. 1. (/•;. R. Whitmore).
Giles says that "this specimen is so badly rubbed that the identification
is doubtful." and 1 doubt its being the insect which Theobald describes
from Virginia, U. S. A.
51. (Vlex impkllens Walker, Proc. Linn. $00. Loud. (1860). 4, 91.
— Theob., Mono. Culic. (1901), 1, 362, figs. 122, 123.
— Giles, Handb. of Gnats (1902), 405.
Giles, -A. Trop. Med. (1904), 7, 368.
Pampanga, Camp Stotsenberg, Angeles, P. 1. (E. R. Whitmore).
52. Culex luteolatebalis Theobald. Mono. Culic. (1901), 2, 71, PI. XXVIII,
fig. 108.
Giles, Handb. of Gnats (1902), 448.
_ Giles, ,/. Trop. Med. (1904), 7, 368.
Gen. Ins.. Culic. (1905), 27.
Natal, western and central Africa. Federated Malay States; Pampanga,
Camp Stotsenberg. Angeles, V. I. (E. h\ Whitmore) ; Manila, P. I. (5728
Banks),
A fairly abundant mosquito in Manila.
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53. Culex microannulatus Theobald, Mono. Oulio. (1901), 1, 353, PI. XVIII,
fig. 09.
Ludlow, Can. En*. (1904), 36, 299.
Gen. Ins., Culic. (1905), 25.
Central and southern India, Federated Malay States; Pangasinax.
Camp Gregg, Bayambang, P. T. [W. P. Chamberlain) ; Cavite, Canacao,
P. I. (E. R. SUM) Manila, P. 1. (Hanks).
This mosquito breeds in brackish water near Manila and Cavite.
54. CULEX PU'iENH Linnaeus, Ins. Bueo. (1890) ( 1758), S. N. 2880.
Elera, Oat. de toda la Fauna FiUp. (1895), 2, 490.
Theob., Mono. (Julie. (1901), 2, 132.
Ciles, Handb. of Gnats (1902). 437.
Europe, Mediterranean islands, United States. Canada, Egypt, Teneriffe,
Madeira, Algeria.
Recorded by P. Elera in his catalogue as being found in the Philippine
Islands.
55. Culex quasiunivittatus Theobald, Mono. Culic. (1901), 2, 32, fig. 164.
. Giles, Handb. of Gnats (1902), 429.
Giles, J. Trop. Med. (1904), 7, 308.
Gen. Ins., Culic. (1905), 26.
Mashonaland; Pampanga. Cam]) Stotsenberg, Angeles, P. I. {E. It.
Whitmore)
.
56. Culex rizali Banks, sp. now, Phil. Journ. Sci. (1906), 1, 999.
Negros Occidental, Mt. Siva Siva. Volcano Canlaon, P. I. (6083
Banks) .
57. Culex rubithoiiax Macquart, Dipt. Boot., Swppl. (1850), 4, 9.
_ Theobald, Mono. Culic. (1901), 1, 410.
. _ Giles, Handb. of Gnats (1902), 412.
_ Theob., Mono. Culic. (1903), 3, 227.
. Giles, J. Trop. Med. (1904), 7, 368.
Theob., Gen, Ins., Culic. (1905), 26.
Southern Queensland, Tasmania; Pampanga, Camp Stotsenberg, An-
geles, P. I. (E. R. Whitmore).
Theobald says "this is probably onlj ;i spotted variety of C. concolor
Rob.-Desv."
58. Culex tigripes De Grandpre et de Charmay, "Lee Moustiques" (Planters Gaz.
I'rcss) (1900).
Ciles, Handb. of Gnats (1902),
407.
. Giles, ./. Trop. Med. (1904), 7,
368.
Mauritius, western Africa; British central Africa, Mashonaland, Natal,
Mombasa, Queensland, Uganda. Transvaal, Straits Settlements; Pam-
panga, Camp Stotsenberg, Angeles, P. I. (E. R. Whitmore).
59. Culex vagans Wiedmann, Aussereurop. Zircifl. Ins. (1828), 545.
Theob., Mono. Culic. (1901), 1, 411, tig. 146.
Giles, Handb. of Gnats (1902), 414.
r Giles, J. Trop. Med. (1904), 7, 368.
Hongkong, Shanghai [Lindesav] . China [Wiedemann); Pampanga,
Camp Stotsenberg, Angeles, P. I. (E. h'. Whitmore).
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TAENIORHYNCHUS Arribalzaga (25).
GO. Taeniorhynchus argenteus Ludlow, Can. Ent. (1905), 37, 98.
Pampanga, Camp Stotsenberg, Angeles, P. I. {E. R. Whitmorc)
.
61. Taenioehynchus lineatopennis Ludlow, Can. Ent. (1905), 37, 133.
Pangasinan, Bayambang, P. I. (W. P. Chamberlain).
62. Taeniobhynchus whitmorei Giles, J. Trop. Med. (1904), 7, 367.
Pampanga, Camp Stotsenberg, Angeles, P. 1. {E. R. Whitmorc)
.
M ANSON IA Blanchard (20).
63. Mansonia annulifera Theobald.
Panoplites annulifera Tbeob., Mono. Cvlic. (1901), 2, 183, PI. XXX,
fig. 120, text fig. 224.
_____ Giles, Handb. of Gnats (1902), 350.
Mansonia annulifera Ludlow, Can. lint. (1904), 36, 299; (1905), 37, 734.
Gen. Ins., Culic. (1905), 32.
India, Ceylon, Federated Malay States; Pangasinan, Bayambang, P. 1.
(W. P. Chamberlain) ; Pampanga. Camp Stotsenberg, Angeles, P. I.
(_. R. Whitmore) • Manila, P. I. (2715, 4214, 5734 Banks) (4114 G. L.
Araneta)
.
64. Mansonia annueipes Walker.
Culex annulipes Walker, Proc. Linn. Hoc. Lond. (1857), 1, 5.
dives Scbiner, Reise der Novara, Dipt era (1868), 31.
nero Doleschall, Nat. Tijdsch. Ned. Ind. (1864), 14, 383.
annulipes Walker, Theob., Mono. Culic. (1901), 2, 185, fig. 119;
(1903), 3, 275, PI. XXX.
Theob., Gen Ins., Culic. (1905), 32.
Straits Settlements, Java; Mindoho, Bio Baco, P. I. (3289 R. C. Mc-
Gregor) .
65. Mansonia uniformis Theobald.
Panoplites uniformis Theob., Mono. Culic. (1901), 2, 180, PI. XXX,
fig. 118.
Mansonia africanus Theob., Mono. Culic. (1901), 2, 187.
australiensis Theob., Giles, Handb. of Gnats (1902), 2d ed.,
355 (Ms.).
Panoplites uniformis Theob., Giles, Handb. of Gnats (1902), 253.
Mansonia uniformis Theob., Ludlow, Can. Ent. (1905), 37, 134.
India, Ceylon, Federated Malay States, central and western Africa
;
Pangasinan, Bayambang, P. I. (W. P. Chamberlain) ; Manila, Rizal,
Ft. McKinley (5207 Banks, Schultze) (5751 Mrs. W. R. Banks) (5770,
5781 C. F. Craig) (5842 (/. L. Araneta).
This is the most abundant of the Mansonia-, being very troublesome at
times in Ft. McKinley and Manila.
FINLAYA Theobald (29).
(iG. Finlaya aranetana Banks, sp. nov., Phil. Journ. Sci. (1900), 1, 1001.
Negros Occidental, Bago, P. I., Hacienda "Louisiana," Mailum (6000,
6085 Banks) ; Manila, P. I. (5772 Banks).
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07. Finlay.v flavipennis Giles, J. Trap. Med, (1904), 7, 366.
Pampanga, Camp Stotsenberg. Angeles, P. I. {E, R. Whitmorc).
68. Finlaya melanoptera Giles, J. Trop. Med. (1904), 7, 367.
Pampanga, Camp Stotsenberg, Angeles. P. I. (E. R. Whitmorc).
69. Finlaya poicilia Theobald, Mono. Culic. (1903), 3, 283.
Giles, J. Trop. Med, (1904). 7, 866.
Gen. Ins., Culic. (1905), 33.
Quoted in error as E. poialia Theob., Giles, ,/. Prop. lied. (1904),
7, 366.
Pampanga, Camp Stotsenberg, Angeles, P. T. (E. 8. Whitmorc) ; Ne
gros Occidental, Bago. P. T.. and Mailiun at Hacienda "Louisiana"
(6008 Banks).
ANISOCHELEOMYIA Ludlow (Incerta scdis)
.
70. Anisociieleomyia ? ALisiTAKSis Ludlow, Can. Ent. (1905). 37, 131.
Pampanga, Camp Stotsenberg, Angeles, P. I. (E. R. Whilmore)
.
POPEA Ludlow [Inoerta sedis)
.
7.1. Popea lutea Ludlow, Can. Ent. (1905), 37, 96.
Pampanga, Camp Stotsenberer. Angeles, P. I. (E. R. Whitmorc)
REEDOMYIA Ludlow (Invcrta sedis).
72. Reedomyia pampangensis Ludlow. Can Ent. (1905), 37, 94.
Pampanga, Angeles, P. L (E. R. Whitmore)
.
VI. AEDEOMYIN.E THEOBALD.
(Aedina- Blanehard.)
AEDEOMYIA Theobald (2).
73. Akdeomyia squammipenna Arribalzaga.
Aedes squannnipennis Arrib., El Nat. Arg. (1878), 1, 151, 3.
squammipenna Arrib., Dipt. Arg. (1891), 62.
Aedeomyia squammipenna Arrib., Theob., Mo)io. Culic. (1901). 2, 219;
(1903), 3, 307.
squannnipennis Giles, Handb. of Gnats (1902). 479.
squammipenna Arrib.. Theob., Gen. Int., (Julie. (1905), 35.
South America, West Indies, Ceylon. India. Federated Malay States,
Sudan; Philippines, Manila, P. I. (4464. 5758 Hanks) (4661 Rchultzc)
(5208 P. G. Woolley).
Found in numbers at Manila.
URANOTAENIA Arribalzaga (4).
74. Uranotaenia caeiu i.eocepiiala lateralis Ludlow. Can. Cat. (1905). 37, 385.
Mindanao. Cotabato, P. I. (E. 1i. Yedder)
.
75. Uranotaenia falcipes Banks, sp. nov., Phil. Journ. Sei. (1906). 1, 1004.
RlZAJL, waterworks. Camp 320. Manila. P. I. (5210 Banks, Schultze)
.
76. Iranotaenia nitidoventer Giles. ,/. Trop. Med. (1904). 7, 368.
Pampanga, Camp Stotsenberg, \ngeles. P. I. (E. R. Whitmorc).
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MIMOMYIA Theobald (5).
77. Mimomyia chamberlain Ludlow, Can. Ent. (1904), 36, 297.
Pangasinan, Bayambang, P. I. (IV. P. Chamberlain |
.
RUNCHOMYIA Theobald (9).
78. RUNCHOMYIA piulippinensis CJiles, J. Trap. Med. (1904), 7, 368.
Pampanga, Angeles, P. I. (/•;. It. Whitmorc)
.
HODGESIA Theobald (16).
79. Hodgesia sanguinea Theobald, J. Trap. Med. (1904), 7, 17.
(?) , Giles, Ibid. (1904). 7, 368.
Pampaxga. Camp Stotsenberg, Angeles. P. I. (/;. R. Whitmore).
HEIN2MANNIA Ludlow ( Invert a scdis)
.
80. Heinzmannia scintillans Ludlow, Com. Ent. (1904), 37, 130.
Pampanga, Camp Stotsenberg. Angeles, P. I. {E. R. Whitmore).
VIII. CORETHRIN.E.
SAYOMYIA Coquillett (3).
81. Sayomyia manilliensis Schiiier.
Corethra manilliensis Schiner, Reise tier Novara, Dipt. (1868), 30.
maniliensis ["sicl Schiner. Tlieob., Mono. Culic. (1901), 2, 300.
Sayomyia manilliensis Schiner, Tlieob., Qen. Ins., Culic. (1905), 43.
ETORLEPTIOMYIA Theobald (Incerta scdis)
.
82. ETORLEPTIOMYIA LUZONENSIS LudlOW.
Oreillia luzonensis Ludl., Can. Ent. (1905), 37, 101.
Etorleptiomyia luzonensis Ludl., Can. Ent. (1906), 38, 185.
Pangasinan, Camp Gregg, Bayambang, P. 1. (IV. P. Chamberlain)
.
ANOPHELIN^E.
MYZOMYIA MANGYANA, sp. nov.
Very small, grey, with golden hairs on thorax and abdomen, and white
and grey upright scales and frontal tuft on head; palpi, handed dark-
brown and cream; wings spotted dark-cream and brown; legs pale
proximally, dark-brown distal 1 v.
?, length 3.5 millimeters, length of wing 2.75 millimeters, length
of proboscis 1.75 millimeters; head with upright, black-brown, forked
scales on occiput and sides; a patch of cream-white similar ones medially
in front; a tuft of cream-white scales projecting over frons and a series
of lateral, long bristles curving forward over eyes which are nearly black.
The frontal tuft is nearly as long as head ; antennae light-brown, densely
pilose-setose, the first segment being darker brown and quite hare; palpi
as long as proboscis, dark-brown-scaled to apex of third segment, the
scales being semi-erect toward base: a very narrow ring of cream scales
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at apex of second segment; fourth and fifth if divided into three equal
areas would be cream-scaled in the first or basal and third or apical areas
and black-brown-scaled in the second. The apical would be very slightly
longer, owing to the tuft of cream scales at tip. Proboscis uniformly
dark-brown-scaled, the tip being scaleless, lighter brown, and bristled.
Prothoracic lobes dark-brown, clothed with narrow scales and bristles
;
mesothorax with broad, grey, median area, bordered by brown and with
sparse, golden, curved, hair-like scales; a very much elongated narrow,
dark V-niark extends from the prothoracic lobes across grey median area,
meeting the apex of an acute triangular brown spot at posterior margin;
scutellum simple and sparsely covered with golden hair-scales; metanotum
nude, brown; halteres ocher, dark-knobbed.
Legs quite uniform brown; femora lighter basally; tibiae somewhat
swollen apically and truncated; metatarsi and tarsi dark-brown; in some
lights the last tarsi of posterior legs appear light-brown and the bases of
all tarsal segments are lighter.
Abdomen a uniform dark-brown, with golden hair scales; the basal
ventral segments slightly lighter.
Wings cream, spotted with brown as follows: Four prominent large
brown spots on costa, beside 2 small basal and 1 at extreme apex
on curve of wing. The 4 large ones are : First 1-$ times its own
length from base of wing and occupying cost a. subcosta, and Vein T
equally; second, which is largest, J its own length from first and occupy-
ing costa and subcosta equally, but on Vein T its second quarter is cream,
much as in M. hnlloirii Theob. : third spot its own length from second
and occupying costa and Vein T equally; fourth its own length from
third and occupying costa and Vein I. The extreme apical tiny spot
referred to above is 5 times its own length from costal spot 4, lying
between forks of first suhmarginal cell. Vein II with brown on each
side of cross vein, its anterior fork with 2 spots lying below costal
spots 3 and 4, respectively ; its posterior fork all brown except extreme
lias* 1 and apex; Vein ITT with brown spot near base and very tiny spot
near apex; Vein TV brown from opposite costal spot 1 to near mid
cross vein, then cream, then its entire stem brown with base of forking
cream; its anterior fork all brown except slight cream a! base and apex:
its posterior fork with long brown spot in middle; Vein V with small
brown spot near base and at its forking; its anterior fork with 3
long, brown spots, the middle one longest ; posterior fork cream on basal.
brown on apical half, except cream spot at junction with margin. Vein
VI with basal half, cream except a small spot at its middle; apical half
brown, not reaching margin. Marginal fringe brown-slate with slight
cream near base and cream interruptions at forks of Veins IV and V
and at apex of Vein ITT.
c? of this species unknown.
Mtnboro, Eio Eaco, Chicago. P. I. (U. C. McGregor, Coll.)
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Time of capture, 7 May, 1905, in early morning;, the majority of the
specimens, all of which are females, being gorged with blood.
Type $, ISTo. 3290 in Entomological Collection, Bureau of Science,
Manila, P. I.
This mosquito bears a strong superficial resemblance to M. ludlowii
Theob., except that it is very much smaller and there is a very decided
difference in the spotting of the wings.
The species is named from a tribe of semi-civilized peoples inhabiting
the interior of Mindoro and known as the Mangyanes.
PYRETOPHORUS FREER/E, sp. nov.
Small, dark-grey, with light-grey, lanceolate thoracic scales, and golden,
hair-like abdominal scales; fore and mid legs with banded tarsi; posterior
tarsi snow-white; palpi dark-brown, white tipped and narrowly white
banded before apex; a few white hairs at middle of palpi; frontal tuft
white and nearly as long as head; antennas pale-brown, with white hairs.
?, length 3.35 millimeters; length of wing 2,75 millimeters; length of
proboscis 1.5 millimeters; dark-grey; head with posterior black and
anterior white, upright, forked scales; several incurving, black bristles
posterior to eyes on sides of head; frontal tuft of pure-white, recurved
bristles, nearly as long as head; eyes black; antennas pale-brown with
whorls of snow-white bristles and line, silvery pubescence; palpi equal
in length to proboscis, densely black scaled, those basally being semi-erect;
a small tuft of 3 or 4 silvery scales at middle dorsally; apex broadly
silver-tipped with few scattered brown scales; a narrow, silver band
before apex, separated from apical white by a broad black area equal in
length to white apex; proboscis entirely dark-brown, tipped with golden
scales at apex.
Prothoracic lobes dark-grey with few, white, flat scales; mesonotum
dark-grey with indistinct, longitudinal, darker areas; median region
clothed with very pale-golden, bluntly lanceolate, flat scales; external to
this region the notum is comparatively bare; pluras sparsely white-scaled;
metanotum dark-brown, nude; scutellum with white scales on all lobes.
Abdomen dark-brown-grey, clothed with pale-golden hair-like scales
more abundant toward posterior extremity; lamella? with dark-brown,
flat, somewhat truncated scales and a few, long, golden bristles; under
surface sparsely clad with white hairs.
Halteres white, black-knobbed.
Legs pale to dark, golden-brown, banded and white-tipped; anterior
femora, dark basally, much lighter apically, with a dark spot before knee;
mid femora light basally, dark apically with an external white spot before
knee; and an internal, longitudinal, pale line; posterior femora uni-
formly dark-brown above and externally, lighter brown-golden inter-
nally and basally; all tibia? uniformly dark-brown above, the mid and
posterior ones having an external, paler, longitudinal line for their entire
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Length; the posterior tibiae swollen apically and white-tipped ; all meta-
tarsi uniformly dark-brown, on the anterior and mid, broadly on the
posterior narrowly white at apex; anterior and mid tarsi very dark-
brown, the first and second segments, only, white tipped; posterior tarsi
snow-white except basal half of first segment which is dark-brown.
Wings yellow and brown spotted as follows : Costa with ? dark-brown
spots, the basal being the shortest, the second, third and fourth succes-
sively longer, the fifth twice length of fourth, from which it is removed
by a yellow area equal in length to second dark spot; sixth slightly
shorter than fifth from which it is separated by a distance equal to that
between fourth and fifth; seventh equal in length to fourth and separated
from sixth by its own length. Subcosta with spots similar to I and 5
of costa, except that the one below. 5 has some yellow scales at its begin-
ning; Vein I with spot under I of costa, 3 spots under .">, a small one
at beginning a large one in middle and a very small one at end, similar
to those of Myzomyia ludlomi Theob., in position; a spot under G and
7 of the costa; Veil] II with 3 dark spots on stem, one before and two
after supernumerary, a basal and an apical dark spot on its anterior
and a basal, a median and an apical spot on its posterior fork; Vein
III with a dark spot on each side of mid cross vein and one apically,
the portion before mid cross vein, dark scaled, the stem of its forks
being yellow basally, the remainder being dark to fork, its anterior and
posterior forks each with 2 darks spots; Vein V with a yellow spot at
extreme base, then with a dark spot of same length followed by yellow
to apex of posterior fork which is dark, its anterior fork having 3 dark
spots, two sub-basal and the other apical: Vein VI with 3 dark spots,
one sub-basal, a faint one medial and one apical. Cilia, beginning at apex
of wings, alternately yellow and brown turning to grey-brown or nearly
white near base.
Mid cross vein slightly more than its own length from supernumerary,
the posterior cross vein slightly more remote from mid cross vein.
The unsealed portions of wing membrane have a golden sheen which
is quite noticeable.
c? unknown.
Manila, P. I. (Banks, collector).
Time of capture 23 October 1906.
Type ?, No. 5975 in Entomological Collection, Bureau of Science,
Manila, P. I.
This striking species is at once distinguishable by its snow-white hind
tarsi, its frontal tuft and thoracic scales, from any other Anophelinae in
the vicinity of Manila.
It is dedicated to Mrs. Paul C. Freer through whom I was led to
discover the first specimen of this species seen. This specimen escaped,
but the second one, from which this description is made, was caught in
niv house at the light. The type lacks the mid left leg.
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STEGOMYIA AUROSTRIATA, sp. nor.
Head with black-brown and white scales, thorax brown with golden
stripes, abdomen dark-brown, light, almost white ventrally; legs dark-
brown except femora which are pale.
?, length 5 millimeters; length of wings 3.5 millimeters; length of
proboscis 2.5 millimeters; head covered with broad, flat scales, nearly
white, pale-yellow around eyes and broadly in the median and occipital
regions; a broad, black patch on either side giving appearance of eves
when viewed from above; a few scattered, upright, dull-grey, forked
scales above nape ; lateral curved bristles project forward over eyes ; cheeks
and under cephalic surface pale-yellow : antenna? brown, first segment
paler, clothed on internal surface with patch of white scales as is also
second segment very slightly; clypcus well developed, having a slight
median depression, bare, but with slight pruinescense ; palpi short, not
$ length of proboscis, 5-jointed, the ultimate being extremely minute
and globose; proboscis dark-brown, slightly swollen at apex which is
lighter red-brown.
Prpthoracic lobes large, covered with a patch of golden, flat scales and
a bunch of rather stout bristles; mesothorax with dark-seal-brown, narrow
scales and adorned as follows : A very narrow, golden median line, scarcely
perceptible anteriorly, extending from anterior to posterior margin
where it dilates to cover the area of the usual bare spot; external to this
a broad, golden band, curving outward on each side of the anterior half
and slightly inward on the posterior half of the dorsal area, the two
being parallel posteriorly, and suggesting the lyre-figure of 8. fasciata
Fabr. External to these lines and anterior to base of wing a faintly
suggested, longitudinal stripe of golden scales. Plurae and coxae with
numerous patches of broad, dirty-white scales. Mid lobe of scutelluni
with median patch of flat, yellow-white scales bordered by dark-brown
ones and with 4 large bristles; lateral lobes with few mixed yellow,
white and brown scales and 3 large bristles each; metanotum bare, dark-
brown; halteres pale-yellow with dark-brown knobs.
Abdomen above, very dark seal-brown, black in certain lights; posterior
margins of segments with golden bristles; bases of fifth and sixth with
narrow white bands, while all segments except last show triangular white
patches laterally at their bases; venter white-scaled, except last two seg-
ments, which are black or dark-brown.
Legs mostly dark-brown; anterior femora brown internally except near
base which is cream-white internally and externally, with a fine, cream-
white line extending to knee-joint ; mid femora similarly marked except
for pale area externally at base and having fine, cream-white line inter-
nally; knees white, posterior femora all cream-white except a longitu-
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dinal area of brown internally at apex; all tibia? dark-seal-brown with red-
brown bristles; posterior tibiae with an external, elongated patch of cream
scales its own length from apex; metatarsi all brown, the posterior having
an elongated sagittate white mark at underside of base; all tarsi uni-
formly seal-brown; ungues of fore and mid legs equal and unidentate,
those of hind legs simple and equal. All brown areas appear blue-black-
in certain lights.
Wings with very heavily dark-scaled eosta; other veins normal; first
submarginal slightly longer and narrower than second posterior, their
respective stems equaling the forks in length; posterior cross vein 2£
times its length from mid cross vein, than which it is ^ longer; supernu-
merary at an angle of about 135° to mid cross vein. Second long vein
makes a very sharp angle at its juncture with first so that it is parallel at
this part with supernumerary. The incrassation posterior to Vein V
(Austen's Vein VI) is very strongly developed, a character not so marked
in other Stegomyice and therefore, with other features, making the posi-
tion of this species uncertain to me.
Negros Occidental, P. I., Canlaon Volcano, Mt. Siya-Siya, at alti-
tude of 760 meters.
Time of capture, 24 June, 190C>.
Type, $, No. 6082 in Entomological Collection, Bureau of Science,
Manila, P. I.
This interesting mosquito, collected only at a high altitude on a rainy
day, attacks very readily, "all the specimens obtained having been caught,
upon the bare legs of the native curriers. No males were taken, although
search of the undergrowth was made.
I am at a loss to know whether to place it with the Stegomyicc or to
erect for it a new genus, it having a bare clypeus, no banding upon the
tarsi, the incrassate vein well developed and quite removed from Vein V,
and being brown and gold, while most or all Stegomyice are black and
white, with occasionally some suggestion of yellow or gold. Owing to its
cephalic mesonotal and scutellar characters it should surely be placed
in Stegomyice, but then again it has 5-jointed palpi. I hope that the
obtaining of males may help to clear up the doubt if it can be done in
no other way. A large number of specimens were obtained, all quite
uniform in size and markings.
STEGOMYIA FASCIATA PERSISTANS, subsp. nov.
Black and dark seal-brown with white and golden-white markings, legs
banded white, nearly as in 8. fasciata Fabr.
?, head with broad, seal-brown scales, a bare, median occipital sulcus
bordered laterally by white scales which unite anteriorly and project
between eyes, which are bordered by narrow, white scales; a series of
brown bristles project inward and forward over eyes; sides of head
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with 2 distinct, white, linear patches separated by a brown patch
of equal width; eyes, blue-black; elypeus, first antennal segment and
apices of palpi with white scales, those on antennae being interrupted
externally; a few black scales on second joint of antennae; remain-
ing joints dark-brown, and proboscis dull-black. Prothoracic lobes
nearly covered with silver-white scales; mesothorax with narrow, seal-
brown scales, shaped and arranged as in S. fasciata Fabr. Markings
as follows : A broad, silver-white band on each side, curving outward, then
inward at middle of thorax and extending back to hinder margin as in
8. fasciata Fabr. External and parallel to this is a bare or scaleless linear
area; between the lyre-shaped figure thus formed, a very short, median
golden-white line from anterior margin of mesothorax, then two parallel,
sub-median lines extending two-thirds of distance to posterior margin,
then a short median extending to brown, bare spot, then 2 parallel sub-
median short lines at sides of bare spot, extending to posterior mar-
gin; a broken line of white in front of wings, sub-parallel with hinder
curve of lyre-figure, its beginning on pleura; halteres light-brown, pale-
knobbed. Second to sixth abdominal segments blue-black, with basal,
transverse, silver-white bands and basal, lateral spots on terga ; seventh
segment minus basal band but with white lateral spots, apical margins
of all segments with golden hairs dorsally and ventrally. Ventrum white
scaled, fifth and sixth with some black laterally and apically; seventh nil
black, pale-bordered apically.
. Anterior femora pale-scaled basally, a narrow line of which extends to
apex externally; black along superior edge; knees with white spot on
each side of articulation ; mid femora black externally, with longitudinal,
white hair-line through middle nearly to apex; base and internal surface
whitish; knees white; exterior face of posterior femora white nearly to
apex, except superior edge which is black as is apex; knees white; all
tibisc black with 2 distinct rows of snow-white spines arranged as on
legs of certain Orthoptera; all metatarsi and first tarsals brown-black
with white basal bands; remaining tarsi on fore and mid legs, uniformly
brown-black; posterior second tarsi brown-black, basally white banded
;
third tarsi, white, apically black banded; last tarsi, pure white. Ungues
equal, uni dentate on all except posterior legs.
Wing veins, densely scaled; posterior cross vein a little more thai)
twice its length from the mid cross vein, the interior angle of which
with the supernumerary is about 135°. The venation and lepidotaxis
are very similar to S. fasciata Fabr., and 8. scutcllaris sumarensis Ludl.
c? similar in all essential respects to ?. Antennae arc conspicuously
pale banded; palpi slightly longer than proboscis and with 4 white
bands, the apical 2 of which are ventral only; the wings less densely
scaled; the posterior cross vein slightly farther removed from mid cross
vein and somewhat shorter.
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The size in both d and $ is extremely variable, specimens of the former
measuring from 3.6r-6 millimeters and of the latter 4—6 millimeters.
Wing length 6 1.75-2.25 millimeters; ? 2-2.75 millimeters.
Manila, Negros Occidental, Iloilo, P. I. (Banks, Coll.).
Time of flight: This mosquito has been captured in Manila during
every month of the year.
Types of o* and ? No. 57715 in Entomological Collection, Bureau of
Science, Manila, P. 1.
This mosquito is the most annoying form found in the Islands and like
its congener, S.fasciata Fabr., is extremely persistent in its attacks, return-
ing repeatedly however many times it may he repulsed. Upon alighting
it walks around to find a suitable place to bite, its favorite points of attack
being the back of the neck, the ankles, and the back of the hands when
one is holding a book. It will in no case alight upon white articles
except such as one may be wearing, such as while socks or white clothes
that have been recently removed from the person. Its time of attack is
from 1 to ;5 p. m. and just as night falls, when the daylight is too dim for
reading. It appears also to be a forerunner of a storm, as it usually
attacks one with great energy just before signs of a shower appear. This
mosquito is very wily, usually attacking one from behind, and when
struck at, almost invariably flies behind one's chair to renew the attack
as soon as everything appears to be quiet. This is not noticeable with any
other species of mosquito so far observed in the Philippines.
CULEX LUTEOLATERALIS Theob.
('CLEX IATKOLATKRAI.IS TllOnl).. M <)})(>. VllUc. (1901). 2, 71 Mild PI. XXVII,
fig. 108.
Gen. Insectorum, ('ulicidn-: (1905). '27.
Giles, ./. Trap. Med. (1904), 7, 368.
The Philippine specimens of this mosquito differ from the type by the
presence in the $ of two parallel, submedian, orange-golden stria) on the
mesothorax for its entire length. In the S these stripes are from about
the middle to the posterior margin only. The palpi an 1 destitute of any
orange scales at the base. Mention should also he made of the fine,
golden hairs interspersed among the Hat scales of the dorsum of the
abdomen and the greenish tinge of I he cream-yellow basal bands. It
could hardly be said of the Philippine specimens that the hind ungues
are nearly straight, rather that they are straighter than in most species
id' ('tiler and with the tip sharply curved.
A notable feature of this species is the difference in appearance of
the <$ and $ wing-sealing. In the former the scales both median and
lateral are certainly reduced almost to a minimum, there being never
more than 8 on Vein VI for instance, and these lie exactly median, end
upon end, while the same is true of Veins IT, III, IV and V except that
there are some 5 or 6 elongated lateral scales at the end of Vein III and
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about the same number on each of the forks of Vein IV; those on the
forks of II arc much more numerous but never more than 20. The
subcostal and Vein I are more densely clothed with rather short, truncated
laterals on both sides. The most striking difference is seen in Vein. VI
in the two sexes, that of the 6 being almost nude while in the ? it is
clothed to the distal angle or point of union with the margin.
Specimens found hen 1 differ also from the type in having greyish-
brown antennal plumes in the S. A noteworthy feature of the 3 palpi
is the presence of a kind of elbow a little before the middle of the first
joint, which gives them the appearance of having been broken and anchy-
losed. I have seen no reference to this in literature and have noted it on
no drawings. It may account for the missing segments of the palpi of
this and other species in which I have noticed its presence. 1 agree with
Theobald in his assertion that "the palpi, both 3 and 9 are strikingly
different in this species and that it may therefore have to go into
#
another
genus." I hesitate to call this a variety of C. 1 u I cola I c nil is Theoh., until
I have seen specimens of the original, but the fresh specimens thai
1 have obtained show differences as marked as those between Stegomyia
Scutellaria Walk, and 8. scutellaris samarensis Ludl.
Length. 4.5 to 5 mm.
Manila, P. I. (5728 Hanks).
Time of capture: 25-81 July, 1 !)(><;.
This mosquito has the habit of constantly moving its hind legs up
and down over its back while at rest upon the very low shrubbery and"
grass where it delights to hide. It settles and hites readily and also bites
when confined in vials.
CULEX RIZALI, sp. now
Head brown and golden: palpi white-tipped, thorax with thin, golden
parallel and looped lines dorsally and white plural patches; abdomen
brown and blue-black above, laterally and vent rally brown with white
basal bands; legs uniformly brown <>r blue-black; metatarsi and tarsi
basally white or cream banded.
?, length 5.5 millimeters: legth of wing ! millimeters; head with
narrow, curved, golden scales on median line and extending over frons
as a tuft in which are some golden bristles; .long, slender, brown, upright
forked scales at and before nape: eyes dark-red-brown, bordered by simi-
lar scales anteriorly and by almost white. Hat ones posteriorly and ven-
trally; antenna 1 pilose-setose: segments brown, pale basally; first seg-
ment yellow-ochraceous, nude except on inner surface which has minute,
broad, brown truncated scales; second segment more robust than any
succeeding and with brown scales like first; palpi dark-brown with few
white scales at tip and in middle; clypeus dark-brown, glabrous; margin
slightly pruinescent. Several long, dark-brown, curved bristles project
forward over eves at sides.
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Prothoracic lobes large, rounded, with a small, oblong patch of golden-
yellow scales; mesothorax brown, covered with long, narrow, brown scales
and adorned as follows: A narrow, golden median line from anterior
margin halfway through posterior bait1 brown spot; external to this
at each side on anterior half, another short golden line; externally on
posterior half a golden loop beginning at base of bare spot running for-
ward parallel with median line, curving outward and backward, then
parallel with itself, ending above root of wing; a patch of cream colored
hairs anterior to root of wing and several patches on pleura; a median
golden patch, lateral brown patches and 4 to G bristles on median
lobe of scutellum; a few long, narrow, brown scales on lateral lobes, with
many long, brown bristles; metanotum brown, bare; halteres pale with
dark-brown and white scales on knobs.
Wings with dark-purplish-brown scales, those of posterior fringe being
lighter drab-brown; two golden-brown spines spring from near base
of Vein I. Posterior cross vein twice its length from mid cross vein
which is colineal with the supernumerary. First submarginal longer and
narrower than second posterior, both of its veins being also slightly curved
anteriad at the middle, making the entire cell appear curved instead of
straight as usual.
Abdomen blue-brown above, the sixth, seventh, and eighth segments
being faintly marked laterally. at the base, by a triangular white patch
and the posterior margins of all segments having golden-brown hairs:
basal ventral segments white, apical ones dark, mottled brown; the bases
of the fourth to seventh with a white band and abundant golden hairs;
ninth segment pale, brown-ocher with golden pile.'
Legs uniformly brown, except as noted; fore and mid femora dark-
brown externally, golden-brown internally, basal half of hind femora
pale-brown, nearly white, apical half dark-brown except a white, longitu-
dinal dash under knees; all tibiae dark-brown, spined; metatarsi, very
dark, almost blue-black, with basal, cream bands, most marked on poste-
rior legs; first tarsals on all legs and most so on posterior, basally cream-
banded, second tarsals on posterior also banded, other tarsals on all legs
brown with faint band on second posterior. Ungues on fore and mid
legs equal, unidentate; on posterior equal, simple.
<$ unknown, only two females having been captured, in act of biting.
Negros Occidental, P. I., Volcano Canlaon, Mt. Siya-Siya, at alti-
tude of 7GO meters.
Time of capture, 24 June, 1906 (Banks, Coll.),
Type, $, No. 6083 in Entomological Collection. Bureau of Science,
Manila.
1 dedicate this beautiful species to the memory of Dr. dose Rizal y
Mercado in recognition of bis work as the first Filipino scientist.
This species is very closely related to C. japonicus Theob., from which,
however, it can easily be distinguished, by the thoracic adornment, the
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yellow or golden scales upon the head, instead of white as in C. japonicus
Theob., by the absence of basal white bands dorsally on the abdomen, and
by the median thoracic stripe being continued through the bare spot
instead of on either side of it.
FINLAYA ARANETANA, sp. nov.
Length c? 4.5 millimeters, proboscis 2 millimeters, wings 2.75 mil-
limeters: $ 4.75 millimeters, proboscis 1.75 millimeters, wing 3 mil-
limeters. General colors black, yellow, and grey-white, the 6 having
more yellow than the 2, the bitter having much black. Legs strikingly
banded in black and yellow and some white as will be indicated. A de-
cided pattern is present on the dorsum of the abdomen of the <S
;
that on
the 2 is less distinct. Wings in both sexes strongly spotted in black,
yellow, and white, giving tbe appearance of a specimen of Anophelvur.
$, head with narrow, median area of narrow, curved, grey-white scales,
external to which an area of brindled black and yellow, broad scales, then
wide, white flat scales and an external area of wide, yellow scales; the
median area thickly set with pale-yellow, erect, forked scales, together with
some dark-fuscous ones near nape: eight to ten long, curved, golden
bristles project over irons, coverging : 3 similar ones, equidistant on sides
of head, project over eyes, the facets of which appear garnet: antennas
pale, pilose and with dark-brown, golden-tipped whorls of bristles; first
segment brown, nude except for a tuft of yellow broad scales on internal
aspect. Second segment longer and stouter tban third, which is the
shortest of all except first; second bears a prominent apical band of semi-
erect, black broad scales. Palpi very sbort, stout, composed of 5 seg-
ments and densely clothed with irrorated black and yellow scales except
at tip which is snow-white. Two large bristles project outward from the
side of each palpus in addition to other smaller ones. Clypeus dark-
brown, with a projecting anterior notched prominence (seen only in
microscopical preparations). Proboscis clothed with black scales at
base, a few white ones at tip and middle area with yellow, among which
are numerous black ones, more abundant apically. Prothoracic lobes
black, swollen ventrally. and covered with narrow, flat white scales.
Mesothorax with black, yellow, and while, narrow curved scales in a defi-
nite pattern, there being a grey-white median area near anterior margin,
a similar elongated area over each shoulder and submedially forward of
wing roots. Tbe remainder of mesothorax with yellow, scaled areas,
except a snb-median elongated area on each side of bare spot at posterior
margin. Scutellum with flat scales, black medially on mid lobe, with
some grey-white and yellow external to this and with black and yellow
on lateral lobes; G long spines on mid and 2 on each of lateral lobes.
Plura1 and coxae marked with 3 indistinct lines of white scales running
cephalo-caudad. Metanotum brown, nude.
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Abdominal segments clothed dorsally with broad, flat, black and yellow
scales, lirst segment with semi-erect black tufts and numerous golden
spines laterally and on posterior margin ; second, third, fourth, each
with 2 sub-median yellow spots and lateral, yellow, longitudinal bands,
those on second being wider anteriorly and coalescing along basal margin ;
fifth segment marked as third and fourth with also a large, white, medial
patch; sixth, with 1 yellow spots, a huge, white, medial spot and yellow
apical margin; seventh with very huge, white spot, the yellow one having
coalesced with marginal and lateral yellow areas; eighth almost wholly
yellow, with traces of black scales And a large, white spot as in preceding.
The 3 ultimate segments perceptibly smaller than preceding. Abdom-
inal segments to seventh having a broad, white L-shaped band on ventral
and caudal margins of each tergite; ventrally the abdomen is yellow
with scattered, black scales and prominent vertical tufts of black scales
on fifth, sixth, seventh, with much smaller ones on third and fourth.
Apical margins of all abdominal segments with numerous, golden-yellow
bristles. Legs strikingly handed black, yellow and white as follows:
Anterior femora mostly white with (1 distinct black bands spotted
with yellow and. 2 indistinct ones interrupted by yellow or white,
base black, apex yellow; tibia 1 yellow with 2 black bands on basal third
and scattering black and white scales; metatarsi all yellow, save for few
scattering black scales and 2 black spots near bases; tarsal segments
with fuliginous scales except last which is all yellow; mid femora like
anterior, except that banding is less distinct; hind tibia; with 7 black
bands interrupted and spotted with yellow and white, apex yellow; mid
metatarsi and tarsi exactly as anterior, except for scattering yellow
scales on tarsi; posterior femora and tarsi as anterior; metatarsi white
basally and apically, median area yellow, with few black scales, first and
second tarsal segments black basally. yellow medially and white apically,
third, black basally and apically. its mid third yellow with black scales.
last tarsi paler yellow than those of anterior and mid legs. Ungues on
anterior and mid legs equal, bidentate, basal dentition being small, obtuse ;
ungues on posterior legs small, equal, simple.
Wings spotted, yellow, white and brown; costa yellow on basal half;
first fourth of apical half with heavy, dark-brown band interrupted by
:; yellow spots and extending across wing to Vein YT as a broad.
yellow-spotted band showing itself only Oil veins; distal portion of costa
with 5 brown and 5 yellow, alternate, equal spots. Wins 1 V and V
similarly spotted on their forks; Vein 11 less so. Vein VI yellow with
2 brown spots at distal end before margin; marginal scales alternately
brown and fawn. Vein I white scaled before and after broad dark-
brown band; Vein I V brown scaled except forks and single yellow
spot before fork. Halteres white basally, with yellow and brown knobs.
3 quite similar in general appearance and color to ?; antennae with
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dorsal half of whorls golden-brown, ventral half black-brown; palpi
black-brown, with 5, more or less distinct, yellow or yellowish-white
bands and dense, golden hairs on apical segment, 3-jointcd, the second
H times as long as third, the first 5 times length of second and
with a median joint-like constriction and an apical tumescence. Thorax
marked as in $. Abdominal segments yellow dorsally, the second to
sixth having each a median, hour-glass mark of black scales; seventh witli
an obcuneate, black spot, eighth banded sub-apically with black; second
to seventh tergites marked on margin as in ?; ventrum, including tufts,
as in $. Legs exactly similar to those of ?. Ungues of fore and mid
legs unequal; the larger, bidentate. its basal tooth lateral and spine-like;
smaller unidentate, nearly straight. Wings similar to those of ?, but all
markings much paler; broad, brown median band extends to Vein II
only. Apex of costa pale-yellow, with 4 brown, interrupted spots; mid
costa with 0. There is slight variation in the markings on dorsum
of abdomen in both sexes, a tendency to confluence being seen in some.
Length of c? 4.5 millimeters, length of wing 2.75 millimeters.
' Negros Occidental, P. I., Bago, at Mailum on Hacienda " Louisiana."
150 m. and on Siya-Siya Peak, Canloan Volcano, 700 m. (Banks, Coll.).
Time of capture, 17-24 June, 1900, between buttresses of large lauaan
trees (Anisoptera thurifera Blume).
Types of c? and 2, No. GOfifi in Entomological Collection, Bureau of
Science.
This species is affectionately dedicated io my faithful friend. Seiior
Don Juan A. Araneta, of Bago, Negros Occidental, in recognition of his
lively interest in scientific investigation.
The general pattern of F. araneiana is quite similar to that of F.
poicilia. Theobald, but the coloring distinguishes it at once, while the
abdominal and wing markings in both 6 and $ serve to separate 1 it from
F. flavipennis Giles, the only other species with which it might, upon
first sight, be confused. This species is apparently purely sylvan. 6
individuals being found only in the spaces between the buttresses of large
forest trees, resting upon the bark, the color of which they appear to
simulate to a certain extent, so that it is very difficult io detect them,
unless one smokes them out or searches for them en profile— i. e., by
glancing along the surface of the buttress.
All attempts at causing them to bite were futile and nothing is known
of their life history except that they breed in the water in the axils of
banana leaves. They are by no means abundant. They are not active,
soon alighting after being disturbed. Tbeir discovery was due to a
chance whiff of smoke blowing into their retreat.
"Since the above has been written a specimen of the same insect was bred from
water in the axils of banana leaves at my house in the city of Manila.
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AEDEOMYIMS.
URANOTAENIA FALCIPES, sp. HOT.
Length 2.5 millimeters, length of wing 1.75 millimeters; dark ochra-
ceous with hrown scales; the head brown-scaled medially with azure
around eyes; a medially interrupted, azure band beginning beneath root
of wings on pleurae, extending around anterior margin of mesothorax
and including prothoracic lobes. Thorax' much arched, almost globose.
?, head with flat scales, a dark, greenish-brown triangular occipital area,
bordered anteriorly by a broad band of light-cerulean scales, contiguous
to eyes. Two curved bristles at side of head, one projecting forward,
the other outward and backward ; 2 converging near median line and
projecting in front of eyes, and 2 on each side between median pair
and lateral bristle, curving mediad. these latter springing from middle
of cerulean band of scales. Upright forked scales long, slender; their
apices deeply excavated and serrate.
Antenna1 having first joint nude, ocher, darker internally, first joint
H as long as any succeeding, clothed with fine hairs and irregularly
placed bristles; succeeding segments with basal whorls of long and
intermediate shorter, brown bristles, the apical being densely bristled
or hairy to tip. Palpi, single-jointed, very minute, very acute at apex,
TV length of proboscis, which is densely scaled to tip, and somewhat
enlarged apically, with minute, strongly curved bristles or seta- on
bilabiate portion; clypeus prominent, pear-shaped. Prothoracic lobes
densely covered with flat, cerulean scales, prominent. Mesothorax. brown,
with brown, hair-like scales and black, sparsely arranged hairs over entire
surface; scutellum with flat, black scales on median and lateral lobes and
with marginal bristles. Pleura- pale, unsealed; spiracles prominent;
lull teres pale with very dark knobs. Metanotum nude, glabrous.
Abdominal segments dorsallv with blue-black, flat, closely applied
scales; a few lighter ones basallv on each segment; apical margins with
golden bristles. Extremity of body appeai-s sharply truncated ; ventrum
slightly paler with median ochraceous golden area and whole of eighth
segment pale golden.
Legs with dark-brown and ochraceous scales; fore femora with thin,
longitudinal, pale line from base on internal surface; other segments
coneolorous; mid tibia? strongly swollen basallv, about twice thickness
of others, very pale basallv and dark apically; other segments same as in
fore legs; hind femora similar to fore, except that pale line is wider and
external. All tibia- markedly swollen apically and truncate, with very
long, caudate-acuminate scales and bristles at apex. Posterior metatarsus
and first tarsal segment brown, remaining tarsal segments pale, almost
cream-colored. Ungues simple, strongly falcate, one on each foot being
broader bladed than the other.
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Wings brown-hyaline; costal margin with dark, spine-like scales; hind
margin slightly excised between forks of Vein V; forked cells slightly
more than J length of their stems; first submarginal very slightly shorter
than second posterior cell; their anterior forks in nearly a straight line
with stems: veins with narrow. Hat, truncated median and characteristic,
elongated lateral scales, the latter lighter; Vein I, with lateral scales only
on each side, similar in shape to the median of Veins 11 J, IV, and V.
Vein VI strongly bowed before junction with margin; posterior cross
vein twice as long as and twice its own length removed from mid cross
vein. Supernumerary meets mid cross vein at 135°. Posterior cross
vein its own length from forking of Vein V.
c? very similar in appearance to ?; palpi are of about same size, but
more rounded apieally
;
proboscis slightly more swollen: whorls of bristles
on antennae before middle of each segment, but approaching base of seg-
ment toward apex of antennae so that those of apical or fourteenth segment
are nearly basal; second segment with indication of a second incomplete
whorl. Legs similar in color and structure to those of ? except that all
tarsi are lighter than those of ?; fore ungues are equal in length, similar
to $; mid ungues very unequal, the smaller being almost a mere bristle,
the larger much curved; hind ungues like those of ?. Wings similar to
those of $ but with fewer scales; both median and lateral posterior cross
veins shorter and nearer to mid cross vein. ITalteres as in ?.
Rizal, P. L, near Cam]) 320, Manila waterworks (Banks, Schultze,
Coll.).
Time of capture, 22 February, 1900.
Types of 3 and ?, No. 5210 in Entomological Collection, Bureau of
Science, Manila.
This tiny species is unlike any other described Uranotaenice in hav-
ing all its thoracic metallic markings cephnlad. The peculiarly placed
metallic cerulean band and the pale, tarsal joints of the hind legs easily
distinguish it from any other of this genus, while the peculiar falcate
ungues in both c? and 9 are worthy of note.
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THE PHYSIOLOGICALLY ACTIVE CONSTITUENTS OF
CERTAIN PHILIPPINE MEDICINAL PLANTS.
By Raymond Foss Bacon.
{From the Chemical Laboratory, Bureau of 8dmae.)
IXTKODUCTIOX.
The number of native plants used for medicinal purposes by the Fili-
pinos is very great. Among this multitude of remedies it is desirable to
know which ones are really valuable and which ones are worthless, and it
is also important to isolate and study their active constituents, as such
work may reveal substances valuable in pharmacology which hitherto have
been unknown. It is also true that many plants are found in the Philip-
pines which are closely allied botanically to well-known species which
in other countries produce physiologically active substances, but the
natures of which arc as yet unknown to the native.
With such a vast field to choose from, it was considered advisable to
adopt the following plan: A preliminary examination is being made as
rapidly as possible of such plants as are reputed by the natives to have
medicinal value, or of such as are known to be used in other countries.
These preliminary experiments have included both chemical and physio-
logical tests. In cases where a physiologically active substance can be
isolated in a pure condition, and especially where large yield, accessibility,
and easy separation render feasible the acquisition of quantities of these
active chemical compounds, it is proposed to make detailed studies. It
is expected that these investigations will include not only chemical work
but also thorough physiological and practical medicinal tests, when these
seem to be warranted.
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In performing much of the physiological work. I have bad the coopera-
tion of Dr. R. P. Strong, chief of the Biological Laboratory, and of
Drs. Marshal] and Edwards, of the Biological Laboratory, to whom I
desire to express my thanks for indispcnsible assistance. Mr. E. D.
Merrill, botanist of tins Bureau, lias made the identifications of the
plaids studied, and has assisted in collecting them, and to him, also, my
thanks are due.
In choosing the plants for the work in hand, I have made free use of V*
Dr. Tavern's book "Medicinal Plants of the Philippines." 1 have also
talked with both educated and uneducated natives and with many native
doctors, in order to ascertain what plants are commonly u^A in practice
and have consulted European physicians who have practiced in the
Philippines for many years.
I have been told of plants with marvelous properties, which quickly
elfect wonderful cures of diseases such as are usually believed to be
incurable. Educated physicians practicing in the Islands tell me that
such rumors are common, but that they have never seen the cures or been
able to repeat the uneducated physician's results by using his infallible
remedy, although they have had opportunities to study the native healer
at close range. Thus, many cases of sarcoma were cited where the
primitive doctor told of wonderful cures with his plants from the forest,
and promised great things, but either would not or could not accomplish
anything before the well-informed practitioner. It is difficult to obtain
data as to the nature of a medicinal plant not only because of the very
inaccurate observations on the part of the natives but also because of a
very prevalent habit of concocting a medicine with many drugs, which
renders the study infinitely complicated. The theory is that if one drug
is good, a great many are better. I have had occasion to analyze
medicines in this laboratory which were ascertained to contain no less
than thirty substances which are known to he physiologically active.
With such a confused state of knowledge in such a large field, it was
considered advisable to make a preliminary examination id' many drugs,
to he followed later by a more detailed examination of such as seemed
to warrant it.
Other plants which contain interesting substances, such as arrow
poisons, fish poisons. dyestuH's, etc., have been included in the scope of
the work. The results thus far obtained are recorded below.
Tiik Babk ok ALSTON I A SCHOLARIS R. Br." (Apooynaoeee)
.
The large tree, AUtonia scholaris, is found in tropical Asia, Malaya,
and northern Australia. It is widely distributed and very abundant in
the Philippines. The native name of the plant is "dita," or "ditaii."
Dita bark is regarded all over the Islands to be a remedy for fevers and
1 Translated by .1. I?. Thomas (1901).
'Mem. Wern. 800., 1, 75; Hook f. PI. Brit. 1ml.. 3, 642,
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for chronic diarrhoea and dysentery. I should class it as the most widely
known and most important Filipino drug. If a native knows of but
one kind of medicinal plan!, that one is invariably "dita." Jn India,
the tree is also well known as an astringent tonic, anthelmintic, alterative,
and antiperiodic. "It is a valuable remedy in chronic diarrhoea and
dysentery" Jn the Philippines, dita is considered to be a febrifuge
of greal importance. As a tonic it is said to give as good results as
quinine. Jts action has been compared to quinine, and. in fact, I was
assured by white physicians that the bark contained quinine, which
statement is of course erroneous. The native method of preparing the
bark for medicinal uses is as follows:
About 15 grams of the powdered bark (one handful) is boiled with about 400
cubic centimeters of water until half Hie water lias boiled away. The solution is
then strained and made up to the original volume. The dose of this decoction is
;5() to 00 cubic centimeters three or four times a day. This dose is equivalent to
about 2 to 4 milligrams of echitamine. Tavera ' recommends a wine prepared by
macerating one bottle of muscadel or sherry with 2.") grams of the bark. Dose
one half wineglass before meals. A tincture of the bark has also been prepared,1
for which the dose calculated to the bark is very much smaller. As the active
const itutents of the plant are exceedingly soluble in water, the lessening of the
dose in the tincture is material.
There seems to be a very widespread opinion, even among educated
physicians, that the dita bark extract is an excellent tonic during con-
valescence from exhausting diseases.
PREVIOUS LITERATURE ON THE ALKALOIDS FROM DITA BARK.
The fame of dita as a healing agent dates from great antiquity
(Eheeder [1678] and Rhumpius [1741]), but in more modern times
attention was again called to the bark by (iruppo, a pharmacist in
Manila, who in L883 prepared from it a hitter substance which he called
" ditai'n. " Gruppe u>c<\ the same process to obtain this substance as
that employed in the preparation of quinine, and he thus obtained from
100 parts of bark, 2 parts of his ditai'n in addition to 10 parts of inactive
substances and 0.85 parts of gypsum. This ditai'n, according to Dr.
Pina, then chief physician of the Province of Manila, possessed the
antipyretic properties of the hark to a high degree. A report 6 at that
time stated :
The results arrived at in the Manila hospitals and in private practice are
described as simply marvelous; if further adds "that in military hospitals and
in penitentiary practice (Manila) ditai'n has perfectly superseded quinine, and
is now being employed with most satisfactory results in the Island of Mindanao,
where the malignant fevers are prevalent."
•Watts: Diet. Keon. Plants of India (1885), 1, 198.
4 Ibid. (1901), 104.
•National Standard Dispensatory (flare) (1905), 139.
"Watts: Diet. Econ. Tlants of Tndia (1885), 1, 199.
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The identity of Gruppe's ditai'n is very doubtful. Tavern states that
the dose of it is the same as that of quinine; hence it could not have
been echitamine, the principal alkaloid of dlla, as this substance in com-
parison with quinine is exceedingly poisonous.
As to the important medical results obtained, I was informed, by a
European physician who was stationed in Manila at the time of Dr.
Pina's tests, that the testimony of cures, etc., Mas made in reply to a
request for quinine from the provinces where malaria was raging in
epidemic form. Quinine was considered too expensive, so that the rural
inhabitants were given ditai'n. while at the same time a statement as to
its efficiency in place of quinine was made. The above statement gains
in probability in view of the physiological behavior of dita, which I have
found to be not at all like that of quinine.
Later, more important researches on dita bark were made by Jobsl and Hesse 7
and by Harnack.* liarnaek claimed that tbere is but one alkaloid in dita bark,
which alkaloid he called ditai'n, and which is not to be confused with the impure
product of Gruppe. He claimed that ditai'n is really a glucoside because, after
boiling with hydrochloric acid, it reduces Folding's solution. Hesse found several
alkaloids in the bark which he studied, namely, ditaniine, echitamine, echitcninc,
and oxyechitamine. Of these echitamine was found to be present in largest
amounts and was the most thoroughly studied. A number of salts were prepared
and analyzed, the formula C L:,1LSN 2() 4 -f- H»0 being established. Harnack 9 replied
to the work of Hesse and reasserted his claim that there is but one alkaloid
in dita bark; and he maintained that his ditai'n was identical with the
ditamine of Hesse. Gorup-Besanez 1U examined (Iruppe's ditai'n chemically and
succeeded in obtaining from it a small amount of a crystalline substance which
was apparently an alkaloid, but the amount of the latter which he isolated was
too small to admit of any further examination.
As the bark is quite easily accessible in the Philippines, I have
obtained and am investigating a large quantity. It is of a yellowish-
brown color and from 1 to 12 millimeters thick. The outer layer has
a scaly appearance because of its longitudinal and transverse fissures
and is not infrequently marked with small, black spots. The bark breaks
with rather a brittle fracture and this makes it easy to powder when
drv; it is odorless and of a bitter taste which varies greatly in different
samples. Some lots are exceedingly bitter, but with others this taste
does not develop until the bark has been chewed for some time. The
outer bark is always much more hitter than the inner, corky layer;
in fact many pieces of the latter are tasteless. The wood of the tree
and the bark of young twigs are not bitter and contain no alkaloid.
In the air dry bark I found 15.2 per cent of moisture (determined at
105°) and 3.2!), 3.11, and 2.67 per cent, respectively, of ash in three
7 Ann. Vhem. {Liebiy) (1875), 178, 41); Ibid (1880), 203, 144; livr. d. rhem.
(Irs. (1880), 13, 1048.
'Arch. f. Exp. Path. u. Pharmakol (1887), 7, 188.
*Ber. d. rhem. (les. (1878). 11, 2004.
10 Ann. G\iem. (Liebig) (1887), 176, 88.
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samples. With water the bark gives a very bitter, brown extract, which
remains clear on standing and which is not affected by iron salts. Lead
acetate gives a yellowish-white, flocculent precipitate in the aqueous
solution; basic lead acetate, added to the filtrate, gives a further precip-
itate, but neither of these substances throws down the alkaloid. After
removing the excess of lead salts, the latter is to be found in the filtrate.
This is contrary to the observation of Hildewein, 11 according to whom
lead acetate precipitates the bitter substance.
On extraction with alcohol the bark yields a very large amount of
a gummy solid much of which is physically similar to gutta-percha, so
that it is almost impossible to hope to separate the alkaloids from the
alcoholic extract. Ether takes only indifferent substances from the
bark, which separate out as a brownish, gummy mass. Petroleum ether
extracts a large quantity of resins and gutta-percha-like bodies and, by
shaking out the petroleum ether extract from large amounts of bark
with dilute acids, one obtains only exceedingly small amounts of an
alkaloid which seems to be ditamine. Some of the resins which are
extracted by petroleum ether can be crystallized from alcohol or acetone
and Hesse 12 has described several, namely: Echitin, echerein, echitei'n,
echiretin, ekikautschin. I have obtained fine, white, crystalline resins
in large amounts which corresponded, to some of these, but as tests on
animals showed them to be physiologically inactive, I have not deemed
it worth while to follow the subject further. They all appear to be
oxidized terpenes, the formula of all of them being resoluble into
(C
5HJ vO y . Chloroform extracts no alkaloid from the bark, while
i'rollius's mixture takes up a highly elastic, white gum which only con-
tains a very small amount of alkaloid.
Very dilute hydrochloric acid extracts all of the alkaloid, and it is
this solvent which Gruppe use<] to obtain his ditain. On neutralizing
with ammonia, a brownish precipitate is formed which corresponds to
his ditain, but which in my experience contains no alkaloid, or at best
only traces.13 Hesse made this same observation and concluded that
the substance thus obtained is principally calcium oxalate. His bark
showed 10.4 per cent ash, principally chalk, as against 3.3 per cent for
my highest figure.
METHODS OE SEPARATION OF THE DITA ALKALOIDS.
To obtain the dita alkaloids in quantity I have used two methods:
(a) The first follows very closely that used by Hesse. The finely ground bark
is extracted hot with petroleum ether by aid of a reflux condenser. The solvent
is then distilled to a small volume and shaken out with dilute acids, the latter -
made alkaline with ammonia, etc. In this way 0.1 to 0.2 gram of ditamine is
n Pharm. Centralhalle f. Deutschland (1S7:5). 26.
'- hoc. oit.
"Seven experiments on five different lots of bark.
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usually obtained from r> kilos of bark. The bark is now extracted hot, until
exhausted, with Sf> per cent, alcohol, to which a little dilute sulphuric acid has
been added. The alcohol is then distilled and to the aqueous, acid residue, which
is usually of the consistency of molasses, double the volume of water is added.
This solution is left standing in a cold place for a few days, after which it is
eentrifUged to separate as much of the gum as possible, for. in order to obtain a
good yield of the dita alkaloids, it is necessary to gel rid of the gummy substances
in some way, as otherwise the alkaloids seem to be held in solution so that they
can not be shaken out with immiscible solvents.
The aqueous solution is now gently evaporated in baeuo to an appropriate
volume, made alkaline with sodium carbonate and shaken out with ether as long as
this solvent removes anything. Upon evaporation, a small amount, of ditamine is
obtained, usually 0.3 gram from 5 kilos of bark. The aqueous solution is now
rendered very strongly alkaline with sodium hydrate and shaken out several limes
with chloroform; it is usually found necessary to centrifuge the emulsions obtained
in this way. The chloroform is now distilled oil' and the residue is dissolved in
hot, 1 per cent hydrochloric acid and the solution evaporated to a small volume.
Concentrated hydrochloric acid, or a soluble chloride, is now added in considerable
quantity, whereupon echitamine hydrochloride separates in needle-like crystals,
which at this stage are usually somewhat brown. The hydrochloride of the
alkaloid is now recrystallized from water, two recrystallizations usually being
sufficient to render it pure, the yield from 5 kilos t,i hark being -") to 7 "rams.
As if will be necessary to work up several hundred pounds of <liln
hark to obtain a sufficient quantity of alkaloid for a more extensive
stud v, I have considered it necessary to develop a simpler and cheaper
method of obtaining the alkaloid. These experiments have occupied
much time. It was soon shown that the alkaloid can be completely
extracted with dilute acids, but precipitation of the solutions thus
obtained, according lo the methods of Mayer or of Kippenhcrg, or with
phospho-molybdic acid, gave no satisfactory results, hence the following-
method was finally adopted :
(h) The finely powdered bark is percolated in one half per cent acetic acid
until exhausted; this solution is then evaporated in vacuo to a small volume,
preliminary experiments showing that such treatment does not cause any loss or
decomposition of the alkaloid; this solution is then continuously boiled with a
little animal charcoal to remove some of the gum and is then cent ril'uged. Care
must be exercised because too much animal charcoal takes up alkaloid as well
as yum. This process gives a fairly clean solution, which is made alkaline, shaken
out with solvents, and treated further as in method (o). The yield is the same.
The following tests on guinea pigs show that practically all the
physiologically active constituents tire obtained from the hark by this
treatment. One kilo of bark, which had been found to contain 0.135
per cent of alkaloid, was treated according to method (/;) and the dilute
acid solution evaporated /'// vacuo to 135 cubic centimeters. Five cubic
centimeters of this crude solution were taken for physiological tests,
and from the remaining 130 cubic centimeters. 1.:'. grams of echitamine
hydrochloride were obtained. The physiological tests resulted as follows:
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Experiment A.—Guinea pig of ^10 grams: 1 cubic centimeter of crude extract,
containing 0.01 gram of alkaloid, injected intraperitoneally. After four minutes
the animal begins to tremble and apparently to lose control of the muscles sup-
porting the head; after seven minutes it lies down, unable to move, after which
several spasmodic respiratory movements follow. Dead in fifteen minutes.
Experiment K.—Guinea pig of 195 grams: 0.5 cubic centimeter of crude extract,
containing 0.005 gram of alkaloid, given intraperitoneally; all the usual symptoms
of asphyxiation follow, but the animal lives for forty-eight hours.
The physiological tests on pure echitamine hydrochloride which arc
reported below, show that the minimum I'atal dose for a guinea pig of
about 200 grams is 5 milligrams and that 0.01 gram kills an animal of
this size in about sixteen minutes, the symptoms being exactly the same
as those observed with the crude extract. Hence, I consider that
Experiments A and B prove that practically all the physiologically active;
constituent of the bark has been extracted, and that this substance is
the alkaloid echitamine.
THE ALKALOIDS OBTAINED FROM DITA BARK.
Ditamine.— Hesse 14 has given this name to the alkaloid which can
be obtained by rendering the aqueous solution from the plant alkaline
with sodium carbonate, and then shaking out with ether. T1k i alkaloid
is removed from the solvent by means of dilute acetic acid, which is
then rendered alkaline with ammonia and the resulting solution extracted
with ether. Hesse states the yield of this alkaloid to be 0.02 to 0.04 per
cent, but from fO kilos of the bark he obtained only 0,4 gram of
ditamine; the other nine tenths of the alkaloid he believes to have been
occluded by one of the resins. 1 have succeeded in obtaining only verv
small amounts of ditamine, the Largest yield being ().:> gram of alkaloid
from 5 kilos of bark. 1 have not been able to separate ditamine from
any of the resins. These facts, together with my physiological experi-
ments on the crude extracts from the plant, and Barnacle's repeated
claims that the dita bark contains but one alkaloid, make it doubtful
whether the bark contains the percentage of ditamine claimed by Hesse.
As deposited from ether, ditamine is a varnish-like substance, slightly yellow-
ish in color. It is easily Boluble in ether, benzene, chloroform, and alcohol.
From all these solvents it separates in an amorphous condition. It is not very
soluble in petroleum ether. Some ditamine was dissolved in a small volume of
chloroform and to this three volumes of petroleum ether was added. The ditamine
separates at once in Hocks, but is not obtained in a crystalline form by this
procedure. Solutions of ditamine in the solvents mentioned above were very
slowly allowed to evaporate for some weeks in the cold storage, but no crystals
were obtained.
Concentrated sulphuric acid dissolves ditamine, giving a red color, which on
warming becomes more violet, hut the color is not nearly as strong as in the similar
test with echitamine. With concentrated nitric acid a blue, then a green color is
14 Lor. cit.
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obtained which rapidly changes to orange-red. Ditamine with Frochdes's reagent
gives a line, indigo-blue color, which rapidly passes into a green. With concen-
trated snlphnric acid, to which a little cane sugar has been added, the alkaloid
gives a red color; however, this reaction is not sensitive; the color could not be
distinguished from that obtained with concentrated sulphuric acid alone.
The taste of the free alkaloid is pleasantly bitter, that of the salts exceedingly
so. The alcoholic solution turns red litmus paper to a blue color, and the alkaloid
is freely soluble in acidulated water; when such a solution is rendered alkaline.
ditamine separates in white flocks. The alkaloid has an odor which reminds one
very much of dimethyl aniline; this is especially true if it is freshly prepared and
damp or if it still contains a little alkali. The odor is probably due to a slight
decomposition, and it is of interest in view of the fact that llarnack 15 claimed that
his detain was decomposed by boiling with concentrated hydrochloric acid into
glucose and the hydrochloride of an oil which he suspected to be dimethyl aniline.
Hesse prepared the hydrochloride of this alkaloid, but was not able to study it
because of scanty material. The solution of ditamine hydrochloride gives precipi-
tates with phospho-molybdic acid, with iodine-potassium iodide solution, and with
tannin; it is not changed by ferric chloride. A small amount, heated in a test.
tube with solid, powdered potassium hydrate, gave the dimethyl aniline odor
referred to above.
I have not been able to obtain a sufficient amount of ditamine for
detailed study from the material (bus far worked up. In the future
work an exhaustive attempt will be made to settle' the question as to the
amount of this alkaloid present in diia bark.
Echitamine.—Echitamine or, as Hesse prefers to call it, echitam-
monium hydroxide, is obtained as a brown, varnish-like mass on evaporat-
ing the chloroform solution obtained by shaking out the strongly alkaline
solution, as was mentioned in the method of preparation outlined above.
The hydrochloride can readily be isolated from the crude alkaloid thus
obtained, and from this salt it is easy to separate the free alkaloid. To
this end the salt is dissolved in water, the solution rendered strongly
alkaline with sodium hydrate and then shaken out with chloroform. If
the chloroform is allowed slowdy to evaporate in the cold storage, crystals
of the free alkaloid are obtained in the form of prisms, but if the
solvent is evaporated rapidly, echitamine usually separates in an amor-
phous condition. It is also possible to obtain the alkaloid crystalline from
its solution in strong alcohol or in equal parts of wrater and acetone.
The free base is rather easily soluble in water; this aqueous solution
turns litmus paper blue and has an exceedingly bitter taste. The alkaloid
dissolves in both hot and cold alcohol; it is insoluble in cold acetone, but
more soluble in hot. It is freely taken up by chloroform, but only with
difficulty by petroleum ether. Freshly precipitated echitamine dissolves
in ether, but the crystals are insoluble in this medium.
,B hoc. cit.
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Concentrated nitric acid dissolves echitamine to give an intense, red color
which, in the course of a minute passes through yellow into a brillant green,,
which persists. Evaporation of the nitric acid leaves an intense green, micro-
crystalline residue, which dissolves easily in water to a yellow solution. A drop
of nitric acid again turns this solution green. Concentrated sulphuric acid gives
a red color, which becomes more purple on standing. Heating brings out the
color more intensely. Addition of water to the acid destroys the color. These
color tests for echitamine with concentrated nitric and sulphuric acids can readily
be obtained from a fragment of the dita bark, which can thus be identified. With
Froehde's reagent, echitamine instantly gives, a most intense crimson, which
gradually passes into green. Concentrated sulphuric acid, to which a little cane
sugar has been added, at once devclopes a brilliant, persistent crimson; both of
these last color reactions are much stronger than they are with sulphuric acid
alone (a difference from ditamine).
Echitamine is a monoacid base which can be quantitatively titrated
with acids, using methyl orange as an indicator.
Hesse assigns the formula C., 2H 2SN 2 4 to this base, whereas Harnack
obtained figures agreeing for ( 1 22 1I :!0 T^ 2 4 . As it is very difficult to
decide these formulae by analysis. 1 have decided to leave this question
for settlement when a study of the derivatives of this alkaloid is under-
taken.
The air dry alkaloid contains four molecules of water.
0.5149 gram echitamine heated to 105°-110° m vacuo lost
0.0803 grain water.
Required for C2aHMN 2 4 , 4 HfO Found
Per cent. Per cent.
4II
2 15.76 15.51
By drying in vacuo at 75° three molecules of water only are
lost.
0.2416 gram alkaloid gave a loss of 0.0293 gram H 2 at 75°.
Required tor3H,0 Found
Percent. Percent.
11.84 ]2.1
Hesse obtained results similar to mine, and from them lie concluded
that the alkaloid was really echitammonium hydroxide, the last molecule
of water being one of constitution. He was further led to this view by
the fact that the alkaloid behaves as a fairly strong base. Not only is
its aqueous solution strongly basic to test papers, but it readily precip-
itates copper, iron, and aluminum salts without redissolving the precip-
itates when in excess. The alkaloid liberates ammonia from a solution
of ammonium chloride and sets free the alkaline hydroxide from sodium
or calcium chloride, echitammonium chloride separating in crystals.
Hesse considered echitammonium hydroxide to be the most pronouncedly
basic of all the alkaloids.
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1 have tested this assumption, using the conductivity method, and have
obtained the following results
:
^v
b= molecular conductivity at dilution v,
v = number of liters in which one gram molecule of substance is
dissolved.
C = constant of the conductivity cell used.
u = resistance in ohms of the rheostat.
a and b = the lengths in millimeters on the measuring arm of the Wheat-
stone bridge.
a =
v
, whence 100a= dissociation expressed in per cent.
IX OO
a"
k = jitHnitv constant of the hase = - .
, ,
for a weak hase.
v(l-«)
The calculations are based on the usual formula: m, , (' All measurements
tb
were made at 25°.
Echitamine hydrochloride
V Mv
42 84. 5
168 86. 6
420 87. 5
Ediitammonium hydroxide,
V My 100a k
35 57.7 27.6 .0030
140 68. 7 28 .00077
360 66.
6
31.3 . 00036
oo 200
It' echitammonium chloride is assumed to be completely dissociated at
the dilution v— 4-20, the molecular conductivity of the chlorine ion is
taken as 75 for that dilution, and the molecular conductivity of the
hvdrowl ion at dilution co is taken as 100. then 13 results as the molec-
ular conductivity of the echitammonium ion and 209 as the molecular
conductivity of echitammonium hydroxide at infinite dilution. From
these results it is seen that it is too strong a hase for its affinity constant
to be calculated by the dilution formula given above, which is accurate
only for weak bases and acids, but, as it is dissociated in a 1 per cent
solution to the extent of about 2H per cent, it is moderately strong.
For purposes of comparison I add (lie figures obtained by Bredig 18
on eonn'ne and piperidine, and also measurements made by myself on
atropine.
l
*Zt»ohr, /'. phi/sik. Ohem, (IS94), 13, 289.
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Piperidine. Conilne.
Atropine
hydro-
chloride.
Atropine.
v it, 100a V n. lOOo v p, v p, 100a
8 21.8 10.6 16 26. 4 13.") 32 125.2 87 22. 8 8.
4
lfi 30.2 14.9 32 36.4 18.7 128 182.5 174 33.8 12.8
82 41.3 20.3 64 49. 6 25. I 320 142.6 OO 263.0
64 55,8 27.2 128 65. 4 33. 5
128 72. 7 35.
8
256 88.0 42.
6
256 93. 2 45.
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Echitamine, when rapidly heated, melts and at the same time decomposes at
200°-208°, depending upon the rapidity of the heating. Echitamine hydrochlo-
ride crystallizes in the form of brilliant needles, moderately solnhle in cold water,
more readily so in hot. Platinic chloride gives no precipitate in a 1 per cent
solution of this salt ; neither do concentrated hydrochloric acid or soluble chlorides
precipitate it in this dilution. The addition of a little concentrated hydrochloric
acid to a 20 per cent solution causes an instant precipitation of practically all
of the salt of the alkaloid as a white, crystalline powder, while a little of the
same acid added to a 5 per cent solution separates the alkaloidal salt more slowly
in the form of beautiful bunches of crystalline needles. The products obtained by
heating echitamine hydrochloride with hydrochloric acid reduce Fehling's solution,
but the alkaloid itself will not do so. On the other hand neither ditamine, nor
any substances which may be produced from it by boiling with hydrochloric acid,
affect this reagent.
Echitamine hydrochloride gives a transitory pink color with sodium
perchlorate and hydrochloric acid. The latter acid alone gradually turns
all solutions of the alkaloid to a deep, purple color, especially on boiling.
This purple solution reduces Fehling's solid ion, but the reducing sub-
stances can be completely precipitated from it by the addition of the
usual alkaloidal reagents. Hence a sugar is not present among the
substances separated and therefore echitamine is not a glucoside, as
llarnack has claimed it to be.
One gram of echitamine hydrochloride was heated for two hours in a water
bath with 20 cubic centimeters of concentrated hydrochloric acid. The intensely
purple solution was now diluted with water and made alkaline with sodium
hydrate. A ttocculent, white precipitate separated, which was filtered and washed.
No oil, such as llarnack describes, and which he suspected to be dimethyl aniline,
was observed on addition of the alkali. The precipitate contains a new alkaloidal
substance which has not yet been investigated because of lack of material.
Alkaline hydroxides precipitate the white, flocculent, free base from
concentrated solutions of the alkaloidal hydrochloride but. owing to the
solubility of the former in water, no such separation takes place from
dilute ones. Hesse has prepared several salts of "eehitamnionium hy-
drate," and those which I have examined confirm his descriptions in all
respects.
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PHYSIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS WITH ECHITAMINE HYDROCII LOR IDE.
Experiment A.—Guinea pig of 208 grains: 0.06 grain of pure echitamine hydro-
chloride dissolved in 1 cubic centimeter of water, injected intraperitoneal ly.
In two minutes there is great uneasiness with spasmodic contractions of the
muscles of the cars and eyelids, followed very rapidly by violent twitchings of
muscles of tbe head, the animal apparently becoming rapidly very weak. Violent
convulsive spasms soon follow, the marked characteristic being the difficulty in
breathing. The final stages show the usual gasping for breath as in cases of
death by asphyxia. Death takes place in seven minutes.
Exprriim nt li.—Guinea pig of 320 grams received 2 cubic centimeters of a 1
per cent solution of echitamine hydrochloride (0.02 gram) intrapcritoneally at 10
a. m. After shaving the abdomen and preparing for the injection, the animal was
returned to its cage, and after a few minutes the respirations were counted. The
respirations were also counted at intervals after injecting the poison. The results
of the experiment are tabulated
:
Time.
Respira-
tion! pet-
minute.
Remarks.
138
111
115
lot;
03
Animal quiet; very slight, infrequent, spasmodic con-
tractions of muscles of ears and eyelids.
Twitching! are Increasing in strength and Frequency.
Twitchings generalized; stronger; prolonged expira-
tion.
Animal crawling uneasily abOQt cage.
Respirations shallow, hugely abdominal.
Gasping expirations followed by prolonged interval.
Convulsions for a few seconds; death.
After 'J minutes
.
. _
48
30
An autopsy exposing the abdominal and thoracic cavities after apparent death
showed irregular, spasmodic contractions of both auricles and ventricles of the
heart for over two hours after all respiration had ceased. Intestinal peristalsis
was still active for one half an hour after the cessation of respiration.
Expi rimenl 0.—Guinea pig of 230 grams: 0.01 gram of echitamine hydrochlo-
ride in 1 cubic cent imeter of water, injected intrapcritoneally. In six minutes the
animal is very weak and trembling, it crawls with ditliculty uneasily around the
cage. There soon follows the stage of more profound intoxication characterized
by repeated, brief, clonic spasms. The breathing toward the end is very shallow
and is almost entirely performed by the accessory (abdominal) muscles. Dead in
eighteen minutes.
An autopsy made immediately after apparent death shows the lungs to be
greatly congested. The heart has dilated and shows abortive auricular beats.
The intestines are found still to exhibit strong peristaltic movements. The
exposed heart continues to contract irregularly for about three bonis, showing that
this alkaloid is not a "•heart poison," as has been claimed by some writers.
Eaperiment I).—Guinea pig of 24f> grams: 0.005 gram of pure echitamine
hydrochloride, in 1 cubic centimeter of water injected intraperitoneally. The
same series of symptoms as occur in Experiment B are observed but none of the
stages are as violent. However, they are much more prolonged. The animal
continued to be ill for about forty eight hours, but then completely recovered.
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Those experiments have been selected as being typical of the physio-
logical action of the alkaloid from a long scries which included twenty
animals and exactly the same effects were observed in every case.
Very much smaller doses than those given above are sufficient seriously
to interfere with the coordination of the muscles in a guinea pig, accom-
panied by a persistent desire to lie down.
Experiment E.—Guinea pig of 230 grams: A sewing needle, dipped twice into
a strong extract of dita bark and successively dried over a flame is inserted into
the side of the animal to a distance of about 3 millimeters and then withdrawn.
The guinea pig runs for a short distance and then lies down. It soon becomes
very weak and its power of locomotion is seriously interfered with. Similar
results are obtained on repeating this experiment. A control treated with an
unpoisoned needle was not affected.
The minimum fatal dose of echitamine hydrochloride for a guinea
pig of about 200 grams is 0.005 gram or 0.025 gram per kilogram of
body weight. This dose is fatal for some animals, whereas others have
recovered.
Echitamine is not a poison for protoplasm. Amoeba; suspended in a
1 per cent solution of echitamine hydrochloride seem to thrive quite
well, no decrease in their motions being observed during two hours;
neither is such a poison found in the aqueous solution of the bark. The
latter when concentrated until it contains one per cent of the alkaloid,
has no effect on the motility of amoebae. The use by the natives of
dita extract in place of quinine for malaria or for amoebic dysentery
would therefore seem to be of doubtful value. More comprehensive
physiological tests on this alkaloid are now being undertaken and will be
reported later, together with the further chemical study.
Hesse also mentions two other alkaloids, oxyechitamine and echitenine,
but these were obviously not pure. A number of experiments on a
substance corresponding in properties to his echitenine, have been made
by me, but as I have not been able to obtain the pure alkaloid, I will
reserve the publication of these data until a later paper.
DATURA FASTUOSA Linn. 17 (Svlanacca-)
.
Datura alba is distributed over tropical Asia, Africa, America, and
Malaya. It is common about towns in the Philippines. The natives'
names for the plant are talamponai, catcliibong, and catchubung. In
all parts of the East this plant is considered to be poisonous and it is
used quite commonly with criminal intent in India and Indo-China. In
China it is often mixed with tea or a tea is prepared from the leaves
which is said to taste deceptively like the genuine article, so that it can
be used as a poison without exciting suspicion in the victim. The early
symptoms of datura poisoning are dilatation of the pupil, drowsiness and
17 D. fastuosa Linn. var. alba Clarke, in Hook. f. Fl. Brit. Ind. (1883), 4.
Linn., Syst. ed. X, 932.
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general weakness, often accompanied by hallucination. With medium
doses there is recovery in twelve to twenty- four hours, hut there is usually
a loss of memory and greai confusion of ideas for many days afterwards.
It is this ell'eet which gives rise to the use of the drug by the Chinese
for stupefying a. victim whom they intend to rob.
The poisoning of enemies is not a very frequent practice among the
Filipinos, hut toxicological work has come to this Laboratory, during the
prosecution of which hyoscin was found in the stomach of the victim,
it being very easily extracted because of its greal solubility in ether.
'The dry leaf of the plant is smoked by the natives to stop asthma and is
said to he very effective in many eases.
Datura alba contains hyoscin, hyoscyamin, and atropine, the firs!
named amounting to over 90 per cent of the total alkaloids present
Hesse, ls who obtained his material from eastern sources, has made a
detailed investigation of this plant, and as there has been so much con-
troversy on the alkaloids hyoscin and scopolin, I have considered it
desirable to make a further study of Datura <iU>a. In the air-dried
leaves from Philippine specimens of the plant, I found 0.2] per cent of
total alkaloids, in the seeds 0.4(55 per cent, ami in the wood and roots
(ground up together) 0.17 per cent. 1 can confirm Hesse's statements
;is to the properties of hyoscin in every particular.
The plant is a common weed in the Islands and might readily he u^eA
as a source of hyoscin, as two or three crops a year could easily he
obtained. 1 expect to work out a cheap method of isolating the alkaloids
from this plant with the hope of starting a small industry. Chemical
studies of oscine, the decomposition product from hyoscin, are also
under way.
CAESALPINIA SAPPAN Linn.1" {Leguminoeeas)
.
This tree is encountered from British India to Malaya; it is also
common and widely distributed in the Philippines. The Tagalog name
is sibucao, or mpang. Sibucao is chiefly used as a dyewood, it being
known in the English markets as sappan wood, and it is very popular
among the Filipinos for dyeing (he native fabrics. A decoction of the
wood is also used in medicine, it being administered in cases of haemor-
rhage, especially those from the Lungs, the red color probably suggest ing
its use to check bleeding. The decoction has also been employed in
cases of chronic diarrhoea, in which instances its efficiency is probably
due to the tannin which it contains.
In some reference hooks the statement is made that sappan wood
contains hrasilin and, indeed, Bolley *° identified this alkaloid in the
coloring matter obtained from the wood. In view of its economic
"Arm. Chem. [LieMg) (1898), 308, 149.
l, Sp. PI. (1753), 381; Baker in Ruck, t. Fl. Brit hid., 2, 254.
m J. Prakt. Chan., 93, 351.
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importance in those Islands and because of inquiries made at this Bureau
and at the Bureau of Forestry, it was considered advisable to confirm
these statements.
As the roots are said to contain the greater percentage of coloring matter, 1 kilo
of these were finely ground and then heated in ;i closed vessel, with water, for eight
hours. The aqueous extract was filtered from the wood ;md evaporated in vacuo
to a small hulk, whereupon an aliquot portion was desiccated, giving a residue of
2.7 per cent. The concentrated liquor was placed in the cold storage for two weeks,
when a reddish, crystalline crust had been deposited. This was dissolved in 12 per
cent alcohol containing a little hydrochloric acid and zinc, filtered, evaporated and
the hrasilin recrystallized from strong alcohol.
The brasilin thus obtained was in amber-colored crystals, soluble in water,
alcohol, and ether. With ammonia it gave an intense carmine, as it did with
potassium or barium hydrates. The solution in sodium hydrate, when decolorized
with zinc dust, rapidly absorbed oxygen from the air and again became colored.
With aluminum sulphate or with ferric chloride it gave purple, black lakes.
Brasilei'n was obtained as a brown, crystalline powder upon oxidation with nitric
acid. The alkaline solution of brasilin, which had been turned red by oxidation
in air, was again reduced to a colorless condition by the addition of hydroxy-
lamine hydrochloride; on being acidified, the brasilin was regenerated. Fusion
with potassium hydrate gave a small amount of resorcin, which was identified
by color tests and by the melting point.
These tests, together with the results of Bolley's analysis, leave no
doubl hut that the coloring- matter of sappan wood is hrasilin.
ENTADA SCANDENS Menth." 1 (Leguminoseas) and Some of
the Fish Poisons.
Entada scandens is cosmopolitan in the Tropics of the world. Tt is
widely distributed and quite abundant in the Philippines. The Tagalog
name is "gogo;" Visayan and Pampangan names are baj/ogo and balogo.
The wood of the vine is cut into thin strips, which are then beaten between
stones in order thoroughly to disintegrate the fiber. In this condition
gogo is brought into the markets. It is largely used by the natives for
washing the hair. To this end the prepared gogo is soaked over night
in cold water; the red solution makes a very good lather which renders
the hair very soft without making it too dry, as is usually the case with
soap. Tavera states that this treatment cures pityriasis, and I have
found this to he the general belief among Spaniards ami the better class
of natives. There is no question but that the people who wash the head
with gogo and then apply coconut oil have very luxuriant hair, hut
whether this luxuriance is due to the use of this suhstance can not he
stated. The natives also use gogo for treating the itch, washing the
affected parts with the decoction and at the same time briskly rubbing
them with the fihers. In this way they remove the crusts that shield
the mites. The treatment is successful in direct proportion to the energy
of the rubbing. The tough hark of this plant is used in Ceylon for
cordage and fiber.
21 Benth. in Hook. Journ, Hot., 4, 332 ; Baker in Hook. f. Fl. Brit. J rid.. 2, 287.
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The seeds are remarkable in appearance because of their size and of
their beautifully polished, brown exterior. They are lenticular, flattened,
and 3 to 4 centimeters in diameter. The kernel, which is often quite
clastic, is mashed and used by the natives for poultices, which are believed
to be useful for children in relieving colicky pains in the stomach; it is
never employed for adults. The seeds contain a fatty oil, which is
extracted and used in the Sunda Islands for illuminating purposes and
in some places the natives also eat them, after washing out the active
principle ami then roasting the seeds, h'nsenthalcr, 22 who studied the
subject, found saponin in these fruits. Qogo fiber is one of the plant
products used in the Philippines to assist in catching fish in ponds and
streams, as the soluble products so stupefy the animals as to render their
capture easy.
The active principle of gogo belongs to the very interesting group of
glucosides known as saponins, but these substances present a complicated
field for chemical work, because of the difficulties encountered in purify-
ing them. They generally are colloids which most tenaciously adsorb
the different compounds with which they come in contact. The results
of my efforts to isolate the saponin from Entada scandens are given
below.
Petroleum other takes a fatty substance from the macerated trunk fiber, which
contains a trace of an alkaloid but no saponin; but the latter can be extracted
either with water, methyl, or ethyl alcohol. The methods briefly are as follows:
Magnesia method.—Saponin is extracted with water, filtered, evaporated to a
small volume, and dialyzed through a collodion tube. Magnesium oxide is now
added and the whole evaporated to dryness on a steam bath. The residue is
finely powdered and extracted with hot, absolute alcohol in a Soxhlet apparatus.
This alcoholic solution is evaporated to dryness, the residue again taken up with
alcohol, and from this fluid the saponin is precipitated fractionally by ether.
In order to purify the product it is usually necessary to repeat the entire process.
The saponin obtained by this means is beautifully white, but the yield is very
poor.
Lead acetate method.—Saponin is extracted with water, filtered, precipitated by
basic lead acetate, and the precipitate collected and washed, it is then suspended
in dilute alcohol and decomposed by means of sodium sulphate. The precipitate
is now repeatedly extracted with 80 per cent alcohol, concentrated to a small
volume and dialyzed. After dialysis it is evaporated to dryness, dissolved in
alcohol, and fractionally precipitated by ether. This method gives a product
which has a good appearance, but one the ash content of which is very high. The
use of hydrogen sulphide to decompose the lead precipitate is objectionable,
because of the foul-odored substances which are then taken up in the alcoholic
solution and which later can not be completely removed.
Methyl aJcohol method.—The gogo is extracted hot. using a reflux condenser,
first with petroleum ether and then witli methyl alcohol, in which the saponin is
quite soluble. The solution is now evaporated to dryness and the residue dissolved
in water, certain gums and resins remaining behind. The aqueous solution is now
filtered, the filtrate dialyzed, evaporated to dryness, powdered, and again dissolved
-Arch, de I'harm. (1!K):$), 241, 841.
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in methyl alcohol; a small part again remaining undissolved. The solution is
again filtered, concentrated to a small volume, precipitated fractionally with ether,
and the ether-alcohol mixture allowed to stand over the saponin for twenty-four
hours, which is sufficient time to allow any resinous substances borne down by
the precipitated saponin to redissolve. The product is now filtered, and dried in
vacuo. A repetition of the alcohol ether precipitation will further purify the
saponin. J consider this method to he the best one for isolating saponin from
(logo. The yield is 5 to <> per cent of the weight of macerated fiber employed. The
fiber, as it is obtained in the markets, contains from 7 to 10 per cent of saponin,
as is shown by the physiological tests on the crude extracts.
Saponin, as thus obtained, is a white, amorphous powder. In some
eases crystalline needles, which gave all the testa for saponin, were isolated
from water, hut, as the ash content was very high and as the exact
conditions for isolating these crystals have not yet been worked out, it
is impossible as yet to state whether or not they consist of saponin or of
a saponin addition product to an inorganic suhstance.
Saponin is rather easily soluble in water, giving a solution which is
slightly acid toward litmus and cOngo red. It dissolves more readily
in slightly alkaline than in pure water. When all dialyzable impurities
such as sugars, etc., have been removed, saponin is not hygroscopic, and
it is possible that the hygroscopic character of these suhstances mentioned
in the literature may he due to impurities.
Basic lead acetate precipitates saponin in while flocks; lead acetate gives no
precipitate. Barium hydrate gives a very abundant precipitate in an 8 per cent
hut only a very slight one in a 1 per cent solution. Saponin is readily soluble in
methyl alcohol, difficultly SO in cold ethyl alcohol; it is insoluble in ether, petro-
leum ether, chloroform, benzene, carbon tetrachloride, carbon bisulphide, acetic
ester, or organic; solvents in general. Saponin gives a red color with concentrated
sulphuric acid; concentrated nitric acid gives no color, neither does ferric chloride.
An intense, red color, which later turns to a blue, is produced witli an alcoholic
solution of sulphuric acid to which a little ferric chloride has been added.
Selenious acid, dissolved in concentrated sulphuric acid gives a red color, much
like that produced by sulphuric acid alone. Mercuric acetate, to which a drop of
potassium nitrite has been added, developes an intense, purple red.
Saponin can he heated to 180° before it begins to turn brown or to
show a perceptible change. It does not melt, hut at a high temperature
it chars, giving a bund-sugar odor. Its solutions in water and in methyl
alcohol foam very markedly, an addition of ethyl alcohol decreases this
tendency. It leaves a lasting taste somewhat resembling that of an
alkaline soap. It is not precipitated by saturating its solution with
ammonium sulphate, as is the case with the majority of acid saponins.
It shows the characteristic usual of this class of bodies of being able to
hold powders in suspension; charcoal, lead sulphide, barium sulphate,
barium carbonate, etc., are held so tenaciously as to render it impossible
to separate them by tilt ration. Mercury is readily "killed" by an aqueous
solution of saponin and oils are easily emulsified. It is very difficult to
obtain crystals from boric or salicylic acid solutions to which a little
49083 2
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saponin has been added ; in fact it in general prevents the crystallization
of crystallizable substances. An aqueous solution of saponin does not
reduce Folding's solution, but gives with it a dark precipitate, which
probably represents a sapon in-copper sulphate compound. The substance
contains 14 per cent of water, dried at 115°, the last traces adhering very
tenaciously, so that constant weight is only reached after several hours.
With Mayer's solution it gives no precipitate, with phospho-molybdic
acid a blue, floculent one.
Saponin when boiled witb dilute acids is decomposed to give a
sapogenin and galactose. The latter was identified by galactosaczone,
with a melting point of 191°, 193°, 194° in three successive reerystalliza-
tions. Saponin is also decomposed by Penidllium fungi which rapidly
cause a separation of sapogenin, carbon dioxide being at the same time
given off.
The preparation of sapogenin is simple. An aqueous solution of saponin is
boiled for about one to two hours with 5 per cent hydrochloric acid, and in cooling
sapogenin separates in reddish flocks. These are filtered, dissolved in hot alcohol,
to which a little animal charcoal has been added, again filtered, and set aside,
whereupon the substance in question precipitates. ,\ few recrvstallizations from
alcohol serve to purify it.
As thus obtained, sapogenin consists of white, odorless, crystalline
needles. It is insoluble in water, moderately so in cold alcohol, more
so in hot. It is readily dissolved by chloroform, benzene, or carbon
tetrachloride. It is insoluble in dilute acids or alkalies. Sapogenin
naturally gives the same color tests with concentrated acid as saponin.
It does not foam when placed in water, neither does it have any taste;
if such a foaming takes place it indicates that a small impurity of
saponin still remains. Sapogenin is remarkably stable toward heat, it
does not melt, nor is it in any appreciable manner Effected by a rise of
temperature to 270°. It is apparently without physiological action, but
this fact may be due only to its insolubility.
Nitric acid, potassium permanganate, or hydroiodic acid have 1 thus far
not yielded substances of a crystalline nature. A study of the constitu-
tion of sapogenin is important, as it is believed that an effective attack on
the saponin problem can be made by this means, as sapogenin can be
obtained in crystals which are undoubtedly pure.
Analyses of the sapogenin showed the formula to be Cg,H41 8.
(1) 0.2993 gram sapogenin gave 0.28(11 gram ll,<>
and 0.8419 gram ('<>.,.
( II) 0.2208 gram sapogenin gave 0.2199 gram 1IJ)
and 0.6372 gram CO..
Required for ('-.H^O;, Found
(1) (ID
Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
0=70.9 70.8 7li.(i
H=10.8 10.8 10.78
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'The physiological action of the saponins is very interesting, as all of
these bodies are characterized by their great hemolytic power; many
are very irritating and many are true protoplasm poisons. The following
represent typical cases of the action of saponin on animals:
Experiment A.—Guinea pig of 210 grams: 0.005 gram saponin in ] cubic
centimeter of water injected intraperitoneally. The animal was very uneasy soon
after the injection. Trembling, labored breathing, and progressive weakness fol-
low. Dead in two hours. An autopsy performed immediately after death shows
the peritoneal cavity to he much congested, with large amounts of a bloody,
serous exudate present. A microscopic examination of this fluid reveals great
numbers of leucocytes, in clumps, the red blood corpuscles being dissolved and the
serum deeply colored with haemoglobin. In the heart's blood, the lysis was not
so marked, hut the serum was tinged with haemoglobin. The lungs were normal.
The minimum fatal dose of entada saponin intraperitoneally is 0.0025 gram for
a guinea pig of 200 grams weight, although animals often showed dangerous
symptoms with one-fifth of this dose. Injected intravenously, saponin is much
more poisonous, 0.0002 killing a rabbit of S00 grams weight in two minutes.
Dr. Harry T. Marshall, of the Biological Laboratory of this Bureau, lias made fur-
ther physiological studies on this saponin and Ins results are reported elsewhere
in this number of the Journal.
FISH POISONS USED BY THE NATIVES.
Entada scandens is one of the plants used in the Philippines as a fish
poison, and it owes its efficacy in this direction to its saponin content. A
saponin solution of 1 to 20,000 was prepared, and three small fish placed
in it. They soon became stupefied, floating about without motion on the
top of the water, and all died within two or three hours. Controls under
similar conditions were not affected.
Fish poisoning is much practiced by all the wild tribes in the Islands,
and also to a considerable extent in the outlying districts by peoples who
are classed as civilized. The fish poison is usually prepared with con-
siderable ceremony by the head men of a village, the various ingredients
being pounded up together and then thrown into the stream or pool.
The plants are often mixed with earth and rocks, the intention being to
sink the noxious plants so that all parts of the water may be poisoned.
Very soon, small fish begin to float on their sides on the top of the water,
while the larger ones move about slowly in a stupefied and helpless
manner. The natives then rush into the water and kill and catch all
they can, after which there is a great feast. Many of the ingredients
put into the fish poison mixtures are harmless and without effect. Some
of the important ones which we have thus far obtained are cited in the
following:
One of the favorite poisons is "tuba" or utangan-tangan tuba" which
is the native name for the fruit of Croton tigliwm Linn. 2:t (Euphor-
biacctr). This well-known tree is widely distributed in the Philippines
as a cultivated or semicultivated plant. Other native names for it are
*8p. PI. (1753), 1004; Hook. f. PI. Brit. Ind., 5, 393.
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marashi. oamiaa, tvba-camiea. The frail contains the very poisonous
toxalbuinin crotin, which is similar to the well-known ricin and abnn.
The toxic effect on fish is doubtless due to this substance. Persona who
eat fish poisoned with tuba are not disturbed, although it is considered
dangerous to drink water which contains any quantity of it.
Some other fish poisons u^\ in the Philippines and which have been
examined are the following:
Anamirta cocculiu W. t\: A.- 4 (Menispermacece), which grows from
British India to Malaya, and is common and widely distributed in the
Philippines. The native names for this plant are suma, and Inching.
'Idle fruits are the parts of the plaid used for lish poisoning. The action
of this substance is due to the very poisonous bitter principle, pikro-
toxin.'-'
r
' Poisoning duv to eating the fish obtained by its means has
often occurred, so that in some countries it has been found necessary to
restrict the sale of these fruits to the pharmacist. 'The fruits are also
used in the Philippines for preparing an antiparasitic ointment.
Albizzia saponaria Blume (Leguminosece) lias a bark containing one
of the saponin glucosides ; the same is true of I'illirco/obiiun ode Vid.
(Leguminosece)
,
Barringtonia luzoniensis Vid. (Lecythidacece) , and
Maesa denticulate Mcz. (Myrsinat ece). The saponins in these plants will
be reported upon Later.
Another fish poison containing saponin is from Ganophyllum obliquum
Merr.-" {Sapindaoea) , which is found in the Philippines, New Guinea,
and northern Australia. In the Philippines it is rather widely distrib-
uted, but not very common. The native names are pandapanda, gogohg-
langin, (xdamansalay, and tugabi. The bark of ganophyllum con-
tains no alkaloids, a considerable amount of resin, and 7.2 pel' cent of
saponin, which latter 1 isolated by the methyl alcohol method. When
precipitated from this solvent by means of ether it is a white powder,
which readily turns brown in the air. When it is added to water or
methyl alcohol the solution foams strongly and in general gives the
usual reactions for the saponins. The color reactions of this saponin
are as follows
:
Concentrated sulphuric acid, intense purple color; concentrated nitric acid.
nrange; concent rated hydrochloric acid, a weak, red color to the saponin hut no
" \V. A A. Prodr., 1, 440; Hook. f. Fl. Brit, Ind., 1, «)8.
m Ber. d. ohem. Get. (18<)8) 31, 2958; Ann. clam. [Liebig), (1884) 222, :]22 .
litr. d. ohem. Gee. (1877) 10, 83, U00; Monatah. f. Ghent. (18H0), 1, !)8 ; Monatsh.
f. ("hem. (1881), 2, 808.
2
" This plant has recently been transferred into this family by Radlkofer. as a
result of morphological studies. The occurrence of saponin in it is an additional
and confirmatory proof of the correctness of the change, as many of the Bapim-
dacecB contain saponins, while none of the Burseraceas in which family the genus
was placed, are known to contain these substances.—E. 1). M.
Rif. Merr.: Publications of the Bureau of Government Ilaboratories, Manila
(11)05), No. 27, 30; G. Palcatum Blum.: Engtw. in D. C. Monog. Than., 4, 108.
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color to the acid; sulphuric acid in which has been dissolved a little selenious acid,
reddish-brown; an alcoholic solution of sulphuric acid to which a drop of ferric
chloride has been added, a deep wine-color; mercuric acetate containing a drop
of potassium nitrite solution, a rather faint green.
Tin's saponin is readily split by boiling with dilute acids, the sugar
being galactose as in the previous instance, for it gave galactosazone of a
melting point of 180°. The sapogenin obtained from it, when it is at
first precipitated in the presence of acids, is very red, hut it turns to a
blue-black when the supernatent liquid is made alkaline. However, this
sapogenin is not a dye.
The physiological behavior of saponin from Gonopkyllum obliquum is
very interesting, it being more irritating than the one from Entada
scandens. The physiological experiments are as follows:
Experiment A.—Guinea pig of 220 grains: 1 cubic centimeter of water con-
taining 0.033 gram of gonopkyllum saponin was injected intraperitoneally. The
injection apparently acts immediately on the sensory nerve endings in the perito-
neum, as is shown by the movements and general behavior of the animal. The
guinea pig is very weak in three minutes and dead in about one hour. An
autopsy shows the intestinal cavity to be fiery red, due to the intense irritation
caused by this drug. Much bloody serum, the corpuscles of which showed marked
lysis, is also found. The urine is not bloody; the lungs slightly congested; the
heart moderately dilated.
Experiment B.—Guinea pig of 210 grams: 0.5 cubic centimeter, containing 0.016
gram of saponin, given intraperitoneally. The effects are exactly the same as in
Experiment A. Dead in about one hour. An autopsy showed the same results
as in Experiment A, with irritation even mure marked.
Experiment 0.—Guinea pig of 205 grams: Injected intraperitoneally at noon
with 1 cubic centimeter containing 0.0(18 gram of saponin. Apparently immediate,
intense action on the sensory nerves of the peritoneum, as is shown by violent
movements. The animal is very sick during the entire afternoon and dead on
the next morning. Autopsy showed similar results to the ones in Experiments A
ami J?. The irritation in the intestinal cavity is not so marked, but the lungs
are congested and the heart dilated. The liver, kidneys and epithelial lining of
the bladder are also congested and there is a large amount of bloody serum, con-
taining hamiolized red blood corpuscles in the intestinal cavity.
Experiment D.—Guinea pig of 210 grams: 0.5 cubic centimeter, containing
0.004 gram of saponin given intraperitoneally. Pronounced effect immediately
observed as in the other cases. The same results throughout as in Experiment C
are observed; the animal is dead on the next morning.
Experiment E. Guinea pig of 230 grams given 1 cubic centimeter, containing
0.002 gram intraperitoneally. The animal was very sick for forty-eight hours,
after which time there was complete recovery.
Experiment F.—Guinea pig of 215 grams: 0.5 cubic centimeter, containing
0.001 gram given intraperitoneally. Immediate effects were observed as in all
other cases. The same results as in Experiment E. ending in complete recovery,
aro noted.
These experiments demonstrate that the physiological action of dano-
phyllum saponin is chiefly characterized by intense, local irritation but
lysis is also very pronounced, as in the case of all saponins. A verv
much smaller dose than the one in Experiment D, if given intravenously,
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is sufficient to kill a rabbit in a few minutes. The action of this saponin
on fish is apparently the same as that of the one from Entada scandens.
These saponins are particularly advantageous for use as fish poisons,
because, whereas many are very poisonous when injected, they arc usually
Only slightly so when taken into the stomach; so (hat even if the tish is
somewhat contaminated with these substances no barm will come from
eating it.
Two fish poisons of a different class have also been examined. One is
Derris polyantha Perk. (Leguminosece) , containing a poisonous alkaloid,
and the other is Diospyros canomoi D. d." (Ebenacea) , a plant which
is endemic, common, and widely distributed in the Philippines, the part
used being the fruit of the tree, which turns black after a few (lavs' expo-
sure to the air. The natives claim that the fruit is exceedingly poisonous,
that it will quickly kill fish, and will even cause a crocodile to leave the
water. They also maintain that the juice of the berry, when applied to
the human skin, blisters it and causes it to turn black. The following
preliminary Btudy of the fruits of this plant has been made:
(a) Two lots of 50 grama each of the ground] fresh berries were soaked for
twenty-four hours in 100 cubic centimeters of water (No. I) and 100 cubic centi-
meters 1 per cent sulphuric acid (No. 2). respectively, and alkali, equivalent
to the sulphuric acid, was then added to the second portion. The extract was
now separated from the berry pulp in a hydraulic press. Both solutions were
intensely black. No alkaloid or glucoside could be found in either.
The physiological tests were as follows:
Experiment A.—Guinea pig of 210 grams: 1 cubic centimeter of solution No. 1
given intraperitoneally. The animal is weak in a few minutes, and it is sick
during this day and dead on the next morning. An autopsy reveals much irrita-
tion and congestion of the abdominal organs, with large amounts of bloody
exudate, but no pus.
Experiment B.—Guinea pig of 2:50 grams: 1 cubic centimeter of solution No. 2
given intraperitoneally. There is marked irritation from the time of the injec-
tion with symptoms as in Experiment A. but after forty-eighl hours of weakness
there is complete recovery.
Experiment V.—Guinea pig of 200 grams: 1 cubic centimeter of No. 1 given
subcutaneously. The substance is evidently quite irritating, the animal making
efforts to bite, the place of injection, it is quiet for some hours, but with no other
marked effects, and complete recovery ensues.
Experiment ©.—Guinea pig of 205 grams: The results duplicate Experiment
in every respect.
Experiments E and /•'.—On these guinea pigs an area of aboul (i square centi-
meters is shaved and 0.5 cubic centimeter of extract No. 1 rubbed into the skin.
It evidently affects the sensor; nerves quite markedly. For several days after-
wards the skin at the place of application showed a marked rash and appeared
darkened, rough, and leathery.
(b) Three hundred grams of the fresh fruits were now subjected to a pressure
of 400 kilos per square centimeter in a hydraulic press, no grams of a black liquid
"Prodr. (1S44) 8, 2:57; I), multinora Blanco. Fl. Filip. ( is:i7 ) . 303; Eiern.
Monog. Eben. (1873), 216, non Wall.
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being obtained. This liquid has a very astringent taste and is acid, 10 cubic cen-
N
timeters requiring (5.22 cubic centimeters of
^j sodium hydrate for neutralization.
The following experiments show its physiological behavior:
Experiment A.—Guinea pig of 210 grams: 1 cubic centimeter of expressed
juice of the berries given intraperitoneal ly. I'neasiness and weakness almost
immediately follow; the animal is dead on the next morning. An autopsy showed
very pronounced local irritation in the abdominal cavity, also a bloody serum;
the lungs and heart are congested.
Experiment B.—One cubic centimeter of expressed juice is rubbed on the shaved
skin of a guinea pig. Evidences of considerable uneasiness appear soon afterwards.
The next day a rash has become evident and the skin is dark and like a very
brittle, rough leather.
A peculiar acid is present in the Diospyros fruits, which seems to
belong to the tannic acid series, and to which I provisionally assign the
irritating properties of the plant, With ferric chloride it gives a
greenish-black precipitate and it is precipitated from strong solutions by
dilute hydrochloric or sulphuric acid. Lime water throws down a
greenish-black calcium salt, Gelatine forms a leather-like mass and
albumin gives a precipitate. Lead acetate precipitates it to a slight
extent, basic lead acetate completely. An alcoholic solution of thymol,
followed by concentrated sulphuric acid which is run under the solution,
gives a rose colored ring, or with the same acid added directly to the
mixture, a turbid, rose-colored solution. The rigid proof that this tannic
acid is the active principle of the plant will have to be brought later as
much more work on it is necessary. Jt may be remarked that the extract
of these berries alone makes a very fair ink. in which respect it might be
compared to Coriaria thyifoia, the ink plant of New Granada and New
Zealand.
TINOSPORA CRISPA fillers.*1 {Menispermaoeas).
This plant is widely distributed in British India and Malaya. The
Tagalog name is "macabuhay" This word means literally "you may
live/' and it expresses the very general belief in the marvelous medicinal
virtues of this plant. In the Philippines it is considered to be a panacea
to be applied to all bodily afflictions.
The stem is the part employed in medicine, although in India, where
the plant also has a great reputation, the leaves and roots are also used.
The plant is officinal in the Pharmacopoeia of India. It has been recom-
mended by various physicians as a febrifuge and also for gout, for second-
ary syphilis, as a powerful emetic for snake bite, leprosy, chronic
rheumatism, dyspepsia, and as a cure for insanity, while a necklace made
of small pieces of the stem is worn as a remedy for jaundice. The above
gives some idea of the wide range of diseases which macabuhay is
supposed to cure. European physicians in the Philippines state that
2s Contrib. 3, U; Hook f. et Thorns, in Hook. f. Fl. Brit. Ind., 1, 00.
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they have yet to sec ;i case in which they arc certain thai a cure lias
been effective by its use, and I found a few Filipinos who were sceptical
as to its efficiency. One Filipino doctor staled that the only thing it was
good for was to wean babies, tin: aqueous extract being applied to the
nipple. Any one who has ever experienced the exceedingly bitter and
persistent taste of this extract will not doubt its efficacy for this purpose.
Very little is known about the chemistry of the plant. Pluckiger
M
found in the stein of Tinospom cordifolia, a very closely related species,
a small amount of berberin, and a bitter glucoside, which latter he
considered to be the active principle of the plant. Other chemists have
reported small amounts of berberin.
L have examined a large quantity of the stems of maedbuhay. The
air dry plants contain 67 per cent of water, and drying does not affect the
bitter taste. Repeated boiling with water extracts all of the bitter
principle. In most of the plants which I have examined no alkaloid
could be found either in the aqueous extract or in that obtained by the
use of dilute acids; however, in a few instances a trace was presenl but
this did not give the tests for berberine according to the method of
Qordin,* although a rose color was obtained with chlorine water. Dr.
Clover, of this Bureau, in making a preliminary study of this plant, also
found no alkaloid.
Substances which, after being boiled with acids, reduce Fehling's solu-
tion were also present Such bodies were obtained in various ways, but
always in an amorphous and resin-like condition. As these compounds
in every case proved to be physiologically inactive on guinea [tigs, even
when used in enormous doses, and as even after persistent endeavor I
failed to obtain them in a crystalline condition, it was not considered
advisable to devote further time to this plant.
To obtain data as to any possible poisonous substance in this plant, a
verv concentrated aqueous extract was prepared as follows:
One hundred grama of crushed mocabuhay was boiled with water tor six hours.
It was then tillered and all liquids pressed from the residue in a hydraulic press.
This removed praet ieally all the hitter material from the plant. The extract so
obtained was concentrated in vacuo to 20 cubic centimeters. Injections of 2 cubic
centimeters of this extract were given to guinea pigs, both suboutaneously and
intraperiloneally. No effect was noted. The action of this solution on amoeba
was also studied, but these organisms lived and thrived as well in the extract as
in the culture media.
These experiments arc in accord with tests made by Dr. Cushny at
the I'niversity of Michigan on macabuhay material furnished him by
Dr. P. L. Sherman, of this Bureau. He was unable to find any physio-
logically active substances in the plant.
Kef. in Watts. Diet. Econ. Plants of Ind., 6, Part IV. 64.
-Arch, (I. l'hinm. (1902), 240, 14G.
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Macabuhay must therefore be classed with the "hitters," the value of
which as tonics, if they have any, is in some way intimately related to
their bitter taste.
ARGEMONE MEXICANA Linn. 31 {rapaveracca)
.
This weed is a native of tropical America, hut has been introduced into
the Philippines and British India. It is common about towns in these
Islands. The native names are diluario, eachumba, casumbang-aso.
Padre Blanco states that the yellow juice of this plant is used by the
natives to heal "fissures of the corners of the eyes," and indeed, the name
Argemone is derived from that of a small ulcer of the eye, for which this
plant is supposed to be a specific. The seeds yield a yellowish, fixed oil
which is laxative and is supposed to relieve the pain of cholera." It is
a drying oil, and in the future may be in demand as a medium for paints.
The Spaniards in these Islands considered the seeds more narcotic than
opium. The oil has been used in India as a purgative and it has been
highly praised by the physicians of that country, but they have not been
able to detect the narcotic properties which are so widely believed in by
the natives here." The dose is 2 to 4 grams. The plant is officinal in
the Mexican Pharmacopoeia, and it has always been in great repute
among Spanish American peoples. Tavera says: "The (lowers are nar-
cotic by virtue of a principle resembling morphine, perhaps identical with
that alkaloid." Charbonnier " made a chemical study of Argemone
mexicana and claimed that he found morphine; Dragendorff S5 states that
it is supposed to contain that substance. This belief seems to have
crept into many works of reference, as even very recent ones give the
statement that the alkaloid found in this plant is morphine.86 As
Argemone mexicana is in the same family with the poppy (Papaver som-
niferum) it seemed likely that these statements might be correct, although
I have been unable to find any later chemical investigations on this plant.
In view^ of the literature on the subject it was very desirable to
discover whether the alkaloid in this plant really is morphine or not,
especially as an opium law has recently been passed in the Philippines.
In a country where morphine is heavily taxed, it should be known if
there is a weed along the roadside which may possibly become a source
for the supply of this drug.
Several kilos of the plants, in all stages of growth, were collected,
together with several hundred grams of seeds. Preliminary tests showed
the presence of an alkaloid.
31 Hook. f. ot Thorns, in Hook. f. Brit. Ind., 1, 117.
:;
- Tuvera; hoc. ait.
"Watts: Diet. Econ. Plants of hid., 1, 307.
**Joum. de Pharm. (5) (1868), 7, :US.
* Heilpflanzen (ed. 1898).
3B See Pictet-Wolfenstein, Die Pflanzenalkaloide (ed. 1900), 238.
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Five kilos of ground plants and seeds were extracted with chloroform contain-
ing a little ammonia. After adding a small amount of one-half per cent acetic
acid, the green-colored chloroform extract was distilled, the aqueous liquid remain-
ing, filtered and concentrated to a small hulk in racuo. It was then placed in the
cold storage for a few days. When next examined a quantity of yellow, needle-
shaped crystals had separated; these were recrystallized several times from water.
Tests prosed this substance to be berberin. An acetone compound was prepared
according to (iaze.' 7 The characteristic red color was obtained with chlorine water,
and potassium iodide completely precipitated the substance. The further tests
were carried out according to the method of Gordin " and left no doubt that the
substance in hand was really berberin.
All parts of the plant were now examined for morphine, but in none
of the extracts could any be found, although another alkaloid is present
in small amount. 1 was not able to identify the latter, but can state
positively that it is not morphine.
ERYTHROXYLON BURMANICUM Griff." (Erythroxylacctr)
.
This plant has been found from Burmah to the Malayan Peninsula,
Andaman Islands, Sumatra, .lava, and Luzon, in which last place it is
local and not abundant. Cocaine is secured from Erythrozylon com,
and it has been claimed that it has been found in small quantities in
several species of the genua.40 Thus, a content of 0.03 per cent of this
alkaloid was claimed for Erythroxylon burmanicutn.
In view of these facts a supply of leaves and bark of this plant was
obtained. The brown bark has a slightly bitter taste.
Four hundred grama of the finely ground bark wen' extracted with petroleum
ether containing a small amount of ammonia, according to assay method of
Lyons. 41 As no alkaloid was obtained, the bark was extracted with dilute acids,
but neither an alkaloid or a glucoside could be found, and the solution was also
physiologically inactive.
Ten kilos of the fresh leaves, which were received in a very good condition,
were extracted with petroleum ether containing a small amount of ammonia.
The solvent was evaporated to a small bulk and shaken out with one-half per cent
hydrochloric acid. Not a trace of alkaloid was present. Various other standard
methods of extraction were used with the leaves with negative results; neither
were any of the extracts physiologically active.
So far as is known this plant is not used by the natives in any of their
medicines.
CAESALPINIA BONDUCELLA Flem. 4 - (Legmmmtpea)
.
This plant is cosmopolitan in the Tropics and is common along the
seashore throughout the Philippines. The common English name for
the seed is the bonduc seed, or fever nut; in Tagalog it is coliunbibif.
" Arch, dcr Phann., 228, 807.
"Arch, der Pharm. (1902), 240, 14(i.
•Griff: Notul., 4, 468; Hook f. Fl. Brit. hid.. 1, 414.
'"Kef. in nrageiidorif, Heilpflanzen (1898), :54;k
"Lyons: Assay of Drugs (ed. 1890). 48.
"Asiat. Res.. 11, 159; Baker in Hook. f. Fl. Brit, bid., 2, 254.
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The hard, smooth-coated seeds are exceedingly common in the Islands,
the native boys using them in a game similar to marbles. They are
purchasable at all the shops and are quite cheap, the price being 10
cents, United States currency, per pound, and all classes of natives
consider them to be a good medicine for "stomach troubles." An adult
will eat from ten to twelve nuts, and if there is no relief in an hour or
two the dose is repeated, and the dosage for youths and infants is in
proportion. Nausea and symptoms of poisoning are said to be produced
when too many are taken. The kernels are also supposed to be very
efficacious as an antiperiodic and tonic; in India a powder prepared from
them and black pepper, ground together, has a considerable repute for
the same purposes and as a febrifuge. The active principle of the nuts
is supposed to be a substance termed bonducin, which was isolated by
Meckel and Schlagdenhauffen,48 who assigned to this body the formula
C 14H lr,() r> . I found that ten kernels weighed 9.8 grams; ten nuts 21
grams.
Several kilos of the nuts were obtained and examined. The taste of the kernel
is exceedingly bitter. Dilute acids or acid-alcohol do not extract either alkaloid
or glucoside. but there is about 20 per cent of a light-yellow, fixed oil in the seeds,
which can 1m' obtained in the usual manner by pressing or extracting.
One kilo of the finely ground kernels was extracted hot with alcohol with the
aid of a reflux condenser. The alcohol was distilled and the oily residue dissolved
in a small amount of chloroform. This solution was now washed successively
with dilute alkalies, acids, and water, filtered, and then poured into 5 volumes of
petroleum ether. The bonducin then separated as a white powder. This was
filtered and purified by successive treatments with chloroform and petroleum
ether.
Obtained in this way bonducin is a white, amorphous powder with
a nut-like odor and a resinous feel and aspect. It has an exceedingly
bitter taste which it lends to water, in which it is only very slightly
soluble. It dissolves to a greater extent in dilute hydrochloric acid, but
after the solution is boiled no reduction of Fehling's solution takes place,
so that bonducin is not a glucoside.
it is readily soluble in chloroform and glacial acetic acid and in ether with but
a slight residue; it is taken up by petroleum ether with very great difficulty.
Strong alkalies slowly dissolve bonducin, as they do most resins. The substance
gives a blue color with concentrated hydrochloric acid, which becomes purple on
standing; the same reagent with a little ferric chloride gives a strong greenish-
yellow; a salmon color is obtained with concentrated nitric acid, and concentrated
sulphuric acid produces a brown, which soon goes to a deep purple. Bonducin
from which all ether-insoluble matter has been carefully removed, gives an intense
rose-red color with concentrated hydrochloric acid, instead of a blue as with the
ordinary preparation.
Another method of obtaining bonducin is by extracting the ground nuts with
ether ; when the solvent has been evaporated, the resin separates from the oil as a
white powder; this separation can l>e rendered more complete by adding petroleum
ether.
"Compt. rend. Acad. d. so., Par. (188G), 103, 89.
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Various attempts were made to obtain honduein in a crystalline con-
dition or to produce a crystalline derivative from it. Solutions of the
resin in different solvents wen 1 left in the cold storage for weeks without
result.
The resin is not changed by boiling for one and one-half hours with
loo cubic centimeters of 95 per cent alcohol to which 10 grams of
concentrated sulphuric acid have heen added.
A different result was obtained with alcoholic potash.
Five grams of bonducin were boiled on ;i reflux condenser for one hour with
alcoholic potash. On pouring into water, nothing separated. The aqueous,
alkaline solution was now extracted with ether and on evaporation this solvent
left 2.1 grams of a brown resin. Both of the resins behaved much alike, giving
the usual color reaction excepting with concentrated hydrochloric acid, which
produces no color with either, and with nitric acid, which gives the salmon color
only with the acid product, It was not found possible to obtain a crystalline
derivative from either resin.
All the properties of bonducin show that it, is a resinous mixture, the
nature of which it would probably he exceedingly difficult to elucidate.
It is obvious that no formula can he assigned to it.
A solution containing one pari of bonducin to 1,000 parts water and
which is exceedingly hitter was prepared for physiological tests. It has
no ell'ecl when injected into guinea pigs. Amcebse were suspended in a
drop of this solution for three hours without showing any change in their
movements. Tne appellation of the "poor man's quinine" which is given
to bonduc seeds in India would therefore not seem to he verv applicable.
I'LAXTS CONTAINING PURGING OILS.
Plants of this class are numerous in the Philippines. I have examined
Alciirilcs moluccana W'illd.. 44 Men riles trisperma Blanc, and Jatropha
chtcus Linn., all of the EuphorbiaceCB, the nuts of which have the reputa-
tion of containing efficient purging oils. Thus, Tavera mentions the
use of the oil of Aleurites moluccana by Dr. (>. Roche, in doses of 1 to 2
ounces, and states that Doctor Xerez, municipal physician of Sampaloc,
has had frequent occasion to employ the oil. 'The chemical properties of
the two Aleurites oils are being studied by others in this Laboratory.
I have investigated the seeds with the view of isolating the constituents
of the oil which might he physiologically active, as I hoped to obtain a
toxalbumin similar to ahrin, recin, or crotin.
Many attempts to isolate such a substance from the seeds of Aleurites
moluccana were made.
**Sp. 1M„ 4, 590; Hook. f. Fl. Brit. Ind., 5, :584.
Habitat: Eastern India, to southern China, Malaya, northern Australia, and
Polynesia, naturalized in tropical America; widely distributed and abundant in
the Philippines. Native name, lutnbang.
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The crushed seeds Mere freed from their oil, either by pressing or extracting with
ether. The seed cake was now extracted with 10 per cent sodium chloride, in the
cold, the solution being kept sterile by means of a little toluol or chloroform. It
was then filtered and the albumins separated by saturation with ammonium sul-
phate, the precipitate being tben collected and dialysed until free from sulphates,**
the dialysed solution being usually prepared of such a strength that 1 cubic centi-
meter corresponded to 1 gram of seeds.
The solution gives pronounced reactions for albumins. Two cubic
centimeters will kill a guinea pig of about 200 grams' weight in about
twenty-four hours; boiling the solution for two minutes destroys the
toxic power. When evaporated in vacuo over sulphuric acid, a white
powder remains which also gives tests for albumins, but this powder is
not toxic.
The albumin in the solution can also be precipitated by alcohol, but
in a nontoxic form. Very many experiments were made in an attempt
to obtain the toxin in a more concentrated condition, but all were un-
successful. All the solutions used in these experiments were sterile.
The results of the work on a large number of guinea pigs and rabbits,
which was carried out with Dr. Strong, Chief of the Biological Labora-
tory,4' would seem to indicate that the seeds of Aleurites moluccana
contain a toxalbumin which is either unstable, or present in minute
amount, or only very moderately poisonous.
Injections of 1 cubic centimeter of the oil of Aleurites moluccana, both
subcutaneously and intraperitoneally. into guinea pigs of about 200 grams,
weight had no effect
;
neither did the acids produced by saponifying the
oil and given in- doses of one cubic centimeter behave differently. Nega-
tive results were also obtained when 1 to 2 cubic centimeters of the oil
were ingested by these animals, although this latter quantity is over ten
times the dose given by Dr. 0. Roche. The oil which I used was carefully
prepared and neutral, so that, if it were active, the results could be
attributed to it and not to the acids or other substances which might be
present in the commercial article.
Similar experiences as regards a toxalbumin were found after a study
of the seeds of Aleurites trispenua.
Jatropha curcus Linn. 47 (Euphorbiacece) is a native of tropical
40 In all my dialyses 1 have used collodion tubes prepared according to the
method of Oorsline. (Contributions to Medical Research, dedicated to Dr.
Vaughan by his students, Ann Arbor. Mich. (1903), p. 390.) I can recommend
them very highly. The speed of dialysis is very much greater than witli parch-
ment paper, and the tubes are quickly ami easily prepared. 1 have found that the
collodion sack slips off from the glass tube over which it is prepared very easily
if, just before dipping the glass tube in the collodion, one rubs over it a little soap
suds, which are then wiped oil' with a towel, so as to leave a thin, invisible coating
of soap on the glass.
" 1 wish to express my thanks to Dr. Strong for bis interest in this work.
47 Sp. PI. (17f>.
-
5), 1006; Hook. f. PI. Brit. Ind., 5, 383.
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America, and is now distributed throughout the Tropics, being common
as a hedge plant in the Philippines. The native names are tuba, rasla,
tava-tava, tawa-tawa. It is widely used in the Philippines as a purgative ;
in fact many natives do not distinguish between the seed of this plant and
the castor bean. As a matter of fact, the oil is strongly purgative, and
the seeds are even more so, so that one of the latter is an ample dose, and
three will cause dangerous symptoms. The oil is present in the seeds
to the extent of about 25 per cent, and in the latter 1 have found a
substance which behaves like a io.xalbumin. If it proves to be sueb.
Dr. Strong has kindly consented to take up its study. Robert and
Siegel 4S claimed to have found such a substance in Jatropha curcus
fruits.
I have made arrangements witb Dr. \V. E3. Musgrave, of the Biological
Laboratory, whereby he will make a study of these purging oils. We
hope to be able in the future to state what substances are the active
principles of these oils. It has been noted previously that they arc
rather uncertain in their action, behaving as if an accidental mixture
might cause the {(urging.
,s Hull, of Pham. (1883).
THE TOXIC ACTION OF SAPONIN.
By Raymond Fobs Bacon and Harry T. Marshall.
[From the Biological and Chemical Laboratories, Bureau of Science.
In connection with the previous article, a few experiments were made
in order to determine whether the saponin described therein has toxic
properties similar to those of other saponins.
Most of the studies upon this subject have appeared from Robert's
laboratory at Dorpat (4; 5; 7; 11). The saponin substances examined
there were found to be general protoplasmic poisons—that is, substances
which injure or kill all forms of protoplasm with which they come in
contact, without producing any alteration recognizable by present chemical
methods. When rubbed on the skin saponin exerted no action and was
not absorbed. It was strongly irritating when applied to the con-
junctival mucous membrane. When injected subcutaneously into frogs
it was quickly absorbed and acted upon nerves and muscles. In warm-
blooded animals there was little or no absorption, the saponin causing
an aseptic abscess in the subcutaneous tissue. Intravenous injection of
even small amounts proved fatal for cats and dogs, the animals dying
without hematuria and without diarrhoea.
Saponin exerts an immediately deleterious action on striated muscle
and heart muscle, the change being evident upon microscopic examina-
tion. Sensory and motor nerve fibers, nerve endings, and the central
nervous system are all affected seriously. Saponin also acts upon the
digestive tract, causing inflammation, and increasing peristalsis. Robert
suggests that this action is due to thrombosis of the intestinal vessels,
starting from the detritus of haemolysed corpuscles. A 5 per cent
solution proved to be rapidly fatal for a worm devoid of a chitinous
covering (Taenia cucumerina), while the protected Ascaris was not
affected after twenty hours spent in such a solution.
The saponin substances dissolve the blood corpuscles of probably all
mammals, and they penetrate the corpuscles very rapidly. It seems
likely that the hemolytic action of these substances depends upon
hydration and liquefaction of the (hypothetical) cell membrane.
As was pointed out by Ehrlich (;3), the hemolytic action of the
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saponins is very different from thai of serum, the former being compar-
able rather to that of the alkaloids where only a loose and transitory
union is effected between the cell and the chemical agent.
The haunolytie action of saponin was studied by Ransom (8). He
found slight quantitative differences in the action of saponin on blood
from different species. Lysis occurs more rapidly with concentrated
saponin and blood than it does when either is diluted Saponin becomes
hound both to the corpuscles and to the serum, 0.75 cuhic centimeter of
either fixing 2 milligrams of saponin, so that it does not. subsequently
act on red corpuscles, lie found that this action depended upon cho-
lesterin, and obtained the same result with pure eholesterin dissolved in
lecithin, lecithin alone being inert. One cuhic centimeter of a 1 per cent
solution of eholesterin in ether was added to 20 eubic centimeters of a
0.1 per cent solution of saponin in 0.85 per cent salt solution, shaken
and kept at 36 for a few hours. At the end at this time the saponin-
cholesterin mixture exerted no action on dog's blood and had no local
irritating action when placed under the skin of frogs.
From his examination of corpuscles undergoing haemolysis, Hansom
thinks that saponin acts first upon the surface of the corpuscles, later
upon the interior. Kohert, however, classes saponin as one of those
Substances which most readily penetrates the corpuscles.
Ransom^ work was confirmed hy Schanzenbach (10), who also found
that injections of saponin lower the resistance of animals to the action
of bacteria.
Attention has been turned to the hemolytic action of saponin and to
the similarity of the interaction of saponin and eholesterin to that of
toxin and antitoxin.
Both Bash ford (1) and Besredka (2) failed in their attempts to
produce an immunity in animals inoculated with saponin, thus contra-
dicting the claims of Bold, and Sachs (9) explains the action of
eholesterin by assuming that it acts only as a solvent for the saponin.
However, it would be difficult to understand why saponin previously dis-
solved in eholesterin should be any, less injurious to corpuscles than the
saponin alone. Madsen and Noguehi (6) studied the cholesterin-saponin
combination by the methods of physical chemistry and were able to plot
a curve for the interaction of these bodies similar to the curves obtained
for various toxin-antitoxin mixtures. 1
1 Since tliis article has been in press a work by Bunting (•/. Eatp. Med. [1908),
s. 625 646) lias been received. Bunting studied experimental anaemias in rabbits.
To produce ana-niia he used saponin "which is intensely ha-inolytic to rabbit blood
in the test tube, and to which, apparently, a tolerance is not so easily established"
(as to riein). The fatal dose was i.."» to -2 milligrams per kilo of animal.
Injections of sublethal doses were followed by slight changes in the leucocytes,
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Stewart (12) found that saponin acts more slowly at 0°; that it acts
upon blood treated with formalin as readily as upon fresh blood; that
it increases the conductivity of the blood. The nuclei of the red cor-
puscles of Xecturus were not affected by saponin. He concluded that
saponin acts first upon the envelopes of the corpuscles, increasing their
permeability to electrolytes, thus agreeing with Ransom.
EXPERIMENTAL WORK.
Saponin from Entada scandens proved highly toxic for rabbits and
guinea pigs. When diluted with normal salt solution to a concentration
of 1 to 200 and injected into the peritoneal cavity, 2.5 milligrams of
saponin per 100 grams of animal was uniformly fatal, while a quarter
of this amount (0.6 milligram per 100 grams of animal) killed in
several instances. No gross lesions were found in animals dying within
a few hours; in those living for a longer period a localized peritonitis
was occasionally met with, and one guinea pig died of intussusception.
The results were better when a dilution of between 1:500 and 1:1,000
was used for injection. Subcutaneous inoculations of a 1:200 solution
were followed by abscesses, and a high dilution, given intravenouslv,
proved to be rapidly fatal.
The saponin is powerfully hemolytic. 0.0050 cubic centimeter of a
one-half of 1 per cent solution (0.025 milligram) completely dissolved
1 cubic centimeter of a 5 per cent suspension of rabbit's corpucles which
were freed from serum, and half of this amount produced haemolysis of
the serum-free corpuscles of the guinea pig.
Experiment showed that the corpuscles of the rabbit can absorb more
than the simple hgemolysing dose of saponin, for in one case as much as
four times this quantity was required to produce haemolysis of two con-
secutive cubic centimeters of blood suspension. This agrees with Ran-
som's results.
Saponin loses its hamiolytic power after the addition of scrum, 0.1
cubic centimeter of horse's serum protecting 1 cubic centimeter of a 5 per
cent suspension of guinea pig's corpuscles against twice the dissolving
dose of saponin, and 0.01 cubic centimeter of serum just allowing complete
hamiolysis to take place.
reduction in erythrocytes, accumulation of pigment in lymphoid organs, and, after
intravenous injection, the prompt appearance of large numbers of nucleated red
cells in the circulation, normoblasts, megaloblasts, and naked pyknotic nuclei.
After repeated doses the blood picture resembled that of a primary anaemia in
man, together with a relative and absolute decrease of polymorphonuclears and
increase of mononuclears. Intravenous injections affected almost only the huemo-
poietic organs, acting with especial severity upon the cells and capillaries of the
bone marrow.
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No immunity could be demonstrated in rabbits or guinea pigs previ-
ously treated by intraperitoneal doses of saponin or of a saponin-serum
mixture, although differences were observed in the susceptibility of the
corpuscles of different animals of the same species.
Amcebffi from dysenteric patients and from tap water are destroyed by
saponin. After a few seconds in a solution of a strength of 1 to 400 the
amoebae burst with explosive suddenness, the ectosarc disappearing, the
granules flying in every direction, and only (races of the nucleus remain-
ing, surrounded by a few coarse granules. When more dilute saponin is
used, amoeboid activity increases for a few minutes; the amoeba then
becomes more or less circular, while undulations pass around the periph-
ery, where the clear space enlarges, both centrally (forcing the granules
close around the central nucleus) and peripherally, the total diameter
increasing. The granular endosarc seems to he walled in by an inner
membrane of the ectosarc, the increase in the size of the amoeba occurring
between the two layers of the ectosarc. As the size increases, amoeboid
motion diminishes. After a short period, varying with the concentration
of the saponin, a change suddenly takes place in the endosarc; the
granules become larger, stream into tin' clear, swollen ectosarc and till
the whole body of the amoeba as far as the limiting membrane. A few
seconds later the aimeba either explodes in all directions, or, more com-
monly, hursts through a pseudopod-like projection, which suddenly
appears.9
It was at first thought that a simple physical explanation might he found
for the bursting of the amoebae. The property which saponins possess
of holding solids in suspension so that they can not be separated by
filtration has already been mentioned. It was thought, perhaps, that
saponins would also remove ions and dissolved substances from a solution,
perhaps holding them in colloidal suspension, in which case a simple
osmotic pressure theory of the bursting of anurba 1 could be developed.
For, as the saponin is not readily dialyzahle, its power of removing dis-
solved substances from the system (amoeba ami solution) would bo
confined to the solution outside of the amoeba. Hence, because of a
resulting change in osmotic equilibrium, water would rush into the
amoeba, in which organism more dissolved substances would be present
than in the outside solution, until the ectosarc of the amoeba would be
ruptured explosively. The experiments to decide on (he value of this
theory show that it is not the true explanation, and that the latter will
probably need to be sought in a specific action of the saponin, possibly
on the extosarc. corresponding to the theory of the action of saponin on
blood corpuscles as given by Stewart ( 12).
-A similar notion of neutral red upon amoebae has been observed by Dr. \\ . E.
Musgrave.
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The experiments on which these conclusions are based are as follows
:
(1) The resistance in ohms (R) was measured in a certain conductivity cell,
the following solutions being used
:
(a) 25 cc. 1 per cent sodium chloride solution, R== 72.4
(b) 25 cc. of 0.5 per cent saponin solution+ 0.08 per
cent sodium chloride, R= 63.9
(p) 25 cc. of (.a) +25 cc. distilled water, R= 138.1
(d) 25 cc. of (ft) +25 cc. distilled water, R=120.2
(e) 25 cc. of (a) +26 cc. of (6), R= 60.45
(e) 25 cc. of (a) +25 cc. of (6), R= 65.9
(e) 25 cc. of (a) +25 cc. of (b), R= 65.9
(e) 25 cc. of (a) +25 cc. of (6), R= 66.5
(«) 25 cc. of (a) +25 cc. of (6), R= 67.0
(e) 25 cc. of (a) +25 cc. of {b), R= 66.5
Calculated | from (c) and (<7)] resistance, if one
solution has no effect on the ionization of the other,
for (c) in ohms, 65.4
Hence a very slight reduction in conductivity is observed on adding saponin.
Another series gave similar results as follows:
(a) 0.1 per cent sodium chloride solution R^= 51.5
(b) 0.05 per cent sodium chloride solution R= 138.5
(c) 0.5 per cent saponin solution Ros 1,033.0
(<f) 25 cc. of (b) +25 cc. of 1 per cent saponin R= 129.7
(d) 25 cc. of (b) +25 cc. of 1 per cent saponin R= 130.0
Calculated [from (b) and (c) | for (d)
,
R= 122.2
Hence the decrease of conductivity is about 6 per cent or the osmotic pressure
change would approximately be 0.0456 atmosphere, corresponding to 3.42 cen-
timeters of mercury or about 40 centimeters of water.
The change observed is small and, taken in connection with the fact that a
0.5 per cent saponin+ 1 per cent sodium chloride solution bursts amoebae as
readily as 0.5 per cent saponin alone, it indicates that the laws of osmosis alone
probably do not suffice to account for the phenomenon.
Saponin exerts a similar action upon some flagellates found in tap
water and stagnant ponds, the motility ceasing, and the organisms swel-
ling and usually bursting.
It was noted that air bacteria grew abundantly in a solution of crude
saponin. A 0.05 per cent solution of purified saponin did not affect the
motility of cholera vibrios nor retard their growth on an agar slant.
Agar plates were made from the discharges of a case of bacillarv
dysentery, and at the same time parallel series of plates were made with
acid and with alkaline agar containing 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0 cubic centimeter
of saponin. The drug did not affect either the number or size of the
colonies developing.
These few experiments indicate that this saponin has toxic properties
closely resembling those possessed by other substances of the same nature.
The experiments with amoebae indicate that it acts first upon the outside
membrane, as was held by Ransom and Stewart, and that the penetration
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described by Robert is not primary. The fact that bacteria can grow in
the presence of saponin indicates that it is not a universal protoplasmic
poison, although it is possible that the bacteria may be protected against
the drug by their membranes.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.
I. CEBU ISLAND.
By Warren D. Smith.
(From the Division of Mines, Bureau of Science.)
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INTRODUCTION.
I have chosen the physiography of Cehu for the first paper of this
series for a nuniher of reasons, the first of which is that my acquaintance
with that island is more intimate than with any other of the larger
islands of the Philippine Archipelago; the second, that historically it is
the oldest place of European settlement in the group; the third, that
it is the most populous island for its size; and the fourth, that its
economic, social, and political history is so peculiarly related to that of
its physiography and geology that I feel capable of a more scientific
inquiry into these relationships in Cebu than in the case of other islands,
where my conclusions would be more or less conjectural.
The primary object of my visit to Cebu was to make an investigation
of the coal and oil deposits; the data for this paper were acquired during
three months of rather extended reconnaissance.
A very admirable and fairly complete geologic and physiographic
description of Cebu has come from the able pen of Sr. Enrique Abella
y Casariego, formerly chief engineer of the Cuerpo de Ingcnieros de
Minas. As this work is in Spanish, it is not available to many geological
readers and for this reason I feel that I will be pardoned for draw-
ing upon it rather copiously. It should he stated that in this paper
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Abel la's general Bcherae of subdividing the island into units has been
adopted, but 1 believe I have treated the subject from a somewhat new
point of view. 1
Miguel Legaspi, in 1665, writing from Cebu, stated: "We are at the gate and
in the vicinity of the most fortunate countries of the world, and the most remote:
it is three hundred leagues or thereabouts farther than great China, Hurnei,
Java, Lauson, Samatra, lialaeo, hfalaca, Patan, Siam, Lequeica, Japan, and other
rich and large provinces."
With prophetic insight, the great explorer realized the importance of
the port of Cebu and planted the first European colon)- there. Although
Legaspi afterwards established another settlement to the north (Manila),
which in the intervening centuries has gone beyond the southern port,
still Cebu is practically the controlling center of trade in the Yisayas,
and is becoming the shipping point for much of northern Mindanao.
The fact that recently it has been made an open port brings to it many
trading ships from Europe and the China coast which do not touch
Manila at all.
The building of over a hundred miles of broad-gauge railroad, the
possession of both coal and oil, the former in economically paying
quantities, and probably the latter also, will greatly augment the assets
of this island and promise a still greater prosperity to it.
GEOLOGICAL SUMMARY.
In studying the physiography of a district it is necessary briefly to
outline its geological history, and this is best initiated by a tabular state-
ment of the stratigraphy. The following table has been adapted from
that of Ahella with whom, save in one or two particulars, I agree:
Table I.
—
Provirionai tabular ttatemeni of the ttra&igrapky <>/ Cebu.
Stratigraphic position and
probable age.
Lithology and field relations.
Alluvial deposits and living reefs.
Coral reefs which appear to grade uninterruptedly from the
Pliocene to the Present.
Coralline limestone and marls with Orbitoirfex and Vicarya
callosa.
Shown by discordance in dip. not by contact.
Limestone with Nummulites'! scabral bam.
Sandstones, shales, and coal seams.
Basal conglomerate.
Andesitic and basaltic flows later than the hypobyssal rocks.
Hypobyssal-igneous pre-Miocene felsites. diorites.and crystal-
line schists.
Pliocene and Pleistocene
Pre-Tcrtiarv (?)
1
1 am making a translation of Abel la's work, entitled "Rdpida description
fisica, geologica y minera de la Isla de Cebu' 1 {archipivlago Filipino), Madrid,
Tello, 1886, and in all probability this will be published as a document of this
(Government.
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THE KiXKOl'S COMPLEX.
The core of the island is largely plutonic rock, in some places felsitic,
almost a typical basalt, elsewhere a diorite, and again very much like a
granite. Though Ahella reported granite on this island, so far I have
seen none.
This igneous rock is found in all the streams cutting any of the three
ranges shown in a cross section of the island. A very blue, hard, and
extremely fine-grained variety was found constituting Mount Maupa,
one of the landmarks of Cebu. This mountain, with a conical top, rises
above the range of which it is a part and is very conspicuous from the sea.
Locally it is referred to as the sugar-loaf mountain, although I am unable
to detect the resemblance. A porphyritic rock, which is a hornblende-
andesite, is seen in the vicinity of Compostela, on the tramroad to the
group of mines back in the hills.
A conglomerate of varying thickness succeeds above the igneous
complex. So far as 1 know, this conglomerate is always present and is
conclusive proof that the igneous rock is not of the nature of an intrusive
mass. Were it such, the difficulties of mining might be increased enor-
mously.
Stratigraphically, above the conglomerate comes a series which is very
difficult to demarcate and to separate into its integral parts. In his two
years' work on this island, Ahella did not attempt to map this series
separately. It comprises alternating beds of shale, sandstone, and lime-
stone, generally unfossiliferous. Above this come the coal measures
proper, consisting of a gray shale at the base, thickness unknown, a black,
firm coal occuring in at least two seams, the first averaging 1.5 meters in
thickness, although greater thicknesses have been reported; this is fol-
lowed by a linn, yellowish-gray, seemingly unfossiliferous sandstone;
above this lies a second seam of coal varying from 30 centimeters to 76
centimeters. This is of a much inferior grade, being characterized by
shale and slate partings. Above this latter seam is a bedded limestone
said by Ahella to contain nummulites. In my search through these beds
I have found no form which I could with certainty class as such. As
Mac-Pherson,- of the; "Comision del Mapa geologico de Espana," con-
curred with Ahella in this diagnosis, I shall accept it provisionally.
In the vicinity of the Guila-Guila property, at tin; headwaters of the
Mananga River, 1 found a limestone formation having about the same
stratigraphic position as Abella's nummulite beds, but a rather close
search revealed no nummulites. However, it is extremely rich in the
- See footnote to pngo 109, Abella's La Isla de Cebu.
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genus Orbitoides (Lepidocyelina).'1 'Phis limestone is, to my mind, un-
questionably upper Miocene, equivalent to the Gaj of the Bind, India.
At one point, in a cutting on the Danao tramroad about two kilometers
below the old mines, limestone probably containing numulites was found.
One form I have identified as possibly belonging to the species X. scabra
Lam, This limestone appears to be unconformable with and below the
orbitoidal beds.
I have serious doubt as to whether Abel la is correct in drawing so sharp
a line between his two limestone series. According to the map accom-
panying his "Rapid Description of the Island of Cebu" he regards the
limestone of Cebu as of two distinct ages, Nummulitic-Tertiary Eocene
and post-Pliocene. The limestone mantle found capping the Cordillera
and its outlying ranges contains Orbitoides ( Lepidocyclina) verbeeki, thus
being correlated with the upper beds in Masbate, southern and northern
Luzon, and Formosa. Abella leaves the Miocene and Pliocene entirely
out of account: furthermore, 1 do not believe that further study will
show any stratigraphic break between tbe Pliocene limestone and the
living reefs.
PHYSIOGRAPHY.
THE CORDILLERA CKNTKAL.
The Cordillera Central may be said to form the backbone of the island.
It extends north and south, corresponding to the long axis of Cebu and
also to one of the main tectonic lines of the Archipelago. Its greatest
elevation does not in all probability exceed 1,000 meters. No triangula-
tion has as yet been done in the interior. It is partially wooded ami
almost without inhabitants, the only human beings to be found there are
scattered bands of ladrones, or pulajanes, as they are locally termed, and
the Constabulary who hunt them. Wild and almost inaccessible, under-
lain by igneous rock which does not support a very flourishing flora, a
region of pronounced relief, it is not very enticing even to the geologist,
and the native avoids it as he would the plague. (PI. I shows a portion
of the Cordillera country.)
Although the total elevation for a mountainous country is not great,
the relief of central Cebu is exceedingly pronounced. There are two
reasons for this; the first and chief one being the short, horizontal
distance to sea level, which enhances the declivity, and tbe second, tbe
scarcity of vegetation. These conditions are favorable for the develop-
•ment of steep profiles and V-shaped cross sections in the streams. Never-
theless, outcrops are few and the talus is very heavy on most of the valley
3 Further study, it is expected, will show these forms to be Lepidocyclina
imula-natalis Jones & Chapman, or closely related to that form from the Mio-
cene of Christmas Island.
Tliis note is added later owing to the receipt of some literature and correspond-
ence from Mr. Chapman after the body of tins paper had gone to press.—W. D. 8,
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walls. In some isolated portions there is still a capping of coralline
limestone which gives a more or less even crest to the range, but where
this is absent, as in the region of Mount Maupa (southwest of Cebu city,
about 30 kilometers) the outline is serrated.
The main folding in the island has taken place in an east-west direction,
so that the axis of the folding runs north and south. The effect of this
is to give the streams in the vicinity of the Cordillera a north and south
direction. At their sources they may be east and west and the same may
be true farther down, where they turn again to cut at right angles through
the foothills. There is a minor cross folding north and south which
somewhat modifies this arrangement of the drainage and which also
causes the frequent sags in the high line of the central portions and a
complete dying out of the ridge to the north. A reference to Abella's
geological sketch map of Cebu 4 will show that the courses of the streams
on the various formations differ greatly. For instance, attention is
called to the Cot-cot, the Baliguaguon, the Minanga, the Argao, etc.
Rivers. After the discussion of the several physiographic regions, I shall
take up in detail one of these rivers and treat its physiography from source
to mouth.
THE INTERMEDIATE UPLANDS.
1 have given this name to all the elevated region between the Cordillera
and the coastal plains. It includes the more or less isolated areas called
mesetas by Abella. We might, with perfect justification, consider some
parts of this large region as being made up of even two other physio-
graphic divisions, but for the present paper we shall neglect such a
separation.
The surface rock is for the most part either limestone or marl, in some
places sandstone or a coral sand formation. The limestone varies from
Miocene to post-Pliocene. B
The geological events which have transpired to bring about the result-
ing features of this upland country are many and have been quite
"Burritt: The Coal Measures of the Philippines, Bull. Hin. Bur. (1901), map
p. 10, or accompanying Abella's La Jsla de Cebu.
s One feature of the limestone is interesting and may be noted in passing. In
an old, abandoned tunnel which was run in on the orbitoidal (i. c, Miocene)
limestone, I found edible bird's nests (Hirundo esculenta) . Posewitz ° main-
tains that stage y of the Pliocene may be inferred wherever these are found. It
is true that the cave under consideration is not a natural one, although it ap-
pears to be so, and these birds built their nests here in lieu of a more natural
situation. Jf one relied on this criterion alone and considered this particular
place he would very naturally call the limestone in question Pliocene. However,
I can not believe that any geologist would trust to evidence like this for correla-
tion. Doubtless all that is meant is that caves containing these nests are more
abundant in the Pliocene. 1 concur with Mr. Pecker in calling this a most curious
method of geological determination.
Posewitz, Theo.: Borneo, Berlin (1891), 190.
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complex. In the first place, the older sedimentaries were profoundly
folded and probably also much faulted; in the second, erosion set in and
truncated many of these folded beds; in the third, subsidence occurred
and a coralline mantle was laid down upon these truncated folds, and in
the fourth, the whole region received a thrust from below in which eleva-
tion took place, hut it was an unequal elevation, with tilting east, west.
north, and south. The north and south tilt, which, however, may he
decidedly more recent than the east and west one, is best seen in the
vicinity of Argun, where the marine terraces incline to the north at
an angle of aboul five degrees.
Mr. Becker 1 lias remarked upon the even sky line of the central part
of the island and explains this as resulting from the peculiar growth of
coral reefs, which grow up to a limiting plane, the surface of the wafer.
This is undoubtedly correct, and the coralline mantle lias suffered but
little tilting in the region of the Cordillera. In the lower regions the
even sky line is still well preserved in many places, hut the tilting is
marked.
Since my return from the field, Mr. Bailey Willis's brief discussion of
his physiographic studies in Europe, appearing in the Carnegie Year-
book, 8 has suggested to me possible explanations for some of these
phenomena, for which a ready solution did not seem to he at hand, and
the Carpathian type of mountains, with their peculiar physiography,
namely, folded Neocene strata subsequently tilted and warped with
sink holes, seems to find an analogy in ('elm.
Mr. Willis also emphasizes the fact that the growth of mountains is
distinct from the existence of mountains by virtue of their structure.
I am inclined to think that those of (Vbu have- grown rather than that
they are due to inherent structure, for were it not for the great subsequent
erosion, one might start from the coast and climb toward the Cordillera
without being aware of anything more than a moderate ascent, for it is
the afterwork of the streams which has made Cehu appear to be moun-
tainous. The photograph on Plate II shows what this work has been ;
indeed, the similarity of this region to the Benguet country of northern
Luzon is quite 1 marked, although in reality its elevation is from 2,000 to
;},000 feet less.
Extended sections are rare, but one in Butuanon Creek was photo-
graphed, showing the local warping in the Pliocene limestone. We
believe this phenomenon to be quite widespread over Ccbu. (PI. 111.)
'Becker, (!. F.: Geology of the Philippine Islands, I . 8. (I. 8. 21*1 An. Hep.
(1!)02), 561.
•Bailey Willis: Fourth Tear Book, Carnegie lust. (1906), 196.
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HANGING VALLEYS.
The phenomenon of hanging valleys is not by any means common in
Oebu, but there are two or three quite remarkable examples. One is
found on the west coast, in the vicinity of Barili, where there is a
beautiful waterfall of about 50 meters, and another, much more typical, in
the Guila-Guila country where the Bocanit drops off the upland country
into the valley of the Mananga, some 250 feet below. (See PI. IV.)
The outcrop near the top of the wall is a limestone, very rich in Orbitoides.
The underlying rock is igneous; although the higher valley is still
young, there is a marked difference between the cross sections of the two,
the upper one being more on the order shown by fig. 1.
Fig. i.
The lower one is a typical canon, and is diagramatically sketched in
fi*. 2.
Fig. 2.
We need not believe in any unusual series of events, other than a
rather rapid rate of elevation, to explain this phenomenon. Evidences
of elevation are abundant throughout the whole length of Cebu, as has
been pointed out by Becker, Abella, and others.
Another factor might be suggested as having played some part in
producing the great difference in these two valleys, namely, the quantity
of water available for the work of erosion on the plateau and in the
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deeper valley. The country rock underlying the highlands is limestone,
abounding in sinks and cracks, so that meteoric waters do not gather so
well into streams and hence do not become available for degradational
work. On the other hand, the lower stream taps all or at least a large
part of the underground water from the overlying formations, besides
gathering the contributions from the higher stream itself.
The photograph (PI. V) shows the canon-like appearance of the
Mananga just below the point where the Bocanit enters, and also the
men at work constructing the new Cebu-Toledo road and the difficult
nature of this work. In the Philippines it is absolutely imperative that
the roads should be built well above the highest water of these mountain
streams and also high enough so that the rock on the upper slopes shall
be reduced to a minimum .
In referring to tbis phenomenon of banging valleys Salisbury H has
spoken of the two streams as being out of topographic adjustment. Tins
lack of topographic adjustment always points to some disturbing in-
fluence, is due to many divers causes, and is exhibited in various forms.
The hanging valley is nearly always an attendant phenomenon in glaciated
mountainous regions. I do not find any other reasons for supposing that
there lias ever been any glacial ion in Cebu, while 1 do believe the explana-
tion which considers perfectly normal events to be sufficient in this case.
The uplands do not support as large a population as one would suppose
to be the case and in many portions, chiefly in the central ones, the natives
live huddled in squalid barrios or reconcentration camps. Corn is the
principal product, but even this crop is cultivated in a sporadic, half-
hearted, and primitive way, nature being relied on to do the larger part
of the work. Plate VI is a view of typical upland country in the region
of the Compostela-Carmen coal fields.
THE COVKS ("Cl'KNCAS" OF ABELI.A).
The best land on the island of Cebu is to be found in the valleys of
such streams as the Pandan, Jacupan, Carmen, etc. These meander
through beautiful, broad, flat-bottomed valleys, which are very much like
those of East Tennessee and North Carolina in the United States. They
are generally flat bottomed, the level of the valley floor being usually not
over 50 meters above the sea, they are often roughly circular in outline,
and in nearly every case the stream which occupies the valley issues from
it through a narrow, canon-like cut in an igneous formation which acts
as a barrier. A diagram, as follows, will probably convey a better idea
of the relations pertaining in these valleys
:
"Salisbury, K. D., arid Clianibi'ilin, T. C. ; Geology, New York (1904), 1, 1»4.
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Fig. 3.
The process of formation is analogous to that of a mill pond in a
stream. Instead of there being a damming up of water, there is ponding,
as it were, of silt and degradational material brought down by the stream,
and so a local flood plain is formed. In these coves the streams have
every appearance of old age, with meanders especially well developed.
The are flood plains, but not flood plains as we usually think of them
—
that i-S the ones produced by material deposited during times of overflow.
They are formed largely as a result of lateral planation. The impor-
tance to agriculture of this process whereby a stream works back and
forth over a tract of ground, can not be overestimated. To-day, one of
tire fundamental principles of agriculture is tbat of rotation of crops.
When man, in his ignorance or negligence, will not rotate his crops,
nature rotates the ground and thus guards against the inevitable drain
on the capacity of the soil. In the case of the Nile, a fresh layer of
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alluvium is spread over a large part of the old ground, whereat here
the new alluvium which is spread over the surface is small, but slowly
the whole is worked over and turned under by this lateral cutting and
deposition of the streams.
In these coves all the contours are gentle and rounded, save at the
lower ends, where the streams usually issue through picturesque gorges.
Just as the scenery of the Cordillera is wild, rugged, and forbidding, so
here is it mild, domestic, and inviting. Plate VII is a view looking
eastward over the Carmen Valley; the mantle of coral limestone on the
hills across the valley should be noted.
THE COASTAL PLATNS.
Cebu throughout most of its extent has remarkably little coastal
plain, and yet it is this exceedingly narrow and interrupted strip which
supports her proportionally enormous population. It has a foundation
of coral reef on which has been deposited the debris of the hills, Pied-
mont River deposits. Tn this debris is material from the decay of all
manner of rocks—diorite, andesite, basalt, sandstone, and limestone
—
throngh and over which the streams have worked their way from the
highlands to the lowlands. The gathering together of all these constit-
uents in the plain soils has rendered them very rich, as they consist of
many varieties of elements. This railed shelf is, likewise, a result of
manifold processes of building. With a foundation of coral rock, these
plains have been constructed by deltas, alluvial fans of the rivers coming
down from the mountains, and by the work of the sea, as is manifested
by bars and spits. Undoubtedly much of the planenesa of this lower
country has been produced by wave cutting. This plain has not a
perfectly even and uniform surface, because all these different agencies
have left on the topography their mark which time has not entirely
obliterated.
To make a critical study of the coastal plain, we must review its mode,
or modes, of origin. As islands in regions of volcanic disturbance, as
is the case in the Philippines, emerge from the sea, usually with little or
no coastal plain, we may begin with a hypothetical case and show the
normal course of development of such a plain. If we neglect the part
played by the reefs, the progress would be about as represented in the
three diagrams (taken from Chamberlin and Salisbury ).'J
" Chamberlin, T. ('.. and Salisbury, R. D. : Geology: Processes and their results.
New York (1904), 1, 58.
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Fig. 4.—Diagrams to illustrate the effect of rain erosion on an island when all the eroded
material is deposited about the shore. The black portions represent deposition. The
dotted lines represent the original surface. The several diagrams represent successive
stages in the process. (After Chamberlin and Salisbury.)
It is seen from these figures that while there is a shifting of material
from the highlands to the sea-border, there is no diminution in the bulk
of the mass, but only a change in its form. It can also be seen that the
portion between the levels of high and low water approach more nearly a
true plain, for along this belt the waves, tidal or otherwise, are contin-
uously at work levelling down any irregularities. Beginning from here,
in either direction, toward the shore or toward the sea, the profile departs
greatly from the horizontal. If the island were gradually to subside, the
water would encroach on the land and the waves would tend to plane off
the latter, carrying the horizontal ity of the profile curve farther and
farther inland. If, on the other hand, the islands were rising, the plain
would grow seaward and there would be little change in the upper portion
of the profile.
Now, if we suppose that reefs are forming around the island, which is
rising at the same time, the growth of this platform seaward would lie
greatly quickened. Coral reefs make ideal foundations upon which to
build a plain, because they grow up to a limiting level, namely, the surface
of the water. When the coast becomes sufficiently elevated to bring these
reefs above the water, we already have a Hat surface which usually has
a very slight slope toward deep water. At the edge of this coral platform
the slope is very sudden and very great, though just at the edge the reef
is slightly higher, the result of wave action, no doubt. For the most part
the coastal plain of Cebu is of this origin. This is well seen by an
examination of the plain north of the city of Cebu, just west of Mabolo,
and in the neighborhood of Mandaue.
Rivers build many parts of typical coastal plains in the form of delta
deposits. The best example of this class of formation which Cebu affords
is probably the one at Argao. A delta deposit may be distinguished some-
times by its triangular shape and always by its peculiar cross section in
which two series of beds can be seen. In the lower portion of a section of
sufficient depth the layers arc seen to dip at rather high angles, whereas
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above these lies a series which is more nearly horizontal, or to be exact,
which has the same gradient as the stream itself. The streams, as eleva-
tion continues, will be engorged in their old deltas, while they build new-
ones farther out to sea.
MANANGA R1VKK.
The Mananga is typical and, as an example, will be discussed sepa-
rately. A critical physiographic study of this river from its source in
the Cordillera to the sea, is most instructive. It is selected because it is
easilv reached from the city of Cebu, and it presents nearly all the
features of interest pertaining to the other streams of the island.
Where it rises in the region of the Cordillera the declivity is at a
maximum, and therefore the numerous tributaries are short, comparatively
straight, and join the main stream at right angles. The latter is oriented
north and south, because it follows the syncline in the limestone. In
this part of its course it is a structural stream. Its valley is broad and
shallow, in striking contrast to the conditions in its lower course.
At the boundary between the older limestone and the igneous forma-
tion, the stream swings sharply to the east and makes its tortuous way
across to the younger limestone. In traversing the igneous formation it
flows at the bottom of a deep and narrow canon, winding hack and forth
to avoid the harder phases of the volcanic rock, which within short limits
varies greatly in physical and chemical composition. In this portion of
its course the Mananga would be called an antecedent stream—that is to
sav, it keeps the general direction it had when it was on the limestone
which overlies the igneous rock. In the former pari of its course it
was a consequent stream, flowing to the east as a < -on.sequence of the
slope of the formations. Having become well intrenched, it worked
down to the basement rock or became superimposed upon it, without
having its general direction changed.
When the Mananga finally leaves the igneous rock it again becomes a
consequent stream. In this lower portion its valley once more widens to
a very broad, fertile, cove-like area, the valley of Jacupan. A local
change in the character of the limestone formation, which being largely
COral sand becomes very soft, and the occurrence of marl deposits account
for this.
Still farther down we come to the gravel and sand plain near the
sea, where the once vigorous and eroding stream is sluggish as it passes
across old, dead, coral shelves finally to dip into the Mactan Sea. In no
portion is the Mananga navigable even for bancas. In fact, this lack of
depth is true of all the streams of the island, the condition principally
being due to lack of sufficient feeding ground to support large streams,
to limited plain country, and to the character of the rocks. 'The lack
of certain classes of vegetation offers an added factor. The absence of
even one good, navigable stream connecting the coast with the interior
produces a profound difference in the economy of the people.
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ECONOMIC RELATIONS.
I will now attempt to outline the connection between the economic
relations and the physiography and geology of Cebu.
As has been mentioned above, the Cordillera region is an undesirable
abode for human beings, it affords little in the way of sustenance, its
esthetical influence passes over the heads of hungry and hunted beings,
the very streams seem to leave it in haste, and the luxurious vegetation
of the lower country does not aspire to it. The Molave (Vitex littoralis)
and Narra (Pterocarpus indicus) are prominent among the trees.
Neither do the uplands support the life expected of 'them. Here, the
phyisography is not so much against the existence of human beings as is
the geology. It is not necessary to state to those who may read this
paper that a limestone soil is capable of producing a profitable vegetation,
for all who know the "Blue Grass" region of the United States are aware
of the fact that the underlying rock is limestone. However, there are
other profound differences which have given rise to a very poor soil in
the one region and a marvelously rich one in the other.
The underlying rock in the uplands of Cebu is largely limestone, as
is the case in the other region cited, but the lime of these rocks does not
remain to form a constituent of the soil ; it is readily soluble and passes
down the streams to be deposited on the lowlands as travertine and other
deposits, or eventually to reach the sea. In the "Blue Grass" region we
have a basin from which the lime is not as readily removed but where it
remains in place.
When we come to the coves, we have the favorable conditions cited
in the case of the "Blue Grass" country, and here are located the sugar
haciendas, the great cornfields, and vegetable gardens of the island.
Very little rice is grown in these bottom lands, because of one very
important feature of the soil. One might argue that the reason is not
a physical one, but is purely arbitrary because the hacicndero prefers
sugar and corn to rice, but when it is remembered that rice is really
more needed in these Islands than sugar or corn, and that thousands of
piculs are imported every year from the China coast to supply the de-
ficiency, it will be seen that there must be another cause for this lack.
This is found in the fact that rice needs an impervious substratum to
hold the water with which the paddies must be flooded, and this is almost
entirely lacking in the valley areas of Cebu.
Although Cebu is the largest hemp depot south of Manila, compara-
tively very little abaca comes from this island. A recent investigation
carried on by Mr. Richmond, of this Bureau,10 has shown that potash is
a large and important constituent in the fiber and juice of the abaca,
more being contained in the juice and fiber than in the waste, and as
10 Phil. Journ. Science (1906), 1, 451.
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we find the potash content to be high among the mineral values of this
plant, we may argue that it requires such a high amount as a requisite
for its growth. A fairly exhaustive search over the island and a micro-
scopical examination of a large number of the rocks from Cebu has shown
them to be remarkably deficient in potash-bearing minerals. On the
other hand, it can be demonstrated that the rocks from the well-known
abacs' districts are of a class which contain a considerable percentage of
potash. It is not for a moment contended that other factors, such as
drainage, humidify, etc., do not have much to do with this question, and
for the present ] will not discuss it further, as I intend to dwell more
upon it in a future paper on the rocks and soil relations of Albay Prov-
ince, which is one of the most flourishing of our abaca districts.
Almost nine-tenths of (Vbu's great population is to lie found on the
alluvial plain, and here the chief products are rice and coconuts. The
soil in this situation is admirably adapted to rice culture, as the stiff
paddy clay holds the water around the roots of the plants, but nevertheless
this crop is not as extensively grown as it might be. The coconut
flourishes along the littoral.
Cebu from the time of the landing of Magellan, nearly four hundred
years ago, has been a land of trouble. That the human factor, the native
and also the European, has played a part in fostering these conditions
can not be gainsaid, but there arc far deeper causes, which are material,
physiographic, and geologic, matters of environment, peculiar to islands
and especially peculiar to Cebu. which have played their part. These
causes are as follows, especial stress being laid on the order in which they
are given: (1) Tropica] climate. (2) great population, (3) island habi-
tat, (4) mountainous interior with narrow and interrupted coastal plain.
It is the last factor which I wish to emphasize a little more fully.
leaving the other points undiscussed.
I have pointed out that the Cordillera is unfavorable as an abode for
man; that the uplands, to support a population, require strenuous and
improved agricultural methods; the coves are in the hands of a few.
Owing to the physiography, therefore, the native must live at the coast,
or, in other words, he is not encouraged to leave the sea and to go very
far into the interior to fake up agricultural pursuits. Plate VI I L shows
a portion of the coastal plain with the mountains rising abruptly back
of it. The city in the foreground is Cebu.
It is a well-known fact that the more primitive a people the smaller
is the number which can find subsistence on a given area. For instance,
the little Kingdom of Saxony can support an enormous proportion per
square mile, but many factors, such as division of labor, the great number
of vocations in life which spring up with an advanced civilization, the
facilities for bringing in food stuff's from the outside, etc.. make this
possible. In more 1 or less primitive communities each individual requires
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a large range, to borrow a biological term, because each one procures his
or her own daily subsistence. This oftentimes necessitates miles of roam-
ing on sea and land. Just as this fact has led to conflicts in the past,
and still causes them in the lower animals, so it will to-day in the hitrher
communities. Example after example might be given where whole
groups have become extinct because of these factors, but one will be
sufficient. In Jurassic times in North America there lived the great and
strange group of mammals known as the Dinosaurs—these were of such
prodigious proportions and required such extensive ranging grounds
(they were both herbivorous and carnivorous) that they became a menace
to themselves. They disappeared because of their very unwieldiness. their
own strength and power finally working toward their downfall.
The trouble in Cebu is largely economic, and is a result of material
causes. Physical factors such as 1 have outlined are deep seated and
have been at work before governments and human laws were instituted.
Naturally, the solution of the problems presented in this island lies in the
reduction of the individual range, in division of Labor, in putting into
motion the host of units, human and material, now unorganized and
idle. There is no danger, as it was once thought, that the community
of interests, the introduction of machinery, etc., will cause some to be
pushed to the wall in the economic struggle.
With these will come new vocations, not known before, and they will be
largely industrial, thus leading the native out into ever-widening circles
of experience and larger and larger spheres of influence.
To accomplish these things it will not be necessary for him to leave his
natural home, but he must study the things about him—the topography of
his country, that he may control economic conditions; the streams, with
a view to utilizing their water power; the strata of the. earth, to mine from
them mineral wealth; the soil, that he may get the most from his crops.
With economic conditions in a settled state, and that means a healthy
state—the social and political phases will settle themselves.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
Plate I. View of portion of the Cordillera from Camp Walker. Elevation about
3,000 feet.
II. The dissected upland country in the region of the Compostela coal fields.
III. Warped limestone in Butuanon Creek.
IV. Hanging valley of the Bocanit. View from across the Mananga Canon.
V. Mananga Canon, showing working party on the new Cebu-Toledo road.
VI. Another view of the upland country, Mount Mangilao in the back-
ground.
VII. The fertile Carmen Valley (looking east). Note the mantle of coral lime-
stone on the distant hills.
VIII. The port of Cebu, showing topography of the country immediately back
of it.
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AGENESIS OF THE VERMIFORM APPENDIX.
By Harry T. Marshall and Ralph T. Edwards. 1
{From the Biologioal Laboratory, Bureau of Science.)
Variations in the size, shape, and position of the caecum are not
particularly uncommon, though usually these lie within narrow limits.
Differences in position, length, and mesenteric attachment of the ap-
pendix are very common. It is usually stated that the length averages
from 5 to 8 centimeters, the extremes being between 1 and 33 centimeters.
According to Treves, four general types of appendix and caecum are
encountered; these depend in part upon the shape of the appendix and
in part upon the degree to which the development of the lateral terminal
sacculus (haustrum) of the caecum exceeds that of the mesial terminal
sacculus. The right sacculus is the larger in nine out of ten subjects.
According to Gegenbaur, the embryonic caecum develops unevenly ; one
part develops fully and forms the adult caecum, while the growth of the
terminal portion is arrested at an early stage, leaving a conical tube
terminating the caecum at the time of birth. This is the condition
described by Treves as the foetal type of appendix. Gegenbaur appar-
ently considers this the normal condition in the new born, the narrowing
of the appendix and the development of the right haustrum of the
caecum occurring subsequently. Quain states that in the great majority
of cases these changes begin before birth, and this is the prevailing view.
The embryogeny of the caecum and appendix was carefully studied by
Kelly and Hurdon (4) in the series of human embryos collected by
Professor Mall and Mr. Max Brodel at the Johns Hopkins University.
The caecum first appears at the fifth week of foetal life as a slight
swelling near the most anterior portion of the intestinal loop. A
transient process, like the vermiform appendix, appears at the lower end
of the caecum as a bud, sometimes showing a cavity continuous with that
of the gut. This structure disappears about the eighth week, leaving no
trace. The true appendix develops as an extension from the primitive
caecum, having the caliber of the latter. About the seventh or eighth
week a primary differentiation occurs into a large, proximal pouch and
a smaller distal one. The diminution from the larger to the smaller
1 Read before the Manila Medical Society October 1, 1906,
lOfil
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pouch may be sudden, or funnel shaped. The caecum continues to
enlarge, making the disproportion between it and the appendix more
and more conspicuous. At or about the time of birth a secondary
differentiation occurs. The large intestine has up to this time possessed
a uniform, longitudinal muscle coat like that of the Bmal] intestine. At
this period the longitudinal muscle splits into three longitudinal bundles,
between which the intestine projects as hernia-like protrusions. The
transverse constrictions (plicae xemiluitarcs caeci et coli) between the
several haustra represent the position of the larger vessels of the cecum
and colon. The longitudinal muscle is not separated into hands over
the appendix, the three longitudinal bands of the CflBCUm converging
toward the root of the appendix.
Complete congenital absence of the appendix is rare; other conditions
simulating this condition are intussusception of the appendix (1), in-
clusion of the appendix between peritonea] folds or in scar tissue, and
obliterating appendicitis.
Kelly and llurdon'- state that appendices have been described which are very
Hhort (Huntington, 15 millimeters; Bryant, <> millimeter*, etc.). They consider
that most writers describing apparent examples of complete absence of the
appendix are in error and have overlooked an obliterated appendix adherent to
the cecum. They state that authentic cases have been reported by Huntington
(two cases), by Zuckerkandl, and by Bryant. The subject is reviewed by Schridde.
(5), who searched the literature of the last hundred years and found only >i\
cases which he considered definitely established, and four others which he regarded as
doubtful. "The cases cited are: (1) Puchelt; no trace of appendix. (2) l.Cerlach;
appendix 3 millimeters long. (3) Merling; two doubtful cases. (4) Hunter; no
trace of appendix on a cecum appearing in an inguinal hernia. (5) Autenrieth ;
hernia containing a CSBCUm with no appendix, ((i) Meckel; absence of appendix
in a woman whose intestines were otherwise normal. (7) Faucet t and Blach-
ford ; absence of appendix once in 360 cadavers.
Schridde's specimen was obtained from a female infant dead of tuber-
culosis. There were neither peritoneal adhesions, nor lesions of the
peritoneum, nor other congenital defects. The appendix was absent
The caecum was longer than normal, egg-shaped, free from mensentery,
completely enveloped in peritoneum, and projected laterally from the
lower end of the colon. The ceecum showed six haustra on the lateral
aspect. The three longitudinal muscle bundles did not unite, but formed
a triangle at the lower end of the caecum. After studying the appendix
in man, monkeys, and lower animals, Schridde concluded that the normal
caecum should show four lateral haustra. and lie believed that the two
extra haustra present in his case represented the appendix.
From his review of the literature he concludes that there are hitherto
no conclusive examples of a total absence of the appendix, as this can not
definitely be established without counting the haustra of the csecum.
It seems from Schridde's description that he was not dealing with
2 Lor. cit., p. 136.
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agenesis of the appendix, but with a case in which the usual arrest of
development did not occur in the appendicular portion of the embryonic
caecum.
We have been able to find only one other example in more recent litera-
ture. Ferguson (3) mentions, without comment, the fact that in his
series of 200 dissections, congenital absence of the appendix was noted
once.
Ellsworth Eliot (2) reported a case operated on for recurring attacks
of pain over the ileo-caeeal region. A fibrous cord, free from smooth
muscle and surrounded by fat, was the only trace of appendix found.
Dr. Stafford, of the Civil Hospital, informs me that he and Major E. C.
Carter had a similar case not very long ago.
The specimen here described came from an adult, male Filipino dead
of cholera. There was no abdominal scar, nor were there other deform-
ities; the peritoneum was free from adhesions; only the lower end of
the cecum was free, the mesenteric attachment extending nearly to its
tip and almost up to the point of union of the three longitudinal muscle
bands. There was no trace of an appendix. The longitudinal bands in
the specimen united at a point on the posterior, inferior surface of the
caecum to the mesial side of the axis of the caecum. At this point there
was a small, papular elevation about 6 millimeters across and about 2
millimeters high which was the only rudiment of appendix to be found.
It is to be noted that below the ileo-caecal junction there was one large
caecal pouch on the right, or lateral aspect, which was partially subdivided
into four shallow haustra, and one smaller haustrum on the left, or
mesial aspect of the caecum. On the lower end of the ileum opposite
its mesenteric attachment there was a free fold of mesentery containing
a little fat, corresponding to the embryonic meso-appendix, or ileo-colic
fold. This was removed in preparing the specimen and only its attach-
ment to the ileum is visible in the illustration. On opening the hardened
specimen, a few circular folds of mucosa were seen surrounding a shallow
depression corresponding to the orifice of the appendix. Sections show
that the mucosa has dipped down to occupy this depression. The dip
in the mucosa can be followed in serial sections as a gland-like tube,
which runs diagonally through the mucosa of the caecum, bends sharply
on itself, passes through the submucosa, and ends abruptly after penetrat-
ing rather less than half way through the circular muscle of the caecum.
At the point of origin, where its dimensions are greatest, the invagina-
tion measures 6 millimeters by 3 millimeters, the size decreasing to its
tip. In structure it consists of a tube of mucous membrane presenting
many simple glands, having the structure of the crypts of Lieberkunn,
and rich in mucous cells. Between the glands are many lymphoid fol-
licles. Surrounding the mucosa is loose, connective tissue quite abund-
antly supplied with vessels. Van Gieson stains show that the rudiment
has no muscle coat. The muscle fibers of the caecum are separated partly
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by the small tip of the rudimentary appendix with its submueosa, but
these muscle fibers are definitely part of tbc circular muscle of the
caecum. There is no evidence of inflammation in the sections.
SUMMARY.
In this case, which presented no signs of inflammation of the perito-
neum, and showed no other congenital anomalies, there was no appendix
visible on external examination of the caecum, and on microscopic
examination only a rudimentary structure could be found, which extended
as a shallow invagination of the mucosa of the caecum from its lumen,
to end between the fibers of the circular muscle of the caecum. The
Latter was subdivided into four shallow haustra. The rudimentary
structure showed only mucosa, and no muscular or peritoneal coat of
its own. It is interesting that the ileo-colic fold remained.
From the features here summarized we regard this case as an example
of agenesis of the appendix.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.
Plate I. Anterior-inferior view.
A. Attachment of ileocolic band.
13. Anterior longitudinal muscle.
C. Rudimentary appendix.
Between A and C, several lines indicating small accumulations
of fat beneath the serous coat of caecum.
II. Posterior-superior view.
A. Appendix, turned to show most prominently.
B. End of lateral longitudinal muscle, spreading from B as a bund
to appendix, and in a fan shape over caecum.
V, D. Second and third plicae semilunaris of caecum.
The mesenteric longitudinal muscle is not well indicated.
A small band of its fibers cross the ileo-caecal junction to the
root of appendix.
111. Photograph, anterior view, showing the anterior and lateral longitudinal
muscles and the four shallow haustra of the caecum.
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PROBLEMS IN ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY IN THE
PHILIPPINES. 1
By Charles S. Banks.
{From the entomological section, Biological Laboratory, Bureau of Science.)
What central Africa was to the geographical explorer two decades ago,
the Philippine Islands are to the naturalist and especially the entomol-
ogist to-day—a vast region, the area of which is surmised to a greater
or lesser extent, but the richness of which is, even yet, undreamed of.
In years gone by a few such adventurous spirits as Semper, Cuming,
Worcester, Bournes, Whitehead, and some others made collections in
entomology, botany, ornithology, general zoology, and conchology, and
their material has been for the most part thoroughly classified and
deposited, that which was not in some manner lost or destroyed, in the
great museums of Europe and America.
But the question of biological research in so far as economic entomol-
ogy is concerned has gained an impetus only during the brief years which
have elapsed since sovereignty of this territory passed from Europe to
America. I know of but one publication dealing with this important
phase of biologic work in the Philippines previous to the beginning of this
century, and that is a small pamphlet by Don Domingo Sanchez y
Sanchez entitled "Memoria sobre un Insecto Enemigo del Cafeto,"
published in 1890, and treating of a species of Xylotrechus (Clytus)
attacking coffee plants in the Province of Batangas.
Until the establishment of the civil regime under the United States
Government, no formal work, as far as known, was done upon the locusts
so common and so abundant in these Islands, and insects affecting coco-
nuts trees, cacao, forest trees, timber, man, and domestic animals have
only in very recent years received any degree of attention.
At the present time, it may be safely said that the two chief questions
confronting the entomologist in these Islands are those with reference to
locusts and mosquitoes.
1 Read at the nineteenth annual meeting of the Association of Economic Ento-
mologists, New York, N. Y., beginning December 27, 1906.
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LOCUSTS.
(Aeridiiun mcutilen** Shiner.)
It must alwavs be borne in mind that the topographical features of
the Philippine Islands are such as favor to a great extent the propaga-
tion of the Philippine migratory locust. There are vast areas of waste
land comprising both level and mountainous regions, and from all
observations thus far made the insects repair, with a certain degree of
regularity, to BUch regions, after having made depredations upon the
small areas of cultivated land. It is certainly not possible that such vast
hordes as at times appear in certain cultivated regions could gain their
sole sustenance from tilled lands.
The so-called locust fungus has been used since MH)-> in experiment
against these insects, but, save for a very meager positive result in the
laboratory, practically all of the trials made have resulted uegatively.
This may be due to one of two causes, either that the fungus used became
contaminated and lost in the processes of transfer or to the fact that the
locust found here is not susceptible to the attacks of the fungus.
During the past three years very accurate data have been secured
with reference to the life history of these insects, with the important
exception of their periods of disappearance from inhabited regions.
Within a very few months it is hoped to establish an expedition which
will have as its object the thorough exploration of waste mountainous
regions for the purpose of further studying the locusts in their natural
haunts.
No accurate estimate can he made at present of the damage caused
annually by locusts, but from the very incomplete returns we know that
it. is very great, the crops Buffering most severely being rice and sugar
cane.
HICK IN8B0T8.
Aside from locusts, rice is seriously affected by three other insects,
the rice army-worm (Spofoptera maiirilu Boisd.), the rice stem borer.
a recently discovered and as yet unidentified species belonging to the
Pyralid.c, and the tiahgao (Leptocori&a acuta Thunb.). an hemipterous
insect which causes considerable damage by attacking rice in the "milk/"
and sucking the juices from the young heads.
The rice army worm, so-called because of the habit of the lame of
traveling in companies, like HeliophUa unipuncta Haw., id' the United
States, has caused considerable loss, especially in the Provinces of 1'an-
gasinan and Tarlac, in Luzon. The stem borer has but recently come to
my notice, it having been found as a larva on a rice grown at the Govern-
ment experiment station in Manila from seed brought from North
Carolina. The egg being laid near or upon the ligula. the tiny larva
bores into the stem in the upper joint and by the time it is full grown
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it will have bored through several nodes and have found lodgment in the
third joint from the top or near the ground. The adult of this insect
has not been reared.
CORN AND SORGHUM INSECTS.
Both of these plants are attacked to some extent by the rice army worm,
but corn has a special enemy in the form of the stalk borer (Pyrausta
vastatrix Schultze, MS.). Sometimes as many as three or four of the
larvae are found in the same cornstalk. Plants so attacked seldom bear
fruit.
Sorghum, with which cultural experiments are being carried on at the
experiment station here, is affected when in bloom by a tiny, unidentified
Cecidomyid, the female of which lays as many as twenty or thirty eggs
in a single spikelet. Last year the seed production of the plants was
lessened as much as 80 per cent by the ravages of this insect.
COCONUT INSECTS.
Being one of the chief industries in the Philippines, the cultivation of
coconuts when menaced by insect attacks assumes a discouraging aspect.
There are not many very serious pests found upon this very useful tree,
but those that do attack it bring about the most sinister results. Its
principal enemies are the rhinoceros beetle (Oryctes rhinoceros Linn.),
the Asiatic palm weevil (Rhyncophorus ferrugineus Fabr.), and the trans-
parent scale (Aspidiotus destructor Sign.). 2 It has been found that the
only effectual means of contending with these pests is constant vigilance
to prevent their entrance into a plantation and, when present, to rid the
trees of them before they can do serious damage. Clean cultivation, to-
gether with moderation in the matter of removing dead leaves from
coconut trees, has proved the most effective mode of procedure in this as
well as other coconut-growing regions.
SUGAR-CANE INSECTS.
This staple Philippine product is exceptionally free from insect attacks
other than that of locusts. One species of stalk borer (Aphodius sp.),
a beetle, which, as larva and adult, gives occasional trouble in the Island
of Negros, and a species of Aleurodid, are the only pests worth mention
in this connection. Our greatest energy witli reference to this plant will
be used in the prevention of possible future importation of infected "seed"
cane from regions such as Hawaii, when' the sugar-cane leaf hopper
(Perkinsiella saccharicida Kirk.) has done so much damage.
2 For a full account of these insects see Phil. Journ. Science (li)O(i) 1, 148-165
and 211-236.
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CACAO INSECTS.
Until more attention is given to the cultivation of the cacao tree
(JFheobroma cacao Linn.) in these Islands, we need have no fear of any
serious insect pests, although there are some few insects which claim
our attention even now.
The longhorn borer of the cacao (? Eucloa sp.) is by far the most,
serious pest with which we have to contend, while plant lice and termites
of several species require, by reason of their persistent attacks, the closest
vigilance upon the part of the owner of a cacao orchard.
TOBACCO INSECTS.
Tobacco grown under cover in the Oagayan Valley in northeastern
Luzon suffered considerably two years ago from the attacks of plant lice
(Aphididffi spp.L but these pests were successfully combated by the com-
bined use of weak kerosene emulsion and fumigation with dried leaves, the
latter operation, performed at night, being the more effectual of the two.
During the past season no word lias come from that region witli reference
to further attacks by these insects.
Stored tobacco, in the leaf, and the manufactured article in the shape
of cigars and cigarettes, in the factories in Manila suffered to some extent
in the early part of L905 from the attack of the cigarette beetle
(Laiioderma serricorne Fabr.), but greater care in preparation and
handling, together with methods looking to the screening of rooms where
the leaf was handled and the cigars and cigarettes were made and
packed, seems to have effectually reduced this troublesome little pest; at
least we bear no further complaint of its ravages.
In all parts of the Islands where tobacco has been seen growing the
work of a small tree cricket (? PanuBCOnihus sp.) has been noted on the
leaves and seed capsules. The males of this insect cut circular holes in
the leaves, over which they rest while st ridulat ing, in this way apparently
giving greater resonance to their notes. Individuals of both sexes, as
well as the young, eat large holes in the nearly ripe seed capsules, causing
a great loss of seeds. No measures have been tried with the view of rid-
ding the plants of this pest, but its ravages must cause considerable
damage to leaf to be used as wrapper.
TERMITES AND ANTS.
Like all tropical countries, the Philippines have their full mete of
white ants and "just ants." The former, as is well known, are among
the most destructive pests with which civilization is burdened in warm
regions. They destroy everything vegetable with which they come in
contact, excepting a few of the native Philippine woods such as molave
(Vitex littoral^ Decne.) and one or two others. Nothing is safe from
their attacks wherever it may he placed. I know from an all too sad
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personal experience their love of books, maps, furniture, clothing, and
apparatus, while from others I have heard of their destroying phonograph
boxes, gunstoeks, trunks, school furniture, and houses.
The Insular Treasury suffered from these insects the inconvenience
of the loss of some $1,500,000 worth of revenue stamps, stored in an
iron vault encased in some -'50 inches of cement on all sides, the termites
having entered from the outside of the building, through cracks in the
cement, caused by settling, and then through crevices between the iron
plates of the vault.
One of the most useful preparations against the attacks of termites is
found in the substance called " Carbolineum." It has been found that
two coats of this substance applied to any woodwork liable to be attacked
by termites effectually preserves it from damage for about two years.
Ants of many species are common throughout the Islands. The most
troublesome species, however, is the little red ant (Monomorium latinodc
Mayr), which is certainly omnipresent in either the broadest or the most
restricted sense of- the word. They make their nests in every available
place about houses and i'v^\ on all kinds of animal substances, even
attacking leather sweatbands in hats, patent leather shoes, which they
usually puncture somewhere on the front where the damage shows most,
and as for entomological specimens, either dead or alive, which are sent
through the mails or left upon tables in the laboratory they make short
work of destroying them completely. A piece of white, starched cambric
tacked over a window to modify the light was completely riddled in a
few weeks' time by these little insects in search of the flies, beetles, and
other forms which found a place between the cloth and the window panes.
Unless kerosene be placed in vessels of water in which the legs of
tables stand, the ants will find some means of crossing the "moat" if they
have to form a living bridge, as has been observed by me very frequently.
Articles suspended from the highest ceiling are not isolated unless petro-
leum be placed on a wad of cotton around the string or wire of suspen-
sion. A favorite place of rendezvous for these ants is around a lighted
lamp, when atmospheric conditions cause large numbers of other insects
to fly into the house in the evening. They attack all kinds of insects
and soon dismember and carry them off. All experiments in the breed-
ing of insects must be done on tables isolated from their attacks, or
otherwise eggs. larv;e. pupae and adults would be destroyed over night.
Destruction of their ground nests results in the building of others by
the individuals which escape. The only feasible method so far discovered
to combat the pests has been the continued application of kerosene to -
vessels of water in which the 1 hgs of the furniture are placed. Sometimes
a single spider web, the work of a moment, will furnish means of
transit to these little marauders and the labors of weeks will be brought
to naught.
49083 5
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INSECTS AFFECTING DOMESTIC ANIMALS.
Aside from fleas, in the case of dogs and cats, and a species of louse
(Lipoptera=Mallophaga) of the carabao, our domestic animals are com-
paratively free from parasitic insects. True, the various species of
horseflies (Tabanidae) and Stomoxys calcitrans Linn., are rather abun-
dant at certain seasons, but they are not as annoying to animals as
similar species in the United Stales, and flies like the horn fly (llacma-
tobia KcrraUi Desv.), the horse hot (G'astropliilus equi Fabr.), and the
ox warble (Hypodertna lineata Villers) are, so far, unobserved here.
MYIASIS AND HUMAN PAHASITISM.
During my work here one or two very severe cases of human myiasis
have come under my observation. In one case the flies were identified as
Liici/iti dux Bach.
The ordinary house insects, such as the bedbug (Cimex lectularius
Linn.), the house fly {Mu8ca domestica Linn.), (Musca spp.), the head
louse (Pediculus capitis De Geer), the crab louse (Phthirius inguinalis
Leach), and the flesh flies (Sarcophaga spp.) are all abundant, hut the
natives usually have their remedies for those which give them bodily
discomfit, while they completely disregard flies of all kinds, even mosqui-
toes, as a necessary and therefore bearable evil.
MOSQUITOES.
No one single problem in economic entomology, in so far as its relation
to human well-being is concerned, develops such large features as that
of the limiting of mosquitoes.
Up to the present time there have been recorded from the Philippine
Islands 83 species 11 belonging to this family.
Work on yellow I'vxvr and malaria in the United States and on the
latter disease in India, Italy, Africa, and elsewhere has shown, more or
less accurately, the species of mosquitoes which play a role in the trans-
mission of these diseases. No work has as yet been done in the Philip-
pines showing which of the 17 species belonging to Anophelince are the
carriers of malaria. This field of research, which has been unexplored
here because of pressure of other and routine work, will be entered into
as soon as a way is seen whereby some of the ordinary routine can be
given over to others, and it is not too much to suppose that some
interesting developments will be had.
Pilaris have been already demonstrated in at least one species of
mosquito in the Philippines, namely, Culex fatigans Wied., but as this
work is to he published at no late date, nothing further in regard to it
will be included here.
3 Bunks: A list of Philippine Culicids, etc. Phil. Journ. Sri. (1906) 1, 977
et seq.
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Many data have already been gathered with reference to the life
histories of Philippine mosquitoes, and a scries of publications looking
toward the eventual monographing of forms found here is part of my
program for the near future.
When more is known in this regard, we can the more successfully
plan and execute preventive campaigns against these insiduous foes of
mankind.
USEFUL INSECTS.
SILKWORMS.
Of the work that lias been done on useful insects, principal mention
might be made of experiments looking to the introduction of silkworms
into the Islands.
As far back as 1593 attempts were made by one of the early Spanish
priests, Padre Antonio Sedefio, to introduce the silkworm into the Philip-
pines, he having brought the mulberry and the "seed" here from China.
Again, in 1780, Padre Manuel Galiana made a second endeavor but with-
out success, save that plants from some of the original mulberry trees are
still to be found in Manila and the Provinces of Tarlac and Batangas.
In spite of the fact that silk growers claim a temperature of more than
25° C. as injurious to the silkworms, our experiments both in the labora-
tory and in the field have proven that an excellent grade of silk can be
obtained.
Our chief care will be as to the best method or keeping the eggs from
the time of laying to hatching, but we hope to solve this by the use of a
mild degree of cold in cold storage, facilities for which are now to lie had
in the chief towns of the Archipielago.
Up to the present little attention has been given to bees in these
Islands. There are at least three wild species which are found in consid-
erable abundance throughout the Archipelago: Megapis dorsata Fabr.,
M. zonata Smith, and Apis indica Fabr., with A. nigrocincta Smith and
A. unicolor Latr., which by some are considered mere varieties.
Of these, it is doubtful if Megapis dorsata Fabr., will ever submit to
domestication. Apis indica Fabr., has already been kept successfully in
hives and does fairly well, considering the fact that no scientific cultural
methods have been followed.
There is no reason why American or Caucasian bees would do otherwise
than well in the Philippines, although two attempts at importation on
the part of a private individual have proven failures, owing to improper
care of queens and brood in transit.
A rather inauspicious augury for the raising of bees here is the fact
that the bee moth (Gallcria mellonella Linn.) is very abundant and
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troublesome. Of course methods of combating it other than those em-
ployed in America must he sought here, owing to the continued presence
of summer with us.
FOREST IX8ECTS.
This field lias been practically untouched thus far in the Philippine
Islands. There is no douht that with the further development of Lumber-
ing interests here, the beginnings of which have already been made, there
will come the necessity for careful study of many insects in this con-
nection.
Already we have reports of damage to Lumber on the holdings of a
company in Occidental Negros, and we expect that this feature of our
entomological work here will grow in proportion as commercial work is
carried on.
1 have thus briefly outlined the chief problems that confront us in
economic entomology. We are in a virgin field, we must hew our way.
depending for guidance upon the work that others have done in other
countries, yet there are features here so peculiar to the region that we
must, as work goes on, devise other plans and work out other methods
suitable to climate, conditions, and people.
The work here is peculiarly an unfolding work; we meet new condi-
tions daily, and we must he able to cope with these conditions.
PHILIPPINE FIBERS AND FIBROUS SUBSTANCES: THEIR
SUITABILITY FOR PAPER MAKING (PART II). 1
By Geobge F. Richmond.
(From the Chemical Laboratory of the Bureau of Science.)
In Part I of this paper, the waste fibrous materials which result from
the isolation of the textile or cordage fibers taken from abaca, plantains,
and maguey were discussed, they being included in the first division,
namely, textile papers, according to the scheme as outlined under "Paper
materials" on page 439.
Leaving out of consideration the second division, which includes
bast papers made from the bast fibers of dicotylidonous plants—e. g.,
paper in u I berry, ramie, jute, etc., which latter are not grown in the
Islands in commercial quantities—the next important division from the
standpoint of the distribution of raw materials is that of the bamboo
and grass papers; two of these, namely, the perennial grasses cogoti and
taldhib. have already been considered. The paper-making qualities of
bamboos, palm fibers, and Philippine pulp woods still remain for discus-
sion; these will be taken up in the order named.
BAMBOOS.
The bamboos are giant members of Gram in ew (Grasses), the other
individuals of which, while widely distributed, of great value, and
very numerous, are for the most part insignificant as to hulk, height,
and structural characteristics. The canes and bamboos are exceptions in
that they form what may well be called forests and produce woods used
in construction. The bamboos include about twenty genera and two
hundred species and are distributed unevenly over the tropical zone.
Botanical description.—Tall, bushy grasses with woody stems or culms, for
the most part growing in clumps. The bamboo stem, as is the ease with all
other grasses, consists of a more or less hollow culm with transverse, solid joints
or nodes. Great variation exists among the various species with respect to the
size of mature stems and the thickness of the shell walls.
This gigantic grass is remarkable for its rapid growth under favorable condi-
tions of heat and moisture.2
1 Continued from p. 4fi"2.
-Watt: Dictionary Economic J'roduets of India (188;-)), 1, 374.
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(1) "Much has been written as to the rate of growth of the shoot. It is
probable that an average of three inches per day would not overstate the growth
of the young shoots of the more important species. Until the branches have
been fully developed the culm is not mature. This generally occupies a variable
hut considerable period, the shoot attaining its full height in from one to three
months."
The question of making paper from bamboo is by no means a new one,
but lias been the subject of much study by paper manufacturers in India
and other bamboo-producing countries/ 5
(2) "Of all the fiber-yielding plants known to botanical science, there is not
one so well calculated to meet the pressing requirements of the paper trade as
'bamboo,1 both as regards facility and economy of production as well as the
quality of the paper stock which can he manufactured therefrom; grown under
favorable conditions of climate and soil there is no plant which will give so
heavy a crop of available liber to the acre, and no plant which requires so little
care tor its cultivation and continuous production."
For the reasons stated ou page b">l and because of problems of a
practical nature which were encountered at the time of Mr. Routledge's
inquiries the question of utilizing bamboo for paper stock was abandoned.
Later, about 1890, the manufacture of paper from elephant grass
(Ochlandra travancorica) , a species of Indian bamboo, was started at
Travancore, British Burundi, but was discontinued. 4
(:i) "The material proved difficult of treatment. A very large quantity of
caustic soda was required to reduce the liber to stock, and an unusually large
quantity of bleaching powder had to he employed to make white paper out of
the yellow colored stock. Then, experiments had to be carried out to ascertain
what aged culms gave the best results, no experience being obtainable from
elsewhere on this point. The dbst of erecting the works, moreover, tar exceeded
the estimates. The business was carried ou for about five years and information
on many points was recorded but then funds ran out. and just as there seemed
some prospect of the concern paying, work had to be stopped for want of money.
This was unfortunate, for experts all agreed that for strength and durability,
the paper made from the Ochlandra was superior to the best esparto, and for
cotton mill wrappers and purposes for which strength is a desideratum, this
material stands unrivaled."
In I'M) I the late ('. 1). Ekman, one of the Leading exponents of the
sulphite pulp process and a European authority on pulp and paper
manufacture, refers to bamboo pulp."
lie called attention to the extreme fitness of bamboo fiber for blending
with Sulphite wood pulp to improve the quality and to remove the
woody appearance of the latter. The length of fiber, softness, and
whiteness of bamboo pulp are equal to these same qualities in the best
cotton pulp.
'Routledge: Bamboo at a Paper Making Material, K. & V. X. Spon, London
(1ST-.).
*T. V. Bqurdillon: Indian For. (IS!!!)), 25, L53.
0. I). Ekman: Wochenbl. /'. Papier Fab.. 35, 461, 462.
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"Bamboo," he says, "could not be transported to Europe at a profit but would
bave to be pulped where it grows. Every species of bamboo is not equally suited
for pulp making. The pulp is generally difficult to bleach and requires a large
proportion of bleaching powder. Some species can be bleached a good white
with 15 per cent of bleach while others treated in the same way give a poor color
with even 25 per cent of bleach. Only full-grown culms can be treated
economically."
Still more recently R. W. Sindall,6 a paper and pulp expert of London,
was sent by the British Government- to India to investigate the possibility
of developing the paper industry in that country. He writes as follows
:
(4) "In my opinion the bamboo of India may sometime supplant spruce wood
in the manufacture of pulp for paper making. 1 have made lengthy experiments
and have found that the bamboo is practical in the manufacture of pulp."
As is well known, bamboo has long been jised to made paper in
China—in fact, it is the chief material in use for this purpose in that
country. The Chinese employ the native bamboo, which they split into
lengths of from 1 to 1.3 meters each and then place in a vat or tank with
alternate layers of lime; water is then run in to cover the stems and the
whole left for three to four months; when the bamboo has become
sufficiently rotted it is pounded in a mortar, mixed with water, and
molded into square sheets of paper.
It was the firm belief of Mr. Eoutledge that only young shoots,
collected before the plant had arrived at maturity and become hardened
by a deposit of silicious matter, would be serviceable for paper making,
and it was upon this supposition that the main objections and practical
difficulties to the use of bamboo for paper stock were based. It was also
found at the time that the removal of young and tender stems from
the growing plants was disastrous to the parent stock to such an
extent that entire bamboo forests would be endangered, and that the
cost of transportation of the young, succulent shoots from the jungles to
the mill site would prohibit their economic use. Kurz 7 reports that
repeated cutting of too many bamboo shoots considerably weakens the
stock, while the cutting of full grown culms does not injure the growth
more than mowing does grass.
As the only practical attempt at the manufacture of paper from bamboo,
namely, that from elephant grass in British Burmah, resulted in the
report that this particular species is very resistant to chemical treat-
ment, it was thought advisable to experiment with at least two different
varieties of Philippine bamboo in order to determine their value as
compared with other graminaceous fiber plants to which they are closely
related and also with pulp woods, which, because of their dense, woody
nature, they so much resemble and with which they should perhaps more
properly be compared.
6 The Paper World and Wood Pulp News (1906), 29, No. 17.
7 Indian For. (187l>). 1, 257.
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PHILIPPINE HAM BOOS.
The two most important and widely distributed Philippine bamboos
arc the common, thick-walled variety (Bambusa blumeana), and the
thin-walled dwarf bamboo, also known as cana-boho (Bambusa lu-
mampao). The former is almost exclusively w^vd for building purposes,
because of its strength and durability; it is grown as a crop along the
river bottoms of Pampahga Province and in many other regions; cuttings
are set out in rows 2 to ."> feet apart and merchantable sizes are produced
in from One to two years.
Dwarf bamboo is the variety in general use throughout the Islands
for the manufacture of the saiialc. quisame, and unialonij, which are woven
products u^'i\ for lining or filling the walls, ceilings, lloors, doors, and
shutters of nipa houses. This bamboo is found almost entirely within
the forested regions and forms one of the most damaging Influences to
forest growth, it being almost as undesirable as clearings. In parts of
Bataan Province immense tracts of this plaid are annually cut and rafted
to the market. This species is never cultivated.
"CaHa-boho, probably Bambusa lumampao, is a characteristic form mi the
Lamao forest reserve. The clumps are composed of 15 to 20 culms, L2 to is
meters in height and set on an average of 3 to 4 meters apart : not infrequently
these clumps grow so close together thai it is difficult to wedge a way between.""
CHEMICAL COMPARISON WITH OTHER GRASSES.
The fibers of graminaceous plants exhibit a certain resemblance in
form and appearance. Manifestly, papers made from these substances
shonld possess very similar properties; The grass-like character of
bamboo is further shown by the similarity of its chemical composition
with that of other grasses; this will be understood by a study of the
following table :
Table I.
Constituents
Cellulose
Kiit and wax
AqaeOUS extract
Noiicellulo.se or Ugnin
Water
Ash
Bamboo."
Per cent.
50. 13
.78
10. 56
34.84
8. M
5.13
Wheat
straw. 1'
Per cent
46. GO
1.49
8.07
28. 49
9. 85
5.50
Btruc- i, wiirf
utraw.« bam- , ' (1
boo."'
pir vini. Percent.
17. 69
i
. U
9. 06
36, 75
11.38
3. 90
53. 91
. 96
4.98
21.25
12. -JO
3.47
66. 75
1.03
4. 69
21.27
11.20
6. 03
s
11. N. Whitford: The Vegetation of the Lamao 1'orest Reserve. Phil. Jowm.
Soience I 1808), 1, 386.
'Hugo Muller: Pfianeenfaser, Leipzig (1873).
'" Analyses made by Mr. Mariano Yivencio of this laboratory. It is also advis-
able to compare the above analyses of bamboo with those of the perennial grasses,
esparto ami oogon, given <>n page 458 of I'hil. Journ. Soience (1906) 1.
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PREPARATION OF PAPER CELLULOSE FROM BAMBOO.
The procedures employed for obtaining paper cellulose from esparto
and the cereal straws are applicable to bamboo as well. Because of the
great solvent action of alkaline solutions, comparatively little pains are
necessary in the preparation of bamboo for the digestion process. First,
there is no hark to he removed, as in the case of the dicotvledinous pulp
woods; fresh, mature stems need simply to he chipped, or hotter, cut in
suitable lengths and crushed by passing between heavy, fluted rollers.
The quantity of alkali required to produce a well-boiled pulp from
mature stems of the above-mentioned species of bamboo we have found
to be 15 to 20 per cent caustic soda, calculated upon the gross weight of
the material digested, which concentration yields from 40 to 50 per cent
of a light-brown fiber, which has a clean and soft appearance suitable
for wrappings, news, and book papers.
This consumption of alkali is not greater than is frequently necessary
in practice for cooking esparto grass," and other graminaceous plants,
such as the cereal straws, which are so largely employed in Europe for
line paper stock. These require from 10 to 15 per cent of caustic soda
to yield ;);? to 37 per cent of pure fiber.
On the other hand, the commercial pulp woods used in the production
of soda fiber demand a much greater proportion of alkali for their com-
plete resolution; the amount of caustic soda employed in practice, in
making soda wood pulp can only be approximated. It is customary to
add sufficient liquor of a known strength to cover the chips, and this
volume depends of course upon the state of division of the wood, the
thoroughness with which it is packed or tamped down, and the form of
boiler employed. Oriffin and Little give 700 gallons of liquor per cord
of wood when rotary boilers are used, and a much larger volume in case
stationary, upright digesters are employed. One thousand gallons of
liquor, carrying U per cent caustic soda (the average strength employed),
would contain about 284 kilos (625 pounds) per one cord of chips, but
the weight of a cord of' pulp-wood chips is very indefinite. Its ap-
proximate weight may be deduced indirectly, by knowing the amount of
pulp a cord of wood will yield and the average percentage yield of pulp
from a given wood by the soda process.
454.5 kilos (1.000 pounds) of pulp is considered an average yield from one
cord of poplar wood. The average percentage of yield of wood pulp by the soda
method of treatment may be given as 40 per cent. Thus 454.5 kilos of pulp
represent 1,136.3 kilos (2.500 pounds) of wood, and one cord of wood (1,136.3
kilos) consumes 2,S4 kilos of caustic soda, or 25 per cent, calculated on the grow
Weight of the wood.
The above calculation demonstrates that mature bamboo is much more
easily resolved into paper liber than is the most generally used wood
employed for the manufacture of paper pulp by the soda process.
11 See footnote Xo. 5, page 4.'!7 of Phil. Journ. Science (1000) 1.
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PRELIMINARY PREPARATION OF BAMBOO FOR DIGESTION
EXPERIMENTS.
At first the outer, silicatcd rind and the nodes or joints of mature culms
were digested separately, but it was found that the latter yielded to
alkaline treatment with the formation of very little shive, but with a less
cellulose content than when internodes alone were used. The yield of pulp
on the nodes and rind, respectively, was 35 per cent, as compared with one
of 42 per cent on internode wood alone, under the same conditions. This
deficiency is fully accounted for by the larger amount of mineral matter
deposited in the joints and on the exterior surfaces of the mature bamboo
stems.
All experiments in this direction showed that in practice the joints or
nodes, if well crushed, would offer no resistance to caustic soda liquors
and that it would not be necessary or even advantageous to effect any
preliminary sorting between the different portions of the stem, hence in
the recorded experiments no separation was practiced. Bamboo pulp,
similarly to straw and grass fibers, shows a tendency to roll up into little
balls under slow motion, so that rotary digesters would probably prove
unsuiteil to this raw material.
EXPERIMENTAL PART.
All of the digestion and bleaching experiments tabulated below were
made on 454 gram lots (1 pound) of air-dried material. The bamboo
chips or sticks were packed into an upright digester, variable quantities
of caustic soda liquor, in all cases sullicieiit to cover the chips, were 1 added,
and the heating was done by direct flame.
Tabi.k II.
STRUCTURAL BAMBOO (Iiambusa blumeana).
Conditions of digestion.
Experiment!.
I. II. ill. IV. V. VI
Strength of liquor per cent—
Amount of caustic soda calculated
on the weight of the material
digested . _ . _per cent
Time of boiling . .hours .
I 'ressu res employed. . at mospheres..
Yield of pulp:
Unbleached percent
10
22 i
9
6
41. 75
10
20
5
r
)-(i
42
40.2
21.7
4.4
Cream,
174
5
8
42. 55
40.(1
23.9
4.6
74
15
ft
6-7
41
3}
20
1
g
42.7
39.4
24.8
7.9
Poor
white.
H
12J
5
6-7
43.1
Amount of bleaching powder con-
sumed . per cent-
Loss of weight in blcaching___do
22. 86
Yellow.
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Tauld II—Continued.
DWARF BAMBOO (Bambusa lumanpao).
Conditions of digestion.
Experiments.
I. II. III. IV. V. VI.
Strength of liquor per cent
Amount of caustic soda calculated
on the weight of the material
digested . percent
Time of boiling, . .hours
Pressures employed___atmospheres__
Yield of pulp:
Unbleached
_. per cent.
Bleached do
Amount of bleaching powder con-
sumed . percent.,
Loss of weight in bleaching __do
Color
10
22;
5
8
44. 05
41.4
9.9
6.1
Cream.
10
20
5
5-6
45.6
42.6
13.3
6.8
Light
cream.
17i
10
6-7
47. 22
7*
15
5
6-7
49.1
43.7
16.1
12
22J
5
5-6
46.33
6J
12i
10
6-7
50.4
white.
The experiments outlined above bring out the following considerations:
First. Dwarf bamboo is superior to the structural variety both in yield
of unbleached pulp and in consumption of bleaching agent.
Second. Caustic soda in the proportion of 10 to 20 per cent, calculated
on the gross weight of the canes, is sufficient to produce a well-digested
pulp.
Third. The duration of the digestions and the pressures and corre-
sponding temperatures carried arc considerably less than are employed in
pulping the common, soft woods by this process, and compare very
favorably with those used in practice for straw cellulose manufacture.
Fourth. The structural bamboo requires excessive quantities of bleach
(20 to 25 per cent) to produce at best a poor white, while the dwarf
variety, on the other hand, is bleached a good white with the equivalent
amount of powder consumed by annual and perennial straws, namely,
10 to 20 per cent.
PALM FIBERS.
Several species of the other Palmcce, including rattans, betel-nut
palm (Areca catechu), nipa palm (Nipa fructicans), hurt palm (Corpha
umbraculifera)
,
and coconut palm (Cocos nucifera), are found widely dis-
tributed throughout the Archipelago and contribute to the local demands
of the people for food and fiber.
The bejucos or rattans, which occur so plentifully throughout forested
regions, are used principally for the manufacture of furniture, and they
are far too valuable to be otherwise primarily employed. The various
pieces of furniture into which rattans so largely enter are constructed
entirely of this material and dwarf bamboo, so that old or worn-out
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articles of this class could be utilized at a paper mill without any pre-
liminary cleaning or sorting.
Betel-nui palm is Found both in the wild and cultivated state."
"The spatbes which cover the flowering axis may be used for paper making,
as so also might the fibrous pericarp which is removed from the out*. The snathes
arc largely used in India for packing and in the preparation of small articles for
persona] use."
Nipa palm is a well-known and valuable plant which for the most
part is cultivated. As this plant is found only within the influence of
salt water, near the seashore 1 , and as considerable commerce in the leaves
of this plant for thatching purposes is already established, the long
leafstalks, which contain a strong structural fiber hut which are at present
discarded as worthless, are available in large quantities.
Coconut palm.—The commercial fiber of this plant, known as coir, is
found in the husk or fibrous pericarp surrounding the nut.
"The liber is mneli impaired by waiting for the nuts to arrive at maturity.
consequently, for fibrous purposes, the latter are usually cut at about the tenth
month. If cut earlier than this, the fiber is weak; if later, it becomes coarse
and hard, requires a longer soaking, and is more difficult to manufacture.'"1
Walker 14 has shown that the percentage of husks from nuts too green
to he used for copra is 70 per cent of the total weight, that this quantity
is 51 per cent on the kind of nuts ordinarily employed for copra produc-
tion and about 33 per cent on thoroughly ripe, hrown ones.
There is no established commerce in coir or coconut fiber in the Phil-
ippines, but there is a large and growing industry in copra, and coconut
oil production is steadily increasing. Practically all the husks en-
countered in the coconut districts are dry. brown, and unlit for coir
cordage, so that at the present time they are only used for fuel or thrown
away. That the amount of coconut husks annually consumed is consider-
able is evidenced from the statistics on copra exportat ions.
In L906 approximately 60,000 tons of copra were exported. This represents
over 400,000 tons of nuts, which in turn represents an approximately equivalent
Weight Of husks. These data do not include the vast quantity of mils husked for
local consumption, nor the nuts and oil exported as such.
As copra and oil will probably always be the products of first value
in this industry, the husks produced and now almost exclusively used for
fuel will be of a very inferior grade and their unsefulness for purposes
other than fuel will, on this account, be limited. However, coconut
husks contain considerable fiber, and as they are now a rather worthless
'-Watt: Dictionary of Economic Products of India, I. -'-'S.
u Bpon't Encyclopaedia, 1, 939.
"The coconut and its relation to the production Ot X)COnut oil. I'liil. Joiuh.
Sciccc i 1906), 1, (>s 73.
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by-product of a large and rapidly growing industry, and as this fact
assures their availability in almost unlimited quantities, they are worth
considering from the standpoint of their applicability for paper or pulp
manufacture.
Lengthy experimentation with coconut husks has shown that the fibers
can not economically be separated from the cellular matter in which they
are embedded, at least not by caustic alkalies. A treatment sufficiently
drastic to remove this nonfibrous matter not only causes too groat an
expense in the chemicals involved but seriously attacks the fibers them-
selves; furthermore, this class of fiber is not amenable to bleaching
processes.
For the production of pulp For purposes other than paper this material
appears both cheap and admirable. As a substitute for wood pulp in
the manufacture of various commodities such as rooting and felting
materials, in which case a complete removal of the corky layers is not
necessary or advisable and where bleaching is not required, the husks
could be prepared by mechanical means alone or by mechanical means
followed by a mild alkaline treatment. In the dry state in which the
husks come to the consumer they are easily roughly cleaned to form a
tow-like mass of fibers, which greatly resembles oakum, and which re-
presents from 40 to (>() per cent of the gross weight of the husk, depending
upon the quantity of corky matter still adhering to it.
In those countries where coir fiber is an article of commerce, the
husks are first crushed between heavy, fluted rollers, then passed through
the extractor, which consists essentially of a cylinder covered with steel
teeth which tear the liber from the husk, ami then a subsequent win-
nowing removes the short liber and dirt.
Burt palm.—This palm is second only to the coconut palm in the
variety and usefulness of its products. The tree is never cultivated, but
it grows luxuriantly in a wild state in many sections of the Islands. The
Recoleto estate in southwestern Mindoro contains hundreds of thousands
of individuals of this species. One of the principal uses of this palm
is to furnish material from which mats and sugar sacks (bayones) are
made. The leaf is the only part suitable for these purposes. The long
leafstalk, which contains abundant structural fiber, is employed for
making fine hats and coarse ropes and twine. Throughout Panay, where
this palm is widely distributed, it furnishes practically all the cordage
fiber in use. Good-looking rope is made by beating the fresh, green leaf-
stalks until the fibers are partially separated, and then, after drying,
these are twisted into cordage of various sizes.
Only coconut husks, which were taken to represent the class of fiber
to be obtained from any palm fruit-pericarp, and buri palm rope fiber,
which was considered to typify the class to be obtained from the leaf-
stalks of all palms, were studied.
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EXPERIMENT PART.
COCONUT FIBER.
Experiment I.—The fibrous tow, prepared by shredding dry husks by hand,
was digested for three hours at 4 to G atmospheres pressure with an excess of
2 per cent caustic soda solution. A yield of 47.70 per cent was obtained.
Experiment If.— I ncleancd husks, cut up into fine pieces and treated as out
lined in Experiment 1, gave a yield of 20 per cent.
Experiment III.—Fibrous tow prepared as in Experiment 1, digested during
seven hours at atmospheres pressure with lime and soda ash in quantities
suilicient to form 20 per cent caustic soda, calculated on the weight of the ma-
terial treated, produced a 4i) per cent yield of well-pulped liber containing some
undissolved foreign matter.
BUM PAT.M ROPE.
Experiment I.—Old worn rope Avas cut up into small pieces and digested for
six hours at 4 to 5 atmospheres pressure with a 2 per cent caustic soda solution.
A yield of 30.1 per cent was obtained.
Experiment II.—New 1-inch rope of this liber, purchased in the open market
and subjected to the same conditions as in Experiment 1, gave a yield of 37.3
per cent.
Palm fibers, as I have 1 staled above, do not bleach readily, bence no
quantitative bleach experiments were conducted with these pulps. Hand-
made sheets of unbleached paper made from palm fibers were found to
be strong- and fairly free from shive.
The local profusion of this family of plants and the vast quantities of
available waste material resulting from the well-established copra, sugar
sack, and nipa tbateb industries makes it worthy of attention. The
dimensions of palm and bamboo paper fibers are given in the tables
of fiber measurements on page Hit. fcficrophotographs of palm ami
bamboo fibers, seen longitudinally, are appended.
In a concluding number of this paper will be discussed the applica-
bility of Philippine soft woods for paper pulp, both by the alkali and
acid processes. The preparation of sulphite cellulose from the various
raw materials previously described : a further discussion of the availability
of those materials and the extent of the local deposits of sulphur, clays,
and limestones; their chemical analyses with respect to their special
fitness for paper manufacture and the suitability of waters from different
sources for manufacturing and boiler purposes will also be included.
ILLUSTRATIONS. 1
PLATE I.
Fig. 1. Structural bamboo (Bambum blumeana)
.
2. Dwarf bamboo (Bambusa lumampao)
.
PLATE II.
Fig. 1. Coir fiber {Cocos nucifera)
.
2. Buri-palm fiber {Corpha umbraculifera)
.
15 Photomicrographs by Martin. Fibers seen longitudinally.
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